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1. Introduction to Jumbling theory: 

 Principle  theory   ;   By jumbling the letters of a given word of any  language  a 
Tamil word can be arrived [reading the letters  of the given word -from right to 
left or left to right is the traditional way  ]  . To  put it in another way,   all the 
words of  different  languages  came in to  use by   jumbling the letters of Tamil  
words ; it looks  completely  irrational to say that ‘jumbling’  is the  root cause 
for the  [ natural ]  evolution  of  different  languages ; unfortunately  analysis of 
thousands of words  of different languages  strongly  favours this  unnatural  
jumbling theory ; this makes to conclude that Tamil is the mother of all 
languages . In other words  , in the primitive days ,all the people of this  planet 
had spoken a single language -i.e.  the  Tamil language.  

               Here we will  read the words related to astronomy/astrology by 
Jumbling . General words are also included  to understand the concept of 
jumbling .  

                                       Jumbling  of words  

Astron [Greek]   has the consonants /compound letters   -sa – the- Ra -  an-  and 
the  interpretation  of the word is  nashathra  [Skt] -  star .  

Star   has the consonants /compound letters   -sa – the-  Ra -  and the  original 
Tamil  interprreation  of the word is  thee sudar  -  fire flame ;  thee -  fire;  sudar- 
lamp / torch . 

Star   has the consonants /compound letters   -sa – the-  Ra -  and the  original 
Tamil  interprreation  of the word is   sintha  mani  sudar -  hanging  fire . 

Star   has the consonants /compound letters   -sa – the-  Ra -  and the other.  
interpretation  of the word is   Mister . 
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Star   has the consonants /compound letters   -sa – the-  Ra -  and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is   Mistress.  

Earth   has the consonants – Ra- the- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  mun tharai  -  earth . 

Luna  has the consonants  - la- an -and the original Tamil  word is  nila- moon.   

Road  has the consonants – Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word is  theru-  street.  

Makaran [Skt]   has the consonants  -ma –ka- Ra -an  - and the original Tamil  word 
is kaari   enum  mai meen / kaari enum  koar – Saturn  ;  Kaari  meen-  Saturn ;  
koar- planet  . 

Mercury  has the consonants  -ma- Ra –ka- Ra - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is Arivan/ kanakkan  enum  koar- a planet called 
Arivan [ Mercury] .  

Wednesday   has the consonants  - va – the- an-  sa - the – and theorignal tamil  
interpretation of the word is  kanakkan/ thoothuvan   aatchchi  seithidum  thinam 
-  the day ruled by Mercury ;  Kanakkan-  Mercury;  thinam- day  . 

Rithu [Skt] has the consonants- Ra- the -and the  original Tamil  word is erandu  
maatham -  two months ;  erandu-  two ; maatham- month .  

Great  bear   has the consonants - ka –Ra- the-  pa- Ra  -  and the original Tamil  
word is  perum  karadi / periya vadivam konda karadi  / poru   -  great bear  ;  
perum-  big;  karadi / poru -  bear.   

Ram  has the consonants-  Ra- ma -  and the original Tamil word is mari- sheep .  

Kaarththika [Skt]   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- the- ka -and the original Tamil   
word is  aruvaai  endra meen  koottam -  kaarththikai; meen-  fish/ star; koottam-  
group  . 

Kaarththika [Skt]   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- the- ka -and the original Tamil   
word is  aaru-mukaththai konda  Thiru Murugan-  lord Murugan with  six faces;  
aaru- six; mukam- face  .  
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Arithmetic  has the consonants –Ra-  the - ma - the -ka –  and the original Tamil  
word is  en kondu  kanakkeedum  murai – method of calculation by  numerical /  
numbers ;  en-  number; kanakkeedu- calculate;  murai- method  . 

Zodiac  has the consonants -  [- sa-]  –the- ka- and the  original Tamil word is  vaan 
kanitham -  astronomy ;  vaan-  sky;  kanitham – calculation/ maths  . 

Panchanka  has the consonants -  [-pa-]  –-an—[- sa-] - ka – and the original Tamil  
word is  vaan kanakku – astronomy ;  kanakku- calculation .   

Panjab   has the consonants    - pa –an- sa- [- pa-]  – and the original Tamil  word is  
pasumaiyaana  mun -  fertile soil ;  panja [Skt]  = anju = five ; pasumai- greenery ;  
mun- soil  . 

Galaxy  has the consonants – ka- la- ka- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is vaan 
veli – space. 

Galaxy  has the consonants – ka- la- ka- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is vaan 
ulakam – sky/ space. 

Galaxy  has the consonants – ka- la- ka- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is vin 
meenkalin kuzhumam-  group of stars.  

Maithaan [Skt]  has the consonats - ma – the –an-  and the original Tamil  word is  
manthai-  open ground. 

Rahu ketu   has the consonants  -Ra- ka  -ka -the - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is    uvaa-vin   yaeru muka/ erankidum muka  mundu -  
ascending  and decending node of the moon  ;  node= mundu;  uvaa= moon  . 

Aruthra  has  the consonants –Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word is  Aathirai/ 
Moothirai  / Thiru Aathirai –  Betelgeuse .  

March  month has the consonants -  ma- Ra –-sa-–and the original Tamil 
interpretaion  of the word is  mari  / sem-mari  maasam   - ram /  Aries ;  mari- 
ram;  maasam-  month . 
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Star   has the consonants /compound letters   -sa – the-  Ra -  and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  Shri Mathi [Skt] –Mistress.   

Star   has the consonants /compound letters   -sa – the-  Ra -  and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  Srithara  -Mister.  

Heaven  has the consonants - ka –va- an -  and the original Tamil   word is  
vinnakam/ vaanakam -  sky/ heaven.  

Hell   has the consonants-  ka -la - and the original Tamil  word is keezh ulakam -  
under world; keezh- under;  ulkam- world ; nagalokam .  

Lady  has the consonants- la –the- and the original Tamil  word is- thallai- mother.  

 Lady  has the consonants - la –the- and the   other interpretation of the word is  
thaleia [Greek ] / mother.  

Aquarius  has the consonats   - ka- Ra- [-sa-]  - and the interpretation  of the word 
is  kareeram –aquarius.   

Rehu  has the consonants  - Ra- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  karum  koar;  
karumai- black;  koar- planet .  

Nakulan [ handsome man ]  has the consonants – an- ka- la  -and the  original 
Tamil  name is   azhakan – handsome man  . 

Corvi   [Greek ] star -   has the consonants - ka- Ra- va  -and the original Tamil  
word/ meaning  is  kaamaram /  kanni /  kaini / nau-vi  meen / kaimeen / karu 
vaakam  -  corvi / crow .  

Siththirai [Chithra]    has the consonants -  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
word is Thachchar  enum  thee sudar  meen - carpenter star;  thachchar- 
carpenter.  

Acumen [Greek ] star  has the consonants – ka- ma- an -and the original Tamil  
word is  ko-k-ku  meen- acumen. 
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Ahoratram  [Skt[   has the consonants -  ka- Ra  -the -Ra -ma  -and the  
interpretation  of the word is  oru  kathirava  thinam/ nar - one solar day ; oru- 
one;  kathiravan- sun;  naar- day . . 

August  [ month]  has the consonants – ka- [- sa -] –the- and the original Tamil 
word is  kanni matham -  month of  virgo . 

Alcor  [ of Great bear ]    has the consonants - la -ka –Ra- and the original Tamil  
word is  kula orai -  /Alcor  /Arunthathi [Skt]  = Thirumathi .  

Pasture  [ land]  has the consonants  - pa- sa- the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  
word is   pasum tharai -  green grassy land/ maeichchar tharai- grazing land  .  

Lake has the consonants-  la –ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kulam - lake.  

Mucus  has the consonants -   ma -ka –sa- and the  original Tamil word is  kaasam 
– mucus .  

Drum  has the consonants - the –Ra- ma and the original Tamil word is ida 
maaram -  drum;  damaaram .  

Troops  has the consonants – the- Ra- pa –sa- and the  original Tamil  word is   
Padai   Aatchchiyar –Tamil   warrior  caste . 

Troops  has the consonants – the- Ra- pa –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   
poar padai  -  army.  

Troops  has the consonants – the- Ra- [-pa-] –sa-and the  original Tamil  word is   
saththiriyar -  warrior.  

Troop  has the consonants - the –Ra- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  adarppu 
–war . 

Uncle  has the consonants  -an- ka -la - and the  original Tamil word is  kozhunan .  

Feather  has the consonants-  pa –the- Ra- and the interpreation  of the word is 
pathaththiram-/ paththiram   feather.  

Beauty  has the consonants - pa- the -and the original Tamil  word is  patham / 
pantham – beauty . 
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Pretty   has the consonants  -pa –Ra- the- and the interpretation  of the   word is  
panthuram – pretty .  

Prostitute   has the consonants - pa- Ra-[- sa-]- the - –and the interpretation  of 
the word is  panthuurai – prostitute .  

Breast   has the consonants – pa- Ra- [-sa-] -the -and the original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is  ponn-u -udaiya / thaai udaiya  maarpu / parampu – chest of a 
woman / mother;  ponnu-  woman;  thai- mother;  maarpu –chest ;  parampu -
breast  ;  payotharam ;  thana porai . 

Saree  has the consonants – sa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is seeram  
/seerai – saree . 

House  has the consonants - ka -sa - and the interpretation  of the word is  jaakai-
[Skt]  house . 

Mirukam [Skt]   has theconsonats – ma- Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kumaram-  animals  with out horns . 

 Head  has the consonants – ka- the- and-the orignalTamil  word is  kadi- begger’s 
bowel – cephalus . 

Youth  has the consonant- the- and the  original Tamil word is  yaettai -  youth . 

Enmity  has the consonants - an -ma -  the  and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaethinmai -  enmity .  

Hill  has the consonants-  ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is oankal – hill .  

Fear  has the consonants – pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  peeru / peer  -
fear . 

Coastal  area  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  -the – la- Ra - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kadal karai -  sea shore.  

Devil  has the consonants –the- va- la -and the   interpretation  of the word is   
vaethaalam- devil . 
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Goat  has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is kaatta/ 
kaattaan - wild cow .  

Ring  has the consonants - Ra –an- ka - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
angureeyam [ Skt] - ring . 

Goal  has the consonants -  ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is elakku –aim . 

Thaathi [Skt] has the consonants - the -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
uootum-t- thaai -  uoottu –feed ; thaai- mother . 

Coset [maths] has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] - the- and the  interpretation  of the 
word is thunai kanam – coset. 

Polygon  has the consonants- pa -la – ka- an -and the  original Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  pala konam –polygon;  pala - poly . 

               However  this is not an absolute statement . 

          Jumbling  is not needed  while interpretating  few words . 

Hug  has the consonants - ka- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is anaikka- hug . 

Wed  has the consonants-  va -the -and the original Tamil word is kadi – marriage . 

Warrior  has the consonants -  va- Ra - and the   interpretation  of the word is 
veerar  . 

Lake has the consonants-  la –ka- and the original Tamil  word is  elanku- lake.  

Vain has the consonants – va- an -and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is veen -  useless  . 

Shut  has the consonants – sa- the- and the original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  saaththu -  shut.  

Put  has the consonants – pa- the- and the oiringal Tamil interpretation of the 
word is poadu – put ;  idu .  
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Shoot  has the consonants - sa –the- and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  sudu – shoot.  

Fry   has the consonants – pa- Ra -and the original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is pori -  fry . 

Prize  has the consonants- pa- Ra- sa -and the original Tamil interpreation  of the 
word is  parisu – prize . 

Star   has the consonants /compound letters   -sa – the- Ra -  and the  
interpretation  of the word is  Esthar / Chandra.  

Wind  has the consonants – va- an –the- and the original Tamil word is  vanthu – 
wind.  

Baratha naattiyam [Skt]   has the consonants - pa -Ra – the- an- the -ma  - and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is paraththaiyarin aattam -  the dance of 
the temple girls ; paraththaiyar – temple women ; aattam- dance.  

Bear  has the consonants – pa- Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is poru - bear .  

Bearer   has the consonants -  pa- Ra- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is poraiyar-  
one who  carries the goods.  

Deity   has the consonants -  the- the – and the original Tamil  word is  aaththaa-  
mother goddess.  

Zodiac  has the consonants  -sa- the -ka -  and the  interpretation of the word is  
Jaathakam  [Skt] -  zodiac . 

Thaleia [Greek] has the consonants –the- la- and the original Tamil  word is thallai 
-  mother . 

Minute   has the consonants  - ma –an- the - and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  nimidam -  minute.  

Bird  has the consonants – pa-Ra- the -and the interpretation  of the word is  
parithu – bird.  
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Ghost  has the consonants - ka [- sa-] - the and the  original Tamil  word is  edaa 
kini – ghost .  

Friend  has the consonants - pa –Ra- an -the – and the original Tamil  word is  
purinthaor  /arinthoar  /therinthoar/ unarthoar  -  those who have known to one . 

Aathi [Skt]    has the consonant-   the --and the  original Tamil  word is  adi  mudi – 
head and the foot/  origin and the end .    

Aathi [Skt]    has the consonant-   the --and the  original Tamil  word is  adi- god .  

Aathi [Skt]    has the consonant-   the --and the  original Tamil  word is thonmai- 
antique  ;  myth .   

Thaathu [Skt]  has the consonant-  the – and the original Tamil  word is  adi- 
thaaathu .  

Paleo  [ Greek- palaia ] has the consonants  -pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
pazhaiya –old . 

Teak  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  interpretation  of the  word is  
kumitham / kumitheekam  -teak . 

                                       Sooththiram  . 

                                    ka =  va ; va= ka.  

Ring  has the consonants - Ra –an- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  virar ani -  
finger ornament ; virar[l] - finger; ani- jewel ; Ra= la.  

Yuva  aandu  / 9th year    has the consonants  - va-  an -  the - and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the word is   aandu  kanakku  thondu-  year 9 ;  aandu-  
year;  kanakku-  calculation .  

Vaesi  has the consonants - va –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  kanikai -  
prostitute.  

Nava /new  has the consonants -an -va -  and the original Tamil   word is  kanni- 
new.  
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Word  has the consonants -va –Ra- the -and the interpretation  of the word is 
vaarththai-  word . 

Word  has the consonants -va –Ra- the -and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  kootru / kootram- word.  

Cut  has the consonants - ka –the- and the original Tamil interpreation of the 
word is  vettu –cut . 

Wood  has the consonants -  va- the -and the original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is kattai -  wood . 

Wood  has the consonants -  va- the -and the original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   kaadu -  woods /forest .  

Bewildered  has the consonants -  pa-  va – la-  the- Ra- the – and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  pori  kalanki  nindrida - bewildered   .  

Sky   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka-  and the original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   vaanam  / vin / vaan / vaanakam / vinnakam/ kam  -   sky . 

Sky   has the consonants  -sa- ka-  and the  other interpretation of the word is 
aakasah [Skt]  -  sky . 

Sky   has the consonants  --sa- ka-  and the original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   Sivan -  lord Siva . 

Sky   has the consonants  --sa- ka-  and the original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  Sivakasi  /Kasi   .  

Sky   has the consonants  --sa- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
kaasini  -earth ; kaayam . 

Sky   has the consonants  --sa- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
kichchu- fire.  

Guru[Skt]   [Jupitor]  has the consonants-  ka –Ra- and the original Tamil word is 
Makavin koar -  Jupitor.  
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Su-k-kilam [Skt] has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -la - and the original Tamil  word is  
vellai vannam-  white color ;  vellai-  white; vannam- color  . 

Ammavaasai[Skt]  [ new moon ]   has the consonants  - ma -va –[-sa-]  – and the 
original Tamil  word is   mangu  uvaa – waning moon  ; mangu –fade; uvaa- moon . 

Ammavaasai[Skt]  [ new moon ]   has the consonants  -- ma -va –[-sa-]  – and the 
original Tamil  word is  mai-  kuku / mai uvaa  -  new moon  ; mai –dark/ black .  

Thasai [Skt] [astrology ] has the consonants – the- sa -and the original Tamil  word 
is aatchchi  - rule.  

Jala doasa  has the consonants  -sa- la - the –[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  sali pidippu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  -  cold.   

Gas  has the consonants  -  ka- sa- and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   aavi -  gas . 

Gas  has the consonants  -  ka- sa- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
vaayu [Skt] – gas;  kusu - flatus  . 

Pancha  ulokam  [Skt]   has the consonants   -pa –an- sa-   la- ka- ma – and the 
original Tamil  interpretation  word is    pon [1]/  seppu [2]/velli[3] / yeeyam [4]/ 
velli –yeeyam / vankam[5] [naagaseevanam/ naagam ]  / kal veeli    aakaiya     anju  
vakai   kanimankalin/ maalaikalin / moolakakankalin / ponmankalin   kalavai – 
alloy of five metals- gold[1]/ copper[2]/ silver[3]/ lead [4]/zinc[5] ; kal velli -  alloy 
of iron and  lead ;  kaanjiyam-  alloy of  copper and tin;   kalaai- lead .  

Avitta[m]  [Skt] [ nasthra]   has the consonants  -  va- the-  and the original Tamil  
word is andan-k -kaakkai -  raven .  

Vasithan [Skt]   [ Zeta  star ]  has the consonants-  va –[- sa-] - the -and the original 
Tamil  word is udukkai / kaada thuni  vaetti  sattai / kachchai  aninthavan  -  one 
who is  clothed;   kadaa thuni- cotton cloth ; vaetti sattai-   dhothi  and shirt. 

Karna [thithi ]  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- na  - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is   arai naar  kanakku / arai naera kanakku -  half day ; 
arai- half; kanakku- calculation .  
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Kuru [Kavravas/Maha Baratha  ]  has the consonants  - ka -Ra -and the orignal 
Tamil word is Naagar ;  Maravar-  a group of Naga people ; karu nagam- cobra .  

Nakulan [ handsome man ]  has the consonants – an- ka- la  -and the  original 
Tamil  name is  azhakan-  handsome man;  Vaelan [Murugan ]  . 

Varan  [Skt]/bridegroom   has the consonants  -va- Ra -an - and the original Tamil  
word is  kanavar -  husband.  

Raevathi has the consonants –Ra- va- the-and the original Tamil  word is  kadai 
naar meen -  alresche. 

Raevathi [Skt]  has the consonants –Ra- va-  the-and the original Tamil  word is  
kattumaram/   kattumaraan - alrasche  ;  kattumaram  - a kind of boat made by  
binding woods ;  kattu-  tie/ bind; maram- wood  .    

Canopus [Greek]   has the consonants - ka- an- [-pa-] - [- sa-]  -and the original 
Tamil  word is  navaai-  ship . 

Vessel [ ship]   has the consonants -  va -sa -la  -and the original Tamil  word is  
kalaasu -  ship / boat . 

Snake   has the consonants -  [-sa-] - an- ka - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
naag / nagam – cobra ;   sunakkan . 

Snake   has the consonants -  [-sa-] - an- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  kavai  
naa -  one with  forked tongue . 

Chemistry  has the consonants-   ka -ma –[-sa-]  -the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kanima/ karima  vaethiyar -  chemistry. 

Capital  [ money]  has the consonants -  ka – [- pa-]  –the- la – and the original 
Tamil  word is kai  muthaleedu -  invested  cash  from hand  ; kai –hand;  
muthaleedu- capital . 

Capital  [city ]  has the consonants -  ka – [- pa-]  –the- la – and the original Tamil  
word is   thalai vaathil  -main entrance [ to the state ] -  capital city;  thalai- head / 
main ;  vaathil-gate  . 
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Cloud  has he consonants – ka- la -the  -and the original Tamil  word is  kondal – 
cloud. 

Castrate    has the consonants  - ka- [- sa -] -the –Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  
word is   kaai / vithai  adiththar -  castration.  

Valiant   has the consonants   - va- la- an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaal  
kadiyan- brave person.  

Ketu  has the consonants  - ka -the - and the  interpretation  of the word is Deva  
thaadam[Skt]  .  

Rehu  has the consonants- Ra- ka -  and the  interpretation of the word is  karu 
nagam/ Aravaan -  cobra.  

Warrior  has the consonants-  va- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  Veera 
Vanniyar/  Vanniya Maravar    -  Tamil warrior caste . 

Vaali [monkey king]   has the consonants-  va- la -and the  interpretain  of the 
word is  valina mukan -  monkey . 

Devil  has the consonants – the- va –la- and the  original Tamil  word is  koothaali 
–devil . 

Owl  has the  consonants -va -la -and the interpretation of the  word is  kaaka 
lookam – owl . 

Duke   has the consonants –the- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
vaenthan- king . 

Web  has the consonants -  va –pa-  and the  interpretation of the word is  kupini  
-web . 

Variable  has the consonats –va- Ra –[-pa -]-la -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  maarikal -  variable 

However this is not an absolute statement ;  exceptions are there .  
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Go  has the consonant-  ka- -and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  
yaegu – go .    

Viyasar [ author/ [ a sage]  of Mahabaratha ]  has the consonants - va –[-sa-] -Ra  - 
and the original Tamil word is  munivar -  sage / monk .  

Monk  has the consonants - ma –an- ka - and the original Tamil word is  munivan- 
monk . 

Viyasar [ author of Maha Baratha / [ a sage]  ]  has the consonants - va –[-sa-] -Ra  
- and the original Tamil word is  varai -kiraviravar / kirukkikiravar -  one who 
writes.  

Viyasar [ author of Maha Baratha / [ a sage]  ]  has the consonants - va –[-sa-] -Ra  
- and the original Tamil word is  karuvai   uruvakkiyavar-  creator/ author .  

Vinayakar [Skt][ one who narrated the story of MahaBaratha]  has the consonants 
-  va – an- ka -Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is  karuvai  vaayaar  kooriyavan  -  
one who  narrated  . 

Parva [ sections of MahaBaratha ]  has the consonants – pa- Ra- va-  and the 
original Tamil  word is  pirivu  -  section . 

kurushaetra  has the consonants  -  ka -Ra - sa –the- Ra -and the Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   iruvarukkum[?]  idaiyae/kuthirai  pootiya thaer  
yaeri /  kaththi / vaar / sandai -ittu - senkuruthi  neer  sinthi oadiya / kotti oadiya  
tharai /thiru mun – Thiru vaarur /Thiru Nagaeshwaram -  the  place  solied by red 
blood ;  sen-k- kuruthi  -blood; –sinthiya  -shed  ; tharai - soil ;  kuthirai- horse;  
kaththi- sword;  vaar- sword.   

Hastinapur  has the consonants - ka -sa -the - pa -Ra  - and the Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  Thiru  Siva Paerur –Thirushur-  abode of Sivan  . 

Hastinapur  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  -the - pa -Ra  - and the Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  Thiru Murugan-in Arupadai Veedu . 

Hastinapur  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -the – [- pa-]  -Ra  - and the Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  Thiru- Vaarur / Thiruvithangur .  
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Hastinapur  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -the – [- pa-]  -Ra  - and the Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  Thiru Murugan  uraiyim idam -  Thiruvaerakam  - 
Swami Malai . 

Hastinapur  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -the – [- pa-]  -Ra  - and the Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   Thiru Aavinan-K-kudi/  Palani hills.  

Hastinapur  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -the – pa- -Ra  - and the Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   Pandri kundru- Palani  hills.   

Hastinapur  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -the – [-pa-] - -Ra  - and the Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   Thiru thanikai kundru   - abode of Murugan.  

Hastinapur  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -the – [-pa-] - -Ra  - and the Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   Thiru Paran-k-kundram – abode of Murugan.  

Hastinapur  has the consonants - ka –sa--the – pa-- -Ra  - and the Tamil 
interpretation of the word is Thiru murgan  soora pathumanai vatham  seitha    
Thiru Chenthoor  kadarkarai – pattinam – abode of Murugan ;  kadar karai- 
seashore . 

Hastinapur  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -the – [-pa-] - -Ra  - and the Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  Kathir kaamam – Murugan’s abode. . 

Hastinapur  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -the – [-pa-] - -Ra  - and the Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  koattaiyur  -  town of forts.  

Hastinapur  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -the – -pa-- -Ra  - and the Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   Nagar Pattinam – town of  Nagars . 

Hastinapur  has the consonants - ka –sa-the – -pa-- -Ra  - and the Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  moondraam  Tamir  sankam   nadai petra   koodar – 
maa -nakaram –Madurai.  

Hastinapur  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -the  -pa--Ra  - and the Tamil 
interpretation of the word is erandaam Tamil- sanka  nadaipetra   kavaada Puram 
-  town of gates/ forts-  where 2nd Tamil  chankam  was  convened . This city was 
also submerged in sea. Ramayana and Arthashastra of Kautalya corroborates the 
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existence of a city named kavatapuram. There is a reference to a south Indian 
place called kavata by sugriva in a verse which runs something like 'having 
reached Kavata suitable for Pandiya'. The place kavata is also mentioned by 
Kautalya in Arthashastra. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_Sangams.  

Hastinapur  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -the – -[- pa-] -- -Ra  - and the Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  Thiru Nagaewaram -  abode of snake god.  

Hastinapur  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -the – [- pa-]  -Ra  - and the Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  Thiru -Varankam – abode of Vishnu . 

Hastinapur  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -the – [- pa-]  -Ra  - and the Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  Thiravidarin Naadu –Dravidian state . 

Hastinapur  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -the – pa- -Ra  - and the Tamil 
interpretation of the word is Caveri poompatinam .  

Hastinapur  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -the – [-pa-] - -Ra  - and the Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  thaer oaduum  Thiruvaarur;  thaer- chariot ; oadum- 
running .  

Hastinapur  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -the – [-pa-] - -Ra  - and the Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  Thirukoattiyur . 

Sky   has the consonants  --[-sa-] - ka-  and the original Tamil interpretation  of the 
kam -  sky.  

Duke   has the consonants –the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is aandakai-  
lord/ king/ ruler  . 

Duke   has the consonants –the- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
vaenthan- king . 

 

                                       Sooththiram  .  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_Sangams.
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               Add  or delete / retain  the letters   an / am  ;  na /ma  -  when ever 
necessary   while  interpretating  words of  Indo  European languages  or Tamil  
words.   

Star   has the consonants /compound letters   -sa – the-  Ra -  and the 
interpretation  of the word is   Mister . 

Star   has the consonants /compound letters   -sa – the-  Ra -  and the  
interpretation  of the word is   Mistress.  

Mister  has the consonants  -[- ma-]  –[- sa]-- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  Thiru – Mister . 

Mistress   has the consonants  - ma –[- sa-] - the- Ra- [- sa-]  and the original Tamil  
word is Thirumathi – Mistress.  

Fire  has the  consonants - pa -Ra -and the original Tamil word is neruppu – fire.  

Fire  has the  consonants - pa -Ra -and the original Tamil word is paaru- fire . 

Fireflame  has the consonants – pa- Ra- pa- la- ma   - and the original Tamil  word 
is  neruppu  pizhampu -  fire flame.  

Die   has the consonant-  the-  and the original Tamil interpretation of the word is 
madi –die.  

Day  has the consonant – the- and the interpretation of the word is thinam – day . 

 Bull  has the consonants-  pa- la  -and the original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  pullam -  bull .  

Bull  has the consonants-  pa- la  -and the original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  pullimai -  goats  and sheeps . 

Fool  has the consonants  -pa- la- and the original Tamil interpretation of the word 
is  pullan ;  paemaali  .  

Star  has the consonants-  sa- the- Ra -and the interpretation  of the word is 
Chandran -  moon .  
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Aries    has the consonants  -Ra -sa  -and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   semmari  - orai  -  sheep /goat  sign . 

Aries    has the consonants  -Ra -sa  -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
Maesa  raasi –[Skt]    Aries sign . 

Jupitor  has the consonants-  [- sa-]  -[-pa-]  –the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of 
the word is   manthiri-  minister [ pseudo  scientific  meaning-  astrology ] . 

Jupitor  has the consonants- - sa-[-pa-]  –the- Ra -and the   interpretation  of the 
word is   minister . 

Jupitor  has the consonants- - sa-[-pa-]  –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  naattin  muthar  amaichchar  /amaaththiyar  - chief 
minister of the state ; naadu- state ;  muthar- first;  amaichchar- minister . 

Jupitor  has the consonants- - sa--pa- –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thiru  naattin /thaai naattin  arasar / paer arasar -  
king/ emperor  of the state/ mother country  ;  thai  naadu- mother country ;  
paer arasar- emperor.  

Jupitor  has the consonants-  [- sa-]  -pa –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  oru  paer andu  enpathu  arupathu  aandu  -   one 
great year is 60 years [  scientific  meaning -  astronomy ];  arupathu- 60 ;  aandu- 
year . 

Jupitor  has the consonants-  - sa- -pa –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  Ponnar aatchchi  seithidum  naar -  the day -  ruled 
by  Jupitor [  meaning -  astronomy ]; ponnar- Jupitor;  aatchchi- rule ; naar-  day .  

Jupitor  has the consonants-  - [- sa-] - -[- pa-]  –the- Ra -and the  other  
interpretation  of the word is   Thaamoathar[Skt]   – Jupitor.  

Thai maatham  [ corrupted Tamil ]   has the consonants  -the- ma- the -ma –and 
the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  aattu  mandai  meen maatham -  
month of  goat  headed fish [ makaram [Skt] ] ;  aadu-  goat ;  mandai-  head;  
men-  fish /star ;  maatham-  month.  
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Venus  has the consonants  - va –an- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  ven mani – white star ; venmai- white;  mani- bead /star . 

  Aquila [Greek]  [Shravana ]  Skt] ] [ Thiru voan naar meen]  has the consonants – 
ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is  Mukkole meen-  Aquila.  

Aquila [Greek]  has the consonants – ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is   
Ulakkai  meen -  aquila.  

Node has the consonants  -an -the - and the original Tamil word is  mundu- node.  

Thri [Skt] /three  has the consonants-  the- Ra- and the  other  interpretation of 
the  word is    moo - endra en /  moondru -  the numerical called three. 

Thithi   has the consonants  - the -the -and the original Tamil  word is mathi  
thinam-  moon’s day ;  mathi- moon ;  thinam-day  . 

Thithi   has the consonants  - the -the -and the original Tamil  word is 
mandinthoan  aandu  thinam -  death  anniversary day ; madinthoan-  the dead ; 
aandu- year; thinam- day . 

Thithi   has the consonants  - the -the -and the original Tamil  word is  theettu -  
taboo [  death related] . 

Kouros [Greek ] [ youth/ boy ] has the consonants - ka- Ra- [- sa-] - and the original 
Tamil  word is  kumaran -  adolescent boy.  

Kouros [Greek ] [ youth/ boy ] has the consonants - ka- Ra- [- sa-] - and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  kavu- maram -  adolescence / youth . 

Rat  has the consonants – Ra- the- and the interpretation  of the word is 
enthuram –rat. 

Yudha [Skt]  has the consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is adi thadi – 
fight .  

Babble  has the consonants-  [- pa-]  –[- pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
mazhalai mozhi -  baby talk ; mozhi- speech . 
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Diagonal has the consonants – the- ka –-[-an-] - la –and the original Tamil word is  
moolai vittam – diagonal.   

                         The letters  -pa- and -sa  -  have a  special   significance   between 
Tamil  and words of  Indo European languages  which  gives  uniqueness to  
these  languages  . 

                                          Sooththiram  / secret formula   

                                  When there is a letter  -pa - in Tamil , it will be absent mostly  
in Indo European languages.  

Lie  has the   consonant-  la -and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  
pulai [ missing letter- pa-]- – lie.   

Money  has the consonants – ma- an-  and the original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is panam [ missing letter- pa-]-  money /currency .   

Tan   has the consonants  -  the- an- and the original Tamil word is pathan idu / 
pathan  paduththu  [missing  letter- pa-]- – tan .  

Mukurtha [ 48 minutes]  has the consonants - ma –ka- Ra- the – and the original 
Tamil  word is  naarpaththi   ettu  nimida  naeram [ missing  letter- pa-]-  -  48 
minutes; naarpathu-  forty ; ettu-eight ; naeram-time  . 

Nine  has the consonants-  an- an -and the original  Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  onpaan [ missing letter- pa-]-  nine.    

 Tenth   has the consonants-  the –an- the- and the  Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   paaththam en – 10th numerical.  

Say has the  consonant- sa- and the original Tamil  word is paesu [ missing letter- 
pa-]-  –say  /speak.   

                       However it is not an absolute  statement . 

 Rope has the consonants - Ra -pa - and the original Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  puri – rope.     
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 Basha   has the consonants -  pa –sa- and the  original Tamil interpreation  of the 
word is paechchu- speech   . 

Speech   has the  consonants- sa- pa- sa -and the original Tamil interprreation  of 
the word is  paechchu- basha ;  sampaasanai [Skt]  . 

Aquarius  has the consonants – ka- Ra -sa -and the  interpretation  of the word is 
kumpa raasi  [Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-]- Aquarius.  

                                               Sooththiram 

If there is a letter  -pa - Indo European languages  it will be absent mostly  in 
Tamil  -  in   general . 

Pull  has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -and the original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  izhu- pull . 

Penis  has the consonants – [- pa-] - an- sa- and the original Tamil  word is  sunni/ 
sunnam -  penis.  

                         However it is not an absolute  statement ;  exceptions are there . 

Baby  has the consonants- pa- pa -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  paappa – baby . 

Phallus  has the consonants – pa- la- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  poolu 
– phallus.  

Penis  has the consonants - pa -an –sa- and the original Tamil  word is  pun-sinam- 
penis.  

                                          Sooththiram .  

                                When there is a letter  -sa  - in   Indo European languages it wil 
be absent  mostly in Tamil . 

  Sack  has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka-  and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   koani  pai [ missing  letter - pa- -]  – sack/  gunny bag .    
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 Son  has the consonts  -sa -an -and the  original Tamil interpretation  of the word 
is  aan -  male.  

Sampaaththiyam[ Skt]   [ earnings]   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ma- pa- the –ma-  
and the original Tamil  word is  panam  thaettam - ; panam-money ;  thaettam-  
sampaahthiyam . 

Sampaathi [Skt] [ to earn ]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ma- pa- the –and the  
original Tamil  word is  panam thaedu  /panam  eettanum  ;  to seek money ; 
panam- money ; thaedu –seek . 

Sukkira  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka- Ra  -and the original Tamil word is   
vaanir vaikarai naeram kaanum   ven nira / ven vanna  koar -  Venus  -  the white 
planet  which is seen ithe early  morning time over the sky ; venmai – white; 
niram- color;  vannam-  color;  kaor- planet . 

Dunce   has the consonants – the- an- [-sa -]- and the interpretation  of the word 
is  madaiyan/ moodan / mandu -  stupid.  

Rasi [Skt]  has the consonants - Ra -sa -and the original Tamil word is orai-   planet  
/star .  

Soma has the  consonants – [- sa-] - ma- and the original Tamil word is mei-  body.  

Aswa [Skt]  has the consonants – [- sa-]  -  va -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is    vanni /Aswin -  horse ;  ka- bull.   

Side  has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- and the original Tamil word is andai –side.  

Cronus   has the consonants - ka -Ra -an –[- sa -]  and the original Tamil  word is 
Kaari meen / kaari enum  koar -  the planet called Saturn ;  men- fish/ star ; koar- 
planet  . 

Zodiac  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - the -ka -  and the   original Tamil  word is  
nimithikam -  astrology . 

Scale has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- la-  and the original Tamil interpreation  of 
the word is  alavu kole-  measuring rod.  
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Economy   has the consonants  -ka- an -ma – and the  original Tamil  word is 
sikkanam [ missing letter- ka-]- -  cash cutting meaaure  . 

Economy   has the consonants  -ka- an -ma – and the  original Tamil  word is 
panam  kaasu [ missing letters- pa -and -sa-]-  finance/ wealth. 

Daseu has the consonants -  the –[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is adimai – 
slave/ thondan.  

Jump  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ma -pa -and the original Tamil  word is  empu – 
jump .      

Saman  [Skt]  has the consonants –[-  sa-]  –[-  ma -]  –an- and the  original Tamil  
word is  inai  - equal . 

Sarasu  has the consonants-  [- sa-]  -Ra –[-sa -] -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
yeri –lake.  

Horse  has the consonants  - ka- Ra –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil word is kuram -  
horse .  

Excess  has the consonants  -ka- [- sa-] – [- sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
uoonkku -  excess .  

                 However it is not an absolute  statement;  exceptions are there . 

Say    has the consonant - sa -and the  original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  
isai – say.  

Say    has the consonant - sa -and the  original Tamil interpretation  of the word is 
paesu  [  missing letter- pa-] - say/ speak .   

Cash   has the consonants – ka- sa- and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  kai  kaasu-  cash in hand .   

Sun  has the consonants - sa -an -and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  Saeyon-  sun . 
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                       Few more examples of  the  letters -  pa – and- -sa - between Engish 
/Sanskrit /Tamil    . 

Marry   has the consonants  -ma- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the word is 
samsaari [Skt][ missing  letter- sa  -]  -   married person;  samsaaram[ Skt] - wife .  

Marry   has the consonants  -ma- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  manam  puri  
[ missing  letter- pa-] -to marry . 

Meet   has the consonants  -ma –the- and the  interpretation of the word is  
sameethi [Skt] [ missing  letter- sa  -]  – meet . 

Meet   has the consonants  -ma –the- and the   original Tamil  word is  koottam/ 
thaettam -[ missing  letter- ka-]  meet.  

Stan [ Pakistan ]  has the coonsants - sa –the- an  - and the interpretation  of the 
word is  samasthaanam [ Skt] – state . 

Stan [ Pakistan ]  has the coonsants – [- sa-]  –the- an  - and the interpretation  of 
the word is   naadu  [ Tamil ]   –state . 

State  has the consonants- [-sa-] –the-  and the interpretation of the word is 
samasthaanam [Skt] – state  ;  thaai naadu-  mother country .  

Kurichchi [ village of Marutham  lands]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- [-sa-] - and 
the interpretation  of the word is  kiraamam [Skt] . 

Saervu [ village of Marutham  lands]     has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra- va -and the 
interpretation  of the word is  kiraamam [Skt].  

Saervu [ village of Marutham  lands]     has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra- va -and the 
interpretation  of the word is  nakaram [Skt]  - city . 

Troops has the consonants  -the- Ra –[-pa-] -sa -  and the original Tamil word is  
Saenathi Raasan -  military commander . 

Troops has the consonants  -the- Ra –pa-[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil word is  
poar padai  - troops.  
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Theevu  has the consonants -  the -va -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
payokadam [ missing  letter- pa-] -  island.  

Tarus  has the consonants –the- Ra- [- sa -] -  and the interpretation  of the word is  
paththiram [ missing  letter- pa-] -  tarus.  

Belly  has the consonants –[- pa-] - la -and the interpretation  of the word is  sallai-
[ missing  letter- sa-] – belly.  

Sowntharya[Skt]  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - va- an- the- Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is thinkar – moon . 

Cow  has the consonant- ka -and the  interpretation  of the word is saakam [ 
missing  letter- sa-] - goat .  

Cow  has the consonant- ka -and the  interpretation  of the word is Bavaani [ 
missing  letter- pa-]  - cow . 

Ash  has the consonant- sa -and the interpretation of the word is paspam [Skt] . 

Ash  has the consonant-   sa -and the  orignalTamil  interpretation of the word is 
saani  - cow dung/ vibuthi  . 

Canis  has the consonants -  ka- an –sa- and the  interpretation  of the word is   
sava kaamiyan   [Skt] . 

Saka [Skt]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaekiyan -  friend.  

Istta  [Skt] has the consonants –[-sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  yaettai 
– willingness.  

Afraid  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- the - and the interpretation  of the word is 
mana  piraanthi [Skt] -  fear .  

Afraid  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra- the - and the  orignalTamil  interpretation  
of the word is  aratti -  fear.  
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Fear  has the consonants- [-  pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  soor/ 
sooram [ missing  letter- sa-] – fear.  

Pepper  has the consonants – [-pa-] – [- pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
soor [ missing  letter- sa-] – pepper.  

Red  has the consonants – Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is senthiram [ 
missing  letter- sa-] – red/ sea shore /Neithal . 

Tortoise  has the consonants – the- Ra – the- [-sa-] –and the interpretation  of the 
word is tharani tharan – tortoise . 

Tobacco    has the consonants  -the-[- pa-] - ka -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  koodaakku – tobacco . 

Symbol has the consonants –[- sa -] –ma- [-pa-]- la  - and the interpretation  of the 
word is  ila laamam –symbol. 

Symbol has the consonants – sa -–ma- [-pa-]- la  - and the interpretation  of the 
word is  latchcham- symbol . 

Symbol has the consonants – sa -–ma- [-pa-]- la  - and the interpretation  of the 
word is  latchchanam – symbol .  

Symbol has the consonants – sa -–ma- [-pa-]- la  - and the interpretation  of the 
word is  laanchchinam -symbol . 

Symbol has the consonants – [-sa-]  -–ma- [-pa-]- la  - and the original Tamil  word 
is ela-k-kanam [ missing  letter- ka-]-   -symbol.  

Symbol has the consonants – [-sa-]  -–ma- [-pa-]- la  - and the original Tamil  word 
is  adai mozhi [ missing  letter- the -]- symbol . 

Coral   has the consonants - ka -Ra -la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  pavazha 
paarai  karkkal [ midding  letter- pa-]  coral reef stones  ; pavazham -  coral   ; 
paarai- reef; karkkal- stones . 

Pearl  has the consonants –pa- Ra –la- and the original Tamil word is paral  pearl . 
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Cat’s eye  has the consonants – ka- the- [- sa-]  -  and the  interpretation  of the 
word is ko- maethakam – cat’s eye  . 

Pukhraj  [Hindi] [ yellow saphire ]  has the consonants – pa- ka- Ra -sa –and the  
original Tamil  meaning  of the word is  manja  / karum pachchai   nira  ariya  kar 
vakai -  a kind of rare yellow color stone  ;  manja – yellow;  karum pachchai-  dark 
green;  niram- color; ariya –rare;  kar-  stone; vakai- kind.  

Smaragdos [ Greek ] [ green stone ]  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –ma- Ra-  ka –
the-  [- sa-]  and the interpretation of the word is  marakatham  / marakatha mani 
– emerald . 

Smaragdos [ Greek ] [ green stone ]  has the consonants – sa-–ma- Ra-  ka –the-  - 
sa- and the  original Tamil interpretation of the word is  pattai theetapatta   
pachchai  niram konda  mathippu  mikka  ariya  vakai  kar  mani [ missing  letter- 
pa-] -    polished  green color stone – rarely  found ;  pattai theettu- cut and  polish 
;  pachchai niram- green color;  mathippu  mikka- costly ; ariya vakai- rare kind  ; 
kar - stone ; mani- bead .  

Lapis  lazuli     has the consonants – la- pa- sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
neela silai / pachchai  sillu – blue stone / green stone ; neelam-  blue; silai- stone ; 
pachchai- green;  sillu /silai - stone . 

Lapis [Latin]   has the consonants-  la- [- pa-] -sa-  and the original Tamil  word is 
silai - stone . 

Lajavard  [stone ] [Persian /Arabic]  has the consonants - la- sa – va- Ra- the –and 
the  original Tamil  meaning  of the word is   vilai  uyarntha   neela  niram  konda 
kal /silai – costly  blue color stone ;  vilai uyarnthathu –costly ; neelam- blue ; kal- 
stone; silai- stone . 

Lajavard   [Persian /Arabic] [ the place where lapis lazuli is mined ] has the 
consonants - la- sa – va- Ra- the –and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the word is  
neela/ nalla  pachchai vannam /  sivappu  vannam /   niram  konda  oru ariya 
vakai/  ulakil  enkum  kaana  kidakkaatha/ vilai  uyarntha   karkkal  kidaikkum  
idam / vetti edukkum/ uoor  /surankam[ missing  letter- pa-]   – the town  where 
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precious  blue color stone  mine is there ;  neelam- blue;  sivappu-  red;   
pachchai- green ;  niram- color;  oru- one; ariya – precious ;  vakai- kind;  idam- 
place; uoor- town;   vilai uyarntha- costly ;   ulakam- world;  enkum- every where;  
kidaikaatha- not available;  kidaikka koodiyathaana  –can get /available ;   vetti 
edukka- dig and take ; surankam- mine . 

Pusharaag[ Skt]  [Topoz] has the consonants – pa-sa-–pa- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is  pachchai / manja  / sivappu / kappu / pon / 
venmai – niram / vannam  konda   oru ariya  vakai  kar [ missing  letter- the -] -
putparaag  – a precious  stone of green /yellow / red  /brown / golden   /white  
color ; pachchai – green ; manja- yellow;  sivappu –red;  pon- gold; venmai- white 
; ariya – precious ; kar- stone ;  raag  = kar ; Tamil word kar is  plagiarized as raag ;  
the Tamil  word pachchai  is plagiarized as   pushpa . 

Pig  has the consonants  -[- pa-]  –ka- and the interpretation  of the word is  
kumukam – pig . 

To worship  has the consonants – the- va- Ra- sa –[- pa-]  – and the interpretation  
of the word is   namaskaaarm[Skt]  seithar – to worship . 

To worship  has the consonants – the- va- Ra- [-sa-]  – pa-– and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  eru kai  kooppi   eraivanai  vanankuthar -  to fold 
the two hands and worship the god ; iru –two; kai- hand;  eraivan- god / hero ; 
vananku –worship . 

Snake  has the consonants-  sa- an- ka-  and the  interpretation  of the word is  
kumpee nasam  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  big snake .  

Noise/ sona  has the consonants  - an- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  mani – 
noise ;  mani oasi - noise .  

Pepper  has the consonants  -[- pa-]  –[- pa-] - Ra -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  arisu [missing  letter- sa-]- pepper . 

Bull  has the consonants - pa –la- and the  interpretation of the word is  sampalam 
sampaalam [ missing letter- sa-] - sheep  /goat / kottiyam .  
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Horse  has the consonants  - ka –Ra- [- sa-]  -and the   interpretation  of the word 
is  pirayaaka[ Skt]  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  horse.  

Pirayaaka [Skt] has the consonants  -pa- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
puravi-  horse.  

Pirayaaka [Skt] has the consonants  - [- pa-] - Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   koaram/  karkki/ kurai  – horse . 

Symmetry   has the consonants  - sa –ma- the -Ra – and the interpretation  of the 
word is  sama [Skt]/ inai   seer udaiami -symmetry .   

Smart  has the consonants –  sa--ma –Ra- the- and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  samarththu [Skt] –smart . 

Smart  has the consonants – [- sa-]  -ma –Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  thirmai-  talent. 

 Smart  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -ma –Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  
interpretation   of the word is  thooimai  niraintha -  tidy / thoimaiyaanathu . 

Smart  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -ma –Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  puththaadai anintha manithar [ missing letter- pa-]-  
-  man who is  in new dress ; puthiya- new; aadai –dress ;aninthidu  –wear ;   
manithar- man .  

Seduce  has the consonants - sa- the- [- sa-]  -  and the original Tamil word is  aasai 
moottu   – to induce desire ; aasai- desire; moottu- induce . 

Seduce  has the consonants - sa- the- [- sa-]  -  and the original Tamil word is  aasai 
thoondu- to induce desire ; aasai- desire;  thoondu- induce . 

 Office bearer   has the consonants  - pa- Ra -Ra  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is uruppinar- member.  

                                        Sooththiram . 
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When there is a letter – sa -or -pa - in the given Tamil word  it will be absent in 
Indo European languages -   in general .   

Warrior  has the  consonants – va- Ra- Ra-  and the original Tamil word is  saervai- 
k-kaaran [ missing letter- sa-] -  warrior.  

Do  has the consonants - the -and the  original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  
seithidu [ missing  letter- sa-] - -do.  

Guru  [Skt] [Jupitor]   has the consonants- ka- Ra - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Perum  koar [ missing  letter- pa-] -  big planet [ 
Jupitor] . 

Diadem   has the consonants – the- the- ma -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is neththi pattam [ missing letter- pa-]- circlet . 

Arththam [Skt]  has the consonants – Ra- the- ma- and the interpretation of the  
word is pathaarththam-  arththa.   

Day  has the consonants  - the- and the  original Tamil word is aatchchai –[ missing 
letter- sa-]-  day / thinam .   

Rahu ketu   has the consonants  -Ra- ka  -ka -the - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   kathiravan/ uvaa  vin-  oatta  sutru paathaiyin  
kurukku  vettu koadu  mundu  [ missing  letters-  pa -and -sa-]-  the points  of  
intersection  of the sun and moon  as they move in the space;  point- mundu 
/node ; kathiravan-  sun;  uvaa- moon;  oattam-  running;  sutru payanam-  tour.  . 

Dhaatu [Skt]  aandu  / 10th  year - has the consonant –  the-  and the Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   paththaam aandu [ missing letter-  pa-]-  -  10th year;  
paththu –ten;  aandu- year .  

Pukar [Tamil]   has the consonants –[- pa-] - ka- Ra  -and the interpretation  of the    
word is  varanam [Skt] – color.  

Fungal  has the consonants  - pa –an- ka- la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
poonjai-  kaalan [missing  letter- sa-] -  fungal . 
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Rash  has the consonants  -Ra- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  pori  [ 
misisng  letter- pa-] -  rash . 

                                             Sooththiram . 

 The letters - pa- and -sa – of  Indo European  language words   have to  be 
deleted  while interpretating  them in Tamil -  in general  . 

Psych  has the consonants –[- pa-] – [- sa-] - ka- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  akam -  mind/soul . 

Fish  has the the consonants – [- pa-] – [- sa-]  – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is meen  -  fish . 

Pollux  star [Greek] [Punar poosam]  has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la- ka –[-sa-]  –
and the original Tamil  word is   kazhai  meen   –  penis /  pollux  star ;  moonkil- 
bamboo;  kazhai-  linga[Skt]  ;  meen- fish /star .  

Bhava [Skt]  aandu / 8th year -  has the consonants-  [- pa-]  –va-  the-  and the 
original Tamil  word is   aandu  kanakku  ettu-  year calculation  8 ;  aandu- year;  
kanakku-  calculation;  ettu –eight.    

Sasanam [Skt] has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-sa-]- an – ma- and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  mannanin aanai -  the order of the king; mannan-  
king; aanai- order .  

Astha [ star]  has the consonants –[- sa-] - the-  ma- and the original Tamil  word is  
aeinthu enum  meen- five star. 

         However it is not an absolute statement ;  exceptions are there.   

Fish [ pisces]  has the consonants – pa- sa – and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  paasi-  fish.   

                                                Sooththiram . 

 The letter-  pa-  in  words of  Indo Europen languages  will become- sa- in Tamil 
words;  vice versa.    
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Baby   has the consonants – pa- pa- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  saei -  baby / infant ; sisu [Skt] .   . 

Pooram  [star ]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- ma -  and the original Tamil  
word is  Soaru  meen [ missing letter- sa-] – Pooram star .  

Venus  has the consonants   - va -an –[- sa-]  -and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  kaapiyan  [ missing letter- pa-]-  Venus .  

Apollo [sun god]   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la - and the   interpretation  of the 
word is   sol [Latin ] [ missing  letter- sa-]- sun . 

 However exceptions are there ;  

Baby   has the consonants – pa- pa- and the  other interpretation  of the word is      
pappa   -baby  .  

                                       Sooththiram  

We  can  retain  the letters  -pa- or-  sa-  or both letters  ;  we can delete  the 
letters-  pa - or  -sa -or both  ;  but then,  we can not delete any  other letters.    

Professor  has the consonants – pa- Ra-[- pa -]–sa- Ra  - and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  paer aasiriyar – professor.  

Prostitute  has the consonants -  pa –Ra- [-sa-] - the- the-  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  paraththai- prostitute. 

Priestess  has the consonants  -pa- Ra –[-sa-] - the- [-sa-]  -  and the original Tamil  
word is  poraiaatti /  woman priest . 

Procession  has the consonants  - pa- Ra –[- sa-] –[-sa-] - an -   and the  original 
Tamil  word is  paer-ani  - procession . 

Physique   has the consonants-  [- pa-]  -[- sa-]  -ka  -and the original Tamil  word is 
kaayam-  body .  

Pleiades   has the consonants –[- pa-] - la - the –[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word 
is  Thazhal  meen – Pleiades . 
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 Piles  has the consonants  -[- pa-]  -la –[- sa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is  
moola noaei – piles.  

Pipe  [ musical instrument]   has the consonant – pa- pa - and the original Tamil  
word is  pei pei  /  naayanam – pipe.  

Parrot   has the consonants – [-pa -]-Ra –the- and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  erathan- parrot.  

Parrot   has the consonants – [-pa-] -Ra –the- and the  interpretation  of the word 
is eraththa thundam- parrot.   

Parrot   has the consonants – pa-Ra –the- and the  interpretation of the word 
eraththa paatham- parrot.  

Parrot   has the consonants – -pa--Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word  thathai  endra paasinam [ missing  letter- sa-] – parrot.  

Parrot   has the consonants – -pa--Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word  paesum  pareethu [ missing  letter- sa-]-  speaking  bird ;  paesu –
speak ;  pareethu- bird . 

Saptharishi   has the consonants-  [- sa-] - pa –the-  Ra- [-sa-]  -and the original 
Tamil word is  thiru thondar /saamiyaar[Skt]    – moththam - aaru  paer-  there  
are   totally six  saints;  thondan-  saint ;   saamiyaar- rishi ; moththam- total ; 
aaru  paer- six members.    

Pancha poothankal [Skt]   has the consonants– [-pa-] –the- an- ka- la -  and the  
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is – aeinthu  moolan-k-kal / thaniman-k-
kal  - mun /thee / thanni / veli /vaan  vali -  five elements  - earth / 
fire/water/air/space ;  aeinthu –five;  moolan-k-kal- elements.   

Panjayathu [Skt]  [ village council ]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] -an –[-sa-] –the-  
and the  original Tamil  word is  naattaanmai -  village head ;  manthai -  open 
space/ meeting ground .  
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Pancha  paandava  has the consonants - pa -an -the - va-  and the original Tamil  
word is  aeinthu  pootha kanam-  thee/ thanni / kaaththu [vanthu] /vaan/ mun -  
five elements  fire /water /wind / sky / earth .    

Pancha  paandava  has the consonants - pa -an -the - va-  and the original Tamil  
word is  aeinthu  naatai /  aeithu  thinai- yaei   aandidum   then naattu  mannavan 
-  thekkan  /dakshan - the king from the south who rules  over the five lands  . 

Pathanchali  has the consonants – [-pa-]-the –[-sa-]- la -  and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is Tamizh  muni - Tamil sage.  

Birakaspathi   has the consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra- ka –[-sa-] - [-pa-]- the –and the  
original Tamil meaning  of the word is   Kathiravan-  sun .  

Birakaspathi   has the consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra- ka –-sa-- pa- the –and the  original 
Tamil meaning  of the word is   Siva Perumaanudiya makan  Thiru Murugan –
Marduk/ sun of Sivan .  

Birakaspathi   has the consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra- ka –-sa-- pa- the –and the  original 
Tamil meaning  of the word is  katru  /arivai  kodukkum  vaaththiyaar / paer  
aasiriyar -  the teacher who gives knowledge ;  karkka- learn ;  vaaththiyar-  
teacher. 

Birakaspathi   has the consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra- ka –-sa-- pa- the –and the  original 
Tamil meaning  of the word is  erikindra  thee sudar /thee panthu -  burnng fire 
ball ;  erikindra – burning;   thee – fire ;  panthu- ball  .  

Eclipse   has the consonants -  ka -la –[-pa-] –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  vin kolankalin  oli  mankal -  fading  of the light  of 
the planets ; vin- sky ;  kolam- palnet ;  oli- light;  mankal- fading.   

Eclipse   has the consonants -  ka -la –[-pa-] –sa and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  sillikai  -solar eclipse.  

Paramathi [Skt]  [ 13th year / aandu ]  has the consonants -  pa- Ra –ma- the -and 
the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  pathi moondaam aandu  -  13 th 
year ; pathi moondru -13th ; andu -year .  
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Plava   aandu / year 35 /   has the consonants – pa- la- va – an -  the -  and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   Viyazhan koalin  mupaththi 
aeinthaam  vatta  oattam -   35 th  year of  rotation  of  Jupitor;   Viyaazhan- 
Jupitor;  kole -  planet  ;  muppaththi aeinthu -35th.  

Brothers   has the consonants -  pa- Ra -the – Ra-[- sa -]  and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  udan piranthoar  - brothers ;  udan pirantha annan / 
thampimaar  . 

Maha Baratha   has the consonants -  ma- ka  -pa- Ra- the- and the original Tamil 
word is    neenda naar kondu   vaayaar   koori/  kaathaar kaettu/ parayanam  
seithu / manapaadam  seithu  / nettu- uru  seithu   kathaiththu vantha    perum  
akka  poar kathai / kaathai / kaaviyam/ puraanam  – big  war story  listened  and 
told  orally  since ancient days ; big = maha [Skt] =  kaya  [Tamil ] . 

Maha Baratha   has the consonants -  ma- ka  -pa- Ra- the- and the original Tamil 
word is Siva  perumaani  kumpidum Saivarukkum /  theeyaei  vanankidum 
thiravidarkkum  / Naga vanakkam  seithidum  thiravida  Naagarukkum  [ then 
nattu   thiravida annan  /thampikkukm idaiyae  ]  idaiyae    yaerpatta  perum  poar 
patriya  kathai / karudanukkum  / saarai  paampukkum  / karu nagaththirkkum  
idaiyae aana sandai [ missing  letter- sa-]- -  fight between the  karudan /kathirvan 
/Sivan[ fire]   worshippers [Dravidian siblings] and the  snake worshipers [Naagar 
/Diravidan siblings ] .  

Maha Baratha   has the consonants -  ma- ka  -pa- Ra- the- and the original Tamil 
word is   karudanukkum  karu Nagaththirkkum  idaiyae  nadai petra poar  patriya  
kaathai -  the story of fight  between the  Garuda and the Naga . 

Maha Baratha   has the consonants -  ma- ka  -pa- Ra- the- and the original Tamil 
word is Erum porai / Vaana varampan - Pandiyar – poar padaikku  idaiyae  nadai  
petra  poar  kaathai -  the war  story  among the  Cera and Pandiya   . 

Maha Baratha   has the consonants -  ma- ka  -pa- Ra- the- and the original Tamil 
word is punainthu  / yaetri koorapatta  or  karpaniayaana  poar kathai -  an 
imaginary  war  story . 
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Maha Baratha   has the consonants -  ma- ka  -pa- Ra- the- and the original Tamil 
word is mannin  mainthan  Draividarukkum  vanthaeri  Aariyarukkm  idaiyae nadai  
petra poar  patriya kathai -  the story regarding the fight between the Dravidian 
people and Aariyan .  

Saththiriya   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -the- Ra-  – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  naattai  aandidum  mannar  -  the king who  rules the state . 

Saththiriya   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -the- Ra- – and the  original Tamil  word is   
theeran -  warrior.  

Saththiriya   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -the- Ra-– and the  original Tamil  word is  
padi  udaiyaar -  king.  

Saththiriya   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -the- Ra-– and the  original Tamil  word is   
thadi  udaiyaar -  one with scepter . 

Saththiriya   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -the- Ra-– and the  original Tamil  word is  
thadiyar  - one with the  weapon-  club -  warrior.    

Brahmin  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- ma -an -  and the original Tamil word is 
Perum arignan   - wise man . 

Brahmin  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- ma -an -  and the original Tamil word is 
perum anan -   great Jain  ;  perum ammanan – one  without dress-  sun god .  

Vaisiya  has the  consonants  -va- [- sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is vanikan 
-  trader.  

Sudra  has the conosonts -  sa- the- Ra – and the interpretation of the word 
saatharana [Skt]  maanthar- commons. 

Sudra  has the conosonts -  [-sa-] - the- Ra – and the interpretation of the word  
Anthanar .  

Sudra  has the conosonts –  sa- the- Ra – and the Tamil interpretation of the word   
payir  seithidum  manithar  [ missing letter- pa-]-  - farmer ;  payir- crop;  seithidu 
–do .  
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Sudra  has the conosonts –  [- sa-] - the- Ra – and the Tamil interpretation of the 
word   aadai neithidum  manithar  -  weaver ; aadai- dress ;  neithidu- weave  .  

Sudra  has the conosonts –  [-sa-] - the- Ra – and the Tamil interpretation of the 
word   thari  neithidum  manithar-  handloom  weavers.   

Sudra  has the conosonts – -sa- the- Ra – and the Tamil interpretation of the word    
aadai- yaei   thooimai  seithidum manithar  - washermen . 

Sudra  has the conosonts – -sa- the- Ra – and the Tamil interpretation of the word   
uoorai  thooimai  seithdum  ottar  / Otta  saathiyinar  - scavenger . 

Sudra  has the conosonts – [- sa-]- the- Ra – and the Tamil interpretation of the 
word  mun-udaiyaar -  potter . 

Sudra  has the conosonts –  sa- the- Ra – and the Tamil interpretation of the word   
mun  panai   seithidum  manithar -[ missing letter- pa-]-  potter ; mun- soil; 
paanai- pot .  

Sudra  has the conosonts –  [-sa-] - the- Ra – and the Tamil interpretation of the 
word   aadu  maaadu  maeiththidum  Idaiyar/ Idai saathiyar -  shepherd;  aadu  
maadu –cattle   .  

Sudra  has the conosonts –  [-sa-] - the- Ra – and the Tamil interpretation of the 
word   thoar  pathanidum  manithar -[ missing letter- pa-]-   tanner .  

Sudra  has the conosonts – [- sa-]- the- Ra – and the Tamil interpretation of the 
word  pon -  thattar -[ missing letter- pa-]-   – gold smith  ; pon- gold;  thattaar- 
goldsmith. 

Sudra  has the conosonts – [- sa-]- the- Ra – and the Tamil interpretation of the 
word   meen  pidippoar -[ missing letter- pa-]-   – fishermen;  meen- fish;  pidi- 
catch   . 

Sudra  has the conosonts – [- sa-]- the- Ra – and the Tamil interpretation of the 
word  nei/ ennai  aattum  manithar  -  who  makes  oil .  
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Sudra  has the conosonts – [- sa-]- the- Ra – and the Tamil interpretation of the 
word   poaridum  maanthar -[ missing letter- pa-]-   warrior ; poar- war .  

Sudra  has the conosonts – - sa-- the- Ra – and the Tamil interpretation of the 
word   sandiyar- warrior. 

Sudra  has the conosonts – [- sa-]- the- Ra – and the Tamil interpretation of the 
word   panda maatram seithidum   manithar / Settiyaar / saathiyaar -[ missing 
letter- pa-]-   -  trader ; pandam- goods;  maatru –exchange  .   

Sudra  has the conosonts –-[- sa-] - the- Ra – and the Tamil interpretation of the 
word   pattarai  maanthar  -[ missing letter- pa-]- -  labour people . 

Sudra  has the conosonts –- sa- the- Ra – and the Tamil interpretation of the word    
sooththiram  therinthoar-   one who  knows the secret / workers .  

Asterisk  has the consonants – sa- the- Ra- [-sa-]  -ka – and the other 
interpretation  of the word is nakasththira[Skt]/ thee sudar  kuri –eedu  / udu  kuri 
eedu -  star symbol ;  udu-  star ;   kuri eedu – symbol .  

Asterisk  has the consonants – sa- the- Ra- [-sa-]  -ka – and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   udu  kuri – star symbol.  

Subakrith  aandu /36th  year  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - pa -  ka –Ra- the -  and 
the original Tamil interpretatioan  of the word is  muppaththi aaravathu  aandu -  
36 th year .  

Horoscope has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - ka -pa – and the original Tamil  
word is  kaniyar kurippu -  the interpretation  of the astrologer ; kaniyar-  
astrologer ;  kurippu- notes  .  

Famine   has the consonants - pa –ma- an –and the original Tamil   word is  
pancham [ missing letter- sa-] -  famine . 

DhanVanthiri   has the consonants  - the –an- va -an –the- Ra –aand the   original 
Tamil  meaning of the word is  sirantha  aruvai  Maruththuvar[ miisng  letter- sa-]  
-  an expert surgeon ;  sirantha -  best ;  aruvai- surgery ; maruthhuvar –doctor.  
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DhanVanthiri   has the consonants  - the –an- va -an –the- Ra –aand the   original 
Tamil  meaning of the word is  Maruththuvar/Naavithar/Pandaaram endra oru 
kudi vakuppinar / mudi thiruththukindravar  [missing letter- pa-]-  Maruththuvar  -  
a  barber caste .    

Hippocrates  has the consonants—ka- [-pa-]-  ka- Ra- the- [-sa-]  -   and the  Tamil  
interpretation  of the name is  noaei theer-k-kum  maruththuvar -  doctor who 
cures diseases ; noaei- disease ; theerkka- cure ; maruththuvar –doctor . 

Hippocrates  has the consonants—ka- [-pa-]-  ka- Ra- the- sa-  and the  Tamil  
interpretation  of the name is  Graekka naatu  Soanika / Yavana  maruththuvar- 
Greek doctor ; Graekkam-  Greece ;  naadu –state ; soanikar-  Greeks ; Yavanar- 
Greeks ; maruththuvar- doctor  . 

 Serpent  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra – pa- an- the    -  and the interpretation  
of the word is  panaatharam -  snake.  

Frog  has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra -ka -and the  origal Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is manar kookai  - frog.  

Fox  has the consonants - pa -ka -sa -and the   interpretation  of the word is 
sampookam – fox.  

Lime  has the consonants - la -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is elimichchai  [ 
missing  letter- sa-]- -lime . 

Lime  has the consonants - la -ma -and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
sampalam [Skt]  [  missing  letters- sa-  and- pa-]- -lime . 

Bull  has the consonants-  pa- la- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
sampaalaam [Skt]  [ missing  letter- sa-]-  - goat/ keda maadu  . 

Tarus  has the consonants-  the -Ra -sa -and the  interpretation of the word is 
sarantham[Skt] – tarus;  eruthu . 

Weep  has the consonants -  va -pa –and- the   original Tamil  word is  sinunku [  
missing  letter- sa-]-  -weep . 
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Weep  has the consonants -  va –[- pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is  kasivu [ 
missing  letter- sa-]-  -weep . 

Weep  has the consonants -  va –[- pa-]  –and the   original Tamil  word is    yaangu  
-weep/ longing . 

Sheep  has the consonants – sa- [- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is asai- ram .  

Asi thaeku [Skt]  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word 
is kaththi- knife . 

Sore  has the consonants-  sa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is asaru  -sore . 

Sore  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil word is uooru punnu 
[ missing  letter- pa-] – healing wound . 

Sore  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil word is aari varum  
kaayam [ missing  letter- ka-]- healing wound ;  kaayam- wound . 

Sore  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - Ra -and the other interpretation of the word is 
ranam [ Skt] - sore . 

 Scar   has the consonants  - [- sa-]  -ka- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is uooru 
vaikka-  scaring . 

Scar   has the consonants  - [- sa-]  -ka- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
karuppu- [ missing  letter- pa-]-  scar . 

Aasanam [Skt]  [chair]  has the consonants- [- sa-] - an- [- ma-]  –and the original 
Tamil  word is  anai-  supporting  one / pillow/chair . 

Sheep has the consonants–sa- [- pa-]-and the original Tamil word is asam- sheep . 

Sheep  has the consonants - sa –[- pa-]  -and the original Tamil word is asaa- goat. 

Saenai [troop ]  has the consonants –[- sa-]  –an-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
aniyam- troop.  
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Bards   has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- the – [- sa-]  and the  original Tamil  word 
is ettar- bards.    

Achchuvari  has the consonants - sa –va- Ra -  and the  interpretation  of the word 
is arasaankam[Skt]  - government  . 

Achchuvari  has the consonants - sa –va- Ra -  and the  interpretation  of the word 
is sarkkar [ Skt] -  government . 

Serpent  has the consonants – [- sa-]  -Ra –[- pa-]  –an- the-  and the  
interpretation  of the word is  uoondri -  a snake . 

Illnesss  has the consonants – la- an- sa - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
nasal- illness .  

Fear  has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  uooru- fear . 

Kapi  has the consonants-  ka –[- pa-] - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
uokam- monkey.  

                                            Sooththiram . 

If we use/ add  -both  the  letters - pa- and -sa  -  while interpreting a given word   
the  interpretation will be mostly  correct  .  

Tour  has the consonants-  the- Ra -and the original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is    sutru  payanam [ missing letters-  pa -and -sa-]- -  tour.  

                                        Sooththiram . 

If there is letter – pa- in a given word  consider  adding /replacing   the letter- - 
sa -  while  interpreting  the given word  ;  vice versa . 

  Orbit  has the consonants-  Ra –pa- the -  and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   sutru paathai  [ missing letter- sa-]- -  circular path . 

Slave  has the consonants  - [-sa-] -la -va - and the  original Tamil  word is 
puzhukkai [ missing letter- pa-]-  – slave.  
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List  has the consonants  -la- [- sa -] –the  and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  pattiyal- [ missing letter- pa-]-  list/ table . 

Thursday  has the consonants - the -Ra  -sa –the-  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is Ponnar   aatchchi  seithidum naar [ missing letter- 
pa-]-  the day ruled by  Jupitor ;  Ponnar –Jupitor;  aatchchi- rule; naar-  day .   

Soothsayer   has the consonants –  [- sa-] - the-  [- sa-]  -Ra - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is sooththirathaari /  thapathar /Jupitor [ missing 
letter- pa-]- astrologer .  

                                      Sooththiram   

We  can add  the letters  -- sa – Ra-  ka  -ma - pa –the- an – la- [ sarikamapatha 
nila  ] [ senkathrivarum  paal nilavum ]  while interpretation  and these  letters  
are called as  pass letters [ like pass words ]  as these letters  are missed  
intentionally  to make words of different  languages  . 

                                     Missing  letter- the [ pass letter]  . 

Pournimi [Skt] [full noon]   has the consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra- an –ma-  and the 
original Tamil  word is  niraimathi [ missing  letter- the -] - full moon . 

To  clasp   has the consonants  - the- ka -la –[-sa-] –[-pa-] – and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  koluvuthal – clasp . 

 To lock  has the consonants  -the-  la- ka - and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  koluvuthal-  to lock . 

To  appear    has the consonants- the – [-pa-] - Ra  -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thoandru -  appear .   

To  appear    has the consonants- the – [- pa-] - Ra  -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   thoatram -  appearance.  

To love   has the consonants – the- la- va – and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  kaathal – love;   kaathaliththal-  to love.   
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Payam[Skt]   has the consonant  -[- pa-] -  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
achcham [ missing  letter- sa-] - fear . 

Adai-k-klam [ Skt] [ refuge]   has the consonants – the- ka –la- ma – and the 
original Tamil  word is  pukalidam/ pukalidam kollal  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  place 
for refuge . 

                                 pass letter/ missing letters-  pa -  and- the-  . 

to sing   has the consonants  -  the –[-sa-]  -an -ka -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  pattu [ ganam ]  [Skt]  paada vaendum [ missing  
letter- pa-]- – to sing a song ; paattu- song; paadu- sing.  

                                      Missing  letter- ka - . 

 Paralysis  has the consonants -  pa – Ra- la- sa- [- sa -]  - and the interpretation  of 
the word is   paaresa soolai  [Skt] – paralysis . 

Paralysis  has the consonants -  pa – Ra- la- [-sa-]- [- sa -]  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   oru pura / oru pakka   kai kaal  vilankaamai [ 
missing letter- ka-]- non functioning of the arm and leg  on one side ; oru puram- 
one side;  kai -  hand;  kaal-  leg ; vilankaamai- not functioning   .  

Paralytic has the   consonants-  pa- Ra -la –the- ka- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  peru  moolaiyil  yaerpatta  kuruthi oatta  adaippaal  
piniyaalarukku  oru pakka  kai kaal   vilankaamal  poakuthal/ kai kaal thuvandu  
poakuthal   -  non functioning  of the arm and leg on one side because  of the  
blockade of  blood flow in the  cerebrum . 

Paralytic has the   consonants-  pa- Ra -la –the- ka- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   valathu kai  pazhakkam  ullavarukku   edathu  
moolaiyil  kuruthi oatta  thadai  yaerpadumaanal  piniyaalarukku  maelum  vaai 
mozhivatharkku   iyalaathu / paesa  mudiyaathu [ missing letter- sa-]-  if there is  
obstruction  od blood flow in the  left  brain  for right handed person  -  in addition  
to paralysis of  limbs ,  patient will have loss of speech / patient will have  in ability 
to speak.   
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Soothsayer  has the consonants -sa -the  -[-sa-] -Ra - and the interpretation  of the 
word is  jothidar[Skt]   -  astrologer.  

Soothsayer  has the consonants –[-sa-] -the  -[-sa-] -Ra - and the original Tamil  
word is   kattu-k-kaaran  [ missing  letter- ka-]- - foreteller.  

Soothsayer  has the consonants –[-sa-] -the  -[-sa-] -Ra - and the original Tamil  
word is   arudam   koorukindravar  [ missing  letter- ka-]-  -sooth sayer . 

 Soothsayer  has the consonants –[-sa-] -the  -[-sa-] -Ra - and the original Tamil  
word is  vaan kanitha  aasiriyar [ missing  letter- ka-]-  master of  astronomy  .  

Thorat   has the consonants - the -Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
uoottu- kutri [ missing  letter- ka-]- thorat; uoottu- feed.   

Emerald  has the consonants – ma- Ra- la – the-  and the  original Tamil name is 
marakatha kal [ missing  letter- ka-] -  emerald stone  ; kal- stone . 

Ruby  has the consonants  -Ra- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  Maanikka 
karkar [ missing  letter- ka-]- ruby  stones  ; karkkar- stones . 

Ruby  [red] /ruber [Latin]    has the consonants  -Ra- pa -and the  original Tamil  
word is  puraavin   kuruthi / eriyim  neruppin/  niram / vannam   konda  oru ariya 
vakai  kar  [ missing  letters- ka -and -the -]-  the precious stone which  has the 
color of theblood of the pigeon/ burning  fire  ; puraaa- pigeon ;  kuruthi  -blood ; 
ariya- precious ; vakai- kind; kar- stone ; eriya- burn ; neruppu –fire . 

Parrot  has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- the- and the  interpretation of the word 
is thiri kaethu [ missing  letter- ka-]- -parrot . 

                                 Missing  letter-  Ra-.    

Climate   has the consonants – ka- la - ma -the – and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kaala  nilai   maatram  [ missing  letter- Ra -]-  -  the 
changes in the  climate .  
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Pancha  paandava [Skt]  has the consonants  -pa- an -the –va-  and the original 
Tamil  word is  udan piranthoar / udan pirantha  sakotharar [Skt]  aeivar / aeithu  
paer  [ missing  letter- Ra -] - Pancha  Paandavar /  five brothers.  

Pancha paandava [Skt]  has the consonants - pa- an -sa -  -pa- an -the –va-  and 
the original Tamil  word is  aeinthu   perum  pootha kanaththai   kathirvanai  / 
then nattu  Siva perumanai   vanankkidum / Saiva  samayththai  saarnthavar/   
then nattavar  / thiravidan [ missing  letter- Ra -]  -  the southern /  Dravidian  
people  -worshipper of lord Siva-  Saivites  .    

Pancha  paandava [Skt]  has the consonants- pa -an sa-  -pa- an -the –va-  and the 
original Tamil  word is  aeinthu  pootha  kanathaarai   adakkai  vetri kandu  
aatchchi   seikindra / purikindra  kathirvan [ missing  letter- Ra -]  -  the sun who 
controls the five elements . 

Paandava  has the consonants  -pa- –an- the-  va - and the original Tamil  word is 
kathiravan [ missing  letter-  Ra -]- sun ;  kathirvanai  kumpidum / vanankidum  
then naatavan -  Raavanan / Paandavar  .  

Paandava  has the consonants  -[-pa-]  –an- the-  va - and the original Tamil  word 
is  karudan [ missing  letter-  Ra -]- -  eagle ;  karuda   paanam [Skt]  = kuri 
thavaratha  ampu  .  

 Pancha Paandava  has the consonants-  pa –an- sa--  -pa- –an- the-  va - and the 
original Tamil  word is   aeinthu  thinai-yai / nattai  [ kurinchi / kaanikai / 
marutham/  verum mun parappu / neither –kadar paruppu ]  aandidum thiravida  
mannavan [ missing letter- Ra -]- Paandavar – the king who rules over the five 
lands .  

                                  Missing  letter- la-.  

Sesame   ha the consonants - sa -sa -ma -and the original Tamil  word is ellu  mani  
/ nalla ennai mani [ missing  letter- la-]-   -  sesame seed . 

                                             Vowels . 
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                                     Finally ,  while combining  the  letters  to make  a word  use 
the vowels -  a -  e-  i -  o -  u -  routinely . This  leads to  new  pronunciation of 
the  pure Tamil words  which  gives  birth to the words of different languages . 

 Attack   has the consonants  - the- ka – and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  thaakku – attack.  

Basha  has the consonants - pa- sa - and the  original Tamil word is  paechchu -  
speech . 

Cart  has the consonants – ka- Ra- the -and the original Tamil word is karththai- 
cart. 

 Cow  has the consonant-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is ka[a]-  bull.  

Say  has the consonant-  sa- and the original Tamil word is  isai  -say . 

Place  has the consonants  -pa- la –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is pulam – 
place.  

Mango   has the  consonants -  ma –an- ka-  and the original tamil interpretation  
of the word is  maan-k-kaai- mango . 

Photo   has the consonants  pa the and the original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is padam – photo . 

Reap  has the consonants  -Ra -pa - and the original Tamil  word is  payir  aruppu  -
reap . 

 

To understand the concept of ‘jumpling’  few more examples are given below . 
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2.  Basque  words  and Tamil  

                 Ref;   Basque  Etymological Dictionary – by   R. L; Trask .  

Asto[ old woman] -  has the consonants –[- sa-]  –the- and the original Tamil  word 
is  moothaatti- old lady . 

Atzo  [yesterday] -  has the consonants - the [-sa-]-  and the original Tamil  word is  
naeththu -  yesterday . 

Auskalo  [ let’s see]  has the consonants  sa ka la and the  original Tamil  word is   
naam  kaanalaam -  let’s see . 

Suts [ dust] has the consonants- the- sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thoosu –
dust . 

azri [ fox ]  has the consonants - sa –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is nari- fox. . 

Azri dantza  [certain lively folk dance] has the consonants- sa -Ra – the- an-  the-[-
sa-] -   and the original Tamil  word is  sirantha  naattiyam / maedai  nadanam  -
best dence ;  sirantha- best; naattiyam- dance ; maedai- stage . 

 Bakatu[ Pay]  has the consonants  pa ka the and the  original Tamil  word is  
panam kattu- pay the money ; panam- money; kattu –pay .  

Barutu  [stop]   has the consonants - pa –Ra- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
niruththu  /thadai iduthar/poaduthar  – stop ; niruththu- stop; thadai – obstacle; 
idu- do . 

 Barre [ smile] has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is 
siri-[ missing  letter- sa-]-  smile . 

Bana  [ one ata time] / one by one ]    has the consonants-  pa- an -and the  
original Tamil  word is   onnu onnaa- one by one .  

Bialeku  [work] has the consonants –[- pa-]-la -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
vaelai- work . 
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Behatu [ look]   has the consonants - pa- ka- the  -  and the  orignaltamil  word is  
kan kondu  kandidu- / noakkidu – to look ; kaan- see .  

Beatu [ bury] has the consonants - pa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   
mannai  pariththu  pinaththai  puthai- bury ;  amn- soil; pari- bury /dig;  pinam- 
dead body; puthai- bury . 

Egi [ eye] has the consonants-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kan- eye . 

Luze [ long] has the consonants - la -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is neealm- 
long . 

Beginini [pupil of the eye]  has the consonants –[- pa-] - ka- an -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kan mani –pupil of the eye; kan- eye; mani- bead . 

Bekarai  [eyebrow] has the consonants -pa -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kan puruvam /  kan puruva mayir -  eye brow ;  kan- eye;  puruvam- brow; mayir- 
hair . 

Brezi [ separate] has the consonants – pa- Ra-[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is piri- separate . 

Beti [always] has the consonants – pa- the- and the original Tamil  word is  
eppoathum -  always .  

 Biaje  has the consonants - pa –sa-  and the  original Tamil word is  payanam- trip 
/travel . 

Bide[ path] has the consonants - pa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  oththai  
adi paathai – path.  

Birjina   [virgin ]   has the consonants  -pa -Ra- [-sa-] –an- and the  original Tamil  
word is  paruva  pen [ missing  letter- ka-] -  a girl who  has attained menarchy; 
paruvam- time; pen- girl . 

Lore[ flower]  has the consonants – la- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is malar- 
flower.  
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Berr [twice] has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is eru 
murai- two times; eru -2;  murai –times . 

Bihurri [twisted]   has the consonants –pa- ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
murukkiya  Kayiru -twisted  rope . 

Murtu  [convert] has the consonats -  ma -Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
maatru –change  . 

Bost [five]  has the consonants – [- pa-]  –[- sa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil word 
is aeinthu –five . 

Buru  [head] has the  consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
siram / sirasu [ missing  letter- sa-]-  head. 

 Daguenil [ August] has the consonants –the- ka -an -la  -and the original Tamil  
word is   ettaam  thinkal -  eight month ; eettu- 8; thinkal- moon/ month .   

Debetu  [ prohibition]  has the consonants – the- pa- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  thadai  paduththa pattathu – prohibited .  

Debetu  [ prohibition]  has the consonants – the- pa- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   thappaanthu – bad  /wrong . 

Debetu  [ prohibition]  has the consonants – the- pa- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   theettu-  taboo . 

Debetu  [ prohibition]  has the consonants – the- pa- the-  and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  taboo.   

Done  [saint]   has the consonants-  the- an  -and the  original Tamil  word is aandi- 
/ thondan- saint . 

Done  [saint]   has the consonants-  the- an  -and the   other interpretation of the 
word is punithan [ missing  letter –pa-]  –saint . 

Done  [saint]   has the consonants-  the- an  -and the   other interpretation of the 
word is saint [ missing  letter- sa-] . 
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Kusi [see]   has the  consonants-  ka –[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  kaan 
– see . h 

Etxe  [ house]  has the consonants - the - ka - sa -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kudisai  veedu -   thatched house; kudisai- hut; veedu- house . 

Eskondu [marry] has the consonants  -sa –ka- an –the-  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   manam aaka / kattikka vaendum – to get married ; 
manm- marriage ; kattu –wed.   

Ezten [ owl] has the consonants-  [- sa-] - the -an -and the  original Tamil word is 
aanthai- owl . 

Ezti [honey] has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaen- honey . 

Falstu [ false] has the consonants - pa- la –[-sa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is pazhai  ullathu –with mistakes . 

Falstu [ false] has the consonants - pa- la –[- sa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  unmai illathathu – has no truth ; unmai –truth . 

Falstu [ false] has the consonants – [- pa-] - la –sa- -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  asal  illaaththu   –not the original; asal- original; illai –without.  

Falstu [ false] has the consonants - pa- la –[- sa-]  -the -and the other meaning  of 
the  word is   poaliyaanthu –fake . 

Fidatu [ trust ] has the consonants –pa- the- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
nampidu - believe . 

Festa [ festival] has the consonants –[- pa-] - sa- the- and the original Tamil  word 
is  undaattam- feast ;  undidu- eat; aattam- dance.   

Fite[ at once] has the consonants – [- pa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
udan adiyaa -  at once .  
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Frijitu [ fry]  has the consonants -pa -Ra –[-sa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  poriththidu  -fry  /pori . 

 Gaits  [ bad] has the consonants – ka- the- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kettathu – bad .  

Galde [ question]  has the consonants- ka- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaetta  kaelvi - the question asked ; kaettathu - asked;  kaelvi- question . 

Ganga  [ sky/ heaven]  has the consonants – ka- an- ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaanakam -  sky  / heaven . 

Mendi – [ mountain]  has the consonants ma an the and the  original Tamil  word 
is mun- maedu- mound . 

Garpi [ chaste  of a woman ]  has the consonants- ka- Ra- pa- and the  original 
Tamil  word is karppu –chastity .  

Garrbitu  [repent] has the consonants – ka-Ra- pa –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  manam varunthidu / varuththa padu   -repent ; manam- mind; 
varunthidu – to worry .  

Galsoro  [ field of wheat]  has the consonants- ka- la-[- sa-]  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  nel vayal- paddy field ;  nel- paddy; vayal- field .  

Gelhari [ maid servant]    has the consonants – ka- la- ka- Ra – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vaelai kari-  servant maid . 

 Geratu [ stop]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
niruththuka  -stop . 

Garri [ waist]  has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kurukku- waist . 

Kresal  [ sea water]  has the consonants - ka –Ra- [-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kadal neer -  sea water; kadal- sea; neer- water . 
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Giharee [  lean meat]    has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  iraichhci  kari  [missing  letter- sa-] – meat . 

Gisakoi [ fond of men/ man chasing woman ]  has the consonants - ka- [- sa-] -ka – 
and the  original Tamil  word is  kaamuki-  lover/  woman with sexual desire . 

Gogo[ mind]  has the consonants –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is akam- 
psycho / mind . 

Goiartu  [ defeat]  has the consonants – ka- the- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thoarkadikka – defeat.  

Goldatu [ to plough] has the consonants - ka –la- the- and the  original Tamil word 
is  maadu poottiya  kalappai kondu  vilai  nilaththai uzhthu panpaduththa 
vaendum -  to tie the bull in the plough and to plough the farm  land ;  maadu- 
bull;  kalappai- plough ;  viali nilam- farm land;  uzhuthidu- to plough . 

Golka [ bunch]  has the consonants – ka- la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kolai kolaiyaaka -  bunches . 

Gu [we] has the consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  naanka- we/ us .  

Gurdi  [cart]    has the  consonants ka Ra the and the  orignaltamil  word is  naanku 
/erandu   kaar konda  vandi – a cart with four /two wheels ; erandu -2; naku- 4; 
kaar – wheel/ chakkara [Skt] ;  vandi  - wagon/ vaakanam [Skt] ; kuthirai vandi –
horse cart . 

Guti [small] as the consonants -ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kutti –
small . 

Gutexi  [god- in kinship  terms] has the consonants – ka- the- ka- sa -and the  
original Tamil  word is  kudi theivam /aandavan - family  god ; kudi- family; 
theivam- god . 

Idi [ ox] has the consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  maadu –bull; 
aadu –goat . 
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Idoki [remove] has the consonants-  the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
neekkidu –remove.  

Hil [dead]   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaalamaana – dead  ; kaalam- time . 

Zenu [bell]  has the consonant-  an -and the  original Tamil word is mani- bell . 

 lhortu  [abort]  has the consonants - la– ka -Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is karu  valarchchi indri  kurai maththaththirkullaakavae  karainthiduthal ; 
abortion ; karu –embryo ; karainthida- diluted  /gone ; valarchchi- growth ; kurai- 
less; maatham- month . 

iLe has the consonant-  la -and the original Tamil word is nila- /luna/ moon . 

ilaski [ moon] has the consonants – la- sa- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
muzhu  nilavu –full  moon.  

Ilbarri [ new moon] has the consonants -la -pa -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
and the original  Tamil  word is  pirai nila-  crescent moon . 

Arralloba  [grand child]  has the consonants –Ra- la -pa –and the  original Tamil 
word is  paera pillai- grand child . 

Birloba [grand child]  has the consonants –pa- Ra -la -pa –and the  original Tamil  
word is paera pillai- grand child . 

ipurterre[ impatient] has the consonants –pa- Ra-  the -Ra – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  porumai indri- impatient ; porumai- patient; indri –without.  

ipurterre[restless ] has the consonants –pa- Ra-  the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  manam  perum paraparappudun   - mental restlessness; manam- mind; 
perum- big; paraparppu –reastless . 

ireitzi [throw]   has the consnants   - Ra- the –[- sa -] and the  orignaltamil  wor is 
erinthidu –throw  /erinthiduka . 
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irakurri [ read]  has the consonants- Ra- ka- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
karkka- learn . 

uri [ town] has the consonant  -Ra -and the  original Tamil word is  uoor – town . 

delaka  [so called] has the consonants –the- la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
azhaikka patta  -so called  ; azhaikka- call . 

izar [star]   has the consonants –sa- Ra- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
nasthhtira [Skt]  /thee sudar- [missing  letter- the -]   fire torch /star . 

uzen [name]   has the consonants  sa an and the interpretation of the word is  
naamam[ Skt] -  name . 

eskirbatu [write]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] – ka- Ra- [- pa-]  –the- and the  
original Tamil  word is  keerida vaendum/ varainthida vaendum  – to write .  

Jain  [born] has the consonants - sa - an - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
jananam [Skt]  - birth ;  genesis . 

Jain  [born] has the consonants – [-sa-]  - an - and the Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   eenu-  to give birth ; sinai-  pregnancy . 

Jaka [jacket] has the consonants  - sa- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kachchai-  - jacket . 

jaki [food]  has the consonants- sa -ka -and the original Tamil word is  unavu – 
food .  

Jauntsi [ get dressed ]  has the consonants  -sa –an- the- sa -and the  original Tamil  
word is aadai/ udai aninthidu -to wear the dress ; aadai –dress; aninthidu –wear.  

Jaretsi [ reach] has the consonants  -sa- Ra –the- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  uoor   sendru  saernthidu -  to reach ; uoor- town; saernthidu –reach . 

Xarri [sit down] has the consonants- ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is 
erukkaiyir  erukka  /amaruka [Skt]  -  sit in the chair ; erukkai- chair; irukka- sit 
down . 
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Jaugin [ come ]  has the consonants –[- sa-]  –ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vaaanka – come . 

Jende [ people ]   has the consonants - sa -an -the -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is saathi  sanam   [Skt] – people ; pothu  sanam [ Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-]- 
general  public . 

Jende [ people ]   has the consonants –[- sa -] -an -the -and the  interpretation  of 
the  kudi inam [ missing  letter- ka-]- - citizens / people . 

Harri [ stone]  has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kar-  
stone . 

Kapela  [hat]  has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-] - la- and the  interpretation  of the 
word is kullai   -hat . 

Katu [ cat]  has the consonants -ka –the- and the original Tamil  word is kaduvan -  
male cat . 

Kausitu  [find]  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   thaedi   kandu pidi  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  search and   find out ; thaedu –
search; kandu pidi –to find . 

Ka [smoke] has the consonant- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  pukai-[ 
missing  letter- pa-]-  smoke . 

Keetu [smoke]  has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
puikai muttam  [  missing  letter- pa-]-  - smoke .  

Keinu  [wink]  has the consonants – ka- an- and the original Tamil  word is kan 
imaikka-  to wink  the eyes  ; kan- eye; imaikka- wink . 

Komentu [ convent]  has the consonants  ka - ma-  an- the  -  And the  orignaltamil  
word is  kanni  maadam-  house  for un arried women ; kanni- virgin ; maadam- 
dome . 
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Kontu [ attention /care ]  has the consonants  - ka- an -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  mikuntha kavanththoadu-   with extra attention   ;  kavanam  kondidu – 
have attention ; kavanm- attention  /care . 

Kopor [bowel ] has the consonants – ka- pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kopparai  -cauldron . 

Gurrigoi[ sparrow] has the consonants – ka- Ra- ka - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kuruvi  -sparrow . 

Laiotz [ shady  place]  has the consonants - la – the- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  nizhal –ulla  idam – shady  place; nizhal- shadow; idam- place.  

Lau [four]  has the consonants - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  naazhu -4.  

Lo [sleep]has the consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  paayal- sleep . 

Loill[ January]  has the consonants – la- la-  and the  original Tamil word is  muthal 
maatham- first  month; muthal- first; maatham- month. 

 Lohi [ clay ]  has the consonants – la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kali mun 
/clay ;  kali- clay; mun –soil . 

Lutho  [deep] has the consonants – la- the – and the  original Tamil  word is 
aazhamaanathu –deep . 

Luzabide  [deay /postponement] has the consonants-  la- [- sa -] –pa –the- and the  
original Tamil  word is  thalli poaduthal – delay . 

Maket  [club] has the consonants-  ma –ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kathaautham /  moththamaana  kattai - club ; moththamanaa- thick ; kattai- stick 
/wood . 

  Maiatz [ May ]  has theconsonats - ma-  the -sa -  and the  original Tamil meaning  
of the word is  aeinthaam  maatham/ maasam – fifth month; aeinthu –five; 
maatham- month . 
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Arramaiatz [ June]  has the consonants-  Ra- ma- the-[- sa-] -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  aarraam maatham  - 6th month ;  aaru- 6; maatham- month . 

Marru [roar]  has the consonants  -ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
uruma- roar;  arima uruma- lion is roaring ; arima- lion  . 

Marrubi [female breast ]  has the consonants –ma- Ra –pa-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  pennin  maarpakam  [missing  letter- ka-]-  female breast; pen –woman; 
maarpu –chest/ breast ; marpakam- breast . 

Marrubi [female breast ]  has the consonants –ma- Ra –pa-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  perum thanam  / thana porai / pyotharam [ missing  letter- the-]- big 
breast; perum –big;  thanam-  breast . 

Marhuka[ wart]  has the consonants – ma- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil word is 
maruvu- wart/ maru katti  ;  mole . 

Negar [tears] has the consonants -  an- ka –Ra- and the original Tamil word is 
kanneer- tears;  kan-  eye; neer- water.  

Neskaso[  virgin ] has the consonants - an –[- sa-]  –ka- [-sa-] -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kanni pen  [missing letter- pa-]- virgin .  

Neskakoi[  womanizer] has the consonants- an –[-sa-]  –ka- ka- and the  original 
Tamil  word is kaamukan- lustful person / lover . 

Ama  [mother] has the consonant-  ma -and the original Tamil  word is ammaa- 
mother . 

Neskato [ little girl] has the consonants  an sa  ka the and the original Tamil word 
is  kutti pen -  /sinna kutti -  little girl; kutti- small;  pen-  girl; kutti- girl ; sinna- 
small . 

Neurtu [ measure] has the consonants –an- Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  niruthidu -  to weigh . 

Ni [ I, me]    has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  naan- me;  
nee- you ; en -  mine ; un-  yours . 
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Notto [ small]   has the consonants -an –the- and the orignaltamil  word is 
sinnathu [ missing letter- sa-] –small . 

 nika  [wink]  has the consonants – an- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kan 
imaikka  -  to wink  the eyes ; kan- eye; iamikka- wink  . 

obeditu[ obey]  has the consonants - pa –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is adi  
panithidu-  - obey  . 

Oberta [ioffering] has the consonants –pa- Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word is 
padaiththar- to offer . 

Oihan [ forest]- has the consonants -ka -an - and the original Tamil  word is 
kaanakam- forest . 

Oilaki [ chicken  [ as meat ] ]  has the consonants- la- ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kozhi –hen .  

Ollategi [hen house]   has the consonants -la –ka- the- ka- and the  orignaltamil  
word is  kozhi  koodai /  kozhi  koondu /kozhi  veedu / kozhi  adaikkum idam – hen 
basket ; hen cage; hen house; adaikka- to confine; idam- place; kozhi- hen; 
koodai- basket; koondu –cage;  veedu –house . 

Hun [ good]  has the consonants – ka- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  nangu- 
good . 

Onaldi [ good mood]   has the consonants -   an -la -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is nalla mana  nilai -yudaun  - with good mood  /with good mental status ; 
nalla- good  ; manam- mind; nilai –status . 

Ondo [ side]  has the consonants-  an- the -and the  original TamIl word is andai –
side . 

Ohol [board/ plank] has the consonants- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
palakai [ missing  letter- pa-]- board . 

Orga [ cart]  has the consonants – Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kaar- car 
; kaar-  wheel; kaar- leg; kaar- vehicle  . 
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Orthik [ from there ]   has the consonants- Ra –the- ka- and the  orignaltamil  
word is ankae irunthu -  from there ; ankae- there.    

Ortzitu [thunder]  has the consonants –Ra-  the- [-sa-]  -the - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  idi  idiththar-  to thunder ; idi- thunder . 

Ostots  [thunder]  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –the- the –[- sa-]  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is idi  idiththida- to thunder ; idi –thunder . 

Oste  [army]   has  the consonants – [- sa-] - the –and the  original Tamil  word is  
padai [ missing  letter –pa-] -army . 

 Ospe [fame] has the consonants sa pa and the  original Tamil  word is ochcham- 
fame . 

 Ostean  [behind /after]  has the consonants -  [- sa-] - the- an-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  pinnaadi  [missing  letter- pa-]-  -after / behind   . 

Hots [cry]  /shout] has the consonants- ka- the -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaththu/ koovidu -  shout. 

 Otoikatu  [ pray /ask for] has the consonants – the- ka –the-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  aandavanai/ kudi  theivathaththai / thaai  theivaththai vanankidu  / 
kaettiduka   - to  worship the god / goddess ;  aandaavn –god; kudi theivam- god; 
kudi –family; thaai theivam-goddess; vanankidu –worship ; kaettiduak- ask for . 

 Otu [ beg for]  has the consonant – the- and  the  original Tamil  word is  
yaasithtidu  [missing  letter- sa-]- to beg . 

Otu [ beg for]  has the consonant – the- and  the other interpretation  of the word 
is pichchai  [Skt] edu  [missing  letters- pa -and -sa-]-  –to beg.    

Otoikatu [ask for]  has the consonants – the-  ka -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  vananki  kaettiduka  -ask .  

Pattar  [hard liquor]  has the consonants -  pa- the -Ra –and the  original Tamil 
word is  pattai  saaraayam  - liquor.  
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Palagadu [ borrow] has the consonants – [-pa-] - la – ka- the- and the  
interpretation  of the word is  panam  kadan vaankuthal -  to borrow money ; 
kadan – loan; vaanku- get ; panam- money . 

Panpotsa [ well dressed ]   has the consonants –[-pa-]- an-  pa –the- [-sa-] -and the 
original Tamil meaning  of the word is puththaadai aninthu  - dressed in new 
cloths ; puthiya- new; aadai /udai – dress;  pattu  aadai aninthidu- dressed in silk  
cloths ; pattu- silk  . 

Petatzu  [ patch / piece ] has the consonants   [-pa-] - the –the- [- sa-]  -and the  
interpretation  of the word is   thundu- piece ;  ottu poattathu/ ottu poatta  thuni . 

Pot [kiss] has the consonants  -[-pa-] - the -and the original Tamil word is 
muththam idu  -to kiss . 

Pot[ exhaustion] has the consonants – [-pa-] - the- and the  interpretation  of the 
word is asathi  [ missing letter- sa-] – tiredness . 

Potor[ small ball]  has theconsonats -  pa- the- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is 
siriya  panthu  [ missing letter- sa-] – small ball ;  siriya - small; panthu- ball . 

Potikoka[ on all fours ]  has the consonants –[-pa-] - the- ka - and the original 
Tamil  word is naanku thikkum- four directions ; naanku- four; thikku- direction .  

Potos [thick] has the cponsonats - pa –the- sa-  and the originalTamil word is  
thadiththa - thick . 

Potote [bud] has the consonants – [- pa-] - the –the- and the original Tamil  word 
is  mottu- bud . 

Puta [ whore] has the consonants  -pa- the- and the original Tamil  word is –
paraththai [ missing  letter- Ra-] - prostitute . 

Putateria [ group of  whores ] has the consonants-  pa- the- Ra  -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  paraththiyar -  prostitutes.  
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Putar  [ man who frequent with whores] has the consonants- pa –the- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is  pen piththar - lustful man  ;  sitrinpa  piriyar [ missing  
letter- sa-] . 

Putre [vulture]  has the consonants –pa- the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is 
parunthu -  eagle /kazhuku .  

Sagu [ mouse]   has the consonants – sa- ka- and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  kowshik – mouse.  

Sailtu [try] has the consonants-  [- sa -] -la –the- and the original Tamil  word is 
muyaluthal- to make an attempt . 

Sain  [fish oil] has the consonants – [-sa-] - an -and the original Tamil  word is 
meen ennai  ;  meen- fish; ennai- oil . 

Sube [snake] has the consonants- [- sa-]  –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
paampu- snake . 

Sorthu  [be born]has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- the -and the original Tamil  word 
is  uyirththidu-  be born ;  piranthidu  [ missing  letter- pa-]- – be born ;  saniththar 
[ Skt] -  be born . 

Suerte [ luck]  has the consonants -sa –Ra- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
sirantha  naeram-  good time;  sirantha- best; naeram- time ;  athirsttam  [Skt] - 
luck ;  nalla kaalam- -good time / luck . 

Sunda [stench/ stink] has the consonants – [- sa -] -an –the- and the original Tamil  
word is  naaththam- stench.  

Susmo  [suspicion ] has the consonants-  sa -sa –ma- and the original Tamil  word 
is   iyam-suspicion; samsiyam [ Malayalam] -  suspicion.  

Taika[  [ head dress  of young women -  formerly  worn in church]   has the 
consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kondai  ; kudumi-tuft of hair 
of men  . 
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Kokoro [ stupid]  has the consonants- ka- ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
arivu  kuraivu –less knowledge ;  arivu  knowledge; kuraivu- less.  

Ti [fear] has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is peethi –fear . 

Tentatu [ tempt] has the consonants –the-an- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
aasai  / ichchai yaei  thoondidu  /  aasai moottu -  to  entice ; aasai- desire; 
thoondu- arouse . 

Titi[ female breast]  has the consonant - the - and the  original Tamil  word is   
thanam-  breast ;  thaayin  madi- lap of mother / breast ; thaai –mother; madi- 
breast /lap . 

To [ word used to call a man ]  has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  daei ; dei- [ for women] . 

Ttotta [ hard liquor] has the consonants the the  and the  original Tamil  word is  
pattai - toddy . 

Tu [spit]  has the consonant- the -and the original Tamil word is echchi  thuppu[ 
missing letters- pa- and -sa-]- to spit  the saliva- echchi- saliva  ;  echchi thuppu- 
spit . 

Txiz [ urine] has the consonants-  the -ka -sa –sa- and the interpretation  of the  
word is  uchchaa viduka- to pass urine; uchcha- urine; uchcha- piss   

Uko  [fore arm]  has the consonant -ka -and the original Tamil  word is munnu-k--
kai-  fore arm  ; munnar - fore ; kai- hand . 

Ukitu [touch]  hasthe consonants -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoduka- touch. 

 Umil [ humple]  has the consonants ma la and the  original Tamil  word is elimai-  
simplicity . 

Unkai [ cowherd] has the consonants – an- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  
koanan- shepherd.  
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Unhu [onion]  has the consonants  -an- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
venkaayam- onion . 

Ur [water] has the consonants -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is neer-  water.  

Ugalde [ flood /river]  has the cconsonats – ka- la –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is   aaththu vellam- river flood; aaru- river; vellam- flood.  

Hurtu[melt]  has the consonants -ka -Ra -the -and the original Tamil  word is 
urukida- melt . 

Urde [ pig/ dirty]- has the consonants -Ra -the  -and the original Tamil  word is 
pandri [missing  letter- pa-]- pig ;  thoimai  indri- dirty   .  

Hurr[ near] has the consonants- ka- Ra -and the orignl Tamil  word is veku arukae ;  
very  near; arukae- near . 

Urratu  [rip ] has theconsonats – Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
uriththidu –to rip . 

erruki  [compassion]  has the consonants –Ra- ka- and the original Tamil  word is 
erakkam- compassion;  karunai [Skt] . 

urri [ rare] has the consonant- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is ariya- rare . 

Urre [ gold] has the consonants  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  pon- niram- 
golden color; pon- gold; niram- color.  

Geurtz [ next year]  has the consonants  -ka -Ra -the –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  varukindra aandu / aduththu  varum  varudam ;  varukindra- coming; aandu- 
year ; varudam- year . 

Urt[h] atse [ beginning of the year / first  of the year ]  has the consonants  -Ra- 
the - ka- the – [- sa-] —and the  interpretation  of the word is aandu  
thuvakkaththin   muthar  thinkar – the first  month of the year ; aandu –year; 
thuvakkam- beginning;  muthar –first ; thinkar- month/ moon . 
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Urteberri [ new year’s day ]  has the consonants- Ra- the- pa- Ra -  and the  
original Tamil  word is aandu  pirappin  muthar  naar ;  the first  day of the new 
year; aandu-  year; pirappu- birth; muthar –first; naar- day . 

Haste [ begining] has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is thuvakkam -  beginning .  

Urtebetegun [  birth day ] has the consonants- Ra- the – pa- the- ka -an –and the  
original Tamil  meaning  of the  word is  pirantha naar  naar  kondaattam -  birth 
day celebration ;  piranthai- birth ; naar- day; kondaattam- celebration.  

 Urtebete [ birthday] has the consonants – Ra- the- pa -the –and the  original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is  pirantha thinam / thondriya naar  / pirappu 
eduththa naar  - birth day; piranthai- birth;  thinam- day  ; thoandru-to appear / 
birth;  naar- day .  

Usain [ smell]   has the  consonants – sa- an- and the  original Tamil  word is   
manam - smell ;  vaasanai / manam  veesa [ missing letter- ka-]- smelling . 

Urzo [ pigeon ] has the consonants-  Ra- [-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is  puraa  [ missing  letter- pa-]- pigeon . 

Zakil [ penis] - has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
ana  makanin  kazhai  -  penis of a man  ; aan -  male; makan- son; kazhai- penis. 

Zakil [ penis] - has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   
alkul- vagina . 

Zakil [ penis] - has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka- la -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  linka  [Skt] -  penis . 

Zakil [ penis] - has the consonants – -sa--ka- la -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is glans penis [ missing  letter- pa-].   

Zaku  [sack]  has the consonants – sa-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  koani  
pai –sack .  
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Zama [ load]  has the consonants -  sa- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is  
sumai- load.  

Zapatu [ Saturday] has the consonants - sa- [-pa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  Mai Meen  thinam  /aatchchai  ; Sani  thinam - day of Saturn ;  Mai Meen- 
Saturn ; thinam  /atchchai  –day ;   Sani  [Skt] –Saturn . 

Zenu [ bell] has the consonants – [-sa-]- an-  and the  original Tamil   word is mani  
- bell. 

Zeken [stingy]  has the consomnats- sa- ka- an - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanjan-  miser ; kanja thanam- stingy . 

Zeta [ silk] has the consonants – [-sa-] - the- and the original Tamil word is  pattu 
[missing  letter –pa-] - silk . 

Zorne [ pus]   has theconsonats -sa -Ra -an - and the  original Tamil  word is  pun -
neer- pus; pun- sore; neer- discharge /water ; rana [Skt]  neer ; ranam- sore. 

Zotz [ stick]   has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -the –[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is thadi –stick . 

Zulatu [dig]  has the consonants s ala the and the  original Tamil  word is  maunnai  
thonduthal = the act of digging the soil ;  maunn- soil;   thonduka  –dig . 

Zorri  [louse]  has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is eeru 
–louse egg . 

Zut[  erect] has the consonants – [- sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
nimiththidu - erect . 
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3.  Greek  words  and Tamil. 

 

Ref;    A consise  dictonary  of the words  in The  Greek Testament – by James 
Strong  , S.T.D;   L L.d . 

Abares  [ burdensome] has the consonants -  pa- Ra- sa  - and the  original Tamil   
word is  perum sumai –  big;  perum- big;  sumai- burden . 

Agalliasis [ gladness] has the consonants - ka -la- sa -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  makizhchchi- glad . 

Agalliasis [ gladness] has the consonants - ka -la- [-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   ulla  kalippu- [ missing  letter- pa-]-   glad ; ullam- soul; kalipp-u-dan -  - 
glad .  

Agalliasis [ gladness] has the consonants - ka -la- sa -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   uvakai kolla -  to be  happy ; uvakai- happy . 

Agamos [ un married]  has the consonants  -ka –ma- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is manam  aakama-  unmarried;  manam- marriage .  

Agapao [ to love]  has the consonants – ka- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
anpaaka-  lovingly . 

Aggeion [ vessel]  has the consonants-  ka – an- and the original Tamil  word is  
kinnam -  cup . 

Age [  come on / go to / lead]  has the consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaa-  come . 

Age [  come on / go to / lead]  has the consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is  yaegu- go . 

Agkale [ arm] has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kai kaal-   
arm and leg ;  kai – arm; kaal- leg ; kai-kal- arms ;kaalkal- legs . 
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Agrios [ wild/ raging]  has the consonants-  ka- Ra -sa -  and the original Tamil  
word is  veri-  rage . 

Agros [ hamlet ] has the consonants - ka –Ra- sa-   and the  original Tamil  word is 
kurichchi-   a village  in an agricultural tract  . 

Agros [ hamlet ] has the consonants - ka –Ra- [- sa-] -   and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  kiramam [Skt] - village . 

Agros [ hamlet ] has the consonants - ka –Ra- [- sa-] -   and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  nakaram- city  . 

Agros [ farm land ]  ] has the consonants - ka –Ra- [- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaani karai- farm land . 

Adam[ first man] has the consonants - the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is 
motha maanthan - first human being ; motha  -first ; maanthan- human being . 

Adam[ first man] has the consonants - the -ma -and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word is aathi manithan -  ancient man ; aathi [ Skt] - motha ; manitham- man . 

Haides [ grave]  has the consonants  - ka- the-[-sa-] -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is idu kaadu-  grave yard . 

 Haides [ grave]  has the consonants  - ka- the-sa-   and the  original Tamil  word is 
sudu  kaadu- cremation ground . 

Haides [ un seen] ]  has the consonants  - ka- the-[-sa-] -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaanathathu -  un seen . 

Adikeo [  do wrong -morally] has the consonants – the- ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thappu  / theenku  seika [ missing  letters- pa- and -sa-]- – do 
wrong  ; thappu-  wrong;  seika- do  ; theenku- evil . 

Adikeo [  hurt ] has the consonants – the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
adikka- beat;  adiththu kaayam undakku – to injure ; adi- beat ; kaayam-  injury; 
undaakku- make  . 
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Adikeo [ suffer  ] has the consonants – the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
paadu  paduka / thunpa  paduka [ missing  letter- pa-]- suffer . 

Adikos [ wrong fully / unjustly ] has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is kaedaanathu -/ theenkaanathu-  bad / evil  . 

Aido [ sing]   has the consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is paattu  
paadu [ missing  letter- pa-] -  to sing a song; paattu- song; paadu- sing . 

Athelo [  to contend in the  competitive games]  has the consonants- the- la- and 
the  original Tamil word is  poatti iduthal [ missing  letter- pa-]- to contest  ; poatti-  
contest . 

Athlesis [  fight / a struggle]   has the consonants- the- la –sa-   and the  original 
Tamil  word is  sandai iduthal- to fight ;  poatti iduthal [ missing letter- pa-] —to  
contest . 

Akulas [ eagle / Latin- Aquila ]  has the consonants-  ka- la –[-sa-]-   and the  
original Tamil  word is  kazhuku  -eagle . 

Alaladzo [ to wail]   has the consonants - la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
azhuthidu- to  weep ;  azhuka- wail .  

  Halusis  [fetter/ chain ]  has the consonants – ka- la- [-sa-]   -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kai - kaal  vilanku  -  chain  for the hand  and leg;  kai- arnm; kaal- 
leg;  vilanku - fetter ;   fetter- thodar/ chain . 

Amaranthos [ un fading]  has the consonants -  ma- Ra –an- the- [-sa-]  – and the  
original Tamil  word is   endrum  niram  maaratha  ondru -  the one that never 
fade ;  endrum- always ; niram- color;  maaratha  - no change ; ondru- one.  

Halon [  threshing floor / the grain and the chaff   as just threshed / floor]   has the 
consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nel kalam -  paddy field  
[where  paddy  is  threshed]  - nel-  paddy ; kalam- field  / floor . 

Ametor [ motherless]  has the consonants-   ma- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is amma  indri- without mother; amma- mother; indri- nil . 
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Ammos [ sand]   has the consonants - ma -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mun- sand/ soil ;  sem -mun-  red soil;  semmai- red  .  

Amphoteros [ both]   has the consonants - ma  -pa – the- Ra- sa-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is erandum- both ; tharai yim -  thanneerum- land  and water ;  tharai- 
earth ; thanneer-  water . 

An [ what] has the consonant-  an- and the  original Tamil  word is enna- what . 

Ana  [ but ] has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is aanna-  but.  

Anakradzo [ cry out]  has the consonants  -an-  ka -Ra –the- [-sa-] - and the  
original Tamil  word is kanneer  vittu  katharu -   cry with  shedding  tears ; 
kanneer- tears ; kan- eye ; neer- water;  katharu- cry out . 

Analepsis [ taking up /ascension] has the consonants- an – la- [- pa-]  -[-sa-]  – and 
the  original Tamil  word is  maele yazhu -  go up; maelae- up ; yazhu- raise . 

Analusis  [ departure ] has the consonants –an- la- sa - and the  original Tamil  
word is  sellanum  - to go . 

 Anapto [ Kindle ]  has the consonants – an- [-pa-]  -the – and the  original Tamil 
word is thoondu- stimulate ; thee moottanum- to make fire ;  thee- fire; moottu- 
induce/ thoondu  . 

Anatello [ rise]   has the consonants -an - the - la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
yazhunthidu  -to rise . 

Anetazo [ examine] has the consonants  -an- the –[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  
word is aainthidu -  to examine . 

Aneu  [without]  has the consonant - an - and the  original Tamil  word is  inmai – 
nil. 

Anthropinos [ man kind / human / common to man ] has the consonants –an- the 
- Ra –[-pa-] - an- [-sa -] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  maanthar  inam – human 
race; maanthar-  human ; inam- race .  
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Antleo[ bilge water ] has the consonants-  an- the –la- and the  original Tamil  
word is thanni mollu – thanni –water .  

Anudros [ waterless /dry ]   has the consonants-  an –the- Ra –[-sa-] - and the  
original Tamil  word is  thanneer indri- thanneer- water; indri- without . 

Anopheles[ use less] has the consonants - an - pa -la –[-sa-]  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is payan ulla- useful ;  payan illaa-  useless . 

  Apalgeo [ to  grieve out ]   has the consonants –[-pa-] - la- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is azhuku  - weep  ; ezhavu vaikka- to lament . 

Apator [  father less]  has the consonants –pa- the- Ra -and the original Tamil  
word is  peththa  thaai  thanthai  indri -  with out mother and father ;  thaai- 
mother; thanthai- father . 

Apeido [ see]  has the consonants- pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
paathtidu – to see .  

Apeitheia [ disbelief]  has the consonants –pa- the-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   nampaathu- not believing  ; nampidu- believe.  

 Apobole [ loss ] has the consonants- [-pa-] -pa –la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
ilappu- loss . 

Apo diorizo   has the consonants - pa - the –Ra- [-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  
word  is  piriththidu- separate . 

Apokopto[ to amputate/ cut off ]  has the consonants – [-pa-]-  ka-  [-pa-] -the – 
and the original Tamil  word is  thundikka / vettuka / vetti edukka / thundu 
poaduka/ thundaaduka  -  to amputate / cut . 

Apostello [ to send out ]  has the consonants  - pa- -sa- the- la – and the  original 
Tamil  word is thondu [ uooliyam ]   seithida anupputhal -  to send  ;  thondu/ 
uooliyam - service ; seithida-do; anuppu-send . 

Hapto [ to fasten ]   has the consonants –ka- pa- the - and the original Tamil  word 
is  mudichchu poaduka -  to make a knot ;  kattuka- to tie ;  mudichchu- knot  . 
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Hapto  [ to set on fire/ kindle] has the consonants- ka-  pa -the -and the original 
Tamil  word is  thee moottuka – to set fire ; thee – fire ;  moottuka- to kindle . 

Hapto  [ to set on fire/ kindle] has the consonants- ka-  pa -the -and the original 
Tamil  word is  thee paththa  vaikka -  to set fire ; thee – fire ; paththa vaikka- to 
ignite . 

Hapto  [ to set on fire/ kindle] has the consonants- ka-  [-pa-] -the -and the original 
Tamil  word is thoonduka- to stimulate .  

Apoleia [ ruin]  has the consonants - pa -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  paazh 
-  ruin . 

Apoleia [  loss]   has the consonants - pa -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
ezhappu- loss. 

Arabia [ an Asian country ]  has the  consonants  -Ra- pa -and the original Tamil 
word is perum  manar parappu -  big  sandy  area . 

Arete  [ praise] has the consonants - Ra -the  -and the original Tamil word is 
paraattu  – appreciate .  

Aristao [ dine]  has the consonants - Ra –[- sa-] - the -  and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  unnuthar -  eating . 

Ariston [ breakfast/best meal / lunch/ dinner ]  has the consonants – Ra- sa -the -
and the  original Tamil  word is sitrundi -   tiffin / light meal   ; sirantha  theeni- 
best  bead ; sirantha- best; theeni- food . 

 Arotrioo [ to plough ] has the consonants  - Ra- the - Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is yaer  oattuthar -  to plough ; yaer- plough ; oattu- drive . 

Harpadzo [ to seize]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- pa -the –[-sa-] - and the  
original Tamil  word is kai  patru -  to grab. 

Arti [ this day]  has the consonants  -Ra -the -and the  original Tamil  word is indru 
-  to day.  
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Arti [ this hour ]   has the consonants  -Ra -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
intha naeram -  this time ; intha- this ;  naeram- time . 

Arti [  here after ]   has the consonants  -Ra -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
intha  naeram muthar -  from this time onwards ; intha- this; naeram- time . 

Artos [ bread / loaf ]  has the consonants – Ra- the- sa-  and the  original Tamil  
word is rotti-  bread ;  rotti  thundu-  bread piece ;  thundu- piece .  

 Archegos [ author] has the consonants –Ra- ka- [-sa--]  and the  original Tamil  
word is  aakkiyoar -  one who has made ;  uruvaakiyavar -  creator . 

Architekton [ master builder]   has the consonants-  Ra - ka - the -ka –the- an –  
and the  original Tamil  word is  kaarai  veedu / kattidam kattum  kothtanaar-  
mason- one who builds the house/  building ; kaarai veedu- lime stone building ; 
kattidam- building;  kattu- build; koththanaar-  mason . 

 Archon [ chief ruler/ prince]  has the consonants  -Ra -ka -an – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  mannavar- king ;  mannarin  makan -  king’s son; makan- son  .  

Asemos [ mean]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ma –[-sa -]– and the  original Tamil 
word is  eenam-  meanness . 

Asthenes [  impotent]  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- an- [-sa-] - and the  original 
Tamil  word is aanmai inmai- lack of masculinity ; aanmai- masculinity ; inmai  -
without ; pottai thanam [ missing  letter- pa-] - feminine .  

Asitia [ fasting]  has the consonants –[-sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pattini [ missing  letter- pa-] -  starvation ; unnaathu- not eating .   

 Astateo [ home less/ non stationary ] has the consonants –[- sa-]  -the -the – and 
the  original Tamil  word is  naadodi -  Bedouin / wanderer . 

 Astrapto [ lightening]  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the –Ra- [-pa-] - the - and the  
original Tamil  word is  idi idiththu  minnar minnuthar -  thundering  and lightening 
; idi- thunder; minnar- lightening . 
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Ater [ without] has the consonants- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is indri- 
without.  

Atmis [ mist ]   has the consonants- the- ma  -[-sa-]-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is pani muttam [ missing  letter- pa-] -  mist;   pani -  snow / mist . 

Hautou[ his own]    has the consonants -ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
ava nudaiyathu -  his own  ; avanukku  udaimaiyaanthu -  belongs to him  . 

Aphesis [ pardon/ forgiveness ]  has the consonant  -pa- [- sa-] – [- sa-]  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  mannippu/ maappu  – forgiveness.  

Aphorao[ look]  has the consonants  - pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
paaru- see . 

Aforidzo [ separate / divide/ sever ]  has the consonants - pa -Ra – the- [-sa-]  -and 
the  original Tamil  word is  piriththidu- separate;  thundu  poaduthar- divide  ; 
aruththidu – cut  . 

Aphobos[ fearless]  has the consonants-[- pa-] - [-pa-]  -sa  -and the  original Tamil  
word is achcham inmai [ missing  letter- sa-]- no fear; achcham- fear; inmai- 
without;  payam [ Skt] inmai ; payam- fear ;  apayam[ Skt] – no fear .  

Afros  [ foam]  has the consonants- [- pa-]- Ra- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  nurai- foam . 

Aphonos [ voiceless]  has the consonants - pa -an –sa- and the  original Tamil  
word is paechchu inmai- no speech ; paechchu –speech ; inmai- without.  

Achaia [ Greece] has the consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  Yavanam 
-  Greece;  Soanikam [ missing letter- sa-]- Greece . 

Akhrios [ useless / un profitable] has the consonants – ka- Ra –sa- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  payan kuraivu- less profit ; payan- use; kuraivu- less . 

Akhracetos[ inefficient ] has the consonants -  ka - Ra  -the- sa -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thiramai kuraivu – inefficient; thiramai- talent; kuraivu – less . 
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 Baal [ Phonecian deity ]   has the consonants – pa- la- and the  original Tamil  
word is  Palani- Dravidian Sun god- Thiru Murugan / Sumerian Marduk . 

Batmos [ degree/ grade ]  has the consonants  - pa- the –ma- [-sa -] -and the  
original Tamil  word is pattam-  degree . 

Baion [ palm twig]  has the consonants - pa –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
panai  mattai [ missing  letter- the -] – palm  branch ;   panai paalai [ missing  
letter- la-] – palm sapthe ;  panam  nongu [ missing  letter- ka-] - ice apple ;   
panam pazham [ missing  letter- la-]- palm fruit ;  panai  olai [ missing  letter- la-]-
palm leaves. 

Baptizo  [ to make wet/ immerse ]   has the consonants- [-pa-]  -the – [-sa-] - and 
the  original Tamil  word is   nanaiththidu  - to make wet ;  thoomai paduththu / 
thoomai seithidu – to make pure ; thoomai- pure ;  thoomai sadanku  [ missing  
letter- ka-]- purifying ritual; sanadku –ritual . 

Barootimos [ highly valuable]  has the consonants-  pa -Ra - the – ma- [-sa-]  and 
the original Tamil  word is perum mathippu  udaiya ondru- a highly  valuable one  . 

Batos[  measure for liquids/ measure] has the consonants – pa- the- sa- and the  
original Tamil  word is  padi - citti -  a measure for grains . 

Beeadzo [ suffer]  has the consonats –pa- the –[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  paadu  padu – to suffer ;  noaei nodi – disease . 

Biblos [  inner bark of the  papyrus plant / book / scroll of writing ] has the 
consonants –[- pa-] –pa- la- [-sa-] – and the  original Tamil word is panai olai nool  
- palm leaf book ; panai palm  oali- palm leaf; nool- book ;  naanal nool – reed 
book  ; naanal- reed ; nool- book. 

Bothoonos [ a hole in the ground ] has the consonants –pa- the- an- [-sa-]- and 
the  original Tamil  word is  ponthu- hole . 

Bosko [ to graze]  has the consonants- [- pa-] – [-sa-]- ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is maeikka- to graze . 
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Boolay [ counsel ]    has the consonants – [- pa-] - la - and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  aaloasanai  [ missing letter- sa-]- consultation /advice . 

Bous  [ an ox  as grazing / any animal  of that  species]    has the consonants  -pa – 
sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  asam- sheep ; pasu –cow ; pullam [ missing  
letter- la-]-  - buffalo . 

Brachion [ arm]  has the consonants –[-pa-] -Ra- ka- an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  munnan-k-karam- fore arm ; mun- fore; karam- hand. 

Brachus [ short of  time / place/ quantity or number ]   has the consonants -  [-pa-]  
–Ra- ka –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  kuraivaana  naeram/ naeram 
kuriavu  – less time;  kuraivu- less;  naeram- time.  

Brachus [ short of  time / place/ quantity or number / few words ]   has the 
consonants -  [-pa-]  –Ra- ka –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  kuraivaana 
ennikkai- less number ; ennikkai- mumeral . 

Brachus [ short of  time / place/ quantity or number / few words ]   has the 
consonants - pa-Ra- ka –sa-and the original Tamil  word is  kuraivaana  paechchu- 
less  speech  ; paechchu- speech . 

Brekho [ to moisten]  has the consonants –[- pa -] - Ra-  ka -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  eeramaakku- to moisten ; eeram- moist . 

Brokhos [ snare/ noose ]  has the consonants -- pa - Ra –ka- [-sa-] –and the  
original Tamil  word is  pori vaikka- to trap ; pori- trap . 

Brokhos [ snare/ noose ]  has the consonants - pa - Ra –ka- [-sa-] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   surukku  kayiru – noose  for hanging  ; kayiru –rope . 

Geena [ valley] has the consonants – ka- an - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanavaai- valley .  

Gelos [ laughter ] has the consonants-  ka- la –[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  nakaippu oli [ missing  letter- pa-]-   laughter .  
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Genealogeo  [ genealogy/ count by  descent ] has the consonants-  sa-  an- la  -ka  
-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kaal  vazhi  kanakku  ; kanakku- estimation 
/count  ; kaal vazhi – genealogy . 

Genesis [ birth]  has the consonants  - sa-an- [- sa-]  - and the   interpretation of 
the word is  jananam [ Skt] - birth . 

Genesis [ birth]  has the consonants  - sa-an- [- sa -] - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  Sinai  eenu-   to give birth ;  Sinai- pregnancy  ;eenu-  delivery .  

Georgos [ farmer]  has the consonants-  sa –Ra- ka- [-sa-]- and the  interpretation  
of the word is karsakar – farmer.  

Georgos [ farmer]  has the consonants-  sa –Ra- ka- [-sa-]- and the  interpretation  
of the word is   kamam  seikiravar – one who  does farming; kamam- farming; 
seikiravar- one who does  . 

Ghay [ earth /world]  has the consonant - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaayam -  earth  ; vaanam- sky .  

Glossa[ tongue / a language ] has the consonants  -ka –la- [-sa-]  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vaai mozhi ;  vaai –mouth ;  mozhi -  language ;   lingua [Latin] . 

Gnapheus [ fuller] has the consonants -  ka -an –[-pa-]- [-sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vannaan- washerman . 

Gnesios [ genuinely/ really ]  has the consonants - ka -an –[-sa-] – [-sa-] -and the  
original Tamil  word is  unmaiyaakavae – really ; nesamaaka[ Skt ] . 

Gogguzo [ grumble/ murmur ]  has the consonants- ka- ka- sa – and the original  
Tamil  word is    vaai  munumunu-k-ka  -  to  whisper ; vaai- mouth . 

Gonu [ knee]   has the consonants - ka –an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kanu- 
knee . 

Graptos  [written ] has the consonants- ka -Ra –[-pa-]  -the –[-sa-] - and the  
original Tamil  word is  keeriyathu-   written ; varainthathu –written ; varai padam- 
graph . 
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Gumnotes  has the consonants - ka -ma – an- the –[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  udukkai  inmai- without dress; udukkai- dress;  inmai- without ;  ammana 
kundi- nudity  ; ammanam- nudity ;  kundi- pelvis ; nakkathanam-  nudity . 

Gune  [woman /wife]   has the consonants- ka –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
mankai- woman ;  manaivi- wife;  kanavan- husband; kanni- virgin . 

Gonia [ an angle]  has the consonants-  ka –an- and the  original Tamil  word is 
koanam- angle.  

Dakno [ bite]  has the consonants- the- ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadikka  vaedum- to bite;   koththa vaendum –to sting . 

Dakruo  [to shed tears]   has the consonants- the -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kanneer vidu –to shed tears; kanneer- tears; kan- eye; neer- water; 
kanner vittu katharu – crying with tears . 

Delios [ fearful]   has the consonants- the- la –[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word 
is  peethi adaithal [ missing  letter- pa-]- -to get fear; peethi –fear . 

Dero [ thrash/ beat ] has the consonants- the- Ra –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is adiththar- beat . 

Deo [ knit/ tie / bind/ tie ]  has the consonant-  the-  and the  orignaltamil  word is  
thuni  thai- to  stitch ;  thuni- cloth; thai – stitch ;   pinaiththidu [ missing  letter- 
pa-]- - bind ;  ianiththidu- bind ; pinnidu [missing  letter- pa-]-  -  knit; mudichchu 
idu [ missing  letter- sa-]- tie  . 

Day [ doubtless/ now ]  has the consonant- the - and the original Tamil word is  
iyapaadu  inmai-  no doubt; iyam- doubt; inmai- without;  eppoathu- now;  
eppoathae- now itself . 

Deuteros  [second in time / place or rank ]    has the consonants -the -the -Ra –[-
sa-] –and the  original Tamil  word is  erandaam idam- 2nd place; erandu- two; 
idam- place ; erandaam tharam- 2nd rank;  tharam- standard  ; erandaam murai- 
2nd time . 
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 Depou [ doubtless] has the consonants- the- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  
iyapaadu  inmai- without doubt ; iyam- doubt; inami- nil . 

Diakolou[ forbid/ prohibit ]   has the consonants –the- ka –la- and the  original 
Tamil word is  vilakki vaiththidu  - forbid ; neekkuthal- to exclude . 

Dialektos  [ language/ tongue ] has the consonants  -the – la- ka-  the- [-sa-] -  and 
the  original Tamil  word is  Tamizh  mozhiyil  vaai  mozhinthiduka – speak in Tamil  
language  ; mozhi- language;  vaai- mouth ; mozhinthidu- speak . 

Dianoia [ mind/ imagination ]  has the consonants - the  -an -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  manathu- mind ; ninaiththidu- imagine . 

Diaseio [ to shake thorughly]  has the consonants  -the- sa - and the  original Tamil  
word is  aattidu /asaiththidu – shake . 

Diastrepho[to distort]  has the consonants  - the – [-sa-]  - the- Ra – [-pa-] - and 
the  original Tamil  word is  thiriththidu- to distort . 

Diatasso [ command/ give ]  has the consonants-  the- [-sa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  aanai idu  -  to command ;  thanthidu- give . 

Diatribo [ continue] has the consonants  the - Ra  -[- pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  
word is thodarnthidu- continue . 

Diapheugo [ to flee /escape] has the consonants -the – pa- ka-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is thappikka- to escape . 

Diaphoros  [excellent]  has the consonants --the – [-pa-]-- Ra -sa - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   siranthathu -  best one / superior . 

Didasko [ teach]   has the consonants  - the- the- sa -ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is  oathi kodukka vaendum- to teach; oathu –teach . 

Dike  [punish] has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thandikka- to punish . 
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Daiorthosis [ reformation]  has the consonants – the- Ra -the – sa- sa -and the  
original Tamil  word is   seer thiruththam seithidu –to reform . 

 Dis [again] has the consonants - the –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
meendum- again . 

Diogmos  [ persecution] has the consonants- the - ka –ma-sa -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kuththam sumaththu- to persecute . 

Dokeo  [think ]  has the consonants- the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
enniduka / ninaiththiduka - think ;  sinthikka[ missing  letter –sa-] – think . 

Dokos [ stick of timber/ beam ]  has the consonants- the- ka- sa- and the  original 
Tamil  word is kattai- wood;  veettin vittam- beam of the house; veedu- house; 
vittam- beam  . 

Doxa [ worship] has the has the consonants – the- ka- [-sa -] -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  aandavanai  / theivaththai - vananku / kumpidu [ missing  letter- 
pa-] -  worship  the god;   aandavan - god;  theivam- god ; vananku- worship ; 
kumpidu- worship . 

Dotes [giver]  has the consonants-  the- the –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thanthidum  manithan -  the man who gives  ; thanthidu- give; manitham- man . 

Dokhay [  entertainement /feast ]   has the consonants  -  the - ka -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  kondaattam-  celebration ; pandikai [ Skt]  [missing  letter- 
pa-]- festival ; virunthu [ missing  letter- Ra-]- feast  . 

Dusme  [sun set] has the consonants  -the - sa-- ma- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  anthi  saayim naeram – time of sun set ;  naeram –time;  saainthidum – setting  
; anthi- evening time.  

 Engidzo [ nigh]  has the consonants –an-  ka-  the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kanaitthidu- neigh . 

Enggrafo [ to engrave] has the consonants –an- ka- Ra- pa –and the  orignaltamil  
word is  porikka  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]- – to engrave ; arukka  vaendum 
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[ missing  letter- the -]- to  cut  ; keera  vaendum [ missing letter- the -]-   - to 
scratch/ incise  ; varainthida  vaendum [ missing letter- the -]-  write . 

Egerio  [ stand/ awake ] has the consonants  -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil word 
is  nirkka- stand; urakkam unaru- awake . 

Engkaheenidzo [ to inaugurate]  has the consonants – en-  ka –an- the- [-sa -] -  
and the  original Tamil  word is  thuvankida  vaendum -  to begin.  

Engkreeno [ make of the number ] has the consonants –an-  ka - Ra –an- and the  
original Tamil  word is  en kanitha murai [ missing  letter- the -] – numeral  
calculation method  ;en- numeral; kanitham-  maths; murai- method.  

Engkoo-os [ pregnant ]has the consonants – an- ka- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  undaaka [ missing  letter- the -] -to become pregnant . 

Hedrahyos [ settled / to sit/ immovable]   has the consonants  -ka –the- Ra – [-sa-]  
-  has the consonants   kudiyaetram – settlement ; kudiyaeru –settle ; irukkai yir  
irukka / utkaara  vaendum- to sit in the chair; erukka / utkaara - to sit ; irukkai- 
chair ; nakaraththa mudiyaathu- can not be moved; nakarththu- to move; 
mudiyaathu- can not.  

Ethinikos [ national /ethnic]  has the consonants - the – an-  ka- [-sa-] - and the  
original Tamil  word is  kudi inam/  kudi thokuthi / ina koottam-  ethnic . 

Ethnos [nation/ race ]  has the consonants - the -an –[-sa-] - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  naadu- nation ;   thaai mun- mother country . 

Ei per  [seeing]  has the consonants – pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
paaru –see . 

Heis [ some  / numerical one / abundantly ]   has the consonants  -ka –sa- and the  
original Tamil  word is  konjam- few ;  ennikkai- numerical ;  ennikkai onnu- 
numeral one ;  yaek [ Skt] –one ; mikka  ennikkai- numerous .  

Eisakouo  [hear] has the consonsts  - -sa-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaekka- to hear ;  sevi kodukka  [ missing letter- the -] - to hear  . 
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Eiskaleo [  to invite /call in ]   has the consonants-  sa -ka -la -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   ullae azhaikka-   to call in; ullae- in ; azhaikka- to  call . 

Eispedao[ leap / to run ]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  – [-pa-] - the- and the  
original Tamil  word is  oadu- run ; thaandu-  leap .  

Icetrekho[ to hasten / run in ] has the consonants  - [- sa-]  - the -Ra – ka- and the  
original Tamil  word is  virainthu  oaduka  - to run fast . 

 

 Now  we will  read the words related to  astronomy/ astrology  by  Jumbling. 

 

                                               Article proper . 

                                Astrology  / Astronomy  words  

 

4.  27 . Stars. 

Astrology  has the consonants – sa- the- Ra- la- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word 
is  sudar- iyal -  the science of stars ;  sudar-  fire torch ;  iyal- branch f science .  

Astrology  has the consonants – sa-  the- Ra- la- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  
word is   Tamilar-in sudar- iyal -  the astronomy of Tamil people ;  Tamil  mozhiyil   
ezhutha patta  sudar iyal [ missing  letter- pa-]  .  

 

  Ref;  Vaan iyalum  Thamilarum – book   written by - ma. So.  Victor  .                    

                                           1. Van’ni / unni  enum  vin meen [  horse star ]  .  

1. Aswa[ Skt]  

hyskos –[  Egyptian pharaoh ]  has the  consonants-  ka-sa- and the   interpretation  
of the  word is  aswa [Skt] -  horse ;  Sivan-  Dravidian sun god.   
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hyskos –[  Egyptian pharaoh ]  has the  consonants-  ka-[-sa-] - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   vanni  makan-  son of the horse  ;  vanni- horse;  makan- son . 

hyskos –[  Egyptian pharaoh ]  has the  consonants-  ka-[-sa-] - and the original 
Tamil  word is  ko-   bull / tarus/ deer.  

Aswa[skt]   has the consonants – [-sa-] - va -and the original Tamil  word is vanni  - 
horse.  

Aswa[skt]   has the consonants – [-sa-] - va -and the original Tamil  word is vanni 
mukam-  horse face;  mukam- face;  vanni- horse.    

Aswa[skt]   has the consonants – [-sa-] - va -and the original Tamil  word is Vanni 
makan-  son of the horse / Aswin kumar . 

Aswa[skt]   has the consonants – [-sa-] - va -and the original Tamil  word is  ko- 
bull / tarus/ deer. 

kamal  [Greek ] – has the consonants - ka –ma- la- and the original Tamil  word is  
kalai maan-  deer  .   

                                                   2. Soaru meen .  

2.Barani  [Skt]  

Barani  has  the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra – an - and the original Tamil  word is  and 
the original Tamil  word is   soaru meen  [  missing  letter- sa-]-  sheratan .   

Sheratan [ Greek] . 

Sheratan  has the consonants-  sa- Ra- the- an – and the original Tamil  word is 
soaru   endra   sudar  meen / mani   [ nasaththiram –Skt ] -  sheratan ;  sudar 
meen- star;  soaru – sheratan  . 

       

                                         3. Aruvaai  endra   meen  koottam  . 

3.karththikai [Skt]  
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karththikai    has the consonants-  ka –Ra- the- ka-  and the interpretation  of the 
word is   vaanaththir  thoandrum  aruvaai endra   meen  koottam  -  the Pleiades 
[Karththikai]  star cluster  that appears on the sky ;  meen- fish/ star;   koottam-  
group.    

karththikai    has the consonants-  ka –Ra- the- ka-  and the interpretation  of the 
word is  vaanaththir  thoandrum   eri naar  endra  meen  koottam  - the Pleiades 
[Karththikai]  star cluster  that appears on the sky .  

karththikai    has the consonants-  ka –Ra- the- ka-  and the interpretation  of the 
word is  Thiravidarin / then  naattavarin   marai muka  kootru -   telling something  
in a covert way- by the Dravidian people .  

karththikai    has the consonants-  ka –Ra- the- ka-  and the interpretation  of the 
word is  aaru  mukanai  konda  vin  men-  the star with six  ends; aaru –six;  
mukanai- tips;  vin meen-  star. 

karththikai    has the consonants-  ka –Ra- the- ka-  and the original Tamil  word is  
kaar  naeram / paruvam  vaanil   thondrukindra  eri naar/ naadan /aruvaai aru 
meen   enkira  sudar meen / nasththiram[Skt] [  missing  letters – pa- and -sa-]  -  
the star that appears in the rainy  season /early morning –  pliades ;  kaar 
paruvam- rainy  season ;  vaikarai naeram-  early morning.  

karththikai    has the consonants-  ka –Ra- the- ka-  and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning  is  Thiru  Murugan –um ,   avanai   eendru  eduththu/  amuthu uootti /  
seeraatti /  kaappatri  thantha  aaru  kanni   maar  theivamum/ pendirum [  
missing  letters-  pa -and -sa-]  -  Dravidian sun god Murugan and the six  women 
who had brought  up him ;  eendru -  given birth ;   amuthu-  food;   uootti-  fed ; 
kaappaatru -  protect;  aaru-  six;  kanni-  virgin woman ; theivam -  god; pendir- 
women . 

karththikai    has the consonants-  ka –Ra- the- ka-  and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning  arupadai  veedu  konda  Thiru murugan   [missing  letter- pa-]- the lord 
who dwells in  six abodes. 
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karththikai    has the consonants-  ka –Ra- the- ka-  and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning  Thiruparan-k-kundram [ missing  letter- pa-] - one of the six abodes of 
Murugan.   

karththikai    has the consonants-  ka –Ra- the- ka-  and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning  Thiru Thanikai  kundru /Kundraththur  Thiru Murugan   - one of the six 
abodes of Murugan/ Sumerian Marduka .   

karththikai    has the consonants-  ka –Ra- the- ka-  and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning  kattiya  kovana -thuniyudan  kai -yir thandaayutham yaenthi   thotram 
kodukkum Thiru Muruganin   Thiru  Aavinan kudi – Palani foot hills - one of the six 
abodes of Murugan  ; koavanam -  loin cloth  ;  thandaayutham -  stick;  thoatram -  
appearance  .   

 karththikai    has the consonants-  ka –Ra- the- ka-  and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning   Thanthaikku  thiru marai  karpiththa Thiru Muruganin  [ missing letter- 
pa-]- - Thiru vaerakam  -Swami malai- one of the six abodes of Murugan;  
thanthai-  father;  thiru marai-  holy  scripture;  karpikka-  to  teach .   

karththikai    has the consonants-  ka –Ra- the- ka-  and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning   Sooranai   vatham seithu  kadar karai- yir kudi  irukkum  Thiru  
Chenthoor  Murugan  -  Thiru Chenthoor [ missing letter- sa-]-  -  the sea shore  
town -one of the six abodes of Murugan;  vathai-  kill ; kadar karai-  coastal land  . 

karththikai    has the consonants-  ka –Ra- the- ka-  and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning  arithu  arithu  yaathu ena   kaettu /   Avaai- yaarukku   thoatram 
koduththa   Azakar  kundru [ missing  letter- zha-]    - Pazha muthir choalai  - one 
of the six abodes of Murugan;  Avvai-  Eve  .   

karththikai    has the consonants-  ka –Ra- the- ka-  and the original Tamil  word/ 
meaning   kaavadi thoo-k-ki /  ‘ara  koara’  ena  koopaadu  poattu /   thannai   
kumpida  varum  / kaana varum  anparidam / thiru thondaridam  /  mikuntha  era-
k-kamum / anpum /  kani-vum konda  Thiru Murugan-  kanthan  karunai [Skt] ;  
kumpidu-  worship  . 
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                                        Pleiades [Greek].  

Pleiades  has the  consonants – [-pa-] - la –the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
‘Thazhal ‘ enum  meen  -   a star called  thazhal -  Pleiades  ;  meen-  fish/  star  . 

Pleiades  has the  consonants – pa- la –the-  and the original Tamil  word is  Palani  
Aandi -  lord Murugan . 

Pleiades  has the  consonants – pa- la –the-  and the original Tamil  word is  Palani  
mun maedu – Palani  hills ;  mun maedu -  mound.   

Pleiades  has the  consonants – pa- la –the-  and the original Tamil  word is  uzhai   
pozhuthu   minnidum  meen – the  star of dawn [ time  to plough ] ;  uzhai  -  work 
;  pozhuthu - time ;  minnu-  shine ;  meen- star .  

Pleiades  has the  consonants – pa- la –the-  and the original Tamil  word is  vidiyal 
kaalai  pozhuthu  meen  [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  the star of the dawn ;  vidiyal – 
dawn ;  pozhuthu- time;  meen- star.  

                                        Seven daughters of Atlas/ Pleione. 

Titan has the consonants – the- the- an -and the original Tamil name is 
Mooththoan – lord Murugan;  moothaathaiyan- ancestor.  

Titan has the consonants – the- the- an -and the other name is Aththithan[Skt] .   

Atlas  has the consonants – the- la –[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil name is Palani 
Aandi [missing  letter- pa-] – lord Murugan . 

Pleione   has the consonants -  pa- la- an - and the orignal Tamil name is Palani -
aayaee-  mother of Palani . 

Pleione   has the consonants -  pa- la- an - and the orignal Tamil name is Palayee 
Ammal-  mother of Palani  . 

Mount   Kylline / Cylline  has the consonants –  ma- an- the -[-sa-] - la -an -  and 
the original Tamil  word is Palani malai  / Palani  mun- maedu [ missing  letter- pa-
] – Palani  hills.  
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Maia has the consonant-  ma- and the original Tamil  name is  ammai  / ammani / 
maayee /Ammaayee-  great mother.  

Electra  has the consonants - la -ka –the- Ra – and the original Tamil  name is  
Aran makanai /Azhakanai  valarththa  Aarumukathth-a-Amaal  -  Mother of 
Arumukam . 

Electra  has the consonants - la -ka –the- Ra – and the original Tamil  name is 
Arumin kadalan / Muththu kumaranai /  Kuzhanthai Murugan - ai  valarththa  
Ammal -  mother who  raised lord Murugan.  

Electra  has the consonants - la -ka –the- Ra – and the original Tamil  name is 
Tamilarkalin  kadavul / pen thaeivam [ missing  letter- pa-]-  the goddess of Tamil 
people ; then naattu thiravida makkalin kula kadavul  . 

Electra  has the consonants - la -ka –the- Ra – and the original Tamil name is  
Viraali malai  Thiru Muruganai / kumaranai / Kanthanai / kaathu  valarththu  
vantha  Ammaal - the  mother who raised  Marduk /lord Thiru  Murugan . 

Electra  has the consonants - la -ka –the- Ra – and the original Tamil name is   
kaarththikaeyanin [Skt] Ammal ;  Kathir vaelan-in ammal  -  mother of Murugan . 

Electra  has the consonants - la -ka –the- Ra – and the  other name is Thiru  
Muruganai  eendru  eduththa   kaali Amman-  Dravidian goddess who gave birth 
to Murugan . 

Electra  has the consonants - la -ka –the- Ra – and the  other name is Kotravai  
Ammal -Dravidian goddess[ Victoria] . 

Electra  has the consonants - la -ka –the- Ra – and the original Tamil name is  Vadi  
Vael - Muruganin thaayaar -  mother of Murugan ;  thaayaar -  mother  . 

Taygate  has the consonants – the- ka –the-  and the original Tamil name is     
kaaththyaae -  kanthanai  kaaththa thaai -  mother who raised Murugan ;  thaai-  
mother;  kaaththa-  protected . 

Taygate  has the consonants – the- ka –the-  and the original Tamil name is    
Makamaayee  Aaththa  - Dravidian fertility  goddess ;  Aaththa-  deity . 
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Alcyone has the consonants - la –[-sa-] - an - and the  original Tamil name is Palani 
-Aayye / Palani Ammal  [ missing  letter- pa-] – mother of Palani - Murugan . 

Celaneo   has the consonants – sa- la -an  - and the original Tamil name is  Selli 
Amman .  

Celaneo   has the consonants – sa- la -an  - and the original Tamil name is  Palani 
Ammal [ missing  letter- pa-] – mother of Palani Murugan . 

Celaneo   has the consonants – ka- la -an  - and the original Tamil name is Kaali 
Amman; vaelan- in Ammaal-  mother of Murugan   .  

Sterope  has the consonants – sa- the- Ra- pa -and the original Tamil name is  
Samaya puraththu Maari Amman-  Dravidian fertility  goddess. 

Sterope  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the- Ra- [-pa-] -and the original Tamil name 
is   Marunthayee-  Dravidian fertility  goddess.    

Merope  has the consonants- ma- Ra –[-pa-] - and the original Tamil name is 
Maari-aayee /Mary/Mariyam  -  Dravidian fertility goddess.  

 

                                     4.  Aara  kaar  meen  [ cart  star  ] .    

4.Rokini  [Skt]  

Rokini    has the consonants  -Ra-  ka- - an -   and the original Tamil  word is vaanir 
kaanum  kaar  meen –  car/ wheel star   [ vehicle ] ;  sakkaram [Skt]  [ missing  
letter- sa-]- wheel.  

Rokini    has the consonants  -Ra- ka- an - and the original Tamil  word is urundu-  
oadum  vandi  [ missing  letter-  the -] -  the cart with the wheel ;urundu  oadum- 
rolling;   vandi-  cart.  

Rokini    has the consonants  -Ra- ka-  an-- and the original Tamil  word is vaanir  
kaanum/ thoandrum   kaarththi  vadiva  meen [ missing  letter- the -] -  the star 
that appears in the sky  which has  a shape of a cart.  
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Aldeberan  [Greek]  . 

Aldebrean has the consonants- la- the- pa- Ra –an-  and the original Tamil  word is   
uruli / pandi / uoottraal / thaer/  aya naal  endra  sudar meen [ missing  letter- sa-] 
-  aldeberan -  the star .  

                        6. Mathi  naar  meen /  Maanin  mandai vadiva meen . 

5. Mirga shiras /seeridam  .    

   Mirga shiras /seeridam    has the consonants-  ma –Ra- ka-  sa- Ra – the- ma -   
and the original Tamil  name is  Vaanir  thoandrum   mum –meen / Mathi  naar 
endra  meen   -  bellatrix  ;  vaan-   sky;  thoandrum -    appearing   .  

Mirga shiras /seeridam   has the consonants-  ma –Ra- ka-  sa- Ra – the- ma -    
and the original Tamil  name is   vaanir thoandrum  oru   kaattu  maraiyin [ 
kasthuri  maanin ]  mandai   vadivam  konda meen –   a star with the shape of  the 
head of an animal / musk deer ;  mandai-  head;  vadivam- shape; maan- deer; 
meen- star   

Bellatrix [Greek]. 

Bellatrix  has the consonants -  pa –la- the –Ra- ka- sa – and the original Tamil  
wordis   kasthuri maan / kalaimaan / kawuri  maan/ marai / eralai / erumai / 
arima  /ko /eruthu / poaththu / keda maadu    poandra   kaattu  vilkinakinakalin/ 
mirukakankalin [Skt]   thalai  pondru  thoatram alikkum /thoatram  tharum / oli  
tharum -  Indiran/  veiyyon/  maandralai / ven  niram konda -  mum-men / mathi 
naal / einthanam /aanainthu  [ paal kodukkum  pasuvin  kodai] / nari puram / 
maazhku / paeraalan /   paalai /  maarkazhi /  endru  ellaam  Tamilakaththu 
makkalaal /thiravidaraal /  kaniyar peru makkalaal   azhaikka  padum – sudar ozhi 
meen/ nakasathhtiram[Skt]  -   the  Bellatrix. 

                                            6. Aathirai meen . 

6.Aaruthra [Skt] .  

Aruthra  has  the consonants –Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word is  Aathirai/ 
Moothirai  / Thiru Aathirai –  Betelgeuse .  
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Betelgeuse has the consonants –[- pa-]  –the- la- ka- [-sa-]  – and the original Tamil 
word is Thinkal Naal meen - Betelgeuse . 

Betelgeuse has the consonants –[- pa-]  –the- la- ka- [-sa-]  – and the original Tamil 
word is  vaanththil  kaanum  meen koottankalin  muthalvan / thalaivan . 
mooththavan  -   the first  [ head / leader/ elder  ]  among  the stars ;  muthalvan- 
head / leader .  

betelgeuse has the consonants – pa-–the- la- ka- sa-– and the original Tamil word 
is  senkai  ena  / yaal  ena  Tamil pothu   makkallal / Tamil  kaniyanaal  azhaikka   
padum  meen- -  the Betelgeuse  ;  Tamil Kaniyan – Tamil astrologers ; azhaikka- 
call  .   

 

                                      7.   kazhai meen / Punarchchi meen . 

7.Punar Poosa[Skt]  

 Punar poosa  has the consonants - pa –an- Ra- [-Pa-]  - sa-  and the original Tamil  
word is  Punarchchi  enum meen -  copulation;  punaru- copulate.  

Pollux [Greek].  

Pollux  has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la- ka –[-sa-]  –and the original Tamil  word is 
kazhai   – penis  -   pollux ;  moonkil- bamboo ; kazhai  [- Ka -zha-]- = linga [Skt] . 

Pollux  has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la- ka –[-sa-]  –and the other interpretation  
of the word is  aanin kali /  linka [Skt] -  stick of a male ;  aan-  male; kali- stick.   

Pollux  has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la- ka –[-sa-]  –and the original Tamil  word is 
kalavu -  to have intercourse;  kalavu- iyal- sexology;  pochhei-ila  poolaal  
ozhukka [slang] -  to fuck the cunt ;  pochchei –pusy ;  poolu- phallus  . 

Pollux  has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la- ka –[-sa-]  –and the original Tamil  word is 
Aavana  naal  meen – pollux.  

                   8.   Min mini  Poochchi  meen-  glowing insect / fire fly -  star . 
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Poosa [Skt]. 

Poosa has the consonants - pa- sa -and the original Tamil  word is Min mini   
Poochchi  meen  [ glowing  insect   star ]  . 

Tegmine [Greek] . 

Tegmine has the consonants -  the  -ka – ma- an-  and the original Tamil  word is  
Thai vandu  meen -  Tegmine.  

Tegmine has the consonants -  the  -ka – ma- an-  and the original Tamil  word is  
kodiru enum  vin - meen[ missing  letter- Ra -]  -  Tegmine .   

                                     9.  Malai  paampu  meen  .  

9.Aayilya [Skt] . 

Aayilya  has the consonants - la  - and the original Tamil  word is  ilaan-  snake/ 
one who no legs  or ears .  

Aayilya  has the consonants - la  - and the original Tamil  word is  Malai  paapmpu 
enum meen  [ missing letter- pa-] -  python star  . 

Acubens[Greek] . 

Acubens  has the consonants - ka –[- pa-]  -an -sa  -and the original Tamil  word is  
sunakku -  snake . 

Acubens  has the consonants - ka – pa- -an –[- sa-]   -and the original Tamil  word 
is   naaka paampu- cobra.  

Acubens  has the consonants - ka – pa- -an –[- sa-]   -and the original Tamil  word  
puyankan-  snake.  

                                    10 .  kodu Nukam enum   meen .  

10. Magha [Skt] . 

Magha  has the consonants  -ma- ka --  and the original Tamil  word is  nukam-  
regulas  ;  kaakam-  crow .  
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Magha  has the consonants  -ma- ka -  and the original Tamil  word is  yaakam- 
regulas  . 

Magha  has the consonants  -ma- ka -  and the original Tamil  word is  kodu nukam 
[ missing  letter-  the -]- regulas.  

Magha  has the consonants  -ma- ka -  and the original Tamil  word is  kodu nukam 
[ missing  letter – the -]  vaettuvan enum meen [ missing  letter-  the -]-  - Magha. 

Regulas [Greek] . 

Regulas has the consonants-  Ra- ka- la – [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  
and the original  Tamil  word is  munnoarkalin  meen -  the star of the ancestors/ 
dead . 

Regulas has the consonants-  Ra- ka- la –-sa and the original Tamil  word is  and 
the original  Tamil  word is  kodu nukam / vaettuvan / vaelvi  /maasi  enkira  sudar  
ozhi meen/ naksththiram[Skt]  [ missing  letter- the -] -  Regulas.  

Regulas has the consonants-  Ra- ka- la –-[-sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is  
and the original  Tamil  word is  Vaai Kaal  enkira  meen -  Regulas.  

                                              11.  Moonjuru  meen . 

 11.  Pooram [Skt]  .     

Pooram has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra ––ma-  -and the original Tamil  word is   
Moonjuru  meen  [ missing  letter- sa-]-  bandicoot / mouse . 

Poora has the consonants  -pa- Ra ––ma-  -and the original Tamil  word is  
Poorippu / Perum  meen -   Pooram . 

Poorva  palguni [Skt]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra –va- [-pa-] - la- ka- an -  and 
the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  vaanil oli  veesum  Moonjuru 
meen [ missing  letter- sa-]  - shining  mouse star of the sky;  moonjuru-mouse.    

Zozma [Greek]  . 
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Zozma  kas the consonants –[- sa-] –[-sa-] –ma- and the original Tamil  word is 
kanaiya meen  – [ missing  letter- ka-] -  zozma.   

Zozma [Persian]  kas the consonants –[- sa-] –[-sa-]  –ma- and the original Tamil  
word is koa-vanam [ missing  letter- ka-]-  loin cloth.  

Zozma  kas the consonants – [-sa-] -sa –ma- and the original Tamil  word is 
moonjuru  meen [ missing  letter- Ra -]- rat star ;  moojuru -  mouse.  

                                 12. Sen-k-kathir  pirantha  naal  enum meen . 

                                         12. Uththira [Skt]  

Uththira has the consonants –  the- Ra –and the original Tamil  word is  maanaeru  
kathir  naar  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  Denebola.  

Uththira  Palguni  [ Skt] has the consonants – the- Ra – pa- la- ka -an -  and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  sen-k-kathir  pirantha naal enum 
meen [ missing letter- sa-] - Uththira  Palguni  . 

Uththira  Palguni  [ Skt] has the consonants – the- Ra – [-pa-] - la- ka -an -  and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  Maanaeru  kathir  Naal  enum  vin 
meen   - Uththira  Palguni  . 

Denebola[Greek] . 

Denebola has the consonants  the- an –pa- la-  and the original Tamil  word is  
Maanaeru   Pirantha/ thoandriya  naal  enum meen [ missing  letter- Ra -]- 
Denebola.  

Denebola has the consonants  the- an –[-pa-] - la-  and the original Tamil  word is  
Paal kuni  allathu  kadai  ezhunchchan  meen [ missing letters-  sa- and - ka-] -  
Denebola.  

                       13.   Aeinthu  enum  meen . 

13. Astham [Skt]. 
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Astha  has the consonants –[- sa-] - the-  ma- and the original Tamil  word is  
Aeinthu  meen- five stars.  

Astha  has the consonants –[- sa-] - the-  ma- and the original Tamil  word is  Aadai 
/ Udai meen-  spike.   

Astha  has the consonants –[- sa-] - the-  ma- and the original Tamil  word is  Thuni 
meen-  boots arcturus.  

Corvi [Greek] . 

Corvi  has the consonants - ka- Ra- va  -and the original Tamil  word/ meaning  is  
kaamaram /  kanni /  kaini / nau-vi  meen / kaimeen / karu vaakam -  corvi/ raven .  

                               14. Thachchar meen  /Sitraadai meen . 

14. Siththirai [Skt] . 

Siththirai  has the consonants -  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is 
sitraadai  enum  thee  sudar  meen-  small clothe – star ;  thee- fire;  sudar- star/  
bright light;  meen- star . 

Siththirai  has the consonants - sa- the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is aadai 
enum  thee  sudar meen-  clothe star;  adai-  cloth / dress;  thee –fire.    

Siththirai  has the consonants -  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is 
thachchar  enum  thee sudar  meen - carpenter star;  thachchar- carpenter. .  

Siththirai  has the consonants -  [-sa-]  –the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is 
Nadu naar   meen-  spike.  

Siththirai  has the consonants - sa- the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is Thoosu  
enum  thee sudar meen -  spike.  

Siththirai  has the consonants - sa- the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is Payaru 
enum sudar meen[  missing  letter- pa-] - spike.  

Siththirai  has the consonants - sa- the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is Aruvai  
enum thee  sudar meen [ missing  letter- ka-- ] – spike.  
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Spike[Greek]  

Spike  has the consonants –sa- [-pa-] –ka- and the original Tamil  word is  Sev-vi 
meen  - spike.  

Spike  has the consonants –sa- [-pa-] –ka- and the original Tamil  word is Suvai 
meen- spike.  

Spike  has the consonants –[-sa-] - [-pa-] –ka- and the original Tamil  word is  
Aruvai-[ missing  letter- Ra -] - spike.  

                                  15.  Udukkai  meen -  cloth star / hand drum star  . 

  15.Swathi[Skt] .  

Swathi  has the consonants – [-sa-]  –va- the- and the original Tamil  word is   
Udukkai -  meen  -  cloth / dress  star ;  udukkai =  dress/  hand drum  . 

Swathi  has the consonants – [-sa-]  –va- the- and the original Tamil  word is    
Kaada thuni  meen-  cotton cloth star  .  

Swathi  has the consonants – [-sa-]  –va- the- and the original Tamil  word is   
Vaetti  meen-  dhothi star;  meen –star  .    

Swathi  has the consonants – [-sa-]  –va- the- and the original Tamil  word is  Nuka 
Thadi- meen-  boots arcturus.  

Suwathi  has the consonants – sa-–va- the- and the original Tamil  word is oli veesi 
vaanil  minnidum  thulakkam  enum  vilakku  meen [ missing  letter- la-]  -  lamp  
star ;  vilakku- lamp ;  oli- light . 

Suwathi  has the consonants – sa-–va- the- and the original Tamil  word is oli veesi 
vaanil  minnidum   Anila  naal meen [missing  letter- la-]  - boots arcturus ;  vaan- 
sky;  minnidum –shining  . 

Suwathi  has the consonants – sa-–va- the- and the original Tamil  word is oli veesi 
vaanil minnidum  Veezh-k-kai meen [ missing  letter- la-]  -  boots arcturus ;  oli 
veesum-  shining . 
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 Boots Arcturus[Greek] . 

Boots Arcturus has the consonants - pa -the – Ra- ka-  the- Ra -sa – and the 
original Tamil  word is Verum  Nukam / Nuka Thadi / Mara- k-kaar  endru  koora-
p-padum/ karutha padum   vaanin   sudar mikka meen- boots arcturus.  

Boots Arcturus has the consonants - pa -the – Ra- ka-  the- Ra -sa – and the 
original Tamil  word is Maanaeru kathir Naar / Uththiram  endru koora-p-padum 
vaanin vanna mika thotram konda meen-  Denebola . 

                                        16.  Alavu kole  meen .   

16. Vishak [Skt] / Vaikaasi. 

Vaikaasi  has the consonants – va- -ka-  [-sa-]  –and the interpretation  of the word 
is   alavu  kole  enum meen  [ missing letter- la-]  -  measuring rod  star . 

Vaikaasi  has the consonants – va- [-ka-] - sa –and the interpretation  of the word 
is  sieve =  muram  [ Tamil ]-  libra  . 

 Libra has the consonants – la- [- pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil  word is mutril 
[missing  letter- the -]  – libra . 

Libra  has the consonants – la- pa- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is  thula 
paaram [Skt] [ missing  letter- the -]   scale.  

Libra  has the consonants – la- pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word/ meaning  is       
porai -yaei  edai  poaduthal -[ missing  letter- the -]- to  weigh the  load;  porai -  
load ; edai  idu – to weigh.    

                                           17.   Panai meen . 

17.Anusam[Skt] . 

Anusam has the consonants - an –[- sa-] -  ma -and the original Tamil  word is  
Panai/ Pennai  meen - palm  star  . 

Graffias[Greek].  
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Graffias  has the consonants  - ka -Ra –pa- pa-  [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word 
is  Panai / Pennai  mara  uruva  meen - the palm tree shaped star ;  panai- palm;  
maram- tree;  uruvam- form ; meen- star.  

Graffias  has the consonants  - ka -Ra –[-pa-]- [-pa-]-  [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  
word / meaning is  kaar  nakam- claw ;  vaai puram- near the mouth .  

Graffias  has the consonants  - ka -Ra –[-pa-]- pa- -sa- and the other interpretation 
of the word is  word  scorpion  . 

Graffias  has the consonants  - ka -Ra –[-pa-]- pa-  [-sa-] - and the other 
interpretation of the word is  word  crab .  

Crab has the consonants - ka- Ra -pa - and the original Tamil word is vaan  
parappaan – scorpion of the  sky;  parappaan-  scorpion ; vaan-  sky.  

Crab  has the consonants - ka- Ra –[- pa-]  - and the original Tamil word is kadar 
neer nandu [ missing  letter- the -] - sea water crab;  kadar-  sea;  neer- water;  
nandu- crab.  

Graffias  has the consonants  - ka -Ra –[-pa-]- pa- sa-and the other interpretation 
of the word is  word   Viruchchikam [Skt]- scorpion. 

Karkadakam [Skt]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra - the -ka –and the original Tamil  
word is  vaan  kadar nandu/  vaanir thoandrum therukaar - the  crab or the 
scorpion of the sky; vaan-  sky; kadar-  sea; nandu –crab; theru-kaar- scorpion.  

Graffias  has the consonants  - ka -Ra –[-pa-]- [-pa-] -  [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  
word is  word  kadar nandu  [ missing  letter- the -]  – sea crab .  

Graffias  has the consonants  - ka -Ra –[-pa-]- [-pa-] - sa-and the other 
interpretation of the word is  word  Vaan  Theru - kaar-[ missing  letter- the -] –
scorpion of the sky;  vaan-  sky;  theru- kaal- scorpion;  la= Ra .   

Graffias  has the consonants  - ka -Ra –-pa-pa- [-sa-]-and the other interpretation 
of the word is  word  vaanir  kaanum Ponthai / Panai / Pennai  meen [ missing  
letter- the -] –graffias .  
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Graffias  has the consonants  - ka -Ra –-pa- pa- [-sa-] -and the other interpretation 
of the word is  word   vaan  parappaan-   the scorpion of the sky ; vaan- sky; 
parappaan- scorpion. 

Graffias  has the consonants  - ka -Ra –[-pa-]- pa- [-sa-]-and the other 
interpretation of the word is  word  paravai -  bird/ pull [Tamil ] – graffias.   

                                  18. Naangu  eetti meen [ four spear star ] . 

18.Kaettai [Skt]  

kaetai  has the consonants-   ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is  vaanin  
naanku  eetti  vadivam  konda   meen –  four  spear shaped stars of the sky ; 
naangu- four;  eetti- spear.  

 Antares [Greek] . 

Antares  has the consonants  -an- the- Ra- [-sa -] – and the interpretation of the 
word is  vaanir  thoandrum   naangu - eetti vadivam konda  meen [ missing  letter- 
ka-] - the four  spear shaped stars  that appear in the sky ;  vaan- sky; thoandrum- 
appearing; nangu –four;   eetti –spear;   vadivam- shape ; meen –star.  

Antares  has the consonants  -an- the- Ra- sa- and the interpretation of the word 
is  Inthira  Naar   ennu sudar meen -  antares star ;  thee sudar-   star / fire flame  .  

                           19,   Nali  meen [ Scorpion star]  . 

19. Moola [Skt]  

Moolam  has the consonants –  ma –la-   and the original Tamil  word is minnum   
Nali   enum meen- shining  scorpion star ;  nali- scorpion . 

Acumen[Greek]. 

 Acumen  has the consonants – ka- ma- an -and the original Tamil  word is  ko-k-ku  
meen- acumen . 

                                       20 .  Mur - kuttai  meen .  
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20. Poorva Shada  [Skt] . 

Poorva shada  has the consonants –[- pa-]  –Ra-  va – [-sa-]- the-  -and the original 
Tamil  word is   Mur kuttai   endra meen  =  Mur kulam meen/ Poorva Shada.  

 Poorva shada  has the consonants –[- pa-]  –Ra-  va – [-sa-]- the-  -and the original 
Tamil  word is   vaanir thoandrum   udainthia  neer kuttai  endra   meen = udai 
kulam meen/  Poorva Shada.    

Poorva shada  has the consonants – pa –Ra-  va – [-sa-]- the-  -and the original 
Tamil  word is  puravi- yin kaar mutti- the knee joint of the horse;  puravi- horse; 
kaar mutti-  knee joint.   

Poorva shada  has the consonants – pa –Ra-  va –-sa- the-  -and the original Tamil  
word is  ampai  thodukkm  kuthirai manithanin  kaar mutti –enum sudar  meen -  
the star of the the knee joint of the  archer / horse man ;  ampu –arrow ;  sudar- 
bright light;  meen- star.  

Poorva shada  has the consonants –  pa- –Ra-  va –-sa- the-  -and the original Tamil   
aani  /  aadi  [ nandu maatham]   thinkar / mun  paathiyir   thoandrum  sudar  
meen -  the star of the Tamil months  first half of the  aani  /adi ;  mun paathi-  
first half . 

Rukbet [Greek]. 

Rukbet  has the  consonants-  Ra- ka –pa- the –and the original Tamil  word is  
vaanir  parakkum  /thoandrum  kuthirai -yin  kaar mutti -  endru  koora padum 
meen / kaar mutti  ena oppida padum meen  – the star that is  called as the knee 
joint of the flying horse of the sky ; vaani- sky;  parakkum- flying; thoandrum- 
appearing;   kuthirai-  horse;  kaar-  leg;  mutti- joint; meen- star.     

 Rukbet  has the  consonants-  Ra- ka –pa- the –and the original Tamil  word is   
kuthirai  / puravi   maer  yaeri  irunthu kondu / utkaarnthu   kondu vaettiyaadum /  
ampai  eithidum / thoduthhtidum /  vaettuvanin   kaar mutti –k- ku  oppida 
padum meen  -  the knee joint of the hunter who  shoots the arrow sitting on a 
horse; puravi-  horse;  kuthirai-  horse;  vaettaiyaadu -  hunting;    vaettuvan- 
hunter;  ampu- arrow;  kaar mutti- knee joint.  
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Rukbet  has the  consonants-  Ra- ka –pa- the –and the original Tamil  word is    
ampai  thodukkum vaedavanin kaar mutti -  the knee joint of the archer ;  ampu-  
arrow;  vaedan-  hunter;  kaar mutti-  knee joint.  

Rukbet  has the  consonants-  Ra- ka –pa- the –and the original Tamil  word is   
puravi- yin kaar mutti   -  the knee joint of the horse ;  puravi-  horse.   

Rukbet  has the  consonants-  Ra- ka –pa- the –and the original Tamil  word is  
ampu  thodukkum  kuthirai veeran / maravan -  the archer sitting on a horse;  
kuthirai-  horse;  veeran-  warrior / hero . 

                                 21.  Aadi [ nandu]  endra  meen  -  Crab star . 

21. Uthhtiraadam  [Skt] . 

Uththiraadam  has the consonants – the- Ra –the- ma – and the original Tamil  
word is minndum / aani  aadi  endra meen -   facies ;   aani/ aadi  maatham  
thondrum  meen - the star that appears in the Tamil months of aani and aadi ;  
aadi=  nandu= crab .  

 Facies [Greek] . 

Facies has the consonants  - [-pa-]- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  Aani 
meen- facies. 

Facies has the consonants  - [-pa-]- sa-and the original Tamil  word is  Soanai 
meen-   Aquila  star.  

Facies has the consonants  - [-pa-]- sa-and the original Tamil  word is   Sei -  meen- 
facies.      

                                 22.  Voana  naar  meen .  

22.Shravana[Skt].  

Shravana  has the consonants  - [-sa-]  –Ra-  va – an-   and the original Tamil  word 
is  Voana  Naar  meen – Aquila.  

Aquila [Greek] . 
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Aquila  has the consonants – ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is  Mukkole 
meen-  Aquila.  

Aquila  has the consonants – ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is   Ulakkai  meen 
-  Aquila.  

Aquila  has the consonants – ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is   Voana  Naal 
meen-  Aquila.   

Aquila  has the consonants – ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is  kazhuku-  
eagle.   

Eagle  has the consonants - ka –la-  and the original Tamil word is kazhuku / 
kazhunan -  eagle.  

                                        23. Anda-k- kaakai -  enum meen [  corvi  star ]  . 

23.Avittam [Skt] . 

Avittam  has the consonants – va- the- and the original Tamil  word is  Andan-k-
kaakkai  meen -  the crow star  which is pitch  dark in color-  raven . 

Dhanishta   has the consonants  -the- an –[-sa-]  –the- and the original Tamil  word 
is minndium  Andan-k -kaakkai meen [ missing  letter- ka-]-  shining crow star.  

Dolphin [Greek] . 

Dolphin  has the consonants - the –la- pa -an  - and the original Tamil  word is 
thoppul   meen -  the  navel  star. 

Dolphin  has the consonants - the –la- [- pa-]  -an  - and the original Tamil  word is 
Gnaazhiyin  Nadu  Naal  meen -   spike star . 

Delphi [Greece] [ center of the world]  has the consonants – the- la- pa- and the 
original Tamil  word is  thoppul-    umbilicus -  the center point of the body  . 

Delphi [Greece] [ center of the world]  has the consonants – the- la-  pa- and the 
original Tamil  word is   gnazhaththin  nadu  pulli  – the center point  of the world;  
gnaazham  -  world;  nadu- center;  pulli- point .  
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Delphyne  [Greek/ python] has the consonants – the- la- pa – and the original 
Tamil  word is  paanthal  paambu  -  python snake .  

                        24.  Nei / ennai  -aattum  Sekku meen   / Minnidum Sekku meen . 

24.Shatabishaek[Skt]  

Shatabishaek  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - the –[-pa-] - sa- ka -and the original 
Tamil  word  is  minnidum  /en-nai aattum  sekku meen - sadel malek . 

Shatabishaek  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - the –[-pa-] – [- sa-] - ka -and the 
original Tamil  word  is   Kundru  meen [ missing  letter- Ra -]-  sadel malek . 

Shatabishaek  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - the –-pa- [- sa-] - ka -and the original 
Tamil  word  is   manam mutidththu   arupatham  aandu /akavai / vayathu   
mudivu [ meendum ]   manam [ mudikka]   [ missing  letter- Ra -]-   marriage at 60 
year ;  arupathu-  60;  aandu-  year;   akavai  -age;  mudivu- end;  manam-  
marriage . 

Shatabishaek  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - the –-[-pa-]- [- sa-] - ka -and the original 
Tamil  word  is    minnidum  Varuna  Naar  meen -[ missing  letter- Ra -]-   Sadel 
Malek .    

Shatabishaek  has the consonants-  -sa-- the -pa- [- sa-] - ka -and the original Tamil  
word  is   Poar  seithiduka  meen -[ missing  letter- Ra -]-  Sadel Malek .   

Sathayam [Skt]   has the consonants - sa –the- ma- and the original Tamil  word is 
Sundan meen-  Sadel Malek .  

Sathayam [Skt]   has the consonants – [- sa-]  –the- ma- and the original Tamil  
word is naattai   aanda  mannanudaiya  meen -  the star of the king.  

Sadel Malek  

sadel Malek  has the consonants- sa –the- la – ma –la- ka -and the original Tamil  
word is  vaan veliyil   oli   veesidum / minnidum  / kankalai  koosa seiyum / manjal 
vanna   Sundan meen / Sekku  meen – yellow colored   Sedal Malek ; vaan- sky;  
veli –space;  oli  veesum-  shining ;  manjal-  yellow ; vannam- color .  
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Sadel Malek  has the consonants- [-sa-]  – the- la – ma –la- ka -and the original 
Tamil  word is  kudi  thanni  kundaanai [ kamandalaththai ]  kavizhththu  thanni 
yaei   uooththi  oada seiyum   manithanudaiya /aalin   thoalin  kan  kaanum meen 
– the star of the shoulder of the person who pours water from the bowel ;  
kundaan-   cup ;  thanni-  water;  uooththu –to pour;  manithan- man;  aal- 
person; thoal  -shoulder   . 

Sadel Malek  has the consonants- -sa- the- la – ma –la- ka -and the original Tamil  
word is  then Tamil  naattu  makkalai katti   kaaththu/ senkole kondu  aalum 
/aanda  Chozha  mannavanudaiya  meen -  the star of the Chola king who ruled 
over the Tamil Nadu ;  makkal-  people;  senkole- scepter ; aalum- ruling ;  
mannan-  king . 

Aquarius [Greek] has the consonants -  ka- Ra -sa -  and the original Tamil  word is  
vaan  neer-  the water from the sky ;  vaan-  sky;  neer – water.  

Udrakoos [Greek][ the water pourer]  has the consonants  -the- Ra- ka- [-sa-] - and 
the original Tamil  word/ meaning  is  vaaanir iruthu   kudi -  thanneerai  
uootrukira  manithar -  the person who pours water from the sky ;  thanneer-  
water;  uoothu- pour; manithar- man ;  vaan-  sky . 

                                        25.  kozhum-kole naazhi meen.  

 25. Purva badra [Skt] . 

Purvabadra  has the consonants –pa-Ra- va –[-pa-]- the- Ra -and the original Tamil  
word is vaanir  thoandrum  elam thalir-   Kozhum-kole  Naazhi  meen [ missing  
letter –la-] –algenib .  

Markab [Greek].   

Markab has the consonants-  ma- Ra- ka- -pa - and the original Tamil  word is vaan   
puravi yin erakkai arukae  kaanum ven nira   meen -  the  white star on the wing of 
the horse ;  puravi- horse;  erakkai- wing;  meen- star.  
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Markab [Greek]  has the consonants-  ma- Ra- ka- -pa - and the original Tamil  
word is vaan   puravi yin  munnam kaar-  arukae  kaanum ven nira   meen -  the  
white star on the foreleg of the horse ;  munnam kaar-  foreleg.  

Markab [Greek]  has the consonants-  ma- Ra- ka- -pa - and the original Tamil  
word is  kappar[l]  meen -  ship  star;  Ra= la . 

Markab [Greek]  has the consonants-  ma- Ra- ka- -pa - and the original Tamil  
word is   puravi-yin saenam-  the saddle of the horse;  puravi-  horse;  saenam- 
saddle.  

Markab [Greek]  has the consonants-  ma- Ra- ka- -[-pa-]  - and the original Tamil  
word is  vaanin  kattu maram [ missing  letter-  the -] -  kattu maraan  of the sky   

Markab [Greek]  has the consonants-  ma- Ra- ka- -[-pa-]  - and the original Tamil  
word is  vaanir  kaanum  murasu meen [missing  letter- sa-] -Algenib 
/Uththrabadra [Skt]  . 

Markab [Greek]  has the consonants-  ma- Ra- ka- -pa-- and the original Tamil  
word is  vaanir  kaanum  Pakhri meen – Alresche. 

                                                          

                                  26.   Mannar meen / Mursu meen . 

26. Uththrabadra [Skt].   

Uththrabadra  has  the consonants – the- Ra –[- pa-]  –the- Ra – and the original 
Tamil  word is  vaanir  thoandrum  murasu  meen/ mannavar meen / arivaanaar 
meen   [ missing  letters- ka –and- sa-] -  Uththrabadra /Algenib.    

Uththrabadra  has  the consonants – the- Ra –[- pa-]  –the- Ra – and the original 
Tamil  word is  minnidum   mannar  endra  meen -  shining  king star ;  mannar-  
king;  meen-  star . 

Uththrabadra  has  the consonants – the- Ra – [- pa-] -–the- Ra – and the original 
Tamil  word is  minnidum  Murasu endra meen [ missing letter- sa-]  - shining  
drum star;  murasu- drum  . 
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Algenib [Greek] . 

Algenib  has the consonants-  la- [-sa-]- an –[-pa-]-  and the original Tamil  word is 
- Naali   meen  -  Markab.    

                         27.  kadai naar meen/ Kattu maram meen  .   

 27. Raevathi [Skt] .  

Raevathi has the consonants –Ra- va- the-and the original Tamil  word is  Kadai 
Naar meen -  Alresche. 

Raevathi [Skt]  has the consonants –Ra- va-  the-and the original Tamil  word is  
kattumaram/   kattumaraan - alrasche  ;  kattumaram  - a kind of boat made by  
binding woods.    

Raevathi [Skt]  has the consonants –Ra- va- the-and the original Tamil  word is  
vaanir   thoandrum  Naaavai  meen -  the ship  that appears in the sky ; naavai- 
navis.  

Raevathi [Skt]  has the consonants –Ra- va- the-and the original Tamil  word is   
vaanir  thoandrum Thoni -  the boat of the sky ;  thoani -   a kind  round bottomed 
boat.  

Alresche[Greek].  

Alresche has the consonants- la- Ra- [-sa-] – [- sa-]  – and the original Tamil  word 
is   Mara  kalam  meen [ missing  letter- ka-] -  Alresche. 

Alresche has the consonants- la- Ra- [-sa-] – [- sa-]  – and the original Tamil  word  
Peru Naal  meen [ missing  letter- pa-] - Alresche .  
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5.  Naksththiram -  palan. 

 

                          Vaanakaththin thee sudar -  the fire flames of the sky . 

                          Vaanir  neenthukindra  meen -  the swimming  fishes of the sky .  

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is Thiraavidarin  marai muka  kootru  -  the covert  way 
of  saying by the Dravidian people  . 

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Then naattu  kaniyarin  Vaan  iyar- kanitha  thirattu 
-  sooththiram / vaan iyar saasthiram -   treatise on  astrology  of the  southeren 
astrologers  . 

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  vannir thoandrum  vin  meen-  thee sudar -  the star 
of the sky .  

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kathiravan  enum  perum thee  panthu -  sukku  
nooraaka   udainthaathar -/ vediththathaar    vaanir  sitharikidakkindra  thee pori /  
vin meen  –kootam [ missing  letter- pa-]- -  the scattered  fire particles of the sky   
which  came  from of the  explosion  of  sun . 

Dicussion ;  by jumbling  the Tamil  sooththiram  word ‘nakasthira’  all the 
names of the 27 stars  can be read. The people  who  can not decode the 
sooththiram word  ‘naksthira’   gave  psudo  scientific  interpretations called 
raasi  palan .      

                                            27- Nakshtra/ stars   

1.Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Erumai  maadu  / Eruthu /  kedaa maadu  endra   
muthar thee  sudar  / vin meen- -  the first  star Tarus  ;  eruthu- tarus ; muthar- 
first  .  
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Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Vanni makan   endra  thee sudar / vin meen -  the 
star -  Asvin  kumar / son of the horse  .  

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kuthirai maer yaeri uoor sutri  varukindravan -  the 
horse man ;  kuthirai-  horse;  uoor sutra- to travel  .   

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Aswathi[Skt]   endra theesudar / orai kaar -   vin 
meen.  

2.Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Soaru  endra   erandaavathu  thee sudar /  vin 
meen -   the second  star  Soaru;  erandaavathu- 2nd  .  

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Parani  endra erandaavathu  thee sudar /  vin meen 
-   Bharani [Skt]  star . 

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Sheraton endra  vin meen-  the star  called as 
Sheraton[Greek] .  

3.Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   moondraavathu  thee sudar- vin meen -   Aru -vaai  
meen koottam   /Eri naar / Naadan  endra  vin  moon koottam – the third star -  
kaarththika star . 

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kaarththikai endra  thee sudar/ vin meen - 

4.Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Sakadu endra  naankaavathu  vin meen-  thee 
sudar –the fourth star-  Sakadu .  
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Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Rokini [Skt]   endra  thee sudar / vin meen .  

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is Vandi  / kaar / kaarththi / Vaiyam   endra  vin meen -   
cart / car / star .  

5 .Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kaattu maan –in  mandai  / kasthuri  maan in  
mandai  endra /   aeinthaavathu  vin meen   -  Miruga seeridam /deer head star  ; 
kaattu maan-  wild deer;  aeinthaavathu-  fifth  . 

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Miruka seeridam [Skt] endra vin meen-  thee sudar.       

6.Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Aathirai  / Thiruvaathirai /  Senkai / Moothirai   
endra  aaraavathu  vin meen-  the sixth star  Aathirai  .    

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Arudra [Skt]  endra  vin  meen /thee sudar  .  

7.Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Punarchchi  endra    yaer-aam  vin  meen   

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is    Pindi  endra  vin meen  /thee sudar  . 

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   karumpu  endra  vin meen  .  

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Aavanam  endra vin  meen – thee sudar.     

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Punar  Poosam   endra  -  yaer-aam  vin  meen .  
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8. Nakshatra  has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kodiru endra  ettaavathu  vin meen-  thee sudar  -  
the eigth star-  Poosam [Skt] . 

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is Thai vandu  endra  thee sudar    

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Min mini   Poochchi  /  Poosam [SktT]   endra  thee 
sudar  nashthra [Skt]   -   

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Tegmine endra   vin meen -  the star called as 
Tegmine[Greek] . 

9.Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kat sevi endra  thondaam  thee sudar -  vin  meen-  
the ninth star -  Kat sevi .  

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  vaanir thoandrum  Aravu  naar  endra  thee sudar  .   

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kavu-vai  endar  vin meen.  

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Karu Naakam  endra  vin meen -  black cobra star ;  
karu nagam – cobra  .  

 10. Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Kodu  Nukam  endra  paththaam  vin meen/ thee 
sudar [ missing  letter- pa-]   -the tenth star – Magha  [Skt] . 

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Vaettuvan   endra  vin meen / thee sudar/star;  
vaettuvan-  hunter.    
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Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Magha   endra  vin meen / thee sudar/star . 

11.Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Moonjuru  endra  pathi- nondraavathu thee sudar  / 
vin  meen- [ missing  letter- pa-]   11th star ;  pathi nondru -11  .   

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Poorva  PaarGuni [Skt]  endra  thee sudar  /vin  
meen-  nakshaththiram . 

12. Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  pannirandaavathu  Sen-k-- kathir  pirantha  naar  
endra  vin  meen [ missing letter- pa-]-  the 12th star .  

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Maanaeru  kathir  naar  endra   vin meen  

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Uththira  PaarGuni [Skt]  endra  vin  meen  / thee 
sudar  . 

13. Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kaamaram / kanni   endra  pathi  moondraavathu  
vin  meen [ missing  letter- pa-] -  thee  sudar – 13th star . 

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Aeintu   virar  / Navu- vi   endra vin  meen  ;  
aeinthu-  five;   virar-  finger.  

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Astham [Skt]  endra  vin  meen  . 

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is Corvi  endra  vin meen-  the star called as Corvi 
[Greek]  ;  karuvaakam- corvi.    
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14.Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   pathinaankaam   vin  meen / thee sudar / 
nakshaththiram  / star  [ missing letter- pa-]- –the 14th star . 

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   vaanir thoandrum  Sitraadai   endra  vin  meen 
/star -  clothe star;  sitraadai-  small cloth/ skirt   .   

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Thachchar   endra vin  meen -  carpenter star ;  
thatchchar-  carpenter .  

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Nei thuvataatha  naar  endra  vin meen / thee sudar 
/star . 

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Aruvai  endra   vin meen /thee sudar  /star . 

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Sevu- vi  endra vin  meen.   

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Chithra [Skt]  endra  vin meen  /thee sudar / star .   

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Spica  endra vin meen [ missing letter- pa-]- -  the 
star called as Spica  [Greek].  

15. Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Veru  Nukam  endra  pathinaeithaavathu  vin meen 
[ missing  letter- pa-] -  15 th star . 

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Mara  kaar  endra  vin  meen /star   

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Swathi [Skt]  endra vin meen .  
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16.Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  orai kaar  varai  padaththin [ raasi chakaraththin ]   
pathi naaram thee sudar/ vin meen[ missing letter- pa-]  -  16th star of the zodiac 
chart  ;  orai-  raasi [Skt] ; kaar-  wheel ; varai padam-  drawing   .  

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kaatru  munthu nar  endra  thee sudar  /vin meen;  
thee-  fire ;  sudar-  fire flame ;  meen- star ;  thee sudar-  star . 

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is    Saettai  endra  vin meen/ star  .  

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Vishaka  [Skt]  endra vin  meen.   

17. Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Muda Panai [ Anusa] [Skt]  endra  pathi  naeraam  
thee sudar  /vin meen [missing  letter- pa-]  -  the 17th star;  pathinaaru- 16.   

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is Poanthai endar vin meen- thee sudar/  star 
/nakshathra [ missing letter- pa-] ;  vin-  sky ;  meen- star . 

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Graffias  endra thee sudar / vinmeen [ missing 
leetr- pa-]--  the star called Graffias [Greek] .  

18.Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  pathi -nettam thee sudar/vin meen [missing  letter- 
pa-]- -  18th star ;  pathinettu- 18.    

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is    Naangu  eetti  endra  vin meen / thee sudar / star/ 
nakshatra -  four spear  star  ;  naangu- four; eetti –spear . 
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Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kaettai [Skt]  [  Naangu eetti ]   endra  vin meen / 
thee sudar / star/ nakshatra -  four spear  star . 

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Antares   endra  vin meen / star -  the star- Antares 
[Greek] . 

19.Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is Kuruku  endra  pathonpaatham  thee sudar / vin 
meen  -  19th  star;  paththonpathu- 19 .  

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Sinai  vir  endra  vin meen.   

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kokku   endra  vin meen / thee sudar /star .  

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Nali /  Moola [Skt] endra  thee sudar /  nakshatram [ 
missing letter- la-].   

20. Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   orai  kaar varai padaththin  erupathaam / thee 
sudar -  20th star  of the zodiac chart ; orai kaar  varai padam-  birth chart .  

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Neer naar  endra vin meen / thee sudar . 

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Poorva Aasada[ Skt]   endra vin meen [ missing  
letter- pa-] .   

21. Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   erupaththi ondraam  -  kadai  kuttai   endra vin 
meen /thee sudar [ missing letter-pa-]- -  star  - 21 ;  erupaththi ondru- 21.    
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Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Uthra Aasada [Skt]  endar vin meen.   

22.Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is    eru pathti- erandaam   thee sudar/ vin meen-[ 
missing  letter- pa -] --   22nd  star ;  erupaththi erandu- 22 . 

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is Thiru voanam [Sri voana] [Skt]   endra vin meen .   

23.Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  erupaththi moondraam  vin  meen/ the sudar  [ 
missing letter- pa--  ]-  23rd  star;  erupaththi mondru- 23  .    

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is Andan- kaakkai / karu vaakam  [Avittam ] [Skt] -   
endra thee sudar / vin meen -  crow star .  

24. Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  eru paththi  naakaam  thee sudar [ missing letter- 
pa-]-   – 24th star ;  erupaththi naangu- 24.   

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kundru  endra vin meen /thee sudar .  

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Sundan  endra vin meen /thee  sudar .  

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Sekku   endra  vin meen .  

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kaatru  naar  endar  vin meen / thee sudar .    

 Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Shata Abishak  [Skt]  endra  vin meen [ missing 
letter- pa-]- .  
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25.Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  eru paththi  aeinthaam   vin meen / thee sudar [ 
missing letter- pa-] -25th  star ;  erupaththi aeinthu  25 .  

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kozhun –kole  naazhi  endra  vin meen / thee sudar 
[ missing letter- zha-]. 

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is Poorva Badra[Skt]   endra  vin meen / thee sudar  [ 
missing letter- pa-].   

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Markab  endra  vin meen / thee sudar [ missing 
letter- pa-]-  Markab[Greek ] star.  

26.Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  eru paththi  aaraam  vin meen-[ missing letter- pa-].    
26th  star;  erupaththi aaru- 26.   

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Mannavan endra vin  meen / thee sudar ; 
mannavan-  king.  

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Murasu  endar vin meen ; murasu- a kind of drum  .  

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Uthrabhadra[Skt]  endra  vin meen / thee sudar[ 
missing letter- pa-] .   

27.Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  orai  Kaar  varai padaththin  eru paththi  yaeraam  -  
thee sudar / vin meen  [ missing letter- pa-] - -  27th   star  of the zodiac chart .  
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Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Pakhri  endra vin meen / thee sudar [ missing 
letter- pa-].  

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Kattu maram endra vin meen / the sudar  /star;  
kattu  maram  -  a kind of  boat made by  binding the wooden blocks.   

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Naa-vaai  endra  vin meen / thee sudar / star / 
nakshatra;  navaai-  boat  .  

Nakshatra   has the consonants – an- ka-  sa –the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Raevathi[Skt]   endra  vin meen /thee  sudar;  thee 
sudar- star.    

                         27 -  Nakastra  palan [ pseudo scientfic interpretation ]  . 
 
  Ref; http://hindupad.com/aswathi-nakshatram-ashwathy-nakshatra-
characteristics-predictions/ 
  
1. Aswathi nakshtra  /   mari  orai  /  maedam raasi [ Aries]  -    wealthy/ writer/ 
poet  / friendly /  intelligent /  poor eater / attraction  towards sex / fair 
complexioned / scar on the forehead/   scanty hair / weak thigh /  couragious/  
fear of water / many  friends /  many  children   .  
  
Aswathi - mari   has the consonants  -sa- va- the-  ma -Ra -  -  and the orignal 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  mikuntha  soththu   kondavar -  wealthy 
person ;  mikuntha-  excess ;  soththu-  property  .   
 
Aswathi – mari   has the consonants  - sa-- va- the-  ma- Ra  -  and the orignal 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  siru  kathai  kavaithai varaikindra  manithar – 
writer of  stories /poems ;  siru –small;   kathai-  story;  kavithai-  poem ; 
varaikindravar-  writer;  manithar- man  .  
 

http://hindupad.com/aswathi-nakshatram-ashwathy-nakshatra-
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Aswathi – mari   has the consonants  - [- sa-] - va- the-  ma- Ra  -  and the orignal 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  mikuntha natpu  paaraattukindra manithar[ 
missing letter- pa-]  -  friendly  person ;   natpu-  friendship . 
 
Aswathi – mari   has the consonants  - [- sa-] - va- the-  ma- Ra  -  and the orignal 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is   mikuntha arivu koormai  kondavar – 
intelligent person;  arivu-   knowledge ;  koormai- sharp  .  
 
Aswathi – mari   has the consonants  - [- sa-] - va- the-  ma- Ra  -  and the orignal 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  kuraivaaka  unnukindravar -  one who eats 
less ;  kuriavu- less;  unnu –eat . 
 
 Aswathi – mari   has the consonants  - [- sa-] - va- the-  ma- Ra  -  and the orignal 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  mikuntha kaama  unarvu kondavar-  one with 
excess sexual desire  ;  kaamam- lust ; unarvu –feeling.  
 
Aswathi – mari   has the consonants  - [- sa-] - va- the-  ma- Ra  -  and the orignal 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  ven- nira  van-nam kondavar- one   who has 
white complexion ;  ven niram-   white color ; vannam- color.  
 
Aswathi – mari   has the consonants  - [- sa-] - va- the-  ma- Ra  -  and the orignal 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is   mun nettriyir  vadu  kondavar – one who  has 
a  scar over his forehead ; mun netri -  fore head ; vadu – scar.  
 
  Aswathi – mari   has the consonants  - [- sa-] - va- the-  ma- Ra  -  and the orignal 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is   mandai yir  mudi / mayir   kuraivaaka   
erukkum  manithar – one who less scalp  hair;  mandai- head;  mudi- hair;  kurivu- 
less  
 
  Aswathi – mari   has the consonants  - [- sa-] - va- the-  ma- Ra  -  and the orignal 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is   achcham  kuraivaana  manithar/  mara 
thanmai  udaiyavar  -  one who has less fear ; achcham-  fear;  kuraivu- less .  
   
Aswathi – mari   has the consonants  - [- sa-] - va- the-  ma- Ra  -  and the orignal 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  than-neerai  kandu achcham kondavar -  one 
who fear over water ;   than neer- water;  achcham- fear  
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Aswathi – mari   has the consonants  - [- sa-] - va- the-  ma- Ra  -  and the orignal 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  kuzhanthai  kuttikal  yaeraalam [ missing 
letter- la/ zha -]  - one who  has  many  children ; kuzhanthai  kuttikal-  children; 
yaeraalam-  excess.   
 
Aswathi – mari   has the consonants  - [- sa-] - va- the-  ma- Ra  -  and the orignal 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is   purinthoar  mikuthiyaana  ennikkaiyir  
erukkum manithar [ missing letter- pa-]   - one who  has many  friends;   
purinthoar-  friends  ; mikuthi- excess; ennikkai-  count . 
 
http://hindupad.com/bharani-nakshatram-characteristics-predictions-forecast-
horoscope/ 
 
2.Bharani- nakshatra -   mari orai  /  maesa  raasi  [Aries]  - more money /  happy 
family  life / devoted wife/ obedient sons  /  writer/  cruel / more affairs / science 
reader/ Religious journey . 

Bharani-  nakshtra   has the  consonants  - pa- Ra –an-  an- ka –[- sa -] -the -Ra  -- 
and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   keer padikindra  makanai    
petru  edutthhavar   - one who has got obedient sons ;  keer padithar - obedience  
; makan-  son ;  peththu eduththavar -  one who has given birth  .  

Bharani-  nakshtra   has the  consonants  - pa- Ra –an-  an- ka –[- sa -] -the -Ra  -- 
and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   paer anpu   konda  manaivi -
yaei  konda  kanavar  -  one  who has got a  affectionate wife  ; paer anpu-   
affectionate  ;  manaivi-  wife ; kanavar- husband.  

Bharani-  nakshtra   has the  consonants  - pa- Ra –an-  an- ka – sa -the -Ra  -- and 
the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  siru kathai  / perum kaathai / 
paattu  /  padaikkindra / varaikindra / keerukindra   manithar – one who writes 
stories / poems  /songs   ;   siru – small;   kathai-  story ;   perum-  big;  paattu- 
songs;  keeru-  write;  varaika –write ;  padi-  learn  .   

Bharani-  nakshtra   has the  consonants  - pa- Ra –an-  an- ka – [-sa-]  -the -Ra  -- 
and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  perum   uvakai yudan/ mana 
amaithi -yoadu /  mana poorippoadu /  kudi yim kudithanaamaka/  erukkindravar 

http://hindupad.com/bharani-nakshatram-characteristics-predictions-forecast-
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-  one who leads a happy family life ; perum- big; uvakai- happy;  manam-  mind; 
amaithi- peace ; kudi inam -  caste ; kudiththnam- family  .  

Bharani-  nakshtra   has the  consonants  - pa- Ra –an-  an- ka – [-sa-]  -the -Ra  -- 
and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  kodura maana  seyar  
purikindra manithar – one who does cruel activities ; kodura- severe ; seyar –
action ; puri –do  ; manithar- man .   

Bharani-  nakshtra   has the  consonants  - pa- Ra –an-  an- ka – [-sa-]  -the -Ra  -- 
and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  marainthu   kidakkindra 
unmai -yaei thaedukindravar  - one who seeks the hidden truth  ; marainthu – 
hidden ; unmai- truth ; thaeduka  – to seek   . 

Bharani-  nakshtra   has the  consonants  - pa- Ra –an-  an- ka –-sa--the -Ra  -- and 
the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   mikuntha  sotthu paththu/ 
panam kaasu / thoattam thuravu /   kaani karai /  thoappu /  kondu  erukkum 
panakkaarar  -   a rich man  who has got  many  properties /  money / garden  
/estates / lands;  mikuntha- excess; soththu paththu-  property ; soththu –asset; 
panam-  money  ; kai  kaasu- cash ;  kaani karai- farm land /acre  ;  thoattam- 
garden ; thuravu –well ; pana-k-kaarar- rich person   . 

Bharani-  nakshtra   has the  consonants  - pa- Ra –an-  an- ka –-[-sa-] --the -Ra  -- 
and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is    mei -arivu  thaedi   adikkadi    
/eraivanai  kumpida / vananka / Thiru Murugan / Sivan/Karu Maari annai / 
Samayapuraththaayee/ Makamaayee/ Maariyaee     kovir – ukku   uoor uooraaka 
/ sitru uoor  muthar  paer uoor varai /  payanam  – poakindravar  - one who visits  
temples of different places to seek  true knowledge; mei arivu –truth /wisdom ; 
thaeduka  –to seek  ; adikkadi- often; eraivan-  hero /god;  kumpidu- worship;  
vanankuthar  –  to worship  ; kovir- temple ; uoor-  town;  sitru uoor- small town ; 
paer uoor- big town  ; payanam- tour   .     

http://hindupad.com/krittika-nakshtra-kritthika-nakshtram-or-kruttika-birth-star-
constellation/ 

3.krittika  nakshtra;  

http://hindupad.com/krittika-nakshtra-kritthika-nakshtram-or-kruttika-birth-star-
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 fighter  /commander/  lazy/ leathargic/ sleepy  /keen interest  to acquire 
knowldege / working hard to earn  money / illegal activities/ diginified officer/   
graceful face  / good education / high position in the society / hurting others  
/troubling others / good taste for food.  

krittika   has the consonants -   ka -Ra -the -ka –  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   poar   kunam  kondavar [ missing letter- pa-] -  
fighter  ; poar-  war ;  kunam- nature . 

krittika   has the consonants -   ka -Ra -the -ka –  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   aanai  idukindra  urimai kondavar – one who has 
got  the rights  to command  ;aanai- order ; urimai- rights . 

krittika   has the consonants -   ka -Ra -the -ka –  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  arivai  thaedukindravar- seeking  knowledge ; arivu- 
knowledge; thaeduka  -to seek  . 

krittika   has the consonants -   ka -Ra -the -ka –  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   mikuntha  naeram  thoonkukindra manithar -  
sleeping more time  ;  mikuntha- excess ; naeram- time; thoonku- sleep; manithar- 
man   .   

krittika   has the consonants -   ka -Ra -the -ka –  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  anaivaraiyim eerththidum/ kavarnthidum  mukam 
kondavar - has an attractive face ; anaivarum- all persons  ;  eerththiduka - attract 
;  mukam- face .    

krittika   has the consonants -   ka -Ra -the -ka –  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is suru surpu kuraivaana manithar [ missing letter- sa-]-  
lazy person;   suru suruppaaka -  brisk  ;  kuraivu- less ; manithar- man   .   

krittika   has the consonants -   ka -Ra -the -ka –  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  arasinaar thadai  paduththa patta  seyar  
purikindravar  [ missing letters- pa -and- sa-] -  one who indulges in prohibited 
activities  by the government;  arasu-  government ;  thadai  poadu -  prohibit ;  
seyar-  action;  puri- do  .  
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krittika   has the consonants -   ka -Ra -the -ka –  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  katru arinthavar / katru arintha arignar - well 
educated scholar  ; arignar –scholar; karkka- learn   . 

krittika   has the consonants -   ka -Ra -the -ka –  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is naattin  uyar pathavi  vakikindravar [ missing letter- 
pa-] -  in the high position  of the state ; naadu –state;  uyar pathavi  -  higer 
status / position  .  

krittika   has the consonants -   ka -Ra -the -ka –  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  pirarukku mikuntha thontharvu / upaathai  
kodukindra manithar[ missing letter- pa-]- one who  gives troubles to others; 
pirar-  others ;  mikuntha- excess;  thontharavu  kodu -  disturb   . 

krittika   has the consonants -   ka -Ra -the -ka –  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   pirarudaiya  manathai pun paduthtikindra manithar 
[ missing letter- pa-]- one who is hurting others  ;  manathu- mind ; pun 
paduththu- hurt .  

krittika   has the consonants -   ka -Ra -the -ka –  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   unavai   suvaiththu  unkindravar [ missing letter- sa-
]- one who enjoys his food  ;  unavu- snack/ pakasanam[Skt] ;  suaviththidu  –
taste ;  undidu – eat   .    

http://hindupad.com/malayalam-nakshatra-list-27-janma-naal-in-malayali-
calendar/ 

4.Rokini  nakshtra / rishiba raasi / Taruus  sign ;  religious /  beauty /  farming /  
clever/  witty / rich /  soft spoken / truth speaker /  healthy /devoid of mental  
and physical diseases .    

Rokini -  eruthu    has the consonants  -Ra- ka –an- Ra- the – and the original Tamil 
interpreation  of the word is  aandavarai  vanankidravar – one who worships the 
god  ;  aandavan  -god ;  vananku- worship .   

Rokini -  eruthu    has the consonants  -Ra- ka –an- Ra- the – and the original Tamil 
interpreation  of the word is  aduththavari   eerththidum  / kavarnthidum   

http://hindupad.com/malayalam-nakshatra-list-27-janma-naal-in-malayali-
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vadaivam / udar kattu / kondavar – one who has a  attractive body build ; 
aduththuavar- others ;  eerththidu- attract  .   

Rokini -  eruthu    has the consonants  -Ra- ka –an- Ra- the – and the original Tamil 
interpreation  of the word is   kamam  purikindra  manithar [ missing  letter- pa-]- 
one who does farming ;   kamam/ vivasaayam [Skt]  -  farming ;  puri- do;  
manithar- man.    .  

Rokini -  eruthu    has the consonants  -Ra- ka –an- Ra- the – and the original Tamil 
interpreation  of the word is   minkutha arivu  koormai kondavar -  intelligent  
person   ;  arivu-  knowledge ;  koormai- sharp .  

Rokini -  eruthu    has the consonants  -Ra- ka –an- Ra- the – and the original Tamil 
interpreation  of the word is   unmai  yaei   koorunkindra   manithar -  a person 
who spaeaks truth ;  unmai- science / truth ;  kooru –tell . 

Rokini -  eruthu    has the consonants  -Ra- ka –an- Ra- the – and the original Tamil 
interpreation  of the word is   amaithiyaaka  uraiyaadukindravar  -  one who is soft  
spoken ;  amaithi- peace ;  uraiyaadu-  to speak . 

Rokini -  eruthu    has the consonants  -Ra- ka –an- Ra- the – and the original Tamil 
interpreation  of the word is  mana  noaei / udar  noaei   varaatha manithar -  a 
man  without diseases   ; mana noaei- mania   ;  udar noaei- body  disease ; 
varaathu-  would not come   .   

http://hindupad.com/makayiram-nakshatra-predictions-characteristics/ 

5.Mirgaseersam/ Miruga seeridam [Makayiram/ Malayalam  ] / Rishiba / 
Mithuna ;   peaceful mind /  passion for touring /  cunning eyes/  prone for 
diseases/  good looking/ rich/  intelligent /  more libido / messenger /curly  
hair/  heavy  eater/ lover of music /dance / long nose  . 

Mirgaseeridam   has the consonants – ma- Ra- ka - sa –Ra- the- ma-  an the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  uoor uooraaka  sutru payanam   
poavatharkku  mikuntha  aarvam kondavar [ missing letter- pa-]  – one who is 
interested in visiting many  places  ;  uoor-  town;  sutru payanam- tour; aarvam  
interest  .    

http://hindupad.com/makayiram-nakshatra-predictions-characteristics/
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Mirgaseeridam   has the consonants – ma- Ra- ka –  sa –Ra- the- ma-  and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   kaama  ichchai / unarchhci   
mikuthiyaaka  konda manithar  - one with excess  libido ;  kaamam-  sex ; ichchai- 
desire .  

Mirgaseeridam   has the consonants – ma- Ra- ka –  sa –Ra- the- ma-  and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   matravarai  kavarnthidum 
/eerththidum   udar  vadivam / udar kattu  konda manithar – one with an 
attractive  body build  ;  matravai- other ;  udar-  body ;  vadivam- shape / beauty .  

Mirgaseeridam   has the consonants – ma- Ra- ka –  sa –Ra- the- ma-  and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  unavai  / thin pandaththai  suvaiththu  
vayiru  mutta  thinkindra manithar -  one who eats a lot ;  thin pandam-  eatables;  
vayiru – stomach;  thinnu- eat    .     

Mirgaseeridam   has the consonants – ma- Ra- ka –  sa –Ra- the- ma-  and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   kaarai veedu /  soththu  paththu / 
thoattam/ thuravu / kaani karai  / nakai nattu /  vaiththu erukkum  perum pana-k-
kaarar [ missing letter- pa-] -  rich person  ; kaarai vedu  - house built with lime 
stone ;  nakai nattu- jewel  ;   perum- big;  thoattam- estate ;  pana-k-kaarar- rich 
person ;  thuravu- well ; kaani karai- farm land  . 

Mirgaseeridam   has the consonants – ma- Ra- ka –  sa –Ra- the- ma-  and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   naoei   nodi  thaakuvatharkku  
mikuntha  vaaippu  konda manithar [ missing letter- pa-] - a person who is prone 
for  illnesses ;  noaei nodi- disease ; thaakkida -  affect ; vaaippu- chance  . 

Mirgaseeridam   has the consonants – ma- Ra- ka –  sa –Ra- the- ma-  and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   neenda  naasikai  kondu erukkkum 
manithar  - one with a long nose;   im -manitharukku  mookku  mikavum  neendu  
erukkum ;  neenda- lengthy;   mookku-  nose / naasi ;  naasikai- nose ; manithar- 
man  . 

Mirgaseeridam   has the consonants – ma- Ra- ka –  sa –Ra- the- ma-  and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   endrum  mana amaithi   kondu 
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erukkum  oru manithar- one with a  peaceful mind  ;  mana amaithi- peace of 
mind .   

Mirgaseeridam   has the consonants – ma- Ra- ka –  sa –Ra- the- ma-  and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  surul  surulaana thalai  mudi  kondu 
erukkum  manithar [ missing letter- la-]- one with curly  hair ;  surul  mudi- curly  
hair .  

Mirgaseeridam   has the consonants – ma- Ra- ka –  [-sa-]  –Ra- the- ma-  and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  aadar  / paadar  poandra- vatrir  
mikuintha eedupaaadu  kondu erukkum oru manithar [ missing  letter- pa-] – one 
with interest in dance / music ; aadar –dance; paadar- songs; eedupadu-interest  . 

Mirgaseeridam   has the consonants – ma- Ra- ka -sa- –Ra- the- ma-  and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  pakai unarvu  kondu  erukkum 
eruvaridaiyae  karuththu  parimaatram  seithidum thoothuvar – one who 
exchanges  ideas  between two  - messenger ; pakaimai- enmity ; karuththu- 
ideas;  parimaattram- exchange ;  eruvar- two persons ; seithido –do . 

http://hindupad.com/malayalam-nakshatra-list-27-janma-naal-in-malayali-
calendar/ 

http://hindupad.com/thiruvathira-nakshatra-predictions-characteristics/ 

6. Arudra  nakshatra  ; 

 Arudra  nakshatra  / Mithuna raasi ;  destruction /sorrow / cruel / busy / poor 
eater/  restless mind / lack of concentration / less educated / morally  strong/   
life-  full of -  struggles / affectionate / short tempered .   

Thiruvaathirai  has the consonants - the -Ra - va –the-  Ra -    and the orignaltamio 
interpretation  of the word is  kodurumaana  manithar -  cruel person ;  koduram- 
cruelty  .  

Thiruvaathirai  has the consonants - the -Ra - va –the-  Ra -    and the orignaltamio 
interpretation  of the word is   saethaaram  undakkukindra  oru manithar [ missing 

http://hindupad.com/malayalam-nakshatra-list-27-janma-naal-in-malayali-
http://hindupad.com/thiruvathira-nakshatra-predictions-characteristics/
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letter- sa-] -  one who brings destruction  ;  saethaaram-  destruction;  undaakka 
vaendum - to make  .  

Thiruvaathirai  has the consonants - the -Ra - va –the-  Ra -    and the orignaltamio 
interpretation  of the word is   mikuthiyaaka  karkaatha manithar -  less educated 
person  ;  karakaatha-  un educated ;  mikuthi –excess .   

Thiruvaathirai  has the consonants - the -Ra - va –the-  Ra -    and the orignaltamio 
interpretation  of the word is    padippu  arivu  kuraivaana  manithar [ missing 
letter- pa-]- less educated person ; padippu arivu -  education ;  kuraivu- less  .   

Thiruvaathirai  has the consonants - the -Ra - va –the-  Ra -    and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  nan - neri  mikuntha  manithar -  virtuous 
person  ;  nun - neri – ethics .    

Thiruvaathirai  has the consonants - the -Ra - va –the-  Ra -    and the orignaltamio 
interpretation  of the word is  mikuntha  mana  varuththam  konda manithar -  
one who is worrying  ; manam-  mind  ;  varuththam kondu  -  to worry  .  

Thiruvaathirai  has the consonants - the -Ra - va –the-  Ra -    and the orignaltamio 
interpretation  of the word is  amaithi atra   manathai  konda oru  manithar – one 
who has a restless mind  ;  amaithi- peace; atra- nil; manathu- mind .  

Thiruvaathirai  has the consonants - the -Ra - va –the-  Ra -    and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is   unarchchi   vasa pada koodiya manithar  [ 
missing letters- pa -and -sa-] -  emotional   person  ; unarchchi-  emotions .  

Thiruvaathirai  has the consonants - the -Ra - va –the-  Ra -    and the orignaltamio 
interpretation  of the word is    kavana kuiraivu   konda oru manithar -  absent 
minded  person  ;  kavanam- attention  ;  kuraivu- less .    

Thiruvaathirai  has the consonants - the -Ra - va –the-  Ra -    and the orignaltamio 
interpretation  of the word is   endrum  suru  suruppaaka/  oaeivu  endri  pani 
purikindra  oru   manithar[  letters- pa -and -sa-] -  -  busy person  ; suru -
suruppaaka- brisk  ; oaeivu- rest ; pani- job  /work  ;  puri- do . 
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 Thiruvaathirai  has the consonants - the -Ra - va –the-  Ra -    and the orignaltamio 
interpretation  of the word is  kuriavaaka  unavu  unkindra manithar – poor eater ;  
unavu- food;  kuraivu- less;  unka -eat .  

Thiruvaathirai  has the consonants - the -Ra - va –the-  Ra -    and the orignaltamio 
interpretation  of the word is   utraar  uravinarudaiya  uthavi  yaei- -yim  anpai -
yim kondu  erukkum oru  manithar -  relatives will support and like  this person ;  
uravinar – relatives   ;  uthavi- help ;  anpu- kind.  

Thiruvaathirai  has the consonants - the -Ra - va –the-  Ra -    and the orignaltamio 
interpretation  of the word is   ov-vondrai-yim poraadi pera vaendi irukkum [ 
missing letter- pa-]-   will get after a big struggle  ; poaraadu –struggle ; peruka- 
get   .   

7.Punartham  nakshtra 

Punartham  nakshtra /  Mithuna/  Karkadaka  ;   tolerant / quiet/   patient / 
confident /   fair complexion / good looking / lucky / helping / famous / learned 
/ intelligent/  donar /  land lord /  many friends / faith in god and religion/  head 
diseases /  honest /  loner /  lot of jewels / virtuous /  more money .    

Punartham  nakshtra   has the consonants   pa -an -Ra -the- ma -  an- ka –[-sa-] - 
the -Ra  -   and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   mikuntha  
porumai yim  amaithi- yaei-  yim  kunamaaka  konda oru manithar – one who is  
quiet and patient ;  mikuntha- excess ;  porumai- patience  ; amaithi- peace; 
kunam - nature   . 

Punartham  nakshtra   has the consonants   pa -an -Ra -the- ma -  an- ka –[-sa-] - 
the -Ra  -   and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  pirarai  
kavarnthidum  /eerththidum  udar kattai / udar vadaivaththai    konda oru 
manithar – one who  has an attractive build  ;  pirar- others;  udar katttu- body 
shape ; kavarnthidu- attract .   

Punartham  nakshtra   has the consonants   pa -an -Ra -the- ma -  an- ka –[-sa-] - 
the -Ra  -   and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   kadavur    
/eraivan- idam  /aandavaridam  perum  nam-p-pikkai konda oru manithar – one 
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who  believes in god ; kadavur- god;  eraivan- hero/ god ; namippikkai- hope ; 
oru- one; manithar- man  .  

Punartham  nakshtra   has the consonants   pa -an -Ra -the- ma -  an- ka –[-sa-] - 
the -Ra  -   and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   mandai   
thodarpaana  noaei  varuvatharkku  vaaippu  mikuthi   konda oru manithar -  
person who is prone for  head diseases  ;  mandai- head;  thodarpu- related ;  
noaei- illness ; vaaippu- chance.  

Punartham  nakshtra   has the consonants   pa -an -Ra -the- ma -  an- ka –-sa- - the 
-Ra  -   and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   variyavarukku  perum  
nan- kodai -ayei   panam / kaasai  / ponnai / munnai /   tharukindra oru manithar -  
a big donar for the poor ;  variyavar- poor;  nan kodai- gift ;   panam- money ;  
pon- gold;  mun- land ; tharuka- give .   

Punartham  nakshtra   has the consonants   pa -an -Ra -the- ma -  an- ka –-[- sa-] - - 
the -Ra  -   and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  mikuntha  
naermai / nan- nadaththai   konda oru manithar  -  honest  person ;  naermai- 
honest  ;  nan - nadaththai- good character  . 

Punartham  nakshtra   has the consonants   pa -an -Ra -the- ma -  an- ka - sa- - the 
-Ra  -   and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   mikuntha  panam  
kaasu   kondu  erukkum oru   perum pana-k-kaarar -  rich person  ; panakkaarar- 
rich  person .   

Punartham  nakshtra   has the consonants   pa -an -Ra -the- ma -  an- ka - sa- - the 
-Ra  -   and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is    anaivarukkum  
uthavi   purikindra  manam konda oru manithar -  one who  has the mentality  of 
helping others ; anaivarukkum – to all  persons ;  uthavi- help ;  manam-  mind;  
konda-  having; manithar- man   .  

Punartham  nakshtra   has the consonants   pa -an -Ra -the- ma -  an- ka - sa- - the 
-Ra  -   and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   mikuntha     kaani  
karai/ thaottam  thuravu  kondu  erukkum oru  perum  kamaa-k- kaarar – a  big 
farmer with lands and  estates   ;  thoattam- estate ; kamaa- k-kaarar-  farmer  . 
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Punartham  nakshtra   has the consonants   pa -an -Ra -the- ma -  an- ka - sa- - the 
-Ra  -   and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   pirarai  eerththidum / 
kavarnthidum   vadaivam/ udar  kattu konda oru manithar – one who  has  an 
attractive  body build; kavarnthidu- attract ;  udar- body ; vadivam- shape / 
beauty  .  

Punartham  nakshtra   has the consonants   pa -an -Ra -the- ma -  an- ka –[- sa-] - - 
the -Ra  -   and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  paar poatrum / 
kartru arintha  oru perum  maethai -  a scholar  ; paar-  world; poatruka – 
appreciate;  karkka- learn ; maethai- scholar.  

Punartham  nakshtra   has the consonants -  pa -an -Ra -the- ma -  an- ka –[- sa-] - - 
the -Ra  -   and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  uooraar  
anaivarum  arikindra  / paaraatukindra   perum manithar -  a popular person -  
uooraar-  village people ;  anaivarum- all;  paaraatta – appreciate ;  perum 
manithar- big person  .  

Punartham  nakshtra   has the consonants -  pa -an -Ra -the- ma -  an- ka –[- sa-] - - 
the -Ra  -   and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  perum   
koduppinai  konda / nar   paeru  petra /  oru  manithar -  a gifted person ; 
koduppinai  konda - gifted ;  nar paeru- gift  . 

Punartham  nakshtra   has the consonants  - [-pa-]  -an -Ra -the- ma -  an- ka –[- 
sa-] - - the -Ra  -   and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is  mikuntha 
arivu  koormai  konda oru  manithar- a highly intelligent person ;  arivu- 
knowledge ; koormai –sharp  . 

Punartham  nakshtra   has the consonants  - -pa- -an -Ra -the- ma -  an- ka - sa-- 
the -Ra  -   and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is  sirantha   nan neri  
yaei - kadai -pidikkindra  oru manithar -  one who is virtuous  ;  sirantha- superior ;   
nan neri- ethics;  kadai  pidikka- to follow / kadai pidiththal  .    

Punartham  nakshtra   has the consonants  - -pa- -an -Ra -the- ma -  an- ka – [- sa-] 
-- the -Ra  -   and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is mikuntha  thun  
nampikkai -yaei  kondu  erukkum oru manithar  -  a confident person  ;  than 
nampikkai-   self confidence . 
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Punartham  nakshtra   has the consonants  - -[- pa-] - -an -Ra -the-  ma -  an- ka – [- 
sa-] -- the -Ra  -   and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is   venmai   
niram konda oru  manithar  -   person with white complexion  ; venmai- white; 
niram- color .  

Punartham  nakshtra   has the consonants  - -[- pa-] - -an -Ra -the-  ma -  an- ka – [- 
sa-] -- the -Ra  -   and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is  thanka / 
vaira / vaidooriya   naaki nattu  vaiththu erukkum  / aninthu erukkum  oru 
manithar  -  one who  has gold / diamond/ platinum   jewels;  thankam-  gold;  
vairam-  diamond;  nakai – jewel ; aninthidu – wear .  

http://hindupad.com/pooyam-nakshatra-characteristics-horoscope-astrology-
predictions/  

8. Pooyam nakshatra 

 Pooyam  nakshatra / karkataka raasi ;    clever/ healthy / suffer form cold, cough 
/ more sons/  respecting god / duty conscious/   poverty / financial crisis/ head 
diseases . 

 Pooyam  nakshatra  has the consonants - pa –[-sa-]  –an- ka- [- sa -]  –the- Ra – 
and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   mikuntha arivu  koormai  
konda oru  perum  manithar  /arignar -   intelligent  person/ scholar;  mikuntha- 
more ; arivu- knowledge ; koormai- sharpness ;  arignar- scholar .  

Pooyam  nakshatra  has the consonants - pa –[-sa-]  –an- ka- [- sa -]  –the- Ra – 
and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   noaei   nodi / pini  indri  
erukkum oru manithar -  a person without diseases ; pini-  illness ; noaei nodi- 
disease  .   

Pooyam  nakshatra  has the consonants - pa –[-sa-]  –an- ka-  sa -–the- Ra – and 
the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  panam  kaasu- kku- en naeramum  
thattu  paadu  vara  vaaippu erukkindrathu -  there  will be always  financial crisis; 
panam- - money; kai  kaasu –cash ;  thattu  padu –deficient ; vaaippu- chance .  

Pooyam  nakshatra  has the consonants - pa –[-sa-]  –an- ka-  [- sa-]  -–the- Ra – 
and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   mandai  thodarpaana [ 

http://hindupad.com/pooyam-nakshatra-characteristics-horoscope-astrology-
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sampatha patta [Skt]   noaei   nodi  vara vaaippu erukkum oru manithar -  a 
person who is prone to get head related diseases  ; mandai- head; thodarpu- 
related ;  noaei nodi- disease.   

Pooyam  nakshatra  has the consonants - pa –[-sa-]  –an- ka-  [- sa-]  -–the- Ra – 
and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is    mikuntha  kadami  unarvu  
konda oru manithar – duty  conscious person; mikuntha-  excess;  kadami- duty ; 
unarvu- feeling . 

Pooyam  nakshatra  has the consonants - pa –[-sa-]  –an- ka-  [- sa-]  -–the- Ra – 
and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  varumaiyir vaadukindra oru 
manithar  - poverty striken person ; varumai- poverty .  

Pooyam  nakshatra  has the consonants - pa –[-sa-]  –an- ka-  [- sa-]  -–the- Ra – 
and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   kadavur  nampikkai  konda 
oru manithar-  a pious person  ; kadavur-god; nampikkai- hope . 

Pooyam  nakshatra  has the consonants - pa –[-sa-]  –an- ka-  [- sa-]  -–the- Ra – 
and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   erumar  noaei  varuatharkku  
vaaippu evarakku undu  -  person who has a chance to have cough  [ related 
diseases] ;erumar- cough ; noaei- disease  . 

Pooyam  nakshatra  has the consonants - pa –[-sa-]  –an- ka-  [- sa-]  -–the- Ra – 
and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  pen makkar- arai  vida aan -
maakar / thaan / evarkku mikuthi   -  has more sons than daughters ; pen makkar-  
daughters; aan makkar- sons ; mikuthi- excess  .  

9. Ayilyam-nakshatra.  

http://hindupad.com/ayilyam-nakshatra-characteristics-predictions-horoscope/ 

Ayilyam-nakshatra/ Karkataka raasi  ;  wisdom /  traveler  /  promiscuous / 
weak and thin /  good clothes / mental  tensions / wealthy / head injury  .   

Ayilya -nakshatra   has the consonants-  la -an -ka –sa- the- Ra -  and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the word is  sutru  payanam  maer  kolvathil  mikuntha 
aarvam  kondavar   -  one who is interested in traveling ;  sutru payanam- tours  .  

http://hindupad.com/ayilyam-nakshatra-characteristics-predictions-horoscope/
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Ayilya -nakshatra   has the consonants-  la -an -ka –[-sa-] - the- Ra -  and the 
original Tamil interpretation of the word is  mikuntha arivu  koormai ulla manithar 
-  an intelligent  person  ;  arivu-  knowledge ; koormai –sharpness .  

Ayilya -nakshatra   has the consonants-  la -an -ka –sa- the- Ra -  and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the word is  mikuntha  kaama ichchai ulla oru  manithar -  
one with excess libido ;  mikuntha- excess;  kaama ichchai- sexual desire  .   

  Ayilya -nakshatra   has the consonants-  la -an -ka –sa- the- Ra -  and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the word is  nalla  azhakana aadai kalai  aninthiduvathil  / 
uduthtuvathil  aarvam  konda   manithar   - one who is interested in wearing good 
clothes  ; nalla- good; azhaku-  beauty  ; aadai – cloth ; aninthidu –wear ; 
uduththu-  wear ; aarvam- interest  .        

  Ayilya -nakshatra   has the consonants-  la -an -ka –sa- the- Ra -  and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the word is   mikuntha   mana  kavalaikku /  mana 
kuzhappaththirkku /  mana varuththaththirkku / mana azhuththaththirkku  
aalaaka koodiya  oru manithar [ missing  letter- pa-]  – one who is prone to get  
worries/ tensions  ;  mikuntha- excess;  mana kuzhappam- mental  confusion ; 
varuththam kondu - worried ;  mana azhuththam-  mental pressure . 

Ayilya -nakshatra   has the consonants-  la -an -ka –sa- the- Ra -  and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the word is   udal valimai / satrae / kuraintha  oru 
manithar -   a weak person  ; udal-  body; valimai- skill;  kuraintha- less .   

Ayilya -nakshatra   has the consonants-  la -an -ka –sa- the- Ra -  and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the word is  perum selvanthar [ missing  letter- pa-] -  rich 
person ;  selvanthar-  rich person .  

Ayilya -nakshatra   has the consonants-  la -an -ka –[-sa-] - the- Ra -  and the 
original Tamil interpretation of the word is  thalai  -yil  kaayam yaerpada vaaippu  
erukkindra oru manithar – person who is prone to  get head injury ;  thalai-  head; 
kaayam- wound ; yaerpada- to happen ; vaaippu –chance .   

10 . Magha-nakshatra [  kodu Nakam ]  
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 http://hindupad.com/magha-nakshatra-or-magha-nakshatram-makha-birth-
star-astrology-predictions/  

Magha-nakshatra-  leo / ko vilangu / simha raasi  ;   medium height / long 
attractive   hair /  respecting elders/  knowledgeable/  god fearing /soft spoken  
/  hard worker/  wealthy /  many servants/  politics/ good leader/  lawyer/ 
doctor / surgeon /  heart  attack/ eye diseases/ asthma/ epilepsy / cancer  / 
kidney  problems/ urinary  tract problems . 

Magha   nakshtra /  ko vliangu  has the consonants – ma- ka-- an-ka -sa –the- Ra-  
ka-  va - la- an -ka  -  and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   kullam -
mum illaamal / mikuthiyaana  uyramum illaamal  sara sari  uyram /   nadu thara / 
uruvam / vadivam  kondu erukkum    oru manithar -  not a short/  not an tall man-  
man of average height ;  kullam- short stature  ; uyaram- tall ; sara sari yaaka - 
average . 

Magha   nakshtra /  ko vliangu  has the consonants – ma- ka-- an-ka -sa –the- Ra-  
ka-  va - la- an -ka  -  and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is    
neelammana  /adarththiyaana   /  karumai  niramudaiya / surul  surulaana /   
pirari  kavarnthu  ezhukkum  / eerththidum   azhakaana  thalai  mudi /  koonthal/ 
nenjil mudi    kondu  erukkum  oru manithar  - one with  a  long,  black , curly  
attractive hair over head  and chest ; neelam- long;  adarththi- dense; karumai- 
dark ; niram- color;  surul –curl ;pirar- others;  kavarnthiduka- attract ; azhaku- 
beauty ; thalai mudi- scalp hair  .  

Magha   nakshtra /  ko vliangu  has the consonants – ma- ka-- an-ka -sa –the- Ra-  
ka-  va - la- an -ka  -  and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  
aandavanukku / theivaththirkku/  akavai -yil    mooththoarukku  / utraar 
uravinarukku / nanparklaukku /  mikuntha  mathippu  alikindra    oru manithar -  
one who respects  god/  elders/  realtives/ friends . 

Magha   nakshtra /  ko vliangu  has the consonants – ma- ka-- an-ka -sa –the- Ra-  
ka-  va - la- an -ka  -  and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   evarkal  
arasyial-il   eedupattal / pothu makkalin  paer  uthavi yoadu /  mika periya  

http://hindupad.com/magha-nakshatra-or-magha-nakshatram-makha-birth-
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thalaivarkala   aavatharkku  vaaippukal  mikuthi [ missing letter- pa-] – if these  
people  join in politics they might become great leaders .  

Magha   nakshtra /  ko vliangu  has the consonants – ma- ka-- an-ka -sa –the- Ra-  
ka-  va - la- an -ka  -  and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  veettil / 
thaottaththil / panniayil   vaelai   seivatharkku  yaeraalam- aana   vaelai  kaararkal  
kondu erukkum  oru manithar [ missing letter- pa-]- -  one who  has got  many  
servants  to work  in house/ farm /estates.   

Magha   nakshtra /  ko vliangu  has the consonants – ma- ka-- an-ka -sa –the- Ra-  
ka-  va - la- an -ka  -  and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  entha  
thee  sudaril   pirantha  manitharkal   mika periya / paer petra   
maruththuvarakkaa /  aruvai  sikichchai  maruththuvaraaka /   vazhakku  
uraignaraaka /  varuvathrkku  vaaippukal  mikuthi [ missing letter- pa-]-  -   those 
who have born in this star  might become good doctors/ surgeons/ lawyers .  

Magha   nakshtra /  ko vliangu  has the consonants – ma- ka-- an-ka -sa –the- Ra-  
ka-  va - la- an -ka  -  and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   entha  
thee  sudaril   pirantha  manitharkalukku   kan noaeikal  /  putru noaei  /  kaal kai 
eluppu noaei   /  ithaya noaeikal / kuruthi  pai noaeikal / kundi kaai  noaeikal / 
neer thaarai / siru neeri  paathai  noaeikal  varuvatharkku  vaaippukal  yaeraalam  
ullathu  [ missing letter- pa-]-  these people  born in this star  might suffer from   
eye diseases/ cancer/  epilepsy /  heart  diseases/  kidney  diseases/  urethral   
diseases ;  intha- this;  thee sudar- star ; piranthai- birth ;  manithar- man;  kan- 
eye; noaeikal- diseases ;  putru  noaei- cancer;  kaal kai izhuppu noaei - 
convulsion;  ithayam- heart  kuruthi pai- heart ;  kundi kaai- kidney ; neer 
thaarai- uretera ; siru neer- urine; paathai- path ; vaaippu –chance.     

http://www.venoastrology.com/panchang.html   

11. Purva Phalguni/ pooram / kanai / Moonjuru  13° 20' Leo - 26° 40' Leo- (Deity 
- Bhaga) - Favourable for marriage, sex, relationships in general, rest, relaxation, 
enjoyment, art, creativity, property matters. 
 

http://www.venoastrology.com/panchang.html
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Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  thirumanam  seivatharkku  yaetra naeram – best 
time to get  married  ;  thirumanam-  marriage .   
  
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   udar uravu  kondida / seithida  yaetra  naeram -  
best  time to have sexual relationship ;  udar uravu-  sexual intercourse  .  
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  uravuinaroadu  uravaaduvatharkku  yaetra/ 
sirantha  naeram -  best  time to move with realtives  ; uravinar- relatives;  
uravaadu –relate .  
  
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  oaeivu edukka  sirantha naeram - best time to take 
rest; oaeivu –rest ; edukka- take ; sirantha- uyarntha  .  
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   karpanai   seivatharkku  yaetra  naeram -  best  
time   to have imaginative thinking ; karppanai- imagination ;  seithidu –do  . 
  
 Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   yaethaenum  ondari  puthithaaka  kandu  ariya  / 
kandu pidikka sirantha naeram -  best  time to  invent something ; puthithu- new; 
kandu  arika- discover ; naeram-time .  
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is    soththu   vaanaka  / kaani  karai  vaanka  sirantha 
naeram   - best  time to buy property / lands ; soththu –asset ; baanka- buy ; kaani 
karai-   farm land  . 
 
12. Uttara Phalguni 26° 40' Leo - 10° 00' Virgo - (Deity -Aryaman) - Favourable for 
sex, marriage, beginnings,dealings with authority, openings, making promises, 
sacred ceremonies, charitable enterprise, paternal activity. 
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Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   kodai  kodukka   yaetra/ sirantha   naeram -  best  
time to donate ;  kodai kodukka- gift ;   naeram- time; sirantha-  best  .   
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  thirumanam  seivatharkku  yaetra naeram – best 
time to get  married ;  thirumanam- marriage . 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  nar seyar   thuvanka  siriantha tharunam -  best 
time to start  important  matters  ;  nar seyar-  good deeds ; thuvanka- start .   
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  neer kadan / karumaathi/ siraarththam [Skt]    
seivatherkku  sirantha  naeram  -  best  time to do last rituals ;  neer kadan-  last 
rituals ;  rites- siraarththam [Skt] .  
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   sadanku  seiavatherkku sirantha  naeram -  best  
time to do sacred ritulas ;  sadanku / thanni kadan-rites/ siraarththam [Skt] .  
 
 

 
13. Hasta 10° 00' Virgo - 23° 20' Virgo - (Deity -Savitar) - Favourable for sun 
worship, arts, crafts, comedy,hobbies, planting and gardening, learning 
languages, magic tricks, business activity, marriage, buying, selling, bargaining, 
children, stealing, travel. 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   kathiravanai  vanankuvatharkku  yaetra  naeram -  
best time to worship  the sun  ; kathiravan- sun;  vanankuthar- to worship ;  
sirantha- best; naeram- time   .  
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  karpatharkku  yaetra/ sirantha   naeram -  best time 
to learn  ; karkka- learn . 
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Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  puthiya   paechchu   karpatharkku  yaetra/ sirantha   
naeram-  best time to learn new  languages ; puthiya- new;  paechchu- basha  
/speech  ;  karkka- learn .    
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is    thanthiram / karuppu  manthiram  / soothu  
vaathu karpatharkku  yaetra/ sirantha   naeram -  best time to do /learn black  
maigic; karuppu- manthiram-  black magic ; thanthiramaaka- trick / kai thirami   . 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  panda maattram seivathrukku  yaetra  naeram-  
best  time  to exchange goods  ; panda maatram  purinthidu –barter/ trade  ; 
seithido- do  .   
 
 Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  vanikkam  seivatharkku  yaetra  naetram -  best  
time to do  trade  ;  vanikam- trade ;  seithido –do  .  
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  panniyam  seivatharku yaetra  naetram [ missing 
letter- pa-]-   - best  time to do  business  ; panniyam-  business .  
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   vaankuvatharkku / virpatharkku  / paeram  
paesuvatharkku  siriantha  naeram [ missing letter- pa-]-  - best time to   buy and 
sell ; vaanku- buy  ;  virkka [ kirayam] [Skt] -   sell .  
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  thiruduvatharkku  yaetra / sirantha  naeram -  best 
time to steal ;  thiruda- to steal /suduthal  /aattai poaduthal  ; naeram- time; 
sirantha- best . 
 
 Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is siruvar aadi  paadi  kondada sirantha naeram [ 
missing letter- pa-]  – best  time for the  children to play ;  siruvar- children ;  
aadu- dance; paadu –sing ; kondaada- celebrate  . 
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Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  intha - thee –sudar ir-   piranthavar    uoor uooraaka  
sutru payanam   seivatharkku  vaaippu undu  [ missing letter- pa-]  -  the person 
born  inths star  have more chances to travel  from place to place ; intha- this; 
thee sudar –star ;  uoor- town ;  sutru payanam- tour ; vaaippu- chance . 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  thoattaththir kaai kari  sedi naduvatharkku yaetra / 
sirantha  naeram- best time to  vegetable plants  in the vegetable garden ; 
thoattam-  garden /estate ; kaai kari- vegetable; sedi  - plants; naduthal - plant .   
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   padam / ovi-yam  varaivatharkku  yaetra  naeram [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -  best  time to do  painting   ; padam-  drawing / photo; 
oviyam- drawing ; varainthiduka -draw  .  
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   kathai  / kavaithai  kaettu / naadakam  kandu / 
paadar  kaettu /  aaduvatharkku / paaduvatharkku /   siripatharkku  / sirippu  
yaetra  naeram  -  best time  to be happy  by listening  stories / watching drams/  
dancing/ singing  ;  kathai- story/ saritham [Skt]  ; katturai –article;  kavitham- 
poem ;   kaaeetu- heard ;   naadakam- drama ;  paadar- songs ; aadu –dance; 
paadu- sing ;  siri-smile  . 
  
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   kai vinai  porutkar  seivatharkku  yaetra  naeram – 
missing letter- pa-]-  best  time to  do crafts work ; kai vinaiyar – artists /crafts 
man ; porutkar- articles/ goods  /things ;  seithiduka- make  .  
 
 

14. Chitra 23° 20' Virgo - 6° 40' Libra - (Deity -Vishwakarma) - Self 
improvement,buying new clothes & adornments, fixing up home, arts, crafts, 
technical, architecture, relationships, beautifying. 
 

Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  puththu aadai  vaankuvatharkku  sirantha  naeram 
– best time to  purchase new clothes ; puthiyathu- new  ;  aadai- dress; vaanku-
buy .  
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Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is    thanka  / vaira / vaidooriya  nakai  nattu [  thoadu/ 
mookkuththi / aaram  ]  vaankuvatharkku sirantha  naeram-  best  time  to buy  
gold/ diamond/  cat’s  eye  jewels ;  thankam- gold;  vairam- diamond ; 
vaidooriyam- cat’s eye  nakai- jewel /anikalan  ;  vaanku –buy  .  
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  veettai  sari seivathrkku  sirantha  naeram  -  best  
time to do civil works  ; veedu- house/ hut  ; sari seika- to make alright .  
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  oppanai seivatharkku  sirantha  naeram – best  time 
to  beutify; oppanai- make up.   
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   kattidam kattuvatharkku kattumaana  pani 
seivatharkku   yaetra sirantha  naeram [ missing letter- pa-]- best  time to do  
construction  works  ; kattidam- building; kattu- build ;  kattumaanam  -
construction ; pani- job .  
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  uravinaroadu paesi  uravaada   sirantha  naeram [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  best  time to move with  relatives ; uravinar- relatives;  paesu 
–talk ; uravaada- relate .  
 
 
 

15. Swati 6° 40' Libra - 20° 00' Libra - (Deity -Vayu, Saraswati) - Favourable for 
business & trade, education, social activity, finances, grooming, planting, 
harvesting, diplomatic negotiation. 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is    karpatharkku / padipatharkku / vanikam  
seivatharkku  / panam kaasu  vaanka  kodukka / sedi  kodi  naduvatharkku   
/aruvadai  seivatharkku  sirantha naeram  [ missing letter- pa-]-   best  time to 
learn and  read /  to do  business /  to do  financial activites   /to plant  / to reap ;  
karkka- learn;  padikka- learn ;  vanikam-  trade;  panam – money; kai  kaasu –
cash ; vaanku- buy; sedi – plants ; kodi –creeper ; aruvadai / aruppu –reap  .         
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16. Vishakha 20° 00' Libra - 3° 20' Scorpio - (Deity - Indra, Agni) - Favourable for 
aggressive, warlike activity, executive, harsh,concentration, meditation, setting 
goals, ceremonies, social parties, romance, sex. 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   sandai  iduvatharkku  sirantha  naeram – best  time 
to fight ;  sandai-  poadu - fight ; idu- do .   
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   poar  purivatharkku  yaetra  naeram [ missing 
letter- pa-]-  -  best  time to  make a war  ; poar –war  . 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   kodura  seyar   purivatharkku  yaetra  naeram- [ 
missing letter- pa-]-   best  time to do bad / cruel activites ; koduram- severe ;  
seyar-  deed ; puriya- go  .  
  
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  thannai  thanae arivatharkku  /thiyaanam 
seivatharkku  sirantha naeram  -  best  to do understand oneself ; thannai thane- 
on its own  ;  arinthiduka-know ; thiyaanam-  meditate .  
 
 Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   nar seyar  ondrai seyar  paduththuvatharkku   
yaetra  naeram  - best  time to do auspiciopus  activites; nar seyar –good action  . 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  konda   kuri koar  noakki  kadamai  aatrida  /seyar 
aatrida  yaetra  naeram  -   best  time to act towards the goal ;  kuri koar- aim ; 
kadami- duty  . 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  thiru  naar  kondaaduvatharkku  sirantha  naeram-   
best time to celebrate;  thiru naar- festival ; kondaadu –celebrate  . 
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 Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   kanavanum  manai- viyim   kooduvatharkku / 
saeruvatharkku / thaniyaaka paesuvatharkku  siriantha naeram-  best  time to 
have sex ; kanavan- husband/ kondavan ; manai-  wife; kooda- join ; saera- join; 
paesa-speak  .  
 
 

17. Anuradha 3° 20' Scorpio - 16° 40' Scorpio - (Deity -Mitra, Saraswati) - 
Favourable for group activity, research, study, occult, meditation, exploring 
nature, travel, foreign affairs, finances, secret activity, friendship. 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  iyarkkai yaei  aaivu  /aaraaichhci /  seivatharkku  
siranth naeram  -  best time to do  research / explore nature  ;  iyarkkai- nature ;  
aaivu- research ; aaraaichchi-   research .  
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kudi -inaththavaraodu  kondaaduvatharkku sirantha 
naeram – best  time to move with clan  members ;  kudi inam- citizen ;  
kondaadu- celebrate  .  
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  pakaivaraodu   natpu  kaattuvatharkku  yaetra  
naeram -   best  time  to make friendship  with enemies ; pakaivar- enmy ; natpu –
friendship .   
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   oathuvathrakku  / keeruvatharkku  sirantha 
naeram – best  time to recite / write ; oathu- teach/ recite ; keerudika  –write .  
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   yevarum  ariyaamar  yaethenum  ondrai    seyar  
paduththuvatharkku  sirantha naeram- best  time to do some activities without 
the  knowledge of others ; seyar paduththu- do  ; sirantha- best; naeram- time  . 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   andai naatu udan  thootharaka  uravai  maem 
paduththuvatharkku   yaetra/ sirantha  naeram [ missing  letter- pa-]--  best  time 
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to  improve foreign  relationships  with neighbouring  countries  ; andai naadu   -
neighbouring state ;  thootharakam- embassy;  uravu –relationship  .    
 
18. Jyestha 16° 40' Scorpio - 30° 00' Scorpio - (Deity -Indra) - Favourable for harsh 
activity, judgement and punishment, taking control, authority, occult, helping 
elders, family matters, discipline & penance, magic. 
 
 Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   theerpu  kodukka  sirantha  naeram  - best  time to 
give  verdict/ judgement  ; theerppu-  judgement ;  kodukka- to give . 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  thandanai   kodukka  yaetra  /sirantha  naeram – 
best time to give punishment  ;  thandanai- punishment .  
  
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  muthiyoarukku  uthavi   seithida yaetra  naeram -  
best  time to help  elders ;  muthiyoar- elders; uthavi- help   . 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is kodura  seyar  seivatharkku  yaetra  naeram –  best  
time  to do bad/ cruel  activites  ; kodura seyar-  cruel deeds . 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kudiththnaththai   seer seithida  / murai paduththa 
yaetra  naeram [ missing letter- pa-]-  best  time to look after family  matters   ;  
kudiththanam-  family ;  seer seithidu-  make alright  . 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  thannai   oruththida- vatharkku  yaetra naeram / 
muttrum thuranthiduvatharkku / thavam irunthida / nonpu   irunthiduvatharkku   
sirantha naeram [ missing letter- pa-]-   best  time to undergo  penance ;    
thuranthiduka- renounce ; nonpu- penance .   
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  urimai  adainathuduvatharkku  sirantha naeram  -  
best  time to get  power;  urimai- rights ; adainthidu- attain  . 
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19. Mula 0° 00' Sagittarius - 13° 20' Sagittarius - (Deity -Nritti, Kali) - Knowledge, 
oratory, herbs, medicines, agriculture, building foundations, adventures, 
cutting, self assertion, meditation, transformation, astrology. 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  payir seivatharkku / payir iduvatharkku  yaetra  
naeram [ missing  letter- pa-]- best  time to do agricultural work ; payir- crops ; 
naeram- time  .  
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  thunikara  seyar   seivatharkku  sirantha  naeram- 
best  time to  do adventurous  activities ; thunikaram- dare ; seithidu –do. 
naeram- time . 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  noaei   theer-k-kum  marunthu   maaththirai  kandu  
pidikka  sirantha  naeram  [ missing letter- pa-]-  best  time to find out new drugs; 
noaei- nodi- disease ; marunthu- drug; maaththirai- pill; kandu  pidi- invent/find. 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   arivai  perukkuvatharkku  yaetra  / sirantha naeram 
missing  letter- pa-]- best  time to  improve one’s  knowledge ; arivu- knowledge ; 
perukku - multiply . 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   paer urai aatruvatharkku  sirantha naeram [ 
missing  letter- pa-]-  best time to give a lecture ; paer urai-  lecture  .  
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is    vaan iyar  soothtiram  karpatharkku  sirantha 
naeram –[ missing  letter- pa-]-   best  time to learn astrology  ; vaan iyar  
saasththiram – astronomy . 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  vettuvatharkku   sirantha naeram  -  best  time  for 
cutting   ; vettu –cut .  
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Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   kattida   kaar  koar   naduvatharkku  sirantha 
naeram -  best time to  make foundations  for building ; kattidam- building;  kattu- 
build;  kaar koar- basement   .  
 
20. Purva Shadha 13° 20' Sagittarius - 26° 40' Sagittarius - (Deity -Apah) - 
Favourable for courageous activity, adventures, confrontation, war, water 
activity, performance, agriculture, marriage, sex, sport. 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  seyar- k- karaiya  seyar /  thuni kara  seyar  
seivatharkku  yaetra  naeram -  best  time do daring  activites  ;  thunikara seyar- 
brave action .  
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   ethiri -yoadu   poariduvatharkku/ ethiri naatu - 
udan  poar thoduppatharkku   yaetra  naeram/ sandai  poada  sirantha naeram [ 
missing   letter- pa-]- –best  time to make a war  with enemy  country; ethiri-  
enemy ;  poaridu- to make a war  ; sandai poaduka -  fight . 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   thoatta  pani  seivatharkku   yaetra  naeram [ 
missing  letter- pa-]- best  time to do farming  ; thoattam- estate ; pani- job .    
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   neenthuvatharkku  yaetra / sirantha  naeram-  best  
time to swim ; neentha vaendum - to swim  . 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   oaduvatharkku / thaanduvatharkku /mattai / 
panthu  aataam aaduvatharkku / vattu thookki erivatharkku /  poo - panthu  
kondu / kaar panthu /  aaduvatharkku / koodai panthu  aattam aaduvatharkku /  
vir kondu   ampai  eivatharkku / poatti  nadaththuvatharkku  sirantha naeram – 
bet  time  to run/ jump/  to play  foot ball/ volley ball / badminton / to play  discus  
throw ;  oada- run ; thaandu- jump /empu ;  mattai panthu- criket  ; mattai- bat;  
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panthu- ball;  vattu –disc ;  erinthiduka - throw  ;  poo panthu - badminton; kaar 
panthu- foot ball ; aadu- play ; vir- bow; poatti- bet /race  . 
 
Badminton play   has the consonants - pa -the – ma- an- the –an- pa- la  - and the  
original Tamil interpretaton  of the word is  poo panthu  vilaiyaattu aada vaendum  
[ missing  letter- ka-]- to play badminton;  bad- poo panthu ;  vilaiyaatu- play ;  
aadu- play [v] .  
 
Volley ball has the consonants -va- la -and the  original Tamil word is valai- net . 
 
21. Uttara Shadha 26° 40' Sagittarius - 10° 00' Capricorn - (Deity - Ganesh, 10 
Vishvadevas) - Favourable for Beginnings, Planning, Spiritual activity, Business, 
Contracts, Marraige, sex, dealing with authority & legal matters, initiations of 
any kind. 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  nar  seyar  thuvanka sirantha  naeram -  best  time 
to do  auspicious  activites  ; nar seyar- good deeds;  thuvanka- to begin .    
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  thittam  iduvatharkku  yaetra / sirantha  naeram-  
best time  to do planning   ;  thittam-  plan ;  idu- make .  
 
  Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  thiru  pani/  samaya  pani  seivatharkku  yaetra  
naeram  -   best  time to do  temple activites;  pani- job;  thiru- sacred; samyam- 
religion    .  
 
  Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   oppantham  seivatharkku   yaetra  naeram [ 
missing letter- pa-] –  best time  to make contracts ; oppantham - contract   . 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   satta  nadavadikkai  seivatharkku  yaetra  naeram -  
best  time  to make legal activites  ;  sattam- law; nadavadikkai -  actions  .  
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22. Shravana 10° 00' Capricorn - 23° 20' Capricorn - (Deity -Vishnu, Saraswati) - 
Favourable for religious activity, new ventures, property, medicine and healing, 
advice, music, learning, languages, meditation, sex, organization, important 
communications, travel. 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  samya/   kovir thiru pani  seivatharkku  yaetra  
naeram-  best  time to indulge in  temple/ religious activites ; samyam- religion;  
kovir- temple ; thiru pani  -sacred deeds  ;  samyam- religion  ; kovir-  temple;  
pani- work/ Job;  naeram- time.    
 
 Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   puthiya  paechchu  katru  thaeruvatharkku  
sirantha  naeram [ missing letter- pa-]-  best  time to learn new languages ; 
puthiya- new/ nava [Skt] ; paechhcu- basha / speech ; karkka- learn  .  
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   noaei -  yaei   / pini -yaei   kunamaakkuvatharkku  
yaetra  naeram  [ missing letter- pa-]- best  time for healing ; pini- illness/ nalam 
inmai ; kuna- maakkuthar vaendum - to cure .  
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is    arivu urai  kooruvatharkku  sirantha  naeram-  best  
time to advice.  ;  arivu – urai- advice  ; kooru –say . 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   isai/  paattu /  padipatharkku  yaetra  naeram [ 
missing letter- pa-]-   best time to learn music ; paattu- poem ; song; padi – learn .  
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   thaevaiyaana / avasiyamaana / mukkiyamana    
seithi  parappida /anuppida   thakuntha  naeram[ missing letter- pa-]-   best  time  
to send  important  messages  ;  thaevai- need;  parappidu- spread .  
 
23. Dhanishta 23° 20' Capricorn - 6° 40' Aquarius - (Deity -Shiva, The Vasus) - 
Favourable for religious activity, creative, music, dancing, group work, 
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celebrations, purchasing, travelling, lending money, spiritual, meditation, 
gardening, treating illnesses, promotion. 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  thiru  naar/ pandikai [Skt]   kondaaduvatharkku 
sirantha  naeram -  best  time to celebrate  festivals ; pandikai- festival ; kondaadu 
–celebrate   .  
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  paraththiayar  aattam / karkka / poei kaar kuthirai 
aattam / moakini  aattam   aaduvatharkku   yaetra  naeram [ missing  letter- pa-]-  
best  time to  play -  Baratha naatiyam [Paraththaiyar aattam ]  / karakam / 
moakini  aattam ;  paraththaiyar  aattam- Baratha Naattiyam  ; karkka- learn  ; 
poei- false ;  kaar-leg; kuthirai- horse ; aattam- dance/ play ;  aadu –dance[ v] . 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   kadan  koduppatharkku  sirantha/ yaetra   naeram [ 
missing letter- pa-]-   best time  to give loan  ; kadan-  loan; kodukka- to give  . 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is    kuzhu  nadavadikkai maer kondida   sirantha  
naeram  [ missing letter- zha/ la-]- best  time to  make  group activities  ; kuzhu- 
group;  nadavadikkai- action  .  
 
 

24. Shatabhishak 6° 40' Aquarius - 20° 00' Aquarius - (Deity -Shiva, Varuna) - 
Favourable for contracts, property, education, travel, meditation, sex, shamanic 
ceremonies involving plants, astrology, healing, technological activity, sea 
activity, solitude. 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   paei  oattuvatharkku  sirantha  naeram [ missing 
letter- pa-]- best time to do  exorcism  ; paei oattu-  to drive away the ghost / ida 
kani . 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is karuppu   manthram/thanthiram /  sooniyam 
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seivatharkku  yaetra  naeram  [ missing letter- pa-]-  best  time to  black magic ; 
karuppu  manthiram-  black  magic.  
  
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kadar paynam seivatharkku   sirantha naeram  -  
best  time to make sea voyages  ; kadar payanam- sea voyage .  
 
25. Purva Bhadrapada 20° 00' Aquarius - 3° 20' Pisces - (Deity -Aja-Ekapada, 
Rudra, Kali) - Dangerous, risky activity, mechanical or technological, death, 
endings, funerals, water, agricultural, penance, occult practices related to death 
issues. 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  paer  aapaththu/ idar   vara vaaippu irukirathu -  
there is chance  to face danger/ disaster ; paer- big; aapaththu- danger ; idar – 
danger ; vaaippu- chance  .     
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  erappu / maranam   vara / madinthida  vaaippu 
erukkirathu[ missing letter- pa-]-  death can occur ;  erappu- death ; madi –die .  
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  thunikara  seyar  seivatharkku  yaetra  naeram  -  
best  time to make daring activites ; thunikara  seyar-  brave action .  
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   karumaathi / neer kadan  seivatharkku   yaetra  
naeram -  best  time  to do  funeral  rites ;  rites –sirarthtam [Skt] .  
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kinaru  vettuvatharkku  yaetra  naeram   -  best  
time to dig well  ; kinaru –well  ; vettu / thoanduka  –dig .  
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  neer arunthuvatharkku  yaetra  naeram-  best  time 
to drink water ;  neer- water; arunthuka- drink  .   
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Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  pori / enthiram[Skt]   iyakkuvatharkku  sirantha 
naeram -  best  time to  operate a machine  ; pori- machine ; iyaakkam- operate/ 
move   .  
 
26. Uttara Bhadrapada 3° 20' Pisces - 16° 40' Pisces - (Deity -Ahir Budhanya, 
Shiva) - Meditation, solitude, research, kundalini practice, making promises, 
contracts, marriage, construction, charity, sex, treating disease, gardening, 
dealing with organizations. 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  thani- mai -yaei  naaduvatharkku  sirantha naeram -  
best  to time to seek   loneliness ;  thanimai- loneliness ; naaduka- to seek  .  
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  aaraaichchi /aaivu  seivatharkku sirantha naeram -  
best  time to do research  ;aaivu-  research . 
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  vaakku [Skt] kodupatharkku / saththiyam  [Skt] 
seivatharkku  sirantha  naeram  [missing letter- pa-]-  best  time  to make 
promises ; vaakku- promise/ paechchu  maaraamai   .  
    
27. Revati 16° 40' Pisces - 30° 00' Pisces - (Deity -Pushan, Vishnu) - Initiations, 
Endings, Business, Finances, Trade, marriage, sex, religious ritual, travel, 
gemstones, purchasing, creative, charity, adoption, helping others, learning, 
healing, leisure.  
 
Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   thathu   edukka  sirantha  naeram  - bet  time to go 
for adoption   ; thathu edu –adopt ; sirantha- best ; naeram- time .  

Nakshtra  has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  samya/ matha  sadanku seivatharkku  sirantha  
naeram -  best  time to indulge in  religious activites ; samayam-  religion ; 
matham- religion ; seithidu –do .    
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Nakshtra has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  mathippu  mikka  kar – kar  vaankuvatharkku  
sirantha  naeram -  best  time  to  purchase  stones ; mathippu- esteem/ costly ; 
kar-  stone  .  

Nakshtra has the consonants –  an- ka -sa –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   noaei   theerkka / kuna  paduththa  sirantha 
naeram [ missing letter- pa-]-  best  time  to seek for medical  help  ; noaei 
theerkka- cure  .  
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6. Units of time in ancient Tamil history  

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement  

 12 (base 8) or 10 kuzhigaL = 1 miy = 66.6666 millisecond-the time taken by the 
young human eyes to flap once. 

 2 kaNNimaigaL (க ணைமக ) = 1 kainodi (ைகெநா ) = 0.125 second 

 2 kainodi = 1 maatthirai (மா திைர) = 0.25 second 

 6 (base 8) or 6 miygaL = 1 siRRuzhi (nodi) சி ழி (ெநா ) = 0.40 second-
the time taken for a bubble (created by blowing air through a bamboo tube 
into a vessel 1 saaN high, full of water) to travel a distance of one saaN 
(சா ). 

 2 maatthiraigaL = 1 kuru ( ) = 0.50 second 

 2 (base 8) or 2 nodigaL = 1 vinaadi வனா  = 0.80 second-the time for the 
adult human heart to beat once 

 2 1⁄2 nodigaL = 2 kuru = 1 uyir உய  = 1 second 

 5 nodigaL = 2 uyir = 1 saNigam சாணக  = 1/2 aNu அ  = 2 seconds 
 12 (base 8) or 10 nodigaL = 1 aNu = 4 seconds 
 6 (base 8) or 6 aNukkaL = 12 saNigam = 1 thuLi ள  = 1 naazhigai-vinaadi 

நாழிைக வனா  = 24 seconds 

 12 (base 8) or 10 thuLigaL = 1 kaNam கண  = 4 minutes 
 6 (base 8) or 6 kaNangaL = 1 naazhigai= 24 minutes 

 12 (base 8) or 10 naazhigaigaL = 4 saamam சாம  = 1 siRupozhuthu 

சி ெபா  = 240 minutes = 4 hours 

 6 (base 8) or 6 siRu-pozhuthugaL = 1 naaL நா  (1 day) = 24 hours 

 7 naaTkaL = 1 kizhamai கிழைம (1 week) 

 15 naaTkaL = 1 azhuvam அ வ  (1 fortnight) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement
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 29.5 naaTkaL = 1 thingaL தி க  (1 lunar month) 

 2 thingaL = 1 perum-pozhuthu ெப ெபா  (1 season) 
 6 perum-pozhuthugaL = 1 AaNdu (1 year) 
 64 aaNdugaL = 1 vattam வ ட  (1 cycle) 

 4096 (=8^4) AaNdugaL = 1 Oozhi ஊழி (1 epoch) 
 

Hindu units of time   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hindu_units_of_time 

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

Vedic and Puranic texts describe units of Kala measurements, from Paramaṇu 
(about 17 microseconds) to Maha-Manvantara (311.04 trillion years). According 
to these texts, the creation and destruction of the universe is a cyclic process, 
which repeats itself forever. Each cycle starts with the birth and expansion 
(lifetime) of the Universe equaling 311.04 trillion years, followed by its complete 
annihilation (which also prevails for the same duration). This is currently 51st year 
of Brahma, and this is the "year" when the solar system was created according to 
Hindu astrology, and is the first mahayuga for humanity. 

 

              Remember the Sooththiram -  ka= va ;  va = ka .  

Veda   has the consonants - va -the -and the orignaltamil interpretation of the 
word is  kaathu koduththu  kaettu vantha kathai/ vaai kondu   kathiththu  vantha 
kathai  -  the stories  told  by mouth and listened by ears  .  

Veda   has the consonants - va -the -and the orignaltamil interpretation of the 
word is  aaivu  kondu  /aaivu  nadaththi   mudivaana  unmai / kanda  unmai - 
vaethaantham [Skt] - the   proven truth . 

Veda   has the consonants - va -the -and the orignaltamil interpretation of the 
word is  mikka unmai / unmai kondathu   - thaththuvam [Skt] . 

Micros  has the consonants-  ma -ka -Ra - sa-  and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  mika siriya  -  very  small .  

Purana  [Skt] has the consonants – pa- Ra- an – and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  mana- p- paadam / nettu-uru [ paarayanam] [Skt]   
panni  kathaiththu  vantha / kaathaar kaettu vantha  perum kaathai  [ missing 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hindu_units_of_time
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letters-  ka -and -the -]-  big  story  learned by  heart -  told by mouth / heard by  
ears.-  

 

                                                        Kala.  

                                               KA= SUN ; LA- MOON              

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  kaalam-  time.  

Mythology . 

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   kaalan- Sivan-  Dravidian  sun god  .  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   kaala makan-  sun god .  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   kaala makal - moon goddess;  kaalam-  time;  makal-  daughter  .  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   kilavan – sun god .  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  kilavi- moon goddess.     

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   kaali  [ nilavu  makal ]  -  moon goddess  -  wife of Sivan.     

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  Vaelan-  Murugan -  Dravidian sun god  /son of Sivan .  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  Valli – moon goddess/ wife of Murugan/ daughter of Kaali  .   

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  Valli kanavan-  Murugan-  husband of valli/ moon goddess . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  kalvan-  Murugan . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   kalli- moon goddess.  
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Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   Azhakan-  Murugan  . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  kooli-  devil .   

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  keezh  ulakam – hell .  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   mael ulakam -  heaven ;  mael-  upper;  ulakam-  world. . 

Time   

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   vaan -iyal-   astronomy  . 

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   vaelai-  time . 

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  kaalai  vaelai- morning time.  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  maalai vaelai- evening time . 

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  kaevali  [ mukkaalam]  - one  who knows the past/ present and the 
future.  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   nan  pakal / pakal vaelai-  [ missing letter- pa-]- day time.  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is    vaan veli -  space.  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  vin veli- space.     

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   veli- space.  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  paal veli [ missing  letter- pa-] - milky way ; paal-  milk   . 

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  vali- air.  
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Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   kole-   planet -  that decides the time.  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  ven mukil-  white clouds;  venmai -  white;  mukil-  clouds.     

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  vaana villu- rain bow.   

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   vin meenkal-  stars . 

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  keezh vaanam-  lower part of the sky  ;  keezh-  lower;  vaanm- sky.   .   

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  mael vaanam-  top of the  sky ;  mael – upper.   

 

Measurement.  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   kolam-  rounded one- planet .  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   kaala kanakku  -  time measurement . 

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   alakka- to measure.  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   alaku-  unitof measurement.   

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is    alavai kole -  measuring  rod.  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  kaala  alavu -  measurement  of time . 

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   alavu kole-  measuring  rod.  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   koana alavai  -  angular measurement.  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  paakai alavu-  degree measurement .   
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Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   oli  alaikal  alavu -  sound waves  measurement . 

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  oli alaikal  alavu – light waves measurement .   

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   kol- alavu- capacity  measurement.   

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is    kalai-  unit of measurement [astronomy]  . 

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  viakalai - unit of measurement [astronomy] .  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  kazhi/ kazhivu -  minus[ maths].   

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   kaniththal-[ missing letter-  the -]-  assess/ calculate  

 Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   koottal  [ missing letter-  the -] - addition [ maths] . 

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   vakuththal [ missing letter-  the -]  - division . 

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  akalam -  breadth .    

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  neela akalam-  length and breadth ;  neelam-  length ;  akalam-  breadth  .  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   kaal -  ¼  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  mukkaaal -   ¾ . 

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  mukkaal veesam [ missing  letter- sa-]- 3/64.   

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  kaal veesam [ missing  letter- sa-]- 1/64.   

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  keel mukkaal -  3/1280. 
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Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  keel  kaal – 1/1280.   

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   keel veesam [ missing letter- sa-]-  1/5120. 

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   kai alavu -  hand full  ;  kai-  hand.  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  kaal alavu –  leg   measurement ;  kaal-  leg.    

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   kanukkaal alavu – up to ankle level ;  kanukkaal-  ankle  .  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   kuzhi-  alavu – 144 sq ft . 

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  kana  alavu-  4 minutes ;  alavu -   measurement .    

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  naazhikai alavu -  24 minutes.    

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  2  kan imaikal-   0.125 sec. 

 

7days  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  yaezhu  naaal – kilamai  onnu - 7 days a week ; yaezhu– seven ; naal- day . 

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   kilamai- week day .  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  azhuvam -  fortnight.  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is Gnaayiru  kilamai [ missing letter- Ra -]-  Sunday ; Gnaayiru-  sun . 

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  Vei-yon  kilamai -  day of the sun – Sunday ;  Vei-yon -  sun.  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  Thinkal  kilamai [ missing letter-  the -]-  Monday.    
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Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   nilavu kolukkaana  kilamai -  day of the  moon  planet  - Monday . 

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   Sev-vaai kilamai [ missing letter- sa-]- Tuesday . 

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  Kaniyan kilamai-  Wednesday . 

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   Viyaazhan kilamai – Thursday.   

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   Velli kilamai -  Friday.  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  Mai meen  kilamai- Saturday. 

 

Time 

 Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   veyyal  kaalam-  summer time ;  veyyal – sunny .  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   mazhai kaalam-  rainy  season .  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  mazhai  alavu -  rain measurement   ; mazhai- rain .   

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  vella  kaalam -    floody time ;  vellam-  flood . 

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   pani kaalam [ missing  letter- pa-]-  winter season ;  pani- snow.   

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  kulumai-  cool .   

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   vekkaalam-  hot/ humid . 

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   kaala vellam-   the time  flow ;  kaalam-  time.   

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
kali[Skt] / nikal  kalaam -  present  era . 
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Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is nikal kaalam- present time ;  nikal-  present .  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is kanaa kaalam-  dream season ;  kanaa- dream .  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  Velli  mulaikkum kaalam -  the time for the Venus to rise ;  Velli-  Venus .  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  sayum kaalam [ missing  letter- sa-]- -  evening time/ time for sun set;  
saainthidu- set  .  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  poana / pazham  kaalam [ missing letter- pa-] -  gone days / past ; 
ponathu- past . 

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is ek- kaalamum -  for all time/ eternal  . 

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is mukkaalamum -  past/ present/ future  time . 

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  uoozhi kaalam-  epoch . 

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is ulakam azhiyim naal -  the day of destruction  of the earth. 

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  nalla naalum  kilamiyim-  auspicuious  day  /week  .  

 

7 Planets.    

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   koalkal  yaelu-  planets are  7.  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  Veyyal-  sun .  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   Pakal/ Pakaloan [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  sun .  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   Azhalavan- sun.   
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Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  kan - oli-  sun .    

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  Mukilan- sun  . 

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   mukil-  clouds.  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  nilavu- moon  . 

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   vellai nilavu / van- nilavu -  white moon.  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   manjal  nilavu [ missing letter- sa-]  -  yellow moon  . 

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   muzu nilavu  naal -  full moon day  .  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   mai- nilavu  / mai kuzhavi  naal -  new moon day/ black moon ;  mai- dark 
;  nilavu-  moon ;   kuzhavi-  baby . .  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   Sev -Vaai enum kole-   Mars.  

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  Kaniyan enum kole-  Mercury ; Kaniyan-  astrologer.    

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is    Valliya  kole [ big planet ] - Viyaazhan enum kole – the palnet  called  
Jupitor.   

Kala   has the  consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  Velli enum kolE-  Venus;  kole=  planet  .  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   Mai- meen enum kole Saturn ; mai -  dark/ black .  

 

4 Directions . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is    vazhikal  naangu-  directions are 4;   vazhi-  path ;  naangu- four.  
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Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   kizhakaala-  east  direction . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   maekkaala-  west  side.    

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  thekkaala- [ missing letter- the -]-   south side.    

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   vadakkaala-[ missing letter- the -]- north side.  

 

12 Months . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   eru  aaru thinkal - aandu  kanakku  onnu  / ondru   [ missing letters-  Ra –
and- the -]-   2x6 months=  one year;  eru-  two;  aaru-  six;   thinkal-  months ;  
aandu- year; kanakku-  estimation .  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is    aadu / vellaadu  enum  vin meenukkaana   thinkal / maatham  [ missing 
letter- the -] -    month for the goat  star  /  Cheithirai  month [  semmari aadu  
[Aries]   thinkal;  adu-   goat ;   vin  meen- star;    

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is    kaalai / kidaa maadu   enum thinkal   [ missing letter- the -]-  vaikaasi 
month /  month  for the Tarus  star ;  kida maadu- bull ;  thinkal-  month/moon . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  kazhai / kaikilai  / kazhvu vaelai  -  enum thinkal [ missing letter- the -]-  
male organ  month / sexuality  month  - Aani  month;  kazhai- linga[Skt]   . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   vaan kadal  nandu  enum thinkal [ missing letter- the -]-  crab[Cancer]  
month/ Aadi  month ; vaan  kadal- sky sea ;  nandu- crab .  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  ko vilangu  enum  thinkal-[ missing letter- the -]-    Aavani [ Sinkam] [ Leo]   
month ;  ko vilangu- leo/ yaali[Skt]   .  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  kanni  enum  meenukkaana  thinkal --[ missing letter- the -]-  
Puraththaathi[ Virgo  ] month  ; kanni-  virgin. . 
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Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  alavu kole /   thookku  kole   /edai alavu kole --[ missing letter- the -]-  -  
balance[  Libra ]  month /Aippaci month  .  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  Thazhal enum   vin meenukkaana  thinkal [ missing letter- the -]-    month 
for the  Pleiades  star cluster ;  Thazhal meen-  Pleiades  .    

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   Vaelavanukkaana thinkal-[ missing letter- the -]-   month for Lord 
Murugan -  Kaarththikai [Skt]  month ;  Vaelan-  Murugan . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  nali  enum  vin -meenukkaana  thinkal-[ missing letter- the -]-   month for 
the star  Virichikam/Scorpio -  Karththikai month .   

 Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   Villaalan -   meenukkaana  thinkal- -[ missing letter- the -]- month for the 
archer  / month for the Saggitarius / Markazhi month ;  Villaalan -  archer;  meen-  
star / fish .  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  aattu mandai meenukkaana thinkal -[ missing letter- the -]- month for  
Makaram/ Sirankam/Suravam- Thai month;  aatu mandai -  goat head.   

 Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   Vaan kudam   enum  meenukkaana  thinkal -[ missing letter- the-]- 
month for the  Kumpham / Masi month ;  vaan  kudam-  sky pot . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   meenam enum  vin meenkalukkaana thinkal -[ missing letter- the-]- the 
month for the Pisces / Pankuni  month;  meenam- Pisces   . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  Valliya koal [ big planet ] -  Viyaazan  vattam  -[ missing letter- the-]- -  60 
years cycle; Viyaazhan-  Jupitor.    

 

27 stars.  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is    vaanil  kanum   Vanni mukam enum  meen -  horse face star /  Aswin 
kumar  star;  vanni-  horse ; mukam- face ;  meen- star  /fish  . 
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Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   vaanil kaanum   kaalai enum meen  -  Tarus  star-  that is seen in the sky . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  vaanil kaanum   kalai maan enum   meen-  deer star .  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   vaanil kaanum  kizhavan enum meen – Barani [Skt] star . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   vaanil kaanum  Alaku  enum  meen – karththikai [Skt]  star . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   vaanil kaanum  Vaiyam    enum  meen  /aya naal enum meen – 
Rokini[Skt]  star ;  vaiyam-  vehicle/ vaakanam [Skt]  . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   vaanil kaanum  Maazhaku  enum  meen-  Miruga siridam[Skt]  Star . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   vaanil kaanum  Yaazh   enum  meen  - Arudra [Skt]  star . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   vaanil kaanum    kazhai  [ linka ] [Skt]/  moonkil  enum meen – Punar 
Poosam [Skt] star;  ozhukka-  to fuck;  kazhavu vaelai-  intercourse  .  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is vaanil kaanum  Kaal kulam enum meen  -Poosam star .   

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  vaanil kaanum  kau-vai  enum meen-  Aashyilsha star ; kaal ili  enum 
meen -  one withut  legs – snake . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is vaanil kaanum  Vaaikkaal  enum  meen- Magha[ Skt]  star.  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  vaanil kaanum   Vaelvi enum meen - Magha[ Skt]  star. 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  vaanil kaanum  Kanai  Ezhunchchini  enum meen [ missing  letter- sa-]- 
Poosam[Skt] star.  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  vaanil kaanum  Paal kuni [Skt]  enum meen [ missing letter- pa-]  
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Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   vaanil kaanum  kai  enum  meen-  the hand star  -Astam[Skt]  star; kai-  
hand.    

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is vaanil kaanum  Suvai  enum   meen [ missing  letter- sa-]- Cheithirai star.  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is vaanil kaanum  Vilakku   enum   meen -  Swaathi [Skt] star; Vilakku- lamp. .  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  vaanil kaanum   Veezhkkai    enum   meen -  Swaathi [Skt] star.  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   vaanil kaanum   Sulaku  enum meen [ missing  letter- sa-]-Vikaasi/Vishaka  
[Skt] star . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   vaanil kaanum  Pul  enum meen  [ missing  letter- pa-]-Anusam [Skt ]   
star . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is vaanil kaanum  naangu  vael/ Thulam kolli  enum  meen [ missing letter- 
the -- ]  -  four  spears  star / Kaettai [Skt] star . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   vaanil kaanum  kokku enum meen - Moola [Star ] star . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   vaanil kaanum   Sinai Villu  enum meen [ missing  letter- sa-] – Moola star  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   vaanil kaanum   Udai kulam  enum meen [ missing letter-  the-]- 
Pooraadam [Skt]  star .   

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  vaanil kaanum   kadai kulam  enum meen [ missing letter-  the-]- 
Uththiraadam  [Skt]  Star .   

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   vaanil kaanum  Ulakkai enum meen  - Shri Voana[Skt]star . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   vaanil kaanum  Mu-k-kole  enum meen - Shri Voana[Skt]star. 
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Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is    vaanil kaanum   kaakaki enum meen   - Avittam[Skt]  star . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  vaanil kaanum  kallakam enum meen  -  hill star / Satha Abishaeik [Skt] 
star ;  kallakam – hill . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is vaanil kaanum kozhun-k-kole naazhi  enum meen  - Puraatathi [Skt] star  

 Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  vaanil kaanum  Mannavan enum meen – Uththiraatathi [Skt]  star ; 
Mannavan- king . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is Pin  kozhun-k- kole enum meen [ missing letter- pa-]- Uththirataathi star.  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  vaanil kaanum  Kalam enum meen  -  Ship star /Raevathi[Skt] ; kalam- 
ship  .  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  vaanil kaanum  Navaai enum meen -  ship star /Raevathi[Skt] ; Navaai-  
Navy .  

 

Stones.  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   kaal -  wheel / leg . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  valayam-  wheel   . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   kal-  stone.  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   neela kal – sapphire  stone . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  pachchai kal [ missing letters-  pa- and sa-] -  emerald  .  

 Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   sivappu kal [ missing letters-  pa- and sa-] -  red stone/  ruby .  
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Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  senkal-[ missing letter- sa-]  brick.    

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  maavu  kal  .   

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   maanikka kal . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  kallu mannu-  stone and soil  / rocky  land.   

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   oli vellam-  flood light  . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  kalvi-   education .  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is kalai – arts.   

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is kalavu iyal-  sexuality .  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is kolkai  -  principle.  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   ulakam- world.  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   kuvalayam-  world.   

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the    other interpretation  of the word is 
akilam [ Skt] -  world/ universe.  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  valluvan -  astrologer.   

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  kaala kanitham [ missing letter-  the -]- astronomy . 

 

 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  vin kalam -  space craft.  
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Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   vannan-k-kal-  colors . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is oli  vannam-  bright light . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  vellai vannam -  white color.   

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  neela vannam-   blue color . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  manjal vannam-[ missing letter- sa-]- yellow color.  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  kolli kan-    fire eye/ sun . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is ani  kalan-  jewel .  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is velli nakaikal-  silver jewels;  velli- silver ;  nakai-  jewel  .  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is pon nakaikal [ missing  letter- pa-] -  gold jewels ;  pon- gold .  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is kaal kolusu [ missing  letter- sa-]-  – anklets . 

 Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is valaiyal- kal -  bangles.  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  azhaku- beauty .  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   vaazhvu- life.  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  kulam- race.    

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
vaeli-  farm land.  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
vaelai – work.  
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Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
kaliyanam-  marriage  . 

 

 Body parts.  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  kankal-  eyes.   

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   vizhikal-  eyes.  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  alaku- beak . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   kaalkal-  legs.  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   kaikal-  hands.   

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   ullam-k- kai-  palm . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  akkul / kai kuzhi -  axilla  . 

Axilla  has the consonants -ka- [-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is akkul-  
axilla . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  kanukkaal- ankle  .  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  kazhai – linga . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is alkul- vulva . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  poeikkum  kalam/ kapalam  [ missing letter- pa-]-  cephalus  /begger’s 
bowel . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
skull- [ missing  letter- sa-] - cephalus .   
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Lamp/ vilakku .  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  vilakku-  lamp 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   akal vilakuu-  a kind of lamp . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  nei  /en-nei  vilakku- oil lamp ;  nei- oil . 

 Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   kula vilakku – family lamp [ allegory – woman ]  . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  min- kala vilaku-  battery ligh.;  min kalam-  cell    

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   kuththu vilaku -  a kind of standing  lamp . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   maa vilakku-  a kind of lamp . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   mani vilakku-  sun /star/ moon .  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  vaan villakku-  sky light.   

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  kai vilakku -  hand lamp . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  kula makal vilakku  - Laksmi [Skt]  vilakku .  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   paavai  vilakku [ missing letter- pa-] - a kind of lamp ; paavai-  girl . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  saeval kozhi  vilakku [ missing  letter- sa-] —cock  lamp;  saeval- rooster  . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is oli  vilakku -  light of the lamp ;  oli- light  .  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is mayil vilakku  -  peacock  lamp;  mayil-  peacock  . 
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Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  mun vilakku –terracotta lamp ;  mun-  sand  . 

 Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   kovil vilakku  -temple light.  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  villkku  oli-  the  light of the lamp .   

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   azhiyaa vilkku – eternal lamp .  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  anaiyaa  vilakku-  ever burning light.   

 Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  velli vilakku -  silver lamp  ; velli –silver . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   pon vilakku [ missing  letter- pa-]- golden lamp . 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   thonkum vilakku  [ missing  letter-  the -]- hanging light;  thongu – to 
hang  .  

 

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   maa-k-kolam-  flour drawing.  

Kala   has the consonants-   ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  kalam-  ship .  

Kala   has the consonants-  ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  vaan  kappal [ missing letter- pa-] -  ship  of the sky .  

Kala   has the consonants-  ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  kaalai -  bull. 

Kala   has the consonants-  ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   kazhuku- eagle .  

Kala   has the consonants-  ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  ko- vilangu-  king of the beasts-  lion-  sun .   

Kala   has the consonants-  ka –la- and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   vazhakkam-  tradition . 
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7. Numerals. 

       

Tamil numerals 
 

Zero 

Old Tamil possesses a special numerical character for zero (see Old Tamil 
numerals below) and it is read as andru(literally, no/nothing). But yet Modern 
Tamil renounces the use of its native character and uses Arabic, 0. Modern Tamil 
words for zero include ழிய  (suzhiyam) or சிய  (poocciyam). 

Cardinal numbers ( த  எ க ) 

Modern 
Tamil script 

Tamil numeral Tamil word and pronunciation 

௦ 0  ழிய  (chuḻiyam); Old Tamil பா  (pāḻ)[1] 

௧ 1  ஒ  (oṉṟu) 

௨ 2  இர  (iraṇṭu) 

௩ 3   (mūṉṟu) 

௪ 4  நா  (nāṉku) 

௫ 5  ஐ  (aintu) 
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௬ 6  ஆ  (āru) 

௭ 7  ஏ  (ēḻu) 

௮ 8  எ  (eṭṭu) 

௯ 9  ஒ ப  (oṉpatu) 

௰ 10  ப  (pattu) 

Modern 
Tamil script 

Tamil prefix Transliteration Sanskrit equivalent Transliteration 

௧ ஓ  ōr ஏக ēka 

௨ ஈ  īr வ  tuvi 

௩  mū தி  tiri 

௪ நா  nāṉ ச  catur 

௫ ஐ ai ப ச pañca 
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௬ ஆ  āṟ(u) ச  can 

௭ ஏ  ēḻ(u) ச ட cattaα 

௮ எ  eņ அ ட aṭṭaα 

௯ ெதா  ton நவ nava 

Percentage (வ கா  

Percentage is known as வ கா  (vizhukkaadu) in Tamil or சதவத  (sathaveetham). These words are simply added 

after a number to form percentages. For instance, four percent is நா  சதவத  (naangu sathaveetham) or நா  
வ கா  (naangu vizhukkaadu). Percentage symbol (%) is also recognised and used. 

                                       Old Tamil numerals 

                           The Tamil numbers used symbols. 

 

  

 

Few terms ;  
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Number   has the consonants – an- ma- [-pa -] –Ra-  and the orignaltamil  
interpretation  of the word is ennum  /en murai-  counting method ;  perum en-  
big number . 

Cube  has the consonants   -ka – [-pa-] - and the original  Tamil intepreation  of 
the word is  kanam  -  cube.  

Cube  has the consonants   -ka – [-pa-] - and the original  Tamil intepreation  of 
the word is   kunanam -  multiplication . 

Cube  has the consonants   -ka – [-pa-] - and the original  Tamil intepreation  of 
the word is   kunaneeyam-  the number which  has to be multiplied.  

Mathemetics   has the consonants    ma–  the – ma- the- ka- sa- - and the original  
Tamil intepreation  of the word is   en kanakku - kondu  kanakeeddu seithidum  
vitham   -  method  of  calculation  by  numbers . 

Yaek [ Skt]  has the consonant - ka - and the original Tamil  meaning  of the word 
is   en  kanakku  onnu   =   the  numerical calcutaion  one  .  

One  has the consonant-   an  -  and the original Tamil  meaning  of the word is en 
– onnu -  numerical one . 

Dou [Skt]  has the consonant-  the    -  va -  and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   en  onuukku  aduththa en   -   the  numerical next  to  ‘ka’   

Dou [Skt]  has the consonant-  the    -  va -  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  two .  

Two  has the consonants - the -va -and the  interpretion  of the word is  duo / 
dhuva  . 

Two  has the consonants - the -va -and the  interpretion  of the word is  en 
kanakkeedu – uoo – 2 ; uo- Tamil numeral  . 

Thri [Skt]  has the consonants-  the- Ra- and the original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is   eru   endra   en-nin    aduththa  en   moonu/  moondru -  the numerical 
next  to  two is   three . 
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Thri [Skt]  has the consonants-  the- Ra- and the  other  interpretation of the  word 
is    andri-  zero /  nil   

Thri [Skt]  has the consonants-  the- Ra- and the  other  interpretation of the  word 
is   onnu  endra  en -  ondru –  the numerical  called one.  

Thri [Skt]  has the consonants-  the- Ra- and the  other  interpretation of the  word 
is   ‘eru’  endra  en -  erandu – the numerical called two.  

Thri [Skt]  has the consonants-  the- Ra- and the  other  interpretation of the  word 
is    moo  endra en -  moondru -  the numerical called three .  

Thri [Skt]  has the consonants-  the- Ra- and the  other  interpretation of the  word 
is   moondrin/ ‘moo’ endra  ennin -  aduththa en-  naan-  the numerical following 
three is four  . 

Thri [Skt]  has the consonants-  the- Ra- and the  other  interpretation of the  word 
is    ‘naan ‘endra ennin  aduththa en- ‘I ‘-  the numerical following  four is five.  

Thri [Skt]  has the consonants-  the- Ra- and the  other  interpretation of the  word 
is  ‘ I ‘ endra ennin aduththa  en-  ‘aaru ‘-  the numerical following five is six.   

Thri [Skt]  has the consonants-  the- Ra- and the  other  interpretation of the  word 
is   ‘aaru ‘endra ennin aduththa en  -  ‘yaer’- the numerical following  six  is seven ;  
yaer = yazhu  ;  Ra = la .   

Thri [Skt]  has the consonants-  the- Ra- and the  other  interpretation of the  word 
is   ‘yaer’  endra   ennin aduththa  en  -  ‘enn’  -  the   numerical following seven  is   
eight . 

Thri [Skt]  has the consonants-  the- Ra- and the  other  interpretation of the  word 
is    ‘enn’  endra  ennin  aduththa  en -  thondu -  the numerical following  eight  is 
nine.  

Chadur  has the consonants -  [-sa -] –the- Ra- and the orignaltamio interpretation 
of the word is   mu/  moonu  endra  ennin -  aduththa  en   naan -  the  numerical  
following  three  is  four ;  moo=  three  .  
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Four  has the consonants – [-pa-]  –Ra- and the  interpretation of the word is  
chaar-[ missing letter- sa-] - four . 

Pancha [Skt]  has the consonants- pa- an –[-sa-]  - and the original interpretation  
of the  word is  naan  enum  ennin  adththa/ pinthaiya   en  I   -  aeintu [ missing  
letter- the -]- the numerical next  to four is five ; naan- four ;  I = five.    

Pancha [Skt]  has the consonants- [- pa-] - an –sa- and the other interpretation  of 
the  word is   aeinju – five.  

Five  has the consonants  pa va  and the   original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  en kanakku -  I  -  numerical five.  

Sas  [Skt] has  the consonants –[- sa-] – [-sa-] -    and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  aaru [ missing  letter-  Ra-] – six/ chake .  

Six  has the consonants- sa- ka- [-sa-]- and the interpretation of the word is 
chake[Skt]  – six.  

Sath [Skt]/ sapta   has the consonants –[- sa-] -the -and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  aaru  endra  ennin aduththa en – yaer [ missing  letter-  
Ra-]  -  the numerical following  six is seven ;  aaru –six.  

Seven  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - va -an - and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   ennikkai/ en kanakku  yaer [ missing letter- Ra -] -   numerical 
seven . 

Atta [Skt] /asta    has the consonants -  the- the -   and the   original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  yaer  endra ennin aduththa  en –‘enn ‘-[ missing  
letter-  Ra-] -   the numerical that follows seven is  eight ;  yaer- seven .   

Atta [Skt]   has the consonants -  the--   and the  other interpretation of the word 
is   ettu -  enum  en – the numerical eight ;  enn =  eight . 

Atta [Skt]   has the consonants -  the-    and the  other interpretation of the word 
is   en  kanakkeedu [ missing  letter- ka-]- - a/ann= 8 ; a /ann= Tamil numeral ; en- 
numeral  ;  ann- 8 . 
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Eight  has the consonants – ka- the – and the original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  thondu  ennukku munthaiya en -  enn -  the  numerical eight preceeding 
the  numerical nine.   

Eight  has the consonants – ka- the – and the original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  en   kanakkeedu  - a / ann  = 8; a- Tamil numeral.  

Nava  has the consonants -an -va -  and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  ‘ enn’   enum ennukku  aduththa  en-  thondu [ missing  letter-  the -] – 
the numerical that follows eight is nine-  thondu – nine.     

Nava [ numerical ]  has the consonants -an -va -  and the original Tamil  

interpretation  of the word is    en-  koo/௯ .   

Nava [new] has the consonants -an -va -  and the original Tamil   word is  kanni- 
new.  

Onpathu [ ?corrupted Tamil ] has the consonants - an –[- pa-] -  the  - and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  thondu -  nine.  

Nine  has the consonants  -an- an -and the   original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  thondu enum en [ missing letter-  the -] -  the numerical called nine.  

Nine  has the consonants-  an- an -and the original  Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  onpaan [ missing letter- pa-]-  nine.    

Dasa[Skt]  has the consonants -  the- [- sa-]  - and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  paththu  enum en [ missing letter- pa-] - the numerical called ten . 

Ten  has the consonants- the- an- and the original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   paththu  enum en  [ missing letter- pa-] - the numerical called  ten. 

Zero   has the consonants – [-sa-] -Ra - and the   original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  paar  enum  en   / paazh  en [ missing  letter- pa ] -  zero numerical  ;  
Ra = la ; paar= paazh  .  

Zero   has the consonants – [-sa-] -Ra - and the   original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is andru [ missing  letter- the -]-  zero .  
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Cipher   has the consonants-  [- sa-] - pa- Ra -and the original Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  paar /paazh  enum en -  the numerical called cipher . 

Cipher   has the consonants-  [- sa-] - pa- Ra -and the original Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  nefer [ Middle Egyptian] . 

Cipher   has the consonants-  [- sa-] – [-pa-] - Ra -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   andru [ missing letter- the -]  – zero .  

Cipher   has the consonants-  [- sa-] – [- pa-] - Ra -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  andru enum en [missing  letter- the-]- the numerical  
called  andru/zero  . 

Sooniya - has the consonants -  [- sa-] - an – and the original Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  inmai  / maayam  [nil]  enum en -    the numerical called  inmai 
/maayam  zero .  

Poochchia   has the consonants –[- pa -] –[-sa-]   -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is inmai/ maayam   -  nil ;   inmai/ maayam  enum  en-  
the numerical called inmai- zero.  

Rupaa  has the consonants-  Ra- pa- and the original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is pana muri -  voucher  /cheque ;  the word panam is originated form the 
word  panai  / palm leaves   .  

First    has the consonants – [- pa-]  –Ra- [- sa-] - the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   muthar / muthatru –first ; muthar idam-  first palce.  

 Second   has the consonants-  [- sa-] - ka- an -the -  and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  erandaam- kan [ as  we say -  muthar kan] [ missing  
letter- Ra -]   -  second;  erran-d-davathu  idam -  2nd  place ;  erndaavathu  
thadavai- 2nd  time .   

 Third  has the consonants  -the -Ra -the – and the  corrupted tamil interpretation 
of the word is  moondraam  idam-  third place ;  moo endra en  -  third numerical .  
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 Fifth   has the consonants  -[- pa-] - [- pa-] - the -and the  corrupted Tamil 
interpretation of the word is aeinthaam – fifth ;  aeinthaam idam/ sthaanam [skt] 
-  fifthplace.  

Sixth    has the consonnst-  sa- ka- sa- the – and the  corrupted Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  aravathu  [ missing  letter- Ra -] -  sixth ;  aravathu  
idam . 

Eighth   has the consonants – ka- the - and the corrupted  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  ettaavathu-  eighth . 

 Ninth   has the consonants  -an- an- the -  and the Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   thondaam   en -  ninth  numerical . 

Tenth   has the consonants-  the –an- the- and the  Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   paaththam en – 10th numerical.  

Hundred has the consonants- ka- an- the –Ra- the – he original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is thon-nootri onpathukku  adththa en kankku – 
nooru-[ missing  letter- pa-]   100 is the numerical that follows 99.  

                                    Numerals 1-10 . 

The   numerals 1- 7  denote  the seven planets respectively   ; the numerals 8 
and 9  possibly indicate   the northern / southern travel of the sun  respectively . 

Tamil Numerals ; 

o.Paazh en  /zero   has the consonants  -[- pa-] - zha-  an- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  suzhi  en [ missing  letter- sa-] -  zero . 

1.oru-   has the consonant-  Ra    and the original Tamil meaning  of the  word is  
Gnaayiru  -sun ;  Oraiyan  /Sooriyan  / Sooran[ missing  letter- sa-]  -   Sun . 

1.onnu  has the consonant-  an  - and the meaning  of the word is one   -1.  .  

1.ondru    has the consonants   an -the -Ra  and the  original Tamil word is -  
kathiravan  [ missing  letter- ka-]- Sun . 
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2.erandu  has the consonants  - Ra – an-  the -  and the original Tamil word is  - 
Thinkar   [ missing  letter- ka-]- Moon . 

2.erandu  has the consonants  - Ra – an-  the -  and the original Tamil word is  
ondrum  ondrum erandu -1+1=2  ; ondru –1 ; erandu -2.  

3.moondru has the consonants - -ma -an –the- Ra   and the interpretation  of the 
word is   eri   niram konda  koar [ missing  letter- ka-] – Mars  ; eri –red; 
vannam/niram - color;  koar- planet . 

3.moondru has the consonants - -ma -an –the- Ra   and the interpretation  of the 
word is  erandum  ondrum  moondru -2+1=3  ; erandu -2; ondru -1; moondru -3.  

4.naanku   has the consonants  - an- ka - and the original Tamil  word is  kanakkan  
-   Mercury . 

4.naanku   has the consonants  - an- ka - and the original Tamil  meaning  of the  
word is  moonum  onnum  naanku aakum  3+1=4 ; moonu- 3;onnu- one; naanku- 
4.  

5.aeinthu   has the consonants  -  an- the -  and the  original Tamil word is  
Amaaththiyan – Minister /Jupitor . 

5.aeinthu   has the consonants  -  an- the -  and the  original Tamil word is  naattin 
mannan -  king  of the state ; naadu –state; mannan – king.  

5.anju – has the consonants  - an- [-sa -]- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is Ponnan [ missing  letter- pa-]- -  Jupitor/ one with golden color  ;  pon- 
gold .  

5.anju – has the consonants  - an- [-sa -]- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is panja[Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-]- -five . 

6.Aaru  has the consonant  -  Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is   vai karai  
naeram  vaanir  kaanum   ven nira  koar  [missing  letter- ka-]- Venus  ; vaikarai  
naeram - dawn ; vaan- sky ; kaaan- see; ven niram - white color; meen- star/ fish  . 
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6.Aaru  has the consonant - Ra - and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the  word is  
anjum  onnum aaru  [ missing  letter- sa-] – 5+1= 6 ; anju-  5; onnu- 1  

7.yaeru    has the consonant-  Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kaari  Meen [ 
missing  letter- ka-]-  -  Saturn ;  yaeru =  yazhu ;   Ra =  la . 

7.yaeru    has the consonant-  Ra -  and the  original Tamil  meaning of the  word is  
aarum onnum  -6+1  ; aaru –six; onnu- one . 

8.ettu  has the consonant- the  -and the interpretation  of the word is  eta[ Greek] 
-  8 . 

8.ettu  has the consonant- the  -and the interpretation  of the word is atta  [Skt]  - 
8.  

8.ettu  has the consonant- the  -and the interpretation  of the word is moonum  
aeintum ettu  -3+5=8 ; moonu  -3; aeinthu 5; ettu -8.  

8. ettu  has the consonant- the  -and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  vadakku noakiya  /  vada naattu   payanam  [ missing  letters- ka -and-pa-
]-northern  movement  ; vadakku- north ;  noakki- towards ; payanam- travel . 

9. Thondu   has the consonants – the- an- the –and the original Tamil meaning  of 
the word is then  thikku  noakiya   /then naattu  payanam   [ missing  letters- ka -
and-pa-]- southern movement ; then –south ; payanam- travel . 

9. Thondu   has the consonants – the- an- the –and the  interpretation of the word 
is - theta[Greek]   enum en -   the numerical called theta . 

9.onpaan  has the consonants  -an –pa- an  - and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is  then   payanam [ missing  letter- the -] -southern travel  ;then –south; 
payanam- travel . 

10.paththu    has the consonants-  [-pa-]- the- and the interpretation  of the word 
is  thasa [Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-]- – 10 . 

10.paththu    has the consonants-  [-pa-] - the- and the interpretation  of the word 
is  deci [ Latin]  [ missing  letter- sa- 10 .  
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10.paththu    has the consonants-  [-pa-] - the- and the interpretation  of the word 
is   aeinthum  aeinthum   pathtu  - 5+5=10  ;aeinthu -5; aeinthu -5; paththu -10 . 

10.paththu    has the consonants-  [-pa-] - the- and the interpretation  of the word 
is  onnum muttai -yim- 1 and 0   ; onnu- 1; muttai- 0 / egg . 

Tamil  numeral . 

Ka  =  1  

Ka  -   has  to be read as  ennikkai  /en kanakku - onnu -  numeral one  ; onnu- one  
; ka = yaek [ Skt] ; kanakku- calculation  .  

Ru =  5  

Ru has to be read as   ennu  aarukku  mun [ missing  letter- ka-]- -  the numeral 
prior to 6 =  5 ;  ennu- numeral ; aaru- 6 ; mun- prior/ earlier .   

Koo = 9  

Koo  has to be read as  ennikkai / en kanakku -  onpaan [ missing  letter- pa-]- nine 
;  onpaan -nine ; ennikkai- numeral. 

 

Sanskrit numerals  

0. poojiyam  has the consonants- [- pa-] - sa- ma – and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  sooniyam – 0.  

1. yaek  [Skt]  has the consonant- ka -and the meaning  of the word is  Ka/one 
-  sun. 

1.yaek  [Skt]  has the consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil meaning  of the 
word is  ennikkai onnu -  numeral one . 

1. yaek  [Skt]  has the consonant- ka -and the meaning  of the word is  wa 
[Egptian] /one / sun ;  va= ka; ka= va.   

2.thuvi [Skt]   -  the -va   -and the  original Tamil  word is   Vaan Mathi  - Moon . 
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3.thiri  [Skt]   has the consonants-  the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   eri   
niram konda  koar [ missing  letter- ka-] – Mars. 

3.thiri  [Skt]   has the consonants-  the- Ra -and the  original Tamil   meaning of the  
word is  eranum  ondrum  moondru  - 2+1= 3;  erandu -2;  ondru -1 ;  moondru- 3.  

4.sathur [Skt]     has the consonants  - sa –the- Ra- and the   interpretation of the 
word is  Manthri [Skt] – Minister – Jupitor . 

4.sathur  [Skt]    has the consonants  - sa –the- Ra- and the   interpretation of the 
word is  Minister – Jupitor . 

4.sathur   [Skt]   has the consonants  - sa –the- Ra- and the   interpretation of the 
word is  Jupitor [ missing  letter- pa-] .  

4.sathur  [Skt]    has the consonants  - sa –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
-  Amaaththiyar-/Minister – Jupitor;  

4.sathur [Skt]   has the consonants  - sa –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
arasai  / thiru  naattai   aandidum   mannar -  king who rules the state . 

4.sathur [Skt]   has the consonants  - [- sa -] –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  Mannaathi Mannar – emperor . 

4.sathur [Skt]   has the consonants  -[- sa-]  –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  erandum erandum  naanku [ missing  letter- ka-]-  – 2+2=4 ; erandu –two; 
naanku -4.  

5. panja  [ Skt]     has the consonants  [- pa-] - an  sa -nd the  original Tamil  word is  
anju –five . 

5.panja  [ Skt]     has the consonants  - pa—an- [- sa -] and the  original Tamil  word 
is  Ponnan- Jupitor  . 

6. san  [Skt]   has the consonants- [- sa-]  -an --  and the  original Tamil  word is   
Ven Mani [ missing  letter- ka-]- – Venus . 
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6.san  [Skt]   has the consonants-  sa--an --  and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  Venus [ missing  letter- ka-].  

7.satta [ Skt]   has the consonants – [-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
vaaanaththae  kaanum  mai meen –[ missing  letter- ka-]-   Saturn   /dark star of 
the of the sky ; Mai Meen- Saturn;  vaanam –sky ;  mai- dark ; meen- fish /star . 

7.satta [ Skt]   has the consonants – [-sa-] –the- and the   interpretation  of the 
word is  zeta-[Greek]  - seven  . 

8.atta [Skt]    has the consonants –the- and the interpretation  of the word is   
Athavanin  vada    payanam  [ missing  letters- ka- and  -pa-]- -  northen travel of 
sun;  aathaavn- sun; payanma- travel ; vadakku- north / uththarayana  . 

9.nava [Skt]   has the consonants – an- va - and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is Aathavanin  then  payanam  [ missing  letters-  pa -and-  the -]  – southern 
travel of the sun ; aathavan- sun; then- south .  

10.dasa [Skt]    has the consonants  - the –[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  paththu [ missing letter- pa-] – 10.  

10.dasa [Skt]    has the consonants  - the –[- sa-]  -and the sat [Egyptian] – 10. 

10.dasa [Skt]    has the consonants  - the – sa--and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is decem [Latin] – ten . 

30.trimsati [Skt]  has the consonants-  the –Ra- ma –[- sa-] –the- and the original 
Tamil word is moondru  paththu [ missing letter- pa-]-  three 10s ; moondru -3; 
paththu- 10.  

50. panjasat [Skt]   has the consonants - pa- an –[- sa-] – [-sa-]  -the –and the 
original Tamil meaning  of the word is  aeinthu  paththu -  five 10s ; aeinthu -5; 
patthu- 10 . 

80.asiti  [ Skt] has the consonants – [-sa-]- the –and the original Tamil meaning  of 
the word is ettu paththu [missing letter-pa-] eight 10s ; ettu- 8; paththu-10 . 
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100. satha  [Skt]  has the consonants -  sa -the -and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  paththu  paththu   – 10 x10 ; paththu- 10 . 

1000.sahasra [Skt]   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]  –Ra-  and the  original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  en  paththai- yim   en  nooru -yim  
perukkinaar varum   thokai / mathippu – oru aayiram   aakum [ missing  letters- pa 
–and- the -]- multiplication of numeral 10 and 100 is  1000;   en- numeral; 
paththu- 10; nooru -100; aayiram- 1000 ; perukku – multiply . 

3000 .trisahasra   has the consonants   the Ra- sa- ka- sa-Ra –and the  orignalTamil 
meaning  of the word is  en moondari-yim/   en aayiraththai -yim  paerukkinaar 
varum  moththa  thokai  kanakku-  moondru  aayiram [ missing  letter- pa-]-
multiplication  of the numeral  3 and 1000  is 3000 ; en- numeral ; moondru- 3; 
aayiram- 1000;  paerukku-  multiply ; moththam- total ; kanakku- calculation;  
mondru  aayiram- three thousands . 

100,000. laksha [Skt]   has the consonants – la- ka- [-sa-]--  and the interpretation  
of the word is   nooru  aayirankal [ missing  letter- Ra-] – 100  thousands ; nooru -
100; aayiram- thousand . 

1,00,00,000.Kodi/crore   has the consonants -  ka- the-  and the interpretation  of 
the word is   patthu  meiyirankar  -  oru kodi   endra  perum ennu  [missing  
letters- pa- and -Ra -]  –  ten  x 10  lacs; paththu= 10 ; mei –yiram= 10 lacs  . 

10,00,00,000 Arputham  /aayutham    has the consonants   -Ra –pa- the- ma    and 
the interpretation  of the word is  ennu ondroadu  ettu muttai  udaiya  oru perum 
ennu -  paththu   kodi  [ missing  letter- ka -]-eight  0s following 1 is  10 crores ;   
ondru -1;  ettu- eight  ;muttai-enn- 0/ egg ; perum en- big numeral ;paththu -10 ; 
kodi- crore . 

100 ,00,00,000 Nikarputham/ niyutham     has the consonants – an- ka- Ra- pa –
the- ma  and the   interpretation  of the word is  ennu  ondrukku  aduththu   
thondu/ onpathu   muttai en konda oru perum  ennu -  paththu   arputham / 
nooru kodi   – nine  0s   following  1 is  100 crores ;  thondu –theta /9  ; muttai 
ennu- 0 ; muttai- egg/0; nooru -100;  paththu- 10 . 
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தமி  இல க ைற 

தமி  இல க  அேரபய இல க  ெசா லி  

௦ 0 ழிய  (த கால தமிழி  இைண க ப ட ) 

௧ 1 ஒ  

௨ 2 இர  

௩ 3  

௪ 4 நா  

௫ 5 ஐ  

௬ 6 ஆ  

௭ 7 ஏ  

௮ 8 எ  

௯ 9 ெதா /ஒ ப  

௰ 10 ப  

௯௰ 90 ெதா ப  

௱ 100  

௯௱ 900 ெதா  

௲ 1,000 ஆயர  

௯௲ 9000 ெதா ளாய ர  

௰௲ 10,000 ப தாய ர  

௱௲ 100,000 றாய ர  

௰௱௲ 10,00,000 ப  றாய ர  

௱௱௲ 100,00,000 ேகா  
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௰௱௱௲ 10,00,00,000 அ த  (ப  ேகா ) 

௱௱௱௲ 100,00,00,000 நிக த  (  ேகா ) 

௲௱௱௲ 1000,00,00,000 ப  (ஆய ர  ேகா ) 

௰௲௱௱௲ 10,000,00,00,000 கண  (ப  ஆயர  ேகா ) 

௱௲௱௱௲ 100,000,00,00,000 க ப  (  ஆயர  ேகா ) 

௰௱௲௱௱௲ 10,00,000,00,00,000 நிக ப  (ஆயர  ஆய ர  ேகா ) 

௱௱௲௱௱௲ 100,00,000,00,00,000 ப ம  (ேகா  ேகா ) 

௲௱௲௱௱௲ 1000,00,000,00,00,000 ச க  

௰௲௱௲௱௱௲ 10,000,00,000,00,00,000 ெவ ல  

௱௲௱௲௱௱௲ 100,000,00,000,00,00,000 அ னய  

௰௱௲௱௲௱௱௲ 10,00,000,00,000,00,00,000 அ த  

௱௱௲௱௲௱௱௲ 100,00,000,00,000,00,00,000 பரா த  

௲௱௲௱௲௱௱௲ 1000,00,000,00,000,00,00,000 ய  

௰௲௱௲௱௲௱௱௲ 10,000,00,000,00,000,00,00,000 ேகா  

௱௲௱௲௱௲௱௱௲ 100,000,00,000,00,000,00,00,000 மஹா க  

 

Lakka[ m]   has the consonants - la –ka- and the interpretation  of the word is  
enkal- digits . 

Digit  has the consonants - the -ka -the –  and the  original Tamil word is  kanitha  
ennin -  vadivam - the figure of the numeral; kanitam- maths;  en-  numeral; 
vadivam- shape.  

Figures  has the consonants   pa ka ra  and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the   
word is enn-in  uruvam-form / shape of the numeral ; ennu- numeral; uruvam- 
figure . 

English numerals  
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1.one   has the consonant-  an-  and the original Tamil  word is  -onnu   -one  ; en- 
numeral  . 

1.one  -  has the consonant - an -and the  meaning of the word is  sun  [ missing  
letter- sa-]  

2.two   has the consonants  -  the  -va – and the original Tamil  word is   Vaan  
Mathi – Moon ;  vaan- sky;  mathi-  moon . 

3.three  - has the consonants-  the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   eri   niram 
konda  koar [ missing  letter- ka-] – Mars. 

3.three  - has the consonants-  the- Ra -and the  original Tamil   meaning  of the 
word is  erandum ondrum  - moondru- 2+1=3 ; erandu -2; ondru -1; moondru -3.  

4. four   has the consonants - [- pa-]  - va -Ra  -and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is    Arivan –  Mercury ;  Kanakkar- Mercury . 

4.four has the consonants - [- pa-]  - va -Ra  -and the   interpretation  of the word 
is  Mercury. 

5. five   has the consonants - pa- va  - and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is   Ponnavan /Pon vannan   -  jupitor ;  pon-  gold;  vannam- color . 

5. five   has the consonants – [- pa-] - va  - and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is   naankum onnum  anju [ missing  letter- sa-]  – 4+1=5 ; naanku -4; onu-1; 
anju- 5.  

6.six   has the consonants  -sa –ka- [- sa-]  -and the   interpretation of the word is  
Venus . 

6.six    has the consonants  -sa –ka- [- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil   interpretation 
of the word is  Ven Mani   - Venus . 

7.Seven   has the consonants -  [- sa-] - va- an – and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   Kaari meen [ missing  letter- Ra-] - Saturn . 
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7.Seven   has the consonants -  [- sa-] - va- an – and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   nankuum  moonum  - 4+3  ; naanku- 4; moonu -3.  

8.eight  has the consonants  - ka- the-  and the original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is ka-vin - – vadakku  noakkiya  payanam -  the northern  movement of the 
sun  ; ka- sun;   vadakku- north;  payanam- travel . 

8.eight  has the consonants  - ka- the-  and the original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is naankum naankum  ettu  aakum ;   naanku -  naankin  koottu thokai – 
addition  of 4+ 4  = 8 ; naanku- 4; ettu -8;  koottu –add . 

9.Nine  has the consonant  -an- and the Tamil  word is  onpaan – [ missing  letter- 
pa-]- nine . 

9.Nine  has the consonants  -an- and the original  Tamil   word is  then  payanam  
/ayanam [Skt] -  southern  travel ;  then –south;  payanam- travel . 

10. ten   has the consonants –the- an – and the  interpretation  of the word is  en  
paththu  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  numerical ten  ; en- numerical;  pathhu – ten . 

10. ten   has the consonants –the- an – and the  interpretation  of the word is   
aeinthum  aeinthum   paththu  -5+5=10 ; aeinthu -5;  paththu -10 . 

10. ten   has the consonants –the- an – and the  interpretation  of the word is  
thondum  onnum  paththu  -  9 +1= 10 ; thondu -9;  onnu-  one;  paththu -10 . 

 

Greek numerals  

1.alpha [Greek]  has the consonants - la [-pa -] and the  original Tamil  word is  
Ellaiyan- sun . 

1.alpha  [Greek] has the consonants - la [-pa -] and the  original Tamil  word is   El- 
sun . 

1.alpha  [Greek] has the consonants - la [-pa -] and the  original Tamil  word is  
Maali/ Maalan  - sun ;   Palani /  Apollo . 
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2.beta  [Greek]  has the consonants –[-pa-] - the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is -  Mathi – Moon . 

2.beta [Greek]   has the consonants –[-pa-] - the- and the other interpretation  of 
the word is Inthu [ Skt] –Moon . 

3.gamma [ Greek]  has the consonants-  ka- -ma-- and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  Sev-Vaai  makan  [ missing  letter- sa-]- Mars . 

4.delta   has the consonants – the- la- the -and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is thoothuvan  enum  kole  [ missing letter- ka-]-    - planet  called  
messenger/Mercury   ; thoothuvan- messenger; kole- planet .  

4.delta   has the consonants – the- la- the -and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is moonai-yim  onnai-yim  koottinaal  koottu thokai  naanku [ missing 
letter- ka-]-    – 3+1=4   ; moonu -3; one- one; naanku- 4; koottu –add.  

5.epsilon [Greek  ]   has the consonants-  pa –[- sa -] -la –an- and the  original 
Tamil  word is Aandaalappan  [missing  letter- the-]   –jupitor . 

6.digamma   has the consonants  -the- ka- ma – and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is vaanaththae  kaanum  ven vannam  udaiya  meen  -the white star 
of the sky /Venus ;  vaanam –sky;   kaan- see;  venmai –white;  vannam –color ;  
meen- star  /fish . 

6.digamma   has the consonants  -the- ka- ma – and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is moonai yim  moonaiyim  koottu   - add  3 and 3 ; moonu  -3; koottu 
–add.   

7. zeta  [Greek]   has the consonants –[- sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is vaaanaththae  kaanum  mai meen –[ missing  letter- ka-]-   Saturn   
/dark star of the of the sky ; mai meen- Saturn;  vaanam –sky ;  mai- dark ; meen- 
fish /star . 

7.zeta  [Greek]   has the consonants –[- sa-] –the- and the   interpretation  of the 
word is  satta/catta [Skt] . 
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8.eta [Greek]  has the consonant-  the-  and the Tamil   interpretation  of the word 
is – ettu  -eight .  

8.eta [Greek]  has the consonant-  the-  and the    interpretation  of the word is  
atta [Skt] – eight . 

8.eta [Greek]  has the consonant-  the-  and the  original Tamil   interpretation  of 
the word is ka -vin  vadakku noakkiya  payanam  [ missing  letter- ka-]- - the 
northern  movement of the sun  ; ka- sun;   vadakku- north;  payanam- travel . 

9.theta [Greek]   has the consonants  -the –the- and the  original Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is  thondu- nine.  

10. iota [Greek]    has the consonant-  the- and the interpretation  of the word is  
thasa [Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-]- – ten . 

10.iota [Greek]    has the consonant-  the- and the interpretation  of the word is  
deci  [Latin] [ missing  letter- sa-]-  ten . 

10.iota [Greek]    has the consonant-  the- and the original Tamil   interpretation  
of the word is  paththu  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  -ten . 

10.iota [Greek]    has the consonant-  the- and the original Tamil   interpretation  
of the word is  aeinthum  aeinthum   paththu   5+5= 10  ; aeinthu -5;  paththu -10 . 

100.rho  has the consonant- Ra - and the  original Tamil word is  nooru- 100 . 

300. tau  has the consonant-  the- and the original Tamil  word is  moondru nooru 
[ missing  letter- Ra -]- – three hundred ; moondru- three; nooru - hundred . 

400.upsilon   has the consonants- [- pa-]- [-sa-]- la –an  and the  original Tamil  
word is  naazhu nooru [ missing  letter- Ra -]- -  four hundred ; naazhu -4; nooru- 
100. 

 

Egyptian numerals ; 
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The following table shows the reconstructed Middle Egyptian forms of the 
numerals  (which are indicated by a preceding asterisk), followed by the 
transliteration of the hieroglyphs used to write them, and finally the Coptic 
numerals which descended from them and which give Egyptologists clues as to 
the vocalism of the original Egyptian numbers. The majuscule letter "A" in some 
reconstructed forms means that the quality of that vowel remains uncertain: 

 
Egyptian Transliteration English Translation Coptic (Sahidic dialect) 

*wiʻyaw ‹ w .w (masc.) 
*wiʻīyat ‹ w .t (fem.) one oua (masc.) 

ouei (fem.) 
*sínway ‹ sn.wy (masc.) 
*síntay ‹ sn.ty (fem.) two snau (masc.) 

snte (fem.) 
*ḫámtaw ‹ ḫmt.w (masc.) 
*ḫámtat ‹ ḫmt.t (fem.) three šomnt (masc.) 

šomte (fem.) 
*yAfdáw ‹ ỉfd.w (masc.) 
*yAfdát ‹ ỉfd.t (fem.) four ftoou (masc.) 

ftoe (fem.) 
*dīyaw ‹ dỉ.w (masc.) 
*dīyat ‹ dỉ.t (fem.) five tiou (masc.) 

tie (fem.) 
*yAssáw ‹ sỉs.w or ỉs.w (?) (masc.) 
*yAssát ‹ sỉs.t or ỉs.t (?) (fem.) six soou (masc.) 

soe (fem.) 
*sáfḫaw ‹ sfḫ.w (masc.) 
*sáfḫat ‹ sfḫt (fem.) seven šašf(masc.) 

šašfe (fem.) 
*ḫAmānaw ‹ ḫmnw (masc.) 
*ḫAmānat ‹ ḫmnt (fem.) eight šmoun (masc.) 

šmoune (fem.) 
*pAsīḏaw ‹ psḏw (masc.) 
*pAsīḏat ‹ psḏt (fem.) nine psis (masc.) 

psite (fem.) 
*mūḏaw ‹ mḏw (masc.) 
*mūḏat ‹ mḏt (fem.) ten mēt (masc.) 

mēte (fem.) 

*ḏubāʻatay ‹ ḏb .ty twenty jōt (masc.) 
jōti (fem.) 

*máʻbAʼ ‹ m b  (masc.) 
*máʻbAʼat ‹ m b .t (fem.) thirty maab (masc.) 

maabe (fem.) 
*ḥAmí (?) ‹ ḥm.w (masc.) forty xme 
*díywu ‹ dy.w fifty taeiou 
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*yAssáwyu ‹ sỉsy.w or ỉswy.w (?) sixty se 
*safḫáwyu ‹ sfḫy.w (masc.) seventy šfe 
*ḫamanáwyu ‹ ḫmny.w (masc.) eighty xmene 
*pAsiḏawyu ‹ psḏy.w (masc.) ninety pstaiou 
*šáwat ‹ š.t one hundred še 
*šūtay ‹ š.ty two hundred šēt 
*ḫaʼ ‹ ḫ  one thousand šo 
*ḏubaʻ ‹ ḏb  ten thousand tba 
‹ hfn one hundred thousand  
*ḥaḥ ‹ ḥḥ one million xax "many" 
 

1.wa   has the consonants-  va - and the  original Tamil  word is - ka  -sun .  

1.ww   has the consonants-  va - and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
yaek[Skt] - 1.  

2.Snwy   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- an –va-   and the  interpretation  of the word 
is koon Mathi [ Missing letter- the -]- - crescent moon . 

2.Snte [Coptic]    has the consonants – sa- an-  the-  and  the  interpretation  of the 
word is Than Mathi-  Moon . 

2.Snte [Coptic]    has the consonants – [-sa-]- an-  the-  and  the  interpretation  of 
the word is Inthu [Skt] –moon . 

3.hmtt  [fem]  has the consonants-  ka- ma- the -–and the interpretation  of the 
word is  Padimakan  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  Mars . 

4.ftoou[ Coptic]  has the consonants -  pa- the  -and the  interpretation of the 
word is  Puthan [Skt] –Mercury . 

4.ftoou[ Coptic]  has the consonants -  pa- the  -and the  interpretation of the 
word is   Pandithan – Mercury . 

4.ftoou[ Coptic]  has the consonants -  pa- the  -and the  interpretation of the 
word is  Punthi- Mercury  . 
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4.ftoou[ Coptic]  has the consonants -  pa- the  -and the  interpretation of the 
word is  Maethai- Mercury/ wise man  . 

4.ftoou[ Coptic]  has the consonants -  pa- the  -and the  interpretation of the 
word is  Thoothan –Mercury/ messenger  . 

4.ifdw [mas]   has the consonants – [-pa-] –the-  va –and the interpretation of the 
word is Mathi makan-  Mercury/wise man . 

4.ifdw [mas]   has the consonants – [-pa-] –the-  va –and the interpretation of the 
word is Padiththavan-  scholar . 

4.ifdw [mas]   has the consonants – [-pa-] –the-  va –and the interpretation of the 
word is Maethaavi –Mercury . 

4.ifdw [mas]   has the consonants – [-pa-] –the-  va –and the interpretation of the 
word is Thoothuvan- mercury/ messenger . 

5.tie[Coptic]  has the consonant-  the- and the original Tamil meaning  of the word 
is Thanthai- father/–Jupitor . 

5.tie[Coptic]  has the consonant-  the- and the original Tamil meaning  of the word 
is Amaaththiyan- Minister/ Jupitor . 

5.tie[Coptic]  has the consonant-  the- and the original Tamil numeral is aeinthu- 
five . 

5.diw  has the consonants - the- va  -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is naattai   aandidum  mannavan / Vaenthan -  the king of the state /Jupitor . 

5.diw  has the consonants - the- va  -and the  interpretation of the word is 
Vaaththiyaan-/oathuvaan -  teacher/ Jupitor . 

5.diw  has the consonants - the- va -and the  interpretation of the word is 
Vathan[Skt] - Jupitor . 

5.diw  has the consonants - the- va -and the  interpretation of the word is  
Peethakan[Skt]  [missing  letter- pa-]- Jupitor . 
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5.diw  has the consonants - the- va -and the  interpretation of the word is  
Sikandeesan[ Skt]  [missing  letter- sa-]- Jupitor . 

5.diw  has the consonants - the- va  -and the  interpretation of the word is 
naankum onnum aeinthu   4+1= 5;   naanku- 4;  onu-one; aeinthu- 5.  

6.isw   has the consonants – [-sa-]- va - and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  Ven Mani –Venus . 

6.isw   has the consonants – -sa-va - and the  interpretation of the word is  Venus . 

6.isw   has the consonants – -sa-va - and the  interpretation of the word is  six -6. 

7.sfḫ.w  has the  consonants – [-sa-] – [-pa-]- ka- va –and the  original Tamil 
meaning  of the word is  kaari   enum  koar – a planet called  Saturn ; kaari meen-  
Saturn; koar- planet . 

8.hmnt   has the consonants - ka -ma –an- the –and the  original Tamil  word is   
ko/ka  –vin  vadakku noakkiya  vaanaka  payanam  [ missing letter- pa-] – northern 
travel of the sun  ;  ko/ka - sun ;  vadakku- north; payanam- travel  ;   vaaanakm- 
sky ; Uththraayana [Skt]  . 

9.psis [Coptic]   has the consonants-  pa- [-sa-]- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is then naattu  payanam  [ missing  letter- the -] -  southern  
travel ; then –south.  

9.psite [Coptic]   has the consonants-  pa – sa--the – and the interpretation of the 
word is Saeyonin  then   payanam-   southern travel  of the sun ; saeyon- sun . 

9.psis [Coptic]   has the consonants-  pa- [-sa-]- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the  word is   onpaan- nine  . 

9.psite [Coptic]   has the consonants-  [-pa-]  – [- sa-] --the – and the interpretation 
of the word is thondu – nine . 

10. met [Coptic]   has the consonants-   ma- the-  and the  original Tamil meaning  
of the   word is  aeinthum  aeinthum  paththu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  – 5+5=10 ; 
aeinthu -5; paththu –ten . 
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10. met [Coptic]   has the consonants-   ma- the-  and the  original Tamil meaning  
of the  word is  onnum   muttaiyim -  1 and the 0 ; onnu- one; muttai –0/ egg . 

10. met [Coptic]   has the consonants-   ma- the-  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  thasam [Skt]  [ missing  letter- sa-] -10 . 

10. met [Coptic]   has the consonants-   ma- the-  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  decem [Latin] [ missing  letter- sa-] -10 . 

30.mabaat   has the consonants  -ma- pa- the – and the  interpretation  of the  
word is  muppathu -  30.  

50.taeiou[ Coptic]    has the  consonants – the-  sa  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  aeimpathu  /anju paththu [ missing  letter- pa-]- five  
tens  ;anju -5; paththu- 10 . 
 
90.pstaiou   has the consonants - pa –[- sa -] -the -  and the  original Tamil 
meaning  of the word is  onpathu / thondu   paththu -  nine tens / ninety  ; 
onpathu /thondu - 9; paththu –ten . 

90 .ninety   has the consonants  -an- the  - and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is  thondu   paththu  [ missing letter- pa-]- nine tens / ninety ; thondu - 9; 
paththu –ten . 

100.s.t   has the consonants  -sa- the-  and the interpretation  of the word is  
satham [Skt] – 100.  

100.s.t   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - the-  and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  / paththu  paththu  [ missing letter- pa-]  - 10 x10;  paththu- 10 .  

10.000 .tba  [Coptic]    has the consonants  - the- pa- and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   paththu  aayiram   [missing letter- Ra-] -  ten 1000 ; 
paththu- 10; aayiram- 1000. 

Latin numerals  

Number Latin 
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One Unus 

Two Duo 

Three Tres 

Four Quattuor 

Five Quinque 

Six Sex 

Seven Septem 

Eight Octo 

Nine Novem 

Ten Decem 

 

1.Unus   has the consonants - an -sa - and the  original Tamil meaning  of the word 
is Saeyon- sun . 

2.Duo  has the consonants  - the- va -  and the  original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  Vaan mathi- moon; vaan- sky; mathi- moon . 

3.tres   has the consonants –the- Ra- sa –and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is sivantha  niram konda koar  [ missing  letter- ka-]- – red colored planet 
; sivantha- red;  niram- color; koar- planet . 

4.quattuor   has the consonants- ka- the - Ra -and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is arivu koormai kondavan /Mercury – one who  has 
sharp mind ; arivu- knowledge; koormai –sharp.  
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4.quattuor   has the consonants- ka- the - Ra -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is Puthan kirakam [Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-]-   Mercury ; kirakam[Skt] - koar.  

4.quattuor   has the consonants- ka- the - Ra -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is ennuvatharkku uriyavan / Sinthai kooriyan  [Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-]-  
Mercury . 

4.quattuor   has the consonants- ka- the - Ra -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is Thaer Paakan-  [ missing  letter- pa-]- Mercury .    

4.quattuor   has the consonants- ka- the - Ra -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is Thoothuvar- messenger /Mercury . 

4.quattuor   has the consonants- ka- the - Ra -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  Oathuviththavar / Vaaththiyaar / Katravar-  teacher /  learned one-
Mercury.  

4.quattuor   has the consonants- ka- the - Ra -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  maethai endra  koar- planet  called Mercury.    

5. quinque   has the consonants – ka- an- ka –and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  Vaanakaththin  Thanthai  [ missing letter- the -]- father of the sky 
/Jupitor ; vaanakam –sky  ; thanthaiyaar –father. 

 6.sex   has the consonants-  [- sa-]  –ka- [- sa-]  -and the  original Tami meaning  of 
the word is Ven Mani  - Venus .  

6.sex   has the consonants-  [- sa-]  –ka-  sa- -and the  other meaning  of the word 
is Venus.  

7.septem   has the consonants-  sa- [- pa-] - the- ma –and the  original Tamil 
meaning  of the word is  methuvaaka  suththum  mai meen [ missing  letter- ka-]- 
Saturn which rotates slowly ; meuthvaaka- slowly ; suththu- rotate ; Mai Meen –
Saturn . 

8.octo   has the consonants-  ka -the - and the original Tamil meaning  of the word 
is Athavanin   vadakku noakiyya payanam [ missing letter- pa-]  /ayanam [Skt] – 
northern travel of the sun /Uthraayana[Skt] . 
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9.novem  has the consonants-  an –va- ma – and the  original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  Athavann-in then  noakkiya  payanam [ missing  letter- pa- and -the 
-]; southern travel of sun ;  aathavan- sun; then –south; payanam–ayanam [Skt] .  

10.decem  has the consonants- the- sa ma - and the interpretation  of the word is 
thasam[Skt]  -10 . 

10.decem  has the consonants- the- sa –[- ma-] - and the interpretation  of the 
word is sath [ Egyptian] – 10.  

10.decem  has the consonants- the-[- sa-]  ma - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  aeinthum  aeinthum  paththu [ missing letter- pa-]   
-5+5= 10 ; aeinthu- 5; paththu  -10  . 
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8. Time measurements   

 Hindu measurements in logarithmic scale (approx.). 

Various units of time are used across the Vedas, Puranas, Mahabharata, 
Suryasidhanta etc A summary of the Hindu metrics of time (kāla vyavahāra) 
follows. 

Suryasidhanta  has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -Ra – [-sa -] -  the-  an -the -  and the 
original Tamil interpretation of the word is   then- naattavarin  / then nattu  
kaniyarin [ thiravidarin ]   vaan iyar  kanitha  arivu  thirattu [ missing letter- ka-]-  -  
treatise on astrology by the southeren people ;  thirattu-  treatise ;  then nattaar-  
people from south  ;  kaniyar – astrologer ;  vaan- iyar-  astrology ;  arivu-  
knowledge.      

 

                                                    Hindu  

Indus  has the consonants - an  -the –sa- and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   Sinthu  nathi / Sinthu  aaththu  thanni -  Indus river water ;aaththu  
thanni- river water  . 

Indus  has the consonants - an  -the –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   aeinthu  aaththu  thanni  -  water from five rivers ;  aeinthu- five; 
aaru- river ; thanni- water  .  

Indus  has the consonants - an  -the –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   thooya  thanni/  thooya  nathi-  pure water ;  thooimai- pure;  
thanni-  water  .   

Indus  has the consonants - an  -the –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   sinthi   oadum  thanni-   flowing  water;  sinthu- spill / fall ;  
oadum- flowing ; thanni- water . 

Indus  has the consonants - an  -the –-sa-- and the  original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is    aeinthu  aaththu thanni   oadum  naadu – Punjab [Skt] [ missing 
letter- pa-]-  -  the land  of five rivers –Punjab   ;  aeinthu- five; aaththu  thanni- 
river water ; oadum- flowing ; naadu –state .  

Indus  has the consonants - an  -the –-[-sa-]-- and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   Thaai  Naadu  -  mother nation;  thaai- mother;  
naadu –state .  
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                                               Hindu  

Hindu  has the consonants – ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   kandam   -  big  mass of land.   

Hindu  has the consonants – ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   kandam-  state . 

Hindu  has the consonants – ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  kandikai- state  . 

 

Hindu  has the consonants – ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   Kaandam -  border /limit . 

Hindus  has the consonants – ka- an- the-  [- sa-] - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Vinthiya   kunnu  - Hindu kush  mountain / 
kishkintha.   

Kishkintha   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] - ka- an - the  - and the original  
interpreation  of the word is  Vinthiya kunnu – Hindu kush . 

 Paropamisadae -[Greek]  has the consonants  -pa -Ra- [-pa-] - ma- sa -the -  and 
the  original Tamil interpretation of the word is  perum  sem mun maedu -  big   
mound  ;  perum- big;sem mun –red soil ; maedu- mound . 

                       

Hindu  has the consonants – ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  Vinthiya  kunnukku  thottu aduththu kaanum  naadu  /idam  /stan-  
the land  very  adjacent to   Hindu Kush mountain ; Vinthiya Kunnu-Hindu Kush  
mountain ;  aduththu –next  /adjacent ; naadu –state ; idam- place ; naadu-stan .  

Hindu  has the consonants – ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  mikuntha  thooimaaya / punitham [Skt]  mikka  naadu  [  a pure 
nation ]-   Pakistan [ missing letter- pa –and-  sa-] ;  thooimai-  pure ; mikuntha 
excesss ; naadu- state  . 

Hindu  has the consonants – ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  Pukhtun  kudi - inaththin  naadu / daesa  /stan – [ missing letters-  pa 
and -sa-]-  the land of  Pukhtun  tribes ; kudi inam –citizen ; daesa – naadu  . 

Hindu  has the consonants – ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  Avunthi   Naadu  . 
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Hindu  has the consonants – ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  Makatha  Naadu . 

Hindu  has the consonants – ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   kuda Naadu/ kutta  Naadu . 

Hindu  has the consonants – ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  Van-k-ka Naadu .   

Hindu  has the consonants – ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  kama  Naadu – agricultural state; kamam/ vivasaayam[Skt]- farming .  

Hindu  has the consonants – ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  Naga  Naadu -  state of Nagaas . 

Hindu  has the consonants – ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  thee vannkidum  Naadu  -  a state which  worships the fire;  thee – 
fire;  vananku- worship  .  

Hindu  has the consonants – ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  keezhai  Naadu  [ missing  letter- zha-] – oriental  country ; kezhai- 
east ; naadu –state . 

 

Hindu  has the consonants – ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   then nattavan / thekkan -  people from  south ;  then- south . 

Hindu  has the consonants – ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   vadakkan / vada naattavan  - people from north ;  vadakku- north ; 
naddu –state . 

Hindu  has the consonants – ka- an- the-  and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  Akaththiyan   .  

Hindus  has the consonants – ka- an- the- sa-   and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Saiva  /Siva  samayaththainan / mathaththinan  - 
Saivaites ;  samayam/ matham - religion . 

Hindus  has the consonants – ka- an- the- sa-   and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is Sivanai  vanankiduvoan- worshipper of Sivan  ;  
vananku –worship  .  

Hindus  has the consonants – ka- an- the- sa-   and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is Sivanin Naadu -  the land of  Sivan .  
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Hindus  has the consonants – ka- an- the- - sa -   and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is kaththi  yaei  kachhaiyir   vaiththu  irukkum   
thurukkiyan [ missing  letter- Ra-]-  the Turks with a knife  ; kaththi- knife ;  
kachchai – cloth ; Thurukkan – Turks .   

Hindus  has the consonants – ka- an- the-  [- sa-]  -   and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is Thiraavidan/ Thiraavida Naadu   [ missing  letter- Ra-
]— land of the  Dravidian people  . 

Hindus  has the consonants – ka- an- the- - sa- -   and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  thee- vanakkam   seithidum naadu-  the  land which  
does fire worship;  thee- fire;  vanakkam-  worship  .  

Hindus  has the consonants – ka- an- the- - sa- -   and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  kal silai vanakkam  seithidum  naadu [ missing letter- 
la-]-  the land which  does  idol  worship; silai-  statue ; kal-stone; vanakkam- 
worship  .  

Hindus  has the consonants – ka- an- the- - sa- -   and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   kazhai  / linka [Skt]  vanakkam seithidum naadu- [ 
missing letter- la-]- the land which  does  linga  worship  . 

   

                                                Scale.  

Scale has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- la-  and the original Tamil interpreation  of 
the word is  alavu kole-  measuring rod.  

Scale  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- la-  and the original Tamil interpreation  of 
the word is   alaku -  unit of measurement . 

Scale  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- la-  and the original Tamil interpreation  of 
the word is  alavu-  measurement .    

Scale  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- la-  and the original Tamil interpreation  of 
the word is   alakka- to measure . 

Scale  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- la-  and the original Tamil interpreation  of 
the word is   kaala  alavu- time measurement.   

Scale  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- la-  and the original Tamil interpreation  of 
the word is  koana alavu- degree measurement.    

Scale  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- la-  and the original Tamil interpreation  of 
the word is   kol -alaau- capacity measurement  . 
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 Scale  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- la-  and the original Tamil interpreation  of 
the word is   neela /akala  alavu-  length / breadth measurement.   

Scale  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- la-  and the original Tamil interpreation  of 
the word is   kaal/ mukkaal =   ¼ ;  ¾  measurements  .   

Scale  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- la-  and the original Tamil interpreation  of 
the word is  naal  alavu-  day measurement . 

  

Sidereal  has the consonants - sa - the -Ra -la -  and the   original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is Tamil- arin  sudar-  iayal   -  astronomy of the Tamil  
people.  

Time  has the consonants  -the- ma- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  nitham -  daily.  

Time  has the consonants  -the- ma- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  maatham-  month . 

Time  has the consonants  -the- ma- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   nimidam-  minute.  

Time  has the consonants  -the- ma- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  tharunam [ missing letter- Ra -]- - time.  

  

Sidereal metrics 

Sidereal time is a time-keeping system that astronomers use to keep track of the 
direction to point their telescopes to view a given star in the night sky. 

Unit Definition Relation to SI units 

Truti ु त  Base unit  ≈ 0.031 µs 

Renu रेण ु 60 Truti ≈ 1.86 µs 

Lava लव 60 Renu ≈ 0.11 ms 
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Līkṣaka ल क 60 Lava ≈ 6.696 ms 

Lipta ल ता 

60 Leekshaka ≈ 0.401 s 

Vipala वपल 

Pala पल 

60 Lipta ≈ 24.1056 s Vighaṭi वघ ट 

Vinādī वनाडी 

Ghaṭi घ ट 

60 Vighaṭi ≈ 24 min Nādī नाडी 

Danda द ड 

Muhūrta मुहू त 2 Ghaṭi ≈ 48 min 

Nakṣatra Ahorātram (Sidereal Day) न  अहोरा म ्

60 Ghaṭī ≈ 24 h 

30 Muhūrta ≈ 24 h 
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Alternate system 

Unit Definition Relation to SI units 

Truti Base unit ≈ 35.5 µs 

Tatpara 100 Truti ≈ 3.55 ms 

Nimesha 30 Tatpara ≈ 106.7 ms 

Kāṣṭhā 30 Nimesha ≈ 3.2 s 

Kalā 30 Kāṣṭhā ≈ 1.6 min 

Muhūrta 30 Kalā ≈ 48 min 

Nakṣatra Ahorātram (Sidereal Day) 30 Muhūrta ≈ 24 h 

 
 
 
Small units of time used in the Vedas 

Unit Definition Relation to SI units 

Paramāṇu Base unit ≈ 26.3 µs 

Aṇu 2 Paramāṇu ≈ 57.7 µs 
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Trasareṇu 3 Aṇu ≈ 158 µs 

Truṭi 3 Trasareṇu ≈ 474 µs 

Vedha 100 Truṭi ≈ 47.4 ms 

Lava 3 Vedha ≈ 0.14 s 

Nimeṣa 3 Lava ≈ 0.43 s 

Kṣaṇa 3 Nimesha ≈ 1.28 s 

Kāṣṭhā 5 Kṣaṇa ≈ 6.4 s 

Laghu 15 Kāṣṭhā ≈ 1.6 min 

Danda 15 Laghu ≈ 24 min 

Muhūrta 2 Danda ≈ 48 min 

Ahorātram (Day) 30 Muhūrta ≈ 24 h 

Masa (Month) 30 Ahorātram ≈ 30 days 

Ritu (Season) 2 Masa ≈ 2 months 

Ayana 3 Ritu ≈ 6 months 

Samvatsara (Year) 2 Ayana ≈ 365 days 
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Ahorātram of Deva 

 

 Pala [Skt]       =  24.1056  seconds.  

 Vighati [Skt]  =  24 . 1056 seconds.  
 Vinadi[Skt]    = 24 . 1056 seconds. 

Pala [Skt] has the consonants –  [- pa -] -- la -and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  thuli  onnu [ missing  letter-  the -]-  =  24 seconds 
[[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement 

Pala [Skt] has the consonants –  pa-- la -and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  Tamil  vaan iyar  kanithaththin   padi   naazhikai vinaadi [ missing  
letters-  ka -and- the -]- 24 seconds [ according to Tamil astronomy]- vaan iyar- 
astronomy  ;  kanitham-  maths.   ref 
[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement 

 
Vighati [ Skt]  has the consonants-  va- ka- the -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  naazhikai vinaadi  kanakeedu [ missing  letter- zha-] 
- 24 seconds; kanakkeedu –calculation. 
[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement 

Vinadi [Skt]   has the consonants- va- an- the -and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  Tamil  vaan -  kanitha kanakeedu  naazhikai vinaadi onnu [ missing 
letter- zha-] - 24 seconds  ; vaan kanitham- astronomy ; kanakkedu –estimation  . 
 

Vinadi [Tamil ]  has the consonants- va- an- the -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is vinaadi  onnu =  0.80second. 
[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement
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Lunar metrics 

 A Tithi or lunar day is defined as the time it takes for 
the longitudinal angle between the moon and the Sun to increase by 
12°. Tithis begin at varying times of day and vary in duration from 
approximately 19 to approximately 26 hours.] 

 A Paksa (also Pakṣa) or lunar fortnight consists of 15 tithis. 
 A Māsa or lunar month (approximately 29.5 days) is divided into 2 Pakṣas: the 

one between new moon and full moon (waxing) is called gaura or (bright) 
or Śukla Pakṣa; the one between full moon and new moon 
(waning) Kṛiṣhṇa (dark) paksha 

 A Ṛitu (or season) is 2 Māsa 
 An Ayana is 3 Ṛitus 
 A year is two Ayanas  

Thithi  [Skt]  has the consonants - the -the -and the orignal Tamil interpreation of 
the word is  thaethi –date.  

Date  has the consonants  -the -the -and the orignal Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  thaethi –date.  

Day[ Skt  has the consonant  -the- and the interpretation  of the word is  thinam- 
day.  

Day[ Skt  has the consonant  -the- and the interpretation  of the word is aatchchai 
[ missing  letter- sa-] - day  .  

Paksa[ Skt]    has the consonants – pa- ka- [-sa-]  –and the orignal Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  paakuthi [ missing letetr- the -] - division/section . 

Paksa  [Skt]   has the consonants – pa- ka- [-sa-]  –and the other  interpretation of 
the  word is  paakam  -  division/ component  

Masa [ Skt]  has the consonants-  ma-[- sa-] - and the interpretation  of the word is 
maatham  [ missing letter-  the -]  month . 

Ritu  [Skt] [ 2 masa]   has the consonants -  Ra- the – and the orignal Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   erandu  maatham -  2 months  ;  erandu- 2.   
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Ritu  [Skt] [ 2 masa]   has the consonants -  Ra- the – and the orignal Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  erandu thinkar [ misisng letetr- ka-]- 2 months;  
thinkar- month .  

Ritus  [ 3 ritus  ]  has the consonants -  the- Ra  - and the orignal Tamil 
interpreation  of the word is  moo-  erandu  maatham- arai aandu -  3x 2 months  
=  half year  ;  moonu-  3; erandu - 2; arai- half . 

Ritus  [ 3 ritus  ]  has the consonants -  the- Ra  - and the other interpretation  of 
the word is   moo-  erandu  maatham  oru ayanam  -3x2 =  one ayanam [Skt] .  

YearE]  has the consonants -Ra- and the  interpretation of the word is  eru  
ayanam [Skt];  eru -2 . 

YearE]  has the consonant  -Ra- and the  interpretation of the word is  eru  aaru  
maasam [ missing letter- sa-]  -  2x 6 months ; eru -2; aaru- 6 ; maatham- month  .  

YearE]  has the consonant  -Ra- and the  interpretation of the word is  eru  aaru  
maatham-  oru aandu [ missing letter- the -]  2x6 months =  one year.  

Varsh [ Skt]   has the consonants - va -Ra –[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   eru aaru  thinkar  oru  aandu  aakum [ missing  
letter- the -]- 2x 6 months=  one year  ;  eru- 2; aaru- 6 ; thinkar- month ; aandu- 
year .  

Wax [ E]   has the consonants -va- ka  sa-  and the orignal Tamil interpreation of 
the word is  oli  veesi  minnuka  [ missing letter- la- ]  - to shine ; oli- light ; 
minnuka-shine .  

Wane  [E]  has the consonats – va- an -and the orignal Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  mankuka-  to fade.    

Gaura [Skt]   has the consonants – ka- Ra - and the orignal Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  ven- niram -  white color;  venmai- white  ; niram- color   .  

Krishna[ Skt]     has the consonants- ka –Ra- [- sa-]  –an-   and the orignal Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kariya  niram- / karu vannam-  black color; 
karuththa- dark; niram- color  .  
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Dark[E]    has the consonants - the -Ra -ka –and the orignal Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  iruttikira naeram - time getting dark ;  iruttu- 
dark ; naeram- time  . 

Dark[E]    has the consonants - the -Ra -ka –and the orignal Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is karuththa niram - black color; karuththa- dark .  

Dark[E]    has the consonants - the -Ra -ka –and the orignal Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kum -iruttu – pitch dark . 

 
Tropical metrics 

 A Yāma = 1/4 of a day (light) or night [ = 7½ Ghatis (घ ट) = 3¾ Muhurtas = 

3 Horas (होरा) ] 
 Four Yāmas make half of the day (either day or night) 
 Eight Yāmas make an Ahorātra (day + night) 
 An Ahorātra is a tropical day (Note: A day is considered to begin and end 

at sunrise, not midnight.) 

Ghatis [Skt]   has the consonants – ka- the-  [- sa-]  - and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  vaan kanitha   naazhikai  kanakkeedu [ misisng  letter-  zha/la -]  -  
time calculation- naazhikai onnu  =  24 minutes [ one naazhikai ] ; kanakkeedu- 
calculation  . 

Ghatis [Skt]   has the consonants – ka- the-  [- sa-]  - and the  interpretation  of 
the word is   kai nodi – 0.125 sec.  

Ghatis [Skt]   has the consonants – ka- the-  [- sa-]  - and the  interpretation  of 
the word is   vinaadi- 0.80 sec.  

= 7½ Ghatis has the consonants  – ka- the-  [- sa-]  - and the  interpretation of 
the word is naazhikai x 7.5=   24  x 7.5 =  180 minutes/ 3hours.  

Nadi [ 24 minutes] -  has the consonants-  an- the-   and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  aaru   kanam  konda vaan kanitha  nimida  
kanakeedu  [ missing  letters Ra-  and- - ka-]- 6 x kanam/ 6 x4 minutes  =  24 
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minutes; 1 kanam=  4 minutes; aaru- 6; vaan kanitham- astronomy; nimidam- 
minute ; kanakkeedu- estimation  .     

Nadi [ 24 minutes] -  has the consonants-  an- the-   and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   nodi  onnu - 0.04 sec . 

Danda  has the consonants – the- an -the -and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  aaru   kanam konda  vaan kanitha   nimida kanakeedu  [ missing  
letters Ra-  and- - ka-]- 6 x kanam/ 6 x4 minutes  =  24 minut;  1 kanam=  4 
minutes.        

Muhurta     has the consonants   -ma –ka- Ra –the- and the interpretation  of the 
word is   Then naattavar/   Thiravidarain vaan kanitha  kana-k-keetin  padi   
naarpaththi  ettu   nimida / naera  kanakku [ mising letter-  pa-]-  48 minutes -  
time  calculation -  according to the Tamil /Diravidian astrologers  ;  then 
naattavar- Dravidian people ; naar pathu –fourty  ; ettu -8 ; naeram- time 
;kanakku-  maths/ estimation . 

3¾ Muhurtas  has the consonants   -ma –ka- Ra –the- and the interpretation  of 
the word is   moondru    manikkoor  / moondru  mani naera kanakku -  three 
hours  time calculation  ; moondru- three;  mani- hour;  naeram- time; kanakku- 
estimation .  

3¾ Muhurtas  has the consonants   -ma –ka- Ra –the- and the interpretation  of 
the word is   nootri  enpathu  nimida naera kanakku[ mising letter-  pa-]-   -  180  
minutes time calculation [ 48 + 48+48+36= 180 ] ; nooru- 100;  enpathu- 80; 
nimidam- minute ; naeram- time; kanakku- calculation . 

Horas [Skt]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra-  [-sa-] - and the   interpretation  of the 
word is  oru  mani-k-koor [Malayalam] /oru mani  naera kanakku -  one  hour time 
calculation ; oru- one; mani-kkoor- hour ; mani- hour  .  

 
Tropical day  [E]   has the consonants  -the –Ra- pa- ka-  the- the – and the 
interpretation  of the word is  kathiravan  oru  murai  thoandri  / marainthu  
/pinnar  meendum  maru naar   thoadrum  varai   -  aana  eru paththi  naangu 
mani naera kanakku -  the 24 hours  time in  between two consecutive  sun  rise ; 
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kathiravan- sun;  oru murai- once; thoandru –appear ;  marainthidu- disappear; 
pinnar- after ; meendum- again ; maru  naar- next  day   

Night  has the consonants  -an- ka -the -and the orignal Tamil interpretation of the 
word is thunki- night.  

Nadi [Skt] [ 24 minutes]  has the consonants - an –the- and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  aaru naangu  nimidam [ missing  letters- Ra- and- ka 
-]- 6x 4  minutes ; aaru- 6; naaku- 4 ; nimidam- minute . 

Danda  has the consonants-  the –an- the - and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is    aaru   naagu  nimidia kanakkeedu [ missing  letters- Ra- and- ka-]- 
6x 4  minutes ; aaru- 6; naanku- 4 ; nimidam-minute . 

2 Danda / eru Danda  has  the consonants -  Ra- the- an –the-    and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   aaru naagu nimidia kanakkeedu [ missing  
letter- ka-]- 6x 4  minutes. 

Krati [Skt]  =  34, 000th of a second . Ref ; https;//m.facebook.com/notes/ vedic-
time system/20 . 

Krati  has the consonants  - ka -Ra -the - and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  oru vinaadiyir  moonu aayiraththu  naanooru  nooru   endra  kanakku 
-  the calculation-  one second/ 34000 ; oru- 1; vinaadi –second;  moonu- 3; 
aayiram- 1000; naanooru- 400; nooru- 100 . 

Truti [Skt] [ the time taken  to tear apart the softest petals of a lotus ] ; ref; 
www.astrojyoti.com  

Truti   has the consonants -  the –Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  thamarai-yin ethar  ondrai  parikka aakum naera kanakku  [ missing 
letters  -pa -and- - ka-]- the time taken for  tear  one petal of the lotus  ; 
thaamarai- lotus ;  ether- petal ; ondru- one ; parikka- pluck ; naeram- time; 
kanakku- estimation .   

 100 truti[Skt]   =  Tatpara . 

Tatpara  has the  consonants  -the -the -pa -Ra – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  thaamarai  poovin nooru  ether  parikka aakum 

http://www.astrojyoti.com
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naeram [ missing  letters-  ka-]- -  the time taken to tear 100  petals of the lotus  
flower ; thaamarai- lotus;  poovu- flower ; ether- petal ; parikka- to pluck; naeram- 
time   . 

Trutis [Skt] - atom  . 

Trutis  has the consonants – the- Ra- the- sa - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  oru kanimaththin -  eniyum  pakukka  mudiayatha / 
pirikka mudiyaatha  ondru   thaan   -  oru  siriya  /sinj siriya anu vaakum [ missing  
letters- pa -and -ka--] - an atom is a part of an element  one which can not be 
divided  ; oru- one; kanimam- metal ; paku- divide / spilt ; pirikka- separate ; 
mudiyaathu- not possible ; siriya- small ; anu – atom .   

Trutis  has the consonants – the- Ra- the- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  kan moodi thirakka aakum  naera kana-k-kir  naankir 
ondru [ missing letter-  ka-]-  -  ¼ the  of the time taken to flap the eyes once ; kan- 
eye;  moodu- shut ;  thirakka- open ;  naanku- 4; ondru- 1 . 

 Trutis [ 300th of a second ] https;//m.facebook.com/notes/ vedic-
timesystem/20; www.nandhi.com/nandhi / ancient learning - 2/time-calculation  

Trutis  has the consonants – the- Ra- the- [-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is oru  vinaadiyir/ nimidaththir  mun- nootri  ondru  
endra  kanakku [ missing letter-  ka-]-  - the minute calculation-   300 th of a 
second ;  mun -nooru- 300 ;  ondru- one  . 

Trutis [ 300th of a second ] has the consonants – the- Ra- the- [-sa-]  - and the  
original Tamil  interpretation of the word is  oru maaththirai  =  0.25 second ;  ref 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement 

Nimisha [Skt]  [twinkling] . 

Nimisha  has the consonants-  an -ma –[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   nimidam   [ missing letter-  the -]-  second.  

Nimisha  has the consonants-  an -ma –[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kan imai  onnu -[ missing  letter- ka-] - 66.66 milli 
second [ the time taken  by the young human eye to falp once] ; kan- eye; imai-
eye lid ; onnu- one   .  

http://www.nandhi.com/nandhi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement
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Nimisha  has the consonants- an -ma –[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kan imaika [ missing  letter- ka-] - to blink/ wink ; 
kan- eye;   kan imaikka  vaendum – to wink . 

Nimisha  has the consonants- an -ma –[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  minu minuppu [ missing  letter-  pa-]- shine. 

Nimisha  has the consonants- an -ma –[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   minna -  twinkle .  

 

http://mathomathis.blogspot.in/2011/06/vedic-and-puranic-unit.html 

10  blinks of the eye  =  1 kastha . 

35  kasthas [Skt]   =     1 kala    

20 kala [Skt]   = 1 Muhurta  [ 45 -48 minutes roughly  ]  

30 Muhurta [Skt]  =  `24 hours  

1 kan – imai [ blink]  for Tamils  =   66.6666 milli sec [  the time taken  by the 
young  human eyes  to flap once .  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement 

10  blinks of the eye  =  1 kastha . 

6.67 milli  sec  x 10  =   1 kastha [Skt]   6.67 sec   

----------------------------------------------------------- 

35  kasthas [Skt]   =     1 kala    

   6. 67 sec   x 35    =   23 . 345  sec    

------------------------------------------------------------ 

20 kala [Skt]   = 1 Muhurta  [ 45 -48 minutes roughly  ]  

http://mathomathis.blogspot.in/2011/06/vedic-and-puranic-unit.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement
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20 X   23.345    =  46.69 minutes    .    

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

30 Muhurta [Skt]  =  `24 hours  

30 x  46.69=    140070  minutes  ÷60=  23. 34  hours  . 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Kasth[Skt]   has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] -the -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  paththu  thadavai  kan   imaiththida  aakum vinaadi   
kanakku  -  the time taken for the eye to blink  for 10 times ; paththu – 10; kan- 
eye; imaiththida- blink; vinaadi- second.   

Kasth [Skt]  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] -the -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kai nodi  onnu  =   0.125 sec ; kai-  hand ; nodi- 
second . 

Kasth [Skt]  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] -the -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   vinaadi  -  0.80  second   . 

Kala [Skt]    has the consonants-  ka -la  -and the original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  Tamil  vaan iyal  kanakkeettil   naazhikai  vinaadi  onnu   [missing 
letter-  the -]-  24 seconds  in Tamil  astrology  calculation ; vaan iyal – astronomy  
; kanakkeedu-  calculation  . 

Kala [Skt]    has the consonants-  ka -la  -and the original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   kanal=  24 minutes.  

 Ref ; https;//m.facebook.com/notes/ vedic-timesystem/20 . 

Ref;  https;//spritualityandus.org/ 2015/09/16/vedic-concept  

1 Prana[Skt]   =  4 seconds  

6  Prana [Skt]-   1 vinadi =  24 seconds . 

60 vinadi =  I nadi  =  24 minutes.  
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Prana [Skt]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]  –Ra- an- and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   oru anu  =  4 seconds -  ref;  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement 

Prana [Skt]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]  –Ra- an- and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  oru murai - uyir moochchu  naeram   -  the time 
taken to  breath once  ;  oru murai-  once ;  uyir moochchu – life ;  naeram- time ;  
ref ; veda.wikidot.com/vedic –time-system .  

Prana [Skt]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]  –Ra- an- and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  naangu  uyir mochhcu =  4x1 [uyir moochchu ] =4 
seconds ;   oru uyir [ moochchu ]  =  1 second  ; ref 
[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement 

Prana is real  -ref ; veda.wikidot.com/vedic –time-system. 

Prana [Skt]   has the consonants -  pa –Ra- an- and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  paer unmai-  great truth; paer- big; unmai- truth . 

Truti  is un real -ref ; veda.wikidot.com/vedic –time-system 

Truti  has the consonants – the- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  unmai  atrathu -  no truth; unmai- truth; atrathu- without . 

1 Asu [Skt]  = 4sconds  [ref ; veda.wikidot.com/vedic –time-system]. 

 Asu  has the consonants –sa- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  
anu  onnu =  4 seconds[ ref;  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement 

Vinadi [Skt]   has the consonants -  va -an -the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  naazhikai vinaadi  kanakku  onnu  [ missing letter- 
zha/la-] =  24 seconds  -ref; 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement 

Nadi [Skt]  has the consonants  - an- the -and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  aaru  kanam  konda kana-k-keedu  [ missing letters- Ra- and -ka-] – 24 
minutes [  6x4minutes ] ; one kanam=  4 minutes ;  ref . 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement
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Name Definition Equivalence 

Yama याम ¼th of a day (light) or night ≈ 3 hours 

Sāvana Ahorātram सावन अहोरा म ् 8 Yamas 1 Solar day 

 
Yama [Skt]   has the consonant-  ma - and the orignal Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  moonu mani -  three hours ; moonu- three ; mani -hour.  

Yama [Skt]   has the consonant-  ma - and the orignal Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   idai  yaamam [ missing  letter-  the -]-   22.00 – 02.00  

Yama [Skt]   has the consonant-  ma - and the orignal Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  saamam  [ missing  letter- sa-] -  one  hour .    

Ahoratram  [Skt[   has the consonants -  ka- Ra  -the -Ra -ma  -and the  
interpretation  of the word is   oru  kathirava  thinam/ naar  -  one solar  day ; oru- 
one; kathiravan- sun; naar-day. 

Ahoratram [Skt]   has the consonants -  ka- Ra  -the -Ra -ma  -and the  
interpretation  of the word is  eru  paththi  naangu   mani  naera kanakku [ missing 
letter- pa-]  -  24 hours  calculation ; erupathu- 20 ; naanku- four; eru paththi 
naanku- 24; mani –hour; naeram- time; kanakku- estimation. 

Ahoratram [Skt]   has the consonants -  ka- Ra  -the -Ra -ma  -and the  
interpretation  of the word is  kathiravan  oru  murai  thoandri  / marainthu  
/pinnar  meendum  maru naar   thoadrum  varai   -  aana  eru paththi naangu mani 
naera kanakku [ misisng letter- pa-] -  the 24 hours  time in  between two 
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consecutive  sun  rise ; kathiravan- sun; oru murai -  one  time; thoandru- appear; 
pinnar –after; meendum- again; maru naar-next day .  

 

The Surya Siddhanta definition of timescales 

The Surya Siddhanta [Chapter 14 Mānādhyāyah (माना यायः)], documents a 

comprehensive model of nine divisions of time called māna (मान) which span 

from very small time units (Prāņa [ ाण] - 4 seconds) to very large time scales 

(Para [पर] - 300000.04 Trillion solar years). 

 

Prana  [ 4 seconds]   has the consonants  -[-pa-] –Ra- an - and the original Tami 
interpretation  of the word is  oru anu – 4 seconds.  

 

 Prahar [Skt]   =   3 hours  

Prahar  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- ka- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  then naattavarin  / thiraavidarin  vaan iyar  kanitha 
padi  moondru  mani  naera  kana-k-keedu  [ missing letter-  the -]-  three hours – 
time calculation  according to the Draividian astronomy .  

www.astrojyoti.com/ vedic time calculations.htm. 

60 Ghatis  =  24 hours . 

1 Ghati   =   60 Vighati / Pala  / Kala. 

1Vighati  =  60 Lipta [ Vipala or Vikala ] . 

1Lipta  =  60 Vilipta.  

1Vilipta=  60 Para . 

1Para =  60 Tatpara . 

 

http://www.astrojyoti.com/
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1 Ghati   =    24 x 60 minutes ÷ 60= 24 minutes .  

24 minutes =  60 Vighati /Pala /Kala.  

1 Vighati  =    24 x 60 seconds÷60  =  24 seconds =  60 Lipta . 

60  Lipta=   24 seconds .  

1 Lipta  / Vipala / Vikala    =  0.4 sec =  60 vilipta .  

1 Vilipta  =   40 milli seconds / 60  =  0.66666 66667 milli seconds =  60 Para . 

60 Para =  0.6666666667 milli seconds . 

1 Para =  0.0111111111 milli seconds  =  60 Tatpara . 

60 tatpara=  0.0111111111 milli  seconds . 

1Tatpara  =  0.00001851851 milli seconds . 

 

Ghati [Skt]  has the consonants - ka -the - and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  naazhikai - onnu  [ missing letter- zha-] – 24 minutes . 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement 

Vighati  / kala / 24 seconds /  has the consonants – va- ka- the - and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the word is  vaan kanitha   naazhikai vinaadi kanakku onnu 
[ missing letter- zha-]   =  24 seconds ; vaan kanitham- astronomy 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement 

 . Kala[Skt]   /24 seconds /  has the consonants –  ka- la- - and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  Tamil  vaan iyal -  naazhikai vinaadi   kanakku  onnu  
[ missing letter- the -] =  24 seconds according to Tamil astrology 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement.  

Pala [Skt]  /24 seconds /  has the consonants – pa- la -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is thuli onnu [ missing letter- the -]  =  24 seconds 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement.  .  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement
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Lipta [Skt]/ 0.4sec/  has the consonants – la- [- pa-] - the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  sitruzhi  onnu – allathu-  nodi onnu  [ missing  
letters- sa- and -Ra -]- 0.40seconds.  

Vikala [Skt]  has the consonants-  va- ka- la -and the original Tamil interpreation of 
the word is   aaru kan- imaikal  [ missing letter- Ra -]-  =  0.4 seconds ; aaru- 6; kan- 
eye; imaikal- eyelids 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement.  .. 

Vilapta [Skt] 0.66666 66667 milli seconds / has the consonants – va- la –pa- the- 
and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is Tamil  vaan -iyal  kana-k-
keedu -  paththu   kuzhikalil onnu   = 1/10  kuzhikal ; 1 kuzhi =  ; 6.6666 milli 
seconds ;  10 kuzhikal  =  66.6666 milliseconds ;  6.6666 / 10=  0. 66666 milli 
seconds  . 

1 kuzhi     =  6.66 mili seconds -  the time taken  by the Pleiades stars [ arumeen ]  
to glitter once  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement.  

 Vilapta [Skt] 0.66666 66667 milli seconds / has the consonants – va- la -pa- the- 
and the original Tamil interpretation of the word is  thazhal  meen/ alaku meen   [ 
karththikai  meen ]   oru thadavai  / oru murai /  minukka  edukka   aakum naera 
kaanakkir / kuzhi  kanakeettu muraiyil  /  paththir ondru  /   endra  Tamil vaan iyal   
kana-k-keedu [ missing letter-Ra-]  -   1/10  of the time taken by the Pleiades star 
to twinkle once ;   6.66/10=  0.666  milliseconds; oru thadavai- once; minukka- 
shine ; naeram –time;  vaan iyal- astronomy ; kana-k-keedu –estimation .  

10 kuzhikal=  =  1 mai =  66.6666 milli seconds ; ref;   
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement 

 
Para [Skt] / 0.0111111111 milli seconds / has the  consonants-  [-pa-]  –Ra- and 
the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is – aru meen  /aruvaai meen / 
karththikai meen  oru murai  minukka  aakum  naera  kanakkir -  aru nootril  ondru  
[ missing  letters-  ka –Ra- and -the -]- 1/600  of the time taken by the Pleiades 
star to twinkle once =  6.66/600= 0. 0111 milli  seconds ; Aru Vaai  meen- Pleiades 
; oru murai- once;  minukka- shine ; naeram- time ; kanakku – estimation. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement
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Tatpara  [Skt] / 0.00001851851 milli seconds/ has the consonants – the- the- pa -
Ra - and the  original Tamil interpretation  of the word is aru meen  /aruvaai meen 
/ karththikai meen  oru murai  minukka  aakum  naera  kanakkir –
moovaayiraththu  aaru nootrir  ondru -  1/3600  of the time taken by the Pleiades 
star to twinkle once ;  6.66/3600= 0.00185    milli seconds ; Aru Vaai  meen- 
Pleiades . 

Kasn  [Skt ]   =  1 second.  

Kasn  [Skt ]  has the consonants-  ka –sa- an- and the original Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  muchchu   kanakku  onnu  =  uyir onnu -  1 second  ;  moochchu- 
life/ breathing; kanakku- calculation ; onnu- one   .  

Kasn  [Skt ]  has the consonants-  ka –sa- an- and the original Tamil interpretation 
of the word is   arai  saanikam / half saanikam =   1 second  ;  1 saanikam=  2  
seconds ;  arai- half . 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement 

Uyir onnu=  1 second 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement 

Lagha[Skt] / 1.6 minutes  /   has the   consonants – la- ka -  and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  naanku  nodikal [ missing letter- the -]-=  4 X 0 .4O 
seconds =  1.6  minutes ;  nodi  onnu  =  0.40 seconds ; naanku-four  . 

 
Truti [Skt]   has the consonants – the- Ra- the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  maaththirai -   025 second  . 

Vaedha [Skt] has the consonants -  va- the-  and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  kai nodi  - 0.125seconds;  maatha kanakku-  month  calculation ; 
aandu kanakku-  year calculation ;  vinaadi  = 0.80seconds .  

Lava  [Skt]  has the consonants – la- va-  and the original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is nalla naalum kilamai yim-  auspicious day /week ;   azhauva kanakku-  
fortnight estimation ;   kilamai kanakku -  week days estimation ;  kaala azhau -  
time measurement ;  naazhikai  kanakku  =  24 minutes.    

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_units_of_measurement
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Liksaka [Skt] has the consonants – la-  ka –[-sa-]- ka-  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   naazhikai  kanakku  =  24 minutes.  

 

9. Tamil soothtiram word -    Muhurtham.   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhurta 

Etymology 

The "Sandhi Vidchhed" for the term is thus: It breaks muhūrt into two parts, 
"muhu" (moment/immediate) and "ṛta" (order). The author of Ṛg Ved III.33.5 has 
accordingly created this descriptive term. Ṛta refers to the natural, yearly order of 
the seasons, so that the term muhūrt refers to the daily reflection of these. Also, 
cf., Śatpath Brāhmaṇa X.4.2.18, as below. 

Muku    has the consonants- ma –ka- and the original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  kanam -  moment .  

Rta   has the consonants – Ra- the- and the original  Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   muraiyaanthu -  orderly . 

It is stated in Manusmṛti that 18 nimeṣas (twinklings of the eye) are 1 Kāṣṭhā, 30 
Kāṣṭhās are 1 Kāla, 30 Kālas are one Muhūrta, and 30 Muhūrtas are one day and 
night. 

Ritual Significance 

"Muhūrt" is the common term used in present-day South Asia for calculating the 
most auspicious moment for a Vedic-Hindu Wedding ceremony. Astrologers are 
often hired to calculate a moment for the wedding so that any possible divinely-
sourced problems can be averted. Jakatdar suggests a shift in the contemporary 
temperament regarding the traditional approach to calculating such events, to 
accommodate the every increasing complexity of modern life.  

Yearly Calibration 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhurta
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The Muhūrtas are traditionally calculated[by assuming sunrise at 06:00 AM on the 
Vernal Equinox, which is the Vedic New Year. Not all of the constellations cross 
the zenith, so that it is not in every case clear which constellation presides over 
the Muhūrta. Yet it is clear that one or more prominent features of the correlate 
constellations, from which the later Muhūrtas draw their respective names, falls 
within the Celestial Longitude of the same, drawn from the Polar Axis. 

No. 
Daily 

Period 
Name (मुहू त) Translation 

Correlate 
Constellation/Star 

(Greek) 

Quality, or 

Guṇa (गुण) 

1 
06:00 - 
06:48 
(sunrise) 

Rudra ( ) "Cryer", "Howler" Unknown Inauspicious 

2 
06:48 - 
07:36 

Āhi (आ ह) "Serpent" Lacerta Inauspicious 

3 
07:36 - 
08:24 

Mitra ( म ) "Friend" Unknown Auspicious 

4 
08:24 - 
09:12 

Pitṝ ( पत)ृ "Father" 
Cepheus & 
Casseiopeia 

Inauspicious 

5 
09:12 - 
10:00 

Vasu (वसु) "Bright" Delphinus Auspicious 

6 
10:00 - 
10:48 

Vārāha (वाराह) "Boar" Unknown Auspicious 

7 
10:48 - 
11:36 

Viśvedevā 

( व वेदेवा) 
"Heavenly Lights in the 
Universe" 

Unknown Auspicious 

8 
11:36 - 
12:24 

Vidhi ( व ध) "Insight" Unknown 
Auspicious - 
except 
Mondays 
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and Fridays 

9 
12:24 - 
13:12 

Sutamukhī 

(सतमुखी) "Goat/Charioteer-Face" Auriga Auspicious 

10 
13:12 - 
14:00 

Puruhūta 

(पु हू त) "Many Offerings" 
Unknown (Taurus 
or Orion?) 

Inauspicious 

11 
14:00 - 
14:48 

Vāhinī (वा हनी) "Possessed of Chariot" 
Unknown 
(Gemini?) 

Inauspicious 

12 
14:48 - 
15:36 

Naktanakarā 

(न तनकरा) "Night Maker" Unknown Inauspicious 

13 
15:36 - 
16:24 

Varuṇa (व ण) "All-Envoloping Night Sky" Unknown Auspicious 

14 
16:24 - 
17:12 

Aryaman 

(अयमन)् 
"Possessed of Nobility" Unknown 

Auspicious - 
except 
Sundays 

15 
17:12 - 
18:00 

Bhaga (भग) "Share"/"Stake" Unknown Inauspicious 

16 
18:00 - 
18:48 
(sunset) 

Girīśa ( गर श) "Lord of the Mount" Unknown Inauspicious 

17 
18:48 - 
19:36 

Ajapāda 

(अजपाद) 
"Unborn Foot"/"Goat 
Foot" 

Unknown Inauspicious 

18 
19:36 - 
20:24 

Ahir-Budhnya 

(अ हबु य) 
"Serpent at the Bottom" Hydra Auspicious 
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19 
20:24 - 
21:12 

Puṣya (पु य) "Nourishment"/"Blossom" Unknown Auspicious 

20 
21:12 - 
22:00 

Aśvinī (अि वनी) "Horsemen" Unknown Auspicious 

21 
22:00 - 
22:48 

Yama (यम) "Restrainer" (Death) 
Boötes (cf., 
Bhūteśa) 

Inauspicious 

22 
22:48 - 
23:36 

Agni (अि न) "Fire"/"Ignition" Ara Auspicious 

23 
23:36 - 
24:24 

Vidhātṛ ( वधात)ृ "Distributor" Unknown Auspicious 

24 
24:24 - 
01:12 

Kaṇḍa ( ड) "Ornament" Corona Borealis Auspicious 

25 
01:12 - 
02:00 

Aditi (अ द त) "Destitute"/"Boundless" Unknown Auspicious 

26 
02:00 - 
02:48 

Jīva/Amṛta 

(जीव/अमतृ ) 
"Life"/"Immortal" Unknown 

Very 
Auspicious 

27 
02:48 - 
03:36 

Viṣṇu ( व णु) "All Pervading" Hercules Auspicious 

28 
03:36 - 
04:24 

Dyumadgadyuti 

( युम ग यु त) 
"Resounding Light" Lyra Auspicious 

29 
04:24 - 
05:12 

Brahma ( म) "Universe" Cygnus 
Very 
Auspicious[10] 

30 
05:12 - 
06:00 Samudram "Ocean" Deluge (region 

with several 
Auspicious 
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(समु म) aqueous 
constellations) 

Significance 

Traditionally, it is common practice amongst Hindus to start or avoid starting 
significant tasks like religious ceremonies, etc. on the basis of the quality of a 
particular Muhūrta. The Vedic scriptures also generally recommend one or more 
Muhūrtas to perform rituals and practices. The most widely known example of 
this practice: 

 Brahma Muhūrta, approximately one and a half hours before sunrise or 
more precisely is 1Hr 36 Mins. i.e. 96 Minutes = 2 Muhūrta or 4 Ghaṭīkā, is 
recommended in all practices of yoga is traditionally considered most apt 
for meditation. However, it is clear from the associations of the names with 
specific constellations that the present Brahma-Muhūrta starts just before 
6:00AM during the Vernal Equinox. At present, Jīva-Amṛta and Viṣṇu 
comprise the two twilight . 

 

 1.Muhurtha  has the consonants   -  ma- ka- Ra -the    and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   ondraam  / muthar  naarpaththi  ettu  nimida  
naera  kanakku [ missing letter- pa-] -  first – 48 minutes time calculation  ;  
muthar-  first ;  naarpaththi ettu -  48;  nimidam- minute . 

Muhurtha  has the consonants   -  ma- ka- Ra -the    and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kaththukindra manithar -  cryer; kaththu- to shout .  

Muhurtha  has the consonants   -  ma- ka- Ra -the    and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  vaanir  idi minnar  undaakkukindra manithar -  the 
one who makes thunder and lightening in the sky ; vaan- sky; idi- thunder; 
minnar- lightening ; undaakku-  make ; manithar- man .  

  2.Muhurtha  has the consonants   -  ma- ka- Ra -the -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  erandavathu   naarpaththi  ettu  nimida  naera  
kanakku [ missing letter- pa-] -  2nd  48 minutes time estimation ;  erandaavathu- 
2nd;  naeram- time; kanakku- estimation/ count ; naar- paththi  etttu -48.  
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Muhurtha  has the consonants   -  ma- ka- Ra -the -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  padam  edukkum / adai kaakkum  karunaaka 
paampu [ missing letter- pa-]-  the cobra with the hood ; padam-  hood/ photo;  
karu naagam –black cobra  .  

Ahi[Skt]   has the consonant  -ka - and the original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  naakam/ kavai naa -  cobra . 

Muhurtha  has the consonants   -  ma- ka- Ra -the -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  nar seyar purivatharkku  yatra  naeram andru [ 
missing letters- pa- and -sa-]-   inauspicious time ; nar seyar –good actions;  
puriya- do ; naeram-  time  .  

3.Muhurtha has the consonants  -ma- ka- Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   moondraavathu  naarpaththi  ettu  nimida  naera  
kanakku [ missing letter- pa-]  -  3rd  - 48 minutes time calculation  ; 
moondraavathu- third ; naarpathu- fourty ;  ettu –eight ; nimidam-  minute  .  

Muhurtha has the consonants  -ma- ka- Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  natpu /anpu  konda manithar [ missing letter- pa-]  -   
friend ;   natpu-  friendship  . 

Muhurtha has the consonants  -ma- ka- Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   nar seyar  purivatharkku   yaetra  naeram [ missing 
letters- sa- and- pa-] -  right time for doing good things ; nar seyar- good actions; 
puriya- to do . 

4.Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma- ka- Ra -the  - and the original Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is-  naankaavathu  naarpaththi  ettu  nimida  naera 
kanakku/ kana-k-keedu [ missing letter- pa-]  - 4th - 48 minutes time estimation ; 
naankaavathu –fourth ;  kana-k-keedu –estimation .  

Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma- ka- Ra -the  - and the original Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is karu undaakiya thakappanum  eendru eduththa 
thaayim [ missing letter- pa-]   -  father and the mother  ; karu- embryo; 
thakappan –father;  thaai- mother  .  
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Pitr [Skt]    has the consonants-   pa- the- Ra -and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  peththu eduththa  thanthaiyaar -  father who has given  birth; 
thanthaiyaar- father  . 

5.Muhurtha has the consonants  -  ma -ka –Ra- the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  aeinthavathu  naarpaththi  ettu  nimida    naera 
kanakku [ missing letter- pa-]   - 5th – 48 minutes time calculation ; aeintaavathu –
fifth .    

Muhurtha has the consonants  -  ma -ka –Ra- the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  vaanaththir  thoandrum   perum  neruppu [ missing 
letter- pa-]   –the great fire over the sky ; vaanam –sky ; thoandru –appear  ; 
perum- great/ big; neruppu  -fire . 

Muhurtha has the consonants  -  ma -ka –Ra- the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  pon poandru  / thankam ena /   thaka  thaka-k-kum 
ondru [ missing letter- pa-]  - glistening one as a gold  ; pon- gold ; thankam –gold ; 
thaka thaka-k-kum- shining . 

Muhurtha has the consonants  -  ma -ka –Ra- the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  minnukindra ondru- twinkling one ;minnu –shine .   

Vasu [Skt]   has the consonants  - va- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  oli mikka/ veleichchaamaaka[ missing letter- la-] - bright; oli- light  . 

  6.Muhurtha has the consonants -  ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   aaraavathu  naarpaththi  ettu  nimida   naera 
kanakku -  [ missing letter- pa-]   -  6th  - 48 minutes time calculation; aaraavathu -
6th  

Muhurtha has the consonants -  ma -ka –Ra- the - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  kaan- maa  enapadum  pandri / yaetrai  [ missing letter- pa-]  ; kaan-
maa- wild pig ; pandri –  pig.   

Muhurtha has the consonants -  ma -ka –Ra- the - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  kaattir   kaanum  oru marai – pandri /   varaaham  [Skt] - [ missing 
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letter- pa-]  -  boar - seen in the forest ; kaadu- woods; marai- animal; pandri- pig ; 
varaaham- pig  .   

Varaka  [Skt]  has the consonants-  va -Ra –ka-   and the orignaltamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kaattir  thiriyim/ kaanum  aan yaetrai [ missing 
letter-  the -]- boar -  seen  in the forest ; kaadu –woods ; thiriyim –wandering; 
aan yaetrai- male pig  . 

  7.Muhurtha has the consonants -  ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  yaer - ram  naarpaththi  ettu  nimida  naera kanakku 
[ missing letter- pa-]-   7th-  48 minutes time estimation; yaeru- yazhu- seven; Ra= 
la.   

Muhurtha has the consonants -  ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  perukkaththir [ veedu  paeru ]  -  kaanum   thee 
sudar  / neruppu  sudar [ missing letters-  sa- and- pa-]-  the stars of the heavens ; 
perukkam  /swarkkam [Skt]  paradise ;  thee sudar- star .  

 Visvadaeva [Skt]  has the consonants  - va -sa- va -the -va -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  vaanaththir kaanum oli veesum thonkum vilakukkal 
[missing  letter- la-] -  the hanging bright  lights of the sky ;  oli- light ; thonkum- 
hanging ; vilakku- light  .  

8.Muhurtha has the consonants -ma -ka –Ra- the- and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  ettaavathu  naarpaththi  ettu  nimida   naera 
kanakku [ missing letter- pa-]  - 8th - 48 minutes time estimation ;  ettu- eight; 
naarpathu –fourty ; nimidam- minute ; naeram- time ; kanakku- estimation/ 
count   . 

Muhurtha has the consonants -ma -ka –Ra- the- and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  unmai yaei  unarnthida vaendum- to understand 
the truth /  to have insight; unmai- truth / yathaarththam [Skt] ;  unarnthida 
vaendum -  understand  . 
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Vidhi  [Skt] [insight]    has the consonants - va –the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  ul- unaravu kondu  [ missing letters- la –and-  Ra -]- 
ul-  unarvu-  insight . 

Vidhi  [Skt] [insight]    has the consonants - va –the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  poatham / mathi  kondu [ missing letter- pa-]   - 
with knowledge  ; mathi-  knowledge . 

 Vidhi  [Skt] [insight]    has the consonants - va –the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   aka kaatchchi  kondu [ missing  letter- sa-] ; akam- 
mind; kaatchchi –scene /sight   .  

 

9.Muhurtha  has the consonants -ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is  onpathaam /thondaam    naarpaththi  ettu  
nimida   naera kanakku [ missing letter- pa-]  ; 9th  48 minutes  time  calculation 
; onpaaan – nine ; naarpathu –fourty ; ettu- eight  .  

Muhurtha  has the consonants -ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  semmari aattin  mukam  [ missing letter – sa-]-  
the face of a sheep  ; mari –ram ; aaadu –goat .      

Muhurtha  has the consonants -ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  thaer- oattti -yin mukam  -  the face of a 
charioteer ; thaer- rath[Skt]  .  

Sutamuki [Skt] has the consonants-  sa –the- ma- ka  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  sem marai  aattu  kutti yin mukam [ missing 
letter- Ra -] -  face of the  sheep kid ; mari –ram ; aadu –goat  ; kutti –kid ; 
mukam- face . 

Sutamuki [Skt] has the consonants-  sa –the- ma- ka  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thaer oatti yin mukam [ missing letter- Ra -] -  – 
charioteer’s face;  thaer – rath[Skt]  –chariot ; oatti –driver  .  
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10.Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  paththaam   naarpaththi  ettu  nimida   naera  
kanakku  [ missing letter- pa-] – 10th -48 minutes time estimation [  scientific  
interpretation]  ; pathu – thasa  [Skt] / deci = 10 . 

                                Pseudo  scientific  interpretation  

Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  padaiththa  eraivanukku   padaiyar  vaiththu   
vanankida vaendum [ missing letter- pa-] -  to  offer the god  and worship ; 
padaiththavan- creator; eraivan- god / hero ;  vanankuthar – to  worship . 

11.Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   pathi nondraam   naarpaththi  ettu  nimida   naera  
kanakku  [ missing letter- pa-] – 11th - 48 minutes time estimation; pathi 
nondraam- 11th   . 

Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  vaanir  urundu oadum  - aandavanudaiya / 
kathiravnudaiya  vandi / thiru thaer  -  the chariot of the  sun  god ;  thaer oadum 
veethi  urundu  -roll over ; aandavan- god ;  vandi- vehicle;  thaer- rath[Skt]   . 

12.Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   paththu - erandaam naarpaththi  ettu  nimida   
naera  kanakku  [ missing letter- pa-] – 12th  -48 minutes time estimation [ 
scientific  interpretation] ; paththu- 10; erandu -2.   

                                Pseudo  scientific  interpretation   

Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  eravu  naeraththai  undaakukindra manithar- the 
night maker;  eravu-  night ; naeram- time;  undakku- make  ; manithar- man  .   

Nakanthakara [Skt]  has the consonants-  an -ka –an- the- ka- Ra -  and the  
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  eravu  naeraththai  undaakukindra 
manithar- the night maker  .   
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Nakanthakara [Skt]  has the consonants-  an -ka –an- the- ka- Ra -  and the  
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  kathiravan  vanir marainthathu    
eravu  naeram varukindrathu / vaanam  karukka / erutta  thodankukirathu  -  
when the sun disappears  the sky becomes dark ; kathiravan-  sun; vaan- sky ; 
karukka-  to become dark ;  thodanku- start .  

13.Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   pathi moondravathu   naarpaththi  ettu  nimida   
naera  kanakku  [ missing letter- pa-] – 13th- 48 minutes time estimation; pathi 
mondru -13.   

 Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kaatru  thaeivam  -  wind god / Varuna ; kaatru –
wind; theivam –god. 

Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   kum iruttu  naeram-  the time for the sky to 
become pitch dark .   

14. Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  pathi naakaam – naarpathti  ettu nimida naera 
kanakku [ missing  letter- pa-]—14th - 48 minutes time estimation; pathi naanku- 
14.  

 Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  nar- kunam vaainthavan / kondavan  -  a noble  man 
; nar kunam- good nature .    

15. Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   pathu- aeinthaam naarpathti  ettu nimida naera 
kanakku [ missing  letter- pa-]—15th - 48 minutes time estimation ; paththu- ten ; 
aeinthu five ; naarpathu –fourty ; ettu- eight; nimidam- minute ; naeram- time . 

Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  pankai   pakirnthu / piriththu  kodukka vaendum- [ 
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missing  letter- pa-]— to share  ; panku –share; pakiru –share[ v]; piriththidu – 
separate ; kodukka- to give    . 

16. Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is    pathinaaraam  naarpathti ettu  nimida naera 
kanakku [ missing  letter- pa-]—16th - 48 minutes time estimation  [ scientific  
interpretation ] ; pathinaaru -16 .   

                        Pseudo scientific  interpretation  

 Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   kundrathur theivam / kadavur / Thiru Murugan  -  
lord of the mound –Murugan  ; kundraththur- abode of Murugan; theivam –god; 
kadavur- god  .    

Girisa [Skt]  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- sa- and the original Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  Murugan /  Murugaesan  - Dravidian sun god.  

17. Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   pathu yaeraam   naarpathti  ettu nimida naera 
kanakku [ missing  letter- pa-]—17th - 48 minutes time estimation ; paththu- ten ; 
yaeru- yaezhu - seven ; Ra= la.  

Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   aattu  kuttiyin  kaar paatham  / kaar adi [  missing  
letter- pa-] -  the foot of the kid  ; aadu –goat ; kutti- kid; kaar- leg ; paatham –
foot .    

18. Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is – paththu  ettaam  naarpathti  ettu nimida naera 
kanakku [ missing  letter- pa-]—18th - 48 minutes time estimation ; paththu- dasa 
[Skt]  /deci  ; ettu- eight ; naarpathu –fourty ;  nimidam- minute   .  

Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   kadar adiyae  kaanum  karu naakam  / karkoadan  
enum  paampu[ missing  letter- pa-]— the  sea snake karkodan ; kadar- sea;  adi- 
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bottom;  karu –dark; naakam- cobra; paampu –snake ; karkoadan- a mythological 
snake  .  

Ahir budhnya[Skt]  has the consonants -  ka -Ra - pa – the- an – and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  kadar adiyae kaanum  karkodakan enum  
kodiya [ aeinthu  mandai / paththu mandai  udaiya ]  paapmu -  the sea snake 
karkdoan; aeinthu –five; mandai- head;  paththu- ten ; paampu- snake  . 

19.Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  paththu   onpatham/ paththu thondaam -  
naarpaththi nimida naera kanakkau [ missing  letter- pa-]-  19th -48 minutes time 
estimation .      

Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  poo pookkukindra  nearam -[ missing  letter- pa-]-    
time to come into flower / blossom . 

20.Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  erupathaam  -naarpaththi  ettu nimida naera 
kanakkau[ missing  letter- pa-]—  20 th - 48 minutes time estimation [  scientific  
interpretation]; erupathu -20  .      

                                 Pseudo  scientific interpretation . 

Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is kuthirai  meethu yaeri  payanam poakiravan[ 
missing  letter- pa-]—  - the one who rides  on a  horse ; kuthirai-  horse;  
payanam- travel .   

Asvini  has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -va -an -and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  vanni makan -  horse man  /son of a horse ; vanni-  horse ; makan- 
son/ human .  

Asva  has the consonants – [- sa-] - va - and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  vanni-  horse.   
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21.Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   erupaththi ondraam naarpaththi  ettu nimida 
naera kanakkau  [ missing  letter- pa-]—21th  - 48 minutes time estimation; ondru- 
one  . 

Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  paasa kayiru kai -yir   kondu  erumai  vandi  meethu 
yaeri  uyirai   parikka  varum  naman/ Yeman[ missing  letter- pa-]— -  yema  
coming  on a buffalo to take away the life  ;  paasa kairu- noose ;  erumai- tarus ;  
vandi- vehicle ; uyir- life;  parikka- snatch ; Yeman-  god of death  .   

Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   pirappu  erappu  kattu paduthtukindra kadavur-[ 
missing  letter- pa-] -the god who controls the birth and death ; piranthai- birth ; 
erappu-  death ; kattu paduththa- control ; kadavur- god . 

22.Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   erupathti erandaam - naarpaththi  ettu nimida 
naera kanakkau [ missing  letter- pa-]—22th  - 48 minutes time estimation;  
erupathu -20; erandu –two  .  

Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   neruppai  mootta vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-]—
to ignite fire ;  neruppu- fire ;  thee  moottu- induce /set fire .  

23. Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   erupaththi moondraam  naarpaththi ettu  nimida 
naera kanakkau [ missing  letter- pa-]—23th  - 48 minutes time estimation ;  
erupathu -20; moondru- three .  

Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   pakirnthu  kodukindra  theivam[ missing  letter- pa-
]— the god who  distributes  ; pakirnthu kodu- - distribute ;  theivam- god  .   
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Vidhatr   has the consonants  -va -the  -ka –the- Ra-   and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is pakirnthu  kodukkidravar/ kodukkum kadavur  [ 
missing  letter- pa-]— -  the distributor ; kadavur- god .  

24.Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is    erupaththi  naankaam  naarpaththi  ettu nimida 
naera kanakkau [ missing  letter- pa-]—24th  - 48 minutes time estimation .   

Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   vaanir kaanum / kotti kidakkum    thanka / vaira 
/vaidooriya /  maanikka   kar-k-kar  nakai  / nakai nattu -  the golden/ diamond/ 
platinum  jewels over the sky  ;  kotti kidakkum- scatterd;  vaan –sky ; kaan- see; 
thankam- gold; vairam- diamond;  karkar- stones ; nakai- jewel.  

Kanda[Skt]   has the consonants-  ka –an- the -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thanka  nakai  nattu- gold  jewel ; thankam- gold; 
nakai-  jewel .    

25.Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  erupathti aeinthaam  - naarpaththi  ettu nimida 
naera kanakkau [ missing  letter- pa-]—25th  - 48 minutes time estimation ; 
erupathu- 20; aeinthu- five ; naarpathu –fourty ; ettu- eight  . 

 Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  varai padaththir   kaanum/ kurippitta    varampu  
koadu / pariantham  indri  paranthu  virintha -thu [  missing  letter- pa-]—-  
boundless ;  varai padam- map  ; varampu -  pariantham [ Skt] - boundary ;  
koadu- line ; kurippitta – mentioned ;  paranthu virintha- widly  spread  . 

26. Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   erupathti  aaram  - naarpaththi ettu  nimida naera 
kanakkau [ missing  letter- pa-]—26th  - 48 minutes time estimation;  erupathu- 
20; aaru- six . 

Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  endru- endrum erukka koodiya  ondru / 
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maraiyaatha  ondru  –  kathiravan -  eternal one-  the sun ; endru endrum- for 
ever ;   maraiyaatha- not appearing ;  kathiravan- sun.   

Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   uyir tharum ondru  -  the giver of life ; uyir- life; 
tharum -giving .  

Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   eravaa – ma   kaakkum  / varam tharum -  aru 
marunthu  / uyir kaakkum  ma –marunthu/ amutham /  amirtham [Skt]  -  the 
elixir  ; erappu- death ; kaakka- save ;   uyir- life;   marunthu- drug . 

Jiva [Skt]   has the consonants   - sa- va - and the original Sanskrit interpretation  
of the word is   janikka [Skt] -  to be born .  

Janikka [Skt]  has the consonants - sa- an- ka – and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  saei - yaei    eenuka-  to deliver  the baby ; saei- 
baby ;  eenuka- give birth . 

Jiva [Skt]  has the consonants - sa- ka – and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  sinai  aakku -  to impregant ; sinai- pregnancy ; aakku- make  .   

Jiva [Skt]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  aavi - life .  

Amirtha [Skt]  has the consonants - ma –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  aru marunthu / maa marunthu -  the best  drug/ 
elixir ;  aru- rare ;   maa- great ;  marunthu- drug . 

27. Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   erupathti  yae- raam  - naarpaththi ettu  nimida 
naera kanakkau [ missing  letter- pa-]—27th  - 48 minutes time estimation;  
erupathu- 20;  yaeru- yazhu -7 ;  Ra = la . 

Muhurtha [ all pervading]  [ Vishnu]    has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and 
the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   enkum  uoodu -uruvi   irukkindra 
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ondru-  kathiravan-  - all  pervading  one / sun ; enkum- every where ; uoodu 
uruvida  – penetrate/ pervade ; kathiravan- sun   .  

Vishnu  has the consonants - va -sa- an -and the original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   enkum kaanum  Sivan / Saeyon-  the sun god –Sivan;  enkum- every 
where  .  

28. Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   erupathti  ettaam - naarpaththi  ettu nimida naera 
kanakkau [ missing  letter- pa-]—28th  - 48 minutes time estimation ;  erupathu – 
20; ettu –eight . 

Muhurtha [ resounding  light ]  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the 
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  mikuntha adarththi kondu eri yim  
neruppu [ missing  letter- pa-]— the dense fire ; adarththi- dense;  eri- burn ; 
neruppu- fire . 

Dyumadgadyuti [Skt]  has the consonants  - the - ma – the- ka  -the- the -  and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  mikuntha  adarththi kondu eri -
nthidum  thee [ missing letter- Ra -]   the dense fire . 

29. Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   erupathti   thondaam  - naarpaththi ettu  nimida 
naera kanakkau [ missing  letter- pa-]—29th  - 48 minutes time estimation ; 
erupathu -20; thondu- nine ; naeram- time ; kana-k-keedu –count   . 

Muhurtha [universe] has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  paranthu  virintha  vaanam- [ missing  letter- pa-]—  
vast sky / universe; paranthu  virintha- widely spread ; vaanam-sky  .  

Brahma  [Skt]   has the consonants  - pa- Ra –ka- ma – and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is perum  vaanam  - vast sky / universe ; perum- big; 
vaanam –sky  .  

Universe  has the consonants  - an- va- Ra- [-sa -] – and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  perum vaanam-  vast sky / universe. 
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Brahma muhurtha  has the consonants – pa- Ra- ka- ma - ma -ka -Ra -the –  and 
the original Tamil interpretation of the word is  vaikarai naeram -  kathiravan  
thondruvatharkku  munpae /   vidikindra munpae  /   varum  / erupaththi  
thondaam-   naarpathti  ettu naera nimidam  -   naangu  mani  erupathti  nanku 
nimidam muthar  / naangu  aeint  pathu   aeinthu  mudiya  thirumanam  puriya /  
padikka / oatha /  manathai  amaithi padutthha  yaetra  naeram aakum   -  0.4.24  
to  05.12 is   the best time for  marriage /  learning  / medidation  .   

Meditate  has the consonants - ma –the- the-  the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  manathai  aaeinthidu -  know your mind ; mana- 
athu- mind ; aaeinthidu- know / research  .  

Meditate  has the consonants - ma –the- the-  the - and the  other   interpretation  
of the word is  thiyaanam [Skt] seithidu [ missing letter- sa-]- do meditation ; 
thiyaanam-  meditation .  

30 .Muhurtha  has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   muppathaam  naarpaththi nimida naera kanakkau [ 
missing  letter- pa-]—30th  - 48 minutes time estimation ;  muppathu- 30 ; 
nimidam- minute ;  naeram –time . 

Muhurtha  [samudra ][Skt]   has the consonants - ma -ka –Ra- the - and the 
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  perum  kadar [ missing  letter- pa-]—
- big ocean ; perum- big; kadar-  sea . 

Samudra [Skt]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ma -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  maa  -thirai  -  big ocean ; maa- big;  thirai- sea.   
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10. Zodiac signs / Raasi / Orai 

Raasi  [Skt]  has the consnants – Ra- [-sa-]  – and the original Tamil  word is Orai.  

Raasi  [Skt]  has the consnants – Ra- [-sa-]  – and the original Tamil  word is 
panniru  orai [ missing  letter- pa-]-  12 orai/ raasi . 

 

          1.Aries/ Maseam/Maezham  

                Sem-mari  orai  

Aries  has the consonants –Ra- sa- and the original Tamil  word is  sem-mari –
enum  orai / raasi[Skt] -  the  constellation sign called as  sheep;  mari –ram  .  

Aries  has the consonants –Ra- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is eri orai -  fire 
sign  [ element] ; eri- red/ fire  . 

Aries  has the consonants –Ra- sa- and the original Tamil  word is  Maaran /Mars  
[Roman ] -  the ruler of Aries sign. .  

Aries  has the consonants –Ra--sa- and the other interpretation of the word is  
March  [month] . 

Aries  has the consonants –Ra- -sa-and the other interpretation of the word is Sri 
Raama .  

Aries  has the consonants –Ra- sa- and the other interpretation of the word is  
Suraesh [Skt]  –Murugan .   

Aries  has the consonants –Ra- sa- and the other interpretation of the word is  
Ramaesh [Skt] [ Raama / Vishnu ]. 

Aries  has the consonants –Ra- sa- and the other interpretation of the word is  is  
Ares [Greek] . 

Aries  has the consonants –Ra- sa- and the original Tamil  word is  mari- ram  . 

Ram  has the consonants  -Ra -ma -and the original Tamil  word is mari -  sheep.  
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Maesam [Skt]  has the consonants - ma- sa- ma -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  semmari  enum  orai [ missing  letter-  Ra -]  -   the 
sign called sheep . 

                                               2.TARUS .  

                             Eruthu / Erumai  maadu- orai  –Bull .  

Risipam[Skt]   has the consonants  -Ra- [-sa-] – [-pa-] - ma-  and the original Tamil 
word is  erumai - buffalo.   

Risipam[Skt]   has the consonants  -Ra- [-sa-] – [-pa-] - ma-  and the original Tamil  
word is  marai -  deer/ bull /animal . 

Risipam[Skt]   has the consonants  -Ra- sa- [-pa-] - ma-  and the original Tamil 
word is  sem- mari-  ram/ sheep.   

Tarus [Greek] has the consonants – the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
eruthu / erumai  maadu –bull.  

Vidai [Tamil]   has the consonants – va-the -and the original meaning of the word 
is   aattu kutti-  kid . 

Vidai [Tamil]   has the consonants – va-the -and the original meaning of the word 
is   kidaa maadu- bull.  

Mithras has the consonants - ma –the- Ra-[- sa-] - and the original Tamil word is  
erumai  maadu-  buffalo.  

                                                 

                          3. Gemini / Mithunam/Aadavai . 

                            Annanum  Thampiyim / Thampi Annan  enum  orai  -  brothers/ 
elder and the younger . 

Gemini  has the consonants - sa -ma -an –and the original Tamil  word is  Saaman [ 
younger brother of  kaaman ]  / aadavai  [Tamil ] . 
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Mithunam [Skt]  has the consonants- ma- the- an- ma – and the original Tamil 
word is  annanum  thamayanum  -  elder and younger bothers ;  annan- elder 
brother; thampi-  younger brother .  

Mithunam [Skt]  has the consonants- ma- the- an- ma – and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  Manmathan [Skt] – god of love . 

Aaadavai [Tamil]  has the consonants – the- va-  and the original Tamil meaning  is 
Kaama  thaeivam – god of love  ;  kaamam-  sexual desire .  

Aaadavai [Tamil]  has the consonants – the- va-  and the original Tamil meaning  is 
annan-um   avan thamayanum -  elder and younger brothers ;  annan- elder 
brother;  thamyan- brother. 

Aaadavai [Tamil]  has the consonants – the- va-  and the original Tamil meaning  is 
annan  Kaamanum  avan  thampi  Saaman-um [ missing  letters- pa- and -sa-] – 
Kaaman and his brother Saaman ;   thampi – younger brother; kaaman-  god of 
love . 

Aaadavai [Tamil]  has the consonants – the- va-  and the original Tamil meaning is 
nettai yanum  kuttaiyanum -  tall man and the short man ; nettaiyan- tall man; 
kuttaiyan- short man .  

Aaadavai [Tamil]  has the consonants – the- va-  and the original Tamil meaning  is 
eru aadavar [ missing  letter- Ra -] - two men ; iru- two; aadavar- men .   

Castor    has the consonants -ka- [-sa-] - the- Ra-  and the original Tamil word 
/meaning   Thiravidarin/ Then Naattavar / kathiravanai / Gnaayitrai  vananguvoar-
in   marai muka kootru -  the covert way of saying something by the Dravidian 
people ;  Then Naattavar-  people from south  /Dravidian people ; kathiravan –
sun;  vananku –worship ; kootru –word ; marai mukam  -covert    .   

Castor    has the consonants -ka- [-sa-] - the- Ra-  and the original Tamil word 
/meaning   eravu  vidikindra naeram-  dawn ;  eravu- night ; vidiyal- dawn ; 
naeram- time   . 
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Castor  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] - the- Ra-  and the original Tamil  word 
/meaning  vaanir  kathiravan  thondrum  naeram-  the time for sun rise ; vaan- sky 
; kathiravan -sun ;  thoandru – to appear ;  naeram –time  .   

Castor  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] - the- Ra-  and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning  is vaan  kuthirai- yaei  adakkukiravan -  one who tames horse.  

Castor  has the consonants  -ka- sa- the- Ra-  and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning  is kuthirai  yaetram  seiya  katru kodukkiravan – one who gives training   
for horse riding  ; kuthirai-  horse ; katru kodu –teach .    

Castor  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] - the- Ra-  and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning  is   vaanakaththin  erattaiyar -  the twins of the heaven;  vaanakam-  
heaven;  erattiyar- twins  .  

Castor  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] - the- Ra-  and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning  is  erattai  piravi [ missing letter- pa-]-  twins ; erattai –twin ; piravai- 
birth .   

Castor has the consonants -ka- [-sa-] - the- Ra- and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning  is   erattaiyarur   muthanmaiyaanavan -  the first  of the two ; erattaiyar- 
twins ;  muthanmai –first .  

Castor has the consonants -ka- sa- the- Ra- and the original Tamil word/ meaning 
is    vadavaatrin thee  sudar meen - the shining star of the north river ;  vadakku- 
north ; aaru –river ; thee sudar –star  . 

Castor has the consonants  -ka- sa- the- Ra-  and the original Tamil word/ meaning 
is    vaanaththae  thoandrum  ven- nira meen /  thee sudar  -  white colored star  ; 
vaanam –sky ; venmai –white ; niram- color  . 

Castor has the consonants -ka- sa- the- Ra-  and the original Tamil word/ meaning 
is  erandu  semmari aattu  kutti-  two  kid goats  ;erandu –two; semmari –ram; 
aattu kutti –goat  .  

Castor has the consonants -ka- [- sa-] - the- Ra-  and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning is  eru  adavar – two men  ; iru-  two  ; aadavar- men  . 
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Castor has the consonants -ka- [- sa-] - the- Ra-  and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning is  kantha –aruthaa  vithai-  castor seed  ; vithai –seed . 

Castor has the consonants -ka- [- sa-] - the- Ra-  and the original Tamil word/ 
meaning is  erandu  karu naakaththai / pammpai  thun iru kaiyaar pidiththu 
kondirukkiravan [ missing letter- pa-] -  one who has  two snakes in his hands/ 
Hercules ;  erandu –two;  karu naakam –cobra ;  paampu- snake ;  iru –twol kai- 
hand ; pidi –hold  .   

Pollux  has the consonants-  [-pa-] -la- ka- [-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is 
kaalai vaelai-  morning time;  maalai vaelai-  eveing time; vaikal- evening ; kaalai- 
morning; vaelai- time ; maalai –evening .  

Pollux  has the consonants - pa-la- ka-sa- and the original Tamil  word is  pala 
palakkum  manjal   vanna  meen -  the shining yellow colored star /  vellai vanna 
meen- white colored ;  manjal  -yellow;  vannam –color ; meen –star / fish . 

Pollux  has the consonants - pa-la- ka-[-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  poli  
kaali- stud  bull;  kaalaiyan-  young man ;  sevalai kaali- red bull . 

Pollux  has the consonants - pa-la- ka-[-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  valli 
kanavan   palani-  -  Apollo- the sun god -   husband of the moon goddess ;  palani-  
Dravidian sun god ;  valli-  nilavu/ nila makal - moon  goddess.  

Pollux  has the consonants - pa-la- ka-[-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  
Helan-in  ann-nan  -  elder brother of  Helen; Helanukku  elaiyavan -  yopunger 
brother of  Helen ; annan-  elder brother ; elaiyavan- younger brother . 

Pollux  has the consonants-  pa-la- ka-[-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  
kaalaiyanin  makan/  kaali-yin makan  -  son of Sivan and Kaali  ; makan –son . 

Pollux  has the consonants-  pa-la- ka-[-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is inippu   
suvai  ulla  - sweet taste ; suvai- taste;  inippu -sweet   . 

Pollux  has the consonants - pa-la- ka-[-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is 
Vaelan-  archer/Murugan .  
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 Alhena  has the consonants-  la- ka -an -and the  original Tamil word is neela   
vanna  meen -  blue colored star  ; neelam- blue; vannam –color; meen –star .  

Almeisan  has the consonants - la -ma –[- sa-] --an – and the original Tamil word is 
oli  meen-  shining star  ; oli- light; meen –star/ fish  .   

Wasat   has the consonants - va- [-sa-]  –the- and the original Tamil  word is 
naduvae -  in the middle . 

Wasat   has the consonants - va- [-sa-]  –the- and the original Tamil  word is kai 
mutti- elbow.  

Wasat   has the consonants - va- [-sa-]  –the- and the original Tamil  word is vaanin  
[ thaen]  koappai -  the  honey cup of the sky  ; vaan- sky;  thaen- honey ; koappai 
–cup .  

Mebsuta   has the consonants -  ma- [-pa-] - sa -the – and the original Tamil word 
is  sinkaththin adi/ paatha  nakam [ missing  letter- ka-] -  the  claw of the lion ; 
sinkam- lion; adi- foot; paatham- foot ; nakam- nail . 

Mekbuda  has the consonants – ma- ka- pa -the -and the  original Tamil word is  
sinakththin  paatha/ neenda  nakam [ missing  letter- sa-] -  claw of the lion ; 
neenda-long .  

Mekbuda  has the consonants – ma- ka- pa -the -and the  original Tamil word is   
arimaavin  neenda kaar nakam[ missing  letter-Ra-] - the lengthy  paw of the lion; 
arima- lion ; neenda- long; kaar- leg; nakam- nail .  

Tejat  has the consonants-  the- [-sa-] - the -  and the original Tamil  word is  
edathu  adi / patham [missing  letter- pa-] - left leg ;edathu- left; paatham –foot  .  

                                        Baakirathi [Skt]    

Baakirathi [Skt]   has the consonants- [-pa-]- ka- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  
word is   vaan/ ven  mukir koottam –  white clouds  of the sky / milky way ; vaan- 
sky ; venmai- white; mukir- clouds; koottam-  group .  
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Baakirathi [Skt]   has the consonants- -pa- ka- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  
word is  Siva Perumaanudaiya pinniya  sadai mudi / kattiya  / see-viya  koonthar 
thoandri  aaraka  peruku  eduththu  oadum  thinker pennin  konkai  thanneer  [ 
missing  letter- sa-] – the Ganges/ breast  of the moon goddess from the  plaited  
hair of the lord Sivan  ; pinniya- plaited [ thalai  mudiyaei  pinnuthal ] ;  sadai 
mudi- plaited hair ;  seevu – to comb ;  koonthar- hair;  thoandru –to appear ; 
aaru- river ; peruku-  multiply ; oadu- run ; thinkar- moon;  pen- woman ; konkai- 
breast ; neer- rain / water   . 

Baakirathi [Skt]   has the consonants- -pa- ka- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  
word is  paainthu / perukku eduththu  oadum  vattraatha  Caveri  aatru  thanni  - 
the River  Caveri water ;  vatruka- to become dry ; aaru-  river; thanni- water  

Baakirathi [Skt]   has the consonants- -pa- ka- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  
word is  perukku  eduththu oadum  Vaikai aatru  thanneer –River Vaikai . 

Baakirathi [Skt]   has the consonants- -pa- ka- Ra –the- and the original Tamil word 
is  perukku  eduththu oadum  Tigris  aatru thanneer [ missing  letter- sa-]  -  River 
Tigris. 

Baakirathi [Skt]   has the consonants- -pa- ka- Ra –the- and the original Tamil word 
is  perukku  eduththu oadum Thamaira Parani aatru thanneer – River Thaamira 
Parani  . 

Baakirathi [Skt]   has the consonants- -pa- ka- Ra –the- and the original Tamil word 
is  perukku  eduthhu oadum Euphrates  aatru thanneer [ missing  letter- sa-]   -  
River Euphrates. 

Baakirathi [Skt]   has the consonants- -pa- ka- Ra –the- and the original Tamil word 
is  perukku  eduthhu oadum – Brahamabuththira aatru thanner-  River 
Brahamabuthra.  

Baakirathi [Skt]   has the consonants- -pa- ka- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  
word is   vaanir  pirappu  eduththa  / thoandriya  karu maari/Kotravai /Durga  
annaiyin  konkai neer - the milk from the breast of the mother Karumaari  
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goddess/moon godess  ; vaan- sky ;  pirappu-  birth ; annai- mother ; konkai- 
breast ; neer- rain .   

Baakirathi [Skt]   has the consonants--pa- ka- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  word 
is   Konkai  thanneer / peer – Ganges water /breast milk  ;   konkai- breast;   peer- 
milk.  

Baakirathi [Skt]   has the consonants- -pa- ka- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  
word is Kathiravan/ Kotravan  Siva perumanin  uchchi mudiyir kaanum  pirai 
vadivam  konda thinker[ missing letter- sa-] - the crescent moon over  the head of 
the lord Sivan;  thinkar- moon ; uchchi- top ; mudi-  hair ; mayir- hair; pirai-  
crescent moon; vadivam –shape;  thinkar- moon  .  

Baakirathi [Skt]   has the consonants- -pa- ka- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  
word is   paainthu oadum  Koathavari  aartu  thanneer-  River Godhavari water.  

Baakirathi [Skt]   has the consonants- [-pa-]- ka- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  
word/ meaning is  Vishnu -vin-  kaar  adi -  the feet of the  lord Vishnu ; kaar- leg; 
adi- foot  . 

Baakirathi [Skt]   has the consonants- [-pa-]- ka- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  
word/ meaning is  soodi koduththa sudar kodi – koathai  Aandaar [missing  letter 
–sa-] – Aandaal .  

Baakirathi [Skt]   has the consonants- -pa- ka- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  
word/ meaning is  Thiraavidarin/ Then naattavarin   kavar  pada   kootru – saying 
something in a coverted way  by the Dravidian people/  people from south ; kavar 
pada- covert  . 

Baakirathi [Skt]   has the consonants- [-pa-]- ka- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  
word/ meaning is  kathiravan-  sun  . 

Baakirathi [Skt]   has the consonants- [-pa-]- ka- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  
word/ meaning is Thiru murugan- -Marduk .  

Baakirathi [Skt]   has the consonants- [-pa-]- ka- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  
word/ meaning is  vaan  thirai – sky  ; vaan-  sky;  thirai- screen .  
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Baakirathi [Skt]   has the consonants- -pa- ka- Ra –the- and the other 
interpretation of the word is   Parvaththamma/Paarvathi [Skt]  -  consort of Lord 
Sivan . 

Baakirathi [Skt]   has the consonants- -[-pa-]- ka- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  
word/ meaning is  Kotravai/Victoria -  Dravidian goddess of victory   .  

Baakirathi [Skt]   has the consonants- -[-pa-]- ka- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  
word/ meaning is karu Maari  Thaai Theivam –Dravidian moon goddess/ mother 
of  Murugan;   Thaai Theivam- goddess  .  

Baakirathi [Skt]   has the consonants- -[-pa-]- ka- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  
word/ meaning is  karuththamma-  moon  goddess.     

Baakirathi [Skt]   has the consonants- pa-ka- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  
word/ meaning is pirai vadiva Thinkar-  crescent moon ;  pirai vadaivam – crescent  
shape ; thinkar- moon .  

Baakirathi [Skt]   has the consonants- pa-ka- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  
word/ meaning is pani kundru -  snow mountain/ Himalaya ; pani- ice;  kundru- 
hill   . 

Himalaya has the consonants - ka -ma -la – and the original Tamil word is 
kailaayam- Himalaya. 

Baakirathi [Skt]   has the consonants- [-pa-] -ka- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  
word/ meaning is kondrai  [ poo]  Vaenthan –lord Sivan ; poo- flower  . 

Baakirathi [Skt]   has the consonants- pa-ka- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  
word/ meaning is Piththa - Pirai  soodiya   Siva Perumaan[ missing  letter- sa-] -  
lord Siva with the crescent moon .  

Baakirathi [Skt]   has the consonants- pa-ka- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  
word/ meaning is pani  kundrir  pirappu  eduththu / uruki / perukku  eduththu  
oadum  konkai aaru -  the Ganges/breast  which  originated from the Himalaya 
mountain ; pani kundru- Himalaya ; uruku- melt ; aaru-  river; konkai- breast 
/Ganges  . 
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Baakirathi [Skt]   has the consonants- pa-ka- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  
word/ meaning is  perukku  eduthtu oadum  Konkai aaru thanneer - Dev 
Prayag[Skt] .  

Alakanda- has the consonants -  la –ka- an -the -  and the original Tamil  word is  
konkai –thanniyin / Konkai  nathiyin  moolam -  the origin of the  river Ganges.  

 Bellatrix   has the consonants – pa- la- the –Ra- ka –[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  
word is   kaattu  maanin / kasthuri maanin/ kauri maanin / kaattu  vilankin / varai 
aattin / perum  karadiyin  thoal  pattai -  the shoulder of the wild animal / deer/ 
bear / wild goat ;  kaattu maan- wild deer  ;  kasthuri maan-  a kind of deer ;  
kaattu vilanku- wild animal ; varai aadu-  wild goat ; perum- big; karadi- bear  ; 
thoal  pattai- shoulder blade  . 

Bellatrix   has the consonants – pa- la- the –Ra- ka –-sa  -and the other 
interpretation of the word is  word is  Siva perumaanudaiya  thalai-  the head of 
the lord Sivan  ;  thalai- head  . 

Bellatrix   has the consonants – pa- la- the –Ra- ka –[-sa-]  -and the other 
interpretation of the word is  word is  Thiru maalin  kaar adi/ paatham-  the feet 
of the lord Vishnu ; kaar-  leg; adi –foot .  

Bellatrix   has the consonants – pa- la- the –Ra- ka –[-sa-]  -and the other 
interpretation of the word is  word is  paal / paar  kadalil  palli  kondu  
nimathiyaaka  urakkam   edukkum  Thirumaal- - lord Vishnu  sleeping gently in the 
milky ocean ; paar kadal-   ocean of milk  ; palli- sleep  ; urakkm- sleep ;Thiru Mall-  
Vishnu  . 

Bellatrix   has the consonants – pa- la- the –Ra- ka –-sa  -and the other 
interpretation of the word is  word is pillai  thaachchi / karpini  thayin  vaytrin  
pani  kudaththil ulla  nanju  kodi  - the  placenta /and the amniotic sac of the 
pregnant woman  ; pillai udaiya  nanju-  child‘s poison/ placenta ; pillai 
thaaichchi- pregnant woman  ; vayiru –stomach/ gastro /vayitru ; pani kudam-  
amniotic sac  ; nanju kodi- placenta  .  
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Betelgeuse  has the consonants – [-pa-] - the- la- ka- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  
word is  kaattu vilankin  kai -  the hand of the animal  ; kaadu –woods; vilangu –
animal . 

Regel   has the consonants  -Ra -ka- la - and the original Tamil  word is  oraiyanin  
vala  kaal -   right leg  of Orion ;  oraiyan- Orion;  kaal-  leg  ; valam- right .  

Regel   has the consonants  -Ra -ka- la - and the original Tamil  word is   venmai 
yum  neela niramum  ulla meen- white and blue star ;  venmai- white;  neelam- 
blue ; niram- color; meen- star . 

Regel   has the consonants  -Ra -ka- la - and the original Tamil  word is   eri kal- 
meteor  ; eri – fire/ burn ; kal- stone . 

Regel   has the consonants  -Ra -ka- la - and the original Tamil  word is vin karkkal- 
meteor; vin –sky ; karkkal-  stones  .   

Mintaka  has the consonants-  ma –an- the- ka-  and the original Tamil  word is 
vaedan   aninthidum  udukkai / kovana thuni  -  the  loin cloth of the hunter ; 
vaedan- hunter; aninthidu –wear ; udakkai –waist cloth ; kovanam- loin cloth ; 
thuni- cloth   .  

Alnilam  has the consonants –la- an- la -ma  -and the original Tamil  word is mani 
maniyaana  moonu  nal  muththukkal- three pearls ; moonu- three ; nal- good; 
muththukkal- pearls  . 

Alnitak  has  the consonants - la -an – the- ka –and the original Tamil  word is 
vaedan  idai-yil   aninthulla    aattin  thole  aadai/ udukkai  -  the  garment made 
from  goat skin worn by the hunter  ; vaedan- hunter;  idai- hip / waist ;  aadu –
goat ; thole- skin ; aadai- dress  .  

Alnitak  has  the consonants - la -an – the- ka –and the original Tamil  word is 
vaedan  idai-yil  / aadaiyil  ulla  minnidum  nal  muththukkal / moonu  mani 
muththukkal  -  the three  pearls on the garment  worn by the hunter  ; vaedan- 
hunter; aadai- clothe;  minnidu- to shine ; nal- good; muththu- pearl .  
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 Thabit  has the consonants- the –pa- the -  and the original Tamil word is edathu  
thoadai-  left thigh  ; edathu- left ; thodai- thigh  /kavattai  . 

Thabit  has the consonants- the –pa- the -  and the original Tamil word is pattai 
theettiya  kaththi [ missing  letter- ka-] – well  polished knife  ; theettu-  polish ; 
kaththi- knife  .  

Saiph  has the consonants – sa- pa- and the original Tamil  word is  punchinam – 
penis.  

Tropic [E]  has the consonants - the- Ra- pa –ka and the original Tamil  word is  
kathiravain    thirappam  -  the turning of the sun ; kathiravan-  sun ;  thiruppam- 
turning  . 

Tropic [E]  has the consonants - the- Ra- pa –ka and the original Tamil  word is 
Thiravidarin  kavar pada kootru  – the covert way of saying something by 
Dravidian people  ; kavar pada – covert;  kootru –word/ vaarththai [Skt]    .   

Tropic [E]  has the consonants - the- Ra- pa –ka and the original Tamil  word is  
kathiravanin  vadakku  noakkiya payanam –the northward movement of the sun ; 
kathiravan- sun ;  vadakku- north ; noakki- towards  ; payanam- travel /ayanam  . 

Tropic [E]  has the consonants - the- Ra- pa –ka and the original Tamil  word is  
thai- thinkar pathi-naakaam  naar thodankiya kathiravin vadakku noakkiya 
payanam -  aadai thinkar  muthar naar -  mudivadaintha  pinnar kathiravan thun 
therkku  noakkiya    payanaththai thodankikirathu -  northen movement of the 
sun  starts by Thai month 14  and ends by Tamil month Aadi  month first .  

 Trope  [Greek]   has the consonants – the- Ra –pa- and the original Tamil  word is 
thirumpu –turn;  thirapapm-  turning.   

Trope  [Greek]   has the consonants – the- Ra –[-pa-]- and the other interpretation 
of the word is Uththraayanam [Skt] -  northern movement  of the sun .  

Dakshinayana[Skt] has the consonants – the- ka- [-sa-]- an –an- and the original 
Tamil  word is   thekku  noakkiya Saeyonin  payanam [ missing letter- pa-] -  
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southern movement ;   thekku- south/thaenathu/thachchinam [Skt]  ;  payanam - 
ayanam [Skt] [missing  letter –pa-]  . 

                                         4. Cancer/ Kadakam  . 

                                       Nandu enum vin-  meen. 

4.Kadakam  has the consonants – ka- the- ka - ma- and the original Tamil  word is  
kat -sevi  enum  vin  meen [ missing  letter- sa-] -  snake star;  kat sevi-  snake – 
one without ear .  

Kadakam  has the consonants – ka- the- ka - ma- and the original Tamil  word is  
vaannakththae  kaanum Nandu enum vin-   meen-  the crab star of the sky ; 
nandu- crab.   

Karkadakam [Skt]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- ka -the -ka -ma  - and the original 
Tamil  word is  vaan kadar  kaanum  nandu meen- the crab star of the sky ; vaan- 
sky; kadar- sea;  nandu- crab .  

Karkadakam [Skt]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- ka -the -ka -ma  - and the original 
Tamil   word / meaning  is vaan  kadar kaanum  aravam – karunaakam- -  the 
cobra of the sky  ;   vaan- sky ;  kadar- sea ;  aravam- snake; karunaakam- cobra .  

Karakinos [Greek]  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- ka- an –sa- and the original Tamil  
word is   vaan kadar kaanum  nandu / karkadakam[Skt]   enum  meen [ missing  
letter- the -]  -  crab star of the sky ;  nandu- crab  ; karkadakam- cancer; meen- 
star  .  

Karakinos [Greek]  has  the consonants-  ka- Ra- ka- an –[-sa-] - and the original 
Tamil word is  vaanir  kaanum  aravam -  the snake of the sky ; vaan- sky; aravam- 
snake .   

Acubens  has the consonants – ka- pa- an –sa-  and the original Tamil  word is – 
poosiya  kannam -  jaw/cheek . 

Manger  has the consonants-  ma –an- ka –Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is  
karu naakam-  cobra.  
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Manger  has the consonants-  ma –an- ka –Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is  
arava meen  -  snake star . 

Crib  has the consonants – ka- Ra- pa- and the original Tamil  word is  karu 
naakam/ naaka paampu -  cobra.  

Crib  has the consonants – ka- Ra- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is aravam –
snake.  

Tegmine  has the consonants – the- ka –ma- an – and the original Tamil  word is  
kadaka  meenin  oadu- shell of the crab ; meen- fish/ star ; oadu- shell /tile  .  

Ashlesha   has the consonants – [-sa-]- la- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is 
ilaan-  snake [ one without legs and ears ]  .  

                                                  5. Leo /Yaali [Skt] . 

                                      Ko -vilangu  -  king of the beasts . 

Lion  has the consonants – la- an  and the original Tamil  word is  ko- vilangu  [  
missing  letter- ka-] -  king of the beasts  ;  ko- king / khan  ; vilanku- animal  .  

5.Leo  has the consonant– la- and the  interpretation  of the word is  yaali [Skt] –
leo.  

Regulas  has the consonants-  Ra –ka- la-  [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   
ko vilanku -  arimaavin  ullam-  the heart/ soul of the lion ;  arima- lion;  ko 
vilangu-  king of the beasts; ullam-  soul .  

Regulas  has the consonants-  Ra –ka- la-  [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is    
ko -vilanku arimaavin  makan - elam-ko – the son of the lion king  -  the prince ; 
elam- ko – prince  ; arima- lion;  makan- son   . 

Regulas  has the consonants-  Ra –ka- la-  [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  
munnoarkalin  azhivu/ ninaivu     naal  -  the day  of the  death of ancestors ; 
munnoar- ancestors;  azhivu – ruin / death ;  ; ninaivu- memory ; naal- day  .   
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Regulas  has the consonants-  Ra –ka- la-  [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word  
munnoarkalin  ninaivu   naal -  the day  for the remembrance of the ancestors ; 
niniavu- memory ; naal-  day ; munnoarkal-  ancestors .  

Regulas  has the consonants-  Ra –ka- la-  [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word  
kaar  vuvaa  naal-/ nilavu  marai- yim naal -   the new moon day ; kar- dark; uuvaa  
-  moon ;  nilavu- moon ; maraiya- disappear  . 

Regulas  has the consonants-  Ra –ka- la-  [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word  
ulakm  / kolam   azhiva  naal  -  oru   kaar vuva  naal  -  on a new moon day the 
world  got  destroyed ;  ulakam/ kolam -  world; kolam- ball / planet ; azhivu-  
destruction ;  kaar uuvaa-  new moon . 

Makalaya  amavasai [Skt]  has the consonants  - ma- ka- la-  ma- va- [- sa-] -  and 
the original Tamil  word / meaning  is  oru  kaar- vuvaa   naalil /  vaan mazhai 
vellamena/ maa vaariyaaka  peruka / ulakam / puvi   kolam  azhiyum / ulakam   
kaanaamal  poakum/ ulka makkal  azhiym  naal  [ missing  letters- Ra –and-  pa-] - 
on a new moon day  the  world / people will get destroyed/ disappeared because 
of heavy shower;  kaar  uuvaa-  new moon ; naal- day ;  vaan – sky;  mazhai- rain; 
vellam- flood; maa vaari-  big shower/sea ;  ulakam-  world;  puvi- earth ; azhiya-  
die/ destruction;  kaanama-  disappear ;  makkal- people ; azhiya- die  .    

Regulas  has the consonants-  Ra –ka- la-  [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  
ulaka  / kola   azhivu   naeram   -  the  time for  the death/ end  of the world ; 
ulakam- world;  kolam- planet ; azhivu- destruction; naeram –time . 

Regulas  has the consonants-  Ra –ka- la-  [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  
kanniya  kumari -yin / lemuriya – vin  azhivu  kaalam -  the time of the end of the  
kumari / lemuria  land  ;  azhivu-  destruction;  kaalam- time.  

Regulas  has the consonants-  Ra –ka- la-  [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word / 
meaning is  ulakin/ kolin  paer azhivu  kaalam [ missing  letter- pa-]- the time for 
great  disaster of the earth ;  paer-  big;  azhivu – destruction;  kaalam- time   . 

Regulas  has the consonants-  Ra –ka- la-  [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word  
uoozhi  peru vellam [ missing  letter- pa-]- great deluge ; peru – big; vellam- flood . 
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Zozma   has the consonants - sa –sa- ma- and the original Tamil word is simma 
udampu [missing letters- the- and- pa-] – the body of the lion ; simmam-  lion; 
udampu- body .   

Algeiba  has the consonants-  la- ka –[- pa-]  -and the original Tamil word is ko- 
vilankin vaal  - the tail of the lion ;  ko- vilanku -  lion;  vaal-  tail .  

Algeiba  has the consonants-  la- ka –[- pa-]  -and the original Tamil word is ko -
vilankin  thalai [  missing  letter-  the -]  -  the head of the lion  ; ko vilanku- king  of 
the beasts ;  thalai- head .  

                                              6. Virgin / kanni . 

6.Virgin  has the consonants-  va –Ra- [- sa-] - an-  and the original Tamil  word is  
paruva  pen [  missing  letter- pa-] -  the young  girl who has attained puberty  . 

Virgin  has the consonants-  va –Ra- [- sa-] - an-  and the original Tamil  word is 
kumari  pen [  missing  letter- pa-] -  the young  girl who has attained puberty ; 
kumar- virgin . 

Virgin  has the consonants-  va –Ra- [- sa-] - an-  and the original Tamil  word is 
kanni  paruvam   [  missing  letter- pa-] -  the age at which  a girl  attains her 
menarche   . 

Virgin  has the consonants-  va –Ra- [- sa-] - an-  and the original Tamil  word is 
mankai  paruva pen -[ missing  letter- pa-] -the young  girl who has attained 
puberty   ; mankai- woman  . 

Virgin  has the consonants-  va –Ra- [- sa-] - an-  and the original Tamil  word is 
vaanir   kaanum  kanni  pen -[ missing  letter- pa-] -  the virgin of the sky ; kanni  
pen-  virgin ; vaan- sky  .  

Virgin  has the consonants-  va –Ra- [- sa-] - an-  and the original Tamil  word is 
kanikaiyar -  young  girls/ dancers . 

Virgin  has the consonants-  va –Ra- [- sa-] - an-  and the original Tamil  word is 
karu maari annai-    moon goddess ; annai- mother  . 
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Paala[Skt]   has the consonants - pa -la -  and the original Tamil  word is  pillai -  
child.  

Paala[Skt]   has the consonants - pa -la -  and the original Tamil  word is ilam pen- 
young  girl.  

Tharun [Skt]  has the consonants  -the -Ra –an-  and the original Tamil word is 
ruthu  adaintha pen / pendir [ missing  letter- pa-] -  women  who has attained 
puberty ; ruthu – puberty ; pen-girl/ virali   . 

Piralada [Skt]  has the consonants- pa –Ra- la -the – and the original Tamil  word is  
muppathu   muthal   naarpathu  akavai  varai – ulla  pen/ pendir  [ missing  letter- 
ka-] -   women who is in between the age 30  to 40 ; muppathu- 30;  naarpathu- 
fourty ; akavai –age   .  

Viruththa [Skt ]  has the consonants-  va- Ra- the-  and the original Tamil  word is 
naarpathu   akavai  kadantha  pendir -[ missing  letter- pa-] - women who  has 
crossed  40 years ; naarpathu- fourty ; akavai ; pendir- women  .  

Spica  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - pa- ka - and the original Tamil word is  kanni  
pen- -  virgin .  

Silicon chips  has the consonants -  sa- la- ka -an – [-sa-] - pa-  and the original 
Tamil  word is  vaanil    vaazhum  kanni  pen-  the virgin who  dwells in the sky ; 
vaan –sky; vaazhu- live  ; kanni pen- virgin / kumari pen  .  

Silicon chips  has the consonants -  sa- la- ka - an – [- sa-] -  pa - and the original 
Tamil  word is  Vaana- viyal  kanitham  solli  thantha / vazhankiya  kanni  pen[ 
missing  letter-  the -]  -  one virgin  who  taught astronomy  ; van iyal –astronomy 
;  kanitham- maths ;  sollu –say ;  vazhanku- give ; kanni pen- virgin . 

Silicon chips  has the consonants -  sa- la- ka - an – [- sa-] -  pa - and the original 
Tamil  word is  Tamil  kaniyan-ukku Vaana- viyal  kanitham  solli  thantha / 
vazhankiya  kanni  pen- [ missing  letter-  the -]   the virgin  who taught the 
astronomy  to Tamil  mathematicians / astrologers  ; kaniyan- Tamil  astrologer ;  
Vaan iyal- astronomy ;  en kanitham- maths /calculation  . 
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 Silicon chips  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - la- ka - an – [- sa-] -  [- pa-]  - and the 
original Tamil  word is  vaan makal -  the lady  of the sky ; vaan- sky; makal- 
daughter/ goddess .  

Silicon chips  has  the consonants -  [-sa-] - la- ka - an – [- sa-] -  [- pa-]  - and the 
original Tamil  word is kalai makal-  goddess of arts and science ; kalai –arts .   

Silicon chips  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - la- ka - an – [- sa-] -  [- pa-]  - and the 
original Tamil  word is   nilavu  makal-  moon goddess.  ; nilavu- moon  . 

Silicon chips  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - la- ka - an – [- sa-] -  [- pa-]  - and the 
original Tamil  word is  Tamil kaniyan -  Valluvan [ missing  letter-  the -] - Tamil  
mathematicians/ astrologers ; kaniyan/ Valluvan - astrologer  . 

Silicon chips  has the consonants -  sa- la- ka -an – [- sa-] -pa- and the original 
Tamil  word is  kanani- yin  sillukal  /aapuukal – silicon chips  ; kanani- computer ; 
sillukal- chips . 

Corvus  has the consonants- ka –Ra- va –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is and 
the original Tamil  word is  karuvaakam -  crow . 

Raven  has the consonants- Ra- va -an- and the original Tamil word is  karu vaaka 
meen – crow star . 

Hydra  has the consonants-  ka –the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is vaan  
kadar-  naakam  / kar koadakan[Skt]   – sea /sky  cobra  ; kadar paampu [ missing  
letter –pa-] – sea snake  ; kadar- ocean ; naakam- cobra  .  

Crater  has the consonants - ka -Ra- the- Ra and the original Tamil  word is  vaanir 
thoandrum   thooimaiyaana  kudi thanneer  kudam -  the water pot of the sky ; 
vaan- sky;   thoandrum –appearing ; kudi thanneer- water  ; kudam- pot.   

Paampu puththu  /paampin paathai  has  the consonants –[-pa-]- ma –[-pa-]- [-pa-
] -the – and the meaning of the word is  Aanantha Sayanam[Skt] [missing  letter- 
sa-]- - the way for the snake ;  Aanathan- Vishnu ;  sayanam- sleep ; paampu- 
snake; puththu- ant hill ; paathai –path  .  

                                                 7.  Libra/ Thulam . 
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                                Niruththal thattu/Nirai kole  - weighing pan . 

Libra  has the consonants – la- [-pa-] -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  nirai kole 
[ missing  letter- ka-]- balance scale ; nirai- weitht/ weigh ; kole-  scale  

Libra  has the consonants – la- [-pa-] -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
Niruththal thattu  [ missing  letter-  the -] -weighing pan ; niruththidu  -weigh ; 
thattu- pan/ plate . 

Libra  has the consonants – la- pa -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  perum  
Thaalam  / Thulai [ missing  letter-  the -] – big   balance  scale ; perum- big; thulai 
–scale . 

Libra  has the consonants – la- pa -Ra -and the other interpretation of the word is 
porai -  yaei  edai  iduthal  [ missing  letter-  the -] - the weigh the load  ; porai-  
weight; edai idu –weigh .  

Libra  has the consonants – la- pa -Ra -and the other interpretation of the word is 
Thula  paaram [Skt] [ missing  letter-  the -] – balance scale .  

                                                 8. Scorpio.  

                                           Vaan Parappan . 

8.Scorpion  has the consonants- [- sa-] - ka- Ra-- pa- and the original Tamil  word 
vaan parappaan-   the scorpion of the sky   ; vaan- sky ; parappaan- scorpion .  

Scorpion  has the consonants- [- sa-] - ka- Ra- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word 
theru kaar [ missing letter-  the -] – scorpion; therukaal- scorpion  . 

Scorpion  has the consonants-  sa-- ka- Ra- [- pa-] - and the other interpretation  of 
the word is   Viruchchikam [Skt] – scorpion . 

Anuradha  has the consonants –an- Ra- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  panai  
mara  kuruththu  endru  koora padum  meen [ missing  letter-  ka -and --pa -] -  
palm tree sprouts -  star/Graffias  ; panai  maram- palm tree ; kuruththu- sprout ;  
meen –star  /fish  .  
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Anusam  has the consonants-  an –[- sa-]  –ma-  and the original Tamil  word is 
panai meen-[missing  letter- pa-] - palm tree star ; panai- palm  tree  . 

Graffias[Greek]   has the consonants- ka- Ra- pa - and the original Tamil  word is  
panai  mara  kuruththu / keetru [ missing  letter- the -]  - palm tree star .  

Graffias[Greek]   has the consonants- ka- Ra- [-pa-]  - and the original Tamil  word 
is   kuruku  naar   meen- bird star ; paravaiyin mookku- bird’s beak; paravai- bird;  
mookku- beak   . 

Aculus  has the consonants- ka -la –sa- and the original Tamil  word is  kankal-  
eyes.  

Aculus  has the consonants- ka -la –sa- and the original Tamil  word is  vizhikal-  
eyes.   

Aculus  has the consonants- ka -la –sa- and the original Tamil  word is nollai  kan [ 
meen] -  blind eyes. This star is related to blindness.  

Acumen  has the consonants  ka- ma- an -and the original Tamil  word is  kan 
mani-  pupil ;  kan imai- eye lids.   

                                                 9.  Sagittarius/ Dhansu  . 

                                            Ampu  yaeithidum  manithan  -enum meen  

9.Danush [Skt]  has the consonants-  the- an –[- sa -] - and the original Tamil  word 
is ampu  yaeithidum  manithan [ missing  letter- pa-] -  the man who  shoots the 
arrow  ; ampu –arrow;  yaeithidu –shoot; manithan- man .  

Sagittarius   has the consonants –[- sa-]- [-sa-] -the –Ra- [-sa-] -  and the original 
Tamil  word is  ampai / paanaththai  yaeithidum manithar [ missing  letter- pa-] -  
the man who  shoots the arrow ; ampu- paanam .  

                                          10. Capricorn/ Makaram/Suravam. 

                     Aattu mandai  konda vin  meen / goat headed fish .    
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10.Makaram  has the consonants - ma- ka- Ra – ma- and the original Tamil  word 
is Aatu mandai  /  meen udar  konda  vin  meen [ missing letter- the -]--  goat 
headed fish ;  aatu mandai- head of the goat ; men udar- fish body ; vin meen –
star . 

Makaram  has the consonants - ma- ka- Ra – ma- and the original Tamil  word is 
vaanir  kaanum Surava  meen [ missing  letter- sa-]- Capricorn; vaan- sky; kaan- 
see; Suravam- capricon   . 

Makaram  has the consonants - ma- ka- Ra – ma- and the original Tamil  word is 
mari  -yin  sirankam-[ missing  letter- sa-]-  the horn of the ram ; mari- ram;  
sirankam-  horn . 

Suravam  [Tamil ]  has the consonants- sa- Ra-  va-  ma – and the original Tamil  
word is  Sem /mari-yin sirankam-  the horn of the ram  ;sirankam- horn   . 

Capricorn  has the consonants – ka- [-pa-] - Ra- ka –Ra- an -  and the original  
Tamil word is  vaanir  thoandrum / kaanum sem/ mariyin  sirankam[ missing  
letter-sa-] -  the horn of the ram  seen in the sky .   

Shravana [Skt]  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- Ra- va- an – and the original Tamil  
word is  kariyavan-  dark man . 

Shravana [Skt]  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- Ra- va- an – and the original Tamil  
word  is karuppan [ missing  letter- pa-] -  Black .  

Shravana [Skt]  has the consonants -  sa- Ra- va- an – and the original Tamil word 
is   Saravana Pavaa [ missing  letter- pa-]-  Murugan . 

Shravana [Skt]  has the consonants -  sa- Ra- va- an – and the original Tamil  word 
is  yaam erukka  payam / peeru  yaen?-[ missing  letter- pa-]-   why do you worry  
when i am  here ?  ; yaam-  me;  payam – fear/ peeru  ; yaen- why.  

Shravana [Skt]  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- Ra- va- an – and the original Tamil  
word is  Murugan – Dravidian sun god.  

Shravana [Skt]  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- Ra- va- an – and the original Tamil  
word is  maravan- soldier-Murugan .  
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Shravana [Skt]  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- Ra- va- an – and the other 
interpretation of the word is veeran[Skt] -  soldier.  

Shravana [Skt]  has the consonants -  sa- Ra- va- an – and the original Tamil  word 
is   Siva Perumaan- lord Sivan   . 

Shravana [Skt]  has the consonants -  sa- Ra- va- an – and the other interpretation 
of the  word is  Siva Raman [Skt] . 

Shravana [Skt]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - Ra- va- an – and the original Tamil   
kuravan- the gypsy  –the sun – the  first  caravan of the world – sun-  which  
travels from east to west  daily . 

Shravana [Skt]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - Ra- va- an – and the original Tamil  
word is  Negro – Black  

Shravana [Skt]  has the consonants -  sa- Ra- va- an – and the original Tamil  word 
kirshnan [Skt] /kaar Vannan –Black  . 

Shravana [Skt]  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - Ra- va- an – and the original Tamil  
word  kuranku/ kurankan  - monkey . 

Shravana [Skt]  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - Ra- va- an – and the other 
interpretation of the  word is  vaanaram [Skt] - monkey .   

Algedi has the consonants  -la –ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is aattu  
kedaavin  vallil  ulla  oli  mikuntha meen- the shining star on the goat’s tail  ;aattu 
kedaa  -goat ; vaal- tail ; oli- light ; meen- star  

                                     11.Aquaris / Kumbam [Skt] . 

                                          Thanni Kudam . 

Aquaris  has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is kuda 
Vorai [ missing  letter- the-]-  Aquarius ;  kudam-  pot; orai-  sign  .  

Aquaris  has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-]  - and the interpretaion  of the word is  
kareeram – Aquarius . 
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Aquaris  has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is vaan 
neer-   the water from the sky ;  vaan- sky; neer- rain  . 

Cetus  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is 
nandu  meen- crab star ;  nandu- crab ; thanni meen- water star; thanni –water  .  

Mira [ wonderful] has the consonants  -ma- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is 
arumai  meen- wonderful star ; arumai-  super; meen- star/ fish  .    

Eridanus  has the consonants - Ra –the- an –[- sa-]  -  and the original Tamil  word 
is   aatru   thanni-  river water ; aaru- river; thanni- water .  

Piscis Australis  has the consonants- pa- [- sa-] – [-sa-] - sa- the- Ra- la –[-sa-]  –and 
the original Tamil  word is   then puraththil  ulla  periya  paasi / meen -  the star  of 
the southern side ;  then-  south;  periya- big  ; paasi –fish .  

Isis  [ Egyptian goddess]  has the consonants- sa –sa- and the original Tamil  word 
is   aachchei / Meenaachchi/Meena. 

Pegasus  has the consonants – pa- ka –[-sa-] – [-sa-]  – ans the orginal Tamil  word 
is   parakkum  puravi   [ missing  letter- Ra -] -  flying horse ; parakka- fly ; puravi- 
horse   .   

                                             12.  Pisces / meenam . 

Pisces  has the consonants  -pa- sa- sa -and the original Tamil  word is paasi/ 
meen/ meenam/ meeaachchi -  fish.  

                                               Polaris  

Thuruva [Skt]  has the   consonants-  the-  Ra- va- ma-  and the original Tamil  
word is  nakaraatha / nakarathathu  maathiri  vaanir thoandrum  vin meen / 
therkku  meen / vada meen -  non moving [ apparently ] pole  star; nakaraatha- un 
moving ; maathiri –as if ; vaan-sky ; thoandrum –appearing ; meen- fish/ star  . 

 Arther  has the consonants – Ra- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is muthar 
the sudar [ missing  leteter- sa-]-  the first  star   ; muthar –first ; thee sudar- star . 
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                                         Great bear . 

Great bear  has the consonants – ka- Ra –the- pa- Ra- and the original Tmil  word 
is   perum  karadi -  great bear ; perum- big; karadi- bear  .  

Ursa Major   has the consonants – Ra- [-sa-]  – ma- [-sa-]  -Ra  -  and the original 
Tamil  word is  aaru  kannimaar [ missing  letter- ka-] -  six  women ; aaru  -6; 
kannimaar- women who brought up   Murugan. 

Ursa Major   has the consonants – Ra- [-sa-]  – ma- sa- -Ra  -  and the original Tamil  
word is  aaru  saamiyaar  -  six saints ; aaru -6; saamiyaar – saints   .  

                                       Sapatha rishi [Skt] . 

Saptha rishi [Skt] [ seven saints ]  has the consonants – sa- pa- the – Ra- [-sa-]   -
and the original Tamil  word is   aaru  thiru thondar /  saamiyaar[Skt]/ punithar 
[Skt] - six saints ; aaru- 6; thondan –saint ;  thiru  -sacred  . 

Saptha rishi [Skt] [ seven saints ]  has the consonants – [- sa-] – [-pa-] - the – Ra- [-
sa-]   -and the original Tamil  word is  ondram thiru thondar / aandi-  first  saint; 
ondru- one ; ondraam- first  .   

Saptha rishi [Skt] [ seven saints ]  has the consonants – [- sa-] – [- pa-] - the – Ra- [-
[-sa-] -]   -and the original Tamil  word is  erandaam  aandi  -  2nd saint ; aandi –
saint ; erandu- two  .  

Saptha rishi [Skt] [ seven  saints ]  has the consonants – [- sa-] – [- pa-] - the – Ra- 
[-sa-]   -and the original Tamil  word is   moondraam aandi -  third saint ;  
moondraam- third  ;aandi –saint .  

Saptha rishi [Skt] [ seven  saints ]  has the consonants – [- sa-] – [- pa-] - the – Ra- 
[-sa-]   -and the original Tamil  word is  ainthaam  thiru thondar /aandi / rishi / 
saamiyaar/ punithar  -  fifth saint ; aeinthaam- fifth .   

Saptha rishi [Skt] [ seven  saints ]  has the consonants – - sa-- pa- the – Ra- [-sa-]   -
and the original Tamil  word is   naankaam  thiru thondar/ aandi/ saamiyaar / 
punithar  [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  forth saint ; naankaam- fourth.    
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Saptha rishi [Skt] [ seven  saints ]  has the consonants – [- sa-] – [- pa-] - the – Ra- 
[-sa-]   -and the original Tamil  word is  aaraam  thiruthondar -  sixth saint  ; 
aaraam- 6th .  

Saptha rishi [Skt] [sevensaints]  has the consonants –[- sa-] - pa- the – Ra- [-sa-]   -
and the original Tamil  word is  Thiru Muruga perumaanin  aru padai veedu [ 
missing  letter- ka-]- six abodes of Murugan;  padai  -abode ; veedu- house  . 

Saptha rishi [Skt][ seven saints]   has the consonants –[- sa-] - pa- the – Ra- [-sa-]   
-and the original Tamil  word is  aaru  kannimaar theivam [ missing  letter- ka-]- six 
goddesses ; aaru-  6;  kannimaar- virgin  women ; thaai theivam- goddess .  

Saptha rishi [Skt] [seven saints]  has the consonants –[- sa-] - pa- the – Ra- [-sa-]   -
and the original Tamil  word is  aaru  kaarththikai  pendir [ missing  letter- ka-]- six 
goddesses ; aaru -6;  pendir- women  . 

Saptha rishi [Skt] [ seven saints ]  has the consonants –[- sa-] – [-pa-] - the – Ra- [-
sa-]   -and the original Tamil  word is  thiravidarin edakkar [ missing  letter- ka-]-  
covert way  of saying something -  by  Dravidian people.  

Saptha rishi [Skt]  has  the consonants –[- sa-]  -pa-the – Ra- [-sa-] -and the original 
Tamil  word is  porunai  /thamira  parani  aatru  neer   - Thanmira parani river  
water.     

Dhube[ Arabic]  has the consonants-  the – pa-  and the original Tamil word is  
Thandaayutha  Paani  - Dravidian sun god  Lord Murugan.  

Dhube[ Arabic]  has the consonants-  the – [- pa-] -  and the original Tamil word is   
onnaam/ Mutha   aandi-   first  saint ;  onnu- one; mutha-  aathi [Skt] ; aandi –
saint  .  

Merak [Arabic] has the consonants- ma - Ra- ka -and the original Tamil word is   
erandaam munivar[ missing letter- the -]  - the 2nd  saint/ monk ;  erandaam- 
second ;  munivan- monk  .  

Merak [Arabic] has the consonants-  ma -  Ra- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  
Murugan -  Dravidian sun god  Lord. 
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Merak [Arabic] has the consonants-  ma -  Ra- ka -and the original Tamil  word is   
kumaran - Dravidian sun god  Lord. 

Merak [Arabic] has the consonants-  ma -  Ra- ka -and the original Tamil  word is   
ko- vilanku  enum arima [ missing  letter- la-]-  the lion - king of the beasts ; ko- 
king; vilanku –animal ; arima- lion . 

Merak [Arabic] has the consonants-  ma -  Ra- ka -and the other interpretation of 
the word is  arima  enum  mirukam [Skt]  / kurankam -  an animal called lion  
;arima- lion; mirukam –animal .  

Phachd  [Arabic] has the consonants   -pa- ka -the -and the original Tamil   word is 
kadampaan - Dravidian sun god  Lord Murugan. 

Phachd  [Arabic] has the consonants   -[- pa-] - ka -the -and the other 
interpretation of the word is  kanthan-[Skt]  Murugan/ Cupid  . 

Phachd  [Arabic] has the consonants   -pa- ka -the -and the original Tamil   word is 
udampin  pakka  vaattu  pakuthi -  the lateral   side of the body ; udampu –body; 
pakuthi –part   . 

Phachd  [Arabic] has the consonants   -pa- ka -the -and the original Tamil   word is 
idathu thodai  pakkam -  left thigh side  ; edathu –left; thodai- thigh / kavatti ; 
pakkam –side/andai  .  

Phachd  [Arabic] has the consonants   -pa- ka -the -and the original Tamil  word is 
iduppu  pakkam - on the loin side; iduppu- waist/ iduppu koodu ; pakkam- side   . 

Megrez [Arabic]   has the consonants – ma- ka- Ra- sa--  and the original Tamil  
word is  naankam  munivar / saamiyaar / rishi [Skt] -  fouth saint ; naankaam- 
fourth ; saamiyar- rishi . 

Megrez [Arabic]   has the consonants – ma- ka- Ra- [-sa-]   -  and the original Tamil  
word is  Aaru mukam - Dravidian sun god  Lord Murugan with six faces ; aaru- 6; 
mukam- face .  

Megrez [Arabic]   has the consonants – ma- ka- Ra-sa-  and the original Tamil  
word is   arimaa vin /  kurankaththin / mirukaththin [Skt] / karadi yin  sooththu/ 
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kundi  [ missing  letter- the -]- the buttocks of the bear; arima-lion;  kurankam-   
mirukam [ Skt];kundi  - buttocks .  

Megrez [Arabic]   has the consonants – ma- ka- Ra- [-sa-]   -  and the other 
interpretation of the word is  Brahma -vin  kan [ missing  letter- pa-] -  eye of the 
Brahma  ;  kan -eye . 

Alioth [Arabic] has the consonants- la -the - and the original Tamil word is  
aeinthaam  aal   -  the fifth person  ; aeinthu- fifth ; aal- person  .  

Alioth [ Epsilon star ] has the  consonants-  la -the  -  and the original Tamil  word 
is   thadiththa  adi  vaal [ missing  letter- ka-] -  thick  root of the tail ; thadiththa- 
thick / kettiyaana ; adi –root ; vaal- tail .  

Alioth [ Epsilon star ] has the  consonants-  la -the  -  and the original Tamil  word 
is   Malai Aandi /  Palani - Aandi  [ missing  letter- pa-] -Dravidian sun god  Lord 
Murugan. 

Alioth [ Epsilon star ] has the  consonants-  la -the  -  and the original Tamil  word 
is   Sudalai Aandi- yin  makan Palani -Aandi [ missing  letters- pa- and- sa-] 
Murugan son of Lord Sivan -  the one who  dwells in the cremation ground ; Palani 
–Apollo  .    

Mizar [Arabic]  has the consonants – ma-  sa-- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   
aaraam /munivar  saamiyaar/rishi [Skt] [ missing  letter- ka-] -  6th saint/monk; 
aaraam- 6th   ; aaraam- 6th   ;  saamiyaar- monk  .  

Mizar [Arabic]  has the consonants – ma- [- sa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil  word 
is   Mani Maaran/Nan Maaran  - Dravidian sun god  Lord  Murugan. 

Mizar [Arabic]  has the consonants – ma-  sa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
Subra Mani [Skt]  [missing  letter- pa-]-  lord Murugan  . 

Benetnasch has the consonants-  [- pa-]  -an –the- an- ka  -  and the original Tamil  
word is  Mani kandan-  Murugan . 

Benetnasch has the consonants-  [- pa-]  -an –the- an- ka  -  and the original Tamil  
word is  ettaam  munivan –8th saint  ; ettaam- 8th ; ettam- 8th ; munivan- monk .  
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Kirithu [Skt]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -the  - and the original Tamil  word is 
mutrum  thurantha  ondraavathu  munivar- first saint/monk who has renounced 
all  ;  mutrum- everything ; thuranthidu- renounce ; ondraavathu  -first ;munivan- 
monk .   

Kirithu [Skt]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -the  - and the original Tamil  word is  
Karadi -yin  muthuku -  the back  of the bear ; karadi- bear ; muthuku- back   .  

Kirithu [Skt]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -the  - and the original Tamil  word is  
Thiraavidarin / Then Naattavarin   marai muka kootru  -  the covert way of saying 
something by the Dravidian Tamil  people  ; marai muka kootru- covertway of 
saying; kootru –word.    

Kirithu [Skt]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -the  - and the original Tamil  word is 
Thiru  Murugan /Marduk - Dravidian sun god. 

Kirithu [Skt]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -the  - and the original Tamil  word is 
Thiru  Kumaran - Dravidian sun god  Thiru  Murugan . 

Kirithu [Skt]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -the  - and the other interpretation of 
the word is   kaarththikaeyan-[Skt] - Dravidian sun god  Murugan . 

Kirithu [Skt]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -the  - and the other interpretation of 
the word is  Saevar  kodiyon  [missing  letter- sa-]  -   Murugan - one  who has  
rooster symbol in his flag ; kodi- flag ; saevar- rooster . 

Kirithu [Skt]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -the  - and the other interpretation of 
the word is  aaru  kannimaar  theivam -  six  women who  looked after the sun god  
Murugan  ; aaru -6; kannimaar- virgin mothers  ;thaai theivam- goddess.   

Kirithu [Skt]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -the  - and the other interpretation of 
the word is Thiru Vaerakam/Thiruvaranakam -  one of the six abodes of Murugan/ 
Swami malai.  

Kirithu [Skt]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -the  - and the other interpretation of 
the word is  kundraththoor Murugan Thiru  koavir –Murugan temple .  
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Kirithu [Skt]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -the  - and the other interpretation of 
the word is  Senkundram [ missing  letter- sa-] -  red hills.  

Kirithu [Skt]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -the  - and the other interpretation of 
the word is  Maarkandayan . 

Kirithu [Skt]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -the  - and the other interpretation of 
the word is   kathiravan- sun.  

Kirithu [Skt]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -the  - and the other interpretation of 
the word is  kathir - ray .   

Kirithu [Skt]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -the  - and the other interpretation of 
the word is   vattaththin  mun-nootri  arupathir  oru  panku/ paakai  [ missing  
letter- pa- ]- 1/360 / degree  ; vattam- circle ; mun -nooru- 300; arupathu 60;  
paakai- degree  .    

Kirithu [Skt]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -the  - and the other interpretation of 
the word is  Thiru  Parankundram enum  Murugan koavir/ aru padai veedu[ 
missing  letter- pa-]   -  one of the abodes of Murugan ; kovir- temple; padai –
abode .   

Kirithu [Skt]   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -the  - and the other interpretation of 
the word is  Thiru Aavinan kudi – one of the abodes of lord Murugan- Palani  hills.  

Pulkan [Skt]    has the consonants –[- pa-] - la –ka- an – and the original Tamil  
word is  Azhakan  - Dravidian sun god Thiru  Murugan;  kal- Azahakan  . 

Pulkan [Skt]    has the consonants –[- pa-] - la –ka- an – and the original Tamil  
word is  Azhakan  Malai - one of the abodes of Murugan – Pala Muthir soalai . 

Pulkan [Skt]    has the consonants –[- pa-] - la –ka- an – and the original Tamil  
word is   Vaelan -Dravidian sun god Thiru  Murugan. 

Pulkan [Skt]    has the consonants –[- pa-] - la –ka- an – and the original Tamil  
word is   Villaalan- archer/Murugan .  
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Pulkan [Skt]    has the consonants –[- pa-] - la –ka- an – and the original Tamil  
word is   Malai kalvan/ kallan  - Dravidian sun god Thiru Murugan. 

Pulkan [Skt]    has the consonants –[- pa-] - la –ka- an – and the original Tamil  
word is    Valli / nila maklain  kanavan  -  husband of moon goddess/ - Dravidian 
sun god Thiru  Murugan;  Valli- moon goddess; kanavan –husband/kondavan   . 

Pulkan [Skt]    has the consonants –[- pa-] - la –ka- an – and the original Tamil  
word is  Mayil Vaakanan  - one who rides  on a pea cock ; vaakanam- wagon ; 
mayil- peacock  .  

Pulkan [Skt]   has the consonants –[- pa-] - la –ka- an – and the original Tamil  
word is  Mukilan  - Dravidian sun god Thiru  Murugan. 

Pulkan [Skt]   has the consonants –[- pa-] - la –ka- an – and the original Tamil  
word is   Valluvan-  astrologer/ mathematician . 

Pulkan [Skt]   has the consonants –[- pa-] - la –ka- an – and the original Tamil  
word is   Palani  Vaelan - Dravidian sun god Thiru  Murugan. 

Pulkan [Skt]   has the consonants –[- pa-] - la –ka- an – and the original Tamil  
word is   Vadi Vaelan [ missing  letter- the -]  - Dravidian sun god Thiru  Murugan 

Pulkan [Skt]   has the consonants –[- pa-] - la –ka- an – and the original Tamil  
word is   Palani  Aandavan-  [ missing  letter- the -]  - Dravidian sun god Thiru  
Murugan 

Pulkan [Skt]   has the consonants – pa-- la –ka- an – and the original Tamil  word is   
Palani  kunnu  -Palani  Hills.  

Pulkan [Skt]   has the consonants – pa-- la –ka- an – and the original Tamil word is  
Pakalavan-  sun  .    

Pulka [Skt]   has the consonants – pa-- la –ka-– and the other interpretation of the 
word is  umbilicus [ missing  letter- sa-]  . 

Pulka [Skt]   has the consonants – [- pa-] -- la –ka-– and the other interpretation of 
the  word is  navel – umbilicus . 
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Pulka [Skt]   has the consonants – pa-- la –ka-– and the original Tamil  word is 
thoppul  kuzhi/ kumizh  [ missing  letter- the -] - navel  ;  thoppul  kodi- umbilical 
cord.  

Pulka [Skt]   has the consonants – pa-- la –ka-– and the other interpretation of the 
Palakan[Skt] - young boy/ shepherd boy  .   

Pulkan [Skt]   has the consonants – [-pa-] -- la –ka- an – and the original Tamil 
word is  selvan [ missing letter- sa-] -  young man.  

Pulkan [Skt]   has the consonants – pa- la –ka- an – and the original Tamil 
uzhavanin  kalappai  kaal -  the  plough of the farmer  ; uzhavan-  farmer ; 
kalappai- plough . 

Pulaththiyan [Skt]  has the consonants  -pa- la -the –and the original Tamil  word is 
mutrum  thoalaiththa/ ozhiththa / patrai  azhiththa  moondraam aal/ munivan  [ 
missing  letters- Ra- and- ka-]  -]  -  the 3rd person/ saint; mutrum- everything/all;  
tholaiththidu- lost ;  azhiththidu- ruin ; moondraam- third ; aal- person ; munivan- 
monk .  

Pulaththiyan [Skt]  has the consonants  -pa- la -the –and the original Tamil  word is 
Palani  Aandi - Dravidian sun god Thiru  Murugan . 

Pulaththiyan [Skt]  has the consonants  -pa- la -the –and the original Tamil  word is 
Palani mun maedu  - Palani  Hills.  

Aththiryian [Skt]   has the consonants – the- Ra- an –and the original Tamil  word 
is    mutrum thurantha   naankaam  munivar [ missing  letter- ka-] -  the fourth  
saint who has renounced all ; nankaam-4th ; munivan- monk   . 

Aththiryian [Skt]   has the consonants – the- Ra- an –and the original Tamil  word 
is   Thiru Maran  -Dravidian sun god Thiru  Murugan. 

Aththiryian [Skt]   has the consonants – the- Ra- an –and the original Tamil  word 
is   Aathirai  meen / Moothirai meen -  a  star .  

Aththiryia  has the consonants – the- Ra- –and the and the interpretation of the 
word is  muthartru / muthar meen -  the first  star ;  Arther / Atharaeya[Skt] .  
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Aththiryian [Skt]   has the consonants – the- Ra- an –and the original Tamil  word 
is   Thiru Murugan   [ missing letter- ka-]-  Dravidian sun god.  

Askiravan [Skt]  has the consonants  sa- ka- Ra- va- an –and the original Tamil  
word is  mutrum thurantha  ainthaavathu  munivar /  thiru  thondar / saamiyaar/ 
rishi  [ missing  letter- the -] -the fifth saint who has renounced all  
;aeinthaavathu- fifth ; thondan –saint  .  

Askiravan [Skt]  has the consonants  sa- ka- Ra- va- an –and the original Tamil  
word is  kurunji  Aandavan/ kuravan makan   [ missing  letter-  the -] -  lord 
Murugan .; aandavan –god . 

Ankiraasu [Skt]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- [-sa-] – and the original Tamil  word 
is  Murugan - Dravidian sun god  Thiru  Murugan. 

Ankiraasu [Skt]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- sa- and the original Tamil  word 
Saravanan -  Murugan ;   Krishnan[Skt] ; Horus  [Egyptian ] . 

Ankiraasu [Skt]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- sa- and the original Tamil  word 
yaam   irukka  unakku  achcham  yaen?  - Sa- Ra- Va-  Na- [-Pa]- Va ;   do not  be 
afraid when iam with you?  ;  unakku –to you  ; achcham- fear ; yaen –why . 

Ankiraasu [Skt]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- [-sa-] – and the original Tamil  word 
is  Aaru  Mukam -  one with six faces- Dravidian sun god Thiru  Murugan ; aaru -6; 
mukam- face .  

 Ankiraasu [Skt]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- [-sa-] – and the original Tamil  word 
is  Kumaran - Dravidian  sun god Thiru  Murugan. 

Ankiraasu [Skt]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- sa- and the original Tamil  word 
Saevar  kodiyon [  missing  letter-  the-]- one who  has the rooster as the symbol in 
his flag- Dravidian sun god Thiru  Murugan ; saevar- rooster;  kodi- flag.   

Ankiraasu [Skt]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word   
Munivar- monk ; Muni Kumaran-  son of lord Sivan  . 

Vasithan [Skt]   [ Zeta  star ]  has the consonants-  va –[- sa-] - the -and the original 
Tamil  word is  mutrum  thurantha   aaravathu  munivar / thiru  thondar [ missing  
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letter-  Ra -] -  the 6th saint who  has renounced all  ; aaraavathu -6th ;  thondan- 
saint; thiru –sacred .  

Vasithan [Skt]   [ Zeta  star ]  has the consonants-  va –[- sa-] - the -and the original 
Tamil  word is   udukkai  aninthavan -  one who is  clothed;   kaadaa thuni- cotton 
cloth ; vaettai sattai-   dhothi  and shirt ; udukkai – cloth ; aninthavan –one who is 
wearing  .    

Vasithan [Skt]   [ Zeta  star ]  has the consonants-  va –[- sa-] - the -and the original 
Tamil  word is  kadampan [ missing  letter- pa-] -Dravidian sun god Thiru  
Murugan. 

Vasithan [Skt]   [ Zeta  star ]  has the consonants-  va –[- sa-] - the -and the original 
Tamil  word is   Vaedavan-  the hunter.  

Vasithan [Skt]   [ Zeta  star ]  has the consonants-  va –[- sa-] - the -and the original 
Tamil  word is  Vada  meen-  north star /pole star   .  

Vasithan [Skt]   [ Zeta  star ]  has the consonants-  va –[- sa-] - the -and the original 
Tamil  word is  Aadavai  meen- Gemini  . 

Vasithan [Skt]   [ Zeta  star ]  has the consonants-  va –[- sa-] - the -and the original 
Tamil  word is   Vidai meen – Tarus   .   

Vasithan [Skt]   [ Zeta  star ]  has the consonants-  va – sa- the -and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  kanthan [Skt] /  kantha saami -  lord Murugan/ 
cupid   .   

Vasithan [Skt]   [ Zeta  star ]  has the consonants-  va – [-sa-]- the -and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  kantha koattam  -  abode of Murugan . 

Vashitan -  Arunthathi  has the consonants- va- [-sa-] - Ra –the- the – and the 
original Tamil  word is   udukkaiyanudiya  / vaedanin /Thiru Muruganin  veettu 
kaari  /  thirumathi - wife/ mistress of Murugan - the hunter ; vaedan- hunter; 
thirumathi- mistress .   

Vashitan -  Arunthathi  has the consonants- va-sa- Ra –the- the – and the original 
Tamil  word is  Vashitanin  udan  kaanum/ endrum udan irukkum/  Vashitanai 
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thiru manam  purintha/ karppukkkarasi manaivi  endru  koora padum  oru thee 
sudar [  missing  letter- pa-] - the star called as  chaste wife of Vashitan   who  
always  accompanies him ; endrum –always;  thirumanam- marriage ; 
karppukkarasai- chaste woman ; thee sudar –star   .  

 Marichchiyan [Skt]   has the consonants – ma- Ra- [-sa-] - an-   and the original 
Tamil  word is  Maaran/ Nan Maaran - Dravidian sun god/ warrior  Thiru  
Murugan. 

Polaris   has the consonants – pa- la- Ra- sa -  has the  original Tamil  word is  pani  
malai yin  adi  vaanir  oli veesi  milirum  nakaraatha [ - the- Ra- va- ] /thuruva[Skt] 
/ nakaraathu  maathiri thoandrum  thee sudar -  vada meen [  missing  letters-  ka-
and -the -]-  the star of the north pole;  nakaraatha -  thuruva[Skt]; vaan- sky ; oli- 
light;  milirum- shining; maathiri- as if / model  ; thee sudar- star  . 

Polaris   has the consonants – pa- la- Ra- sa -  has the  original Tamil  word is 
Thamizharkalin  kadar/ kappal   payanaththirkku   perithum  uru thunaiyaaka  
irunthu  vazhi  kaattum / vaanil  oli  veesum  vada  meen [  missing  letters- ka-
and- the-]- the north star which was helpful for the Tamil sea farers ;  kadar- 
ocean ; payanam- travel ; uru thunai- helpful; Thamizhar  -Tamil people;  vazhi  
kaatti-  guide  ; vaan- sky ; Vada meen- Polaris  .    

 

Alpha star [Greek] has the consonants -  la- pa-  sa- the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
word is  Muthal   thee / neruppu  sudar -  the first  star;  muthal-  first ; thee 
sudar- star . 

Alpha star [Greek] has the consonants -  la- [-pa-] - [- sa-] - the- Ra- and the 
original Tamil  word is  karadi   koottaththin   muthalaam  karadi [ missing  letter- 
ka-]- the first  bear of the Ursa major ; karadi-  bear; koottam-  group ; muthal- 
first .  

Alpha star [Greek] has the consonants -  la- -pa- [- sa-] - the- Ra- and the original 
Tamil  word is  Palani  kundru  [ missing  letter- ka-]-one of the abodes of lord 
Murugan.  
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Alpha star [Greek] has the consonants -  la- -pa- [- sa-] - the- Ra- and the original 
Tamil  word is   Palani  adivaaram [ missing  letter- ka-]- Palani foot hills. 

Alpha star [Greek] has the consonants -  la- -pa-  sa- the- Ra- and the original 
Tamil  word is   muthal  Palani  -  aandi / pandaram / thiru thondar / saamiyaar 
/rishi -  first  Palani  pandaram/ Saint  . 

 

Beta star[Greek] has the consonants – pa- the -sa –the- Ra and the original Tamil  
word is  erandaam  thee / neruppu sudar -  the 2nd  star ; erandaam- 2nd ; thee 
sudar- star .  

Beta star[Greek] has the consonants – pa- the -sa –the- Ra and the original Tamil  
word is  erandaam  thiru thondar / pandaram-/ saamiyaar/ rishi  -   2nd pandaram 
/saint ;  thondan- saint/ punithan    . 

Beta star[Greek] has the consonants – pa- the -sa –the- Ra and the original Tamil  
word is  erandaam  aathinam  /aa –thee- inam / madaathipathi  – the 2nd head of 
the mutt  ;  aathee[ Skt]  / adi-  first ; thee -  fire;  inam- race ; madathipathi–head 
of the mut   . 

Beta star[Greek] has the consonants – [- pa-] - the -sa –the- Ra and the original 
Tamil  word is  Thiru Senthoor – one of the abodes of lord Murugan . 

Beta star[Greek] has the consonants – [- pa-] - the –[- sa -] –the- Ra -and the 
original Tamil  word is  erandaam   karadi [ missing  letter- ka-]-the 2nd bear.  

Beta star[Greek] has the consonants – pa-- the –[- sa -] –the- Ra -and the original 
Tamil  word is   erandaam   Aandi  Pandaaram  - 2nd saint /siththar . 

Beta star[Greek] has the consonants – pa-- the –[- sa -] –the- Ra -and the othr 
interpretation of the word is erandaam  Siththar / Pandaaram -2nd saint . 

Beta star[Greek] has the consonants – [- pa-] - the –[- sa -] –the- Ra -and the 
original Tamil  word is  Thiru Thani - one of the abodes of lord Murugan. 
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Gamma star [Greek] has the consonants - ka -ma –sa- –the- Ra -and the original 
Tamil  word is  karadi  koottaththin   moondraam  the sudar  -  the third star of the 
great  bear  ;   karadi  - bear; koottam- group ; moondraam-  third;  thee sudar- 
star/nasthra [Skt]  .  

Gamma star [Greek] has the consonants - ka -ma –sa-–the- Ra -and the original 
Tamil  word is  mondraam Aandi  Pandaaram [ missing  letter- pa-]-3rd  saint 
/Siththan . 

Gamma star [Greek] has the consonants - ka -ma –sa- –the- Ra -and the original 
Tamil  word is   moondraam  saamiyaar  thiru thondar / rishi / munivar -  the third 
saint.  

Gamma star [Greek] has the consonants - ka -ma –[- sa-] - –the- Ra -and the 
original Tamil  word is  moondravathu  karadi  -  the third bear ; moondru – three; 
karadi- bear .  

Gamma star [Greek] has the consonants - ka -ma –[-sa-]  –the- Ra -and the original 
Tamil  word is Thiru Murugan –Dravidian sun god /Sumerain Marduk. .  

 

Delta star [Greek]  has the consonants  the- la- the- sa- the –Ra- and the original 
Tamil  word is  karadi   kootaththin oli  vesidum  naalavathu  thee sudar [ missing 
letter- ka-]  -  the sparkling fourth star  of the great bear ; oli- veesu –shine  ; 
naalavathu- fourth  ; thee sudar –star .     

Delta star [Greek]  has the consonants  the- la- the- [-sa-] - the –Ra- and the 
original Tamil  word is  naalaavathu Palani   Aandi Pandaaram -  forth rishi ; 
siththar [Skt] - pandaaram .  

Delta star [Greek]  has the consonants  the- la- the- sa- the –Ra- and the original 
Tamil  word is  mutrum thurantha   naalam  thiru thondar /  saamiyaar / rishi / 
aandi  pandaram [ missing  letter- pa-] – fourth  aandi  pandaram/ saint. 
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Delta star [Greek]  has the consonants  the- la- the- sa- the –Ra- and the original 
Tamil  word is  karadi   kootaththin  naalaavathu karadi [ missing  letter- ka-][ -  
the fourth bear; naalavathu –fourth; karadi- bear  . 

Delta star [Greek]  has the consonants  the- la- the- [- sa-] - the –Ra- and the 
original Tamil  word is  Thiru  Muruganin  aaru padai  veedukalil  ondraana Thiru 
cheer alaviyar / Thiru Senthoor kadar karai [ missing  letters- pa- and- ka -]; aaru- 
6;  padai – abode; veedu – hut ; kadar karai –sea shore  .    

 

Epsilon star [Greek]  has  the consonants – pa -[-sa-]- la- an - sa- the- Ra and the 
original- Tamil  word is  aeinthaam  Palani   Pandraam / Thiru Thondar / 
Thampiraan  -  fifth  pandaram/ saint  ;  aeinthu -fifth  .  

Epsilon star [Greek]  has  the consonants – pa -[-sa-]- la- an - sa- the- Ra and the 
original- Tamil  word is vaanththil  thoandrum   perum  karadi kootaththin  ozhi  
veesidum  ainthaavathu  thee  sudar [ missing  letter- ka-]-  the fifth star of the 
great  bear  ; vaanm- sky ;  thoandru –to appear ;   perum- great ; karadi- bear ; 
oli- veesu –shine ; aeinthu- 5; thee sudar –star . 

Epsilon star [Greek]  has  the consonants – pa -[-sa-]- la- an - sa- the- Ra and the 
original- Tamil  word is  vaanththil  thoandrum  perum  karadi  kootaththin  
ainthavathu  karadi  [ missing  letter- ka-]-the fifth bear; aeinthu- 5; karadi- bear . 

Epsilon star [Greek]  has  the consonants – pa -[-sa-]- la- an – [-sa-] - the- Ra and 
the original- Tamil  word is  Palani   Malai  kundru [ missing  letter- ka-]-Palani Hills 
of the Lord Muruagn . 

Epsilon star [Greek]  has  the consonants – pa -sa- la- an – [-sa-] - the- Ra and the 
original- Tamil  word is  Thiru muruganin aaru  padai veedukalil ondraana  - Pazha 
Muthir  Soalai [ missing  letters- pa- and-  ka-]- one of the  six  abodes of Murugan 
– Pazha Muthir Soalai ;  aaru-  6;  padai  veedu –abode . 

Epsilon star [Greek]  has  the consonants – [-pa-]  -[-sa-] - la- an – [-sa-] - the- Ra 
and the original- Tamil  word is  Thiru Thanikai  Malai kundru – [ missing  letter- 
ka-]- one of the abodes of Murugan . 
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Epsilon star [Greek]  has  the consonants –-pa--[-sa-] - la- an – [-sa-] - the- Ra and 
the original- Tamil  word is  Vaelanin /Mayil  vakanan-  Thiru Muruganin /Saevar  
kodiyonin aru padai  veedukalil  ondru   Thiru Parankudram [ missing  letter- ka-]- -  
one of the  six abodes  of lord Murugan ;  aaru-  6; padai veedu- abode of god ; 
Vaelan-  archer/ Murugan;  mayil-  peacock ; vaakanam- wagon  .   

 

Zeta  star [Greek]  has the consonants – sa- the – sa- the -Ra -  and the original 
Tamil  word is  mutrum  thurantha  aaraam  Thiru Thondar / saamiyaar /rishi  
[Skt]– 6th saint.  

Zeta  star [Greek]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the – [- sa-] - the -Ra -  and the 
original Tamil  word is aaraam  Aandi  Pandaaram -  6th rishi .  

Zeta  star [Greek]  has the consonants – sa- the – sa- the -Ra -  and the original 
Tamil  word is  aaraavathu thee sudar [ missing  letter- ka-]--  the sixth star. 

 Zeta  star [Greek]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the – [- sa-] - the -Ra -  and the 
original Tamil  word is   Karadi  kootaththin  aaraavathu karadi-[ missing  letter- 
ka-]--  the six the bear;  karadi- bear ;  aaraavathu -6th  . 

Zeta  star [Greek]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the – [- sa-] - the -Ra -  and the 
original Tamil  word is  Thiru Aavinan kudi  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  the abode  of 
Murugan . 

Zeta  star [Greek]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the –  sa- the -Ra -  and the 
original Tamil  word is  Thiru Senthoor- Murugan’s abode.  

Zeta  star [Greek]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the – [- sa-] - the -Ra -  and the 
original Tamil  word is  Thiru Thani  -  one of the abodes of lord Murugan . 

                                             Argo     

Argo  has the consonants-  Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kattu maram-[ 
missing  letter- the -]   kattumaran/ boat . 
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Argo  has the consonants-  Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kaapar[ missing  
letter- pa-] -  ship . 

Argo  has the consonants-  Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is pahri [ missing  
letter- pa-] -  ferry . 

                                               Canopus  

Canopus [Greek]   has the consonants - ka- an- [-pa-] - [- sa-]  -and the original 
Tamil  word is  navaai-  ship . 

Canopus [Greek]   has the consonants - ka- an- [-pa-] - [- sa-]  -and the original 
Tamil  word is  mekaaman-  pilot of the ship .  

Canopus [Greek]   has the consonants - ka- an- [-pa-] - [- sa-]  -and the original 
Tamil  word is   kaniyan -  astrologer. 

Canopus [Greek]   has the consonants - ka- an- [-pa-] - [- sa-]  -and the original 
Tamil  word is  kanakkan - astrologer. 

Canopus [Greek]   has the consonants - ka- an- [-pa-] - sa--and the original Tamil  
word is  Saakkiyan /Saakkaiyan – astrologer.  

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] - the- Ra- and the original Tamil word is  
Kattu  maram-   kattumaran- boat . 

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] - the- Ra- and the original Tamil word is  
Nimithikar –  astrologer.  

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] - the- Ra- and the original Tamil word is  
Therkkin  ithayam -  the heart of the south  ;  therkku- south ; ithayam – heart / 
kuruthi pai [ missing letter- pa-] .  

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] - the- Ra- and the original Tamil word is  
therkkin  nakaratha meen / nakaraathathu  maathiri  thoandrum thee sudar -  the 
un moving [ apparently ]   star  of the south ;  therkku- south ; nakaraatha-  not 
moving ; thoandrum –appearing ; thee sudar – star  . 
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Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] - the- Ra- and the original Tamil word is  
Thiru Valluvar  [missing  letter- la-]- astrologer.  

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  sa- the- Ra- and the original Tamil word is  
the sudar  arignar- astrologer.  

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] - the- Ra- and the original Tamil word is 
Arivu  udaiyaan-  wise man  . 

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  sa- the- Ra- and the original Tamil word is 
mikuntha  kanam  / edai  konda  thee sudar -  heavy  weighing  canopus; 
mikuntha- more/ excess;  kanam-  weight ; edai-  weight; thee sudar-  star . 

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  sa- the- Ra- and the original Tamil word is  
vadakkae  Anku  meenai  thoandra seithidum  therkkaththiya  Akaththiyan-  the  
southern Canopus which  makes Anku to raise in the north ; vadakku- north; 
therkku- south  . 

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  sa- the- Ra- and the original Tamil word is  
kumari kandaththu Thiravidarin  therkku  noakkiya  kadar/ kappar/ kattumaram/ 
padaku / sampan    payanaththirkku  utra  thuniayaaka irukkum  thee sudar – the 
star  which was very helpful  for the southern sea voyage  of the Kumari Dravidian 
people ;  Kumari  kandam- Lemuria  continent ; Thiraavidar- Dravidian people; 
therkku- south/thenathu ;  noakki- towards;  kadar-ocean; kappar- ship;  sampan 
–ship ; payanam- travel ; thunai- companion ; thee sudar –star   .   
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11.  Akasththiyar. 

 

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] - the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   
Thiravidrain   marai  muka  kootru – covert way of saying by Dravidian people ; 
marai  muka kootru – covert  way of saying  ; marai- hide;  kootru –word 
/vaarththai[Skt]  .  

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] - the- Ra- and the original Tamil word is  
Kadavar / Kathiravan  - sun/  god ; Saaviththiri  - goddess / wife of sun god Sivan  . 

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  sa- the- Ra- and the other interpretation  of 
the name is Birakaspathi [Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-].  

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] - the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
kuttaiyaana   uruvam  konda munivar/ aandi / thiru thondar/ aandi  - short 
statured saint  ; kuttai- short ; uruvam- figure ; aandi –saint .     

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] - the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
kundu  manithar / thadiththa  uruvam konda  munivar-  saint with saint body; 
kundan-  stout person; munivan- monk   .  

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] - the- Ra -and the original Tamil word is    
thaadi  vaiththa  munivar- the saint with a beard  ; thaadi  mayir- beard ; 
munivan- monk .   

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] - the- Ra -and the original Tamil word is  
kariya  niram udaiya Thiraavidar  – dark skinned Dravidian people ; karumai- dark ; 
niram - color .      

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] - the- Ra -and the original Tamil word is   
vada naattu  munivar- saint from north   ; vada naadu-  northern  state  ; 
munivan- monk . 

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] - the- Ra -and the original Tamil word is 
then naattu munivar   - saint from south ;  then naadu- southern state . 
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Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  sa- the- Ra -and the original Tamil word is 
motha / mooththa   Siththa  maruththuvar/ vaiththiyar [Skt] – the first  Sidha 
doctor  -  motha – aathi [Skt];  mooththa-  eldest ; maruththuvar –
doctor/vaiththiyar[Skt]     .  

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  sa- the- Ra -and the original Tamil word is 
paesa  katru  koduththuvar  -  one who  taught  to speak ;  paseu –speak  ; katru 
kodu- teach . 

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  sa- the- Ra -and the original Tamil word is 
thennattavarukku  paechchu  koduththa maa munivar[ missing  letter- pa-]  -  one 
who  gave the language for the Dravidian people ; then naadu –southern state; 
paechchu - basha ; munivan -monk . 

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  sa- the- Ra -and the original Tamil word is 
Ariyarukkaana   Samaskirutha  paasai / pachchai   yaei  undaakki  thanthavar -[ 
missing  letter- pa-]  one who gave Sanskrit to the Aariyan people ; undaakku- 
make  ;thanthavar-  one who  gave  .  

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  sa- the- Ra -and the original Tamil word is 
Akaththiyam  enum  noor  ondrin  aasiriyar -  the author of the book  
Akaththiyam; noor- book ; aasiriyar-  author   . 

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  sa- the- Ra -and the original Tamil word is 
Sen- Thamizh  mozhikku  ilakkanam vakuthtu  thantha  / yazhuthi  aruliya  maa 
munivar[ missing  letter- la-]  - the saint who gave  grammar to the classical 
language Tamil ;  mozhi- language ; ilakkanam- grammar  ; yazhuthu –write  .   

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  sa- the- Ra -and the original Tamil word is 
Samaskirutha viyaakaranam thantha maa munivar-  one who gave grammar to 
the language Sanskrit  ; viyaakaranam/ viyaakarana- murai  – grammar 
/aeinthiram  enum  arivu noor  .  

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  sa- the- Ra -and the original Tamil word is 
Samaskiruththaththin  thanthai – father of Sanskrit language ;  thanthaiyaar- 
father ; Samaskritham- Sanskrit  . 
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Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  sa- the- Ra -and the original Tamil word is 
Daeva  nakari  aksaraththai  uruvakki thantha  maa muni / thiruthondar / maka 
rishi / saamiyaar / arignar -  the saint/ scholar   who made the Daeva Nakari 
letters ; aksaram [Skt]– letter ;  uruvaakku- make ;  thondan-  saint   .   

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  sa- the- Ra -and the original Tamil word is  
Aariyarukku  Thiravidarin  aeinthiram  [viyakaranam]  [Skt]   katru  thantha  
munivar -  one who taught  Dravidian  grammar  to the Aariyan people ; 
aeinthiram-- book on grammar  .  

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  sa- the- Ra -and the other interpretation of 
the word is  panchaankam[Skt]   kaniththu  thantha  Thiravida / then naattu 
kaniyan / Sivan adiyaar / Siththar / Mathiyaar /  munivar / maha rishi [Skt] / pattar 
/ paathiri / punithar  /aandi [ missing  letter- pa-] -  the follower of lord Siva/  the 
astrologer from south who gave the  panchanka  [almanac] ; panchaankam- 
almanac ; kaniyan- astrologer ; munivan- monk ; aandi –saint  . 

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  sa- the- Ra -and the original Tamil word is  
Thiravidarin  vaan kanitha/ sooththiram  /saasththiram[Skt]  thanthaiyaar -  the 
father of Dravidian astronomy ;  Thiraavidar- Dravidian people  ; vaan kanitham-  
astronomy ; sooththiram-  formula ; thanthaiyaar- father   . 

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  [-sa-]- the- Ra -and the original Tamil word is 
Thiravidarin en kantham  vakuththu thanthavar – one who gave Dravidian  
mathematics ;  en kanitham- mathes ; Thiraavidar- Dravidian people  .   

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  [-sa-]- the- Ra -and the original Tamil word is 
Vaetha virpannar/ Vaethaththai  nandraaka  katru  thaernthavar / karaiththu  
kudiththavar   [ missing  letter- pa-] -  one who has mastered Veatha  . 

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  [-sa-]- the- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
Paechchi  ammanai  /karumaari  annai yaei / kotrvai   theivaththai  kuriththu thiru 
paadar   thanthavar -  one who  gave songs  about Paechchi amman/ karumaari 
annai /kotravi/Durga [Skt] ; kotravai- Victoria   .  
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Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  [-sa-]- the- Ra -and the other interpretation 
od the  word is Sarasvathi  soasththiram thantha  maa muni -  one who  gave 
Sarasvathi songs . 

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  sa- the- Ra -and the original Tamil word is 
Sivan adiayaar -  the follower of lord Sivan.  

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- sa- the- Ra -and the original Tamil word is 
senkathiroan- red sun  .  

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- - sa - the- Ra -and the original Tamil word is 
Thiru muruganin  adiyaar - the follower of lord Murugan.  

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- - sa - the- Ra -and the original Tamil word is  
karia  nira Thiravida Sudranin  makan -  son of dark skinned Dravidian people ;  
kariya niram- dark color ; Thiraavidar –Dravidian people; makan-  son /saanu   . 

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- - sa - the- Ra -and the original Tamil word is  
ven nira/ varnam[Skt]  mudaiya Aariya kudi makan -  son of an Aariyan  race.; 
venmai – white ; niram- color ; Aariyan –Aryan  ; makan- son . 

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- - sa - the- Ra -and the original Tamil word is 
Saevar  kodiyoan -  Murugan with the cock flag ; kodi- flag; saevar-  rooster  .  

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- - sa - the- Ra -and the other interpretation of 
the word is Siva  kaarththikaeyan[Skt] –lord Murugan.   

Akasthiyar  has the consonants-  ka-- sa- the- Ra -and the original Tamil word is 
senkundram –red hills -  abode of Murugan .  

Akasthiya has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] - the- -and the original Tamil word is 
kadampan [ missing  letter- pa-]  – Murugan . 

Akasthiya has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] - the- -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  Vathapi  Ganapathi [ missing  letter- pa-] .  

Akasthiya has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] - the- -and the original Tamil word is 
Kanthan / kantha saami [Skt] –lord Murugan -  
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Akasthiya has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] - the- -and the original Tamil word is  
Kooththaandavaan  -lord Siva  , the cosmic  dancer.  

Akasthiya has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] - the- -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  Vashistan[Skt]  -  Vashistan – a saint  . 

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  sa-- the- -Ra- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   Visuvaa Miththiran[Skt]- a saint.    

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  sa-- the- -Ra- and the  original Tamil of the 
word is   Kurunji  Aandavar – lord Murugan . 

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] -- the- -Ra- and the  other 
interpretation of the word is   ampu yeithidum vaedar -  the hunter who  shoots 
the arrow  ; ampu-  paanam/ arrow ; vaedar- hunter . 

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] -- the- -Ra- and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  kadar neerai  arunthiya munivar-  one who  has 
taken the sea water  ; kadar-  ocean; neer- rain/ water ; arunthiduka  -drink .    

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] -- the- -Ra- and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  ponki  varum  kadar neerai  thooimai / amaithi  
seithavar-  one who  cleansed the sea  water ;  amaithi- peace ; kadar neer- sea 
water  . 

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  sa-- the- -Ra- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  semmari  aadu maadu / ottakam  maekkira   idaiyar  kudi  inar  /saathi 
sanam -  the  shepherd caste  ; aadu  maadu –cattle ; ottakam- camel ; idaiyan- 
shepherd ; saathi- caste  /kudi inam . 

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] -- the- -Ra- and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  Yaathavar -  shepherd  people.  

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  sa-- the- -Ra- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  kamam/ vivasayam [Skt]  seikindravar -  farmer .  

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  [- sa-] -- the- -Ra- and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  Akamudaiyaar-  a caste . 
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Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  [- sa-] -- the- -Ra- and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  thuni  neikindra Senkunthar  kudi- yinar  /saathi 
sanam – weaver  caste .  

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  [- sa-] -- the- -Ra- and the  other 
interpretation of the word is Daevaanka Settiyaar-  weaver caste.   

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  [- sa-] -- the- -Ra- and the  other 
interpretation of the word is panai  maram yaerum  Naadaar  kudi yinar [ missing  
letter- pa-] – Naadar caste  ; panai  maram-  palm tree  .  

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  [-sa-] -- the- -Ra- and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  vaelir  kudi ina  thalaivar [ missing  letter- la-] -  the 
head of the Velir  people.  

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] -- the- -Ra- and the  other 
interpretation of the word is   Pothikai  kundru  munivar [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  
the saint  of Pothikai  hills ;  kundru –hill .  

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] -- the- -Ra- and the  other 
interpretation of the word is vadakku  thekkaaka  neendu irukkum Vinthaiya 
thodar   kundru -  Vinthaiya mountain  range  ;  vadakku- north / utththraanam/  
thekku- south ; neendu- lengthy ; Vinthaiya kundru –Kish Kintha mountain   .  

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] -- the- -Ra- and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  Gankai / Caeveri / koathavari  aatru thanni -  River 
koathavari water;  konkai/ Gankai  - breast/ Ganges ; aaru- river; thanni –water  .  

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] -- the- -Ra- and the  other 
interpretation of the word is   Dwarakai – Kannanin  sontha uoor / kannan  
pirantha uoor[ missing  letter- pa-]-  – Dwarakai  the birth place of Kannan;  
sontha uoor- native place  . 

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] -- the- -Ra- and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  Thiru Aavinan kudi  -  Palani  hills –abode of 
Murugan .  
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Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] -- the- -Ra- and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  kundraththur Murugan kovir - Murugan Temple.  

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] -- the- -Ra- and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  Thiru Parankundram [ missing  letter- pa-]-abode of 
Murugan  . 

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] -- the- -Ra- and the  other 
interpretation of the word is Thiru Muruganin arupadai veedu- [ missing  letter- 
pa-] - the six abodes of lord Murugan .  

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] -- the- -Ra- and the  other 
interpretation of the word is Thiru Vaerakam - Swami Malai –abode of murugan  . 

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  sa--- the- -Ra- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  Murugan  Padma  Sooranai  vatham  seitha  Thiru  Senthoor  kadar 
karai  - Thiru senthoor ; kadar karai- sea shore  .  

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  [-sa-] --- the- -Ra- and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  Thiru Thanikai  kundru  -abode of Murugan . 

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  [-sa-] --- the- -Ra- and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  kattu maram -  the boat . 

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  [-sa-] --- the- -Ra- and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  nimiththikar -  astrologer.  

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  [-sa-] --- the- -Ra- and the  other 
interpretation of the word is   kaniththavar / kaniyan kudiyinar- astrologer.  

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  [-sa-] --- the- -Ra- and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  naadi  nimiththikam [ soathidam/ Skt]  murai 
kandavar / thanthavar / naadi  nimithakaththin aasiriyar – one who gave   the 
naadi  soathidam  /astrology ;  nimiththikam- zodiac / jaathakam  . 

Akasthiyar has the consonants-  ka-  [-sa-] - the- -Ra- and the  other interpretation 
of the word is   yoka irukkai [aasanam/ [ Skt]  katru  thantha munivar -  the saint 
who  gave the art of Yoga  .    
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Sirius [scorcher] has the consonants -[- sa-] - Ra- [- sa-] - and  the original Tamil 
word is eri  meen -  hot star ;  eri- hot/ fire ; meen- star  .   

 Sirius [scorcher] has the consonants  - sa-- Ra- [- sa-] - and  the original Tamil 
word is seriya  naai-yim  periya  naai-yim [ missing  letter- pa- ]- small dog and the 
big dog / canis major and canis minor ;  siriyathu- small;  naai- dog ; periyathu- 
big; naai- dog  . 

Procyon  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- sa -an –and the original Tamil  word is 
periya  naai-yim  siriya naai-yim -  big dog and the small dog .  

Lepus  has the consonants - la –[- pa-] – [- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is 
muyal-  rabbit.  

Canis major  has the  consnants - ka -an – sa-  ma- [- sa-] - Ra-  and the original 
Tamil  word is  perum  naaikkan/  sunakkan[ ?Skt]  [  missing letter- pa-]- big dog  ; 
sunakkan- canis/ naaikkan  .   

Canis  minor  has the consonants – ka- an- sa- ma- an- Ra-  and the original Tamil  
word is  sinam -siriya  sunakkan-  little dog  .  

Miruka- kav-yathan [Skyt] has the consonants-  ma- Ra- ka- ka-  va -the -an -  and 
the   meaning  of the word is  vaedavanoadu  vaettai  adukindra   marai – naai    -  
the dog  which  goes with hunter for hunting ; vaettai  aadu- hunt ; marai- animal  
; naai –dog .  

Miruka- kav-yathan [Skyt] has the consonants-  ma- Ra- ka- ka-  va -the -an -  and 
the   meaning  of the word is   kodai  naeram  suttu  erikkindra kadumaiyaana [ 
ukkiramaana ]  veppam / veyyar  tharum  kaththiri   thee sudar / akkini  
nakasthtiram [ missing  letters- pa- and -sa-] -  the star causing the hottest days of 
summer  ; veyyar –sunny ; thee sudar –star ; kodai naeram-  summar; nasathiram  
-astron   . 
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Sothern cross   has the consonants – [-sa-] - the- Ra- an – ka- Ra-  [-sa-] -and the 
original Tamil   word is   then  tharaiyin   kurukkai   vin  meen koottam -  southern 
cross  ;  then-  south ; tharai- earth; vin meen- star ; koottam- group  .  

Centarus    has the consonants -  Ka –an- the- Ra- [-sa-] – and the original Tamil 
word is  therkkin  vin meen koottam-  then  kurukkam-  southern cross ;  then –
south ; kurukkam –cross ; vin meen –star ; koottam –group  .  

Centarus    has the consonants -  Ka –an- the- Ra- [-sa-] – and the original Tamil 
word is   kuthirai manithanin  kaar  thadam -  the foot of the horse man;  kuthirai- 
horse; manithan- man; kaar-  leg ; thadam –foot print  . 

Centarus    has the consonants -  Ka –an- the- Ra- -sa- and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  Naka sathurakam [Skt] – Centaurs.  

Centaur  has the consonants - ka -an -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is  
manitha mukam konda kuthirai  -  horse with human face  ; manithan- human ;   
mukam- face  ;  kuthirai- horse .   
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12. Tamil  sooththiram word- Star . 

                                                  Thee sudar  

                          Tamil  words  related to  star  and Thiru . 

 For the  westerners  star /astron  means  ‘a fixed luminous point in the night 
sky‘;  but then  the word  ‘star’  is  packed with  numerous meanings as we read 
the word ‘star’  in Tamil  by  jumbling .  

  

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is thee sudar 
-  fire  beam / torch ;  thee-fire;  sudar-  fire flame;  sudar- torch   . 

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is thee 
urundai- fire ball  ;  thee- fire;  urundai-ball  .  

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is astron [Greek] . 

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is  nasththiram  [Skt] -  star . 

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is siriya  thee- 
sudar -   little star ;  siriya -  small;  thee sudar –star   . 

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is sen-j- 
sudar-  red fire ;  semmai- red.    

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil  word  is perum 
thee sudar –[ missing  letter- pa-] -  big  star  ; perum- big/ great  . 

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is eriyum  
thee  sudar -  burning  fire beam/ flame ;  eriya- burn  . 

Star   has the consonants – [- sa -] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is 
thanneer-  water  [antonym] ; thiru neer – sacred ash . 
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Star   has the consonants –  sa  the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is sithari-  
rain.  

Star   has the consonants – [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is 
erinthidu / thee  erithidu –  burn .  

Star   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is 
minuthar/ minu  minuththar  – shining.  

Star  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is thiri -  
thread [ of the candle ] . 

Star   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  paththi 
eriyim  neruppu [ missing  letter- pa-] -  burning fire flamer.  

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is   
endrandrum anaiyaa neruppu  sudar [  missing  leteter- pa-] – the eternal  fire 
torch . 

Star   has the consonants – sa-- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is naan-
diduthar  - to hang;  naanda thee suadr- the hanging fire torch ;  antharam [Skt]   .  

Star   has the consonants –  sa-- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  udainthu  
sithariya  thee  panthu  [ missing  letter- pa-] - the broken  piecesof the  fire ball ;  
sithariya- scatterd . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa-- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  thottaar 
sudum  neruppu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  it will burm your finger if you  touch  the 
fire  ;  thodu –touch ;  neruppu- fire  . 

Star   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  Parithi- 
[ missing  letter- pa-] star/ sun ;  Paarththa [Skt]   .   

Star   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  parithi- 
[ missing  letter- pa-] – parunthu- eagle;  parithu-  bird . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  sudariya 
arignar – astrologer.  
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Star   has the consonants –  [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is   
Pandaaram[ missing letter- pa-]  – saint / siththar [Skt] .  

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  
Pandithar [ missing  letter- pa-]   –scholar .    

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  Sudran 
/Sudra thaari -  one who  has the know how / astrologer / Dravidian  people . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
Saasthri [Skt] – scholar ; siththar[Skt]   . 

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  
nimiththikar [missing  letter- ka-]-  astrologer.   

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  
thiravidarin/ then -naattavarin  vaan kanitham / vaan kanitha sooththiram / 
saasthiram / saathiram / noor-[ missing  letter- ka-]-    the book of astronomy of 
the Dravidian people ;  then nattaar – Dravidian people / people from south ;  
vaan kanitham- astronomy . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  sudariya  
thirattu -  treatise  on astrology .  

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is   
aarudam  koorukiravar  [missing  letter- ka-]-  astrologer .   

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is   
naeram  kaniththidum  kaniyar/ vaan kanithar  [missing  letter- ka-]-  astrologer; 
kaniyar- astrologer .   

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is   soathidar[ Skt]  – astrologer.  

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
Siththar .  
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Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is   marai 
muka  kootru -  cover way  of saying things by the Dravidian people  ;  thiravidarin 
eadkkar [ missing  letter- ka-] . 

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  thee  
mithiththar -  walking on the fire.  

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  
kathiravan [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  sun . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Sudaroan-  
sun. 

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Saerththi – 
sun. 

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is aayiram 
jothi [Skt]  kannudaiyan [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  sun -  with 1000 eyes ; aayiram- 
1000 ;  kannu –eye  .  

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Tharani  
Saandroan-  sun . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Sandroan 
/Darman [Skt] -  noble person.  

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Ven Sudar [ 
missing  letter- ka-]  – sun . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is  Divaakaran [Skt] [ missing  letter- ka-]  – sun.  

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is   Chiththira Banu[ Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-]-sun .   

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is  Thina karan [Skt] -  sun.  
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Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is   Varatha Raasan [Skt] [ missing  letter- ka-] .  

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
Sutha karan [Skt] [ missing  letter- ka-] .  

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
Chandra Haasan [Skt] [ missing  letter- ka-] . 

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Thiru 
Murugan  [ missing  letter- ka-]   -  son of Lord Sivan [ Junior Horus] . 

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word isThinkar[ 
missing  letter- ka-] -  moon.  

Star   has the consonants –  sa-- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Thun 
Sudar -  moon.  

Star   has the consonants –  sa-- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Ven Sudar- 
moon/sun [ missing  letter- ka-].   

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa--]- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Ven 
kathir [ missing  letter- ka-]  – moon.   

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa--]- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Eraa-k-
kathir -[ missing  letter- ka-] - moon.  

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa--]- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Amutha 
kathiroan -[ missing  letter- ka-] - moon. 

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  karu 
Maari Thaai /Karuththamma [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  moon  goddess.  

Star   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the  
word is  Kaanthaari [Skt]/Saaviththiri/Durga [ missing  letter- ka-]  .  

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is  Indra kumar/ Santha kumar /Chandra kumar  [Skt] [ missing  letter- ka-]  . 
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Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Kotravi 
–Victoria [ missing  letter- ka-]  .   

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is 
Marunthaayee-  moon goddess.  

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  
Maruthaiyan- sun god.  

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  Maari 
Muththu-  sun god.  

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is 
Muththu Maari  -  moon goddess.  

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
Miththiran[Skt] -  sun .  

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Thiru 
Maaran-  sun god.  

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is  Chandra [Skt] Mathi / Saaru [Skt]  Mathi   - moon . 

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  Tharapathi [Skt]  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  moon.  

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is   Katru  
tharum  aaasiriyar   [ oathuvaar ] [ missing  letter- ka-] -  teacher one who  teaches 
;  karka- learn  ; aasiriyar –teacher   .  

Star   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  Pandithar  [missing  letter- pa-] - scholar.  

Star   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  Thapathar-[missing  letter- pa-]-   astrologer . 
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Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is thee satti  
yaenthuthar -  holding  fire pots  ;  thee- fire;  satti- pot  . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is thee 
pantham  yaenthuthar/ pidiththar -  holding  fire sticks.  

Star   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  Paarththa  /  Paartheepan [Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-].  

Star   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  Paranthaaman [Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-].   

Star   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
Purusoaththaman [Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-].   

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is  Sasitharan [Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-].   

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
Dasrathan [Skt] ; his 1000  wives [ stars]  story  is an allegory.  

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
Dhritarastra [Skt] . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word  
Ayoaththi  Raaman [Skt] . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word  
Seetha Raaman [Skt] . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
Seetha Piraatti  [Skt] [missing  letter- pa-] . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
Thiri  Pura Sunthari [ missing  letter- pa-] . 

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word Aprodite[Greek]  [ missing  letter- pa-] . 
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Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word Arunthathi [Skt] . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
Darman [Skt] / Saandroan .  

Star   has the consonants –  [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  ara 
neri  udaiyaar -  one who follows ethics . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word  
Sundra Raaman [Skt] .  

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
Anantha Raaman  [Skt] . 

Star   has the consonants – [- sa-]  the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word kothanda Raaman[Skt]  [ missing  letter- ka-] . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
Pattaabi Raaman[Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-]  .   

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
Saethu Raaman  [Skt] .  

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
Saappaattu  Raaman [ missing  letter- pa-].   

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
Raama chandran [Skt] . 

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-]- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word Duriyoathanan [Skt]  

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
Suseenthran [ Skt]  . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
Machchandran [Skt].  
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Star   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word Batri Naraaynan [Skt] [  missing letter- pa-]  .  

Star   has the consonants –  [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word Parathan [Skt] [  missing letter- pa-]  . 

Star   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word  Maarthtaandan [Skt] . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
Sundra Raajan [Skt] . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
Sunthar/Chandar  [Skt] . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
Panja  Paandavar [ missing  leteter- ka-] -  five  brothers of Paandu . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
Thamaothar [Skt] . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
Sritharan [Skt].  

Star  has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is   Then 
naattu  /  thiravidrarin  ainthu  sakotharar / thee sudar [ missing  leteter- ka-] -  
five Dravidian brothers.  

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the  word  
is  perum thee  sudar / -  paran jothi [Skt]  [ missing  letter- pa-]-   big fire;  thee – 
jothi [ Skt] .  

Star  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  
thirumpu/  thiruppam -[ missing  letter- pa-] – turn /  tropic / tropical . 

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-]- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the  
word  is  utthraayanam [Skt] . 
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Star  has the consonants –  sa-- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is thee 
sudarin   sutru  payanam [ missing  letter- pa-] -  the  travel of the star . 

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-]- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the  
word is  tour.   

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-]- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the  
word is  yaaththirai [Skt] -  tour.  

Star  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is thiri/ 
thirinthidu –wander.  

Star  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is 
uoornthidu / uoorthindum thee sudar  – crawlin firr flame  ;  nadaththar-  walk;   
oaduthar- run.  

Star  has the consonants – - sa-the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is asaiyaatha  
/aadaatha thee sudar-  un moving  fire flame . 

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is  sanjariththidu [Skt] –wander.  

Star   has the consonants –- sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  sutru 
paathai- [ missing  letter- pa-]- orbit.  

Star   has the consonants –- sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  sutrum  
thee sudar-  the revolving  fire flame ;  sutru- revolve/rotate   . 

Star   has the consonants –- sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  sudum  
neruppu [  missing  letter- pa-] -  hot fire.  

Star   has the consonants –- sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is ondraam / 
erandaam / moondraam saamam-  night  time.   

Star   has the consonants – -[- sa-] - - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the   
word is arththa  raaththiri [Skt] -  mid- night . 
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Star   has the consonants – [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  thee 
pori [  missing  letter- pa-] -  star / fire sparkles  ; thee- fire ; pori –sparkle .  

Star   has the consonants – [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is   
Aathirai / Moothirai -  a star . 

Star   has the consonants –sa- the –Ra -  and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  Centarus-  southern cross.  

Star   has the consonants –[ sa-] - the –Ra -  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  Antarus -  a star.  

Star   has the consonants – [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Thiru 
Aaathirai ;  Thiruvathirai [Skt] nakasththiram  [misisng  letter- ka-] -   a 
star/Betelgeuse . 

Betelgeuse  has the consonants  -pa- the- la- ka- sa –and the original Tamil  word 
is  Muthalvan/ Yaazh / senkai  ena azhaikka padum  thee sudar- Betelgeuse.  

Star   has the consonants – [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is Thiru 
kuthirai enum thee sudar / aeruthu [ miisng  leeter- ka-]- Aswin / Hamal; kuthirai- 
horse.   

Star   has the consonants – -[- sa-] - - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the  
word is Parani nasththiram [Skt]  [ missing  letter- pa-]  - a star . 

Star   has the consonants – -sa- the -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
pathamaana  Arisi   Soaru  ena padum  thee sudar [ missing  letter- pa-] -  the 
Soaru star/Parani  . 

Star   has the consonants – -sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the  word 
is   Sheraton  -  a star / Soaru  enum thee sudar  . 

Star   has the consonants – -[- sa-] - the -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
Mukoottu Naar[ missing  letter- ka-] – Sheraton/Parani  /Soaru . 

Star   has the consonants – -[- sa-] - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the  
word is   Kaarththikai [Skt]  –a star.  
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Star   has the consonants – - sa-- the -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is Aru 
Meen enum thee sudar- Pleiades .   

Star   has the consonants – - sa-- the -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is Eri  nar 
enum thee sudar - Pleiades .   

Pliades has the consonants –  pa-- la- the- sa- and the original Tamil  word is   
Tamizh mozhiyil  Thazhal  ena padum  thee sudar -  a star called as ‘Thazhal’ in 
Tamil language.  

Pliades has the consonants –  pa-- la- the- sa- and the original Tamil  word Palani 
aandi/  Palani - mun maedu  enum  meen  - Palani  star . 

 

Star   has the consonants – - sa- - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the  
word is  Roakini [Skt]  enum  thee sudar/ nasththiram [Skt] [ missing  letter- ka-] - 
a star/ Aldebaran .  

Star   has the consonants – - sa-- the -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word isThiru  
Thaer Vandi / Sakadu  enum thee sudar [ missing  letter- ka-] – Aldebran  star.  

Star   has the consonants – - sa- - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the  
word is  Miruka seeridam [ missing  letter- ka-]- Bellatrix.  

Star   has the consonants – - sa-- the -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is Mathi 
Naar enum  Thee sudar – Bellatrix.  

Star   has the consonants – - sa- - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the  
word is  Aeinthiran / Indran /Aeinthaanam enum thee sudar – Bellatrix. 

Star   has the consonants – - sa- - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the  
word is  kasthuri  maanin / maraiyin / eruthin/ aattin/ maattin   mandai  enun 
thee  sudar -  the star  in the name of the  the head of the bull/ dear  /sheep.  

Bella trix  has the consonants  - pa- la –the- Ra- ka- sa – and the original Tamil  
word is  Indran/Aeinthiran / Maandralai /  mum-meen / Mathi Naal/  Nari puram / 
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maazhku / Paeraalan/ Maarkazhi Paalai  /Aeinthanam  ena  azhaikkaa padum  
thee sudar –Bellatrix.   

Star   has the consonants – - sa-- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the  
word is  Punar Poosa  nasththiram [Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-] –Pollux.  

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  erattaiyar  
enum thee sudar -  the Twins – star.  

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  
punarnthidu / punarchchi  seithidu  / saernthidu / ondraai iru [ missing  letter- pa-
]  - to have intercourse;  Punartham  enum thee sudar  . 

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Athithi Naar  
enum  thee sudar -  Pollex.   

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Eri enum  
thee sudar – Pollex.  

 Pollux  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - la –ka- [-sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is 
kazhai  / aanin kali -  linka[Skt]  . 

Pollux  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - la –ka- [-sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is 
kalavu -  to have sex. 

Pollux  has the consonants  -pa- la –ka- sa-and the other interpretation of the  
word is  glans penis.   

Pollux  has the consonants  -pa- la –ka- [-sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is Paalai  
enum  oli  miku  meen -  Pollex.  

Pollux  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - la –ka- [-sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is 
kaal kulam- Tegmine. 

Pollux  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - la –ka- [-sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is  
vaai-k-kaal - Regulas . 
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Star   has the consonants – sa-- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is  Poosa Nasththiram[Skt]  [ missing  letter- pa- ]- Tegmine. 

 Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  kodiru 
enum thee sudar [ missing  letter- ka-]- Tegmine.  

Tegmine  has the consonants-  the- ka –ma- an-  and the original Tamil  word is 
Thai  Vandu enum  vin  meen-  Tegmine.  

  Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is   aravu  
naar enum/ kav-vai   enum  /kat sevi  enum thee sudar / vin meen [ missing  
letter- ka-]- Aayilyam [Skt]/Acubens .  

Acubens   has the consonants – ka- pa -an - sa – and the original Tamil word is 
Naaga  paampu  meen – Cobra  star  ; naakam- cobra .  

Acubens   has the consonants – ka-[-  pa-]  -an - sa – and the original Tamil word is 
kat Sevi  meen [ missing  letter- the -] –Acubens.  

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  kodu  
Nakam   enum thee sudar  [ missing  letter- ka-]- Regulas /Makam [Skt].  

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  Maasi  
enum thee sudar –Regulas.  

 Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the  word 
is Makam [Skt] enum  nasththiram [ missing  letter- ka-]-  –Regulas.  

Regulas  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   
Kaar kulam enum vin meen   -Tegmine.  

Regulas  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   
olirum   Vaaikkaal meen  -  Regulas.   

Regulas  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is 
Munnoarkalin  vin meen    -  the star of the ancestors. 
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Regulas  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la-  sa--and the  original Tamil  word is paer- 
azhivu   naar/ ulakin azhivu  naar /   Makalaya [Skt] amavaasai  naar – the star of 
the ancestors.  

Star   has the consonants –  sa - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the  word 
is   Pooram [Skt] enum  nasthtiram [ missing  letter- pa-] – Zozma. 

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  Kanayam 
enum thee sudar – zozma . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the  word 
is    Uththiram [Skt] enum  meen / nasththiram – Denebola.  

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Maa-naeru  
Kathir naar   enum thee sudar  [ missing  letter- ka-] - Denebola.   

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Sen-kathir  
naar  enum vin meen [ missing  letter- ka-] - Denebola.   

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is aeinthu / 
Aei / meen enum thee sudar -  D. Corvi.  

Star   has the consonants – -[- sa-] - - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the  
word is   Asta[Skt] -   nasaththiram – D.Corvi . 

Corvi  has the consonants - ka –Ra- va -and the original Tamil  word is karu 
vaakam  enum  vin  meen -  a star called Raven . 

Star   has the consonants – -- sa-- - the -Ra - and the  other interpretation of the  
word is   Siththirai[Skt]   nasaththiram – Chitra –a star . 

Star   has the consonants – [- sa-]  the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Nadu 
Naar  meen / thee sudar – Chitra/ Spica . 

Star   has the consonants – [- sa-]  the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Thoosu  
enum thee sudar  - Chitra/ Spica.  
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Star   has the consonants –  sa-the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Thachchar  
meen / carpenter star – Spica . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa-the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Sitraadai 
meen / little cloth – Chitra/Spica  . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa-the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  Payaru 
enum thee sudar [ missing  letter- pa-]  -Chitra . 

Star   has the consonants – -[- sa-]  - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the  
word is Demeter/Chitra /Moothirai . 

Star   has the consonants – -[- sa-]  - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the  
word is  Esthar/ Chandra/ Cithtra  . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa-- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the  
word is  Swaathi [Skt]   enum  nasththiram  [ missing  letter- ka-] – Boots Arcturus. 

Star   has the consonants –  sa-the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  Veru 
Nukam enum  thee sudar [ missing  letter- ka-]- Boots Arcturus. 

Star   has the consonants –  sa-the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  Muram 
enum thee sudar – Libra . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa-the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  Saettai 
enum thee sudar  -Libra. 

Star   has the consonants –  sa-the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is   Kaatru  
Munthu naar  enum thee sudar/ vin meen [ missing  leteter- ka-]- Vaikasi [Skt] . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa-the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  Thiru  
Muruganukku uriya  vin meen – Visaakam  [ missing  leteter- ka-]- -  star of lord 
Murugan.   

Star   has the consonants –  sa-the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  Muda 
panai /  Pennai / Poanthai  enum thee sudar[ missing  letter- pa-]  – Anusam [Skt]/ 
Graffias.   
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Star   has the consonants – -sa-- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is   Anusa[Skt]   nasththiram – Grafffias.  

Anusa [Skt]  has the consonants - an –[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  
Panai/ Pennai/  meen [ missing  letter- pa-] - Graffias.  

Star   has the consonants –  sa-the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is    Saettai/ 
Thazhal   eri /  Indra Naar  enum thee sudar [ missing  letter- la-] – Antares.  

Star   has the consonants – -sa- - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  Antares / Kaettai [Skt] . 

Kaettai [Skt]   has the consonants -  ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is  
Naanku  Eetti  enum vin meen – the star called four spears  ; naangu- four; eeti-
spear .  

Star   has the consonants –  sa-the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is   Asura naar 
enum thee sudar  - Acumen . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa-the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is   Aaani  
enum thee sudar – Acumen/ Moolam . 

Moola star [Skt]  has the consonants – ma- la-- sa- the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   Andril  enum thee sudar -  Acumen star .  

Moola star [Skt]  has the consonants – ma- la-- sa- the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   Asura  naal  enum thee sudar – Acumen.  

Star   has the consonants – -sa- - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  Pooraada [Skt]  nasththiram [ missing  letter- pa-] –Rukbet . 

Rukbet   has the consonants  -Ra- ka –pa- the- and the interpretation of the word 
is  Vaanir thoandrum  Pooraada [Skt]   nakasththiram [ missing letter-sa-] – 
Poordam .   

Rukbet   has the consonants  -Ra- ka –pa- the- and the interpretation of the word 
is   Poorva Aasaada [Skt]  -Rukbet . 
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Rukbet   has the consonants  -Ra- ka –[-pa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word is  
Udai kulaththu/ Mur kulaththu  neer  / Kuttai neer  [ missing  letter- la-]  -Rukbet . 

Rukbet   has the consonants  -Ra- ka –[-pa-] - the- and the original Tamil  word is   
Thanneer  Naar enum  vin meen -  Rukbet . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  Thanneer 
Naar  enum  thee  sudar / meen  –Rukbet/Pooraada  . 

Pooraada [Skt]  has the consonants-  [- pa-] - Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word 
is Thanneer Naar enum meen  - Rukbet.  

Star   has the consonants – -sa- - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  Uththiraadam [Skt] enum nasththiram/ Uththira  Aasaada   – Facies.  

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is   Aaani 
/Aadi  enum thee sudar – Facies.  

Facies  has the consonants – pa--sa-- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is Aani  
Paasi /Aani  meeen / Aani fish / Aani pisces /Aani machcham – Facies star .   

Star   has the consonants – -sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is  Sri –Voana [Skt]  nasththiram [ missing  letter- ka-] – Aquila. 

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is   Soanai  
enum thee sudar – Aquila.  

Sri Voana  star   has the consonants – [-sa-] –Ra- va- an -  sa –the- Ra-  and the 
original Tamil  word is Thiru Voanam enum  vaanththu  thee sudar – Aquila.  

Aquila  has the consonants – ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is  Mukkole meen 
– Aquila . 

Aquila  has the consonants – ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is   ulakkai meen 
–Aquila.  

Star   has the consonants – -sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is  Dhanista  nasththiram [Skt] – Delphinus.  
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Dhanista[Skt]  has the consonants-  the -an –[- sa-]  -the – and the original Tamil  
word is Andan-k-kaakkai / Kodi  enum meen [  missing  letter- ka-]-  crow star ;  
kodi- crow ; andan- k-kaakkai- raven  . 

Avittam  [Skt]   has the consnants  va the ma and the original Tamil  word is Andan 
–k-kaakkai  enum  meen -  raven star . 

Star   has the consonants – -sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is Parithu  
enum thee sudar -  bird like star  [ missing  letter- pa-] . 

Delphinus  has the consonants   -the –la-  pa -an -sa -  and the original Tamil   
word is  Thamil mozhiyil / paechchil / baasaiyil /  pul  ena padum  meen -   a star 
which  is called as bird in Tamil  language.  

Star   has the consonants – -sa-  the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is  Satha Abisaek[Skt]  naksaththiram [ missing letters-  ka- and- pa-] – Sadal Malik  

Star   has the consonants – -sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Sundan 
enum thee sudar – Sadal malik . 

Star   has the consonants – -sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  Poar  
enum thee sudar [ missing  letter- pa-] -  Sadel malik.   

Star   has the consonants – -sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is kundru / 
kaartu naar/ Sekku  enum thee sudar [ missing  letter- ka-]- Sadal Malik . 

Star  has the consonants – -sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Poorva 
Batra  nasththiram  [ missing letters- pa- and- ka  -] – Markab.  

Star  has the consonants – -sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Purattaathi 
[Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-] - Markab.  

Poorvabatra[Skt]   has the consonants-  [-pa-]- Ra –va- [-pa-] –the- Ra – and the 
original Tamil  word is  mun eravu  naeram  vaanir thoandrum   kozhun kole / 
Naazhi  enum  vin  meen [ missing  letter- la-]- the star that  appears in the sky  in 
the early  night  -Markab  ;  mun eravu – evening  .  
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Markab   has the consonants  -ma- Ra- ka- pa – and the original tamil  word is mun 
eravu  naeram vaanir  kaanum Naazhi enum  vin meen -  the star that  appears in 
the early  part of the night-  called  Naazhi -Maekab .   

Star   has the consonants – -[-sa-]- - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
Uththiraatathi [Skt] [  missing letter- pa-] – Algenib.  

Uththiraatathi [Skt]   has the consonants – the- Ra- [-pa-] - the – and the original 
Tamil  word is  Murasu  enum thee sudar [ missing  letter- sa-]  –Algenib.  

Star  has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  Mannar  
enum thee sudar -  the star called as the king.    

Star  has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  Murasu 
enum thee sudar – Algenib. 

Algenib  has the consonants – la- ka –an- pa  - and the original Tamil  word is  pin 
eravu naeram vaanir kaanum  pin /pir Kozhunkole enum  vin meen[  missing  
letter-  Ra -]  – the star that appears in the later part of the night - Kozhunkole - 
Algenib.  

Star   has the consonants – -[ sa-] - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  Raevathi  [Skt]  [ missing letter- ka-] -  Alresch.  

Star  has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is Kattu 
maram enum   thee sudar/ vin meen   [ missing letter- ka-] -   -  a star called as 
kattu maran  . 

Star  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is kadai 
naar enum  vin meen [ missing letter- ka-] -  Al resch .  

Star  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  Thoani 
enum thee sudar -  boat  star . 

Alresch  has the consonants – la- Ra –[- sa-]  -ka  - and the original Tamil  word is  
Peru Naal  enum  vin meen [ missing  letter- pa-] –Alresch.  
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Alresch  has the consonants – la- Ra –[- sa-]  -ka  - and the original Tamil  word is 
Mara kalam  enum vin meen -  boat star.  

Star   has the consonants – -sa- - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  aarudra [Skt] –a star .  

Star   has the consonants – -[-sa-]- - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  aththirayan[Skt] enum  nasththiram - delta star . 

Star  has the consonants –-sa-- the -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  thirai saeri 
– traesury . 

Star  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is   
maaththirai-  a measurement . 

Star  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  oru 
nimidam / mimida naeram - one minute .   

Star  has the consonants – sa-the -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is   ondraam / 
erandaam   / moondraam saamam -   time measurement . 

Star  has the consonants – [- sa-] -the -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is    
eruttum  naeram -  time for getting dark  ;  eruttu- dark ;  naeram- time .  

 Star  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word  raaththiri   [Skt]  naeram -  night time ; raaththiri- night  .  

Star  has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word   
sirithu naeram  /tharunam -  short time ;  sirithu- little;  naeram- time.  .  

Star  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  Eruthu  
-Tarus -  astrological sign / bull . 

Star  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is Sem 
Mari Aadu  -Aries  /sheep . 

Star  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  Maadu/ 
Mari ; maadu- bull;  marai- ram ;  udu / oarai ;  udu –star ; orai –star   . 
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Star  has the consonants – -sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is adaatha / 
asaiyaatha  thee sudar -  un moving star/ fixed star ;  asaiyaathu -  not moving  . 

Star  has the consonants – -sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  sthira  nasaththiram[Skt]-  fixed star. 

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is   Chiththirai [Skt]  /Thiru  Sudar -  a  star   . 

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is Uyar Thiru 
– Mister/Mr.   

Star   has the consonants – [-sa-] - the -Ra - and the  original Tamil word  is   
Thirumathi- Mrs.  

Star   has the consonants – -sa- - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is Mister /Mr. 

Star   has the consonants – -sa- - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  Mistress.   

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is  Srimathi [Skt] – Mrs.  

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is  Sundari / Sarithai [Skt] -  woman . 

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word  
Saratha/ Suratha [Skt].  

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
Maththru  Bootham [ missing  letter- pa-]  . 

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the original tamil  word is  
Samyatharaththaayee –[ missing  letter- pa-]- Dravidian fertility  goddess.  

Star   has the consonants – [- sa -] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is   
pendir [missing letter- pa-] -women . 
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Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  Muththu 
Araasu  / Muththaraiyan -   the  pearl  king –sun/ ruler of the sky/ earth /sea; 
muththu- pearl / sun ; arasan- king  .  

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is  Suntharam[Skt]  – handsome man .  

Star   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  panthuram [ missing  letter- pa-] - pretty . 

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is   Suntharaesan[Skt] – sun .  

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is   Rasaenthiran [Skt] – sun. 

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is  Suraenethran [Skt] – sun. 

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is  Indran [ Skt] - rain god ;  sithari- water;  thanneer- water .  

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
Sutharsan [Skt]  -sun . 

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
Zorastar [Persia].     

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is  sthri [Skt]  -woman . 

Star   has the consonants – [-sa--]-  the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is   Raatha Mani [Skt] .  

Star   has the consonants – [-sa--] - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is   Anu Raatha  [Skt] .   
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Star   has the consonants – [-sa--] - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  Manthaara  [Skt] . 

Star   has the consonants – [-sa--] - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  Maathuri [Skt] .  

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is  Saaru  Mathi / Chandra [Skt] mathi  -  moon goddess.  

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is   Chandran [Skt]/ Chandra  -  moon . 

Star   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is Thiru moorthy / Saththiya Moorthy [Skt].  

Star   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is Dharmaenthran [Skt].  

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is    Parththa  Saarathi  [Skt] [  missing  letter- pa-]  . 

Star  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is thirai –
screen- sky.  

Star   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is 
Aaraththi –   welcoming fertlity  ritual of  showing a  fire plate  round  the face of  
some one   [ bride  ]/ Thirustti sutruthar[ Skt]     

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word/ 
Thirustti  sutruthar [Skt] -  a magical ritual  . 

 Star   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is 
Thoaranam -  door decoration . 

Star   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Thiru 
Naar Naeram - festival  time/ auspicious time.  
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Star   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is ‘thaan 
thoandri ‘- one who came on its own ;  than- self;  thoandri -appeared  . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa-the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is thannai  
thaanae unthi – unthai  idam maarum  thee sudar-  the star that moves from one 
place to another on its own ;  thannai thaanae-  on its own ;  unthi – push ; idam- 
place;  maaru- to change ;  thee sudar –star   . 

Star   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  yanthiram [Skt]  – machine.  

Star   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Uoorthi 
– vehicle . 

Star   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Thaer- 
chariot.  

Star   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Thaer 
oatti -  the chariot rider . 

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the   other interpretation of the word 
Saarathi [Skt] - the chariot rider . 

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the   other interpretation of the word 
is  chariot .  

Star   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  Ratham [Skt] – chariot . 

Star   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  Naarathar  [Skt] / thoothar -  a   messenger . 

Star   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Thiru 
Thondar -  saint . 

Star  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Aandi  
Pandaram [ missing  letter- pa-] – saint.  
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Star  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Thiru 
Marai-   sacred  literatures/  Torah  ;  thiru- sacred ; marai- scripture  .  

Star  has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the   other interpretation of the word 
is  Sanaathana  Dararmam  [Skt]  . 

Star  has the consonants –  [- sa-] -- the -Ra - and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  Manthiram [Skt] -  scared hymns . 

Star  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is thiru 
marai  oathi  poo  sorinthidum  poosari   [ missing letter- pa-] -  the priest who 
offer flowers  to the god /star ,  enchanting sacred literatures ;  thiru marai- holy  
scriptures;  oathu- recite;  poo-flower;  sorinthidu-  offer ;  poosaari- priest . 

Star  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is Adiyaar- 
devotee .   

Star   has the consonants –  [- sa -]-- the -Ra - and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  Anthanar [Skt].   

Star   has the consonants –  sa-- the -Ra - and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  poojai  [Skt] /archchunai [Skt]  seithar -  to offer flowers to the god . 

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-] -- the -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is    
Thiru  Mei / Maeni [ Skt]  -  priest  ;  thiru- sacred  ;  mei- body / soma . 

Star   has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  Para 
saathi – priestly  caste.  

Star   has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is   Maer Saanthi  [Malayalam] – priest.  

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-] -- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  Priest / Paathiri /Patter[ Skt]   [ missing letter- pa-] .  

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-] -- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is Thanthiri [Skt] –priest . 
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Star  has the consonants –  sa-- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is 
sooththiram /Sudran – formula /treatise . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa-- the -Ra - and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  saasththiram[Skt]  - treatise . 

Star  has the consonants – [-  sa-] -- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is 
Amaaththiyar-  minister.  

Star  has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  
Mootharignar- elderly  scholar. 

Star   has the consonants –  sa-- the -Ra - and the  other interpretation of the 
word is Manthiri [Skt] -  minister . 

Star   has the consonants –  sa-- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is  Minister.  

Star   has the consonants –  sa-- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is  Saaththanar . 

Star   has the consonants –  [- sa -] -- the -Ra – and the  original Tamil word is   
Thirudan-/Thirudi -  the thief  who  comes in the night -  star .  

Star   has the consonants –  [- sa -] -- the -Ra - and  the  original Tamil word is  
endrandrum-  forever /eternal .    

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-] -- the -Ra - and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  niram -tharam [Skt] -  for ever /eternal . 

Star   has the consonants –  [- sa -] -- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is  Maa 
marunthu / Arumarunthu-  elixir.  

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-] -- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is   Amirtham [Skt] -  elixir.  

Star   has the consonants –  [- sa -] -- the -Ra – and the  original Tamil word is 
maanthar-  man ; manithar [Skt].   
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Star   has the consonants –  [- sa -] -- the -Ra – and the  original Tamil word is  
eendru eduththa  thanthai  /thee sudar  -  father who  has given birth; eendru- to 
give birth ;  thanthai- father . . 

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-] -- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  father [ missing  letter- pa-]   .   

Star   has the consonants –  [- sa -] -- the -Ra – and the  original Tamil word is  
eendru  edutthha  annai-  mother who  has given birth;  annai- mother  .  

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-] -- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  mother .   

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-] -- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is   puththiran[Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-] - son . 

Star   has the consonants –  [- sa -] -- the -Ra – and the  original Tamil word is  
udan piranthaar -  udan  pirantha thee  sudar [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  brothers . 

Star   has the consonants –  [-sa-] -- the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
pithru [Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-]   -  ancestors;   santhathiyinar [Skt]  .  

Star   has the consonants –  [- sa -] -- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is  
neeththaar / madinthoar /  seththa manitharin thee sudar  / moothaathayar  -  
ancestors/ who had died .  

Star   has the consonants –  [- sa -] -- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is 
soatharan/ udan piraanthaan[ missing  letter- pa-] -  brother.   

Star   has the consonants –  [- sa -] -- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word thirai- 
wealth .  

Star   has the consonants –  [- sa -] -- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is  
moathiram -  ring.  

Star   has the consonants –   sa - the -Ra – and the other interpretation of the 
word is  arasarin / mannarin moathira achchu  / sinnam /  muththirai -  insignia of 
the king  ;  arasan-  king;  moathiram-ring  ;  sinnam-  symbol . 
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Star   has the consonants –   sa - the -Ra – and the other interpretation of the  
word is arasai/ naattai   aandidum mannar /arasar  -Jupitor  /ther king  of the 
state ; arasu -  kingdom; naadu –state ;  aandidu- rule ;  arasar- king  .  

Star  has the consonants –   [- sa -] - the -Ra – and the other interpretation of the 
word is  raththinam -a  precious stone . 

Star  has the consonants –   [- sa -] - the -Ra – and the original Tamil word is   
paththarai  maaththu  pon [ missing  letter- pa-]- good quality  gold;  pon-  gold.     

Star  has the consonants – sa  the -Ra – and the original Tamil word is  siranthathu  
/ yuarthathu  - super/ superior .  

Star  has the consonants –   [- sa -] - the -Ra – and the original Tamil  word is  
thaamiram -  copper     

Star   has the consonants –  [- sa -] -- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is  ee-
nuthar -  giving birth. 

Star  has the consonants –  - sa - the -Ra – and the other interpretation of the 
word is   saniththar [Skt] – to be   born . 

Star   has the consonants –  [- sa -] -- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is   
piranthidu [ missing  letter- pa-] -  be born ;   urpaththi [Skt] .  

Star   has the consonants –  [- sa -] -- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is  
paarththidu  [ missing  letter- pa-] - to look .   

Star   has the consonants –  [- sa -] -- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is   
arinthidu-   to know  . 

Star   has the consonants –  [- sa -] -- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is  
aaraainthidu- to do research  .  

Star   has the consonants –  [- sa -] -- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is 
thaeduthar / naaduthar -  to seek .   
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Star   has the consonants –  [- sa -] -- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is 
thoandru / yaeruthar /  thoandrum  thee  sudar -  appearing star  ;  thoandru –
appear .  

Star   has the consonants –  [- sa -] -- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is mun  
maathiri-  role  model . 

Star   has the consonants –  [- sa -] -- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is 
aarudam  -  prediction.   

Star   has the consonants –  [- sa -] -- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is 
Thapathar [ missing letter- pa-]  -astrologer.  

Star   has the consonants –  sa - the -Ra - and  the  interpretation  of the word is   
soathidar  - -astrologer. 

Star   has the consonants –  [- sa -] -- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is 
maatram / maaruthar / idam maaridum thee sudar – the moving star ;  the star 
which  is moving  from place  to place  ;   idam- palce ;  maaridu-  change ;  thee 
sudar –star    

Star   has the consonants –  [- sa -] -- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is idam 
maraa  thee sudar-  un moving  star  ; idam-  palce; maaraa  -  not changing . 

Star   has the consonants –  [- sa -] -- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is thiru  
udar – sacred   body  ;   thiru- sacred;  udar- body . 

Star   has the consonants –  [- sa -] -- the -Ra - and  the other interpretation of the 
word is Thiru  Moorthy [Skt] / udar  -  sacred  body . 

 

                                    Place names in relation to star /Thiru. 

Star   has the consonants –  sa - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Thiru 
Senthoor . 
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Star  has the consonants –  [-sa-] - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is 
Thiruthani . 

Star   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Thiru 
Porur [missing letter- pa-] .  

Star   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and  the other interpretation of the 
word is Thiru pathi [Skt] [missing letter- pa-]  . 

 

Star  has the consonants –  [-sa-] - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is 
Thiruparai Thurai [missing letter- pa-] .  

Star  has the consonants –  sa - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Thiruchi . 

Star  has the consonants –  sa - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Thiroor.  

Star  has the consonants –  sa - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is 
Thiruchchur . 

Star  has the consonants –  sa - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Thiru 
Maanoor . 

Star  has the consonants –  sa - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Thitta 
caeri . 

Star  has the consonants –  sa - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Thuraiyur.  

Star  has the consonants –  sa - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Thanjavur.  

Star  has the consonants –  sa - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Thonda 
Muthur.  

Star  has the consonants –  sa - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Saththur. 

Star  has the consonants –  sa - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Sadri [ 
Rajestan ] .  
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Star  has the consonants –  sa - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is 
Saththanur. 

Star has the consonants –  sa - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Ciththur.  

Star has the consonants –  sa - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Daesur.  

Star has the consonants –  sa - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Darma puri 
/ Thiru Marai  puri [  missing  letter- pa-].  

Star has the consonants –  [-sa-]  - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Erode.  

Star has the consonants –  [-sa-]  - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Erumai 
Patti [missing  letter- pa-]. 

Star has the consonants –  [-sa-]  - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Ethapur 
[missing  letter- pa-]. 

Star has the consonants –  [-sa-]  - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Ettaya 
Puram [missing  letter- pa-]. 

Star has the consonants –  sa - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is sitrur – 
hamlet.  

Star  has the consonants –  sa - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Aadu 
Thurai . 

Star  has the consonants –  sa - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Aaathur.  

Star  has the consonants –  sa - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Athanur.  

Star  has the consonants –  sa - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Anthiyoor.  

Star  has the consonants –  [-sa-] - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Boothi  
Puram [ missing  letter- pa-] . 

Star  has the consonants –  sa - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Madurai . 

 Star has the consonants –  sa - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Maana  
Madurai . 
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Star has the consonants –  sa - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Maruthur.  

Star  has the consonants –  sa - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Maa 
Mandur.  

Star  has the consonants –  sa - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Maettur.  

Star  has the consonants –  sa - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Maathur. 

Star  has the consonants – [- sa-]  - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Mani 
Muthaaru . 

Star  has the consonants – [- sa-]  - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is 
Thirupur[missing letter- pa-]   

Star  has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is 
Chithamparam [missing letter- pa-] .  

Star  has the consonants –  [-sa-]- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Puthur 
[missing letter- pa-] . 

Star  has the consonants –  [-sa-]- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is 
Poathanur [missing letter- pa-] . 

Star  has the consonants –  [-sa-]- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is 
Perumaadi [missing letter- pa-] . 

Star  has the consonants –  [-sa-]- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Panruti 
[missing  letter- pa-]. 

Star  has the consonants –  sa- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Achcham 
Puthur [missing letter- pa-]. 

Star  has the consonants –  [-sa-]- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is 
Puththur [missing letter- pa-] . 

Star  has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Chera 
naadu -  kerala . 
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Star  has the consonants – [-sa-]- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Adoor 
[Kerala] . 

Star  has the consonants – [-sa-]- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is 
Adaiyar[Karnataka] .  

Star  has the consonants – [-sa-]- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Barpetta 
[ missing  letter- pa-] [Assam ]  

Star  has the consonants –sa-the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Chatra 
[Jharkand] . 

Star  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Dhuri 
[Punjab]  

Star  has the consonants – [-sa-]- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is 
Mattanur [Kerala].  

Star  has the consonants – [-sa-]- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word is Merta 
[Rajastan ].   

Star  has the consonants – [-sa-]- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word Motipur 
[Bihar ] [ missing  letter- pa-] . 

Star  has the consonants – [-sa-]- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word Padra [ 
Gujarat ] [ missing  letter- pa-] . 

Star  has the consonants – [-sa-]- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word Pathri [ 
Maharastra] [ missing  letter- pa-] . 

Star  has the consonants – [-sa-]- the -Ra - and  the original Tamil word 
Patur[Maharastra] [ missing  letter- pa-] . 

Star   has the consonants – sa -the -Ra - and  the other interpretation of the word 
is  Amba Samuththiram [Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-] . 

Star   has the consonants –  [- sa -] -- the -Ra - and  the other interpretation of the 
word is Anantha pur [Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-] .  
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Star   has the consonants –  sa - the -Ra - and  the other interpretation of the word 
is Chand Para [Bengal] .  

Star   has the consonants – sa - the -Ra - and the other interpretation of the word 
is  Jothpur [ Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-] .  

 Star  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the -Ra - and  the other interpretation of the 
word is  Uthaipur [ Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-] .  

Star  has the consonants –sa- the -Ra - and  the other interpretation of the word is  
Indra Prastham [ missing  letter- pa-] . 

Star  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the -Ra - and  the other interpretation of the 
word is  Aanthra nadu  /desam [Skt] . 

Star  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the -Ra - and  the other interpretation of the 
word is  Thiri Pura.  

Star  has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and  the other interpretation of the word 
is  Mathiya  Piradaesam [ missing  letter- pa-] . 

Star  has the consonants – sa- the -Ra - and  the other interpretation of the word 
is  Uththira Piradaesam [ missing  letter- pa-] . 
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13. Sun  and moon in  Mythology [  Thonma -iyal ]  

Myth  has the consonants – ma- the- and the original Tamil word is  thonmam – 
legend . 

Myth  has the consonants – ma- the- and the original Tamil word is  thonma 
kathai [ missing  letter- ka-] -  ancient story. 

 

                                Greek  sun god -    Apollon . 

Apollon [Greek sun god]  has the consonants-  pa- la –an- and the original Tamil  
name is Palani – Dravidian sun god Murugan . 

Apollon [Greek sun god]  has the consonants-  pa- la –an- and the original Tamil  
name is  oli-yin  pillai-  son of the light ;  oli-  light;  pillai- sun. 

Apollon [god of health ]  has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la –an- and the original 
Tamil  name is   nalam- health ; nali- illness .   

Apollo [god  of knowledge ]  has the consonants-  pa- la –- and the original Tamil  
name is  pulamai – knowledge.  

Apollo [ sun god  ]  has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la –- and the original Tamil   word 
is  el-  sun   .  

Apollo [god  of knowledge ]  has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la –- and the original 
Tamil   word is   ellai- sun . 

Apollo has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la –- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is Sol [Latin] [ missing letter- sa-]-  – sun . 

Apollo [god  with lyre ]  has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la –- and the original Tamil   
word is  yaazh -  lyre  . 

Apollo [god  of youth ]  has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la –- and the original Tamil   
word is  elaiyon –  young man . 
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Apollo has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la –- and the original Tamil   word is  azhi- 
destroy [ apollymi- to destroy]  . 

Apollo has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la –- and the original Tamil   word is meela – 
apolysis / redemption  . 

Apollo has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la –- and the original Tamil   word is elimai – 
simple/ [h]aploun. 

 Mouse Apollo has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la  and the original Tamil  word is eli – 
mouse.  

Apollo has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la –- and the original Tamil   word is azhi- to 
kill / Lycoctonus ...  

Apollo [ and  the python ]  has the consonants-   pa- la –- and the original Tamil   
word is   malai  paampu – python . 

Apollo  has the consonants-  [ -pa -] - la –- and the original Tamil word is Mani  
Mozhiyan - god  of oracle .   

Apollon [god  of knowledge ]  has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la –-an-  and the 
original Tamil  name is   Maalan  / Maali – sun.  

Olympus  has the consonants –la- ma- pa –[-sa-]   and the original Tamil  word is 
Palani Malai – Palani  hills.   

Olympus  has the consonants –la- ma- pa –[-sa-]   and the original Tamil  word is 
Pon Ampalam -  golden hall/ sky . 

Olympus  has the consonants –la- ma- pa –[-sa-]   and the original Tamil  word is 
Pon Malai  - golden rock . 

 

                                                 Egyptian god  -   Osris  

Osris has the consonants – sa -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  
Ganaayiru  -  sun.   
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Osris has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  
Oraiyan -  sun god.   

Osris has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra –sa-  and the other interpretation of the 
word is  Orionis . 

Osris has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  Ara-
Naar – Orionis . 

Osris has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  Esar  
Naar -  Orionis . 

Osris has the consonants – sa--Ra –[-sa-] -  and the other interpretation of the 
word is  Uranus. 

Osris has the consonants – sa--Ra –[-sa-] -  and the other interpretation of the 
word is Sirius [ Roman  woman ] -  dwarf planet.   

Osris has the consonants – sa--Ra –[-sa-] -  and the other interpretation of the   
word is Eris -  dwarf planet . 

Osris has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  
naeram – time.   

Osris has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  -  
orai –star.   

Osris has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  
arimaa -  lion -  the sun .  

Osris has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is   pari 
[ missing  letter pa-] - horse /sun .  

Osris has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is   
erumai-  buffalo.   

Osris has the consonants –sa-Ra –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  Sem 
Mari- sheep.  
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Osris has the consonants –sa-Ra –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  saarai  
paampu   [ missing  letter- pa-]- water snake.  

Osris has the consonants - sa -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  Sooran – 
sun.  

Osris has the consonants - sa -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the other interpretation of the 
word is  Asooran [Skt] -  dark man . 

Osris has the consonants - sa -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the other interpretation of the 
word is Sooriyan [Skt] – sun.  

Osris has the consonants - sa -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the other interpretation of the 
word is   Sooriya  Naarayanan [Skt] -  sun  god.  

Osris has the consonants – sa -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  arasan -  
king.  

Osris has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  
mannar-  king.   

Osris has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  
Oari-   a   Tamil  king.  

Osris has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  
Paari  [  missing  letter- pa-] -   a   Tamil king . 

Osris  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is Iyar.   

Osris has the consonants - sa -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the other interpretation of the 
word is  arasar- king.  

Osris has the consonants - sa -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the other interpretation of the 
word is  Sir .  

Osris has the consonants – sa -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  Paer 
arasan  [ missing letter- pa-] -  king of the kings .   
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Osris has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the other interpretation of the 
word is  Pharaoh [ missing letter- pa-] – Egyptian king.  

Osris has the consonants – [- sa-]  -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the other interpretation of the 
word is Emperor [ missing  letter- pa-] . 

Pharaoh   has the consonants – Pa- Ra - and  the original Tamil  word is  paer 
arasar- [  missing  letter- sa-]   king of the kings.  

Pharaoh   has the consonants – [- Pa-] - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  
mannar-  king.  

Pharaoh   has the consonants – [- Pa-] - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  Raayar  
-  king.  

Pharaoh   has the consonants – Pa- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  Paer 
Araiyan -  emperor.  

Pharaoh   has the consonants – - Pa- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  Paer 
Arasar [ missing letter- sa-]- emperor. 

Osris has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  
Paraman / Piraan/ perumaan /  Parampanan  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  sun  god.  

Osris has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the other interpretation of the 
word is  Brahma [ Skt]  [ missing  letter- pa-] . 

Osris has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the other interpretation of the 
parpaanan [Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-] . 

Osris has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is 
arignar -  scholar . 

Osris has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is 
Paraiyan  [ missing  letter- pa-] . 

Osris has the consonants – -sa- -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is 
poosaari- [ missing  letter- pa-] -  priest .  
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Osris has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is 
Naayar .  

Osris has the consonants –-sa- Ra –sa--  and the original Tamil  word is uyir -  life /  
uyir moochchu-  life ; usuru .      

Osris has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the other interpretation of the 
word is piraanan[Skt]  [  missing  letter- pa-] -  life . 

Osris has the consonants –-sa- Ra –[-sa-] --  and the original Tamil  word is mayir/ 
masuru – hair.  

Osris has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  word is  Nan 
Maaran – sun god ;  Mars .  

Osris has the consonants – sa-Ra –[-sa-] -  and the other interpretation of the 
word is  Sri Raaman [Skt].  

Osris has the consonants – sa--Ra –-sa-  and the other interpretation of the word 
is  mannar  / arasar /  Maaran  -  king  Ramses . 

Osris has the consonants – sa- -Ra –sa- and the original Tamil  word is sari  sari- ok 
- ok.  

Osris has the consonants – sa- -Ra –sa- and the original Tamil  word is sarasari – 
average.  

Osris has the consonants – sa- -Ra –sa- and the original Tamil  word is siri  siri-  
smile.  

Osris has the consonants – [-sa-]- -Ra –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  oru 
/eru /  aaru/ nooru/ aayiram -  1/6/100/1000. 

Osris has the consonants – [- sa-]  -Ra –[- sa-] --  and the original Tamil  word is 
aram / ara neri -  ethics. 

Osris has the consonants –- sa- -Ra –[- sa-] --  and the original Tamil  word is 
sirappu [ missing  letter- pa-]- super.  
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Osris has the consonants –- sa- -Ra – sa-  and the original Tamil  word is sor 
paechchu [ missing  letter- pa-- ] – language . 

Osris has the consonants –- [-sa-] - -Ra – [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is 
peyar-[ missing  letter- pa-- ]   name.  

Osris has the consonants –- [-sa-] - -Ra – [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is 
paeru--[ missing  letter- pa-- ]-   gift . 

Osris has the consonants –- [-sa-] - -Ra – [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is 
paran- --[ missing  letter- pa-- ]-  great  grand father.  

Osris has the consonants –- [-sa-] - -Ra – [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is 
paeran-  grand child.  

Osris has the consonants –- -sa -Ra – [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is 
aasiriyan  - teacher.  

Osris has the consonants –- -sa -Ra – [-sa-] - and the other interpretation of the 
word is   chaari /aachchaari[Skt]  -  teacher.  

Osris has the consonants –- -sa -Ra – [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is   aasaari-  carpenter/ smith.  

Osris has the consonants –- -sa -Ra – [-sa-] - and the other interpretation of the 
word is   Sameeranan -  wind.  

Osris has the consonants –- -sa -Ra – [-sa-] - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  Naarayanan [Skt] -  sun god.  

Osris has the consonants –- -[-sa-]  -Ra – [-sa-] - and the other interpretation of 
the word is  Naran[Skt]  -  human . 

Osris has the consonants –- sa  -Ra –sa-- and the other interpretation of the word 
is  Suraesh [Skt] -  Murugan . 

Osris has the consonants –- -[-sa-]  -Ra – sa- and the other interpretation of the 
word is   Ramaesh [Skt] .  
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Osris has the consonants –- -[-sa-]  -Ra – sa- and the other interpretation of the 
word is   Saran  / Saran Raaj [Skt] .  

Osris has the consonants –-sa- -Ra – sa- and the other interpretation of the word 
is   Saroja /  Sarasu [Skt] . 

Osris has the consonants –-[-sa-] - -Ra –[- sa-] - and the other interpretation of the 
word Maari.  

Osris has the consonants –-sa- -Ra – sa- and the  original Tamil word is  saarai 
paampu  [ missing  letter- pa-] – water snake – companion of aran [cobra].   

Osris has the consonants –-[-sa-]- -Ra – -[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil word is   
aranin urai -  the speech of the god/  asiriri [Skt] / heavenly voice.  

 

                                    Egyptian  goddess - Isis . 

Isis  has the consonants  -sa- sa -and the original Tamil  word is  Meeaachchi/ Sasi 
[Skt] -  moon  goddess.  

Isis  has the consonants  -sa- sa -and the original Tamil  word is  Mani ammai- 
moon goddess  . 

Isis  has the consonants  -sa- sa -and the original Tamil  word is  / Meena  
Meenamai – moon goddess  /wife of Sivan . 

Isis  has the consonants  -sa- sa -and the original Tamil  word is Ponnamma – 
moon goddess .    

Isis  has the consonants  -sa- sa -and the original Tamil  word is Paappama – moon 
goddess.  

Isis  has the consonants  -sa- sa -and the original Tamil  word is Aaichchi – woman  
who gives milk / Mullai woman . 

Isis  has the consonants  -sa- sa -and the original Tamil  word is  paachchi-  breast/ 
milk  . 
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Isis  has the consonants  -sa- sa -and the original Tamil  word is   Sasi- breast /  
moon goddess . 

Isis  has the consonants  -sa- sa -and the original Tamil  word is  Eesi- Kaali . 

Isis  has the consonants  -sa- sa -and the original Tamil  word is   Pachchai Amman-  
Dravidian fertility  goddess.  

Isis  has the consonants  -sa- sa -and the original Tamil  word is  moochchu- life/ 
breath . 

Isis  has the consonants  -sa- sa -and the other interpretation of the word is Sasi-  
moon  goddess.  

 Saeth  has the consonants- sa- the- and the original Tamil  word is -Pathuman . 

 

                                             Hermis  [ son of Zeus]  

Hermis  has the consonants – ka- Ra –ma- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  name  is  
Murugan -  Dravidian sun god  /sun of Sivan  /Saeyon [ Zeus] . 

Hermis  has the consonants – ka- Ra –ma- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  name  is  
kumaran-  Dravidian sun god  Murugan . 

Hermis  has the consonants – ka- Ra –ma- sa--  and the  original Tamil  name  is 
Kumaraesan  - Dravidian sun god  Murugan . 

Hermis  has the consonants – ka- Ra –ma- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  name  is 
Aarumukam  - Dravidian sun god  Murugan  - one with six faces.  

Hermis  has the consonants – ka- Ra –ma- -sa-  and the  original Tamil  name  is 
Murukaesan – Dravidian sun god  Murugan  - 

Hermis  has the consonants – ka- Ra –ma- -sa-  and the  original Tamil  name  is  
Siva Perumaanin  makan [missing  letter- pa-] -   Murugan – son of Sivan / Zeus.  
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Hermis  has the consonants – ka- Ra –ma- -[-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  name  
is   kammiyar -  blacksmith/ craftsman . 

Hermis [  god  of alchemy ]  has the consonants – ka- Ra –ma- -[-sa-] -  and the  
original Tamil  name  is   karumaan-  blacksmith . 

                                        Hera  [wife of Zeus]  

Hera  [here]  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the meaning  of the word is  ingu  
irukkukkira/ ingu  kaanukira / enkum irukkira  ammaa  -   mother  who is  seen 
here / who is every where  ; inku-  here ;   irukkira-  present ;  amma- mother .  

Hera  [ hora / season ]  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the meaning  of the 
word is   paruvam [missing letter- pa-]- season/ adolescence .   

Hera  [ hora / season ]  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the meaning  of the 
word is   kanni  paruvam [missing letter- pa-]-  time to get matured .   

Hera  [ hora / season ]  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the meaning  of the 
word is   manamaakum  naeram – time to get married.  

Hera  [ ripe for marriage   ]  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the meaning  of the 
word is  paruva mankai /  kanni  paruva  pen [ missing letter- pa-]-   virgin girl / 
one who has attained puberty  .   

Hera  [beloved/ erate ]  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the meaning  of the 
word is  paer -  anpirkkuriya  pen  [ missing letter- pa-]-   dear  / darling .    

Erate [Greek]  has the consonants -Ra -the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  paer 
anpu  udaiya  [ missing letter- pa-]- much  loved.;  anpu-  love.      

Hera  [ young cow ]  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the meaning  of the word 
is   karaam pasu - milk giving  cow ; kaaram  pasu-vin   mukam / kan -  the face/ 
eye of the cow;  mukam-  face;  kan- eye; pasu –cow.   

Hera  [ cow’s eye/ face ]  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the meaning  of the 
word is   kaaram  pasu-vin  mukam / kan  [ missing letters- pa –and- sa-]- -  face/ 
eye of the cow  .  
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Hera  [  cow’s eye  ]  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the meaning  of the word 
is   pasuvin   kanivaana /  erakka  / karunai   paarvai  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  the  
kind  look of a cow ; pasu –cow;  paarvai- look .  

Hera  [ daughter of  Cronus ]  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the meaning  of 
the word is    kaari  meenin   / kaari koar -in    anpikkuriya  pen [ missing  letter- 
pa-] -  the beloved daughter of  Cronus [ Saturn ] ; Kaari meen-  Saturn ;  anpu- 
kind ;  pen- woman  . 

Hera  [ jealousy ]  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the meaning  of the word is 
poraamai  kunam  [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  jealousy nature ; poraamai- jealousy;  
kunam- nature  .       

Hera Teleia  has the consonants  - the -la  -  and the original Tamil  word is thallai – 
mother ;  yanthizhiyaal  -  beautiful  woman ;  adali-  woman from  agricultural 
society ;  thozhi-  female  companion .      

Hera Teleia  has the consonants  - the -la  -  and the original Tamil  word is 
Aathaal-  mother goddess.  

Hera Teleia  has the consonants -  ka -Ra - the -la  -  and the original Tamil  word is  
kazhuththil thaali  kayiru  ullava  - one who has the ‘thaali’ on her neck  ;  
kazhuththu-  neck ;   thaali-  marriage  sacred thread ;  kayiru –thread.  

Hera Teleia  has the consonants-  ka -  Ra -  - the -la - and the original Tamil  word 
is thaali  aruthtava  -  widowed [ one who lost her  thaali -  marriage symbol] . 

Hera Teleia   has the  consonants -  ka -Ra – the- la - and the original Tamil  word is     
maathulam  kaniyai / pazhaththai / kayir   yaenthi  ulla  pen  theivam  /  kadavul / 
aaththaal  - goddess who has  a  pomegranate  fruit  in her hand ;  maathulam  
kani-  pomegranate; pazham- fruit;  kai- hand;  pen- woman ; theivam-  god.    

Hera Teleia   has the  consonants -  ka -Ra – the- la - and the original Tamil  word is   
oli  tharum  muzhu  nilavu  kathir  / kathir nilavu   -  bright- full moon; oli- light;  
muzhu- full; nilavu- moon . 
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Hera Teleia   has the  consonants -  ka -Ra – the- la - and the original Tamil  word is  
valarukindra  nila-   waxing  moon ;  vazhar-  grow;  nila- luna  . 

Hera Teleia   has the  consonants -  ka -Ra – the- la - and the original Tamil  word is  
thaeikindra  nilavu  - waning  moon ;  thaei- fade  .  

Hera Teleia   has the  consonants -  ka -Ra – the- la - and the original Tamil  word is 
karuththa nila  - new moon;   karuththa-  dark  ;  nila- luna   .    

Hera Teleia   has the  consonants -  ka -Ra – the- la - and the original Tamil  word is 
Kaali Annaiyin Thiru Vadivam -  Kaali   figure ;  vadivam-  shape/ figure  . 

Hera Teleia   has the  consonants -  ka -Ra – the- la - and the original Tamil  word is 
kaathar kadavul -   deity of love  ; kaathar- love ; kadavul –god.   

Hera Teleia   has the  consonants -  ka -Ra – the- la - and the original Tamil  word is 
Thirumana kadavul  - deity of marriage ;  thirumanm-  marriage  .  

Hera Teleia   has the  consonants -  ka -Ra – the- la - and the original Tamil  word is  
arima  endra  ko –vilangu -  yaeri   uoor valam   varum  theivam -  one who rides 
on a  lion ;  arima-  lion;  ko - vilanku-  king of the beasts  ;  uoor valam-  
procession ;  theivam- god  .  

Hera Teleia   has the  consonants -  ka -Ra – the- la - and the original Tamil  word is  
paal tharum karavai maadu-[ missing  letter- pa-]-  milk  giving  cow; paar[l] -  milk; 
karavai maadu-  milch cow.  . 

Hera Teleia   has the  consonants -  ka -Ra – the- la - and the original Tamil  word is  
thokai  virithaadum  mayil  -  the dancing  peacock ;  thoakai -  feathers of the 
peacock ; mayil- peacock .  

Hera Teleia   has the  consonants -  ka -Ra – the- la - and the original Tamil  word is  
thotttu   thaali  kattiya  kanavarai  ezhantha  kaimpen  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  one 
who  has lost her husband ;  thottu –touch ;  thaali-  marriage thread ;  kanavar-  
husband ;  kattiya –wed;  ezhantha- loss ;  kaim pen – widow   . 

Teleia  has the consonants – the- la -and the original Tamil  word is  Aaththal-  
mother goddess . 
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Hera Pais   has the consonants  - ka- Ra –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
paruva pen -  virgin girl / one who has attined  puberty . 

 Hera [  Akraiya] [ she -of the heights]   has the consonants-  ka -Ra -  and the 
original Tamil  word is   vaan  uyaram  / Paer uruvam [ missing letter- pa-]- sky  
height ;  vaan-  sky ; uyaram-  height . 

Hera  Ammonia    has the consonants  -ka- Ra- ma-  an - and the  original Tamil  
name is   Karumaari Amman – Dravidian  fertility  goddess/ moon goddess.    

Hera  [ white armed]   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
ven  karam / ven –nira- kai -  white color  hand ; ven-  white;  niram-  color;  kai- 
hand. 

 Hera  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  name is varai-in eraivi-  
goddess of the mound ;  varai/ kari [Skt] -  mountain ;  varai-yir  uraikira -  dwelling  
in hill  .  

Hera  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  name is  Muruganin 
annai   karupaayee [ missing  letter-  pa-]- Karuppaayee-   mother of Murugan . 

Hera  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the original Tamil   name is   karumaari  
Annai /  Kaar Uvaa-   new  moon-  moon goddess  ;  kaar- dark;  uvaa-  moon .    

 Hera  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the original Tamil   name is Karu - Maari 
Amman – Dravidian fertility goddess.  

Hera  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the original Tamil   name is Aar-ananku  
beautiful  woman . 

Hera [ virgin]  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the original Tamil   name is 
kanniya   kumari  - virgin girl  .  

Hera  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  name is karppu-k-
karasi [ missing  letters- pa –and- sa-]-   chaste woman . 
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Hera  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  name is Siva 
Perumaanin  manaivi  [ missing  letters- pa –and- sa-]- wife of Sivan/Zeus;  
manaivi- wife  .    

Hera  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  name is Muruganin  
Annai-   mother of Murugan ;  annai- mother.    

Hera  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  name is Murugaayee-  
mother of Murugan .  

Hera  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  name is Karumpaayee 
[missing letter- pa-].   

Hera  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  name is  Kovir Eraivi -  
mother goddess dwelling  in the Temple  ;  kovir[ l] - temple ;  eraivi- goddess ;  Ra 
= la;  la= Ra .  

Hera  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  name is  Caveri  
Amman .  

Hera  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  name is  Aravaani- 
transgender . 

Hera  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  name is  vaira mani-  
diamond .  

Hera  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the  other interpretation of the word is  
Sukumaari[ Skt] . 

Hera  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the  other interpretation of the word is  
Maha  Maariamman [Skt] .  

Hera  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the  other interpretation of the word is 
Aavarnam  .  

Hera  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the  other interpretation of the word is  
Veeraayee Amman.  
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Hera  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the  other interpretation of the word is  
Maari  Makamaaayee .   

Hera  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the  other interpretation of the word is 
Sankaranin  Annai - Sankarai -  mother of Sankaran .    

Hera  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the  other interpretation of the word is 
Bargavai [Skt]  [ missing letter- pa-].    

Hera  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the  other interpretation of the word is 
Raeka . 

Hera  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the  other interpretation of the word is 
Rukumani . 

Hera  has the consonants – ka- Ra – and the  other interpretation of the word is 
Varuna . 

Hebe  [ daughter of Hera]  [cup  bearer ]  has the consonants  -ka- pa  -and the 
original Tamil  name is   kuppaayee -   koppai pen -  woman with a cup  ;  koppai-  
cup;  pen –woman  .  

Ares [ son of Hera ] [god of war ]  has the consonants –Ra- [- sa-] - and the original 
Tamil  name is  Nun-  Maaran -  warrior .   

Aris [ daughter of Hera ] [  goddess of discord ]   has the consonants –Ra- [- sa-]  -
and the original Tamil  word is  muran/ muranaana onnu -  disputed one.  

Hera Eileithyia [ daughter of Hera] [  goddess of birth and midwifery ]  -  ka- Ra-  
la-  the - and the   original Tamil  word is  maka / kuzhanthai   paerukkaana  
kadavul /  pen thaeivam- maruthuvachchi -   [ missing letters- pa- and -sa-]-  
goddess of  child birth ; kuzhanthai- child;  peru  –deliver/ to have ;  kadavul-  god; 
pen theivam- goddess ; maruththuvachchi-  midwifery  .      

Eileithyia   has the consonants – la- the  -and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   pullai  thachchi – ponnin   aaththaal  [ missing letters- pa- and -sa-]-  -  
goddess of the pregnant women . 
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Hephasatus [ son of Hera ]  has the consonants – ka- - pa- –sa- the- sa- and the  
original Tamil interpreation  of the word is  kanimaththai  soodu  aakki  sammatti  
kondu  poattu adikkum / pattai theettum / vadivam  undakkum  thattan -  smith -  
one who  heats and  beats/ polishes/ shapes  the metal  .  

Smith  has the consonants - sa -ma –the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
sammatti -  hammer . 

Smith  has the consonants – [- sa-]  -ma –the-  and the original Tamil  word is   
Thamakan  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  smith.  

Hammer  has the consonants  - ka –ma- Ra-   and the original Tamil  word is   
kammiyar in  karuvi – anvil of  smiths  ; kammiyar- smith ; karuvi –instrument . 

Hephasatus[  a  lame person]   has the consonants – ka-[- pa-]  –[-sa-] - the- [-sa-] - 
and the  original Tamil interpreation  of the word is   mudavan- lame 
person/cholos [  false interpretation]  .  

Hephasatus[  bearded person]   has the consonants – ka-[- pa-]  –[-sa-] - the- [-sa-] 
- and the  original Tamil interpreation  of the word is  thaadi   vaiththa  manithan / 
muthiyavan -   old man  with a beard [  false interpretation] ; thaadi- beard; 
manithan- man  . 

Hephasatus[  bearded person]   has the consonants – ka-[- pa-]  –[-sa-] - the- -sa-- 
and the  original Tamil interpreation  of the word is   asin-k-kamaana/ kan kondu  
kaana muidiyaatha mukaththai  kondavan / muthiyavan – ugly looking person [  
false interpretation ] ;  asinkam -  ugly;  kan-  eye;  kaana –to see ;  mudiyaathu-  
not possible;  mukam-  face; muthiyavan- old man   . 

Cholos [Greek] [ lame person]   has the consonants -  ka -la –[- sa  -]  - and the 
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  uoonamaana  kaal / kaal uoonam - 
disabled legs[  false interpretation ] ; uoonam- handicapped; kaal- leg  . 

Cholos [Greek]   has the consonants -  ka -la –[- sa  -]  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   kollan / kammaalan -  smith  [ true interpretation ] . 
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Cholos [Greek]   has the consonants -  ka -la –[- sa  -]  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kollanin  ulai  kalam -  smith’s work place[  true 
interpretation ] ;  kollan-  smith ; ulai kalam-  smith’s  worksop  .  

Cholos [Greek]   has the consonants -  ka -la –[- sa  -]  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kollanin- kal   -anvil .  

 Wheeled chair  built by - Hephasatus  has the consonants – ka-[- pa-]  –[-sa-] - 
the- -sa-- and the  original Tamil interpreation  of the word is  maadu  poottiya  
sakadam / vandi  oaatti  / sakadam / vandi seithidaum manithar  /thachchan  -  
chariot  /cart rider/ carpenter who  builds the cart ;  vandi-  cart;  sakadam-  cat;  
thatchchan-  carpenter . 

Caberi [son  of Hephasatus ] [ lame person ]    has the consonants  - ka- pa -Ra - 
and the  original Tamil word is  kammiyar-  black smith [  true interpretation ] . 

Caberi [son  of Hephasatus ] [ lame person ]    has the consonants  - ka- [- pa-]  -Ra 
- and the  original Tamil word is  kaar uoonam -  handicaped legs ; kaar-  keg; 
uoonam- handcapped . 

Discussion ;  by interpretating  the words , caberi and Cholos as ‘ handi capped  
legs ‘   instead of  ‘smith’ ,  the story of Hephasatus was a  falsified  one as 
evidenced by  the story of  ‘fall from Olympus ‘. 

Karkinopous [ crab footed –Hephasatus ]   has the consonants -  ka -Ra -ka - an -pa 
–[- sa-]   - and the original Tamil  meaning  of the word is  kadar nandu   poandra  
kaar/ paatham  udaiyavan [missing  letter-  the -]--  one who  has a foot like a crab 
[  false interpretation ]; kadar nandu-  sae crab ;   kaar-  leg; paatham- foot . 

Karkinopous [ crab footed –Hephasatus ]   has the consonants -  ka -Ra -ka - an -pa 
– sa-- and the original Tamil  meaning  of the word is   kanimaththai [ pon/  
irumpu  /eruvai / sempu /  eeyam ] -  urukki  vadiththu  pani   puriyim /  pattu- 
adai  kar  maer -  sammatti   poattu  adikkum   karumiyar / karumaan  [missing  
letter-  the -]--  the smith who  melts  and  beats   the metals   like gold/  iron/  
copper/ lead [  true interpretation ]  .  
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Karkinopous [ crab footed –Hephasatus ]   has the consonants -  ka -Ra -ka - an -pa 
– sa-- and the original Tamil  meaning  of the word is    kai  kaar / mukam  / 
udampu  enkum  kanima   kari -yaei  appi kondu / poosi kondu  irukkum  kar 
pattrai / kanima  pattarai  manaithan-   one / smith  who  has  smeard / coated 
with  dark  pigments  over the body /face/legs /arms  [ true interpretation];  kai- 
hand;   kaar- leg ;  mukam- face;  udampu- body ;  kanimam-  metal;   kari-  
charcoal ;  poosu –apply;  pattarai- smith’s shop  .   

Black smith   has the consonants  -pa –la- ka-   sa- ma –the-  and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  sammattiyaal  adithtu  ulai kalaththil  kanima/ 
maelai  [ pon/ velli / venkalam/ eeyam/ piththalai  ]   vaelai  seithidum  kollan -  
smith ;     black[ [- pa-] - la- ka -]-  =  kollan/ kammaalan - smith .    

Discusion ;   interpretation  of the word  ‘black’  does not denote the  color 
always  as we see  in the word blacksmith  . Another example  is the word black 
money . 

Black money   has the consonants – pa- la- ka –ma- an- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kalla  panam  -  fake  money . 

Black money   has the consonants – pa- la- ka –ma- an- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kanakkil  illa panam -   black money /unaccountable money . 

Black money   has the consonants – pa- la- ka –ma- an- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kanakkil  ulla  panam -  accountable money/ white money .    

Gold smith  has the consonants -  ka –la- the-  sa- ma- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  ulai  kalaththil  thanka  nakai  /azhakaana  anikalan   
vaelai seithidum  / vadivam amikkum/ naakasu  vaelai seithidum  thattan – smith ;  
ulai kalam-  smith’s shop;  thankam- gold;  nakai- jewel ; aniklan- jewel ; vaelai- 
work ;  vadivam- shape ; thattaan- smith .  

Khalkeus [ copper smith ] [ epithets  of   Hephasatus ]   has the consonants -  ka- la  
ka – sa--   and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  venkala   vaelai sei 
-yim  kollan  -  copper  smith ;  kollan –smith; venkalam- brass . 
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Aitnaios / Aetnaean[ epithets of  Hephasatus][ one who is from  mount Aetina ]  
has the consonants  - the - an –[- sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is thattan-   
smith/ one who  beats the metals ;  thattaan- smith . 

Aetina[ Greek]   has the consonants – the- an - and the original Tamil  word is  
mun  maedu- mound.   

Klutotekhnes [  renowned artificer / craftsman ]  -  has the consonants -  ka- la – 
the- ka -an -  and the original Tamil interpretation of the word is   ulai  kalaththil  
kanima  / maelai   kondu  vaelai   seithidum  kollan /thattaan  [ missing letter-  sa-
]- smith; kanimam - metal;  maelam- metal;  vaelai- work ; kollan- smith  .   

Polumetis [ crafty;  of many devices]  has the consonants – pa- la-  ma -the -sa -
and the  original Tamil   interpretation  of the word is  pala  maelai  thattan -  one 
who beats many metals;  pala - many ;  maelai-  metal ;  thattan-  smith / metis . 

Kullopodion [ the halting Hephasatus] has the consonants - ka -la – [- pa-]  –the- 
an- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  ullaththil   thayakkam   
kondavan – one who is hesistant [ false interpretation ] ; illam- soul ;  thayakkam-  
hesitancy  . 

Kullopodion [ the halting Hephasatus] has the consonants - ka -la –  pa –the- an- 
and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   por -kollanin  pattarai [ 
missing  letter- Ra -]-  goldsmith’s work place  ; por kollan-  gold smith; pattarai-  
smith’s shop  .  

Kullopodion [ the halting Hephasatus] has the consonants - ka -la –  pa –the- an- 
and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  sam matti  kondu adiththu   
azhaku mikka  pon nakai  /anikalan  vaelai   seithidum  thattaan / kammaalan [ 
missing  letter- sa-] -  goldsmith [  true interpretation] ;  azhaku-  beautiful ;  pon 
nakai- gold jewel ; anikalan – jewel ;  vaelai –work;  thattaan-  smith; kammaalan- 
smith   .    

Kullopodion [ the halting Hephasatus] has the consonants - ka -la –  pa –the- an- 
and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   kollanin ulai kalaththil  / 
kadaiyil  ulla  pattadai kal – smith’s shop ; kollan- smith ;ulai kalam-smith’s shop  .    
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Epithet  has the consonants-   pa -the -the - and the original Tamil  word is  
punaintha  pattam / patta  peyar [ missing letter- Ra -]- Epithet .  

Craft  has the consonats -   ka- Ra –[- pa-] -  the and the original Tamil  word is kai 
thirami  -  hand skill   ; kai- hand;  thirami- talent . 

Visvakarma  [Skt]   has the consonants – va-  sa- ka – ka- Ra- ma – and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   surn-k-kaththir  irunthu vetti eduththa   
kanimaththai  urukki  karuvi  uruvakkum  manithan / karumiyar [ missing  letter- 
the -]  – smith  ;   surankam-  mine;  vettu- cut  ; edukka – take ;  kanimam- metal 
;  urukku-  melt;  karumiyar-  smith   . 

Alchemy   has the consonants -  la- ka- ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanima iyal -  metallurgy  ; kanimam-  metal ;  iyal-  science . 

 

                               Egyptian  King / god   Horus . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is  Gnayiru 
enum  koar -  sun-  the planet  ; Gnaayiru- sun ; koar-  planet .   

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra--sa-and the original Tamil  word is   manja 
kurun-k- koar -  yellow planet ; manja- yellow.   

 Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- sa -and the original Tamil  word is  
Sivanin/Karumaari Ammanin  makan  Murugan-   son of lord Sivan -Dravidian sun 
god- Senior  Horus ; makan- son.     

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is  
Aravaan-  lord Sivan . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- sa--and the original Tamil  word is  Kaesari -  
lion- sun.   

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is Siva 
Peruman [ missing  letter- pa-] – lord Sivan.  
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Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is   
kurankan -  monkey – lord Sivan ;  vaanara [Skt] . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is   
karuvaakam – crow.  

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is  karu 
naakam-  cobra .   

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is  kori-  
goat.  

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- sa -and the original Tamil  word is  kaama 
Arasan -  lord Sivan / god of love ;  kaamam-  sexual desire  . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- sa -and the original Tamil  word is   Kumaran- 
Murugan  . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- sa -and the original Tamil  word is  Kumara  
Saamy –Murugan  . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- sa -and the original Tamil  word is   
kumaraesan-  Murugan . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- sa -and the original Tamil  word is  
Murukaesan  - Murugan/Junior Horus.  

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   
Arumukam -  Murugan . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- sa--and the original Tamil  word is yaam irukka  
achcham yaen?  -  why do  you afraid of  when iam there? ;  achcham- fear;  yaen 
–why . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [- sa-] --and the original Tamil  word is 
Muruganuku  ‘aroa  kara ‘ -   slogan for Murugan.  
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Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- sa- and the other interpretation of the  word 
is   Saravanan –Murugan.   

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- sa--and the original Tamil  word is   Siruvan/ 
sinnavar  Murugan  -  Junior Murugan ;  sinnavar- junior  . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- sa--and the original Tamil  word is   periyavar 
Sivan [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  Senior Sivan ; periyavar- senior  . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is   
kuravan-  the gypsy-  the wanderer . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is kariyan    
Negro . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is 
karuppan [ missing  letter- pa-] – Negro/ Black  . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is 
karuppaayee / karumaari [ missing  letter- pa-] -  moon goddess.  

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is kaavar-  
kaaran -  the guard .  

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is 
Panakkaaran [ missing  letter- pa-] -  rich  person . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is karu-p-
pan [ missing  letter- pa-] -  Negro ; karuppannan/ karuppaiyaah /Kaar vannan  . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- sa--and the other interpretation of the word is  
krishnan [Skt] .  

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- sa--and the other interpretation of the word is  
Eswaran [Skt]  -  Sivan .   

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- sa--and the other interpretation of the word is  
Baskaran [ Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-]-  sun god . 
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Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- sa--and the other interpretation of the word is  
Saekaran- sun god.  

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- -sa--and the other interpretation of the word 
is  Rangan / Sri Rangan [Skt]- Vishnu ; Saarankan; Sankaran;   Sankarachaari   . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-] -and the other interpretation of the 
word  Raakavan [Skt] –Vishnu. 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-] --and the other interpretation of the 
word is  kiran / karan  [Skt] – sun god.  

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is 
Aravaanan-  sun god.  

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is 
Maravan-  warrior/Murugan .  

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-] --and the other interpretation of the 
word is  veeran-  warrior.  

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is 
kumaran- Murugan . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-] --and the other interpretation of the  
word is Vinaayakar -  Aariyan  god / substituting  Murugan for the first place   .    

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- sa--and the other interpretation of the  word 
is  Sukumaaran . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- sa--and the other interpretation of the  word 
is   Suriya kumaran [Skt] . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-] --and the other interpretation of the  
word is Kurian / kuria kosh [Malayalam] -  sun god.  

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- sa--and the other interpretation of the word is 
Ankuraasu /Ankirakan [Skt] . 
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Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-] --and the other interpretation of the 
word is  Varunan [ Skt]  -  wind god  . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-] --and the other interpretation of the 
word is  Arukan .   

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-] --and the other interpretation of the 
word is  kaar Maekam / kaar muki .  

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- sa---and the other interpretation of the word 
Veerasaanan[Skt]  – sun . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- sa---and the other interpretation of the word 
is   Hari krishnan [Skt] -  sun .  

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-] ---and the other interpretation of the 
word is   Raavu -   a caste [  Aandra ] . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-] ---and the other interpretation of the 
word is  iyan-k-kaar   -a  caste.   

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra-[- sa-] -  -and the original Tamil  word is 
Vannaar -  washer man  

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra-[- sa-] -  -and the original Tamil  word is 
Vanniyar  – a caste / poar veerar / maravar [ missing letter- pa-]  . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra-[- sa-] -  -and the original Tamil  word is 
koanaar-  shepherd.  

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra-[- sa-] -  -and the original Tamil  word is 
kaaran-  adj  for a  person [  ex;  paal kaaran-  milk man ; vaettai kaaran -  person 
who is hunting ]  . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra-[- sa-] -  -and the original Tamil  word is 
Kuravar –gypsy . 
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Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra-[- sa-] -  -and the original Tamil  word is 
kammiyar-  smith . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra-[- sa-] -  -and the original Tamil  word is 
kanavar-  husband.  

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra-[- sa-] -  -and the other interpretation  of the  
word is varan -  bridegroom [Skt] . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-] ---and the other interpretation of the 
word is   Raakavan [Skt] . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- sa--and the other interpretation of the word is  
Raama krishnan [Skt] . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- sa--and the other interpretation of the word is 
Raakavaachaari [Skt]  .                                                     

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- sa-  -and the original Tamil  word is veesidum  
kaatru  kadavur [ missing  letter- the -]-  wind god ; kaatru-  wind;  kadavur-  god.      

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is Aaru 
kannimaar-  six  women  who  nursed  Murugan;  aaru –six.   

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is Naera  
kaniyan / kanakkan-   one who estimates the time ;  naeram-  time; kaniyan- 
astrologer  . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is kaniyar-  
astrologer.  

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is Arivan-  
astrologer.  

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is Maa 
munivar – saint/monk ; maa- big/ great . 
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Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is Arivan-  
Mercury  ;  aravaanar -  noble man .  

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is 
Vaariyaar . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-] --and the other interpretation of the 
word is  oru manikkoor [Malayalam] – one hour;  orai  kanakku -  hour [ method 
of measuring time] ;  uyir kanakku-  second [ methd of measuring time ].      

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-] --and the other interpretation of the 
word is  kari-  24 minutes.  

Horus  has  the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is koar-  
planet.  

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-] --and the other interpretation of the 
word is kirakam[Skt] -  planet . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-] --and the other interpretation of the 
word is   Naanku  kara  Ankaraha  with four hands –Mars /Murugan ; naangu-  
four;  karam-   hand  . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-] --and the other interpretation of the 
word is   Ravi [Skt]  /  Ravi kumar-  sun of the  sun god.  

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- [-sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is vei-ir -  
sun ; [  vei-yal ] ;  Ra=  la;  la=  Ra  . 

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- -sa-and the  original Tamil  word is Virichhci -  
sun ;   virichhcikan[Skt]  -  scorpion ;  Veera Saami [Skt] .  

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- -sa-and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  scorpio [ missing letter- pa-].  

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- -sa-and the  other interpretation  of the word 
varsaram-  year . 
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Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- -sa-and the  original Tamil  word is Veera 
Bahu[ missing letter- pa-].  – Murugan / commander of Murugan’s army  

Horus  has the consonants-  ka- Ra--[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is kan 
aayiram -  one with 1000 eyes-  sun god .  

 

                                    Dravidian sacred letter- La  =  light . 

La   has the consonants – la- and the  original Tamil   word is Nila- moon . 

La  has the consonants – la- and the  other interpretation  of the word is luna[ 
Latin] - moon . 

La   has the consonants – la- and the  original Tamil  word is  El- sun/light/ night/ 
day . 

La   has the consonants – la- and the  original Tamil  word is  Elloan – sun . 

La  has the consonants – la- and the  original Tamil  word is   Ellai- sun/day . 

La  has the consonants – la- and the  original Tamil  word is  Elli- sun/ night .  

La  has the consonants – la- and the  original Tamil  word is   Ellu- sun/day. 

La  has the consonants – la- and the  original Tamil  word is   Naal –day . 

La  has the consonants – la- and the  original Tamil  word is   Oli- sound . 

La  has the consonants – la- and the  original Tamil  word is Oli- light . 

La  has the consonants – la- and the  original Tamil  word is maalai- evening . 

La  has the consonants – la- and the  original Tamil  word is palee[ missing letter- 
pa-]- bull / buffalo  /camel / pig.    

La  has the consonants – la- and the  original Tamil  word is pallai-[ missing letter- 
pa-]-  goat . 
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La  has the consonants – la- and the  original Tamil  word is pallam-[ missing 
letter-pa-]-  bear . 

La  has the consonants – la- and the  original Tamil  word is Gnalam -  world . 

La  has the consonants – la- and the  original Tamil  word is  Neeli-  moon godess.  

La  has the consonants – la- and the  original Tamil  word is Paanchali [ missing  
letters-  pa- and -sa-]- moon goddess.     

La  has the consonants – la- and the  original Tamil  word is  palaani  [ missing  
letter- pa-]- female genital ;  blue movie .   

La  has the consonants – la- and the   other interpretation  of the word is Laila 
[Arabic] – night beauty  - moon goddess.   

La  has the consonants – la- and the   other interpretation  of the word is Leela [ 
Skt] – moon goddess.  
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14. Dravida- Egyptian sacred word -  ka  

                                                Ka =   sky /  sun .  

      Siva   /sky / sun . 

Sun  has the consonants - sa –an-  and the original Tamil  word is Saeyon – sun . 

Sun  has the consonants - sa –an-  and the other interpretation  of the word is 
Sanjai – sun/ wife of sun.  

Sky  has the consonants  -sa- ka  -and the  interpretation  of the word is                  -  
Sivan .  

Sivan   has the consonants  -sa -va –an-  and the  interpretation  of the word is  sev 
-vaanam -  red sky ;  semmai- red;  vaanam- sky   . 

Sivan   has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -va –an-  and the  interpretation  of the word is   
vaanam  / vaankam /vin / vinnkam   -sky/ heaven .   

Sivan   has the consonants  -[-sa-] -va –an-  and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Maayavan  .   

Sivan   has the consonants  -[-sa-] -va –an-  and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Naagan – Naga.   

Sivan   has the consonants  -sa -va –an-  and the  interpretation  of the word is   
Vishnu [Skt] . 

Sivan   has the consonants  -sa -va –an-  and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Vaasan[Skt]   .   

Sivan   has the consonants  -sa -va –an-  and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Siva Naesan . 

Sivan   has the consonants  -[-sa-] -va –an-  and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Mu-k-kannan -  one with three eyes.  
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 Sivan   has the consonants  -[-sa-] -va –an-  and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Vaanavan -  the lord of the sky- Sivan with three eyes.   

Sivan   has the consonants  -[-sa-] -va –an-  and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Mannavan-  the king.   

Sivan   has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -va –an-  and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Vaan kan-  the eye of the sky;  vaan-  sky; kan-  eye.     

Sivan   has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -va –an-  and the  interpretation  of the word is   
kannan  / Kannaiyan . 

Siva  has the consonants - sa -va - and the interpretation  of the word is  kaasi ;  
Siva kaasi .  

Siva  has the consonants - sa -va - and the interpretation  of the word is  Sahu-  
Egyptian god ;  Saeyon makan - Murugan .  

Siva  has the consonants - sa -va - and the interpretation  of the word is   saavu/ 
saaku-  to die /  to reach the sky.   

  

15.  Tamil  sooththiram word-  Kathiravan  [ sun ]  

   Kathiravan  has the consonants  - ka- the- Ra- va -  an  - and the interpretation of 
the  word is  kuthirai  vandi / thaer  yaeri  vaanir   varukindra  /  vaanir     kaatru /  
thanneer/  thee /  vaanam/ mun tharai  -  aaakiya  aeinthai -yim [aeinthu  perum 
pootha  kanaththaiyim ]   adakkukindra   oruvan  /adakki  vetri kanda maravan   [ 
missing  letter- pa-] –   one who  controls  the five  elements  - air/ Water/ fire 
/sky/ earth  ; kuthirai- horse;  vandi -  vehicle;  thaer-  chariot;  vaan-  sky ;  kaatru 
–wind;  thanneer-  water;  thee-  fire; vaanam- sky ;  mun  tharai- earth ;  aeinthu 
–five  ;  pootham-  monster;  adakku-  control ; oruvan- one person ;  vetri- win; 
maravan- hero  .     

  Kathiravan  has the consonants  - ka- the- Ra- va -  an  - and the interpretation of 
the  word is   kathir -  avan . 
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                                           Five elements . 

Kathiravan  has the consonants  - ka- the- Ra- va -  an  - and the interpretation of 
the  word is   ven kathir ;  vaan kathir ;  venmai- white; vaan- sky; kathir- rays  .  

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is     
vaanam / kaatru / thee  / thanneer/ tharai -   sky/ air [ ether] /fire/thanneer /  
earth  . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
thee kathir -  fire sparkles;  the- fire  .   

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
vettridam-  open space.  

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
kaatru-   ether /air  /wind . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
vaan kudai -  thanneer-  water the gift of sky  . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
kattaa-n-tharai-  ground . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Thinkar-   Moon.     

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Saviththri  [ missing  leter- sa-]-  moon goddess/ wife of Sivan . 

Planets ;        

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
kathiravan- sun .                                        

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Eraakkathir – Moon.  
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Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
Amutha kathiroan – Moon.  

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
Kuruthi  endra  koar -  Mars ;  kuruthi-  blood/ red;  koar- planet  . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Sen –Thee Vannan  endra  koar [ missing letter-  sa-]- Mars;  sen- thee- red fire  .  

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Sev -  Vaai  endra  koar  -  Mars . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Arivan   endra  koar  - Mercury ; koar- planet ;  arivan –scholar.   

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Kanakkan  endra  kaor- Mercury ; kanakkan-  astrologer.  .  

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
Sinthai- k-kuriyvan / Ennuvatharukku uriyon   endra  vin  koar  [ missing letter- sa-
]- Mercury . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Thoothuvar  endra  vin  koar- Mercury ;  thoothuvar- messenger . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Maethaaviyan  endra  vin  koar- Mercury; maethaavi-  wise one  . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Mathi  Makan  endra vin  koar  - Mercury ; mathi - knowledge / moon ;  makan- 
sun . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Thaer Paakan endra vin  koar – Mercury ; thaer-  rath . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Perum   koar  endra  vin  koar  - Jupitor ;  perum- big; koar- planet ; vin-  sky .    
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Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Birakaspathi [Skt] –Jupitor.  

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
Moo Vaenthar  endra  koar – Jupitor ; vaenthar- king  .  

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Ponnan  endra  vin  koar  -Jupitor ;   pon-gold .  

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Amaaththiyar   endra  vin  koar- Jupitor ; amaaththiyar-  minister .  

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Vai Kuru  endra vin meen  - Venus ;  meen-  star /fish  . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
vai  karai  naeram  vaanir thoandrum  vin  meen – ven -niram udaiya  vin meen-  
Venus ;  vai  karai -dawn  ;  vaan- sky’  thoandrum- appearing;  venami-  white;  
niram- color  .  

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Mai Meen  endra  vin  koar-  Saturn;  mai –dark  . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
kannukku  theriyaatha  [ the invisible ]  Raku  katu  [Skt] ; kan-  eye; theriyathu- 
could not see  .  

Zodica signs;                                      

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Vidai  endra  orai  / Aaattu  kutti  endra  orai  -  Aries ; vidai –goat; orai- raasi [Skt] 
/sign   .  

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Aries  zodiac  sign [ missing letter- sa-] . 
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Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
keda maadu endra  orai / kaattu erumai /eruthu  endra orai  - Tarus ;  keda 
maadu-  goat /bull ; kaattu erumai-  wild buffalo  . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Tarus  zodiac sign [ missing letter- sa-] ;  tarus- eruthu . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Aadavai endra orai-   Gemini . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Erattai  piravai  endra  orai  [ missing letter- pa-]- Twins  sign;  erattai-  pair;  piravi- 
birth  . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
kadakam  endra  orai -  Cancer . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
karkadakam [Skt]  -Cancer .  

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Cancer zodiac sign [ missing  letter- sa-].  

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Kaatu Arasan  Arima endra  orai-  Leo . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Paruvam  Adaintha  kanni  Pen  endra  orai - [ missing  leter- pa-]-  Virgo sign ;  
paruvam-  season/ puberty; kanni  pen-  virgin . .  

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Virgo  zodiac sign  [ missing  letter- sa-].   

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
niruththu  kattum  edai thattu   enum orai-  measuring scale  / Libra;  niruththu 
kattu –to weigh ; edai thattu- plate of the balance  . 
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Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
kodiya  vaan parappan  endra orai- Scorpion sign; vaan- sky; parappaan-scropio  .    

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Viruchchika  [Skt] endra  orai / raasi [ Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-]-  –Scorpion  sign  

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
kuthirai  maer yaeri  ampai  yeithidum  vaedan endra  orai [ missing  letter- pa-]- -  
Sagittarius ;  kuthirai-  horse;  ampu- bow;   yeithidu- shoot ;  vaedan-  hunter. . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Sagittarius  zodiac sign  [ missing letter- sa-] . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Suravam  endra  orai  [missing  letter- sa-]- Capricon.  

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Makaram [Skt]  endra  raasi -  Capricon. 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Capricon  zodiac  sign [ missing letters-  pa- and -sa-].  

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Kudam   endra  orai-  Aquarius  sign ; kudam- pot.   

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
Aquarius   zodiac    sign [ missing  letter- sa-].   

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
Kumpam  endra  raasi [Skt] - Aquarius  sign . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
Vaan  kadar  neenthum  vin meen -  meenam  endra orai – Pisces.   

 27. Stars  ;                                                  

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is    
nakasththiram [ missing  letter- sa-]  - star. 
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 Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
kuthirai   endra    muthar   vin  meen -  the first star -   horse star /Aswn/Hamal ; 
kuthirai- horse;  muthar-  the first ; vin- sky; meen- star  . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Soaru   endra  erandaam   vin meen  [ missing  letter- sa-]-   -  the second star -  
Barani /Sheraton . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Mukkoottu  naar  endra  erandaavathu   vin  meen  -  the 2nd star- Barani/ 
Sheraton ;  ernadaavathu-  2nd ;  vi  meen- star . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is    
Aru vaai  endra vin meen -  kanakku  moondru -  the  3rd  star  Pleiades ; moondru- 
three . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
Sakadu endra  vin  meen-  kanakku  naanku -  the  4th star-  Rokini [Star] ;  sakadu-  
vehicle;  naanku -  4.  

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
marai -yin / kaatu maanin  mandai endra vin meen  kankku  aeinthu  -  the  5th  
star which is  shaped like the head of an animal / deer ; kaattu maan-  wild deer ; 
marai-animal .  

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Kaar -thee  / Thiru Murugan /   Kaarththikai [Skt] meen . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
Thiru -Vaathirai endra  vin  meen – kanakku  aaru -  the 6th  star – Aathirai 
/Betelgeuse ;  aaru- 6.    

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is    
karumpu  endra vin meen -  kanakku   yaeru [ missing  letter- pa-]  – 7th star  Punar 
Poosam [ Skt] ;  yaeru =  yaezhu=7 ; Ra= la ; la=Ra  . 
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Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
kodiru endra  vin  meen  kanakku  ettu -  the 8th star  Poosam   [Skt];  kanakku-  
calculation; etttu -8.   

 Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Thai vandu  endra  vin meen-  Poosam  .   

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Kat Sevi  endra  vin  meen / Aravu  naar   endra vin meen- kankku-  thondu  -  9th 
star  Ayilyam;  thondu-  9.    

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
kodu Nakam/Vaettuvar    endra  vin  meen-  kanakku   ennikkai -   paththu  [ 
missing  letter- pa-]-  the  10th star  Makam  [Skt];  paththu = 10 .   

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is    
Kanai  endra vin  meen-  Pooram [Skt] .  

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
Manaeru  kathir naar  endar vin  meen – Uththiram [Skt] . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is    
kamaram endra vin meen-  Astam [Skt] . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Aruvai  endra vin meen-  Chaithra [Skt]  .    

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Veru Nukam  endra  vin  meen -  Swathi [Skt] . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Kaatru  munthu  naar endra  vin  meen- Vaikasi [Skt] . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Ponthai endra vin  meen [ missing  letter- pa-] - Anusam [Skt]. 

 Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Saettai  endra vin meen [ missing  letter- sa-]- kaettai [Skt]. 
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Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Kokku endra vin meen- Moolam [ Skt] . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
karai  Udaintha kuttai   endra  vin  meen- Pooraadam [Skt] ;  karai-  bank;  
udaintha- broken . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
kadai  kulam endra  vin men [ missing  letter- la-]-  Uththiraadam [Skt] . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Soanai  endra vin  meen [ missing  letter- sa-]-  Shrivoana [Skt] . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
anda-k-- Kaakkai  endra vin  meen – Avittam [Skt];  andan-k- kaakkai-  raven . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Kundru  endar vin meen -  Shatabishak [Skt].  

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
Kozhum-  kole naazhi  endra vin  meen [ missing  letter- zha-] - Puraattaathi [Skt] . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Murasu endra vin meen [ missing  letter- sa-]- Uththirattathi [Skt]; murasu-drum  . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
kadai Naar  endra vin meen-  Revathi  [Skt]  . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is    
kattu maram endra vin meen -  Revathi [ Skt] .  

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
Navaai endra vin meen- Revathi[ Skt]  .  

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
Thoani endar vin meen  -  Revathi [Skt]  . 

 Seasons ;  
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Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
mithamaana veyyar adikkum  paruvam [missing  letter- pa-] -  erandu  thinkar  -   
season of light warmth – two months of  Spring  ;  mitham-  medium ;  veyyar- 
sunny ;  paruvam-  season .  

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
kadumaiyaana veyyar adikkum   muthu vaenir paruvam -  erandu  thinkar  [ 
missing  letter- pa-]-   summer; kadumai -  severe ; veyyar- sunny . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
vaanam  urumukira naeram   -  summer;  vaanam- sky; naeram- time.   

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
kaththari veyyar  naeram  /erandu thinkar – 2 months of   hot summer time ;  
erandu- two ; erandu- rithu ; thinkar- month .  

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
then maerkku  paruva  kaatru  adikkum  naeram [ missing  letter- pa-] -monsoon 
time ; paruvam-  season ; kaatru- wind ; naeram- time.   

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
kaar mukir koodum  paruvam [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  rainy  season ; kaar mukir- 
dark clouds..  

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
koothir paruvam [ missing  letter- pa-]-  winter season . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
mun pani  kottukira naeram  [ missing  letter- pa-]-   - early  winter ; pani- snow . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
urai pani  kottukira  pinpani  naeram  erandu thinkar –[ missing  letter- pa-]-   2 
months of  late winter ;  urai pani-  snow fall  ;  naeram- time; erandu- two; 
thinkar- months .  
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Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Divakaran – sun   

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
koothtaandavar -  the dancer.      

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Thiraavidan  /Then Naattavan  -Dravidan people / southerner . 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Akaththiyar. 

Kathir   has the  consonants-  ka -the -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
mun  netriyir  thiru neeru  aninthavan – one with sacred ash applied on his 
forehead  ; mun netri –forehead ;  thiru  neeru –sacred ash .  

  Kathiarvan  has the consonants  - ka- the- Ra- va -  an  - and the   meaning   of the 
word is   kottravai- yin   kanavan -  husband of   Kottravai . 

Kathiravan  has the consonants  - ka- the- Ra- va -  an  - and the   meaning   of the 
word is   Thiraavida Thiru Makan  -  a Dravidan .  

Kathiravan  has the consonants  - ka- the- Ra- va -  an  - and the   meaning   of the 
word is   karuththa vannam  udaiyavan – a black  ;  karuththa- dark;  vannam- 
color . 

Kathiravan  has the consonants  - ka- the- Ra- va -  an  - and the   meaning   of the 
word is  Thiru Murugan- in  thakkappan [ missing  letter- pa-]- father of Marduk   .     

Kathiravan  has the consonants  - ka- the- Ra- va -  an  - and the   meaning   of the 
word is  kuthirai  maravan / veeran –  horse  warrior.   

Kathiravan  has the consonants  - ka- the- Ra- va -  an  - and the   meaning   of the 
word is  Thiru Paran-k-kundram -    abode of Murugan .  

Kathiravan  has the consonants  - ka- the- Ra- va -  an  - and the   meaning   of the 
word is  Thiru Thanikai  kundru – abode of Murugan.  
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Kathiravan  has the consonants  - ka- the- Ra- va -  an  - and the   meaning   of the 
word is  Thiru Aavinan kudi -  adivaaram  -  Palani hills.  

Kathiravan  has the consonants  - ka- the- Ra- va -  an  - and the   meaning   of the 
word is  Thiru Vaerakam-   kundru -  Swami malai . 

Kathiravan  has the consonants  - ka- the- Ra- va -  an  - and the   meaning   of the 
word is  Thiru Chenthoor kadarkarai  - seashore of  Thiru Chenthoor.  

Kathiravan  has the consonants  - ka- the- Ra- va -  an  - and the   meaning   of the 
word is  Naavar  kani   maram udaiya  kundru -  the hill with berries .  

Kathiravan  has the consonants  - ka- the- Ra- va -  an  - and the   meaning   of the 
word is   kaarthikaeyan – Murugan .  

Kathiravan  has the consonants  - ka- the- Ra- va -  an  - and the   meaning   of the 
word is   Ven kotra  kodaiyoan – the  ruler  of the sky ;  ven- white  ;  kotram-  rule;  
kodai- umbrella  .  
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16. Mythology –part- 2 . 

                  Pancha paandava - aeinthu  /aeinchu  pootha kanam / five elements . 

                         Pancha Paandava  -  aeinthu  thinai / five lands .  

                          Pancha Paandava   -  five men from the five lands  .  

                                                   Darma  

Darma  has the consonants –the- Ra -ma and the  original Tamil  word is   
Marutham-  agricultural  land / farm land ; mun tharai/ earth   .  

Earth   has the consonants-  Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  menaing  of the word 
is  mun tharai  - terrain .  

Farm land  has the consonants -  [- pa-] -  Ra -ma - la –an- the – and the  original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is  Marutha nilam – farm land.  

Darma  has the consonants –the- Ra -ma and the  original Tamil  word is   naermai  
udaimai  / ara neri  udaimai – virtuous ;  ara neri- ethics ;  naerami- honesty  . 

Darma  has the consonants –the- Ra -ma and the  original Tamil  word is  Marutha 
Naattu  Mannan -   the king of the farm lands . 

Darma  has the consonants –the- Ra -ma and the  original Tamil  word is erumai  
maadu- bull -  the symbol of  Chozha kings /Marutham land  ; erumai-  tarus  .  

Darma  has the consonants –the- Ra -ma and the  original Tamil  word is 
Maruthaiyan -  one from the farm land/ farmer.  

Darma [ Yudhishthira]  has the consonants –the- Ra -ma and the  original Tamil  
word is  Mathurai  yaei aanda  Paandiya  Maa Mannan-  [ missing  letter- pa-] – 
the Pandiya  emperor  who ruled Madurai ; aanda – ruled;  mannan-  king.  . 

Darma [ Yudhishthira]  has the consonants –the- Ra -ma and the  original Tamil   
meaning  of the name is amaathiyar/ manthiri [Skt]  – minister -Jupitor.  
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Yudhishthira   has the consonants  - the- [-sa-] –the- Ra – and the interpreatino  of 
the word is  Pandyan Mediterranea [ missing letter- pa-]  -  by Ptolemy. 

                                                        Arjun  

Arjun  has the consonants  -Ra- [- sa-] - an – and the original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is  neruppu [ missing letter- Ra-] -  fire ; neer- water ;  neerum  
nerupum;  sameeranan -  wind   .  

Arjun  has the consonants  -Ra- [- sa-] - an – and the original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is  Oraiyan-  sungod.   

Arjun  has the consonants  -Ra- [- sa-] - an – and the original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is  Maran / Nan Maran – Mars .  

Fire has the consonants  -pa -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  neruppu –fire . 

Arjun  has the consonants  -Ra-  sa-- an – and the original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is   Caeran  /Caera arasan  / Caera mannan – Cera king; Raasa Raasan / 
Sooran /Asuran /Maaran  .  

Arjun  has the consonants  -Ra-  sa-- an – and the original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is  saaraiyan  -  water snake . 

Arjun  has the consonants  -Ra-  sa-- an – and the original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is  Naga arasan/Nagarjun [Skt]  [ missing  letter- ka-]- king cobra . 

 Kauravya  /  Naga king /   has the consonants -   ka- Ra- va -  and the  original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is  karu Nagan – cobra ;  karumai- dark ; naagam- 
cobra . 

Ulupi  has the consonants -  la- pa - and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  pen nila / pon nila -   woman  as a moon [allegory ] ; pen- woman ; nila- 
moon ..  

Ulupi  has the consonants -  la- pa - and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  malai  paampu – python.   
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Airavata   has the consonants-   Ra- va -the -  and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is  adai kaaththidum  kodiya  karu Nagam-  poisonous  cobra . 

Airavata   has the consonants-   Ra- va -the -  and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is   kathirvanudaiya   udan pirappu  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  brother of 
sun  ; kathiravan- sun; udan pirappu-  brother. 

Airavata   has the consonants-   Ra- va -the -  and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is   karu mukir  vannam konda  kari -   the elephant with the color of the 
dark clouds  ; karu mukir- dark clouds ; vannam-  color ; kari  - charcoal . 

Airavata   has the consonants-   Ra- va -the -  and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is  poaridum   kari [ missing  letter- pa-] - fighting elephant ; poar- fight  . 

Airavata   has the consonants-   Ra- va -the -  and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is  paeruruvam  vaaintha / neenda  thantham udaiya   kari – mighty [ big 
sized] elephant with the long tusk ; neenda- long; thantham-tusk ; kari- elephant  . 

Saesha  has the consonants – [-sa-] - [- sa-]  -  and the original Tamil word is  
paampu [ missing  letter- pa-] -  snake .   

Vasuki    has the consonants - va –[- sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  Naga  
kanni – snake  maid  ; kanni-  woman/ virgin  . 

Vasuki    has the consonants - va –[- sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
Sivanin  manaivi  -  wife of Sivan ; manaivi- wife . 

Raenuka   has the   consomnats  -Ra- an- ka-  and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is  karu nagam -  black  cobra . 

Raenuka   has the   consomnats  -Ra- an- ka-  and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is   Naga Raani  /Naga Arasi [ missing  letter- sa-]-  snake princess; arasi-  
queen .  

Raenuka   has the   consomnats  -Ra- an- ka-  and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is   Aravaani – snake gossess/ hermaphrodite  . 
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 Padmavathi  has the consonants  - -pa--the -ma -va -the -   and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  padam edukum  Naga theivaththin  manaivi - Naga  thaai  
theivam -  Naga-ammai   -  mother goddess Naga/wife of the Naga ;  theivam[ 
Tamil]  =  dev[Skt]  ; thaevathai [Tamil] = vathi [Skt].  

Padmavathi  has the consonants  - -[-pa-]--the -ma -va -the -   and the original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is   Nagammai  enum  thaevathai [  theiva thaai ] .  

Sarpasatra  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - Ra - pa – [-sa-] - the- Ra -  and the  
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   - saarai  paampai  uyiraodu  poattu  
adiththar  / neruppir  eriththar – to beat / burn the  snake ; paampu- snake; adi- 
beat .  

Naga chief  Aryak  has the consonant  - Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is   karu  Nagar- Nagas ;  karu Nagam- cobra  . 
 
Naga chief  Aryak  has the consonant  - Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is  Maravar -  Naga  people . 
 
Naga chief  Aryak  has the consonant  - Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is  Aravaan-  snake.   
 
Naga Prince Iravan has the consonants - Ra -va - an    and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the name is Nagar .  
 
Naga Prince Iravan has the consonants - Ra -va - an    and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the name is Maravan -  Naagas . 

Naga Prince Iravan has the consonants - Ra -va - an    and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the name is   Aravaan- snake.  

Naga  king Nahusha   has the consonants – na- ka- [- sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  Nagam /Sivan  ;  Naga =  kavai  naakku -  bifurcated tongue ; kavai-  
bifurcated; naakku-  tongue .   
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Takshaka   has the  consonants - the –[-sa-]- ka -  and the original interpretation  
of the word is  Naga Naattin  Mannan / Thennavan /Naga theivam /Naga  Deavan  
- king  of the Naga  land ; naadu- state; mannan- king ; theivam- god  .   

Takshaka   has the  consonants - the –-sa- ka -  and the original interpretation  of 
the word is  kodiya  nanju  udaiya  naagam – highly  poisonous cobra ; nanju- 
poison . 

Aswasena has the consonants-  [- sa-] - va -an – and the original Tamil  word is   
Nagan /Naagaiyan ; Naga paampu [ missing letter- pa-]- cobra . 

Khandadva  [forest ]   has theconsonats - ka –an- the- va -  and the  original  Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   naaga adavi  / naaga kaadu  -  snake forest; adavi- 
forest  .  

Khandadva  [forest ]   has theconsonats - ka –an- the- va -  and the  original  Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  Naga Naattu mannan  Thakkanin  veedu – house of 
the Naga king Thakkan.  

Kashyap  has the consonant -  ka –[- sa-] - pa- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is  Naga paampu -  cobra snake.  

Sivan has the consonants- sa- va- an -and the interpretation of the word is Naagan 
–Nagas . 

Vishnu  has the consonants – va- [-sa -] -an -and the  interpretation  of the word is 
Naagan – Nagas . 

                                                Arjun  

Arjun  has the consonants  -Ra-  sa-an – and the original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is  Caera maan – Cera .  

Arjun  has the consonants  -Ra-  [-sa-]-- an – and the original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is  Caera mannan  -  Cera king .  

Arjun  has the consonants  -Ra-  sa-- an – and the original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is   Caeran Erum porai [ missing  letter- pa-] -  Cera clan . 
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Arjun  has the consonants  -Ra-  [-sa-]-- an – and the original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is   Nan Maran – one of the  Early Pandiyas (3rd century BCE – 3rd 
century CE).  
Arjun  has the consonants  -Ra-  [-sa-]-- an – and the original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is  Oraiyan -  sun god.  

Arjun  has the consonants  -Ra- -sa-- an – and the original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is   Paer Arasan [ missing  letter- pa-]- emperor.  

Arjun  has the consonants  -Ra- -sa-- an – and the original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is   Arasan-  king.  

Arjun  has the consonants  -Ra- -[-sa-]-- an – and the original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is  Mannar-  king.  

Arjun  has the consonants  -Ra- -[-sa-]-- an – and the original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is   Mannar Mannan -  king of the kings.  

Arjun  has the consonants  -Ra-  [-sa-]-- an – and the original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is  Eyinar -  a group of Nagars . 

Arjun  has the consonants  -Ra-  [-sa-]-- an – and the original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is   Nair   -  kerala   -  descendants  of Nagars . 

Oliyar [  a group of  Nagas]  has the consoats - la –Ra-  and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  Erular.   

Oviyar  has the consonants – va- Ra- and the interpreation of the word is Naagar- 
Naga people . 

Aruvalloar [  a group of  Nagas]  has the consonants - Ra -va -la –Ra-  and the  
interpretation  of the word is  Erular enum  Nagar /Karu Naga vazhiyinar / kuru 
nila mannar -  Nagas -  chieftains . 

Parathavar [  a group of  Nagas]   has the consonants - pa -Ra -the -va -Ra -and the  
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  karu Naga  paaampai  pidikindravar -  
one who  catches snake ; pidi- catch; paampu –snake  .  
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Parathavar [  a group of  Nagas]   has the consonants - pa -Ra -the -va -Ra -and the  
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  karu Nagaththai  kumpidukindravar / 
vanankukindravar / Thiravidar -  worshippers of cobra -  Dravidian people ; 
vananku –worship  . 

Hastinapur  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-]- the-  pa -Ra -   and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  Naagar Pattinam . 

Hastinapur  has the consonants-  ka –sa- the- [- pa-]  -Ra -   and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  Naga Arjunagunda /  Naga arasanudaiya  naadu – land of 
the Naga   king .  

Hastinapur  has the consonants-  ka –sa- the-  pa- -Ra -   and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is   saarai  paampum   karu nagamum   punarum  idam / 
mun putru / ponthu-  the  place where the water snake and the cobra mate.  

Hastinapur  has the consonants-  ka –sa- the-  pa- -Ra -   and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is   kathiravan [ Sivaanandi ]  aatchchi puriyum  naadu -  the 
land ruled by  the sun/ Sivan worshipper.   

Hastinapur  has the consonants-  ka –-[-sa-]-- the-  [-pa-] -Ra -   and the  original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is  kovir  karuvarai koodam / sacred sanctorum  of 
the temple . 

Hastinapur  has the consonants-  ka –--sa-- the-  [-pa-] -Ra -   and the other   
meaning  of the word is  sacred sanctorum . 

Hastinapur  has the consonants-  ka –-sa-- the-  [-pa-] -Ra -   and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  Thiru Nagaeswaram  . 

There are  many evidences of re-naming the original Tamil names of the towns , 
in the past for political reasons  ;  examples are ; 

Mysore  has the consonants – ma- [- sa-] - Ra -and the   original Tamil  name is  
erumai- uoor – the city of ox ; erumai- buffalo ;  maadu = nanthi . 
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Salem  Nadu   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- la- ma -  an -the -  and the  original 
Tamil   name is  Malai Nadu – land of hills ; Mazhan Nadu – land of Mazhavar  
kings. 

Jerusalem [Israel ]  has the consonants - sa -Ra  -[-sa-] - la-ma- and the  original 
Tamil  name  is  siru malai – small mountain  ; siru- small; malai- mountain .  

 Krishna Giri [Skt]   has the consonants - ka –Ra- [-sa-]- an-  ka- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  name  is  Karun-k-kundram [ missing  letter- the -]- black hill  ; land 
of granites ; karumai- black ; kundru- hill .  

Dharma Puri [Skt]   has the consonants-  the -Ra –ma- Pa- Ra – and the  original 
Tamil name is  Thakadur puram [ missing  letter- ka-] ;  irumpu paarai  tharai – 
land of iron ;  thakadu-  iron  ; uoor- village ; irumpu- iron ;  paarai- rock ; tharai- 
earth.  

Coimbutore  has the consonants – ka- ma- pa –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil   
name  is Kurumpar Naadu  – land of Kurumpar tribes . 

Viruthachalam[Skt]    has the consonants  -va- Ra- the –[-sa-] -la -ma –and the  
original Tamil  interpretation  of the name of the city  is  Pazha Malai Naathar  
kundram [  missing  letter- pa-] – the hill of the of the  god Pazha Malai  ;  kundru-  
mountain . 

Viruthachalam   has the consonants  -va- Ra- the –[-sa-] -la -ma –and the  original 
Tamil  name of the city  is   malai kundru /  Thiru  Muthu  Malai Kundru  ;  muthu- 
old;  malai-   mountain;   kundru- hill.   

Achalam [Skt]   has the consonants -  [-sa-]  –la- ma and the original Tamil  word is  
malai- mountain . 

Kumpakonam[Skt]   has the consonants - ka - ma- pa – ka- an –ma- and the   
original Tamil  name of the city  is  Thanni  Kuda mookku  pattinam [  missing  
letter-the -] .  

Vaetharanyam  [Skt]  has the consonants – va- the – Ra- -an - ma –and the  
original Tamil  name of the city  is  Vanka  kadar karai  oram  kaanum Thiru Marai 
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kaadu  -  Thiru Marai Kaadu-   situated  on the  Bengal  sea shore ; Vanka  kadar 
karai –  Bengal sea shore  .  

Vedaranyeswarar  has the consonants - va –the-  Ra – an- sa- va -Ra  -and the 
original Tamil  meaning  of the name  is Thiru Marai  kaattir  kudi  irukkindra Then 
Naatu  kadavur/aandavar   Sivan -  the god  of the south – Sivan whose abode is  
in ThiruMara kaadu ;  aandavar-  god; then naadu-  southern land.  

City  has the consonats- [-sa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  pathi [ missing  
letter- pa-]-  city ;  pathi/ paettai / pattinam . 

Polis  has the consonants- pa –la- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is  palli -  
city/ town/ shepherd’s village    . 

                                                     

Srilanka  has the consonants –[-sa-]--Ra- la -an -ka -  and the interpretation  of the 
word is  Caera  Aruvallor Naadu /nilam -  state/ land of Cera  Nagas . 

Srilanka  has the consonants –[-sa-]--Ra- la -an -ka -  and the interpretation  of the 
word is   Nagar kovil . 

Srilanka  has the consonants –[-sa-]--Ra- la -an -ka -  and the interpretation  of the 
word is karu Naga palli  [ missing  letter- pa-] .  

Srilanka  has the consonants –[-sa-]--Ra- la -an -ka -  and the interpretation  of the 
word is Erular/ Eyinar / Aruvallor   enum nagar  vaazhum/  aalum /  nilam -  the 
land ruled by  Nagas . 

Srilanka  has the consonants –[-sa-]--Ra- la -an -ka -  and the interpretation  of the 
word is Raavanan  /Langaeswaran  aalum  nilam-  land ruled by  Raavanaa. 

Arjun  has the consonants  -Ra-  [-sa-]-- an – and the original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is   Nampiyaar [ missing  letter- pa-]-  - kerala -  descendants  of Nagars . 

Arjun  has the consonants  -Ra-  sa- an – and the original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is  kurinji Mannan  [ missing  letter- ka-]- king of the  high  land.  
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Biman  has the consonants – [-pa-] - ma -an -and the original Tamil  word is  
meenavan [ missing  letter- ka-]-  -  fisherman /man from Neithal land.   

Kaaththu  [ wind]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  interpretation of the 
word is vaai-yu daiya makan -  son of the air / wind -  wind is the  element of the 
Neithal land  /sea .   

Wind  has the consonants – va-  an-  -the -and the  Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  vindu – wind. 

Kaaththu  [  vaai-yu daiya makan  ] has the consonants - ka -the -and the  
interpretation of the word is  Meen kodiyoan - one with the fish flag – Pandiyan;  
meen- fish ;  kodi-  flag  . 

Kaaththu  [  vaai-yu daiya makan  ]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  
interpretation of the word is   katha -ayutham  kondavan   -  one with a club ; 
aayutham- weapon . 

Kaaththu  [  vaai-yu daiya makan  ]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  
interpretation of the word is  kaaththin  vaekam kondavan-  one who  has the 
speed of the wind ;  vaekam- speed .    

Kaaththu  [  vaai-yu daiya makan  ]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  
interpretation of the word is  unavu  undakkum  paakan [ missing  letter- pa-] -  
the cook who  makes the food ; unavu- food; paakan- cook  .  

Nakula   has the consonants – an- ka- la  -  and the original Tamil word is  vaan veli 
-  space/ sky .     

space  has the consonants- sa- [- pa-]  –[- sa-] - and the interpretation  of the word 
is   sooniyam [Skt] . 

space  has the consonants- [- sa-] - [- pa-]  –[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word Maayam - nothingness .   

Nakula   has the consonants – an- ka- la  -  and the original Tamil word is kallan 
/kaalai -yan-  leader of the  Paalai / desert land ;  kaali makan – son of Kaali 
goddess  .   
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Nakula   has the consonants – an- ka- la  -  and the original Tamil word is veenana  
nilam  - waste land/  Paalai  land [ paazhaana nilam  ] . 

Nakula   has the consonants – an- ka- la  -  and the original Tamil word is  
vilaichchal illa nilam [ missing  letter- sa -] -  barren land ; vilaichchal- cultivation ;  
illai- nil; nilam- land .  

Sahadev   has the consonants-  [- sa-] - ka- the- va - and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  aadumaadu maeikkum  idaiyan/ konaan - shepherd  from 
the Mullai land ; aadu maadu –cattle ; idaiyan- shepherd.  

Sahadev   has the consonants-  [- sa-] - ka- the- va - and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  kaanaka naadan -  leader of Mullai land / leader of kurinji 
land ; kaanakam-  forest ; naadan-  son .  

Sahadev   has the consonants-  [- sa-] - ka- the- va - and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is   aadu  maadu  maeikkum  idam / kaadu / vanam-   
pastoral land /Mullai land .  

Sahadev   has the consonants-  [- sa-] - ka- the- va - and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  vaanin  kodai  -  thanni / kudi thanni  -  the gift of the sky 
-  water; vaan-  sky; kodai-  gift  . 

Water has the consonants -  va- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is   kudi -thanneer – drinking water .  

                                    Mahabaratha -  Paandava  .  

- Ref; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paandav 

Paandava  has the consonants-  pa –an- the- va - and the  original Tamil  word is  
pattinavan -  fisherman . 

Paandava  has the consonants-  pa –an- the- va - and the  original Tamil  word is   
naaga- ththai  kumpidukiravar -  worshipper of Naga;  kumpidu-  worship  .  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paandav
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Paandavar  has the consonants- [-  pa-]  –an- the- va – Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is   Moo-Vaenthar - -  three kings -  Ceran / Chozhan /Paandiyan ;  vaenthar- 
kings  . 

Paandavar  has the consonants- [-  pa-]  –an- the- va – Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  Then- Naattavar  - thiraavidar – Dravidian people / people from south.  

Paandava  has the consonants-  [-pa-]  –an- the- va - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   ven  vannam  udaiyaan – whiteman / sun ;   ven vannam-  white color;  
Mathavan .  

Paandava  has the consonants-  [-pa-]  –an- the- va - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  Athavanai  vanankuvoan -  one who worships sun ;  Aathavan- sun ; vananku -  
worship   . 

Karudan  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word is  
kathiravan -  sun.  

Kunthi  has the consonants – ka- an- the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  koa-  
pendu [ missing  letter- pa-]--  queen ;  mannanudaiya  manaivi ;  kanni thaeivam; 
naaga  thaeivam ;  kunthavai  .  

Kunthi  has the consonants – ka- an- the  -and the  Tamil  meaning  is  aeinthu  
makain thaai – mother of five sons ;  aeinthu- five; makan- son; thaai- mother .  

                                                Nakula  

Nakula has the consonants – an- ka -la -  and the original Tamil  name is Nalamkilli 
King  -  Chozha king-  C.150AD. 

Nakula has the consonants – an- ka -la -  and the original Tamil  name is Killi  
Valavan - Chozha  King  C.200AD.   

Nakula has the consonants – an- ka -la -  and the original Tamil  name is Valavan-  
Chozhan .  

 Nakula has the consonants – an- ka -la -  and the original Tamil  name is Kari 
Kaalan  [ missing  letter- Ra-] -Chozha  King  - C.270BC. 
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 Nakula-- the fourth Pandava brother. His name means "the charming one". His 
parents were Madri and the Ashwin twin Nasatya. He was attractive, humble, 
diplomatic and helpful. During the Rajasuya Yagna, Nakula conquered the 
western direction. During the Kurukshetra War, he slew many warriors 
including many sons of Karna. Nakula and his younger twin brother, Sahadeva, 
were excellent sword fighters. Nakula was also a master of equestrian arts and 
sciences, skilled in wielding unusual weapons, in chariotry and in riding horses. 

  
https://www.geni.com/people/Nakula-Pandava/5067778199090080362 

 Horse-keeping: Nakula's deep understanding of horse breeding and training 
is documented in the Mahabharata after the death of Narakasura by 
Krishna. In a conversation with Virata, Nakula claimed to know the art of 
treating all illnesses of horses.[11][12] Astrology: Nakula was a great 
astrologer,  

 Ayurveda: Being a son of the physicians, Ashwini Kumaras, Nakula was also 
believed to be an expert in Ayurveda .According to the Mahabharata, 
Nakula was very handsome and very good-looking. According to Dropadi, 
Nakula was the most handsome man in the world. However, the vices of 
Nakula is proud of its good looks. This was disclosed by Yudistira in 
Prasthanikaparwa book. Nakula is also another name of Lord Shiva. 

Nakula has the consonants – an- ka -la -  and the original Tamil  name is 
naakaam  aal-  fourth person ; naanku-  four ; aal- person  .  

 Nakula has the consonants – an- ka -la -  and the original Tamil  name is Azhakan -  
hand some man.  

Nakula has the consonants – an- ka -la -  and the original Tamil  name is  mikka 
elimaiyaanavan-  humble man . 

Nakula has the consonants – an- ka -la -  and the original Tamil  name is  vaal  
valimai  ullavan -  good  sword fighter ; vaal-  sword; valimai –skill   . 

Nakula has the consonants – an- ka -la -  and the original Tamil  name is  vallavan-  
skilled one  . 

https://www.geni.com/people/Nakula-Pandava/5067778199090080362
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Nakula has the consonants – an- ka -la -  and the original Tamil  name is  pulavan-  
scholar [missing letter- pa-] . 

Scholar   has the consonants – sa- ka- la- Ra – and the  orignaltamil word is  
pulavar - [missing letter- pa-] scholar . 

Nakula has the consonants – an- ka -la -  and the original Tamil  name is  kalignan -  
master of arts  ; kalai –art .  

Nakula has the consonants – an- ka -la -  and the original Tamil  name is kollan/ 
kamaalan -  blacksmith . 

Nakula has the consonants – an- ka -la -  and the original Tamil  name is Valluvan- 
astrologer.  

Nakula has the consonants – an- ka -la -  and the original Tamil  name is kolaiyaali-  
the murderer; kollu- kill  . 

Nakula has the consonants – an- ka -la -  and the original Tamil  name is nallavan-  
good person.  

Nakula has the consonants – an- ka -la -  and the original Tamil  name is  Vaelan –
archer.  

Nakula has the consonants – an- ka -la -  and the original Tamil  name is  noaei  
yaei  kunamakkum  kalai  vallunan  -   an expert intreating  diseases ; noaei- 
illness;  kunamaakku- to cure  .  

Nakula has the consonants – an- ka -la -  and the original Tamil  name is   
kaalaiyan-  the bull [Siva] ; kaalai –bull  . 

Nakula has the consonants – an- ka -la -  and the original Tamil  name is  vanni  
yaei  pazhakkum  kalai  vallunan [ missing  letter- pa-]- -  good horse trainer ;  
vanni-  horse ;  vallunan- expert .  

Nakula has the consonants – an- ka -la -  and the original Tamil  name is  
Pakalavan [ missing  letter- pa-]- sun.  
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Nakula has the consonants – an- ka -la -  and the original Tamil  name is  
Vellaalan-  farmer.  

Nakula has the consonants – an- ka -la -  and the original Tamil  name is Kai kolan 
– weaver.  

Nakula has the consonants – an- ka -la -  and the original Tamil meaning  of the  
name is  Viyazhan  koal -  Jupitor.  

Nakula has the consonants – an- ka -la -  and the original Tamil meaning  of the  
name is  Velli  enum  koal  - Venus – the planet . 

Nakula has the consonants – an- ka -la -  and the original Tamil meaning  of the  
name is Kanakkan  enum koal -  Mercury –the planet.  

 

                                            Sakadevan 

 Sahdevan has the consonants –sa-ka- the- va - and the original Tamil name is    
Senkuttuvan -  Caera  king C- 115AD.       

 Sahdevan has the consonants –[-sa-]-ka- the- va - and the original Tamil name is  
Vel kelu Kuttuvan  [ missing letter- la-]-  Caera  king C- 13o- 185AD.         

 Sahdevan  has the consonants – [--sa-] - ka- the- va -  and the original Tamil name  
Kadunko  -  Caera  king C- 131- 155AD.     

 Sahdevan  has the consonants – -sa- ka- the- va -  and the original Tamil name   
Selva kadunko  [ missing letter- la-]- Caera  king C- 131- 155AD.    

Sahdevan  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- ka- the- va -  and the original Tamil name  
Elam- kanduko [ missing letter- la-]- Caera  king C- 287- 317AD    

Sahdevan  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- ka- the- va -  and the original Tamil name   
Kodunkoan – pandiya king- C590-620CE.  

    Ref;  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paandav  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paandav
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Skills of Sahadeva ; 

 Wisdom: Sahadeva had the most knowledge among his brothers; of the past, 
present, and the future. In fact, Yudhisthir refers to him as being intelligent 
as Brihaspati-the divine teacher of gods. He was also a master in medicine, 
equastrian skills, bovine veterinary, politics and humanities. He was King 
Yudhishthira's private counsellor. 

 Astrology: It is said that he was a great astrologer as his brother Nakula, and 
he even knew about everything including the Mahabharata battle beforehand. 
But he was cursed that if he disclosed the events to anyone then his head 
would split into pieces. 

A "sahadeva" is someone who is aware of everything but prefers to stay silent. 

 Swordsmanship: Sahadeva was a master swordsman like his brother, Nakula. 
he fifth and the youngest brother of the Pandavas. His name means "equal to a 
thousand gods". His parents were Madri and the Ashwin twin Dasra. Sahadeva 
was the wisest of all the Pandava brothers, and the most mysterious and 
introverted. Like Nakula, Sahadeva was a master of sword fighting. He was also 
skilled in fighting and taming wild bulls. Additionally, he was a skilled cowherd, 
capable of maintaining cattle, treating their diseases, assessing their health, 
milking them and in producing milk products. Sahadeva acquired mastery over 
the science of Dharma, religious scriptures and other branches of knowledge 
under the tutelage of the Sage Brihaspati, the preceptor of the gods. During 
the Rajasuya War, Sahadeva conquered the southern direction, up to the kingdom 
of Lanka. During the Kurukshetra War, Sahadeva slew the wicked Shakuni and his 
son, Uluka. 

Sahdeva  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-  the- va -  and the original Tamil  original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  aeinthaavathu  makan -  fifth son ;  aeinthu –
five; makan- son .  

Sahdeva  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-  the- va -  and the original Tamil  original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is aadu  maadu  maeikkum  idaiyan -  shepherd; 
aadu maadu- cattle; idaiyan –shepherd. .  
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Sahdeva  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-  the- va -  and the original Tamil  original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is nei /  vennai undakkukm  aayan/ konaan/ 
idaiyan   – one who makes  ghee ;  ghee= vennai ; aayan-  shepherd . 

Sahdeva  has the consonants – -sa- ka-  the- va -  and the original Tamil  original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is aattai / pasu  maattai  thakkum  noaei  nodi 
yaei   kunamaakidum  panduvan[ misisn  letter- pa-]-  the veterinary doctor ;  
panduvan- doctor ; aadu –goat;  pasu maadu –cow; thaakkum-affecting ; noaei – 
illness.  

Sahdeva  has the consonants – -[-sa-] - ka-  the- va -  and the original Tamil  
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is    van kanitham  padiththavan- [ 
missing  letter- pa-]-  -   one who has learnt astronomy ; vaan- sky; kanitham-  
astronomy / maths ; padi- learn . 

Sahdeva  has the consonants – -[-sa-] - ka-  the- va -  and the original Tamil  
original Tamil  interpretation of the word is  amaithiyaana / nithanamaana  /  
ottaatha  / othun-k-kiya  kunam   panpu / supaavam [Skt]  padaithavan / 
kondavan- [ missing  letter- pa-]-   one who is calm / patient  and secluded; 
amaithi- calm ; nithaanam- steady ;  ottu- stick ; othunkiya- withdrawn ; kunam- 
nature ; supaavam- nature  .  

Sahdeva  has the consonants – -sa- ka-  the- va -  and the original Tamil  original 
Tamil  interpretation of the word is  kaththi  sandai poadum  viththai   
padaiththavan- [ missing  letter- pa-]-   one who has  learnt the art of using the 
swords ;  kaththi-  knife/sword  ;  sandai-  fight;  viththai- art.  

Sahdeva  has the consonants – -sa- ka-  the- va -  and the original Tamil  original 
Tamil  interpretation of the word is  keda  maattai   adakki  pidappavan  -   taming 
the bull;  keda maadu-  bull; adakku- control ; pidi –catch  . 

Sahdeva  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka-  the- va -  and the original Tamil  original 
Tamil  interpretation of the word is  pasu  maattu  pannai  kondavan[ missing  
letter- pa-]--  one who has a cattle farm ; pannai- farm . 
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Sahdeva  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka-  the- va -  and the original Tamil  original 
Tamil  interpretation of the word is  thekkaanathai  / then nattai  pidiththavan-  
one who  has captured southern states;  than naadu –southern land ; pidi- 
capture  .      

Sahdeva  has the consonants – sa- ka-  the- va -  and the original Tamil  original 
Tamil  interpretation of the word is   Sakuni- yin  mandai ayei  thun kaththi kondu  
vettiyavan-  thundaadiyavan  one who cut  the head of Sakuni with his sword ; 
mandai – head ; kaththi- knife /sword ; vettu- cut. 

Sahdeva  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka-  the- va -  and the original Tamil  
original Tamil  interpretation of the word is  naanku  Vaethamum  padiththavan -  
one who  has learnt the four  Vaetha ; naangu-  four; vaetham-  holy  scriptures; 
padi- learn .  

Sahdeva  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka-  the- va -  and the original Tamil  
original Tamil  interpretation of the word is  methuvaaka  vattamidum  mai meen-  
slowly moving  Saturn; methuvaaka- slowly ; vattam idu-  rotate ; mai meen-  
Saturn  . 

                                              Paandava’s  flags  

Arasu  has the consonants -  Ra -sa – and the iterpreation  of the word is Raajiyam 
[Skt] – kingdom . 

Rath has the consonants- Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is thaer-  chariot . 

chariot  has the consonants- [-sa-] Ra - the -  and the original Tamil  word is thaer/ 
rath [Skt] .  

sarathi [ Skt]   has the consonants – [- sa-]  -Ra -the -and the original Tamil  word is 
thaer  oatti-  driver of the chariot ; oattu- drive  .  

Pataka [ Skt]  has the consonants  [-pa-] - the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kodi- flag . 

Pataka [ Skt]  has the consonants  [-pa-] - the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kodi  naattuka -  to hoist the flag . 
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Dhvaja[Skt] has the consonants- the - va –[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil word is 
kodi-  flag  . 

Dhvaja[Skt] has the consonants- the - va –[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil word is   
Thaai Naattu kodi-  the flag of the  mother country . 

Dhvaja[Skt] has the consonants- the - va –[- sa-] - and the   other interpretaino  of 
the word is Thaesiya [Skt]  kodi -the flag of the  mother country . 

Ketu  [Skt]  has the consonants -ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is  kodi -  
flag. 

Darma-[ nin] pataka  -  golden moon with planets around it.   

Darma- nin pataka  has the consonants  -the- Ra -ma – ka -  the -  and the  
interpretation  of the word is pon- niramudaiya thinkar / sutri erukkum koar – 
sinnam  poriththa  kodi [ missing  letters-  pa- and -sa-]-  a  flag with golden moon 
with planets around it  ;  pon niram-  golden color;  thinker- moon  koar- planet ; 
poriththa- inscribed ; kodi- flag .    

Darma- nin pataka  has the consonants  -the- Ra -ma – ka -  the -  and the  
interpretation  of the word is  Madurai -yei  aanda  Ma mannan  Paandiyanudiaya 
sinnam  meen kodi  [ missing  letters-  pa- and -sa-]-  the flag  with a fish  symbol -  
of the great Pandiay king ;  sinnam-  sign; meen- fish ; kodi- flag .    

Arjuna-[nin]  kodi [Tamil] /Arjun’s flag/ pataka   -  Hanuman [ monkey] /kapi [ 
monkey]   

Hanuma  has the consonants -  ka -an -ma  - and the interpretation  of the word is  
monkey .  

Kapi  has theconsonats-  ka –[-pa-] - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
monkey .  

Kapi  has theconsonats-  ka –[-pa-] - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
naagam-  monkey ; cobra . 
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Kapi  has theconsonats-  ka –[-pa-] - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
keechchu [ missing  letter- sa-]- monkey . 

Kapi  has theconsonats-  ka –[-pa-] - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
keesinam [ missing  letter- sa-]- monkey ;  keesakam . 

Kapi  has theconsonats-  ka –[-pa-] - and the  interpretation  of the word is  kavi- 
monkey . 

Monkey  has the consonants – ma- an –ka-  and the other interpretation  of the   
word is  kaana yukam -  black monkey.  

Monkey  has the consonants – ma- an –ka-  and the other interpretation  of the   
word is  kaanaka mainthan /kaaan makan – son of the forest- monkey.  

Monkey  has the consonants – ma- an –ka-  and the other interpretation  of the   
word is  kaanmaa – wild boar. 

Monkey  has the consonants – ma- an –ka-  and the other interpretation  of the   
word is  vaanaram [Skt]  [ missing letter- Ra -]- monkey. 

Macaque    has the consonants – ma- ka-  and the interpretation  of the word is 
monkey.  

Gibbon has the consonants – ka- [- pa-] - an - and the interpretation  of the word 
is monkey . 

Vaanara  has the consonants - va -an-Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  kuranku 
-  monkey ;  karum kuranku-  black monkey.    

Langur   has the consonants-  la- an- ka- Ra - and the  original tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  neela vaalum   ilai – yaei  unavaaka  unnum   kurangu    vakai – a 
kind of monkey  with long tai  which eats leaves as food ; neelam-   lengthy ;  vaal- 
tail;  ilai- leaf;  unavu –food ; kuranku-  monkey ; vakai- a kind  .  

Vaali  [ Ramayana - monkey king ] has the consonants   - va- la -and the  original 
Tamil word is  koolam-  monkey. 
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Vaali  [ Ramayana - monkey king ] has the consonants   - va- la -and the  original 
Tamil  word is Valina mukan -  monkey . 

Sugriev  [ Ramayana - monkey king ] has the consonants-  sa- ka- Ra-va - and the  
original Tamil  word is Kuranku  arasan  / kurankai  vanan-k-kum arasan – monkey 
king.  

Ruma  has the consonants -Ra -ma -and the original Tamil  word is karum- -
kuranku  [ missing letter- ka-]- - black monkey ;  vaanaram . 

Arjunanin  kodi  has the consonants  -  Ra--sa - an – ka- the  -and the  original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  Caera arasanin / mannavanin  vir kodi / vir 
ampu kodi [ missing  letters  Ra- and- - pa-]- the flag of the Cera king  is bow and 
arrow ;  vir[l] -  bow;  ampu- paanam /arrow  .  

Arjunanin  kodi  has the consonants  -  Ra--sa - an – ka- the  -and the  other 
interpretation  of the   original Tamil  word is  Arjunanin   thaer  kodi  yin sinnam  
vaanaram [ missing  letter-  Ra-]  – the flag of Arjun’s  chariot  is monkey  ;  thaer-  
rath;  sinnam-  sign ; vaanaram-  monkey .  

Bhiman kodi [ Tamil ]/ Bhima’s flag -  silver gigantic lion  with eyes of lapis lazuli  
[ blue stone] . 

Bhimanin kodi [Tamil]  has the consonants - pa -ma –an-  ka -the -  and the Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   mikuntha  vannam  konda /   uootha  vannam 
udaiya  kannai konda/  sinkam/ simma kodi  -  big sized lion  with  blue eyes;  
uoothaa vannam-  blue color ;  kan-  eye; sinkam-  lion ; simmam-  lion; kodi- flag .  

Bhimanin kodi [Tamil]  has the consonants - pa -ma –an-  ka -the -  and theorignal   
Tamil meaning   of the word is  Paandiya  mannavanin  kodi  meen kodi -  the flag  
of the Paandiya’s king is fish ; mannavan-  king; kodi- flag; meen- fish/ star  .  

Discussion ;  To interpret the word Bihma’s pataka as lion flag instead of  fish 
flag  is an  example  for  blatant  attempt  of  plagiarism . 

Nakulan kodi [ pataka]  /Nakula’s  flag- red deer with golden back  . 
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Nakulan  pataka / kodi   has the consonants -  an –ka- la – [-pa-]-  ka –the- and the 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  kalai  maan kodi -  deer flag;  kalai maan- a 
kind of deer  .  

Nakulan pataka   has the consonants -  an –ka- la –the-  ka- and the Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  pon   manjal  vannam  udal / muthuku   konda   
sivappu  kaatu  maan -  sinnam konda kodi  [ missing  letter -sa-] -  a flag with red 
deer with  golden back;  pon-  gold;  manjal   vannam -  yellow;  udal-  body ; 
muthuku –back ; sivappu- red; kaattu maan-  wild deer   .  

Nakulan pataka  has the consonants -  an –ka- la – pa-–the- ka-  and the original 
Tamil meaning  of the word is  Chozha  mannavanin   kodiyaana  puli kodi [ 
missing  letters -sa-] -  the Tiger symbol of the Chola kings; puli-  tiger;  kodi- flag.  

Discussion ;  To interpret the word ‘ Nakula pataka’  as the deer flag  instead of  
tiger flag of Chozha king is  an example for blatant  attempt  of  plagiarism . 

Nakulan pataka    has the consonants -  an –ka- la –pa-the- ka-  and the other 
interpretation   of the word is  Kazhuku  sinnam/ vadivam   konda kodi [ missing 
letter- sa-]-  -  flag with eagle symbol ;  kazhugu –egle ;  vadivam- shape . 

Nakulan  pataka   has the consonants -  an –ka- la  - [-pa-] - the- ka-  and the other 
interpretation   of the word is  kaalai   Mukam / vadivam konda    kodi-  flag with   
bull  symbol  ; kaalai-  bull; mukam- face;  kodi- flag .   

Nakulan pataka has the consonants -  an –ka- la – [- pa-] - the -ka-  and the other 
interpretation   of the word is   Saeval  sinnam konda kodi [ missing letter- sa-]-  
flag with cock  symbol; rooster  is the symbol of lord Murugan; Saeval-  rooster ; 
sinnam- sign   .  

Nakulan pataka    has the consonants -  an –ka- la –[- pa-] -  the-  ka- and the other 
interpretation   of the word is  Sev - Vael  sinnam  /vadivam   konda  kodi -  the 
flag with spear symbol -  spear is the symbol of lord  Murugan  ;  vael- spear;  
semmai- red  . 

 Sahadev pataka/ flag –silvery swan [ yekinam ] . 
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Sakadev [ pataka]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka –the-  va -and the   
interpretation  of the word is  yekina kodi -  swan flag;  yekinam- swan .  

Sakadev [ pataka]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka –the- va -and the   
interpretation  of the word is  Naga kodi -  cobra flag . 

Sakadev [ pataka]  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka –the- va -and the  original Tamil 
meaning  of the word is kedaa maadu kodi -  bull  flag  ; kedaa maadu –goat/ bull .  

 Sakadev [ pataka]  has the consonants  - sa-- ka –the- va -and the  original Tamil 
meaning  of the word is  Vir- sinnam konda  kodi [ missing  letter- Ra-] - flag  with 
a bow ;  vir[l] - bow.   

Bhisma pataka  -  flag with a palm tree and five stars.   

Bhisma pataka   has the consonants  - pa- sa –ma- [-pa-]- the -ka -  and the  
interpretation  of the word is  panai  maramum  aeinthu  nakasththiraththaiyum 
konda kodi [ missing  letter- Ra-] -  flag with a palm tree and five stars ; panai 
maram-  palm tree ; aeinthu –five ;  nakasththiram - star  . 

Bhismar pataka   has the consonants  - pa- sa –ma- [-pa-]- the -ka -  and the  
interpretation  of the word is  Caera Vaenthanin  /arasanin / mannavanin   ampu / 
vir kodi   sinnam  poriththa  kodi  - the flag of the Cera king - one with bow and 
arrow.  ;  ampu- arrow  ; poriththa- inscribed .   

                                             Bhismar 

 Bhismar has the consonants –pa- sa- ma -Ra -and the  original Tamil name is 
Caera Mannan  Erumporai  -  Erumporai –   king Cera’s  clan  . 

                                                   Kovrav 

Kovrav  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- va-- and the  original Tamil  word is Vaana 
Varampan [ missing  letter- pa-]  - Cera clan  ;   varakunan ; vaanava Raayan .   

Kovrava  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- va-- and the other  interpretation of the  
word is karu naagam-  cobra . 
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                                                Karna  

Karna   has the consonants – ka- Ra- an -and the  original Tamil  name is  kari kaar  
Mannan .  

Karna   has the consonants – ka- Ra- an -and the  original Tamil  name is  Vaana  
Varampan  [ missing  letter- pa-]- Cera clan . 

Karna   has the consonants – ka- Ra- an -and the  original Tamil  name is Eamaiya  
Varampan [ missing  letter- pa-]-Cera king.  

Karna   has the consonants – ka- Ra- an -and the  original Tamil  name is  Mara 
Varama  Pandiyan Aavani  [ missing  letter- pa-]- Maravarman  Avani sulamani – 
Pandiyan  king  - C590-62OCE   .      

Karna   has the consonants – ka- Ra- an -and the  original Tamil  name is Ari 
kaesari  Mara Varman- [ missing  letter- sa-]- Pandiyan king –C 670-700CE . 

Karna   has the consonants – ka- Ra- an -and the  original Tamil  name is 
Maravarman Raja Simman [ missing  letter- sa-]- Pandiyan king  C735-765 . 

Karna   has the consonants – ka- Ra- an -and the  original Tamil  name is   
Varagunan – Pandiyan king -  C817-835CE.          

Karna   has the consonants – ka- Ra- an -and the  original Tamil  name is  Rasa 
Sinkan [ missing  letter- sa-]- -Pandiyan  king  the 2nd -C815-817CE.                          

Karna   has the consonants – ka- Ra- an -and the  original Tamil  name is 
Rajasaekara  Varman  [ missing  letter- sa-]- Cera king  (820–844 AD). 

Karna   has the consonants – ka- Ra- an -and the  original Tamil  name is Baskara  
Ravi Varman [ missing  letter- pa-]- Cera   king  (1043–1082 AD). 

Karna   has the consonants – ka- Ra- an -and the  original Tamil  name is Raasa 
Kunjaran [ missing letter-sa-] . 

Karna   has the consonants – ka- Ra- an -and the  original Tamil  name is Raasa 
Saekara Paandiyan – [missing  letters-  pa- and -sa-] . 
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Karna   has the consonants – ka- Ra- an -and the  original Tamil  name is Raasa 
Kempeera Paandiyan [missing  letters-  pa- and -sa-] . 

Karna   has the consonants – ka- Ra- an -and the  original Tamil  name is Ukkira 
Saenan [ missing letter-sa-]- Pandiya king.  

Karna   has the consonants – ka- Ra- an -and the  original Tamil  name is Ukkira 
Sarman [ missing letter-sa-]- Pandiya king. 

Karna   has the consonants – ka- Ra- an -and the  original Tamil  name is Ukkira 
Varman- Pandiya king. 

                                                   Karna  

 -Ref https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pandava                                           

Though Karna was wealthy, he was never given the status of a Kshatriya and was 
ridiculed for his desire to be a warrior. Karna was known to be charitable, firm in 
his principles and his unswerving loyalty. 

Sasha [Skt]  has the consonants – [-sa-] –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
paampu – snake.  

Kovrava  has the consonants -  ka - -Ra -va-  - and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  karu Nagam-  cobra .  

Kovravas  has the consonants -  ka - -Ra -va- sa-- and the  interpretation  of the 
word is   karunaga / Aravaan   vanakkam   seiyim   Naagar -  Nagas . 

Kovravas  has the consonants -  ka - -Ra -va- sa-- and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  Sivanai  vanankum  Saivar – Saivites.  

Kovrava  has the consonants -  ka - -Ra -va-  - and the  interpretation  of the word 
is    Vainavar – Vainavites.  

 Duryodhana  has the consonants -  the – Ra- the- an  -  and the original Tamil  
name is  mun  netriyir  thiru neeru  aninthoan -  one who  has  sacred  ash  applied 
over his forehead – lord Siva.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pandava
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Duryothana  has the consonants  -the- Ra  -the- an –  and the  interpretation  of 
the word is   Muththiryan .  

Duryothana  has the consonants  -the- Ra  -the- an –  and the  interpretation  of 
the word is   Maruthu  Paandiyar[ missing letter- pa-]-  

Duryothana  has the consonants  -the- Ra  -the- an –  and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  Raasathi –Raasa  Paandiyan[ missing letter- pa-].     

Dhritarashtra   has the  consonants – the-  Ra- the – Ra- sa- the- Ra -  and the 
original Tamil name is  mun  netriyir  thiru neeru  aninthoan -  one who  has  
sacred  ash  applied over his forehead – lord Siva. 

Dhritarashtra   has the  consonants – the-  Ra- the – Ra- sa- the- Ra -  and the 
original Tamil name is  kathiravan-in  therkku  noakiya sutru payana thuvakkam – 
the  winter solstice[ missing  letter- ka-] - the southeren  turning  of the travel of 
the  sun  -  symbolically blind eye  of the sun  similar to  Osiris story ; therkku -  
south;  noakki- towards ;  sutru payanam-  tour ; thuvakkam-   beginning  .  

Dhritarashtra   has the  consonants – the-  Ra- the – Ra- [-sa-]- the- Ra -  and the 
other  interpretation  of the word is  pirakkum  poathae   kannu  theriyatha / 
paarvai  kuraipaadu  konda oru  kuruttu   mannar [  missing letters- pa –and- ka-]-  
-  the king who is blind since birth ;  pirappu-   birth ; kannu- eye; kannu  
theriyaathu -  blindness ; paarvai- vision ; kurai paadu- handicapped ; kurudan- 
blind person  . 

Dhritarashtra   has the  consonants – the-  Ra- the – Ra- [-sa-]- the- Ra -  and the 
other  interpretation  of the word is  nar- kunam vaaintha  Paaratha[  thaai thiru 
naadu]  naattu  mannar [ missing  letters- pa- and -ka-]-  the good king  of Barath 
state;   nar-  kunam-  good nature;  naadu- state ; mannar- king  . 

Ganthari  has the consonants – ka- an- the- Ra and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
kathiravain [  thiru  neer aninthavanin  ]  manaivi -  karumaari amman -  wife of 
the sun/ moon goddess ;  kathiravan- sun ; manaivi- wife .   
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Ganthari  has the consonants – ka- an- the- Ra and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
kathiravain [  thiru  neer aninthavanin  ] veetu-k- kaarai -  mistress of Sivan ; thiru 
neeru –sacred ash .  

Ganthari  has the consonants – ka- an- the- Ra and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
Murugan- in  Thaai -  mother of  Murugan;  thaai- mother.   

Karna   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-   and the original Tamil   name  is 
Murugan-  sun god /Junior Horus  . 

Karna   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-   and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  kiran [  Skt]- sun  . 

Karna   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-   and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  Kuravan . 

Karna   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-   and the other interpretation  of the 
word is Baskaran [ missing letter- pa-]- sun .   

Karna  has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-  and the original Tamil  name  is Ravanan   

Karna  has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-  and the original Tamil  name  is avan  
oruvan -   He is the ‘one’ . 

Karna  has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-  and the original Tamil  name  is karu 
Vannan-  black . 

Karna   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-   and the original Tamil  name is  isai 
karuvi  nakai [ missing  letter- sa-] -  ear ring.  

Karna   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-   and the original Tamil  name is   
Saravanan [ missing  letter- sa-] –Murugan .   

 Karna   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-   and the original Tamil   name  is 
Maravan/ veeran [Skt] -  warrior .  

Karna   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-   and the original Tamil name  is 
karumaan-   the weapon  maker . 
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Karna   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-   and the original Tamil  name is perum  
panakkaaran [ missing  letter- pa-]-  -  rich  person; variyavan-  poor man  . 

Karna   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-   and the original Tamil  name is kariyan / 
karuppan / Karuppaiyan [ missing  letter- pa-]- Negro -  the black man . 

Karna   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-   and the original Tamil  name  is  erakka 
/ karunai [Skt]   kunavan-   kind natured man . 

Karna   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-   and the original Tamil  word is  
anpirkkuriyavan  -  lovable  man .  

Karna   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-   and the original Tamil   name  is Arivan-  
wise man .  

Karna   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-   and the original Tamil  word is  Aravaan 
-  the snake  god / sun god.  

Karna  has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-  and the original Tamil  name  is Naama-
k- kaaran  - Vaishnavites.  

Karna   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-   and the original Tamil  word is   Naagar . 

Karna   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-   and the original Tamil  word is Naaga  
Arasan [ missing  letter-  sa-]  king of the snakes.  

Karna   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-   and the original Tamil   name is  
Aravaanan -   virtuous man   . 

Karna   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-   and the original Tamil  word is karu 
Nagam -  cobra .  

Karna   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-   and the original Tamil  name is  
Eriavanin  makan -  son of the god ;  Eraivan –god . 

Karna   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-   and the original Tamil  name is Eraivan-  
god.    
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Karna   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-   and the original Tamil  name is kuravan-  
the  wanderer  / caravan-  who goes from  east to west daily-  sun .  

Karna   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-   and the original Tamil  name is 
Saravanan-[missing letter- sa-]- Murugan. 

Karna   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-   and the original Tamil  name is 
Narakaasuran -[missing letter- sa-].  

Karna   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-   and the original Tamil  name is 
Saekaran -[missing letter- sa-].  

Karna   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-   and the original Tamil  name is 
Vaaranan . 

Karna   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-   and the other interpretation  of the  
name  is   Ahuran . 

Karna   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-   and the other interpretation  of the  
Bagasuran [ missing  letters-  pa- and -sa-]-  

Karna   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- an-   and the other interpretation  of the   
Krishnan [ missing  letter- sa-].  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karna  

The name he became renowned for in the epic was "Karna", meaning the 
cutter/peeler of his own skin/natural armor. 

Karna's other names are: 

Vaikartana - the one who gave away his impenetrable natural armour and ear-
rings to Indra. Also means the one who is related/belonging to the Hindu solar 
deity Surya 

Vaikarthana    has the consonants  - va- ka –Ra-  the- an-  and the  original tamil  
word is   kathiravan- in  makan  / thiraavidanin  makan -  son of sun/ a Diravidan  . 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karna
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Angaraj - King of Anga 

Anguraj   has the consonants  -an -ka –Ra- [- sa-]   - and the original Tamil  word 
is  Murugan . 

Daanveer - the hero possessing undying charitable nature 

Daanveer  has the consonants - the- an – va- Ra  -  and the original Tamil  word 
is   nun kodai  kodukindravan -  a  donor ;  nun kodai- gift . 

Daanshoor - one who fought like a true warrior 

Daanshoor  has the consonants  - the –an-  sa- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  sandiyar -  fighter.  

  Vrisha - one who is truthful in speech, engaged in penances, observant of vows, 
and kind even to enemies. 

Vrisha  has the consonants -  va- Ra –[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is   
unmai yaei  paesukiravan / koorukiravan [  missing  letter- pa-]  -  one who  
speaks the truth ;  unmai- truth;  paeseu- speak  .  

 

                                                      Ekalavya 

Ekalavya as the consonants-  ka- la –va-  and the  original Tamil  name is  val vil -   
skilled archer  ; val-  skill ;  vil-  bow.  

Ekalavya as the consonants-  ka- la –va-  and the  original Tamil  name is  
Vaelavan-  archer/ Murugan . 

Hiranya dhanus  [  father of  Ekalavya]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra - an – the- an  
-sa-   and the  original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  kuri  paarththu /  kuri 
vaiththu  mika sariyaaka   ampai  eithidum  vaedan  Caera  naattu  mannan  [ 
missing  letter- pa-]- -  the hunter [  Cera  king]  who  shoots the arrow accurately ;  
kuri paaru-  to make a aim/ target ;  sariyaaka-  correctly ;  ampu- arrow ;  vaedan- 
hunter ;  naadu- state ;  mannan-  king.    
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Hiranya dhanus  [  father of  Ekalavya]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra - an – the- an  
-sa-   and the  original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   Kurinchchi  naadan -  
one from the hill;  kurunji  naadu- highland   .  

 Nishadha [  Ekalavya ‘s kingdom ]  has the consonants  -an -sa -the – and the 
original Tamil  meaning  of the word is  sem-  mun maedu -  mound/ hill .   

 Phalgunadi  [  Ekalavya’s  name in the previous birth ]  has the consonants – [- pa-
]  – la-  ka –an- the –  and the original Tamil meaning  of the  word is   vil - yanthi -  
one with  the bow  ; kai yil - vil  yanthum  mannan ; valli -udaiya kanavan Vaelan .  

                                        Duryothana 

 Duryothana  has the consonants  -the- Ra  -the- an –  and the  interpretation  of 
the word is   Aravu  kodi  [karu naga ] udaiya vaenthan/ mannar   [missing letter- 
ka-] -  one who  has a snake/ cobra  in his flag ;  aravu- snake ; kodi- flag ; 
vaenthar- king  .  

Duryothana pataka  has the consonants  -the- Ra  -the- an – pa- the -ka-   and the  
interpretation  of the word is  karuda- nin  / kathiravanin  sinnam  poriththa  kodi   
udaiya  vaenthan [ missing letter- sa-] -  king with a flag  symbol of Eagle  /sun ; 
karudan-  eagle;  kathiravan- sun ; sinnam-  symbol  ; poriththa- inscribes;  
vaenthan- king  ; kodi- flag. 

                                         Dushsana  [sun god who has the right to share the saree-  
the sky  from the moon goddess Panchali ] . 

Dushsana   has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -an –  and the original interpretation  
of the word is Paandiya Mannan  [ missing letter- pa-] – Pandiya king.  

Dushsana   has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -an –  and the original interpretation  
of the word is  pen piththan [ missing  letter- pa-] - lustful person ; pen- woman;  
piththam-  mad . 

Dushsana   has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -an –  and the original interpretation  
of the word is   Man- Mathan - lustful person-  god of love  . 
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Dushsana   has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -an –  and the original interpretation  
of the word is   Aathan-  sun god  ; Aten -Egyptian sun god . 

                                            Dronchari     

 Dronchari    has the consonants - the- Ra –an- sa- Ra  - and the  original Tamil 
meaning  of the word is  poar  aayutha  /sandai  payirchchi  tharum   aasiriyan [ 
missing  letter- pa-] -  the teacher who  teaches martial arts/ handling  weapons;  
poar- war ; aayutham- weapon;  sandai- fight ; payirchhci- training  ; aasiriyan – 
teacher  .  

Dronchari  pakata   has the consonants - the –Ra- an- sa- Ra – pa- the- ka-   and 
the  interpretation  of the word is  pichchai  paathtiram/ pueikkum satti/ 
paaniyum –vir ampaiyum padamaaka   porikka  patta  kodi  -  the flag with  bow 
arrow and the begger’s bowel ;  pitchchai-  paaththiram-  begger’s bowel ;  
pueikka- beg ;  satti – pot ; paani- pot / vir ampu-  bow and arrow  ; poriththa- 
insrcibe  .  

Dronchari  pakata   has the consonants - the –Ra- an- sa- Ra – pa- the- ka-   and 
the  original  interpretation  of the word is  Erum porai / Vaana Varampanudaiya   
sinnamaana  vir /ampu  kodi -  the bow and arrow flag of the Cera kings ;  sinnam- 
sign; vir- bow; ampu- arrow ; kodi- flag  .  

 

 

 

                                          Aswathma 

Darun Aswathma has the consonants – the- Ra-an –sa- va- the -ma -  and the  
interpretation  of the word is  endrandum  uyiroadu  irukkum oru  manithan – Siva 
-nin  makan - kathiravan /Thiru Murugan /kiran [Skt] – siranjivi -  the sun god .  

 Darun Aswathma has the consonants – the- Ra-an –sa- va- the -ma -  and the  
interpretation  of the word is  vayitru  pasi   /  thanni  vaetkai  / urakkam  indri  
erukkum manithan- a man with out hunger  /thirst / need for sleep.  
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 Darun  [Aswathma ] pataka   has the consonants – the- Ra-an – pa- the- ka-  and 
the  interpretation  of the word is  Arima  enum  ko vilankin  vaal  padam 
poriththa  kodi  udaiya  mannar [ missing  letter- la-] -  the king whose flag has the  
lion’s tail . 

Darun  [Aswathma ] pataka   has the consonants – the- Ra-an – pa- the- ka-  and 
the  interpretation  of the word is  Inthiya  thiru naattai  aanda  / Thamilakaththai  
aanda   moo-vaentharkalil  oruvarana Chozha mannarudaiya  puli kodi -[ missing  
letter- la-]   the tiger flag of the Chozha  king who  ruled India/Tamil nadu .  

Darun  [Aswathma ] pataka   has the consonants – the- Ra-an – pa- the- ka-  and 
the  interpretation  of the word is   Caera  mannan  Erumporaiyin/ Vaana  
Varampan  -in   ampu- vir  padam  portihtha  kodi -  the flag of the Cera king  - 
Erum porai/vaana Varampan  -  with bow and arrow.  

Darun  [Aswathma ] pataka   has the consonants – the- Ra-an – pa- the- ka-  and 
the  interpretation  of the word is  Moo vaentharkalil  oruvaraana  Paandiya  
mannadudaiya    meen padam poriththa kodi [ missing  letter- la-] -  the flag  with  
fish  symbol- of Pandiya king . 

 [Aswathma ] Darun pataka has the consonants – the- Ra-an – pa- the- ka-  and 
the  interpretation  of the word is  kuthirai  yei  poandru / kuthirai  maathiri   
kanaippavan   -  one who  has a cry / neigh  of a horse ;   kuthirai- horse ; neigh [-
an- ka-]  = kanai . 

Abimanyu pataka  has the consonants  - pa-  ma- an – [-pa-]- the- ka -  and the 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  pon  vannam  udaiya  ilaikalai konda  
vennangu   mara  kattai / karnikara  maram  ulla  kodi [ missing  letters- Ra-and-  
la-]- –  a flag with  karnikara tree/ Beyur tree  which has yellow leaves;  pon 
vannam-  golden color ; ilaikal- leaves ;   maram- tree ; kodi- tree.  

Abimanyu pataka  has the consonants  - [-pa-]-  ma- an –-pa- the- ka -  and the 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is Elam Set Cenniyin  makanaana kari kaala  
/karikaar  Chozha  mannanin  puli kodi [ missing leters-  Ra- sa -and –la/zha-] - - 
the tiger symbol of the  Karikala/ karikaar  Chozha king. C. 190CE. 
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Discussion ;   look at  the plagiarism  in interpretation  the name of the king  kari 
kaar-  as karnikara maram / byer tree  and   the title of the king  Chozha  as 
manjal ilai  -  yellow leaves.   

 

                                             Kripa  

Kripa  pataka  has the consonants - ka –Ra- pa- pa- the- ka- and the interpretation  
of the word is  kaattu erumai - yaei / keda  maattai  padamaaka  poriththa kodi -  
a flag  with bull/ buffalo  ; keda maadu- bull /goat ; aadu-  goat; maadu-  bull  . 

Kripa  pataka  has the consonants - ka –Ra- pa- pa- the- ka- and the interpretation  
of the word is  ampu / vir  padam poriththa    kodi-  aflag with bow and arrow ;  
ampu – arrow;  vir- bow;  padam-  drawing  ;  poriththa- inscribed ;  kodi-  flag  . 

Kripa   has the consonants – ka- Ra- pa-  and the interpretation  of the word is 
Vaan varampan-   Cera clan  king . 

                                                 Krishna  

Krishna  has the consonants -  ka –Ra- [-sa-]- an -and the original Tamil  name is  
kariyan -  black man.  

Krishna  has the consonants -  ka –Ra- [-sa-]- an -and the original Tamil  name is  
koanaar- milk man/ shepherd caste  . 

Krishna  has the consonants -  ka –Ra- [-sa-]- an -and the original Tamil  name is  
karuppaiyan [missing  letter- pa-] -  dark god.  

Krishna  has the consonants -  ka –Ra- [-sa-]- an -and the original Tamil  name is  
Murugan . 

Bala krishna  has the consonants  -pa- la- ka- Ra –[- sa-] - an-  and the original 
Tamil  name is Palani  Murugan . 

Gopal   has the consonants - ka –pa- la-  and the original Tamil name is  aavina 
kaavalan -  protector of the cattle ;  aavinam – cattle ;  kaavalan- police  . 
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Gopal   has the consonants - ka –[-pa-] - la-  and the original Tamil name is  kaalai -  
bull  . 

Gopal   has the consonants - ka –pa- la-  and the original Tamil name is  poli  kaalai 
-  stud bull.   

Gopal   has the consonants - ka –[-pa-] - la-  and the original Tamil name is   kovil  
kaalai-   temple bull ; kovil-  temple  ; kaalai- bull  .  

Gopal   has the consonants - ka –[-pa-] - la-  and the original Tamil name is  
kaazhakan -  black man;  kaazhakam-  black  .  

Gopal   has the consonants - ka –[-pa-] - la-  and the original Tamil name is   
kizhaan/ kizhavan -  sun.  

Gopal   has the consonants - ka –[-pa-] - la-  and the original Tamil name is 
Pakalavan -  sun .   

Gopal   has the consonants - ka –[-pa-]- la-  and the original Tamil name is  
koavalan-  shepherd.   

Gopal   has the consonants - ka –pa- la-  and the original Tamil name is  kalavu  
vaelai yil  [  leelai- kalil ] [ Skt]   vallavan/ mannavan   -  womanizer ; kalavu  vaelai-  
sexual activity; vallavan-  skilled man ; mannavan- king. .  

Gopal   has the consonants - ka –pa- la-  and the original Tamil name is  aavinaklin  
paathu kaavalan [ missing  letter- the -] -  guardian of the cattle ;  paathu 
kaavalan- guardian ;  aavinam- cattle.  

Gopal   has the consonants - ka –pa- la-  and the original Tamil name is  kanikai  
nila  penkalin  kaathalan  [missing  letter- the -]- -  lover of the woman of the 
Mullai lands;  kanikai-  mullai land/ pastoral land/milk  women  .     

Gopal   has the consonants - ka –pa- la-  and the original Tamil name is  pullaan-k- 
kuzhaloan -  the flutist ;  kai kolan ; puzh- zhaan-k- kuzhal - flute .  

Gopal   has the consonants - ka –[- pa-] - la-  and the original Tamil name is  
kalvan-  thief / lover boy.  
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Gopal   has the consonants - ka –[- pa-] - la-  and the original Tamil name is  
kalasan- [ missing  letter- sa-] - shepherd  . 

Gopal   has the consonants - ka –[- pa-] - la-  and the original Tamil meaning  of 
the  name is  koa saalai-  cow shed  .   

Gopal   has the consonants - ka –[- pa-] - la-  and the original Tamil name is  
Azhakan -  handsome man/Murugan . 

Gopal   has the consonants - ka –[- pa-] - la-  and the original Tamil name is   
Azhaki  -  beautiful  woman . 

Gopal   has the consonants - ka –[- pa-] - la-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   koamala[Skt]/ azhaki   -  beautiful  woman . 

Gopal   has the consonants - ka –[- pa-] - la-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   koamala[Skt]  – milch cow.   

Gopal   has the consonants - ka –[- pa-] - la-  and the  other interpretation  of the  
milch cow.   

Gopal   has the consonants - ka – pa- la-  and the  other interpretation  of the  paal 
kalam/ kalayam -  milk pot  ; paal- milk ; kalayam –  vessel  .   

Gopal   has the consonants - ka – pa- la-  and the  other interpretation  of the  paal 
/ velli  sanku [ missing  letter- sa-] -   sliver spoon to feed milk for babies ;  spoon = 
sanku  ;  velli-  silver ; paal- milk .  

Gopal   has the consonants - ka – pa- la-  and the  other interpretation  of the    
paal kaasu [ missing  letter- sa-] --   the money  given to the mother inlaw  by the 
the bride groom/ father inlaw  for  feeding the bride when  she  was a baby ; paal-  
milk;  kaasu/kai kaasu  -cash . 

Gopal   has the consonants - ka – pa- la-  and the  other interpretation  of the   
savalai  pillai  [ missing  letter- sa-] -  the child  which  is  weaned  prematurely; 
pillai- child   . 
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Gopal   has the consonants - ka – pa- la-  and the  other interpretation  of the  
konkai  paal-  breast milk ;  konkai – breast ; paal- milk.  .      

Gopal   has the consonants - ka – pa- la-  and the  other interpretation  of the  paal 
kuvalai-   milk  vessel  ; paal-  milk;  kuvalai- vessel  .     

Gopal   has the consonants - ka – pa- la-  and the  other interpretation  of the   
paal vellai- milk  white  ;  paal-  milk; vellai- white  .    

Gopal   has the consonants - ka – pa- la-  and the  other interpretation  of the  paal 
ponkal-  boiled / sweetend  milk rice .  

Gopal   has the consonants - ka – [-pa-]- la-  and the  other interpretation  of the   
mulai  kan-  areola ;  mulai- breast ; kan- eye  . 

Gopal   has the consonants - ka – pa- la-  and the  other interpretation  of the    
kalli paal-  cactus milk  . 

Gopal   has the consonants - ka – pa- la-  and the  other interpretation  of the  paal 
veli- milky way ;  veli -space  .     

Gopal   has the consonants - ka – pa- la-  and the original Tamil name is   
pakalavan / vellaiyan  / veyyal -  sun .  

Gopal   has the consonants - ka –[- pa-] - la-  and the original Tamil name is kanikai  
nilam /  ko -kulam -  Mullai nilam / pastoral tract . 

Gopal   has the consonants - ka –[- pa-] - la-  and the original Tamil name is 
Vaelan-  archor  / Murugan.  

Gopal   has the consonants - ka –[- pa-] - la-  and the original Tamil name is 
kaalaiyan -  the bull man.  

Gopal   has the consonants - ka –[- pa-] - la-  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  kaalin-k-kan-  the snake.   

Gopal   has the consonants - ka –[- pa-] - la-  and the original Tamil name is 
Vallavan-  skilled  person.  
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Gopal   has the consonants - ka – pa-- la-  and the original Tamil name is paal 
kaaran / paal  virppavan [ missing  letter- Ra -]  -  milk man ;  paal- milk ; 
virppavan- seller .  

Gopal   has the consonants - ka – [-pa-] -- la-  and the original Tamil name is 
Vaalan / vaalipan[Skt]- young  man . 

Gopal   has the consonants - ka – pa-- la-  and the original Tamil name is paalakan   
shepherd boy.  

Gopal   has the consonants - ka – pa-- la-  and the original Tamil name is paal 
karappavan –[ missing  letter- Ra -]   one who gets milk from the cow  ; kara- to 
milk .  

Govinda   has the consonats -  ka -va -an -the –and the original Tamil  word is 
aavinam   kaaththidum  manithan/ theivam -  protector of the cattle ;  aavinam-  
cattle ; kaaththidu – protect;  theivam-  god   .  

Govinda   has the consonats -  ka -va -an -the –and the original Tamil  word is nei- 
vennai  thinnum  makan-  the son who eats  ghee / butter ;  nei-  oil ; vennai -  
ghee ;  thinnu /thuei - eat ; makan –son  . 

Govinda   has the consonats -  ka -va -an -the –and the original Tamil  word is aadu  
maadu  maeikkum idaiyan  / Yaathavan -  shepherd ;  aadu  maadu-  cattle ; 
idaiyan-  shepherd.     

Cattle  has the consonants-  ka –the- la-  and the original Tamil word is kaal nadai- 
cattle . 

Yaathava   has the consonants – the-  va -and the original Tamil  name is   aadu  
madu maeikkum  idaiyan -  shepherd.  

Mukuntha [ Mathavan]   has the consonants -  ma- ka- an- the -and the original 
Tamil  name is aadu maaadu  kaaththidum  manithan/ theivam - protector of the 
cattle   . 

Mukuntha   has the consonants -  ma- ka- an- the -and the original Tamil  name is 
madu  maeikkum  idaiyan -  shepherd.   
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Mathusuthana   has the consonants   -ma –the- [-sa-] - the- an -and the original 
Tamil  name is  madu maeiththidum  idaiyan -  shepherd; idaiyan-  thadi  udaiyon -  
one with the stick .   

Kannan  has the consonants – ka- an -  and the original Tamil  name is koanan -  
shepherd.    

Kannan  has the consonants – ka- an -  and the other interpretation  of the word is  
Venu .   

Venu  has the consonants - va -an  -and the  original Tamil  name is koanaan -  
shepherd.  

Kannan  has the consonants – ka- an -  and the original Tamil  name is koananin 
makan-  son of a shepherd  ;  makan- son ; koanaan- shepherd  .  

Shepherd    has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-]- ka- Ra- the – and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is  kai-yir  oru  kuchchi vaiththu kondu   aadu maadu maeikkira 
idaiyan -  shepherd boy ;  kai-  hand;  kuchchi- stick ;  aadu  maadu- cattle.  

Shepherd    has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-]- ka- Ra- the – and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is Aayar kudi- inar – shepherd caste ;  Aayar- shepherd ; kudi- 
race .  

Shepherd    has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-]- ka- Ra- the – and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is Yaathavar – shepherd caste . 

Shepherd    has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-]- ka- Ra- the – and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is kithaari-  shepherd.  

Shepherd    has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-]- ka- Ra- the – and the original Tamil 
word / meaning  is Idaiyar   veethi / vaadai – the  shepherd’s  street  ;  veethi – 
street ;  vaadai- shepherd’s street . 

Kannan  has the consonants – ka- an -  and the original Tamil  name is Mukkannan 
– Sivan ; Vaaanavan / Maanavan -  one with three eyes – the king . 
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Kannan  has the consonants – ka- an -  and the other interpretation  of the word is 
Mokanan [Skt] ;  kaaman .  

Gokulam   has the consonants – ka- ka- la- ma -and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  aavina kualm -  shepherd caste ;  kulam- class.  . 

Gokulam   has the consonants – ka- ka- la- ma -and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  koanaan  kualm -  shepherd caste . 

Gokulam   has the consonants – ka- ka- la- ma -and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kanikai nilam -  Mullai lands/ pastoral tract.  

Gopis [ milk maids ]  has the consonats  -ka –[- pa-] – [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  
word is  kanikai -  women of the pastoral land/ mullai land ;  prostitute.   

Gopis [ milk maids ]  has the consonats  -ka –[- pa-] – [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  
word is  konaanin  ponnu-  daughter of a shepherd ; ponnu- girl / daughter  .  

Vaasudeva  has the  consonats - va – [- sa-] - the- va  -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  aadu maadu maeikkum  idaiyan / koanaan  . 

Vaasudeva  has the  consonats - va – [- sa-] - the- va  -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  Koanaanudaiya  makan- son of a sheherd . 

Bala Rama  has the  consonants  -pa- la - Ra -ma –and the original Tamil  meaning  
of the name is  perum  puli -  big  bull  ;  perum-  big ; puli- bull/ox. 

Bala Rama  has the  consonants  -pa- la - Ra -ma –and the original Tamil  meaning  
of the name is   periya  malai paampu -  big python;  periya –big;  malai paampu- 
phython  . 

Bala Rama  has the  consonants  -pa- la - Ra -ma –and the original Tamil  meaning  
of the name is  paal erumai -  milch baffolo;  paal- milk ;  erumai-  tarus  .  

ala Rama  has the  consonants  -pa- la - Ra -ma –and the other interpretation  of 
the word is Paala  Murali [ Skt ]-  shepherd with the flute ;  murali-  flute;  paalan- 
shepherd.  
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Halayudha  has the consonants  -ka- la -the – and the orignalTamil  meaning  of 
the word is  konaan veettu pillai -  son of a shepherd; konaan-   shepherd ;  veedu-  
hut;  pillai  - son . 

Balabhadra  has the consonants – pa- la- [- pa-]- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  paal  tharum  erumai- milch  baffolo ; paal- milk;  tharum- 
giving;  erumai- baffolo  .   

Balabhadra  has the consonants – pa- la- [- pa-]- the- Ra – and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  idai  saeri  pillai / paalan  [ missing  letter- sa-]-  son of the 
Mullai area / one from  shepherd’s  residence ;  Idai Saeri -  the shepherd’s  
residential area ;  pillai- son ; paalan- shepherd.  

 Balabhadra  has the consonants – [-pa-] - la- [- pa-]- the- Ra – and the original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is  nalla eruthu -  baffolo . 

Shankarsena  has the consonants  - [- sa-]  -an -ka –Ra- sa- an –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  Koanar  ina makan   / konaaar  sanam [Skt] -   son of a shepherd 
caste ;  inam- race/caste ; makan- son  . 

Baladeva  has the consonants - pa –la- the- va- and the orignaltamil meaning  of 
the word is  Konaan  veettu  pillai/ paalan  / Yaathava  kula  pillai -  son of  
shepherd ;  koanan- shepherd;  veedu- hut  ; pillai-  son ; paalan- shepherd ; 
kulam- class.  

Rukmani   has the consonants - Ra –ka-  ma- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  
paar  karukkum  pen ;  paar  vikkira  penmani  [ missing letter- pa-]- -  milk maid ;  
penman – woman ; paar[ l] -  milk; vikkira -  kiryam [Skt] -  selling  . 

Rukmani   has the consonants - Ra –ka-  ma- an -and the  original Tamil meaning 
of the  word is   konaarin  manaivi-  wife of the shepherd ;  manaivi-  wife .  

Radha  has the consonants - Ra -the -and the  meaning  of the name is paraththai [ 
missing  letter- pa-] – milk maid  /  woman from   Mullai land ;  prostitute . 

 Radha  has the consonants - Ra -the -and the  meaning  of the name is Aayar  
pendu [ missing  letter- pa-]- shepherd woman;  pendu-  women  . 
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Radha  has the consonants - Ra -the -and the  meaning  of the name is idai saeri 
ponnu [ missing  letter- pa -and -sa-]- milk maid /woman  from Mullai land.  

Radha  has the consonants - Ra -the -and the  meaning  of the name is athirshtam 
[Skt] [ missing letter- sa-]-  fortunate  . 

Radha  has the consonants - Ra -the -and the original Tamil  meaning  of the name 
sirantha  naeram- [ missing letter- sa-]-  good time . 

Radha  has the consonants - Ra -the -and the original Tamil  meaning  of the name 
is   nar  paeru udaiya ondru [ missing  letter- pa-]-  -  fortunate  one ;  nar paeru- 
luck . 

Fortunate  has the consonants – pa- Ra – the- an- the -  and the original Tamil 
meaning of  the word is nar  paeru udaiya ondru-  fortunate  one. 

Radha  has the consonants - Ra -the -and the original Tamil  meaning  of the name 
is thiru thondu -   dedication /  devotional service  .  

Radha  has the consonants - Ra -the -and the original Tamil  meaning  of the name 
is   thiru marai  oaththuthar  - Araathanai [Skt] – chanting  holy  scriptures ;  thiru  
marai-  holy  scriptures/Torah  .   

Radhika  has the consonants - Ra -the – ka-and the original Tamil  meaning  of the 
name is   koanaarudaiya manavi – wife of a shepherd. 

Radhika  has the consonants - Ra -the – ka-and the original Tamil  meaning  of the 
name is   konaar veettu ponnu [  missing  letter- pa-] – daughter of a shepherd. 

Radhika  has the consonants - Ra -the – ka-and the original Tamil  meaning  of the 
name is  karavai maadu  -  milch cow . 

Radhika  has the consonants - Ra -the – ka-and the original Tamil  meaning  of the 
name is  thayir  /vennai / nei / moar /   maththu  kondu  kadainthu  vikkira   ponnu 
-  woman who  sells  curd/ ghee/ butter milk .  

Radhika  has the consonants - Ra -the – ka-and the original Tamil  meaning  of the 
name is  konaanin  kaathar  manaivi -  beloved  wife of  the shepherd Kannan  . 
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Radhika  has the consonants - Ra -the – ka-and the original Tamil  meaning  of the 
name is  aadu  maadu  maeikkira  koanar saathi ponnu [ missing  letters- pa -and 
sa-]- shepherd  caste woman  . 

Radhika  has the consonants - Ra -the – ka-and the original Tamil  meaning  of the 
name is  kuraththi – gypsy woman  [Kurunji woman ]  . 

Radhika  has the consonants - Ra -the – ka-and the original Tamil  meaning  of the 
name is  Vaettuva  pendeer [ missing  letter- pa-]- huntress.  

Radhika  has the consonants - Ra -the – ka-and the original Tamil  meaning  of the 
name is    Kathiravanin   karu Maarai thaai- moon goddess.  

Radhika  has the consonants - Ra -the – ka-and the original Tamil  meaning  of the 
name is  karuththammma -  black  woman /  new moon.  

Radhika  has the consonants - Ra -the – ka-and the original Tamil  meaning  of the 
name is  Ven  kathir-  moon.  

Radhika  has the consonants - Ra -the – ka-and the original Tamil  meaning  of the 
name is  vetri – success.  

Radhika  has the consonants - Ra -the – ka-and the original Tamil  meaning  of the 
name is  Kottravai –   godess of Victory / Paalai  land / Durga[Skt]  /Victoria  . 

Radhika  has the consonants - Ra -the – ka-and the original Tamil  meaning  of the 
name is  Aayar kudi ina ponnu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  shepherd  woman . 

Devaki  has the consonants  - the- va- ka –and the original Tamil  word is  aadu  
maadu  maeikkum  idaiyannin / koanaanin / Yaathavanin  / manaivi -  wife of the 
milkman/ shepherd .   

Kansa   has the consonants  - ka- an –[- sa-]  - and the original Tamil name is  
koaanan-  shepherd ;  ammaavan- uncle.  

Kansa   has the consonants  - ka- an –[- sa-]  - and the original Tamil name is  
Mannavan- king.  
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Kansa   has the consonants  - ka- an –[- sa-]  - and the  other interpretation  of the  
name is   kannan  / kaanaiyan .  

Kansa   has the consonants  - ka- an –[- sa-]  - and the  other interpretation  of the  
name is  Sivan  / Vaasan .  

Boothaki  has the consonants  - pa- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is nanju  thadaviya  koankai- the poison applied breast ; nanju- poison ;  
thadavu  -apply ;  koankai- breast . 

Boothaki  has the consonants  - pa- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is  nanju  thadaviya  madi  udaiya  pasu madu -  the poison applied 
udder   of the cow ;  nanju –poison;  pasu maadu – milch cow ; madi – udder. 

Boothaki  has the consonants  - pa- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is   kanikai  pendu -  Mullai woman ; vidai pendu – one from shepherd’s 
place . 

Boothaki  has the consonants  - pa- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is Yaathava pendu –  shepherd caste  woman . 

Poothan  has the consonants -  pa- the- an  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
Idaiyan -  shepherd.  

Narasimha   has the consonants – Ra-  sa- ma- ka  -and the   interpretation  of the 
name is   Marai  Arasan -  king of the beasts ; marai- animal ; arasan- king . 

Narasimha   has the consonants – Ra-  sa- ma- ka  -and the   interpretation  of the 
name is  Miruka[Skt]  [ marai ] Raasan  - king of the beasts . 

Narasimha   has the consonants – Ra-  [- sa-] - ma- ka  -and the   interpretation  of 
the name is koormaiyaana  nakam -  sharp nail ; koormai- sharp ; nakam- nail .  

Narasimha   has the consonants – Ra-  [- sa-] - ma- ka  -and the  interpretation  of 
the name is  arima mukam – lion’s face  ; arima- lion; mukam- face.  

Narasimha   has the consonants – Ra-  [- sa-] - ma- ka  -and the  interpretation  of 
the name is   erumai  mukam- bull face . 
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Narasimha   has the consonants – Ra-  sa-- ma- ka  -and the  interpretation  of the 
name is  Konaar  makanin  arima  vaseam  -  the shepherd’s son  disguised  with  
lion’s face ;  koanaar-  shepherd ;  makan-  son;  arima- lion; vaesam –disguise  . 

Narasimha   has the consonants – Ra- - sa- ma- ka  -and the  interpretation  of the 
name is  Siva Peruman [ missing  letter- pa-] - lord Sivan . 

Thoonilum  iruppaur , thurmpilum iruppar ;  He is the shepherd and He is the 
bull .  

Thoon [ pillar]  has the consonants-  the- an- and the  original Tamil meaning  of 
the word is  Idaiyan  -shepherd . 

Thurumpu [rust /  fibre/ dust ]  has the  consonants-  the- Ra- ma –[- pa-] -  and 
and the  original Tamil  meaning of the word is  erumai  maadu – bull .  

Nantha  has the consonants-  an -the -and the original Tamil  word is idaiyan -  
shepherd.     

Yashoda  has the consonants  - sa -the - and the original Tamil  word is  idaichchi -  
shepherd  woman.  

Yashoda  has the consonants  - sa -the - and the original Tamil  word is   idai saathi  
pen – aachchi  [ missing  letter- pa-]-   woman from a  shepherd caste/ milk  maid  

Yashoda  has the consonants  - sa -the - and the original Tamil  word is  idaiyanin 
/Nathanin  Amma- Aachchci  -  milk maid – mother of Nantha -  the shepherd boy.           

Virunthavan  has the consonants  -va –Ra- an- the -va – and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  aadu  maadu  maeikka  yaetra  [ arukam  pur- nirai 
ntha]  pur tharai [ missing  letter- pa-]- the best land for the cattle to graze ;  pur 
tharai-  pasture .  

Govarthana   has the consonants  - ka- va- Ra- the- an – and the original Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is  oanki  uyarntha  kundru  -  Vinthaiya  kundru -  tall 
mountain ;  uyarntha-  tall;  kundru – hill  .  
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Govarthanan  [ shepherd men ]  has the consonants – ka- va- Ra- the -an – and the 
original Tamil word is  aadu  maadu  maeikira  idaiyan/ koannan-  shepherd.  

                                                 Dwarakai    

Dvaravati [ Dwarakai ]  has the consonants-  the – va- Ra- va-  the –and the  
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  korkkai  endra vanika  thurai mukam 
-  the Korkkai harbor ; vanikam- trade;  thurai mukam-  harbor  .  

 Dvaravati [ Dwarakai ]  has the consonants-  the – va- Ra- va-  the –and the  
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  naangu   puramum  perum  mathir 
udaiya / koattai  kathavai konda  paer-  uoor/pattina paakkam [ missing  letter- 
pa-]  -  the fortified city  woth four gates on each  side ;  naangu  -4;  puram –side;  
mathir-  fortified wall ; koattai- fort / kathavu –gate ;  paer uoor-  city   .  

Dvaravati [ Dwarakai ]  has the consonants-  the – va- Ra- va-  the –and the  
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is Pandiyanin  korkkai  thurai mukam [ 
missing letter- pa-]- the korkkai  harbor city of Pandiya king ;  thurai mukam-  
harbor.    

Dvaravati [ Dwarakai ]  has the consonants-  the – va- Ra- va-  the –and the  
original Tamil  interpretation of the word is kadar konda Pattina Paakam [ missing  
letter- pa-] – the sea  shore city  submerged in  sea water ; kadar – sea . 

Dvaravati [ Dwarakai ]  has the consonants-  the – va- Ra- va-  the –and the  
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  kadar  konda  Kaveri Poom Pattinam 
[ missing  letter- pa-]  -the submerged  sea shore  city- Kaveri  Poom Pattinam  .  

Dvaravati [ Dwarakai ]  has the consonants-  the – va- Ra- va-  the –and the  
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  vaetru naattu  vanika / perum   
kappar / Yavanar  kappar  / Soanikar  kappar /   ani aniyaaka / varisai  varisaiyaaka  
yaetru mathi /erakkumathi   seithida  kaaththu nirkkum  korkkai thurai mukam-  
the harbour city Korkkai -[missing  letters- sa-and-pa-] .  where  rows of foregin 
trade ships from Rome/ Greece   are waiting to export/ import  ;  vaetru naadu-  
foreign country ;  vanikam- trade;  perum kappar- big ship ;  Yavanar-  Greek 
people ;  Soanikar- Greeks  ; ani- row;  varisai- row/ kiramam [Skt]  ; yaetru  
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mathi –export;  erakku mathi- import ;  kaaththu nirkka- wait ; thurai mukam- 
harbor.  

Dvaravati [ Dwarakai ]  has the consonants-  the – va- Ra- va-  the –and the  
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  eraivan  - Thirumurugan-  nin  
uraividam – the dwelling place of the god Murugan  ; eraivan-  hero /god ;  
uraividam- dwelling palce . 

Dvaravati [ Dwarakai ]  has the consonants-  the – va- Ra- va-  the –and the  
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  Thiru  Senthoor  endra  kadarkarai  
Pattinam  [missing  letters- sa-and-pa-]- abode of Murugan ;  kadar karai- sea 
shore.  

Dvaravati [ Dwarakai ]  has the consonants-  the – va- Ra- va-  the –and the  
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  varisai  varisaiyaaka  vinnai 
thodukindra  uyram  konda /  vaan uyarntha/ muttum  vannam / kaarai /  sutta 
senkar kondu   kattapatta  veedu / kattidam  konda – akandra  therukkar  konda -  
thittamittu  kattapatta [ missing  letters- sa-and-pa-]-  eyarkkaiyaana   thurai muka  
pattinam / paakkam -  the  natural  harbor city  - a planned city  with  high rise   
buildings built with lime and bricks  in rows / with  broad  streets  ;  varaisi- row/  
vin- sky;  thodu –touch ; uyram- tall;  vaan-  sky; uyarntha- tall;  kaarai- lime ; 
sutta senkar- baked bricks; kattu –build;  kattidam- building;  akandra -  broad; 
theru –road /street;  thitttam itta  – planned  ; pattinam- sea shore city .   

Dvaravati [ Dwarakai ]  has the consonants-  the – va- Ra- va-  the –and the  
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   ovuvoru  veettirkkum  thani  thani  
padi thurai /  manavai  pukai poakki / saa-k-kadai  konda   pattinam-[ missing  
letters- sa-and-pa-]-    the sea shore city with houses having separate  chimney/ 
bath rooms /drainage  .  

Dvaravati [ Dwarakai ]  has the consonants-  the – va- Ra- va-  the –and the  
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  ponnu / thankam / mani/ muththu / 
vairam/ vaidooriyam/  raththinam / maanikkam / marakatham / komaethakam  
poandra  ennattra /  enkum  kaana kidaikkatha/  karkar  / nakai  nattukar   
virkkum  ankaadi / kadaiveethi  konda pattinam -  the seashore city  which  has  a 
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market  street where  gold/ pearls / diamond/  plattinam /ruby  stones and jewels 
are sold  ; pon- gold;  thankam- gold; mani- bead; muththu- pearl;  vairam- 
diamond;  vaidooriyam-- lapis lazuli ; ruby ;  marakatham- emerald;  cat’s eye ;  
karkar- stones; nakai- jewels ; virkka - sell /kirayam[Skt] ;  kadai veethi – market 
street  .  

Dvaravati [ Dwarakai ]  has the consonants-  the – va- Ra- va-  the –and the  
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is Thennattavar [Thiraavidar ] kattiya  
koattai  pattinam  -  the fortified city built by  Dravidian people ; koattai- fort  . 

Dvaravati [ Dwarakai ]  has the consonants-  the – va- Ra- va-  the –and the  
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is adu maadu  maeikkira  /  maattu 
pannai   vaiththu  paar karakkira / virkkira  Yaathavar   kattiya  veedu   konda 
pattinam -  the city where the houses are  built by  the milk men  /shepherd- 
Yaathava  people ;  aadu  maadu –cattle;  pannai- farm;  paar-  milk;  Yaathavaa-  
shepherd caste . 

Raivataka [king]  has the consonants-  Ra -va - the- ka –and the interpretation  of 
the word is  Varaguna Paandiyan [missing  letter- pa-]-  

Raivataka [king]  has the consonants-  Ra -va - the- ka –and the interpretation  of 
the word is   Paranthaaka Viranaarayanan[missing  letter- pa-]- . C.905-920. 

Raivataka [king]  has the consonants-  Ra -va - the- ka –and the interpretation  of 
the word is   Parakkirama  Paandiyan [missing  letter- pa-]- C. 1161 -1162.  

Raivataka [king]  has the consonants-  Ra -va - the- ka –and the interpretation  of 
the word is   Amarabhujanga Tivarakopa [missing  letter- pa-]-  – Pandiyan king . 

Raivataka [king]  has the consonants-  Ra -va - the- ka –and the interpretation  of 
the word is  Jatavarman  vira Paandiyan  [missing  letters - sa-and- - pa-]-  a 
Pandiyan king  c.1262-1264. 

Raivataka [king]  has the consonants-  Ra -va - the- ka –and the interpretation  of 
the word is   Maravarman Vikkrama Pandiyan [missing  letter- pa-]-a pandiya king.    
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Raivataka [king]  has the consonants-  Ra -va - the- ka –and the interpretation  of 
the word is Porkkai Paandiyan [missing  letter- pa-]- a Pandiya  king with golden 
hand .  

Raivataka has the consonants-  Ra -va - the- ka –and the interpretation  of the 
word is  kaaththavaraayan ;  kathiravan . 

                                     Gandhari   

Gaanthari   has the consonants - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  nooru  makanai eendru   eduththa  thaai -   the mother who  gave birth to 
100 children  ; nooru- 100;  makan-  son;  eendra-  given birth ; thaai- mother.  

Gaanthari   has the consonants - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  vaan nakasthiram -  star ; vaan- sky ; naksththiram  -star .  

Gaanthari   has the consonants - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  thinamum / naar- thoarum   urumaari varukindra   thinkar- moon;  naar 
thoarum -  daily .   

Gaanthari   has the consonants - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is   mai  thinkar – new moon  ; mai-  dark;   thinkar-  moon  .  

Gaanthari   has the consonants - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is   kurai thinkar  -  fading moon .  

Gaanthari   has the consonants - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is   nirai thinkar- full moon  ; nirai-  full .   

Gaanthari   has the consonants - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  pirai thinkar [ missing  letter- pa-] - crescent moon.    

Gaanthari   has the consonants - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is   Kathiravanudaiya  manaivi -  wife of the sun god ; kathiravan- sun; 
manaivi –wife.   

Gaanthari   has the consonants - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is   Thiru Murugan-in   annai/ thaai-  mother of Marduk ; annai- mother. 
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Gaanthari   has the consonants - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  karu maari   enum thaai  theivam-  fertility goddess Karumaari Amman;  
thaai theivam- goddess.    

Gaanthari   has the consonants - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is   Kathiravan  thoandruvatharkku  munthaiya  kum  -iruttu  -  the dark  that 
prevailed   before the appearance of the sun ; kathiravan- sun;   thoandru –appear 
;  munthiaya- prior ;   kum iruttu- pitch dark.  

Gaanthari   has the consonants - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is    uyir thoandrum   karuvarai  koodaththu   iruttu -  the darkness of the  
womb ;  uyir- life;  karu -varai- womb; iruttu- darkness.  

Gaanthari   has the consonants - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is   kuruthi  kaavu  kaettidum    kottravai  theivam   -  the goddess of war  
asking  for the human blood  ;  kuruthi-  blood;  kaavu- sacrifice ;  Kottravai- 
Victoria ;   thaai  theivam  -  goddess. 

Gaanthari   has the consonants - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  pennin  pirappu-uruppir  uthiram kottukindra  naar kanakku  moondru   -  
three days  of menstrual  days  ;  pen- woman ;  pirappu  uruppu-   birth organ;  
uthiram- blood; kottu- pour; naar- day ; kanakku- estimation; moondru-  three.   .    

Gaanthari   has the consonants - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is   erupaththi  ettu  naar  kanakku  [ missing  letter- pa-]- 28 days  
calculation ;  erupaththi ettu naar-  28 days ; kanakku- eastimation  . 

 Gaanthari   has the consonants - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  mikuntha thaeiva  nampikkai  konda  ponnu  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  pious  
woman ;  mikuntha- excess;  theivam-  god;  nampikkai- belief; ponnu- woman  . 

Gaanthari   has the consonants - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  nan- neri   kondavar  -  virtuous  one ;  nun neri-   ethics  . 

Gaanthari   has the consonants - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is nar kunam  vaainthavar -  good person ;  nar kunam- good nature . 
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Gaanthari   has the consonants - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is paer arivu   kondvar / paer arivu  konda thaai  theivam [ missing letter- pa-
]- - goddess of  wisdom ; paer arivu – wisdom ;  thaai theivam- goddess.  

Gaanthari   has the consonants - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is kuruttu  ponnu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  blind  girl ;  kurudi-  blind girl  .  

 Pathvirathai   has the consonants - pa- the- va- Ra –and  the and the original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is  kanavani yaemaatraatha  karuppu  udaiya  mankai 
-  chaste woman – epitet for Ghandari ;  karppu –chastity ; mankai- woman  . 

Gaanthari   has the consonants - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is   paarvai  kurai paadu  udaiya  ponnu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  woman with 
poor vision; paarvai- vision ;  paarvai  kurai padu- poor vision.  

Gaanthari   has the consonants - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  kan  paarvai   kidaiyaatha   aan makanin   kai pidiththa / kattiya   thiru 
manam seitha  ponnu[ missing letter- pa-]-  woman  who married a blind man 
;kan  paarvai-  eye vision ;  aan makan-  man;  kai pidi/ kattiya  - wed ; 
thirumanam- marriage ;  ponnu- woman . 

Gaanthari   has the consonants - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  kurudani  kai – pidiththathaar   thun  kannaiyim   kan thirai yittu  moodiya  
ponnu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  - a woman who coverd her eyes  since she got  
married to a blind man ;  kurudan-  bilnd person ;  kan thirai-  eye mask . 

Gandhara [ land ]   has the consonants    - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  
of the  word is   mun kundru -  mountain . 

Gandhara [ land ]   has the consonants    - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  
of the  word is  Thiraavidarin Naadu-  land of Dravidian people . 

Gandhara [ land ]   has the consonants    - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  
of the  word is  Naagar Naadu – land of the Nagas . 

Gandhara [ land ]   has the consonants    - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  
of the  word is   Kandiyur .  
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Gandhara [ land ]   has the consonants    - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  
of the  word is Thiru Ven kaadu  . 

Gandhara [ land ]   has the consonants    - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  
of the  word is Thiruvarankam . 

Gandhara [ land ]   has the consonants    - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  
of the  word is Thiru Nagaeswaram [missing  letter- sa-] . 

Gandhara [ land ]   has the consonants  - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  
of the  word is Thiruvanatha  puram  [missing  letter- pa-].  

Gandhara [ land ]   has the consonants    - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  
of the  word is  kundrathur . 

Gandhara [ land ]   has the consonants    - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  
of the  word is Thiruparankudram [ missing  letter- pa-].  

Gandhara [ land ]   has the consonants    - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  
of the  word is Thiru Muurgan-in arupadai veedu  - the six abodes of Murugan.  

Gandhara [ land ]   has the consonants    - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  
of the  word is    Hasthinapur  [ missing  letters- pa- and- sa-].   

Gandhara [ land ]   has the consonants    - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  
of the  word is kattan-tharai – ground/  dry  land.  

Gandhara [ land ]   has the consonants    - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  
of the  word is  aadu maadu  maeikkindra  idam-  land for animal grazing  ; aadu  
maadu-  cattle ;  maeikka-  graze  .  

Gandhara [ land ]   has the consonants    - ka –an- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  
of the  word is  Arghandab  aaru  oadum  naadu- [missing  letter- pa-]-   the land in 
which  the river Arghandab  flows ;  oadum- flowing ;  aaru –river ; naadu- state  . 

Arghandab   has the consonants  - Ra - ka -an –the- pa -  and the interpretation  of 
the word is  Ponni  enkindra  Caveri aaru -  River Caveri / Ponni ;  aaru- river . 
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Subala [  father of Gandhari ] has the consonants   - sa- [-pa-] - la- and the  original 
Tamil  meaning is  Chozha mannan -  Chozha king.  

Subala [  father of Gandhari ] has the consonants   - sa- [-pa-] - la- and the  original 
Tamil   name  is  Pazhani appan / Malai Appan  .  

Saubali [ daughter of Subala ]  has the consonants - sa –pa- la-  and the original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is  Chozha mannan Palani Appan-in  ponnu -   
daughter of the Chozha king Palani Appan . 

Sakuni   has  the consonants - sa –ka- an -and the original Tamil  meaning is 
vanjakan /  kayavan-  a man who is cunning . 

Sakuni   has  the consonants - sa –ka- an -and the original Tamil  meaning is 
Sivanaeasn  -  devotee of lord Sivan .  

Suvala [ king of Gandhara  ]    has the consonants – [-sa-] - va- la -and the  
interpretation  of the word is  Vazhavan -  Chozhan ;  Selvan; Vaelan .    

 Dice   [  game]   has the consonants-  the- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  name is 
thaayam -  dice .  

Dice   [  game]   has the consonants-  the- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
aattam-  game.  

Dice   [  game]   has the consonants-  the-  sa- and the  original Tamil  name is 
soothaattam -  dice game . 

Dice   [  game]   has the consonants-  the- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  name is 
undai / muththu -  the dice.  

Yudha  [war]   has the consonant-  the -and the original Tamil  word is  sandai [ 
missing  letter- sa-]- fight /war .  

                                              Draupadi  
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Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va- pa- the -   and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  karuththa  niram udaiya  pen -  woman  who  has dark complexion ; 
karumai- dark ;  niram-  color;  pen-  woman .     

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va- pa- the -   and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  Aeivarudaiya /aeinthu  udan piranthaarudaiya  pondaatti -  wife of 
the five  brothers ;  aeivar-  five persons;   aeinthu- five;  udan piranthaar-  
brothers ; pondatti- wife.   

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va- pa- the -   and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  kaanpoar  viyanthidum   mikuntha  udar  vadivam  konda pen -  the 
women  who  has a beautiful  body  frame ;   viyanthida -  surprised ;  mikuntha- 
more;  udar -  body ;  vadivam- shape;  konda – having  ; ponnu- woman  .  

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va- pa- the -   and the  interpretation  of 
the word is   endrum  muthumai adaiyaathu   /endrandrum  poopu  adianththita    
paruva  pennkaavae  erunthidum kanni pen -  a  female  who is  always young -   
like a  girl who has attained puberty  ;  endrum- always ;  muthumai- old age ;  
adaiyaathu-  not attained ;  endrandrum – eternal ;   poopu- puberty ;  adainthu- 
attain  . 

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va- pa- the -   and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  erikindra  perum  neruppir [ kathiravan]   irunthu thoandriya  pen  - 
one who  came from the burning fire /sun ;  erikindra -  burning;  perum-  great ;  
nerppu- fire;  kathiravan- sun ;  irunthu- from ;  thoandriyathu – appeared ; pen- 
woman .  

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va- pa- the -   and the  interpretation  of 
the word is   karu maari- thaai  eendru  edutha  ponnu -  daughter of the  moon 
goddess Karu Maari  ;  thaai-  mother;  eendru-  given birth ; ponnu- daughter .  

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va- pa- the – and the interpretation  of 
the word is Thiravidarin pendu-  a Dravidian daughter . 
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Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va- pa- the – and the interpretation  of 
the word is Thiravidarin  kavar pada kootru -  covert way of saying things by  
Dravidian people ;  kavar pada  - covert ; kootru -  sayings / word .   

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va-  [- pa-] - the – and the interpretation  
of the word is kottravai  enum thaai theivam -  goddess Victoria ;  thaai- mother; 
theivam -  goddess.   

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va-  [- pa-] - the – and the interpretation  
of the word is  aeinthu   pootha  kanaththai adakki  aandidum   kathiravanudaiya   
pondaatti – wife of the sun who  controls over the five elements ;  aeinthu- five;  
pootha kanam – monster ; adakki- control ; aandidum – controlling / ruling; 
kathiravan- sun ; pondaatti- wife.  

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va-  [- pa-] - the – and the interpretation  
of the word is   Saekaranudaiya  pondaatti / manaivi [ missing  letter –sa-]- wife of 
Ceran   - Arjun ; manaivi- wife  ; Saekaran – Cera king  . 

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va- pa- the – and the interpretation  of 
the word is  karnanai  thirumanam  puirya  maruththita  ponnu -  the woman who  
refused to marry karnan ;  thirumanam-  marry ;  maruththidu- refuse ; ponnu- 
woman .    

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va-   pa- the – and the interpretation  of 
the word is   aeinthu  thinaiyaei  /  naattai /  mannai /   katti  kaaththidum  
Thiravidanudaiya  anpu   thaai  - mother of  a Dravidan  who  rules over the five 
lands ;  aeinthu- five;  thinai- botany ;  naadu-state;  man- soil ; kaaththidu- 
protect ; anpu- affection ;  thaai-  mother  .  

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va- pa- the – and the interpretation  of 
the word is   aeinthu naattaiyim   thaan  eendru  eduththa  peththu eduththa  
aeinthu   thiravida udan pirappukku   koduththita  thaai-  the mother who gave 
the five lands to  her sons -the Diravidian kings  ;  aeinthu – five;  naadu –state;   
udan  pirappu-  bother ;  eendru  edu –to give birth ;  koduththidu- give  . 
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Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va-   pa- the – and the interpretation  of 
the word is   Siva Perumanudaiya  pondaatti / manivi / veettu-k- kaari [ missing  
letter- sa-] -  wife of Siva  ;  pondaati-  wife;  veettu-k- -kaari-  mistress.   

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va- pa- the – and the interpretation  of 
the word is  koodra maa nakaraththai/ Mathuraiyam -pathi – yaei  aanda  
Paandiyanudaiya [ Sunthraeswarudaiya ]   manaivi / pondaatti    -Meenachchi  
thaai –[ missing  letter- sa-]-   the  fish goddes  –Meena [ moon goddess] - wife of  
the king of Madurai;  fish god- sun  .    

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va- pa- the – and the interpretation  of 
the word is  Then-Naattu  mannavanudaiya  ponnu -  daughter of a Dravidian  
king- Drupada   ;  then naadu-  south state;   mannan- king; ponnu- daughter . 

 Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va- pa- the – and the interpretation  of 
the word is  poo saram  thodukindra   ponnu [ missing  letter- sa-]  -  one who   
makes flower garland –Malini ;  poo- flower; saram – garland  .  

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va- pa- the – and the interpretation  of 
the word is  arukae iddri /   etti   erukkum  poathae   narumana  vaadai / naatram  
veesukindra/ adikindra  ponnu [ missing  letter- sa-]  -  one who  has a sweet  
fragrance   which can be noticed from a distance  / Yojanagandha  ;  narumanam- 
good smell  ;  vaadai –smell;  natram- odor ; ponnu- daughter . 

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va- pa- the – and the interpretation  of 
the word is meen pidikindra  meenavanudaiya   ponnu -  daughter of a fisherman;  
meen- fish ; pidi –catch ; meenavan- fisherman  . 

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va- pa- the – and the interpretation  of 
the word is  Parathavanudaiya  ponnu-  daughter of a fisherman –Parathavan.    

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va- pa- the – and the interpretation  of 
the word is meen naatram/ manam  adikindra ponnu -  one with a fish smell  -
Matsyagandha ; meen – fish ; manam- smell  .  

Discussion ;  Matsyagandha- [ the lady with a fish smell ]  - clearly  indicates that  
Draupadi  was the Dravidain goddess  -Meenachchi / moon goddess -  wife of 
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Sivan / sun god .The story of pulling down the saree of the mother goddess  
Meenaachchi  [  Moon -  Meenamma  ]  in the hands of her own children [  the 
sons ruling  the five thinai  ] is a perverted thinking of the plagiarists.      

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va- [- pa-] - the – and the interpretation  
of the word is   nar kunam  vaaintha  veettu- k-karai-  a good 
mistress/MahaBarathi  ; nar - kuam- good character ; veettu-k- kaarai- mistress.    

MahaBarathi   has the consonants - ma –ka-  pa –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  
meaning   of  the word is   aeinthu   mannavarudaiya  nar kunam vaaintha  / 
karpinai  poatrum   veettu kaarai/ thaai/ pondaatti / paththini [Skt]  -  chaste  wife 
of the five kings/  good  mother of the five kings .  

MahaBarathi   has the consonants - ma –ka-  pa –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  
meaning   of  the word is   aeinthu  mannavanudaiya  karppu-k-karasi -  chste wife 
of the five kings;  aeinthu  -five;  mannar- king;  karppu-k-karasi -  chaste lady .  

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va- [- pa-] - the – and the interpretation  
of the word is nandraaka   mayir - katrai yaei    vaari  pinnidum   murai arintha   
ponnu – a good hair stylist ; mayir- hair;  pinnu- plait .   

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va-- pa-- the – and the interpretation  of 
the word is   thanni   maana  panka   paduththiya   / thannai  keduththa   / thun  
karppai  sooriyaadiya  pen piththan  Dushasana – nin   sen-k-  kuruthi-  yaei  mayir 
katraiyir  thoaiththu  /thadavi  / Caveri   aaththu  / Ponni  aaththu /  thanniyir  
munkiya   ponnu [ missing  letter- sa-]-  -  woman who  applied  the  blood of 
Dushasana  on her hair and took a bath in  the waters of  river Caveri ;  keduththa- 
raped; pen piththan- lustful person ;  sen- k- kuruthi-  red blood ; mayir-  hair  .   

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va-  pa-- the – and the interpretation  of 
the word is   piththan  thun   uchchi  mudiyir  soodiya  pirai  thinkar –[ missing  
letter- sa-]-   the crescent  moon [ goddess]  over the  hair lofts of the head  of the 
lord Sivan ;  pirai thinkar-  crescent moon . 

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va-  pa-- the – and the interpretation  of 
the word is  pirai thinkar-  crescent  moon  . 
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Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va-  pa-- the – and the interpretation  of 
the word is   puthiya   thinkar -  new moon  ; puthiya- new; thinkar- moon  .  

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va-  pa-- the – and the interpretation  of 
the word is pon  vannam  udaiya  thinkar-  golden moon ;  pon vannam-  golden 
color . 

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va-  [-pa-] -- the – and the interpretation  
of the word is   kurai udaiya  uvaa -  fading moon;  uvaa-  moon ; kuraivu- less  . 

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va-  [-pa-] -- the – and the interpretation  
of the word is  nirainthu  varum  thinkar-  waxing  moon ; nirainthu  varum- 
coming full  .   

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va-  [-pa-] -- the – and the interpretation  
of the word is  niraivu  udaiya  thinkar-  full moon; niraivu – full  ;  thinkar- moon.  

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va-  [-pa-] -- the – and the interpretation  
of the word is   ven niram udaiya  thinkar-  white moon  ; venami-  white;  niram- 
color; thinkar- moon.  

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va-  pa--- the – and the interpretation  of 
the word is  kathiravanudaiya  pondaatti –wife of the sun ; kathiravan- sun;  
pondatti- wife.  

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va-  pa--- the – and the interpretation  of 
the word is   aeivarai  kai  / karam  pidiththa  ponnu -  the woman who  married 
five men  ;  aeivar- five persons ;  kai- hand ;  pidiththa- hold ; ponnu- woman  . 

Draupadi   has the consonants – the- Ra –va-  pa--- the – and the interpretation  of 
the word is   aeivarukku / aeinthu   paerukku   pudavai   munthaanai   viriththa/ 
paai  viriththa   ponnu -  the woman who  slept with five men ;  aeivar- five men ;   
pudavai- saree;  paai- mat ;  viriththa- spread ; ponnu- woman .    

                                   Draupadi /Panchali 
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Panchali  has the consonants - pa -an –[- sa-] - la -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  pon nila-  golden moon /  moon goddess/ Malini ; 
pon- gold;  nila- moon.   

Panchali  has the consonants - pa -an –[- sa-] - la -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   pen nila -  woman as a moon ;  pen-  woman ;  nila- 
moon .  

Panchali  has the consonants - pa -an – sa - la -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  pennin /  Saalini-yin /  Chellayee –Amman-in  / 
Chellamal-in  seelai  -  the saree of a  woman- moon goddess - Selena  = pon nila;  
seelai-  saree   .   

Panchali  has the consonants – pa--an – [-sa -]- la -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Ponnammal -  moon goddess.  

Panchali  has the consonants – pa--an – [-sa -]- la -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is    Palani  Ammal-  moon goddess.  

Panchali  has the consonants – [-pa-] --an – sa - la -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Chella Amman – moon goddess.    

Panchali  has the consonants – [- pa-] --an – -sa - la -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Chellaayee Amman -  moon godess.  

Panchali  has the consonants – [- pa-] --an – -sa - la -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Choalai Amman – moon goddess.  

Panchali  has the consonants – [- pa-] --an – -[-sa-]  - la -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Ella -Amman .  

Panchali  has the consonants – [- pa-] --an – -[-sa-]  - la -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Muni Ammaal .   

Panchali  has the consonants – [- pa-] --an – -[-sa-]  - la -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is    Meenammal -  moon goddess . 
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Panchali  has the consonants – [- pa-] --an – -[-sa-]  - la -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Maniyammal -  moon goddess.  

Panchali  has the consonants – [- pa-] --an – -sa - la -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Sooli  Amman -  fertility goddess.  

Panchali  has the consonants – [- pa-] --an – -[-sa-]  - la -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Neeli – moon goddess.  

Panchali  has the consonants – [- pa-] --an – -[-sa-]  - la -  and the  other  
interpretation  of the word is   Malini . 

Panchali  has the consonants – [- pa-] --an – -[-sa-]  - la -  and the other  
interpretation  of the word is  Nalini  . 

Panchali  has the consonants – [- pa-] --an – -[-sa-]  - la -  and the other  
interpretation  of the word is  Nalayini . 

Panchali  has the consonants –  pa---an – -[-sa-]  - la -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is    poo / pon maalai  ulla  ponnu-  woman with  a 
flower/ golden  garland  ;  pon- gold;  maalai- garland ; ponnu- gold.  

Panchali  has the consonants – [- pa-] ---an – -[-sa-]  - la -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   nalla manam  ulla ponnu   - woman with a good 
smell ;  nalla- good;  manam-  smell ; ulla- having;  ponnu- woman . 

Panchali  has the consonants – pa----an – -[-sa-]  - la -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  nalla  ullam ulla  ponnu -  good hearted woman ; 
nalla- good; ullam- mind/ heart ; ulla- having ; ponnu –woman. 

Panchali  has the consonants – [- pa-] ---an – -[-sa-]  - la -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  meen/ paasi  manam ulla ponnu – one with a fish 
smell ; meen-fish ; manam- smell  .  

Panchali  has the consonants –  pa--an – sa - la -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  panchu  nool  seelai-  saree made by  cotton 
threads ;  panju-  cotton ; panju- saree ; nool- thread ; seelai- saree  .   
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Panchali  has the consonants – pa--an – sa - la -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  neelamana  seelai [ panchu  noolaal   aana ]  ulla   
ponnu  - a cotton  saree which is very lengthy ; neelam-  lengthy ; seelai –saree .   

Panchali  has the consonants – pa--an – sa - la -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  seelai  illa ponnu -  woman with out the saree; 
seelai –saree; illai- nil ;  ponnu- woman .  

Panchala daesa [state]    has the consonants - pa -an – sa - la – the-  [- sa-] -   and 
the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   neelamaana  pattu  seelai  / 
pattu  pudavai  /   panchu    noolaal  neithitta   aadai  yaei /  aninthitta/ uduthtiya 
Tamil naattu  ponnu  -  the Tamil   girl  who wears  a silk / cotton  saree  which  is  
a very lengthy one  ;  seelai  munthaanai    .   

Panchala daesa [state]    has the consonants - pa -an – sa - la – the-  [- sa-] -   and 
the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   aeintu  nilaththai / thinai  - yaei  
aalum  mannanudaiya  puthalvi   – daughter of the king  who  rules over the five 
lands ; aeinthu  -five ;  thinai- botany  ;  mannan- king;  puthalvi  -daughter  .  

Panchala daesa [state]    has the consonants – [- pa-]  -an – [- sa -] - la – the-  [- sa-] 
-   and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  aeinthu  thinai  nilam -  five 
lands ;  aeinthu- five ; thinai nilam  - botanical lands .   

Panchala daesa [state]    has the consonants – [- pa-]  -an – [- sa-]  - la – the-  [- sa-] 
-   and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  Neithal   Nilam -  sea  shore  
state  . 

Panchala daesa [state]    has the consonants – [- pa-]  -an – [- sa-]  - la – the-  [- sa-] 
-   and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  Naanjil  Naadu . 

Panchala  [state]    has the consonants – [- pa-]  -an – [- sa-]  - la –and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  Mullai Nilam -  pastoral tract.   

Panchala  [state]    has the consonants – [- pa-]  -an – - sa- - la –and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  nan-sei  nilam - wet land ; nilam- land . 
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Panchala  [state]    has the consonants –  pa--an – sa- - la –and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  pun sei nilam   - dry  land  . 

Panchala  [state]    has the consonants –  pa--an – sa- - la –and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  pachchai mun / sem mun  nilam -  red soil  land .  

Panchala  [state]    has the consonants –  pa- -an – - sa- - la –and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  paasana nilam -   agricultural tract . 

Panchala  [state]    has the consonants –  pa- -an – - [- sa-] - - la –and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  Paalai  nilam -  desert area . 

Panchala  daesa   [state]    has the consonants – [- pa-]  -an – [- sa-]  - la –  the –[- 
sa-] and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  Malai naadu -  hilly area/ 
Kurunji  land ; malai- mountain ; naadu –state .   

Panchala  daesa   [state]    has the consonants –- pa- -an – [- sa-]  - la –  the –[- sa-] 
and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  Paandiyanin  Nilam -  land of 
Paandiya ; nilam- land . 

Panchala  daesa   [state]    has the consonants – [- pa-]  -an –  sa- - la –  the –[- sa-] 
and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   Chozhanin  Naadu  - land  of 
Chozha  ; naadu- state .  

Panchala daesa [state]    has the consonants – [-pa-] -an – [-sa-] - la – the-  [- sa-] -   
and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   Tamil Naadu .  

Panchala daesa [state]    has the consonants – [-pa-] -an – sa-- la – the-  [- sa-] -   
and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is    pasumai -yim  sezhumai- 
yim  ulla naadu-  a fertile state ; pasumai- green /fertile ; sezhumai- fertile naadu –
state . 

Panchala daesa [state]    has the consonants – pa--an – sa-- la – the-  [- sa-] -   and 
the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is pancham  illaatha  naadu-  a state  
without  famine ; pancham- famine  ; illai- nil .    

Panchala daesa [state]    has the consonants – pa--an – [-sa-]-- la – the-  [- sa-] -   
and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is Ponni   aaththu  thanni  
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paainthu  oadum  naadu -  the land in which  the River  cavery  water flows ; 
ponni- Caveri river ; aaththu thanni  - river water ; paainthu- leaping ; oadum-
flowing ; naadu –state .  

Panchala [ king]  has the consonants   -[-pa-] - an- sa –la-  and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the   word is  Chozha Ma Mannan ;Mannan- king  .  

Panchala [ king]  has the consonants   --pa-- an- sa –la-  and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the   word is  puli  sinnam   ulla  Chozha  mannan -  the chozha  with 
tiger  symbol  ; puli- tiger; sinnam  -symbol .   

Panchali has the consonants   --pa-- an- sa –la-  and the  original Tamil  meaning  is   
Chozha Ma Mannanin  ponnu -  daughter  of  the Choza king.  

In Homer's Odyssey, Penelope  is the wife of Odysseus, who is known for her 
faithfulness to Odysseus while he is absent, despite having many suitors. 

On Odysseus's return, disguised as an old beggar, he finds that Penelope has 
remained faithful. She has devised tricks to delay her suitors, one of which is to 
pretend to be weaving a burial shroud for Odysseus's elderly father Laertes and 
claiming that she will choose a suitor when she has finished. Every night for three 
years, she undoes part of the shroud, until Melantho, one of twelve unfaithful 
serving women, discovers her chicanery and reveals it to the suitors. 

Because of her efforts to put off remarriage, Penelope is often seen as a symbol 
of connubial fidelity and we are reminded several times of her fidelity. But due 
to Athena's meddling, who wants her "to show herself to the wooers, that she 
might set their hearts a-flutter and win greater honor from her husband and her 
son than heretofore", Penelope does appear before the suitors . 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penelope  

Penelope [ wife of Odyssus ]   has the consonants - pa -an - la –[- pa-] -  and the  
original Tamil  name is  pen nila  / pon nila  -  moon goddess.   

Penelope [ wife of Odyssus ]   has the consonants - pa -an - la –[- pa-] -  and the  
original Tamil  name is  Panchali [ missing  letter- sa-]  . 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penelope
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Odysseus   has the consonants- the- sa- sa--and the   interpretation of the  name 
is  Dushasana ;  Aathi Shaesan ;  Athiththan ;  Saaththan ;  Sen Theeyan ;  
Muththan ;  Mani Muththu  .   

Discussion ;  the cloth  woven by Penelope/ moon goddess  symbolizes the wide 
sky  -cloth    which could  not be completed  at any of time in her life  which  
enabled her to keep away from her suitors . similarly  the  never ending saree of 
the  Panchali  was nothing  but the sky cloth  which  was  meant  both for the 
sun  [ Dushasana ] and the moon [ Panchali ]  .  

  

                                                Ramayana characters.  

                                                                        Valmiki  

http://www.iloveindia.com/spirituality/gurus/valmiki.html 

About Valmiki Maharishi (the great sage) claims the distinction of being the 
author of the holy epic 'Ramayana', consisting of 24,000 verses. He is also 
believed to be the author of Yoga Vasistha, a text that elaborates on a range of 
philosophical issues. There are different versions regarding the time period and 
life of Valmiki. The Valmiki Ramayana is believed to be dated variously from the 
period 500 BC to 100BC. But at the same time Valmiki is also said to be the 
contemporary of Lord Rama. Sita took refuge in her Ashram where Lava and Kusa 
were born. Against this backdrop, the period of Valmiki is likely to date back to 
thousand of years.Read more at 
http://www.iloveindia.com/spirituality/gurus/valmiki.html#g2Xb8HyHYwHm7x8E.
99 

There is much controversy regarding the life of Maharishi Valmiki. There is a age 
old belief that before turning into a sage Valmiki was a highway robber called 
Ratnakara. This widely accepted story has been explained in detail below. But a 
judgement given by Justice Rajive Bhalla of the Punjab and Haryana High Court in 
the year 2010 could change an age-old belief about Maharsihi Valmiki. Justice 
Bhalla quoted the research done by the head of the Maharishi Valmiki Chair of 

http://www.iloveindia.com/spirituality/gurus/valmiki.html
http://www.iloveindia.com/spirituality/gurus/valmiki.html#g2Xb8HyHYwHm7x8E.
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the Punjabi University, Patiala, Manjula Sehdev, and said that,"actual facts appear 
to be lost in the mists of antiquity." The judge stated the salient features of the 
research, saying that "from Vedic literature up to 9th century AD, there is no 
reference as such that Maharishi Valmiki led a life of a dacoit or highwayman." It 
was also stated that in his own work 'Ramayana', Valmiki is called Bhagwan, Muni, 
Rishi and Maharishi and no reference of his highwaymanship is available there.  

Early Life Maharishi Valmiki was born as Ratnakara to sage Prachetasa. At a very 
young age, Ratnakara went into the forest and got lost. A hunter, who was 
passing by, saw Ratnakara and took him under his own care. Under the love and 
care of his foster parents, Ratnakara forgot his original parents. Under his father's 
guidance, Ratnakara turned out to be an excellent hunter. As he approached 
marriageable age, Ratnakara was married to a beautiful girl from hunter's 
family. Turning into a Robber As his family grew larger, Ratnakara found it next to 
impossible to feed them. As a result, he took to robbery and began looting people 
passing from one village to another. Meeting with Narada and 
Transformation One day, the great sage Narada, while passing through the 
jungle, was attacked by Ratnakara. As Narada played his Veena and sang praises 
of the Lord, he saw a transformation coming over Ratnakara. Then, he asked 
Ratnakara whether the family, for whom he was robbing others, will partake in his 
sins also. Ratnakara went to ask the same question to his family and on being 
refused by all his family members, he went back to sage Narada. Narada taught 
him the sacred name of 'Rama' and asked him to sit in meditation, chanting the 
name of Rama, till the time Narada came back. Ratnakara followed the 
instructions and kept sitting in a meditative posture for years, during which his 
body got completely covered by an anthill. At last, Narada came to see him and 
removed all the anthills from his body. Then, he told Ratnakara that his tapasya 
(meditation) paid off and the God was pleased with him. Ratnakara was bestowed 
with the honor of a Brahmarshi and given the name of Valmiki, since he was 
reborn from the Valmika (the ant-hill). Sage Valmiki founded his ashram at the 
banks of River Ganga. Receiving Lord Rama One day, Valmiki had the fortuity of 
receiving Lord Rama, His wife Sita and brother Lakshman at his ashram. 
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On Valmiki's suggestion, Lord Rama built his hut on Chitrakuta hill, near the 
ashram.  

Writing Ramayana Narada visited Maharishi Valmiki in his ashram once and 
there, he narrated the story of Lord Rama. Thereafter he received a vision from 
Brahma in which the Lord instructed him to write Ramayana in slokas, which the 
sage readily followed. 

He was a Brahman by birth belonging to the lineage of Bhrigu. Fate consigned him 
to a family of robbers which brought him up. Accidental contact with the Saptarsis 
- the Seven Sages and with the sage Narada changed his life. By the repetition of 
Ramanama or the name of Ram, he attained the supreme state of a 'maharshi' or 
great sage. Since a 'valmika' or an anthill had grown over his body during his long 
period of austerities and poised state of penance, he came to be known as 
Valmiki. http://hinduism.about.com/od/gurussaintsofthepast/a/valmiki.htm  

While Sage Valmiki’s mind dwelt so intensely on the shloka that had sprung from 
his lips, Brahma, the Lord of Creation, appeared before him. He said to Sage 
Valmiki, “O great sage, the shloka which came from your lips was inspired by me. 
Now you will write the ‘Ramayana’ in the form of Shlokas. Narada has narrated to 
you the story of the ‘Ramayana’. You will see with your own eyes all that 
happened. Whatever you say will be true. Your words shall be truth. As long as 
there are rivers and mountains in the world, people will read the ‘Ramayana’.” So 
Lord Brahma blessed him and disappeared. 
https://www.hindujagruti.org/articles/53.html 

                                                 Valmiki . 

Rathnakardha [ Valmiki ] has the consonants - Ra -the- an- ka -Ra -the  - and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the name  is  neenda naar kondu  vaayaar  
kaththaiththu  kaathu kondu   kaettu  vantha    kathai -  the story  told  in oral 
tradition  since ancient times listened by  ears;  neenda-  lengthy;  naar- days;  
vaai- mouth; kathaiththidu-  speak ; kaathu- ear  ; kaaettidu- hear ; kathai- story   .  

http://hinduism.about.com/od/gurussaintsofthepast/a/valmiki.htm
https://www.hindujagruti.org/articles/53.html
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Rathnakardha [ Valmiki ] has the consonants - Ra -the- an- ka -Ra -the  - and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the name is  Thiravidarin  kavar pada kootru [ 
missing  letter- pa-]- the covert way  of saying things by Dravidian people  .  

Rathnakardha [ Valmiki ] has the consonants - Ra -the- an- ka -Ra -the  - and the 
other interpretation  of the  name  is   karaiyaan  kattiya  mun kundru -  termite 
nest /   ant hill ; karaiyaan- termite ;  kattiyathu-  built ;   mun- sand;  kundru- 
mound.  . 

Pipilika[Skt]  [ant]    has the consonants- [- pa-] –[-pa-]- la- ka- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  uzhuvam-ant.  

Ant  has the consonants  - an –the- and the original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  thaeni- bee.  

Rathnakardha [ Valmiki ] has the consonants - Ra -the- an- ka -Ra -the  - and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the name  Thiru  Valluvar endra Tamil Muni  [ 
missing  letter- la/zha -]-  Tamil sage  Valluvar; valluvar –astrologer; Thiru Valluvar-  
author of Thiru kural   . 

Rathnakardha [ Valmiki ] has the consonants - Ra -the- an- ka -Ra -the  - and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the name  thirudikindravan -  one who steals .  

Rathnakardha [ Valmiki ] has the consonants - Ra -the- an- ka -Ra -the  - and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the name  Caera naattu  mannar  Irum-Poraiyin 
makan [ missing  letters- pa- and -sa-] -  son of the king of the Cera king Rama 
/IrumPorai . 

Rathnakardha [ Valmiki ] has the consonants - Ra -the- an- ka -Ra -the  - and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the name   thirudiya  panam   kaasu  kondu  
kudiththanam  nadaththukindravan [ missing  letters- pa –and- sa-]- one who  
runs a family with the money  he has stolen ;   thirudu-  steal;  panak kaasu-  
money/cash ;   kudiththanam-  family; nadaththu- to run/ conduct .   

Rathnakardha [ Valmiki ] has the consonants - Ra -the- an- ka -Ra -the  - and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the name   Poon-k-kundranaar  endra  kaniyan [ 
missing  letter- pa-] ;  kaniyan- astrologer.   
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Rathnakardha [ Valmiki ] has the consonants - Ra -the- an- ka -Ra -the  - and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the name  Caera mannavan  IrumPorai -yin  
mooththa makan / orae makan -  eldest/ only   son of the Cera king  IrumPorai ;  
mooththa-  eldest ; makan-  son.  

Rathnakardha [ Valmiki ] has the consonants - Ra -the- an- ka -Ra -the  - and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the name  Brahmaa-vin   thiru avathaaram-[ 
missing  letter- pa-] avatar of Vishnu .  

Rathnakardha [ Valmiki ] has the consonants - Ra -the- an- ka -Ra -the  - and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the name   kathiravanin  orae makan Thiru 
Murugan -  the only son of sun god  -  Murugan ;  kathiravanin thiru avathaaram  
Thiru murugan .  

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the name  is  Raaman-in [IrumPorai- yin]  kathai -yaei   
iyattriya  /krikkiya  aasiriyar  [missing  letters- pa –and-- sa-]- the author who  
wrote the story of Raama  was - Arivudai  Nampiyaar.  Idaiyan  Saenthan  
kundranaar /  

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the  name  is - Idaiyan  Saenthan  kundranaar- [missing  
letter- sa-].    

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the  name  is Thiru Idai Kaadanaar .  

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the  name  is  Thiru Athiyan Vinnaththanaar . 

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the  name  is   Thiru  Uruththiranaar . 

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the  name  is  Thiru Ven Kaadar . 
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Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the  name  is  Eram Kudi  Kundra Naadan . 

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is Uraiyur  Siru Kanthanaar [missing  letter- sa-] . 

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is Uraiyur Maruththuvan  Thaamotharanaar . 

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is Uraiyur Muthukannan Saaththanaar [missing  
letter- sa-] . 

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is Kanna-k-kayaar  Thaththanaar . 

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is Kannakaaran Kotranaar . 

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is Kantha -Raththanaar . 

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is Karuvur Caeramaan  saaththan [ missing  
letter- sa-]  

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is Karuvur Pavuththiranaar [missing letter- pa-] . 

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is Karuvur Poothan-j-saaththanaar [missing 
letter- pa-] . 

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is Thiru Kaa Vettanaar . 
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Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is Caveri  Poompattinathu  Kantharaththanaar 
[missing letter- pa-] . 

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is Caveri  Poompattinaththu Kaari kannanar 
[missing letter- pa-] .   

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is  Caveri  Poompattinaththu Senkannanaar [ 
missing  letters- pa- and- sa-] .  

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is  Caveri  Poompattinaththu Santhan kannanaar 
[missing  letters- pa- and- sa-] . 

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is  Caveri  Poompattinaththu pon vanikanaar 
makan [ missing  letter - pa- ] . 

 Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the 
original Tamil interpretation of the name is   Kuda Vayir Keerththanaar .  

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is   Kuthirai Thariyanaar  .   

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is  kumattoor kannanaar .    

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is  kurum Kudi Maruthanaar . 

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is  kundram Poothanaar [ missing  letter- pa-].  

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is   kottran-k-kottranaar.  
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Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is  Kovarththanar .   

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is  Sanka  Varunar  endra  Nakariyar [ missing  
letter- sa-] .  

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is  Siru Vendaaraiyaar [  missing  letter- sa-]-  

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is  Neither Kaarkkiyaar .  

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is   Padu marathhtu  moasi  keeranaar [ missing  
letters- pa -and- sa-].  

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is Para Naatu Perum kotranaar [ missing  letter- 
pa-].   

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is Paandiyan  Yaenaathi  Nedum Kannanaar [ 
missing  letter- pa-].   

 Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the 
original Tamil interpretation of the name is Paratham paadiya PerumThaevanaar [ 
missing letter- pa-] .  

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is Poonkanuththu- Thiraiyar [ missing letter- Pa-]  

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is Pootha Paandiyan Daevi Perum Koa Pendu [ 
missing  letter- Pa-] . 

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is Perum Thaevanaar [ missing letter- Pa-]. 
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Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is Natram kotranaar .  

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is  Mathurai  Aaasiriyar kodan-k-kottranaar [ 
missing  letter- sa-].   

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is   Mathurai  kadaiyaththaar makan   
Venaakanaar . 

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is   Mathurai  Kana-k-kaayanar . 

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is   Mathurai  Kandaarathiththanaar . 

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is   Mathurai Kannaaththanaar . 

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is  Mathurai Kavuniyan Poothaththanaar [ 
missing  letter- pa-] . 

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is  Mathurai Kooththanaar . 

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is  Mathurai  Padai Manka  Manniyar [ missing  
letter- pa-] . 

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is  Mathurai  Poovanda Nagan Vaettanaar [ 
missing  letter- pa-] . 

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is  Thiru Maankudi Maruthanaar . 
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Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is  Thiru Maarkandaeyanaar . 

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is  Maroakkaththu kaama kanniyar . 

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is  Vada -kanakkan Thaamoatharan . 

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is  Vanna Pura- k- kantharaththanaar [ missing  
letter- pa-]. 

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is  Vittru- Uoottru Vanna-k-kannan  
Thaththanaar  .  

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is  Veri Paadiya kaama kaaniyar  [ missing  letter- 
pa-].  

Rathnakara  [ Valmiki ]   has the consonants – Ra- the- an –ka- Ra –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is  Vaem- Patru -Kumaran [ missing  letter- pa-].  

Valmiki  has the consonants -  va –la- ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the name  is   Vaayil-Ilam kannan .  

Valmiki  has the consonants -  va –la- ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the name  is  kollam Pakkan [ missing  letter- pa-] .  

Valmiki  has the consonants -  va –la- ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the name  is  Paei makal  Ilam Veyini [ missing  letter- pa-] . 

Valmiki  has the consonants -  va –la- ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the name is Chozhan Nalam killi  Valavan [  missing  letter- sa-].  
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 Valmiki  has the consonants -  va –la- ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the name  is  uzhuva  kallakam / uzhuva malai -  ant hill;  
uzhuvam-  ant;  kallakam-  hill.  

Valmiki  has the consonants -  va –la- ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the name  is   mun  kuviyal - heap of sand  ;  mun-  sand;  
kuviyal- heap .  

Valmiki  has the consonants -  va –la- ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the  name is  Valluva  Muni –  Tamil Valluvan- sage ;  Valluva 
kula makan / munivan – son /sage of Valluva caste ;  Valluvan –Tamil  astrolger .  

Valmiki  has the consonants -  va –la- ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the  name is  kolli vaali  mun kuviyal -  ant heap ;  kolli vaali  
yerumpu  -  a kind of ant which is white and black ;   mun  -  sand;  kuviyal-  heap .  

Valmiki  has the consonants -  va –la- ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the  name is  kalvi  kaelvikalil  vallamai  ullavan - one who is a 
scholar; kalvi- education;  vallamai –skill.  . 

Valmiki  has the consonants -  va –la- ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the  name is  Elam Koavan -  the prince  / son of the king 
IrmPorai ;   Elam koa-  is the author of  Silappathikaaram . 

Valmiki  has the consonants -  va –la- ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the  name is   kaala Maegam .  

Valmiki  has the consonants -  va –la- ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the  name is   kullamaanavan -  a dwarf . 

Valmiki  has the consonants -  va –la- ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the  name is    kollaiyan-in  makan  / kalvanin  makan- son of 
robber ; kollaiyan- robber ;  makan –son.  

Valmiki  has the consonants -  va –la- ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the  name is  Mannanin  selva makan Kalai makan- Valluvan/ 
kaniyan [  missing  letter- sa-] . -   Elam koavan . 
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Valmiki  has the consonants -  va –la- ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the  name is  selva makankal  Lava - Kusa [  missing  letter- sa-] . 

Mara  [Skt] / dead has the consonants – ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
uyir inmai-  no  life ;  uyir-  life ;  inmai- nil.  

Mara  [Skt] has the consonants – ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   mannar 
Irum Porai [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  king Rama . 

Mara  [Skt] has the consonants – ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is erumpu 
uoora  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  ant . 

Mara  [Skt] has the consonants – ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is marai-  
scripture.  

Maharishi   has the consonants  - ma- ka-  Ra –[-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  munivar -  sage.   

Sage  has the consonants-  [-sa-] –ka- and the original Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  munivan-sage.  

Sage  has the consonants-  [-sa-] –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  muni  -sage.  

Bikku [ Pali -   Budhist monks] - has the consonants-  [-pa-]- ka - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  muinivan -  monk.  

Rishi [Skt]  has the consonants-  Ra –sa-  and the interpretation  of the word is 
saamiyaar-  rishi .     

Saint  has the consonants  - sa- an -the -and the interpretation  of the word is  
punithan[Skt][  missing  letter- pa-]-  -  saint- one who  is pure.  

Saint  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - an -the -and the  orignalTamil interpretation  
of the word is  aandi / thondan -  devotee/ disciple  of god. 
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Narathar   has the consonants – an- Ra- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the  word is aandavanudaiya thoothvar [ missing  letter- ka-] -   messenger 
/ambassador of the god; aandavar- god; thoothuvar- messanger . 

Narathar   has the consonants – an- Ra- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  meaning 
of the  word is Thiru Vaasakam enum Thiru Marai [ missing  letter- ka-]- the holy  
scripture  Thiru Vaasakam . 

Narathar   has the consonants – an- Ra- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is Thiru Thondan – disciple of the god.  

Narathar   has the consonants – an- Ra- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil   meaning  
of the  word is Thiru Thonda Nayanar – 13 th century  Saiva saint.  

Saptharishi    has the consonants -  sa –pa- the –Ra- [-sa -] - and the original Tamil  
interpretaion  of the word is   Pisir -Aanthaiyaar .  

Saptharishi    has the consonants -  sa –pa- the –Ra- [-sa -] - and the original Tamil  
interpretaion  of the word is  Naththa- thanaar  . 

Saptharishi    has the consonants – [- sa-]  –[-pa-] - the –Ra- [-sa -] - and the 
original Tamil  interpretaion  of the word is  Thaeranaar -  student of Akathiyar . 

Saptharishi    has the consonants -  [-sa-] –pa- the –Ra- [-sa-]   - and the original 
Tamil  interpretaion  of the word is   sirantha / Paer arignar  pathi –nen- mar  -  
the 11  great scholars  . 

Saptharishi    has the consonants -  [-sa-] –pa- the –Ra- [-sa-]   - and the original 
Tamil  interpretaion  of the word is  Thamaathiththar  -  one of the 11 scholars 
who  wrote prose version for hiru kural . 

Saptharishi    has the consonants -  [-sa-] –pa- the –Ra- [-sa-]   - and the original 
Tamil  interpretaion  of the word is   Sivanadiyaar [ missing  letter- ka-]-  Siva’s 
devotees. 

Saptharishi    has the consonants -  [-sa-] –pa- the –Ra- [-sa-]   - and the original 
Tamil  interpretaion  of the word is   Thiru Thondar -  disciples of the god.   
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Saptharishi    has the consonants -  [-sa-] –pa- the –Ra- [-sa-]   - and the original 
Tamil  interpretaion  of the word is  poo sorinthidum  oru Para saathi [Skt]  
/thinai  poosaari .  

 Prachetas [ father’s name]  has the consonants –pa- Ra- sa -the -   and the   
original Tamil  meaning  of the word is  poo sorinthidum  oru Para saathi [Skt]  
/thinai  poosaari .  

Prachetas [ father’s name]  has the consonants –pa- Ra- sa -the -   and the   
original Tamil meaning  of the word is   Irm- Poraiyin  thakappan  oru   Siva-n- 
nadiyaar/ Ragu  vamasththinar  [ missing letter- ka-]- Rama’s father was  a Siva’s  
devotee.   

Lavakusa   has the consonants  - la –va- ka –[-sa-] - and the orignal Tamil  name is 
Ealamkoavan -  prince  .  

kamparammayana [11th century ]  has the consonants-   ka- ma – pa- Ra- ma- an  -
and the  orignaltamil  meaning  of the word is Mannavan  Irum-Poraiyim  Vaana 
Varampanum.    

 Kampar  has the consonants - ka -pa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is  perum  munivar -  big   sage ; perum- great ;  munivan- monk . 

Kampar  has the consonants - ka –[-pa-]  –Ra- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is  uruvaakkiyavar / kirukkiyavar -  the author  /creator / writer.  

Discussion ;  By assessing the above said interpretations  the author of the 
Ramayanam  could be the son/ prince  of the king  Rama [ IrumPorai – Cera king  
of  Sankam age ] - Elamkoavan ;  The name Elamkoavan was  willfully  corrupted 
as  Valmuki  as the name of the  king  Irum - Porai was  made as Rama . The 
name Ratnakara was read as ‘thirudikiravan’ instead of Dravidarudaiya 
mananar  [ then naattavanin  mannar-  king of the southerners  ]  intentionally  
as  we saw  that the same name can be read as ‘kaniyan  Poonkundranaar’ [ and 
other list of names  of the Sanka poets interpreated  above ]  . Failure of 
interpretation  of the  name Valmiki  as Valluva muni -  an astrologer [ like Thiru 
Valluvar – author of Thiru Kural ]  and the wrong interpretation  of Valmiki as ‘ 
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ant hill ‘ and  IrumPorai  as  ‘erumpu’  [ant] are  highly ridiculous . The 
Saptharishis  mentioned  in the story  were  no where  related with the seven 
stars of the sky  ;  unable to give credence to the Dravidian prince  Elam koavan 
/ Lavakusa  who was well versed in astrology, who wrote  the story of his  father 
Cera king IrumPorai [  the hero of the story -  a true Siva worshipper/ reader of 
Thiru Vaasakam  ] -  he  was made as a son of a  robber by the plagiarists  and 
made him later  as a Brahmana  only by the grace of the plagiarist’s god Vishnu.    

 

Epic  has the consonants - pa -ka  -  and the  original Tamil word is kaapiyam- epic.  

Epic  has the consonants - pa -ka  -  and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
kaaviyam [Skt] – epic.  

Ithihasa   has the consonants – the- ka -sa -   and the original Tamil  word is  
neenda  kathai - lengthy story  ;  kaathu  koduththa  kaeta kathai / kathaiththu  
vantha kathai-  the story  listened  / told orally . 

 

                                               Raama .  

Rama  has the consonants - Ra -ma –  and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  erumai -  bull /  sun god.  

Kosala  has the consonants-  ka- sa- la - and the  orignaltamil  word is  koa saalai- 
cow shed.  

Treta yuga   has the consonants  - the- Ra- the - ka –and the  orignaltamil 
interpretation  of the word is  maantha  inam   aadu  maadu   maeikka  pasum 
tharai noakki  thirintha  paruvam [ missing  letter- pa-]-  the period of time when 
the human race was seeking  pasture lands  to graze their cattle – Mullai life ;  
maanthan- ma; inam- race ;   aadu maadu- cattle;  maeikka-  to graze;  
pasumtharai- pasture land ;   thirintha – wandering;  paruvam – time.  

Yuga  has the consonants-  ka- and the  original Tamil word is akavai –age.  
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Age  has the consonant  -ka -and the original Tamil  word is akavai  -age.  

Sita  has the consonants   -sa –the- and the  interpretation  of the word is  pasu 
maadu  [ missing  letter- pa-] – cow .  

Sita  has the consonants   -[- sa-]  –the- and the  interpretation  of the word is   
mathi- moon goddess;  Inthumathi .  

Vali  has the consonants – va- la -and the interpretation of the word is pali mukan 
[ missing  letter- pa-]  -  monkey.   

                                                      Rama  

Rama [Skt]  has the consonants - Ra -ma –  and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Brahma [Skt]  / Brahmanan[Skt]  . 

Rama [Skt]  has the consonants - Ra -ma –  and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  Erum Porai [ missing  letter- pa-].  

Rama [Skt]  has the consonants - Ra -ma –  and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  neruppu -  fire [ missing  letter- pa-].  - sun god.  

Rama [Skt]  has the consonants - Ra -ma –  and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  Maaran  [Mars ]  /Nan maaran . 

Rama [Skt]  has the consonants - Ra -ma –  and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is Caera mannan [missing  letter- sa-]  - Cera king.  

Lakshmana  [Skt]  has the consonants – la- ka- [-sa-] - ma –and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  elaiya makan -  younger son  

Lakshmana  [Skt]  has the consonants – la- ka- [-sa-] - ma –and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  Elam-koa /Elam- koavan- prince.     

Laksmi [Sita]  has the consonants - la -ka- [-sa-] -ma – and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is Elaiya Makal -  younger daughter.  

Laksmi  has the consonants - la -ka- -sa-ma – and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is Selva Makal-  goddess of  wealth . 
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Goddess   has the  consonants  -ka -the –sa-  and the interpretation  of the word is 
Sakthi [Skt] – Sivanudaiya  maniavi – wife of Sivan .  

Goddess   has the  consonants  -ka -the –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  Thaai Theivam / kaththaayee – mother goddess.  

Maricha  has the consonants-  ma- Ra –sa- and the original Tamil  word is   manja / 
pon  niram –udaiya  maaya  maan   [ missing  letter- pa-]-  golden deer ; pon- gold;  
manja- yellow;  maan- deer .    

 Maricha  has the consonants-  ma- Ra –[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is    
marai -   maan / animal.    

Maricha  has the consonants-  ma- Ra– sa- and the other interpretation  of the  
word is  Sri Raman .   

Sethu   has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  sem  mun 
thittu-  small  sandy  land   . 

Renga   has the consonants  -Ra –an- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is neer 
kurai ;  neer-  water .  

Palk strait  [ Robert Palk -  governor of Madras- 1973. ]  has the consonants – pa- 
la- ka- sa -the –Ra- the -  and the orignal  Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  
pavala karkkaallal aana sinajsiriya   mun thittukkal  / varavathi  / neer inai  – small 
land  bridges  made up of coral reefs ;  Pavala karkkal-  coral ;  mun thittukkal-  
sandy  patches ;  vaaravathi-  brdge . 

Strait    has the consonants – [-sa-] - the- Ra- the –and the original Tamil word is  
neer  inai  mun  thittu -  thanneer  thittu – small sandy  patches on the water ;  
neer- water;  thittu-  sandy  patch . 

Coral reef   has the consonants - ka –Ra- la- Ra - pa-  and the  original Tamil   
meaning  of the word is  pavala kar paaraikal ;  coral stones  ; pavala kar- coral ;  
paarai- reef . 
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                                             Barathan 

Barathan   has the consonants - pa –Ra- the -an -and the original Tamil meaning  
of the word is   Ramman-in /Erum Porai-yin  udan  piraantha  thampi-  own 
brother of Rama ;  thampi-  younger brother  . 

Barathan   has the consonants – -pa- –Ra- the -an -and the original Tamil meaning  
of the word is  Pattaththu  arasan [ missing  letter- sa-]- the ruling king.  

Barathan   has the consonants – -pa- –Ra- the -an -and the original Tamil meaning  
of the word is  mudi  soodiya  perum mannar [ missing  letter- sa-]- the ruling king. 

Barathan   has the consonants – [-pa-]  –Ra- the -an -and the original Tamil 
meaning  of the word is Thiru Maaran   . 

Barathan   has the consonants - pa –Ra- the -an -and the original Tamil meaning  
of the word is   Erum Porai-yin thampi -  brother of the king  ErumPorai ;  thampi- 
younger brother .  

Barath   has the consonants – [-pa-] –Ra- the --and the original Tamil meaning  of 
the word is   Thaai Thiru Naadu – mother country ; thaai- mother; naadu –state;  . 

Barath   has the consonants - pa –Ra- the --and the original Tamil meaning  of the 
word is   Paandiyar  Naadu – state of Pandiya . 

Barath   has the consonants – [-pa -] –Ra- the --and the original Tamil meaning  of 
the word is  Caera Naadu [ missing  letter- sa-]-  -  State of Cera kings .  

Barathan   has the consonants – pa -–Ra- the --and the original Tamil meaning  of 
the word is  Maruthu  Paandiyan . 

Barath   has the consonants – [-pa -] –Ra- the --and the original Tamil meaning  of 
the word is  Raasathi Raasan [ missing  letter- sa-]; Muththu Raasan 
/Muththirayan/Marutha Muththu  .  

Kaikaei   has the consonants  -ka –ka- and the  interpretation  of the word is Naga 
Mankai / Naga kanni /Naga Vaeni -  a Nagini . 
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Kaikaei   has the consonants  -ka –ka- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
konkai Amman-  mother with the  breast / fertility goddess  ;  konkai-  breast ;   
Ganga; /Kanaka  

                                                Ravanan 

Rakshasa   has the consonants -  Ra- ka -sa – and the  orignaltamil  interpretation  
of the word is  Murugan – Horus.  

Ravanan   has the consonants  -Ra- va- an –and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  Vaana Varampan [ missing  letter- pa-]  –Cera clan.  

Ravanan   has the consonants  -Ra- va- an –and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  Maravan –Naga ;  veeran- warrior . 

Ravanan   has the consonants  -Ra- va- an –and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  karu Nagam-  cobra .  

Ravanan   has the consonants  -Ra- va- an –and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  Vaanara [Skt] / kuranku – monkey . 

Ravanan   has the consonants  -Ra- va- an –and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   Hanumaar . 

Ravanan   has the consonants  -Ra- va- an –and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  kuravan – gypsy . 

Ravanan   has the consonants  -Ra- va- an –and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  Arakkan -  king.  

Ravanan   has the consonants  -Ra- va- an –and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  Ragavan[Skt]  . 

Ravanan   has the consonants  -Ra- va- an –and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  Isai Vaanar – bards. 

Ravanan   has the consonants  -Ra- va- an –and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  Karuppan [ missing  letter- pa-] - a  black . 
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Ravanan   has the consonants  -Ra- va- an –and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  Aravaan -  snake  god /sun god.  

Ravanan   has the consonants  -Ra- va- an –and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  Arivan –  wise man / Mercury  . 

Ravanan   has the consonants  -Ra- va- an –and the original Tamil interpretation   
narampu   karuvi / veenai  vaasikkiravan [ missing  letters-  pa- and- sa-]- one who 
plays  veena/ string instrument ; narampu – string;  karuvi- instrument ; vaasi- 
play .  

                                                     Lanka  

Lanka   has the consonants -  la- an –ka- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is   Sinhalam [ missing  letter- sa-] . 

Lanka   has the consonants -  la- an –ka- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is   kalinkam . 

Lanka   has the consonants -  la- an –ka- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is   Siva linga  [ missing letter- sa-] . 

Lanka   has the consonants -  la- an –ka- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is vaan ulakam – sky.  

Lanka   has the consonants -  la- an –ka- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is keezh  ulakam -  nether world.  

Lanka   has the consonants -  la- an –ka- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is Naga ulakam -  land of the Nagas.   

Lanka   has the consonants -  la- an –ka- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is  Naavalaam Theevu / kunnu  [missing  letter- the -] .  

Lanka   has the consonants -  la- an –ka- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is  kadal  naduvae  kaanum  mun thittu  [ missing  letter- the -] – theevu -  
the island ;  kadal- sea; naduvae- in the middle; theevu- island .  
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Theevu  has the consonants – the- va- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is thanni  naduvae kaanum  mun thittu - the land in the center of water – 
island ; thanni –water; naduvae- in the middle; mun –sand; thittu –patch . 

Island  has the consonants – sa- la –an- the- and the  original Tamil word is thanni  
naduvil  ulla sem  mun thittu -  the land in the center of water ;  thanni –water;  
nadu-   middle; mun thittu –sand  patch . 

Lanka   has the consonants -  la- an –ka- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is  kadal  thanniyil   mithakkum  pavala kal malai  kuviyal[missing  letters-  
pa- and- the -] - the  coral  reef mountain floting on the water ; kadal-  sea;  thanni 
–water;  mithakkum- floating;  pavala kal-  coral  reef ; malai – mountain;  kuviyal- 
heap.  

Serendipity  [ good luck ]  has the consonants –sa- Ra –an- the- pa -the – and the 
original Tamil  meaning  of the word is  sirantha naeram / nar paeru   saernthidum  
naeram-  best  time / lucky time ; sirantha- best;  nar paeru – luck.  

Srilanka  has the consonants - sa- Ra -la -na -ka -and the  original Tamil meaning  
of the word is Caera Mannavanin  [Ravanan ]   nilam -  land of Cera . 

Sinhalam   has the consonants -  [-sa-]-an- ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is  Lanka . 

Sinhalam   has the consonants -  [-sa-]-an- ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is Ko- vilanku - in nilam-  the land of lion ; ko vilanku- king of the 
beasts;  nilam-land.  

Sinhalam   has the consonants -  [-sa-]-an- ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is keezh  ulakam -  nether world ; naga ulakam- land of Nagas .  

                                           Surpha Nakha 

Surpha Nakha has the consonants  -[-sa-] - Ra -pa –an- ka -  and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is Caera mannan   Vaana Varampanin  thankai [ missing  
letter- the -] – sister of the  Cera king  Ravanan ;  thankai- younger sister  . 
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Surpha Nakha has the consonants  -[-sa-] - Ra -pa –an- ka -  and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  Caera  mannavan   Rama  Piraan  / Irumporai yin  murai  
kanni / murai  pen – natural bride  of the Rama ;  murai pen- eligible  bride  .   

 Surpha Nakha has the consonants  -[-sa-] - Ra -pa –an- ka -  and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is   Naagar ina ponnu -  woman  from Nagas ; inam- 
race/sanam [Skt]  .  

Surpha Nakha has the consonants  -[-sa-] - Ra -pa –an- ka -  and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is   karu Naaga paampu   -  cobra . 

Cobra  has the consonants  - ka- pa- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  karu nagam- black cobra ;  karumai- black ; naagam- cobra . 

Surpha Nakha has the consonants  -sa-- Ra -pa –an- ka -  and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is saarai paampum  karunaga  paampum – water snake and 
the cobra ; saarai  paampu -  water snake . 

Surpha Nakha has the consonants  -sa-- Ra –[- pa-]  –an- ka -  and the original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is   nanju  kayiru- placenta [snake symbolism]; nanju 
– poison;  kayiru- rope  .  

Surpha Nakha has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- Ra –[- pa-]  –an- ka -  and the original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is   aarananku   -damsel . 

Surpha Nakha has the consonants  -sa--- Ra – pa- –an- ka -  and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is   kodi poandra siriya   idai –yae yim   /peruththa vimmiya  
kongai  yae -yim   mai -theettiya  kannaiyim /  vannam theettiya  nakaththi yae -
yim  kariya  nirahthia -yim /   neenda  pinniya  kaar vanna  mayirai- yim  
kaanpoarai  kavarnthidum   vadivam   konda  pun sirippu  udaiya / pon -  nakai  
nattu  anintha / enimaiyaaka  paesukindra   manam  aakkatha  paruva/ kanni   
ponnu [ missing  letter- the -] -  a  virgin / attractive  girl with  a small hip/ big 
breast/anjanam applied eyes / black  color/ wearing gold jewels / colored nails  / 
with a plaited hair /  with a smile on her face / with  a sweet voice  .  
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Surpha Nakha has the consonants  -[-sa-] - Ra -pa –an- ka -  and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  karuppu  ponnu   -  black girl ; karumai-  black ; ponnu- 
girl .  

Surpha Nakha has the consonants  -[-sa-] - Ra -pa –an- ka -  and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  Ravananudaiya  thankai [ missing  letter- the -] -  sister of 
Raavanan  ;  thankai-   younger sister . 

Surpha Nakha has the consonants  -[-sa-] - Ra -pa –an- ka -  and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  kooriya  nakam  konda ponnu [ missing  letter- the -] -  
woman with sharp  nail  ; kooriya- sharp;   nakam- nail  .  

Surpha Nakha has the consonants  -[-sa-] - Ra -pa –an- ka -  and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  paanai  vayiru  konda ponnu-[ missing  letter- the -]  
woman with a pot belly  ; paanai- pot ;  vayiru-  stomach   . 

Surpha Nakha has the consonants  -[-sa-] - Ra -pa –an- ka -  and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  peruththa konkai / thanam  konda ponnu -[ missing  
letter- the -] -one with a big breast  ; peruththa-   big;  konkai- breast .  

Surpha Nakha has the consonants  -[-sa-] - Ra -pa –an- ka -  and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is   maaru  kannu  udaiya  ponnu / ondrarai kanni --[ missing  
letter- the -]  -  woman with squint eyes  ;  maaru kannu –squint.    

Surpha Nakha has the consonants  -sa-- Ra -pa –an- ka -  and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  nei thadavaatha   parattai  / sempattai  niram udaiya  
mudi / mayir  udaiya  ponnu --[ missing  letter- the -]  -  woman with brown hair;  
mudi-  hair;  mayir- hair .  

Surpha Nakha has the consonants  -[-sa-]-- Ra -pa –an- ka -  and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  kara- karappaana  thondai  konda ponnu ---[ missing  
letter- the -]- woman with hoarse voice ; kara karappu -  hoarse . 

Surpha Nakha has the consonants  -[-sa-] - Ra – [-pa-]  –an- ka -  and the original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is  manku  thinkar --[ missing  letter- the -] - fading 
moon  ; manku-  fade;  thinkar-  moon.   
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Surpha Nakha has the consonants  -[-sa-] - Ra – [-pa-]  –an- ka -  and the original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is  karu Maari Annai – fertility goddess.  

Surpha Nakha has the consonants  -[-sa-] - Ra – [-pa-]  –an- ka -  and the original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is  Ankaaiyar kanni . 

Surpha Nakha has the consonants  -[-sa-] - Ra –-pa- –an- ka -  and the original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is  Periya  Naayakai Amman .  

Surpha Nakha has the consonants  -sa-- Ra –-pa- –an- ka -  and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  Sempiyan-  in ponnu   Mankaiyar-k- karasi -  queen 
among  the women -  daughter of the Chozha king  Sempiyan Valluvan ;  ponnu-  
girl;  arasi –queen . 

Panchavathi  has the consonants – pa- an- sa –va- the - and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  pasumaiyaana kaadu-  dense green forest ;  pasumai-  
green/ fertile;  kaadu- wood . 

Cantos   has the consonants-  ka -an -the –[-sa-] -and the interpretation of the 
word is  kaanda [Skt] . 

Cantos   has the consonants-  ka -an -the –[-sa-] -and the Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  nikandu-   book/ chapter / section . 

Cantos  has the consonants - ka -an –the- -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  
neenda    isai  paatin / isai kattin   thani / sinna  thokuthi [ missing  letter- pa-]  - 
neenda-  long;  sinna- small  ; isai  paattu- musical poem ; thani-  individual;  
thokuthi- group/ chapter . 

Kanda [Skt]  has the consonants  - ka -an –the- and the original Tamil  meaning  of 
the  word is  nadantha  kathaiyin  thani   thokuppu [ missing  letters- pa-] - the 
individual chapter of the story . 

Bala kanda  has the consonants – pa- la- ka –an- the-  and the  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  elam vayathil  nadantha kathai -  the story  that 
happened in the young age ;  elam  vayathu- young age ; kathai-  story . 
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Ayodhya kanda has the consonants - the – ka- an- the -  and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is Thaayakaththil  nadantha  kathai – [missing  letter- la-]-  
the stoy  that happened in the native state;  thaayakam-  native state . 

Aranya kanda  has the consonants-  Ra- an- ka- an -the -and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the  word is  kaattir nadantha   kathai -  the story  that  happened in 
the forest ; kaadu- wood;  nadanthathu – occured ;  kathai -  story.   

Kiskintha kanda  has theconsonats – ka- [-sa-]- ka- an- the-   and the  orignaltamil 
meaning  of the word is Vinthiya Malai -yil nadantha kathai  [missing  letter- la-]- 
the story  that took palce in  Vinthiya Mountain.  

Sundra kanda  has the consonants - sa -an –the- Ra-  ka –an- the  -and the  original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is  Ravanan-udaiya  aran- mani yaei  kurankan 
/Hanumaar / thee kattai  kondu  eriththa  kathai -  the story of monkey setting  
fire to the  Ravanan’s  palace ; kuranku -  Hanuman –monkey ;   aran manai-  
palace;  thee – fire;  kattai- wood;   eriththidu- to set fire ; kathai- story . 

 

                               Remember Rama’s remarks about Ravana’s appearance when he 
entered the battlefield? “Like the sun Ravana is difficult to gaze on because of his 
rays of light. I do not actually discern his form fully invested (as it is) with 
effulgence.” (Valmiki Ramayana, Yuddha Kanda, Canto LIX, Sloka 27) 
http://www.heritagewiki.org/index.php?title=Ravana_-_Part_7 

 

Discussion ; 

 1.The story  of Raamayana  was written by  prince  Elamkoavan  whose name 
was corrupted  as Valmiki . 

 2. Cera  King Erum Porai’s  name was  corrupted as  Rama ;  Cera  kings had 
their  symbol as bow and  arrow  .  

3.  King Vana Varampan- Cera King’s name was corrupted as Ravanan . 

http://www.heritagewiki.org/index.php?title=Ravana_-_Part_7
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4. Since Valmiki/ Elamkoavan  was a great astrologer he equated both the kings  
Raman and  Ravanan as  ‘Ra’ – sun  as they were siblings  ; Ra = a  Dravida 
Egyptian sacred letter and it  symbolizes  sun / bull-erumai   . 

“ Indru  poaei naalai  vaa ” - “go  tonight and come tomorrow”  - as told by  
Rama  to Ravana in the Yudha kanda by  Kampan  signifies  that  Ravana  was 
the sun  god  symbolically-  the ruler of nether land [ Naga land -  Lanka ] and 
the sky  .  

5.In the final form  plagiarists  made Rama  as  Brahama  and they  equated the 
war  between the two  Cera kings as the fight between Vishnu  and  Sivan ; since 
bothe the  Ra ‘s  are sun  representatives symbolically   Rama was considerd as 
the avatar of the  Plagiarist’s  sun god  Vishnu -  the imposter of Siva . 

6.The abduction  of  Sita –Mathi/ Inthu Mathi  - moon goddess   signifies  the 
lunar  eclipse where the  earth  stands  in between the moon goddess and the 
sun god . The story  is very  similar to the abduction of Helen  by Paris .  

Valmiki   has the consonants  - va- la –ma- ka - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  muzhu  vanna  nilavu /  mankal  uvaa -  full moon/ 
fading moon .  

Valmiki   has the consonants  - va- la –ma- ka - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   vaanil  nikazhum  nikazhvu -  the event  that occurs 
in the sky ;  vaan-  sky;  nikazhvu-  event  . 

                                                     Helen of Troy.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helen_of_Troy 

In Greek mythology, Helen of Troy also known as Helen of Sparta, or 
simply Helen, was the daughter of Zeus and Leda, and was a sister of Castor, 
Pollux, and Clytemnestra. In Greek myths, she was considered the most beautiful 
woman in the world. By marriage she was Queen of Laconia, a province within 
Homeric Greece, the wife of King Menelaus. Her abduction by 
Prince Paris of Troy brought about the Trojan War. Elements of her putative 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helen_of_Troy
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biography come from classical authors such 
as Aristophanes, Cicero, Euripides and Homer (both The Iliad and The Odyssey). 

The etymology of Helen's name continues to be a problem for scholars .Georg 
Curtius related Helen (Ἑλένη) to the moon (Selene Σελήνη). Émile 
Boisacq considered Ἑλένη to derive from the noun ἑλένη meaning "torch". It has 
also been suggested that the λ of Ἑλένη arose from an original ν, and thus the 
etymology of the name is connected with the root of Venus. Linda Lee Clader, 
however, says that none of the above suggestions offers much satisfaction.  

Inversely, others have connected this etymology to a hypothetical proto-indo-
european sun goddess, noting her name's connection to the word for "sun" in 
various indo-european cultures. In particular, her marriage myth may be 
connected to a broader indo-european "marriage drama" of the sun goddess, and 
she is related to the divine twins, just as many of these goddesses are.  

None of the etymological sources appear to support the existence, save as a 
coincidence only, of a connection between the name of Helen and the name by 
which the classical Greeks commonly described themselves, 
namely Hellenic or Hellenistic, after Hellen ,the mythological progenitor of 
the Greeks. 

Greece   has the consonants - ka –Ra- sa-    -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
Soanikar mun -  land of the Greeks  ;  Sonikar-  Greeks ;  mun- land . 

Helen  has the consonants - ka -la -an  -and the  original Tamil  name  is  Vaan  
Nilavu – moon  ;  Nila Makal -  daughter of the moon goddess ; Ven -Nila ;  kala 
Mani ; Kola Nilavu / Vanna Nilavu / Velli Nilavu;  Vaelanin manaivi- Valli  - wife of 
the sun god. 

Selene  has the consonants – sa- la –an- and the  original Tamil  name is Nila – 
moon . 

Lida  has the consonants -la -the and the original Tamil  meaning  of the word is 
Aththaal-  moon goddess ;  Muththaalamman ;  Thaen Nila -  moon ;  thallai-  
mother ; Thaila ;  Lalitha/ Malathi/ Maithili - [Skt] .  

Nemesis [  mother of Helen ]  has the consonants- an- ma- [- sa-]  –[- sa-]   and the 
original Tamil  name is  Mani Ammai -  moon goddess.  
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Rhamnusia [Nemesis]  has the consonants  -Ra- ka- ma- an- [-sa-]  – and the  
original Tamil meaning  of the name is  Karu Maari Annai – moon goddess; new 
moon .  

 Sparta   has the consonants – sa-[-pa-]- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is  Ceranin  Nadu Tharai Naadu  - Mediterranean state ; nadu-  
middle;  tharai- land ;  naadu –state. 

Laconia   has the consonants – la- ka- an- and the   interpretation of the name is  
Lanka.    

Paris   has the consonants  - pa- Ra- sa-  and the  Tamil interpretation  of the  
name  is  Ceran  Irum Porai . 

Paris   has the consonants  - [-pa-] - Ra- [-sa-] -  and the  Tamil interpretation  of 
the  name is  Oraiyan -  sun . 

Paris   has the consonants  - [-pa-] - Ra- -sa-  and the  Tamil interpretation  of the  
name is  Sooriyan [Skt] – sun .  

Paris   has the consonants  - [-pa-] - Ra- [-sa-] -  and the other interpretation  of 
the name is  Raama[Skt]  . 

Alexander [Paris]  has the consonants- la –ka- [-sa-] - an –the- Ra – and the Tamil  
meaning of the name is  Azhakaenthran [Skt]  / Azhagu  Sundram [Skt] . 

Alexander [Paris]  has the consonants- la –ka- -sa-- an –the- Ra – and the Tamil  
meaning of the name is Helanai   kadaththi  sendra mannan -  the king who 
kidnapped Helen ;  kadaththu-  kidnap ;  mannan- king.   

Alexander [Paris]  has the consonants- la –ka- [-sa-] - an –the- Ra – and the Tamil  
meaning of the name is Valli  kanavan  kathiravanin makan- Vaelan -  husband of 
moon goddess Valli  ;  valli-  moon goddess;  kanavan-  husband; kathiravan-  sun ;  
Vaelan-  sun god /Junior Horus.  

Manelaus   has the consonants - ma- an -la –[- sa-]  -  and the Tamil interpretation  
of the  name is Manalaan -  bridegroom ;  Mani Mozhiyan;  Maalai Mani ; Maa 
Mallan ; Sella Mani .    
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Troy   has the consonants- the- Ra – and the  Tamil interpretation  of the word is 
Thirai thoadum tharai -  sea shore -  the  place where the waves touches the 
ground ;  thirai-  waves;  tharai-  land  . 

Troy   has the consonants- the- Ra – and the  Tamil interpretation  of the word is 
mun tharai-  earth ;  thirai -  sky ;  thirai-  sea ; thaai thiru naadu -  mother nation . 

Homer    has the consonants  -  ka –ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word  is  Munivar-  sage .  

Homer    has the consonants  -  ka –ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word  is  Kampar [ missing  letter- pa-]. 

Priam [ father of Paris ] [ meaning-  Pariya-muwas, which meant “exceptionally 

courageous]  has the consonants-  pa –Ra- ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  
Irum Porai  . 

Pariya muwas  has the consonants-  pa -Ra - ma –va- [-sa-]  - and the original Tamil  
meaning of the word is Perum  Poar [ raanvua ] [Skt]  Maravan/ veeran  – great  
warrior ;  perum-  great;  poar- war ;  maravan/ veeran -  warrior  . 

Iliad   has the consonants -  la- the - and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the word 
is   neenda  paadal [ missing  letter- pa-]– lengthy  poem ;  neenda -  lengthy ;  
paadal- poem .  

Iliad   has the consonants -  la- the - and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the word 
is  pidiththal [ missing  letter- pa-]– catch /  siege [ of Troy ]; pidi- catch . 

Lute    has the consonants- la- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  isai meettuthal 
[ missing  letter- sa-] – to play  music;  meettu –play ; isai- music  . 

Lute    has the consonants- la- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  yaazh 
meettuthal – to play lyre; yaazh- lute ; meetu- play . 

Lyre   has the consonants – la- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is narampu  izhai 
[ missing  letter - pa-] - string . 
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 yoke lute [ cross bar / nukam ]  has the consonant-  ka-  and the interpretation  of 
the word is  veenaa [Skt]  . 

harp  has the consonants – ka- Ra- pa - and the  original Tamil  word is  narampu  
isai karuvi [ missing  letter- sa-]-  string musical instrument ; narampu- string ;   
isai-  music;  karuvi- instrument .  

 Discussion  ;  Moon goddess Helen [ of the sky ] who was abducted by her lover 
Paris [ the sun god ] had to be rescued back by her husband Manelaus who had 
to travel from Sparta [  heaven ] to Troy [  earth] by sea route  with many war 
ships  as the  essence of the  story - lunar eclipse - had taken place in the sky -  
sea. Since the ancient Dravida Greeks were sea farers they used their war ships 
to reach Troy ; but then the Vaedic  Brahmins who had no knowledge about 
ships/ sea voyage , had to  build  a bridge  across the Palk strait  to reach Lanka  
to rescue Sita. Setting  fire to  Hanuman ‘s tail  by Ravanan symbolizes that the  
monkey  god himself  was the true representative of the sun 
god/Sivan/Ravanan . The ferry man Gugha was  son of Sivan-Murugan and the 
river was nothing but the sky ;  the lute/ lyre of  Raavanan  and  Apollo  signifies 
the  sun rays as strings . 

                              As the later Aariyan Greeks  made  many  corrupted stories  of 
the original Tamil Dravidian stories  and  plagiarized as their own [  remember - 
Greeks  knew  nothing about the etymology of the name Helen ]  , their Vaethic 
counter parts  did the same in Indian sub continent . 

Sivan  has the consonants  - [- sa -] - va-an -and the original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is  Nagan – Naga . 

Sivan  has the consonants  - [- sa -] - va-an -and the other  meaning  of the word is  
monkey . 

Sivan  has the consonants  - [- sa -] - va-an -and the original Tamil  meaning  of the 
kugan . 
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Thai Pongal / Makara Sankranti [Skt] is observed at the beginning of 
the Capricorn period under the sidereal zodiac, either 14 or 15 January, and 
signifies the arrival of warmer days. The festival is also dedicated to the sun 
god and marks the six months auspicious period for Hindus known as Uttaarayan. 
The importance of Uttaarayan is exhibited in the Hindu epic Mahabharata, where 
Bhishma Pitamah waited for the sun to be in Uttaarayan for him to die willingly.  

  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Makar_Sankranti 

                                             The 10  years Trojan war symbolically signifies 10 lunar 
months  which  again symbolize   new birth ;  14 yearsof exile of Rama  [ sun god]   
signifies  the 7 days  prior and 7 days after the winter solstice ; No.  14  signifies 
the  festival of sun god  of Tamils  Thai Pongal  / Makara Sankaranthi .  No. 14 
signifies the  waxing and the waning  phases of the moon  goddess Sita;  
Dasarathan’s 1000 wives  and the 100 children of Gandhari  signifiy  the in -
numerable stars of the sky ;  Uththaraayana kanda / bilndnes of the king  
Dhritarashtra / injury to the eye of Osiris indicate sun symbolism/ wintersolstice .   
 The long sleep of  Kumbakarna  [Raamayana] signifies  Dakshinaayana ; the 
wakeful  state  of  Kumpakarna  signifies Uththaraayana ; when the sun comes out  
of sleep fully, all the remaining  stars  of the sky  become dim  [devoring the 
devaas by Kumpakarna] . 

                          The names of the kings  and their kingdoms, king’s adventures, 
their noble natures in  ancient  epics  are mostly symbolic  in astronomical sense 
and they are not entirely  historical and they are partly fictional . 

 

                                                   

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Makar_Sankranti
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17. Planets  

                                                     Earth  

                                                   Mun tharai   

Earth  has the consonants – Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word is  mun tharai  
earth  . 

Earth  has the consonants – Ra- the- and the original Tamil  word is   paaridam [ 
missing letter- pa-]- earth . 

Earth  has the consonants – Ra- the- and the other interpretation is  thaarini / 
tharani -  earth . 

Earth  has the consonants – Ra- the- and the other interpretation is thaththri – 
earth . 

Earth  has the consonants – Ra- the- and the other interpretation is nara thaari 
[Skt]  earth . 

Earth has the consonants– Ra- the-and the other interpretation is terrain – earth  . 

                                                 SKY –KA  

sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is   kaa-  
sky .  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is   kaayam 
-  sky.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-   sa- ka -and the meaning of the word is   akasu – 
word.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-   sa- ka -and the meaning of the word is   paesuka [ 
missing  letter- pa-] – speak.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-   sa- ka -and the meaning of the word is  aakaayam/  
aakaasam [Skt] –sky . 
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sky [E]  has the composition-   sa- ka -and the meaning of the word is   jekam[Skt]  
– universe/ world. 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-   sa- ka -and the meaning of the word is   koasam  -
sky.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is  vaanam- 
sky  .  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is   
vaiyakam-  earth . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is  
vaanakam –heaven . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is   
vinnakam- sky.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-   sa- ka -and the meaning of the word is   sev - 
vaanam-  red sky . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [-  sa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is   naavai-   
ship – sun -who  navigates from east  to  west.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [-  sa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is   
vaakanam[ Skt] -  sun -  the  vehicle  who  travels  in the sky daily  from east  to  
west .  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [-  sa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is  naakku-  
tongue.    
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [-  sa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is  vaakku 
[Skt] – word. 
 
sky [E]  has the composition- [-sa-] - ka -and the meaning of the word is  vaan   
naakam-  sky  snake - Naga . 
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sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] - ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
aakaayam  -  sky . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition- ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
aakaasam[Skt]   [ missing  letter- sa-]- sky.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition- [-  sa-] - ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
puvam [ missing  letter- pa-]- sky.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition- [-  sa-] - ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
puvanam[ missing  letter- pa-]- - earth . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] - ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
konmoo- sky.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-[-  sa-] -  ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
kam- sky.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-[-  sa-] -  ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
maekam- cloud. 
 
sky [E]  has the composition- [-  sa-] -  ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
veli [ missing letter- la-]  –space.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -- ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
visumpu [ missing  letter- pa-] –sky . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition- sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   Kaasi  
/ Siva kaasi -  Sivan – Dravidian  sun god. 
 
sky [E]  has the composition- sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   Sivan-  
lord Sivan  . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition- [-sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
Kaaman / kaami- Sivan .  
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sky [E]  has the composition- sa--ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
Makaesan -  Sivan . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition- [-sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
kamam- lust . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition- [-sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  Siva  
kaami- moon goddess.    
 
sky [E]  has the composition- [-sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
Kaamaini – moon goddess;  manthra that enables one to fly.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition- [-sa-]-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
Maayavan-  sun god  Thiru Murugan /Sumerian Marduk / Labonon  Ball  god [ 
Palani] . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition--sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   Siva 
Naesan- devotee of Sivan . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition--sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
Saivam-  Dravidian  religion [  Sivan  worship]  .   
 
sky [E]  has the composition--sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
Vaishnavam -  Aariyan religion [ Vishnu  worship] . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition- sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
Visu/Vishnu– Sivan . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition- sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
Vishnu-[Skt]  -  Aariyan god .  
 
sky [E]  has the composition- sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  vaasuki 
/ vaasavi  -  snake / moon goddess.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition- sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  kaasu – 
cash  /coin [ round shaped  sun ] . 
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sky [E]  has the composition- sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  kusi- 
joy  
 
sky [E]  has the composition- sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
vaanjai-  affection.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition- sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
sakayam- cheap [ sun is free for every one ] . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition- sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
visaakam  - Murugan -  Dravidian  sun god . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition- sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  Sahu –   
the  resting  place  of the Pharaohs after death  /saavu [ Egyptian  mythology ]  . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition- sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  saaku 
/saavu-  die / death -  the final  resting place after death . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition- [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
viyan-   sky.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition- [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
Vijaiyan -  sun god.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  sa--ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
vijaikka [Skt]  /seikka -  to win . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition- [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is    
vaakai –win.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition- [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
koavan-  the king of the sky  . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition- [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
mannavan-  king. 
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sky [E]  has the composition-- sa--ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
sanakan-[Skt]   king . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-- sa--ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
Sheikh  -  king . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the 
word is   Khan[Arabic]  -  king . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-   sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   sikki 
mukki- fire  [stone] . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition- [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
vaan  kan- the eye of the sky -  the sun . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition- [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
Mukkannan –  one  with the third  eye – sun god Sivan . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition- [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
vannam-  the color  . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition- [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
maekam- clouds.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition- [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
Mookan/   Mohan [Skt] – god of love . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   Sha -
Jehaan / Jehan[ Skt]  - lord of the universe.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  jekam 
[Skt] / Jehan  - universe.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
saka[Skt] -  boy  friend . 
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sky [E]  has the composition-  sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
kaasam -  sky . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the 
word is   saki [Skt] - girl friend.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
makan- sun.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  sanku 
-  conch  shell.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
avai  –assembly . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
aakamam -  holy  scriptures.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-   sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
sankam [Skt] - assembly . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
vannaan – washer man who  white washes the sky  cloth . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is    
kusavan/ kuyavan-  the potter . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
Vanniyan/   vanni  makan  -    son of the  sun god -  the sky  horse ;  vanni- horse.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
vanikan –  the trader [  sun goes from place to place] . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
vaisiyan[Skt]  –  the trader-  sun god.  
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sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is 
kukan-  sun god Murugan . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
Maayavan-   Dravidian sun god Murugan . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
maakam-  sky . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
Maakkan-  sun god Sivan . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-   sa--ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
sokkan – Dravidian  sun god Sivan  . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-   sa--ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
Vaasan[Skt]   –  Aariyan sun god Vishnu . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
mahaan[Skt]  -  saint. 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
naagu-  sky  snake  -Sivan . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
kunaa-   sky  snake  -Sivan .  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
Naaga vaeni - snake goddess.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
Vaani- moon goddess. 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
kannan/ kannaiayan -  sun god.  
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sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
kannamma- moon goddess.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
koanaan -  the  shepherd.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
kanikan- astrologer.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
kani -  calculate . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
kanikai- moon goddess.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
kanakku- He who  gave the science of  maths . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
kanakkan-  the mathematician /accountant.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
kanakkaayan-   god -   the  teacher . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
kaamukan- lover.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
kan mani-  He is  the pupil  of eye . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
kanam-  the star  . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
‘kana kana’ – adj  for feverish state . 
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sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
vinai  / vinaiyan-   on who  does the act . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
oviyam-  painting .  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [- sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is 
oviyan-  the painter -sun god who paints the sky .   
 
sky [E]  has the composition- - sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
sinkan- sun god.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition- - sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  sinki- 
moon goddess.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition- - sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
sakuni [Skt]  - sun  god . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [ -sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
kooni- moon goddess . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [ -sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
yaekan[Skt] -  the only one/  number one   ;  the loner . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [ -sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
vinaayakan[Skt] -  elephant  face  god . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  -sa-ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
kayam / kaja[Skt] -  elephant  . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [ -sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
naayakan[Skt]  -  hero . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  [ -sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is   
Gangai / konkai  –  River Ganges/ breast  . 
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sky [E]  has the composition-  [ -sa-] -ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
kakanam/ sky/ heaven / atmosphere  . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  -sa--ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
kanjam-  bronze.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  -sa--ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
kanjan-  Brahma / kamsan . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  -sa--ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
kanjukam – jacket/ curtain- sky- the big curtain .  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  -sa--ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
Jakkamma -  goddess.   
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  -sa--ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
Jakkaiyan  -god.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  -sa--ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
jaikka- to win . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  -sa--ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
vijaikka[Skt] - to win . 
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  -sa--ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
Vijaiyan  [Skt] /Vijaiya– victor.  
 
sky [E]  has the composition-  -sa--ka -and the other  meaning of the word is  
vijaiyam[Skt]  - visit.  
 
                                                 Sun - Saeyon . 

                                              Sun  has the consonants – sa- an- and the original Tamil  
word is Saeyon- Dravidian  sun god . 

Sun  has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- and the other interpretation of the word is 
Baanu [ Skt] -  sun. 
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Sun  has the consonants – sa- an- and the other interpretation of the word is 
Eesan -  god.  

Sun  has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- and the other interpretation of the word is 
Ammaan-  Sivan . 

Sun  has the consonants – [-sa-]- an- and the other interpretation of the word is 
Mannan  - king . 

Sun  has the consonants – [-sa-]- an- and the other interpretation of the word is 
Maniyan -  the star  .   

Sun  has the consonants – [-sa-]- an- and the other interpretation of the word is 
Maa- mani-  big star – sun .  

Sun  has the consonants – [-sa-]- an- and the other interpretation of the word is  
Muni-/ Muniyan  -  sage / sun god- Sivan . 

Sun  has the consonants – [-sa-]- an- and the other interpretation of the word is 
Maayan -  the magician . 

Sun  has the consonants – -sa- an- and the other interpretation of the word is  
Sem mani-  red star . 

Sun  has the consonants – -sa- an- and the other interpretation of the word is  
Pachchaiappan  [ missing letter- pa-]-  lord Sivan/Vishnu  . 

Sun  has the consonants – -sa- an- and the other interpretation of the word is   
Suppan -[ missing letter- pa-]-    lord Sivan . 

Zeus  has the consonants  -sa –[- sa -] -and the original Tamil  word is Saeyon- 
Sivan/ the sun god   . 

Zeus  has the consonants  -sa – sa -and the original Tamil  word is Pichchai/ 
Pichchiyan [ missing letter- pa-] –  lord Sivan / sun god.  

Zeus  has the consonants  -sa – sa -and the original Tamil  word is  Pachchaiappan 
-  lord Sivan  [ missing letter- pa-]. 
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Jesus  has the consonants – sa- [-sa-] -  [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is 
Saeyon/ Seeyon -  Sivan/Murugan . 

                                                Moon – Amman . 

Moon  has the consonants  -ma- an- and the original Tamil  word is Amman – 
moon  goddess.  

Moon  has the consonants  -ma- an- and the original Tamil  word is Ammani- 
mother.  

Moon  has the consonants  -ma- an- and the original Tamil  word is Mani  ammai- 
moon  goddess.  

Moon  has the consonants  -ma- an- and the original Tamil  word is Meen Ammai.   

Moon  has the consonants  -ma- an- and the original Tamil  word is Maa Mani- big 
star;  maa- big;  mani- bead /star  . 

Moon  has the consonants  -ma- an- and the original Tamil  word is  mini –Moon 
goddess ;  mani - bead / star  .   

Moon  has the consonants  -ma- an- and the original Tamil  word is   poo mani / 
pon - mani -   golden bead / golden star . 

Moon  has the consonants  -ma- an-   and the other interpretation  of the word is 
Soman[Skt]  [ missing letter - sa-] . 

Luna [Latin]   has the consonants – la- an-  and the original Tamil  word is nila- 
moon;   nizhal-  shadow.  

                                         Mars / Ankaraha[Skt]/ Sev-Vaai  

Sev vaai    has the consonants  -sa- va-  and the original Tamil  word is Sev- Vanna  
koar [ missing letter-  Ra -]- the red colored planet ; koar-  planet ; sev - vannam-  
red color  . 

Mars [Roman warrior god]  has the consonants - ma –Ra- [-sa-]- and the original 
Tamil  word is Maaran -  Dravidian Sun god Murugan  
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Mars [Roman warrior god]  has the consonants - ma –Ra- [-sa-] -and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  Raaman [Skt].  

Mars [Roman warrior god]  has the consonants - ma –Ra- sa-and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  Ramses.  

Mars [Roman warrior god]  has the consonants - ma –Ra- sa-and the original Tamil  
word is  semmai  nira  koar [missing  letter- ka-] -  the red colored planet  ;  
semmai- red ; niram- color; koar- planet . 

Mars [Roman warrior god]  has the consonants - ma –Ra- sa-and the original Tamil  
word is Murugan/Maravan   [missing  letter- ka-]-  Dravidian Sun god Murugan. 

Mars [Roman warrior god]  has the consonants - ma –Ra- sa-and the other 
interpretation  of the word is Siva Raaman[Skt]  [missing  letter- ka-].   

Ankaraha [Skt]  has the consonants- an- ka- Ra- ka –and the original Tamil  word is  
Sev - Vanna  koar[ missing  letter- sa-]-  the red colord planet . 

Ankaraha [Skt]  has the consonants- an- ka- Ra- ka –and the original Tamil  word is  
Muruganukku  uriya  koar  -  the planet of Murugan . 

Ankaraha [Skt]  has the consonants- an- ka- Ra- ka –and the original Tamil  word is 
Naer koar / kirakam [Skt] -  [Babylon] Nergal / Naer kole .  

Ankaraha [Skt]  has the consonants- an- ka- Ra- ka –and the original Tamil  word is 
kuruthi  endra  koar [ missing  letter-  the -]- Ankaraka / the  red star ;  kuruthi- 
blood.   

                                              Mercury / Puthan. 

                                Mathiyon /Arivan  is the correct  interpretation . 

Puthan  has the consonants - pa -the –an- and the original Tamil  word is  
Puthth’an /  mathiyoan -  Scholar/ wise man  . 

Puthan  has the consonants - pa -the –an- and the original Tamil  word is Punthi  -
Mars.  
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Puthan  has the consonants –[- pa-]  -the –an- and the original Tamil  word is 
Pandithan -  Scholar/ wise man / Mars . 

Puthan  has the consonants - pa -the –an- and the original Tamil  word is 
Mathiyoan- Scholar/ wise man / Mars . 

Puthan  has the consonants – [- pa-]  -the –an- and the original Tamil  word is 
Thoothan- messanger-Mars.  

Mercury  has the consonants  - ma- Ra- ka- Ra –and the original Tamil  word is 
Arivan enum  koar/ kirakam[Skt]   -  a planet  called  Mercury/ Puthan  ; koar = 
kirakm [Skt] . 

Mercury  has the consonants  - ma- Ra- ka- Ra –and the original Tamil  word is 
perum kooriyan [ missing  letter- pa-]-  Mercury /-  the sharp one . 

                                          Jupitor /Guru /Viyaazham 

                               Perum  koar  [ big planet  ]  is the correct  interpretation  

Viyazham  has the consonants - va -la – ma-  and the original Tamil  word is  vaanil 
kaanum / nalla  neelamum  akalamum  ulla   Valliya [Malayalam ] kole -  big planet 
of the sky with good length and breadth ; vaan-  sky;  neelam- length ;  akalam-  
width ; valliya – big;  kole planet  . 

Jupitor  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- pa- the –Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the  word is  oru  paer aandu   enpathu  arupathu  aandu -  a 
great  year  has 60 years ; paer aandu-  great year; arupathu- 60 ; aandu- year.   

Jupitor  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- pa- the –Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is eendru/ peththu  yeduththa  annai -  mother who  
has given birth ; eendru- given birth ; annai-  mother; peththu yedu  to give birth  . 

Jupitor  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - [-pa-]- the –Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is  eendra  thanthai-  father who has given birth ;  
thanthai- father  . 
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Jupitor  has the consonants-  [- sa -] - pa--the –Ra- and the other interpretation of 
the word is  father.  

Jupitor  has the consonants-  [- sa -] - pa--the –Ra- and the other interpretation of 
the word is   pithru[Skt]  -   father . 

Jupitor  has the consonants-  [- sa -] - pa--the –Ra- and the other interpretation of 
the word is   Thaapathar -  astrologer.  

Jupitor  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - [-pa-]- the –Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is   Ammaththiyar -  minister.  

Jupitor  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - [-pa-]- the –Ra- and the other interpretation 
of the word is Manthiri [ Skt] -  minister.  

Jupitor  has the consonants-  sa-[- pa-] -the –Ra- and the other interpretation of 
the word is  Minister. 

Jupitor  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - pa-the –Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is  Pon Niraththaan-   one who has  golden  color;  
pon- gold;  niram- color.  

Jupitor  has the consonants-  sa- pa-the –Ra- and the other interpretation of the 
word is  Birakaspathi [Skt] [ missing  letter- ka-] – Jupitor/  karu undaakkiyavar .  

Jupitor  has the consonants-  [-sa-] – [-pa-] -the –Ra- and the original 
interpretation  of the  Tamil  word is  Vaenthar [ missing  letter- ka-] – king/  
Jupitor . 

Jupitor  has the consonants-  [-sa-] – -pa--the –Ra- and the original interpretation  
of the  Tamil  word is   Piththar -  acestic . 

Jupitor   has the consonants  - sa-  [- pa-]  –the- Ra- and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  Siththar /Siddar . 

Siththar / piththar   has the consonants- [-sa-]  –the- Ra- and the  interpretation  
of the word is  thannai  arinthoar / unarnthoar   -one who  has understood himself  
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Siththar / piththar   has the consonants- [-sa-]  –the- Ra- and the  interpretation  
of the word is  sooththiram/ thanthiram  [ than  -  thiram] / manthiram [ maa- 
thiram]  arinthoar / sooththira -thaari  / sooththirar – one who  knows the secrets  

Siththar / piththar   has the consonants- [-sa-]  –the- Ra- and the  interpretation  
of the word is   mutrum thuranthoar -  ascetics -  one who  has renounced all .  

Siththar / piththar   has the consonants- [-sa-]  –the- Ra- and the  interpretation  
of the word is   aru  marunthu   thaedi  arinthoar -  one  who knows about the  
elixir ;  aru marunthu – elixir ;  thaedu –seek ;  arinthoar- one who  knows  . 

Siththar / piththar   has the consonants- [-sa-]  –the- Ra- and the  interpretation  
of the word is   Uyarnthoar -  nobles . 

Siththar / piththar   has the consonants- -sa-–the- Ra- and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  Siranthaor-   eminent  people . 

Siththar  /piththar has the consonants- -sa- –the- Ra- and the  interpretation  of 
the word is   Thee sudar  Arignar -  astrologer; thee-fire;  sudar-  fire flame;  
arignar- scholar  .  

Siththar/ piththar    has the consonants- -sa- –the- Ra- and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  mun netriyir  thiru  neeru  aninthoar   -  one who  has sacred ash over 
his forehead  ;  mun netri – fore head ;  thiru neeru  -sacred ash . 

Guru [Skt] has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the original Tamil word is vaanir 
kaanum  mika  periya koar [ missing  letter- pa-] -  biggest  planet of the sky  ;  
kole- koar[ Ra = la-] ;  vaan-  sky ; periya  - great/ big  . 

Guru [Skt] has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the original Tamil word is mika  
Periyavan  enum koar/kirakam[Skt]  [ missing  letter- pa-]- Birakaspathi. 

                                         Venus/Sukkiran/Velli . 

Velli   has the consonants – va- la -and the original Tamil  word is  venmaiyaana  
kole -  white planet ;  venmai –white ;  kole-  planet  . 
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Velli   has the consonants – va- la -and the original Tamil  word is   mazhai  kole -  
rain planet ; mazhai- rain  . 

Velli   has the consonants – va- la -and the original Tamil  word is  nalla kole -  
good planet ;  nalla- good.  

Velli  has the consonants – va- la -and the original Tamil  word is Kalliyan -  Venus . 

Velli  has the consonants – va- la -and the original Tamil  word is  Anaavilan-  
Venus. 

 Velli  has the consonants – va- la -and the original Tamil  word is  Palinku [ missing  
letter- pa-] -  Venus.  

                                              Venus  

Venus  has the  consonants-  va- an--sa-and the original Tamil  word is Sunkan -  
Venus.  

Venus  has the  consonants-  va- an- [-sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is ven 
vanna kole   [ missing letter- la -] -the white color planet ;  kole-  palnet  .  

Venus  has the  consonants-  va- an- [-sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is  Vaan 
Mazhai  kole [ missing letter- la -]   -  rain planet ; vaan- sky ;  mazhai- rain.   

Venus  has the  consonants-  va- an- [-sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is  
Anaavilan [ missing letter- la -]   – Venus . 

Venus  has the  consonants-  va- an- [-sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is nar kole    
[ missing letter- la -] - good planet  ;  nar –good  .  

Venus  has the  consonants-  va- an- [-sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is kalliyan 
[ missing letter- la -] -  Venus.  

Venus  has the  consonants-  va- an- sa- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  Seethakan  [ missing  letter- the -]- Venus.  

Venus  has the  consonants-  va- an- sa-and the other interpretation  of the word 
Sivasan [Skt]  -  Venus.  
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Venus  has the  consonants-  va- an-[-sa-]-and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  kavignan-  Venus.  

Venus  has the  consonants-  va- an- [-sa-]  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  Usunan -  Venus.  

Venus  has the  consonants-  va- an- [-sa-]  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  Vaeni / Vaani . 

Venus  has the  consonants-  va- an- [-sa-]  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  Vanaja [Skt] . 

Sukkiran [Skt]   has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is 
ven nira  koar -  the white color planet;  vai karai naera ven koar .  

Sukkiran [Skt]   has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is 
nar kaor-  good planet . 

Sukkiran [Skt]   has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- Ra -and the other interpretation  
of the word is Paar-k-kavan enum  koar/ kirakam[Skt]   [missing  letter- pa-]  - 
Sukkiran . 

Sukkiran [Skt]   has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- Ra -and the other interpretation  
of the word is   Piraku  enum koar/ kirakm[Skt] [missing  letter- pa-]  - Sukkiran ;  
koar- planet ;  kirakam [Skt] - koar  . 

                                          Saturn /Sani . 

                         Kaari meen /Mai meen  -  is the correct  interpretation.  

Kaari  has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is karun-koar- 
dark colored planet ; karumai-  dark ;  koar- planet  . 

Kaari  has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is Vaan Arakka  
koar – Saturn. 

Kaari  has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the other interpretation of the word is 
Sani  kirakam [ missing  letter- sa-]- Saturn ; koar- kirakam[Skt]   .  
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Sani  [Skt] has the consonants  -[-sa-] -an -and the original Tamil  word is  Mai  
Meen -  dark colored planet  ;  mai- dark;  meen- fish/ star  . 

Saturn  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the –Ra- an – and the original Tamil  word is 
Kaari endra  koar[ missing  letter- ka-]  -   a planet called Kaari /Saturn.  

Cronus   has the consonants - ka -Ra -an –[sa-]  -and the orignal Tamil  word is 
Kaari enum koar -  the planet  Saturn  . 

Cronus   has the consonants - ka -Ra -an –sa- -and the other interpretation of the 
word is  Sani  kirakam [Skt] -  Saturn . 

Cronus   has the consonants - ka -Ra -an –sa- -and the orignal Tamil  word is 
Aruvaa   sinnam -   sickle symbol [ of Saturn ];  aruvaa- sickle;  sinnam- sign .  

Cronus [Greek]   has the consonants - ka -Ra -an –[-sa-]- -and the orignal Tamil  
word is naera kanakku- time measurement; naeram- time; kanakku- estimation  . 

Cronus [Greek]   has the consonants - ka -Ra -an –[-sa-] - -and the orignal Tamil  
word is paruva  naeram [ missing  letter- pa-] -  seasonal time . 

 

Few terms ;  

Comet  has the consonants-  ka- ma- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  Vaanin  
Pukai Muttam [ missing  letter- pa-]  - the smoke in the sky ;  vaan-  sky ;  pukai- 
smoke . 

Comet  has the consonants-  ka- ma- the-  and the othe rinterpretaion of the word 
is  Thooma  Kaethu [Skt]  -  comet . 

Sidereal  has  the consonants – sa- the –Ra- la – and the original Tamil  word is 
Sudariyal -  Astrnomy.  

 Second   has the consonants -[-sa-] -ka -an -the  -and the orgnal Tamil word is kai 
nodi  kanakku – 0.125 second .  
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Second   has the consonants -[-sa-] -ka -an -the  -and the orgnal Tamil word is 
vinaadi- 0.80 second [ the time for the sdult human heart  to beat once ] . 

Minute  has the consonants -  ma –an- the -  and the original Tamil  word is  
nimidam -  minute.   

Hour  has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the interpretation of the word is  oru   
oarai / naera  kanakku - one  hour  [ method  of counting time  ] ;  kaar mani 
kanakku / arai mani kanakku / mukkaar mani kanakku . 

Hour  has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the interpretation of the word is  oru  
manikur kanakku  [Malayalam] – one hour system of time measurement  ; kaar 
manikkur/  arai manikoor / mukkaar manikkoor;  oru- one;   oru  manikkur-  one 
hour ;  kanakku –estimation ; kaar manikur -  ¼   hour ;  arai manikur- ½ hour ;  
mukkaar manikur – ¾ hour  .   

Hour  has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the interpretation of the word is  eru  
kuru- one second.  

Hour  has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the interpretation of the word is  nootri   
erupathu kooru [ missing letters –pa- and - the-]  = one hour / 120 -half seconds  .  

Date  has the consonants-  the -the -and theinterpretaion  of the word is thaethi . 

Day  has the consonants  -the -and the interpretation of the word is thinam- day.  
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18.Days  

                                                 Greek days 

In Greek, the names of the days Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday 
("Δευτέρα", "Τρίτη", "Τετάρτη" and "Πέμπτη") mean "second", "third", "fourth", 
and "fifth" respectively. This leaves Sunday in the first position of the week count. 
The current Greek name for Sunday, Κυριακή (Kyriake), means "Lord's Day" 
coming from the word Κύριος (Kyrios), which is the Greek word for "Lord". 

 Kyriaki – lord’s day. 

Kyriaki  has the consonants – ka – Ra- ka-  and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  aandavanin/theivaththin  vaaar / hemera [  missing  letter- the -]- the 
day of the god  ; aandavan- god ; theivam-  god .  

Deftra  / 2nd day – Monday.  

 Deftra  has the consonants - the –[-pa-] –the- Ra- and the interpretation of the 
word is  erandaam naar – 2nd  day ;  erandaam – 2nd  ;  naar- day  . 

Triti / 3rd day  -Tuedsay.  

Triti  has theconsonants –the- Ra- the -  and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  moondraam naar- 3rd day;  moondram- third; moondru- three   . 

Tetrti / 4rth day – Wednesday.   

Tetri has the consonants- the -the- Ra- the – and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is – moondrukku  aduththa varum  naankkam  naar [ missing letter 
ka-]-  the fourth day that comes after the 3rd day; moondru-  three;  adutha- next;  
varum- coming; naangu- four . 

Pempti / 5th day  -Thursday.  

Pempti has the consonants-  [-pa-]- ma -the – and the original Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  aeinthaam thinam- 5th day ; aeinthu – five;  thinam- day . 

Paraskevi- 6th day – Friday.  
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Paraskevi has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra- [-sa-]- ka- va – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  aaravathu  vaar [  missing  letter-  the-]- /hemera  - 
6th day ;  aaravathu- 6th . 

Servato /7th day  -Saturday. 

Servato  has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- va -the -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  aaru -kku aduththa naar  - the day after  the 6th day. 

                    The Seven-Day Week and the Meanings of the Names of the Days 
                         http://www.crowl.org/lawrence/time/days.html 

Sunday -- Sun's day 

Middle English sone(n)day or sun(nen)day 
Old English sunnandæg "day of the sun" 
Germanic sunnon-dagaz "day of the sun" 
Latin dies solis "day of the sun" 
Ancient Greek hemera heli(o)u, "day of the sun" 
 

Sun(nen)day   has the consonants - sa- an- an -the  -  and the original tamil  word 
is  Sayonin  thinam -  the day of the sun god  /Sivan/Murugan ;  Saeyon- zeus;  
thinam –day  . 

Sunnandæg   has the consonants   -[-sa-]- an-  an- the- ka – and the original Tamil  
word is  aathavanukkaana  thinam / aathavan  thinam -  the day of the sun;  
aathavan –sun  . 

Dies solis   has the consonants   -the –[-sa-]- [-sa-]- la –[-sa-] –  and the original 
Tamil  word is  ellai yoada thinam / naal -  the day  of the sun;  ellai-  sun;  naal-  
day;  thinam-  day.  

Hemera  Helio –ou  has the consonants- ka- ma -Ra -  ka- la- and the   original 
Tamil word is  pakalavan-in vaar [Skt]  [ missing letter- pa-]- the  week day of  the 
sun ;   pakalavan-  sun;  vaaram-  week day.  

http://www.crowl.org/lawrence/time/days.html
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Hemera has the consonants – ka- ma- Ra -and the interpretation of the word is 
vaaram / vaar [Skt] - week day. 

Vaar[Skt]   has the consonants  va –Ra -and the original Tamil word is koar- naar  - 
planet  day; koar- planet / kirakam [Skt]  . 

Hemera  Helio –ou  has the consonants- ka- ma -Ra -  ka- la- and the   original 
Tamil word is  Arukkanin   kilamai -   the  week day  of the   sun  ;  arukkan-  sun;  
kilamai -week day . 

Hemera  Helio –ou  has the consonants- ka- ma -Ra -  ka- la- and the   original 
Tamil word is  parukkanin  kilamai-[ missing  letter- pa-]-  the day of the sun ;  
Parukkan- sun . 

Hemera  Helio –ou  has the consonants- ka- ma -Ra -  ka- la- and the   original 
Tamil word is   Gnayyiru  enum  kolukkaana  kilamai -  the week day for the  sun 
planet ;  Gnaayiru- sun;  kole-  planet ;  kilamai-  week day .  

Hemera  Helio –ou  has the consonants- ka- ma -Ra -  ka- la- and the   original 
Tamil word is  kanali  vaaram -  the week day  of the sun;  kanali- sun;  vaaram-  
week day;  helio-  kanali .  

Helio  has the consonants - ka -la -and the original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is Kanali -  sun.  

Helio  has the consonants - ka -la -and the original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  Azhalavan -  sun .  

Helio  has the consonants - ka -la -and the original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is Yezhuvaan-  sun  

Helio  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  Kan oli -  sun .  

Helio  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   Veyyal – sun . 
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Helio  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil interpretation of the 
Oliyoan  enum  kole -  the planet  sun ; oliyoan-  sun ; kole-  planet .  

Helio  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil interpretation of the El 
enum  kole-  sun -  the planet ; El- sun.  

Helio  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil interpretation of the 
Pakaloan  /Pakalavan [ missing  letter- pa-]  sun .  

Helio  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil interpretation of the 
Vellai -yaan -  the white man / sun .  

Helio  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil interpretation of the 
Kilaan-  sun.  

Monday -- Moon's day 

Middle English monday or mone(n)day 
Old English mon(an)dæg "day of the moon" 
Latin dies lunae "day of the moon" 
Ancient Greek hemera selenes "day of the moon" 

 
Mone(n)day has the consonants - ma -an – the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  – mathi  udaiya  thinam -  moon day  ; mathi- moon ;  
thinam- day .  

Mon(an)dæg  has the consonants -  ma -an – the- ka  - and the original atmil  
interpretation of the word is  maththikkaana  thinam-  the day for the moon;  
mathi- moon; thinam –day  . 

Dies lunae  has the consonants - da -sa -la -an – and the original tamil  
interpretation of the word is  nila  udaiya naal-  the day of the moon ;  nila –moon;  
naal- day.  
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Hemera selenes  has the consonants – ka- ma -Ra – [-sa-]- la -an – and the original 
Tamil  interpretation of the word is  nila vaaram[Skt]   -  the week day  of the 
moon;  nila -  moon . 

Selena  has the consonants – [-sa-]  –la- an  -and the original Tamil  word is  nila-  
moon.  

Luna  has the consonants – la- an- and the original Tamil  word is Nila- moon.  

 

Tuesday -- Tiu's day 

Middle English tiwesday or tewesday 
Old English tiwesdæg "Tiw's (Tiu's) day" 
Latin dies Martis "day of Mars" 
Ancient Greek hemera Areos "day of Ares" 

Tiu (Twia) is the English/Germanic god of war and the sky. He is identified with 
the Norse god Tyr.Mars is the Roman god of war.Ares is the Greek god of war. 

Tewesday   has the consonants -the -va -sa –the-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
sev - vaai  udaiya  thinam-  the day of Mars ;  Sev -Vaai-  Mars;  thinam- day  

Tewesday   has the consonants -the -va –sa-the-   and the  original Tamil   word is 
Sen- thee  - vannan   udaiya thinam-  the day of the Mars ;  Sen thee vannan – 
Mars.  

Tewesday   has the consonants -the -va –[-sa-] –the-   and the  original Tamil  
word is  Padi makan udaiya thinam [ missing  letter- pa-] - the day  of Mars . 

Dies Martis  has the consonants  -the -sa  -ma -Ra –the- sa – and  the original Tamil  
word is  Maran -udaiya thinam -  the day of Mars ;  Mars -  Maaran . 

Hemera Areos  has the consonants -  ka –ma- Ra  -Ra -sa  -  and the original Tamil  
word is Maaranudaiya  vaaram-  the day of Mars .   

Wednesday -- Woden's day. 
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Wednesday   has the consonants - va- the- an –sa- the -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  kanakkan  aatchhci  seithidum  thinam -  the day 
ruled by Kanakkan –Mercury .  

Middle English wodnesday, wednesday, or wednesdai 
Old English wodnesdæg "Woden's day" 
Latin dies Mercurii "day of Mercury" 
Ancient Greek hemera Hermu "day of Hermes" 

 
Woden is the chief Anglo-Saxon/Teutonic god. Woden is the leader of the Wild 
Hunt. Woden is from wod "violently insane" + -en "headship". He is identified 
with the Norse Odin.Mercury is the Roman god of commerce, travel, theivery, 
eloquence and science. He is the messenger of the other gods.Hermes is the 
Greek god of commerce, invention, cunning, and theft. He is the messenger and 
herald of the other gods. He serves as patron of travelers and rogues and as the 
conductor of the dead to Hades. 

Woden  has the consonants – va- the- an- and the original Tamil word is 
vaettaiyan – hunter;  vaettai aadum  aandavan-  the hunter god . 

Wod  has the consonants – va- the- and the original Tamil word is mathi  
keettavan-  insane person .   

wodnesdæg  has the consonants -  va- the - an -sa – the- ka- and the original Tamil 
word is  Kana-k-kan udaiya  thinam  the day of Mercury ; kanakkan-  Mercury ;  
thinam- day.  

dies Mercurii    hasthe consonants – the- [-sa-]  - ma –Ra-  ka- Ra -  and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  Arivan enum  koar thinam / naar   -  the day  
of Mercury ;  Arivan- Mercury . 

dies Mercurii    hasthe consonants – the- [-sa-]  - ma –Ra-  ka- Ra -  and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is   Nar koar  udaiya  thinam – the day of 
Mercury;  Nar koar- Mercury .  
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 dies Mercurii    hasthe consonants – the--sa-- ma –Ra-  ka- Ra -  and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is    Sinthai / Mathi   Kooriyan / Maethai / / 
kooriya arivu  udaiyoan/ Arunan    enum  naar- the Mercury day  ;  sinthai-k-  
kuriyan – Mercury  ; naar- day.   

dies Mercurii    hasthe consonants – the—[- sa-] -- ma –Ra-  ka- Ra -  and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  Thaer paakan  enum koar naar  -  
Mercury day ; thaer- chariot . 

Mercuri  has the consonants – ma- Ra –ka- Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is   
Arivan enum  koar-  the planet called Mercury .  

Mercuri  has the consonants – ma- Ra –ka- Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is 
Kana-k-kar enum  koar -  the planet  called Mercury; koar- kirakam [Skt]  . 

Mercuri  has the consonants – ma- Ra –ka- Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is 
Arivukku uriyavan [ arivu koormai  udaiyavan]  enum koar - the planet called 
Mercury  ;  arivu- knowledge . 

hemera Hermu  has the consonants -  ka- ma- Ra- ka- Ra- ma -  and the original 
Tamil  word is  Arivan enum vaaram / naar -  Mercury day ; Arivan- Mercury . 

hemera Hermu  has the consonants -  ka- ma- Ra- ka- Ra- ma -  and the original 
Tamil  word is  kana-k-kar enum  vaaram/ Naar  - Mercury day; Kanakkan- 
Mercury .  

Mercury  god has the consonants  -ma- Ra- ka- Ra-  ka- the -  and the 
interpretation  of the word is  Arivu- iyar  theivam / kadavur / aandavan-  god of 
science  ;  theivam /aandavan –god  .  

Mercury god   has the consonants  -ma- Ra- ka- Ra-  ka - the -  and the 
interpretation  of the word is  vanikar poatri  vanank-k-idum/ kai eduththu  
kumpidum  aaraththikum[Skt]   thaeivam / kadavur / aandavan [ missing  letter- 
pa-] ––  the god worshipped by the business people  ;  vanikar-  traders  ;  
vananku- worship ;  kumpidu- worship ;  aarathanai-  worship.  

Mercury god   has the consonants  -ma- Ra- ka- Ra-  ka -the -  and the 
interpretation  of the word is  thirudukirvar vanan-k-kidum  theivam  kadavur / 
aandavan- the god worshipped by the  thiefs ;  thirudan-  thief .  
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Mercury god  has the consonants  -ma- Ra- ka- Ra-  ka - the -  and the 
interpretation  of the word is  neenda /kadar/ payanam  pokiravar vanankidum  
theivam / kadavur/ andavar [ missing  letter- pa-] –god of the travelers; kadar 
payanam-  sea voyage  .  

Mercury god  has the consonants  -ma- Ra- ka- Ra-  ka - the -  and the 
interpretation  of the word is  paer -urai aatrukiravar vannkidum theivam/ 
kadavur/ aandavar [ missing  letter- pa-] – the god of the orators ; paer urai-  
lecture . 

Hermes god   has the consonants  -ka -Ra –ma- [- sa-]  - ka-  the -  and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  thirudikiravain  kadavur / theivam  – god of 
the thiefs ;  thirudan- thief . 

Hermes god   has the consonants  -ka -Ra –ma- [- sa-]  - ka-  the -  and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  vanikarin  theivam -  god of the trade people  

Hermes god   has the consonants  -ka -Ra –ma- [- sa-]  - ka-  the -  and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  ketta  nadaththai  kondavarin theivam-  god 
of the people with bad conduct  ;  ketta  nadaththai-  bad conduct .  

Hermes god   has the consonants  -ka -Ra –ma-  sa- - ka-  the -  and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   nenjir  vanjanai  unarvu kondavarin  
thaeivam -  the god of the cunning people ;  nenju-  chest ;  unarvu- feeling .  

Hermes god   has the consonants  -ka -Ra –ma- [-sa-] -- ka-  the -  and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   aandavarukku  idaiyae thoothu  poakum  
kadvur/ theivam[ missing  letter- pa-] - the meassenger of the gods;  thoothuvar – 
messenger  .  

Hermes god   has the consonants  -ka -Ra –ma-[- sa-] -- ka-  the -  and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   puthithaaka  yaethenum  kandu pidippavarin  
thaeivam -  god of the inventors ;  kandu  pidi- discover ;  puthithu- new.  

Hermes god   has the consonants  -ka -Ra –ma- sa-- ka-  the -  and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  eranthavarukku  neer kadan seiyim theivam -  
the god who does rites for the dead;  eranthavar- the dead ; neer kadan- funeral 
ritual  . 
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Thursday -- Thor's day. 

Thursday  has the consonants -  the- Ra –sa- the -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is Ponnar  aatchchi  seithidum  naar [ missing letter- 
pa-] -  the day ruled by Ponnar –Jupitor ; Ponnan-  jupitor ;aatchchi- rule .   

Middle English thur(e)sday 
Old English thursdæg 
Old Norse thorsdagr "Thor's day" 
Old English thunresdæg "thunder's day" 
Latin dies Jovis "day of Jupiter" 
Ancient Greek hemera Dios "day of Zeus". 

Thor is the Norse god of thunder. He is represented as riding a chariot drawn by 
goats and wielding the hammer Miölnir. He is the defender of the Aesir, destined 
to kill and be killed by the Midgard Serpent. Jupiter (Jove) is the supreme Roman 
god and patron of the Roman state. He is noted for creating thunder and 
lightning.Zeus is Greek god of the heavens and the supreme Greek god. 

Thursdæg  has the consonants – the- Ra  -sa –the-ka -  and the original Tamil  
word is   idi minnar-k-kuriya  kadavur / aandavanukkiriya [Sivan]  naar/ thinam   -  
the day for the god of thunder and lightening ;  idi-  thunder;  minnar-  lightening ;  
aandavan- god . 

Dies Jovis  has the consonants – the- [-sa-] -  [-sa-] - va  and the original tamil  
word is  idi undakkum  aandavanudiya [Sivan] / theivaththin  thinam  -the day for 
the god who makes thunder;  idi-  thunder ;  theivam- god;  thinam- day  .  

Hemera Dios   has the consonants-  ka- ma- Ra – the- [-sa-]-  and the original Tamil  
word is vannir  idi minnar   undakkukm  kadavur naar / thinam/ vaar -  the day of 
the god who makes thunder and lightening in the sky ; vaan- sky ; kadavur- god. 

Thor   has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  idi minnar -  
thunder and lightening ; idi- thunder; minar- lightening . 
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Thor   has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  thaer oattu-  
to drive a chariot ;  thaer-  chariot;  oatti -  driver .   

Thor   has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is semari  aadu [ 
missing  letter- sa-] – sheep. 

 Thor   has the consonants - the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is suththiyar 
[missing  letter- sa-] -  hammer . 

Jupitor  has the consonants- sa -pa -the -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is idi 
minnar -  thunder and lightening . 

Jove has the consonants – sa- va- and the original Tamil  word is  Sivan- Dravidian 
sun god.  

Friday -- Freya's day 

Friday  has the consonants -  pa- Ra - the  -and the  original Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  Aasan /  Aasiriyar/ Pirasuran   aatchchi  seithidum  naar  [missing 
letter- sa-]- the day ruled by  Aasaan –Venus ;  aatchhci- rule  .  

Friday  has the consonants -  pa- Ra - the  -and the  original Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  Rasitha  thinam[Skt]   [ missing  letter- sa-]- Friday.   

Middle English fridai 
Old English frigedæg "Freya's day" 
composed of Frige (genetive singular of Freo) + dæg "day" (most likely) 
or composed of Frig "Frigg" + dæg "day" (least likely) 
Germanic frije-dagaz "Freya's (or Frigg's) day" 
Latin dies Veneris "Venus's day" 
Ancient Greek hemera Aphrodites "day of Aphrodite" 
 

Freo is identical with freo, meaning free. It is from the Germanic frijaz meaning 
"beloved, belonging to the loved ones, not in bondage, free".Freya (Fria) is the 
Teutonic goddess of love, beauty, and fecundity (prolific procreation). She is 
identified with the Norse god Freya. She is leader of the Valkyries and one of the 
Vanir. She is confused in Germany with Frigg.Frigg (Frigga) is the Teutonic goddess 
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of clouds, the sky, and conjugal (married) love. She is identified with Frigg, the 
Norse goddess of love and the heavens and the wife of Odin. She is one of the 
Aesir. She is confused in Germany with Freya.Venus is the Roman goddess of love 
and beauty.Aphrodite (Cytherea) is the Greek goddess of love and beauty. 

Frijaz  / fria   has the consonants - pa –Ra- [-sa-]- [-sa-]- and the orignalTamil  
word is  paer anpu -   much  love .  

Fria/ Freya   has the consonants - pa –Ra- [-sa-]- [-sa-]- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  Piriya [Skt] .  

Fria   has the consonants - pa –Ra- [-sa-]- [-sa-]- and the orignal Tamil word is   
pirappu-  birth/ procreation . 

Frigga  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- ka-  and the original Tamil  word is vaan mukir  
pen-  the woman  of the clouds  ;  vaan-sky ;  mukir- cloud ; pen- woman  . 

Frigga  has the consonants-  -pa-- Ra- ka-  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  suwarkkam [Skt]/ Perukka pen [ missing  letter- pa-]   -  woman of the  
heaven ; naraka pen-  woman of the hell ;  perukkam- paradise . 

Frigga  has the consonants- -pa-- Ra- ka-  and the original Tamil  word is paer anpu 
mikka pen -   woman with much  love.  

 frigedæg   has the consonants- [- pa-] - Ra-  ka -the -ka –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  vai karai naeram  vaanir thoandrum  ven nira / vanna  meenukuirya   
naar/ vaar/ thinam -  the day of Venus  ; vaan- sky ; thoandrum- appearing; ven 
niram- white color ; vanna meen-  color fish   .   

 frigedæg   has the consonants-- pa- Ra-  ka -the -ka –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kanavanidam   paer anpu  konda   pennukkuriya / manaivi -kku  uriya  
thinam/ naar -  the day  of the kind hearted wife ; pen- woman; manaivi-  wife  . 

frigedæg   has the consonants—-pa - Ra-  ka -the -ka –  and the  original Tamil  
word is   anpai  kaatuvatharkkuriya  naar -  the day  to show one’s love ;anpu-
affection . 
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frigedæg   has the consonants—-pa- Ra-  ka -the -ka –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaathar purivatharkku  yaetra  naar-  the best  day for romance; kaathar- 
love .  

frigedæg   has the consonants—-pa- Ra-  ka -the -ka –  and the  original Tamil  
word is   uravai  puthupikka  yatra  naar -  to best  day to relate with others; 
uravu-  relation; naar- day ; yaetra- congenial .  

 frigedæg   has the consonants-- pa- Ra-  ka -the -ka –  and the  original Tamil  
word is kanavarin  uyirukku  vaendi  manamaana pendir   viratham / noanpu  
kadai pidikka  vaendiya naar -  the day for fasting  done by the women for the 
welfare of the husband; kanavar-  varan [Skt] ; uyir- life  manam- marriage; 
pendir- women ; viratham- fasting   . 

frigedæg   has the consonants—[-pa-] - Ra-  ka -the -ka –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  oaivu edukira  naar -  the day  for resting ; oaivu -rest.  

frigedæg   has the consonants—[-pa-] - Ra-  ka -the -ka –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  oathuvatharkku ukantha  oru naar  -  best  day for praying ; oathu  
recite/teach .   

Dies Veneris has the consonants -  the- [-sa-]- va -an -Ra –[-sa-]  - and the original 
Tamil  word is  vai karai naeram vaanir thoandrum  ven nira  / ven vanna  
meenukkuriya naar/ vaar/thinam – the white star  that  appears in the early 
morning over the sky ;  vai karai- naeram-  early morning ;  venmai-  white; niram- 
color ; meen- star  . 

Hemera Aphrodites   has the consonants-  ka- Ra- ma-  [-pa-]-  Ra- the- the- [-sa-]-   
and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  vai karai naeram  vaanir 
thoandrum ven vanna  meenukkiriya   naar/ thinam  /vaar - the white star  that  
appears in the early morning over the sky / venus day . 

 

                                 Aphrodite /Kythera/Arundhathi  . 

Aphrodite / kythera  has the consonants  - pa- Ra- the -the – and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the name is  sippiyir thoandri –ya muthar  pen [ missing 
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letter-  sa -]- first  woman who came out of the shell ;  sippi- shell;  thoandru –
appear ; ponnu –woman  . 

Aphrodite  has the consonants  - pa- Ra- the -the – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the name is  thanneer nurrai -yir thoandriaya pen -goddess who  
came out of the water  foam  ;  nurai –foam . 

Aphrodite  has the consonants  - pa- Ra- the -the – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the name is  kadar  nuraiyir   thoandriya  muthar pen/ kanni   
theivam [ missing  letter- ka-]-  - virgin   goddess who  came out of the  sea foam ; 
kadar  - sea ; nurai –foam . 

Aphrodite/ kythera   has the consonants  - pa- Ra- the -the – and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is  paer anpu  udaiya  pen – woman with much 
love ;  anpu –kind;  pen –woman.   

Aphrodite/ kythera  has the consonants  - [-pa-]- Ra- the -the – and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is  vaikarai  naeram  vaanir  thoandrum  ven nira 
vin meen [ missing  letter- ka-]- Venus  ; vaikarai-  naeram-  early  morning; vin 
meen- star  . 

Aphrodite / kythera  has the consonants  - [-pa-]- Ra- the -the – and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is   kaathar  theivam [ missing  letter-  ka -]- 
goddess of love ; kaathar- love;  theivam- god.  .  

Aphrodite/ kythera   has the consonants  - [-pa-]- Ra- the -the – and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is   vanappu / painthu / paantham  niraintha  
thaai theivam[ missing  letter-  ka -]-  goddess with beauty; painthu/ paantham  -  
beauty ; thaai  theivam  -goddess.  

Aphrodite / kythera  has the consonants  - -pa-Ra- the -the – and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is  pidiththa marai/ paravai / pareethu   annam / 
nikinam -[ missing  letter- ka -]-   swan is her  bird/ animal  ; pidiththa-  like ; 
paravai/ pareethu  –bird;  annam/ nikinam/ yekinam   –swan . 

Aphrodite/ kythera   has the consonants  - -pa-Ra- the -the – and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is   vaanin  thanthai   Orai- yanin  pirappu 
uruppir irunthu  thoandriya pen -[ missing  letter-  ka -]-  the woman who  came 
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out of the genital of the Uranus-  father of the sky  ; vaan-  sky ; thanthai- father; 
pirappu/piranthai- birth; uruppu- organ; thoandriya –appear; pen-woman.  

Aphrodite/Kythera  has the consonants  - -pa-Ra- the -the – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the name is   vaanththir kudi irukkum  pen theivam -[ missing  
letter-  ka -]-  the goddess who dwells over  the sky [ Aprodite Uranus]  ; vaan- 
sky; kudi irukkum- dwelling; pen- woman; theivam- god. 

Aphrodite / Kythera  has the consonants  - -pa-Ra- the -the – and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is   aattu kidaa -vin maer payanam poakum pen  
theivam -  the goddess who rides on the goat  [ Aprodite pandemos] ; aattu kida- 
goat ;  payanam- travel;  pen- woman.    

Aphrodite / Kythera  has the consonants  - -pa-Ra- the -the – and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the name is  kuthirai maer yaeri  peyanm seithidum pen 
thievam --[ missing  letter-  ka -]-  the goddess who  rides over the horse ;  
kuthirai- horse ; payanam – tour;  theivam-  god.  

Aphrodite  has the consonants  - -pa-Ra- the -the – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the name is  pothu / puvi   maantharin – pen  theivam / thaai 
theivam -[ missing  letter-  ka -]--  goddess of the common people[ Aprodite 
pandemos] ;  puvi- earth;  maanthar- men .  

Aphrodite  has the consonants  - -pa-Ra- the -the – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the name is   kanni  theivaththirkku  pidiththa  paravai-  pura-[ 
missing  letter-  ka -]-  pigeon is the bird of the virgin goddess  ; kanni  theivam- 
virgin goddess ; pidiththa- like; paravai –bird.  .   

Aphrodite  has the consonants  - -pa-Ra- the -the – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the name is   kanni  theivaththirkku  pidiththa  paravai  kuruvi  [ 
missing  letter-  ka -]-  – sparrow is the bird of the virgin goddess  ;  kuruvi- 
sparrow . 

Aphrodite  has the consonants  - -pa-Ra- the -the – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the name is kanni  theivaththirkku  pidiththa oru   poo -   
pasumai maara  narumanam tharum oru vakai  poo --[ missing  letter-  ka -]-    – 
Myrtle  is her flower;  pasumai -  green ;  narumanam- good smell ; poo- flower.     
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Aphrodite  has the consonants   [--pa-] -Ra- the -the – and the other  
interpretation of the name is  Arunthathi [Skt] . 

Aphrodite  has the consonants - -pa- Ra- the -the – and the original Tamil  ipaothu 
than  thiru manam  aana  puthu  mana pen -  the bride who is just  married ;  
thirumanam- marriage  ;  puthu mana ponnu-  bride . 

Aphrodite  has the consonants - -pa- Ra- the -the – and the original Tamil 
endrandrum  udan  irunthidum pen- the women who is always with you.  

Aphrodite  has the consonants - -pa- Ra- the -the – and the original Tamil meaning 
is   thiru manam   aana naar thottu  endrandum   manam maaratha  thooimai  
udaiya  pen -  the bride who is  always very  loyal / truthful  ;  thooimai – pure / 
chaste  ;  endrandrum- eternal . 

Aphrodite  has the consonants - -pa- Ra- the -the – and the original Tamil meaning 
is   paraththai-  prostitute . 

Aphrodite  has the consonants - -pa- Ra- the -the – and the original Tamil meaning 
is   Thiru Mathi-  mistress;  perum mathippu udaiya pen .  

Aphrodite  has the consonants - -pa- Ra- the -the – and the original Tamil meaning 
is  pothu pendir- prostitute. 

Aphrodite  has the consonants - -pa- Ra- the -the – and the original Tamil meaning 
uoor arintha paraththai  -well known-  town prostitute ; uoor- town  .  

 In Ancient Greece, sacred prostitution was known in the city of Corinth where the 
temple of Aphrodite employed a significant number of female servants, hetairai, 
during classical antiquity. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sacred_prostitution 

Aphrodite  has the consonants - -pa- Ra- the -the – and the original Tamil meaning  
is  yaemaatridum pen-  she is a cheat . 

Aphrodite  has the consonants - -pa- Ra- the -the – and the other interpretation  
of the word is  Preeththi [ Skt]- pirarudaiya  manthai  eerththidum / maatri-dum 
pen [ missing  letter- pa-] -  woman who attracts other’s mind ; pirar- others ;  
manathu- mind;  eerththiduka –attract . 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sacred_prostitution
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Aphrodite  has the consonants – [--pa-]- Ra- the -the – and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  Chiththara [Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-] . 

Kythera [ island ] has the consonants - ka –the- Ra- and the original Tamil word is 
kadar idai kurai  -  island ; kadar- sea;  kurai - deficient .  

Kythera [ island ] has the consonants - ka –the- Ra- and the original Tamil word is   
kaarai  theevukku arukae kaanum  oru  kundru theevu  - a  rocky  hill  island near 
the crete ;  kaarai  theevu- Crete island  . 

Kythera /Cythera has the consonants - ka –the- Ra- and the original Tamil word is  
thiravidarin  theivam -   karuththamma /Karumaari  thaai  theivam/   – Dravidian 
moon/ fertility  goddess.  

Kythera has the consonants - ka –the- Ra- and the original Tamil word is   
Thiraavidarin   kavar  pada kootru [ missing  letter- pa-] - the covert way  of saying 
things by the Dravidian people . 

Kythera has the consonants - ka –the- Ra- and the original Tamil word is kaathar  
kadaur/ theivam-  goddess of love.    

Kythera has the consonants - ka –the- Ra- and the original Tamil word is kadar 
nuraiyir  thoandriya  thaeivam -  the goddess who  came out of the sea foam ;  
kadar- sea;  nurai- foam . 

Kythera has the consonants - ka –the- Ra- and the original Tamil word is paruvam 
adaintha  kanni  pen [ missing  letter- pa-] - girl who has attained puberty; 
paruvam-  season/puberty  .  

Kythera has the consonants - ka –the- Ra- and the original Tamil word is 
vanaththir kudi irukum theivam- goddess of the sky . 

Kythera has the consonants - ka –the- Ra- and the original Tamil word is  vaetti  
kattiya  kattiya kanavanukku  mattumae  munthaani virithidum manaivi-  the wife 
who lies in bed only  with her husband who wears a dhothi ;  vaetti –dhothi   
Vasithan/Mizar; Mizar [Arabic]  = apron.     

Kythera has the consonants - ka –the- Ra- and the original Tamil word is kattiya  
kanavani  yaemaatratha manaivi -  wife who is loyal to her husband . 
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Kythera has the consonants - ka –the- Ra- and the original Tamil word is 
Thiraavidarin  karppu  udaiya  theivam [ missing  letter- pa-] -  chaste goddess of 
Dravidian people ;  karpu –chastity  .  

Kythera has the consonants - ka –the- Ra- and the original Tamil word is 
kanavanukku endrandrum unmai udaiya  manaivi -wife who is loyal to her 
husband for ever;  kanavan- husband; unmai udaiya- truthful ;  manaivi- wife  .  

Kythera has the consonants - ka –the- Ra- and the original Tamil word is karpu 
udaiya  pondaatti / manaivi [ missing  letter- ka-] - chaste wife ; manaivi- wife . 

Kythera has the consonants - ka –the- Ra- and the interpretation of the  word is  
munivar Vashittarin manaivi – wife of  sage  Vashitta ; munivan –sage   . 

Kythera has the consonants - ka –the- Ra- and the original Tamil  interpretation of 
the  word is Thiravidarin  thiru manaththu andru vaetti kattiya mana makanai  kai 
koarththidum / kai pidithidum  manaivi yaakum mana ponnu [ missing  letter- pa-
]-  in Dravidian marriage -  the  bride  becomes the  wife  of birde grom who wears 
a Dhothi  ;  thirumanam-  marriage; vaetti- dhoti ; kattu wear ; mana makan-  
bridegroom ; kai pidi-  to hold the hand ; manaivi- wife; mana ponnu- bride.  

Kythera has the consonants - ka –the- Ra- and the original Tamil word is thiru 
manththandru  mana makanaum  mana pennum  ammi mithithtu  vaanir  kandu 
idum  vashittanin/ vaetti kattiya mana makanin  manaivi -  Arunthathi  
nasththiram [Skt] -  the Arunthathi  star  looked by the bride and the bride groom 
[ in vaetti]  on the day of marriage ;  vaetti- / dhothi / Vashitan/Mizar  ;   mana 
makan-  bridegroom;   mana ponnu- bride; ammi – grinding stone;  vaetti kattu –
wear dhotti .  

[Arundhati is the wife of the sage Vashistha, one of the seven sages (Saptarshi) 
who are identified with the Ursa Major. She is identified with the morning 
star and also with the star Alcor which forms a double star with Mizar (identified 
as Vashista Maharshi) in Ursa Major] 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arundhati_(Hinduism); Morningstar-  Venus . 

Kythera has the consonants - ka –the- Ra- and the interpretation of the  word is 
Saaviththiri [Skt][ missing letter- sa-] .  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arundhati_(Hinduism);
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Kythera has the consonants - ka –the- Ra- and the interpretation of the  word is 
Paarvathi [Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-] ; pani  kundru theivam -  goddess of the snow  
hill  ;  pani-  snow ; kundru-  hill ;  thaai theivam-  goddess .  

Kythera has the consonants - ka –the- Ra- and the original Tamil  interpretation of 
the  word is kanavanudan mattumae  urankidum  manaivi  - wife who sleeps only  
with her husband ; kanavan-  husband ; mattum- only;uranku- sleep ; manaivi- 
wife . 

Kythera has the consonants - ka –the- Ra- and the original Tamil  interpretation of 
the  word is kanavanukku  mattumae paai  poadum  manaivi-[ missing  letter- pa-]    
the wife who prepares bed only  for her husband ; paai- mat  .  

Kythera has the consonants - ka –the- Ra- and the original Tamil  interpretation of 
the  word is vidikindra vai-karai naeram vaanir thoandrum  ven mani-   morning 
star; vidiyal- dawn ; vaikarai naeram- early  morning ; vaan-  sky ;  thonadrum- 
appearing;  vanmai-  white;  mani- bead /star  .  

Hermaphrodite [ Hermis + Aphrodite]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- ma  - pa -Ra -
the -  and the original Tamil interpretation of the word is   ina  paerukka   uruppu  
kurai  padu  kondu    aanum indri / peenum indri    piranthitta  manithan    -  the 
human being [ neither a man  nor a woman ]  born  with  the abnormality of the  
genital organs ; ina perukkam- reproduction ;  uruppu- body part;  kurai paadu- 
deficiency;  aan- male;  pennu -  female; indri- without; piranthai- birth; manithan- 
human  

Hermaphrodite [ Hermis + Aphrodite]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- ma  - pa -Ra -
the -  and the original Tamil interpretation of the word is Aravaani  yenapadum 
Thiru Nankaiyar -  Hermaphrodite; aravaani- hermaphrodite . 

 Hermaphrodite [ Hermis + Aphrodite]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- ma  - pa -Ra -
the -  and the original Tamil interpretation of the word is  poo- soriyim  kovir   
poraiyaati –maar-[ missing letter- sa-]- temple priestess ; poo- flower; kovir- 
temple;  poraiyaatti- temple priestess  .  

 Venus  has the consonants - va –an- [-sa-]  - and the Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  Ven Mani -  white star . 
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Venus  has the consonants - va –an- [-sa-]  - and the Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  Kannaki -  chaste woman / Dravidian goddess.  

Venus  has the consonants - va –an- sa-- and the Tamil  interpretation of the  
word is Sivanin  manaivi -  Siva kaami  annai -  Dravidian goddess of love / wife of 
Sivan . 

Venus  has the consonants - va –an- sa-- and the Tamil  interpretation of the word 
is  Sokkan / Sokki . 

Venus  has the consonants - va –an- sa-- and the Tamil  interpretation of the word 
is   Sinka/ Sinki . 

Venus  has the consonants - va –an- sa  - and the interpretation of the word is  
Vanaja / Vaani/ Vaeni[Skt]   -  Venus.  

Venus  has the consonants - va –an- [-sa-]   - and the interpretation of the word is 
kanaka . 

Venus  has the consonants - va –an- [-sa-]   - and the interpretation of the word is 
Vaakini  .  

Venus  has the consonants - va –an- -sa-- and the interpretation of the word is 
kaanjana [Skt] . 

Venus  has the consonants - va –an- [-sa-]   - and the interpretation of the word is 
Maenaka [Skt] . 

Venus  has the consonants - va –an- [-sa-]   - and the interpretation of the word is 
Mokana [Skt] . 

Venus  has the consonants - va –an- [-sa-]   - and the interpretation of the word is 
Pavunamma [ missing  letter- pa-] .  

Venus  has the consonants - va –an- [-sa-]  - and the Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   kaamini [ kaama kanni ] Moakini [ moaka kanni ] [ Skt] -  goddess of love . 

Venus  has the consonants - va –an- [-sa-]  - and the Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  kanni  pen[ missing letter- pa-] - virgin . 
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Venus  has the consonants - va –an- [-sa-]  - and the Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   kan mani- pupil . 

Venus  has the consonants - va –an- [-sa-]  - and the Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  nankai- girl .  

Venus  has the consonants - va –an- [-sa-]  - and the Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is mankai – girl.  

Venus  has the consonants - va –an- [-sa-]  - and the Tamil interpretation of the 
word is kanni Amma [ Tamil]  -  virgin goddess. 

Venus  has the consonants - va –an- [-sa-]  - and the Tamil  interpretation of the 
Naaga kanni-/ Naagammaa /Naka Vaeni[Skt] /Naagini[Skt]    - snake goddess/ 
fertility goddess.  

Venus  has the consonants - va –an- -sa-- and the Tamil  interpretation of the 
Machcha kanni-  fish goddess/ mermaid . 

Venus  has the consonants - va –an- [-sa-]  - and the Tamil  interpretation of the 
kaama ennam - sexual desire/feeling ; moaka[Skt] ennam .  

Venus  has the consonants - va –an- [-sa-]  - and the Tamil  interpretation of the 
kannamma . 

Venus  has the consonants - va –an- [-sa-]  - and the Tamil  interpretation of the 
kanavu kanni -  dream girl .  

Venus  has the consonants - va –an- [-sa-]  - and the Tamil  interpretation of the 
kanavan  manaivi -  husband/ wife.   

Venus [ venomous]  has the consonants - va –an- sa-- and the Tamil  
interpretation of the nanju miku – higly poisonous;  naaka nanju-  cobra poison  . 

Usha [Skt]  has the consonant- [- sa -]  and the interpretation  of the word is  
Venus [ missing  letter- ka-].  

 Venus epithet  has the consonants – pa- the- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
pattam ;  patta peyar [ missing  letter- Ra -]-  epithet .   
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Venus  acidalia [  fountain of Acidaliya  where graces bath ]   has the consonants – 
ka- the- la  -and the original Tamil  word is  kuliyal idam/ kuliyal  koodam -  
bathing place / room . 

Venus Calva  has the consonants -  ka- la -va -and the original Tamil  word is  
vazhukkai  kilavi –   old lady with baldness ; vazhukkai- baldness ; kilavi- old lady .  

Venus  Caelestis  has the consonants – ka- la- [-sa-] –the- [-sa-]  and the original 
Tamil  word is vaana/ veli  mandalam  – sky  ; vaanam- sky;   veli- space . 

Venus  Caelestis  has the consonants – ka- la- [-sa-]  –the- [-sa-]   and the original 
Tamil  word is  vin meenkalin koottam- galaxy ; vin meenkal- stars ; koottam- 
group   . 

Venus Felix   has the consonants - pa -la –ka- sa – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is nalla kaalam  / nalla vaelai -  fortunate time / 
auspicious time  ;  nalla kaalam- good time  . 

 Venus Felix   has the consonants – [- pa-]  -la –-ka—[-sa-]  – and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  luck . 

 Luck  has the consonants  -la- ka -and the original Tamil  word is nalla kaalam / 
nalla vaelai -  luck.  

Venus kallipygos [beautiful buttocks]  has the consonants  -ka- la- pa- ka-[- sa-]  -  
and the original Tamil  word is  azhakaana pin- pakkam ulla pen makal  -  girl who 
has a beautiful back ;  azhaku -  beautiful ; pin pakkam-  back side;  pen  makal - 
woman . 

Venus Murcia/ Murcus / Myrtle  has the consonants-  ma -Ra – ka  - and the 
original Tamil  word is  oru vakai narumana poo [  missing  letter- pa-] -  one kind 
of aromatic flower.  

Venus Myrtle /Murcus  has the consonants –ma- Ra- the- la -  and the original 
Tamil  word is  narumanam udaiya oru malar -  an aromatic flower;  narumanam-  
good smell  .  

Alma Venus [ mother]  has the  consonants-  la- ma -and the original Tamil word is 
Ammaal – mother.  
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Venus Verticordia  has the consonants –va- Ra- the- ka –Ra- the –and the original 
Tamil word is  aadavar  manathai/ kuruthi pai – yaei   kavarnthidum  / 
eerththidum  / manthai  maatridum  kanni  pen [ missing letter- pa-] -  the virgin 
who attracts / changes the mind / heart  of the men ;  kuruthi pai-  blood bag - 
cardia . 

Venus Obsequens has the consonants- [- pa-] –[-sa-]- ka- an –and the orignal 
Tamil  word is  inakkam – compliance;  inakkaamana pen-  woman who is 
compliant . 

Obsequens has the consonants-  pa-[-sa-] -ka- an –and the original Tamil word is 
pani  vinakka panpu – compliant nature in the work  ; panpu- nature . 

Obsequens has the consonants-  pa-[-sa-] -ka- an –and the original Tamil word is 
inakka  isaivu- aana  pen - woman who is compliant ; inakkam- compliant . 

Obsequens has the consonants-  pa--sa- ka- an –and the original Tamil word is 
oththu  isainthu poakum thanmai  [missing  letter-  the -]- compliant nature ; 
oththu  isaivu – compliant . 

Venus Libertina  has the consonants – la- pa- Ra- the- an -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  pothu  maanthar / pothu pendir / pen / adimai /  
anaiththu / thani  urimai/ thiram  petra naal  / thiru naal / thalai aruththa  nalla 
naal – the day of libration for the common men/ prostituts/ women / slaves; 
thalai -  chain ; aruththa- severed ; naal- day ; pothu  pendir- prostitutes ; pen- 
woman ;  adimai- slave;  anaiththum –all ;  thani urimai  - sslf rights;  thiru  naal-  
festival day .  

Venus  Victrix  has the consonants – va- ka –the- Ra -ka –[-sa-]  – and the original 
Tamil word is  vetri  kondaattam  /  vetri theivam / thiraavidarin kadavur kotravai 
thaivam -  victory  celebration for the goddess of victory -  Victoria/ Dravidian  
goddess Kotravai  ; vetri kondaattam-  victory celebration; kadavur- god; Kotravai- 
Victoria  . 

Venus  Cloacina [ drain] /sewer ]  has the consonants – ka- la-  [-sa-] - an  and the 
original Tamil  word is  kazhivu neer kuzhaai [ missing letter- Ra -]- -  drainage pipe 
; kuzhaai- pipe .  
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Usha [Skt]  has the consonant- [- sa -]  and the interpretation  of the word is uma 
[Skt] / Ammaa [Tamil] . 

 Three Graces [ daughter of  Venus]   has the consonants – ka- Ra-  [-sa-]  -and the 
original Tamil word is  Arakki – queen  .  

Grace [ daughter of  Venus]  has the consonants – ka- Ra-  [-sa-]  -and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  Raakini [Skt] . 

Grace [ daughter of  Venus]  has the consonants – ka- Ra-  [-sa-]  -and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  Raakkamma . 

Grace [ daughter of  Venus]  has the consonants – ka- Ra-  [-sa-]  -and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   Sarika [Skt] . 

Grace [ E] has the consonants – ka- Ra-  [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is 
erakkam / eer-kkum kunam / mukam  – charmful face /  graceful look ; kunam- 
nature; mukam- face  .  

Grace [ E] has the consonants – ka- Ra- sa- -and the other interpretation of the 
word is karunai [Skt] vasikaram [Skt] / vasikara mukam[Skt]-  charmful  face ; 
vasikaram- charm .   

The Graces (Charities) http://www.talesbeyondbelief.com/nymphs/three-
graces.htm 
The three beautiful nymphs and minor goddesses were called Aglaia, Thalia, and 
Euphrosyne were generally considered as the Graces. However, other Graces 
were also mentioned in some sources of Greek mythology including Peitho 
(persuasion), Pasithea (shining) and Cleta (sound). 

The Three Graces (Charities) 
The three goddesses generally accepted as the Graces represented grace, charm 
and beauty also had other qualities that they were associated with: 

 Aglaia represented elegance, brightness and splendor 
 Thalia represented youth, beauty and good cheer 
 Euphrosyne represented mirth and or joyfulness 

The main role of the Three Graces was to bestow beauty, charm, and goodness 

http://www.talesbeyondbelief.com/nymphs/three-
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on young women and to give joy and the feeling of well being to people in 
general. Closely associated with the Nine Muses they were also considered 
patrons of music, poetry and dance. 

Charities  has the consonants  -ka- Ra -the –[- sa -]  -  and the original tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   moondru  arakki -  three graces ;  moondru- 
three;  arakki- graces  .  

Charities  has the consonants  -ka- Ra -the – sa -  and the original tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   achcham/ naanam / madami  /payirppu/  enum 
naangu kunam udaiya  paruva pen -  the four natures of an adolescent girl ; 
achcham- fear  naanam-  shyness ; madamai – foolishness; naangu- four; 
kunma- nature ; paruva pen- virgin  .  

 
Aglaiya   has the consonants – ka- la-  and the original Tamil  word is  kollai /mikka  
azhaku  ulla kanni -  most beautiful  girl  ;azhaku- beauty ; kanni- virgin . 
 
Aglaiya   has the consonants – ka- la-  and the original Tamil  word is  muka kalai 
ulla- val-   woman with  good looking face ; mukam- face; kalai- good looks   .   
 
Aglaiya   has the consonants – ka- la-  and the original Tamil  word muka  polivu 
ulla- val [ missing  letter- pa-]- girl  with  good looking face.   
 
Aglaiya   has the consonants – ka- la-  and the original Tamil  word kalippu [ 
missing  letter- pa-]-  mirth . 
 
Aglaiya   has the consonants – ka- la-  and the original Tamil  word makizhchhci / 
uvakai  ulla val- [ missing  letter- sa-]-  girl who is happy / bright ; uvakai- happy  . 
 
Aglaiya   has the consonants – ka- la-  and the original Tamil  word kalai azhaku 
ulla -val -  girl  with aesthetic look . 
 
Aglaiya   has the consonants – ka- la-  and the original Tamil  word  kuna nalam 
mikka- val  - girl of character . 
 
Aglaiya   has the consonants – ka- la-  and the original Tamil  word  pukazh mikka 
pen [ missing  letter- pa-]-   -  a girl of splendor ; pukazh- famous  .  
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Aglaiya   has the consonants – ka- la-  and the original Tamil  word   kallam illa 
ullam ullaval-  innocent girl .  

Thalia   has the consonants –the- la -and the original Tamil  word is elami thullal- 
youth cheer ;  elami- youth;  thullal- cheer.  

Thalia   has the consonants –the- la -and the original Tamil  word is mana thullal/ 
thullum manam – in  good  moods . 

Thalia   has the consonants –the- la -and the original Tamil  word is mana 
yezhuchhci  udaiya pen [ missing letters- pa -and -sa-]-  a girl in good mental spirit.  

Euphrosyne  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- sa -an –and the original Tamil  word is  
pun  sirippu / pun -siri [Malayalam] -  mild smile/ mirth  . 

Aglaiya thalia euphrosyne  has the consonants –ka- la – the- la - pa –Ra- an- sa   
and the original Tamil  interpretation  is  achcham / naanam [ vetkam ]  madamai  
/ payirppu enum  naalu  vakai  kunankalai / elakkana-k-kalai   konda  Tamil nattu   
paruva  pen   -  fear/ shame /foolishness ------ / are the  the four kinds of  natures 
of the Tamil girl ; kunam- nature ; Tamil Naattu pen- a Tamil woman . 

Peitho[ persuade]  has the consonants - pa –the- and the original Tamil  word is  
adum pidi – persuade [ adam pidiththar ];  nirpantham [Skt]  . 

Pasithea [ shine]  has the consonants – [-pa-]  -[-sa-]  -the - and the original Tamil  
word is minu minuththidu –  to shine.  

Cleto [ sound]   has the consonants  -ka- la -the -and the original Tamil  word is  
oliththal  / oli undaakku – make sound.  

Saturday -- Saturn's day 

Saturday   has the consonants - sa –the- Ra-  the  -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   Manthan  aatchchi  seithidum  Naar – the day  ruled 
by  Saturn ; manthan- one who is slow and dull  ; aatchchi –rule ;  seithidu- do ;  
naar- day . 
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Middle English saterday 
Old English sæter(nes)dæg "Saturn's day" 
Latin dies Saturni "day of Saturn" 
Ancient Greek hemera Khronu "day of Cronus" 

 
Saturday   has the consonants - sa –the- Ra-  the  -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  mai meen  aatchchi  seithidum  naar -  the  day ruled 
by  Saturn ;  mai meen-  Saturn ; aatchchi-  rule;  naar-  day .  

Saturn is the Roman and Italic god of agriculture and the consort of Ops. He is 
believed to have ruled the earth during an age of happiness and 
virtue.Cronus (Kronos, Cronos) is the Greek god (Titan) who ruled the universe 
until dethroned by his son Zeus. 

Cronus   has the consonants -  ka –Ra-an - sa  and the  original Tamil  word is 
Arakkan – king.  

Cronus   has the consonants -  ka –Ra-an - sa  and the  original Tamil  word is kaari 
Meen- Saturn . 

sæter(nes)dæg  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -the –Ra- an- [-sa-] -  the- ka –and the 
original atmil  word is  kaiyir  aruva  vaiththu irukkum   kaari  koar  
arakkanukkuriya  naar   -  the day of  Saturn who  has a  sickle in his hand-  the 
ruler of the Saturn planet  ; kai-  hand;  aruvaa- sickle ;  kaari koar- Saturn  
;Arakkan –Cronus /   mighty king/ monster  . 

Hemera Khronu     has the consonants – ka- ma- Ra – ka- Ra-  and the original 
Tamil  word is  kaari meenai  aandidum  aruva arakkanukkuriya naar/ vaaram -  
the  day of the giant with sickle in his hands  who rules over the  planet Saturn ;   
aruvaa- sickle ; kaari meen- Saturn ; Arakkan- Cronus .  

Hemera Khronu     has the consonants – ka- ma- Ra – ka- Ra-  and the original 
Tamil  word is  kaari meenkkuriya naar / vaaram  -  the day of the Saturn ; kaari 
meen – Saturn . 
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Saturn  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  -the –Ra- an -and the original Tamil  word is 
mai meen udaiya naar – the day of  the Saturn ;  Mai meen- Saturn  . 

Saturn god  has the consonants- sa- -the –Ra- an – ka -the - and the original Tamil  
word is  kamam  seikindrvarin / vivassayam [Skt] seikindravarin    aandavan/ 
theivam -  the god of the farmers ;  kamam = vivasayam[Skt]  . 

Saturn god  has the consonants- [--sa-] - -the –Ra- an – ka -the - and the original 
Tamil  word is maantha inaththin   por-  kaalaththai / pon  vilaikira  puviyaei / mun 
tharai yaei /    aanda  kadavul  /aandavan  - kaari  enum  arakkan/ raakathan/ 
raksathan [ missing letters- pa- and- la -]- the  god who  ruled over the golden age 
of the human race.  

Saturnalia has the consonants- [- sa-] - the- Ra - an -la and the original Tamil  word 
is  mai meen thiru  naal-  festival  of the Saturn ;  Mai meen-  Saturn;  thiru naal- 
festival . 

Saturnalia has the consonants-  sa-- the- Ra - an -la and the original Tamil  word is   
naalil  sirantha naar  / nan -naar – the best of the day ;  naal- day;  sirantha – best   

Saturnalia has the consonants-  sa-- the- Ra - an -la and the original Tamil  word is  
mai meen thiru naal / thiru vizha  parisu  vazhanku vatharkkaana oru sirantha    
thiru  naal   missing  letters –ka- and-  pa-] -  the best  day for giving gifts  ; parisu- 
prize;  vazhanku- give ;  naal- day .  

Saturnalia has the consonants-  sa-- the- Ra - an -la and the original Tamil  word is   
Mai meen  thiru naal andru-   palli  kaloorikalukkum / anaiththu  arasu 
azhuvalakankalukkum  pothu  vidumurai naal [ missing  letters –ka- and- pa-] – 
public holiday for schools/colleges/ government offices on the festival day for 
Saturn ;  Mai meen-  Saturn ; thirunaal- festival  palli – school; kalloori- college ;  
arasu- government ; azhuvalakam – office;  pothu vidumurai-  public holiday .  

Saturnalia has the consonants-  sa-- the- Ra - an -la and the original Tamil  word is 
sirantha- thoru   virunthukkaana  naal [ missing  letter –ka--] -  best  feast day  ; 
sirantha- best ; virunthu –feast ; naal- day  . 
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Saturnalia has the consonants-  sa-- the- Ra - an -la and the original Tamil  word is 
adimai makkalin vaazhvil oru  sirantha  thiru naal / thiruvizha  / koala kala  
kondatta naal /  viduthalai naal -[ missing  letter–ka- -] -  the festival day for the 
slaves ; adimai makkal –slaves ; vaazhvu- life;  sirantha- super; thiru naal- festival  .  

Saturnalia has the consonants-  sa-- the- Ra - an -la and the original Tamil  word is 
adimai  makkkalum  avar thum  muthalaalikalum/ yaelai makkalum/ selvantharum   
ondraaka  irunthu  orae panthiyir / nilai maedaiyir / maesaiyir  virunthu  unavu 
unnum  thiru naal  -  kaari meen thiru naal aakum -[ missing  letters –ka-  and- pa- 
-] -  on the day of the Saturn  festival,  slaves and their  masters/  poor and the 
rich eat together  during feast time  ;  adimai –slave ;   muthalaali-  employer ;  
yaelai-  poor ;  selvanthar- rich people; ondraaka- together ; orae panthi-  same 
feast ;  nilai maedai- table ; virunthu –feast;  unavu –food; unnu- eat   .  

Saturnalia has the consonants- -sa- the- Ra - an -la and the original Tamil  word is 
paechhcu  / mozhi   urimai / arasu  thantha urimai /    suthanthiram[Skt] konda 
naal [  missing  letters –ka- and- pa-]   -  the day for  freedom of speech  ; 
paechchu  urimai-  rights to speak ;  suthanthiram- independence ;  arasu-  
government; thantha- given;  urimai –rights  . 

Saturnalia has the consonants- -[-sa-] - the- Ra - an -la and the original Tamil  word 
is  kaari meenukkaana-  Romaniya  makkalin  thiru  vizha naal [ missing  letter- ka-] 
-  the festival day  celebrated  by the Romans for the Saturn god ; Kaari meen- 
Saturn ;  thiru vizha naal- festival day  . 

    Sanskrit  week days.  

Bhaanuvaasaram    has the consonants  -  [- pa-]  -an  -va – [-sa-]- Ra - ma-  and -
the original Tamil interpretaion  of the word is  Gnaayiru /Saeyon/Arukkan / 
Vikaththan / vin mani / Sooran/ Vei-yoan -   enum  koar  meenukkaana  naar  -  
day of the sun ; Gnaayiru –sun;  Saeyon –sun ; koar- planet ; naar- day  . 

Indhuvasaram   has the consonants  -an -the - va –[-sa-] -Ra -ma – and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is   Mathi / Kuranki /Ven kathir /Eraa-k-
kathir/Ven kathir / Amutha kathiroan -  enum  koar meenukkaana  naar  /thinam-  
day of the moon  ; mathi- moon ;  kuranki- moon ; thinam- day .  
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Bhaumavaasaram   has the consonants – [- pa -]  - ma  - va- sa -Ra -ma  - and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  Sev Vaai  enum  koar meenukkaana  
naar- day of Mars ; Sev vaai-  Mars ; koar-planet ;  naar- day  ; meen –star / fish   .  

Saumayavaasaram  has the consonants - sa- ma- va –[- sa-]  –Ra- ma – and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  Arivan / kanakkan / Kooriyan / nar 
koar - enum   koar meenukkaana   naar-  day  of Mercury ;Arivan-  Mercury ; naar-  
day  . 

Guruvaasaram  has the consonants  - ka -Ra --va –[-sa-]  –Ra- ma  - and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is Perum    koar  meenukkaana / 
ponnavan enum  koar meenukkaana  naar [ missing  letter- pa-]-  day of Jupitor; 
Perum koar- big planet / Jupitor; koar- planet; naar- day   .   

Bhruguvaasaram   has the consonants – -pa- Ra - ka- va- -sa-Ra- ma – and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  vai -karai  naeram  vaanir  kaanum    
Venmani / Sunkan/Paarkkavan /Kappiyan /Seethakan  enum  koar  meenukkaana  
naar – day of the Venus  which appears  over the sky in the early  morning ; Ven 
Mani-  Venus ; koar- planet ; naar- day .  

Sthiravaasaram   has the consonants – [-sa-] -the -Ra-  va- [-sa-]- Ra- ma -  and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  Mai  Meen / Kaari Meen  endra  koar 
meenuukkaana   naar/ thinam -  day  of Saturn ; Kaari meen- Saturn ;  koar- planet 
; thinam –day  . 

 

                                     Hindi week days . 

Ravivar   has the consonants  -Ra -va – va- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Ganayiru   enum   koar meenukkaana  naar -  day  
of sun ; Gnaayiru-sun ; koar- planet ; naar- day .  

Somavar  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ma -va -Ra -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Ponmani / Mathi   enum  koar  meenukkaana  naar/ 
thinam [ missing letter- pa /the-]-  day of moon; mathi- moon;  koar- planet ; 
naar- day  .  
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Mangalvar   has the consonants - ma- ka -la –va- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  eravu  naeram  vaanil kaanum   Sev- Vaai   enum  
koar  meenukkaana  naar/ naal - [ missing letter- sa-]-  the day of Mars; eravu –
night ; naeram- time;  vaan –sky ; kaan- see ; Sev -Vaai-  Mars; koar- planet; naal-  
day  . 

Bhudha var   has the consonants  - [-pa-] - the –va- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Arivan  / kanakkan  endra  koar meenukkaana  
thinam/ naar -  day of Mercury ; Arivan- Mercury ; koar- planet ; thinam –day  .  

Guruvar   has the consonants  -ka -Ra- va –Ra-  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  Perum koar enum  meenkkaana  naar [ missing 
letter- pa-]- day of Jupitor ; Perum Koar/ big planet – Jupitor; naar- day  .   

Shukravar  has the consonants  [--sa-]- -ka -Ra- va –Ra-  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   vai karai  naeram  vaanir thoandrum  Venmani 
enum  koar meenukkaana  naar/ thinam – day of Venus ; Ven Mani- Venus; koar- 
planet ; naar- day  .                       
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19. Seasons.   

1.Vasantha / Spring  

Vasantha   has the consonants - va –[-sa-]- an -the –and the original tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kodai  thuvanki  vittathu -  summer has started ;  
kodai-  summer ; thuvakkam-  beginning  .  

Vasanta ritu   has the consonants  - va- sa -an-the –  Ra- the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   ela vaenir [ veyyar / koadai ]   paruva  kaalam  -  
thinkal/ thinkar  erandu  - semmari  aadu [Chiththrai ]  / kedaa maadu  [Vaikaasi ] ;  
ela vaenir- early  summer;  paruva kaalam- season; thinkal- month; erandu –two . 

Spring    has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -pa – Ra- an- ka -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  ela  vaenir paruva  naeram [ missing letter- la-]- 
early  summer . 

Spring    has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -pa – Ra- an- ka -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kodai  paruva naeram   thuvanki  vittathu [ missing   
letter- the -]- summer time has started ; kodai  paruvam –summer season  . 

Spring    has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -[-pa-]  – Ra- an- ka -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   kaama  naar -  spring.  

2.Grishma  

Grishma  has the consonants - ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -ma  -and the orignal Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   vaenir  /veyyar  naeram -  summer time/  sunny 
season   ;  vaenir- summer ; naeram- time .  

Grishma  ritu   has the consonants - ka –Ra- sa- ma-  Ra -  the  -  and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   muthu  vaenir   paruvam  -  erandu  
maatham-  Erattai  piravi [twins] [ Aavani ]  /  Nandu  thinkar [Aadi -  Crab month ] 
[ missing  letter- pa-] ;  muthu vaenir- late summer ; paruvam- season  .  

Summer  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –ma- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  veyyar  naeram  [ missing  letter- ka-]-  sunny time; 
veyyar- sunny  . 
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Summer  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –ma- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  uruma  naeram-  summer time ; naeram- time . 

3.Varsha  

Varsa  has the consonants - va –Ra- [-sa -] -and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the   word is   kaar naeram-   rainy  times .  

Varsha ritu  has the consonants – va- Ra- sa  -Ra- the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kaar  paruvam   erandu  maatham/ thinkar [ 
missing  letter- pa-]-  - kanni  maatham [ Purattaathi   thinkar ]  /   Arima  
maatham [  Sinka matham ]  [Aavani]  . 

Monsoon  has the consonants - ma –an- [-sa-]  -an – and the original Tamil  
interpreation  of the word is   muriyaana  naeram-  right time -  season  . 

4.Saradha    

Saradha   has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra- the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  koothir  naeram [ missing  letter- ka-]- time  for the 
fall of leaves . 

Saradha   has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra- the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   lai  uthir naeram [ missing letter- la-]- time for 
‘leaves fall’ ; ilai –leaf ; uthir- to fall ; naeram-time  . 

Saradha   has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra- the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kulir  [ uootha kaatru adikkum ]  adikkum  kaalam 
erandu maatham / thinkar  -   Edai thattu   maatham [Libra] [ Aippasi  ] /Nali  
maatham   [kaarthikai  thinkar] [ missing  letters- ka- and- la -] ; kulir- chill 
;kaalam- season ; erandu –two  .  

Autumn . 

Autumnal  has the consonants – the-  ma- an  –  la and the original Tamil 
interpreation  of the word is   ilai  uthir  naeram  [ missing  letter- Ra -]- time for 
fall of leaves ; ilai- leaf;  uthir-to fall .  
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5.Hemanta. 

Hemanta  has the  consonants  - ka –ma- the  - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kottum -  pani-  yin  / pani  mathaththin 
thuvakkam[ missing  letter- pa-] -  beginning of the  dew fall ; pani –snow; kottu- 
fall ;  maatham-  month . 

Hemanta  ritu   has the consonants  -ka –ma- an- the -  Ra -the- and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is   pani  kotta  thuvankum  /mun pani  paruva  
naeram -  erandu  maatham  / thinkar [ missing  letter- pa-]-  aattu mandai   meen  
matham  [Thai  maatham ] / Ampai yaeithidum  vaedam maatham [Saggitarius ] . 

Winter   has the consonants - va -an -the -Ra -and the original Tamil  interpretion  
of the word is   pani kottum   naeram / pani   muttam  kaanum naeram  [ missing  
leter- pa-]-   time for dew fall / mist  .  

6.Sishira  . 

Sishira   has the consonants –[-sa-]-[-sa-] –Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   urai pani  naeram [ missing  letter- pa-]-  time for 
heavy snow  fall ; urai pani- ice  ; naeram- time . 

Sishira  ritu  has the consonants - sa –[-sa-] –Ra- Ra -  the -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is    urai pani  kottum   / pinpani   paruva   naeram  -  
erandu   thinkar [ missing letters- ka-  and- pa-]- Kumpham /kudam  maatham  [   
Masi ]  /  Vin meen  maatham [   Pankuni ] .  

Prevernal  has the consonants – pa- Ra - va -Ra – an- la – and the original tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  urai pani  tharai  enkum   veezhum/ kaanum  -  pin  
pani kaalam  - time for snow / ice to  fall  .  

 

                                                    Weather. 

Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   then nattu   kaniyarin -  then nattavarin  /thiraavidarin  vaan 
kanitha  arivu -  marai muka kootru -  the  covert way of telling  the astronomy  
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related knowledge  -  by the southern astrologers -  Dravidain astrologers;  
Thiraavidar – Dravidian people ; then naattaan- people from south ; kanitham- 
maths ; arivu- knowledge ; kootru –word;  marai mukam- covert .  

Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  vaainir   thoandrum / yaerpadum  paruva  maatram [ missing 
letter- pa-]-   the changes that  appears / happens in the sky  ; vaan- sky ; 
thoandrum –appearing ;  yaerpadum- happening ; paruvam- season .  
 
Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is    kaattru  adikkum  thikku   -  the direction  of the wind ; kaatru –
wind; thikku- direction  .  

Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   kaatrin vaekam -  the speed of  wind ; kaatru –wind; vaekam –
speed  .  

Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  kaatirn  eera patha yaetra  erakkam [ missing letter- pa-] -  the 
changes in the  moisture of the air ; eera patham- moisture; yaetram- high ; 
erakkam- low.     

Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   puyar  kaatru [ missing letter- pa-] -  strom  . 

Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  kodum kaatru  -  strom .   

Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   neer indri  varanda  kaatru -  dry  sir ; neer- rain ;  indri –nil ; 
varanda- dry .    

Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   uootha  kaatru / koothir kaatru – cold air.  

Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   pani  kaatru  adikka [ misisn letter- pa-]-  cold air   . 
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Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  kaatrum  mazhaiyum  [ missing  letter- zha-]-  -  windy  rain ; 
mazhai –rain . 

Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  vaanir  kaanum  kaar maeka/ mukir   koottam -  the dark clouds of 
the sky ; kaar maekam- dark clouds ; koottam- group . 

Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   vaanir  yaerpadum  thatpa [ eera patham ]  veppa  maatram [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  changes in the sky  regarding   moisture and heat ;  eera 
patham-  moisture ; veppam- heat;  maatram- change  .  

Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  vetrikaramaaka   ethirththu   nirkka  - withstand successfully; vetri 
– win; nirka-stand  . 

Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  eedu  koduththu  nirkka -  to withstand.  

Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  kaatrukku  thiranthiru  / ut -paduththu / kaatru  kondu  yaerpadum  
maatraththirkku  ut -paduththu [ missing letter- pa-]-   expose to the changes of 
air  ; kaatru –wind; thiranthidu- expose.   

Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   kaatru  adikkum thikku  noakki / ottiyae  padakai / naavaai -yaei 
oattu  [ missing letter- pa-]- sail to wind ward of ; kaatru –wind; thikku- direction; 
noakki – towards ; naavai- navy  .    

Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   paruva  maatram [ missing letter- pa-]-   seasonal changes.  

Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  vaan  maatra  varai padam [ missing letter- pa-]- weather chart/ 
map  ; varai padam- map  ; vaan-  sky; maatram- change . 
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Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  kaatru thikku  kaatti-  weather cock  .   

Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  vaan mattra  mun arivippu  [missing letter- pa-]- weather forecast  
; mun arivippu -  fore cost [  forecost - munnaerae arivikka  vaendum ]  .  

Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is    iruthi varai  uruthi udan   thodarnthu   neediththu irukka-  
weather out  ;  iruthi  varai- till the last moment ; thodarnthidu - procede  ;  
neediththu nirkka- with stand  .  

Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   udar  noavu / pini  kondu  [ missing letter- pa-]-  -being sick/  under 
the weather ;  udar- body ; noavu- pain ; oini- illness   . 

Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   padakin   kaatru  vaata  pakkam [ missing letter- pa-]-  -  
weatherside  .   

Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   kadar payanaththirkku  yaetra naeram-[ missing letter- pa-]-  -    
the right time for sea voyage ; kadar payanam- sea voyage  . 

Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is vaan thiranthu  kottum   maari -   heavy floods; maari- flood/ rain  . 

Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is kuraintha  naeramae  peitha maari / vaan neer/ sithar  [ missing 
letters- pa- and- sa- ]-  short shower ; kuraintha –short ; sithari –rain  .  

Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  kaatru / maari  / mazhai  / veyyal   muthailiavatraal  thaakku 
undaaka  [ missing letter- zha/ la-]-  weather beaten  .  

Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   puyar  kaatru adikkum  naeram  thiramai indri  nadanthu  avuthi 
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uru [ missing letter- pa-]-  make bad weather of it ;  puyar kaatru – strom ; 
thirami- talent ; indri- without ; avuthi –suffer .  

Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  vaan -kaatrir  undaana / kaatru   maasu [ missing letter- sa-]-  
atmospheric air pollution ; kaatru-  wind; maasu-  polution  .    

   Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   puyar  kaatrukku  peethi kondu  veettukkur  
mudanki  kidakka [ missing  letter- pa-]- weather bound ; puyar kaatru- strom;  
peethi- fear; veedu –house . 

   Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kaatru  vaattaththirkku  yaetra  maathiri / thanneer 
vadikindra  maathiri – yaaka  veetu  maer kooraiyaei  amaithiduka -  to slope the 
roof to  shed water  /to flow air ; kaatru –wind;  vaattam- slope;  thanneer- water;  
veedu- hut;  koorai-roof ; amaithiduka- make  . 

 Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   paathu  kaappudan  uyiraodu  karai  vanthu  saeru  [ missing 
letters-  pa- and -sa-]- – to  come  through safely -  weather a crisis ; paathu 
kaappu-  safty ;  uyir- life; karai- bank ; saeru –arrive .  

Weather   has the consonants  - va- the- Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   padauku  poatti-yir   ethera padakai / poatti idum  padakai   
/aduththu  varum  padakai  vida  /  vaekamaaka  thuduppu  ittu/   munnaeri -  
vetri adaika [ missing letter- pa-]- -  to gain an advantageous position in a boat 
race   ; padaku- boat ;  poatti – bet/ panthayam   ; vaekam- speed; thuduppu- oar 
; munnaeru- progress ;  vetri  win.  

Climate   has the consonants -  ka- la –ma- the-  and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  vaanil kaanum   kadumaiyaana / mithamaana  
veyyal  alavu /  idi  minnal /  mazhai   kaalam / koadai  kaalam / koadai mazhai   /  
pani  pozhivu  / mukil  kootta  alavu /  kaatrin vaekam / varanda vaan nilai  
/eeramaana  vaan nilai/   uzhavan  vithai vithaththal  / mazhaikaana   kudai  thavai 
[ missing  letter- Ra -]-  -  muthaliya  vaanin  kana-k-keedu -  assessment  of rain 
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/mist / thunder / clouds ;  vaan-  sky; kan-se;   mitham- light;  kadumai- severe ;  
veyyal- sunny; alavu- measurement;  idi- thunder; minnal- lightening;  mazhai- 
rain; kaalam- season  ;  koadai –summer  ;  pani –snow; pozhivu -fall ; mukil-  
cloud;  katru- wind; vaekam- speed; varanda- dry ;  eeram- moisture .    

Climate   has the consonants -  ka- la –ma- the-  and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   thatpa  veppa  nilaimai  [ missing  letters- pa -and 
sa-]- – climate ; thatpam – cool; veppam –hot ; nilami-status .  

 Climate   has the consonants -  ka- la –ma- the-  and the  original Tamil  
nterpretation of the word is  Tamil  valluvanin  vaan- iyal  kanitham- the 
astronomy of Tamils  ;Valluvan- astrologer; vaan iyal- astronomy  . 

Climate   has the consonants -  ka- la –ma- the-  and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is kaala maatram  [ missing  letter- Ra -]- climate ; 
kaalam- season; maatram- change . 

Climate   has the consonants -  ka- la –ma- the-  and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is vaan nilai  maatram –[ missing  letter- Ra -]-   
changes in the climate ; vaan –sky ; nilai- status; maatram-change .  

  Night  has the consonants - an -ka -the - and the original Tamil word is  thunki -  
night.  

Fortnight  has the consonants – pa- Ra –the-  an- ka -the -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  paathi thinkar-  half month ; paathi- half;  thinkar- month . 

Fortnight  has the consonants – pa -Ra –the-  an- ka -the -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  pathi  naanku naatkar -  14 days ; naatkar- days; pathi naangu -14.    

Koar has the consonants  -ka –Ra- and the interpretation  of the word is 
vaaram[Skt] -  week  . 

Month  has the consonants - ma –an- the - and the interpretation  of the word is 
muppathu  thinam [ missing  letter- pa-]  – 30 day ; thinam –day ; muppathu -30  . 

Year  has the consonant  -Ra -and the original Tamil word is eru  ayanam-   one 
year / two 6 months ;  oru ayanam- 6 months ;  eru- two.   
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20. A History of the Months and the Meanings of their Names 

                      http://www.crowl.org/lawrence/time/months.html 

 

    Discussion ;  Month’s name denote the names of the 12 orai .  August  month  
denote  ‘kanni  maatham’-  Virgo  sign   and it is not   exactly  related to  the king  
Augustus  Caesar  .  Similarly  the name of the   July month  denotes Leo  sign   
and it s not related to  Julius Caesar .  

 

A History of the Months 

The original Roman year had 10 named 
months Martius "March", Aprilis "April", Maius "May", Junius "June", Quintilis "Jul
y", Sextilis "August", September "September", October"October", November "Nov
ember", December "December", and probably two unnamed months in the dead 
of winter when not much happened in agriculture. The year began 
with Martius"March". Numa Pompilius, the second king of Rome circa 700 BC, 
added the two months Januarius "January" and Februarius "February". He also 
moved the beginning of the year from Marius to Januarius and changed the 
number of days in several months to be odd, a lucky number. 
After Februarius there was occasionally an additional month 
of Intercalaris"intercalendar". This is the origin of the leap-year day being in 
February. In 46 BC, Julius Caesar reformed the Roman calendar (hence the Julian 
calendar) changing the number of days in many months and 
removing Intercalaris. 

January -- Janus's month [  Aquaris month] -   vaan  neer / kareena [ Aquaris ] 
maasam /kaar maekam  [ Aquaris ] -   water  from the sky/ dark clouds  . 

Middle English Januarie 
Latin Januarius "of Janus" 
Latin Janu(s) "Janus" + -arius "ary (pertaining to)" 
Latin Januarius mensis "month of Janus" 

http://www.crowl.org/lawrence/time/months.html
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Janus is the Roman god of gates and doorways, depicted with two faces looking in 
opposite directions. His festival month is January. 

Januarius had 29 days, until Julius when it became 31 days long. 

arius has the consonants -Ra –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is uriya- 
pertaining to . 

Janus has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- [- sa-]   - and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is  paanai  [ missing  letter- pa-]  - pot.  

Januarius  has the consonants -sa –an-  -va -Ra -sa - and the Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  vaan  neer / kuda neerai  summarikkra  manithan[ missing  letter-  
the -] -  the person who  carrries the sky  water pot   -Aquarius sinnam / sign  ; 
vaan- sky; neer- water ; kudam- pot ;  manithan-  man  . 

Januarius  has the consonants -sa –an- -va -Ra -sa- and the Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   Aquaris  sign .  

Januarius  has the consonants -sa –an- ----- -Ra -sa- and the Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   paanai  neer maasam [ missing letter- pa-]-   water pot month; 
paanai- pot  ;   neer- water ; maasam- month . 

Januarius  has the consonants -sa –an- -va -Ra -sa   and the  other interpretation 
of the word is  Aquarius sign.  

Januarius  has the consonants –[- sa-]  –an- -va -Ra –[- sa-]    and the  other 
interpretation Kareeram   enum  orai - Aquarius sign. 

Januarius  has the consonants -sa –an- -va -Ra –sa-  and the interpretation  of the 
word is  varudaththin [Skt]  /aandin /  muthar maatham/ muthar  thinkar  -  the 
first month of the year ; muthar- first ; thinkar- month  .  

 

February -- month of Februa  [ Pisces month ] –  vin meen maasam . 

Middle English Februarius 
Latin Februarius "of Februa" 
Latin Februa(s) "Februa" + -arius "ary (pertaining to)" 
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Latin Februarius mensis "month of Februa" 
Latin dies februatus "day of purification" 

Februarius had 28 days, until circa 450 BC when it had 23 or 24 days on some of 
every second year, until Julius when it had 29 days on every fourth year and 28 
days otherwise. 

Februa is the Roman festival of purification, held on February fifteenth. It is 
possibly of Sabine origin. 

Februarius   has the   consonants - [-pa-]  -  [-pa-] -  Ra-  va-  Ra -  [-sa-]  - and the 
original Tamil interpretation of the word is   vaanir   minnukira  vin meen -  the 
shining pisces of the sky  -  meenam  / pisces  ;  vaan-  sky ; minnu- shine ; vin 
meen- star . 

Februarius   has the   consonants  - -[-pa-]- -[-pa-]--  Ra-  va-  Ra -[-sa-] - and the 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is   vaanir sudar vittu  eriyim vin meen [ missing 
letter- the ]-- the bright stars/ fish  of the sky ; eriyim- burning ; vin meen- star  . 

Februarius   has the   consonants - -pa- -pa--  Ra-  va-  Ra -  [-sa-] -  and theorignal 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  thuppu- aravu  naar / sukathaaram  kadai 
pidikkum  thiru- naar [ missing  letter-  the -] – day for maintaining  hygiene ;  
thuppu aravu- hygiene    kadai pidi-  follow / up hold  ; thiru naar- festival   . 

Februarius   has the   consonants  - -[-pa-]- -[-pa-]--  Ra-  va-  Ra -[-sa-] - and the 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  aandin   erandaam  thinkar [ missing  letter-  
the -]-  2nd month  of the year  ;  aandu-  year ; erandu-  two ; thinkar- month . 

 

Intercalaris -- inter-calendar month 

Latin Intercalaris "inter-calendar" 
Latin Mercedonius (popular name) "?" 

Intercalaris had 27 days until the month was abolished by Julius. 

March -- Mars' month   [Aries  month ] -   Semmari  maasam . 
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Middle English March(e) 
Anglo-French March(e) 
Old English Martius 
Latin Martius "of Mars" 
Latin Marti(s) "Mars" + -us (adj. suffix) 
Latin Martius mensis "month of Mars" 

Martius has always had 31 days. 

March was the original beginning of the year, and the time for the resumption of 
war. 

Mars is the Roman god of war. He is identified with the Greek god Ares. 

March  has the consonants -  ma- Ra –-sa-–and the original Tamil interpretaion  of 
the word is  mari  / sem-mari   maasam   -ram /  Aries . 

Martius  has the consonants -  ma- Ra – the--sa-–and the original Tamil 
interpretaion  of the word is  semmari  aadu -  sheep/Aries.  

Martius  has the consonants -  ma- Ra – the- [-sa-] –and the original Tamil 
interpretaion  of the word is  aandin  moondram maatham -  third month of the 
year ; aaandu- year ; moondru –three ;  maatham- month .  

 

April -- Aphrodite's month  [ Tarus month ] – Paaral [Tarus]  maasam . 

Old English April(is) 
Latin Aprilis 
Etruscan Apru 
Greek Aphro, short for Aphrodite. Aprilis had 30 days, until Numa when it had 29 
days, until Julius when it became 30 days long.Aphrodite is the Greek goddess of 
love and beauty. She is identified with the Roman goddess Venus. 

Etymology of the word – April  - is  un known .  
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April  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra-  la  - and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   Eraal  -  Tarus . 

April  has the consonants --pa- Ra-  la  - and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  Paraal  - Tarus  . 

April  has the consonants -  pa- Ra-  la  - and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  poli  erumai – stud bull / Tarus [ erumai maadu ]  

May -- Maia's month  [  Gemini month ] Annanum  Thampiyim  maasam . 

Old French Mai 
Old English Maius 
Latin Maius "of Maia" 
Latin Maius mensis "month of Maia" 

Maius has always had 31 days. 

Maia (meaning "the great one") is the Italic goddess of spring, the daughter of 
Faunus, and wife of Vulcan. 

‘Ma’  means   ‘great’  in Tamil . 

 May  has the consonant-  ma - and the original interpretation of the word is     
Gemini [ missing letter-  sa- ].  

June -- Juno's month   [ crab month ] – Nandu  maasam . 

Middle English jun(e) 
Old French juin 
Old English junius 
Latin Junius "of Juno" 
Latin Junius mensis "month of Juno" 

Junius had 30 days, until Numa when it had 29 days, until Julius when it became 
30 days long. 
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Juno is the principle goddess of the Roman Pantheon. She is the goddess of 
marriage and the well-being of women. She is the wife and sister of Jupiter. She is 
identified with the Greek goddess Hera. 

 June   has the consonants –[-sa-] - an -  and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  nandu  [ missing letter-  the -]  - crab/ cancer.  

June   has the consonants –[-sa-] - an -  and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   manam- marriage  . 

June   has the consonants –[-sa-] - an -  and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   penmani [ missing  letter- pa-] - woman . 

July -- Julius Caesar's month [ Leo month ] -  Ko vilangu  maasm . 

Middle English Julie 
Latin Julius "Julius" 
Latin Julius mensis "month of Julius" 
Latin quintilis mensis "fifth month" 

Quintilis (and later Julius) has always had 31 days. 

Julius Caesar reformed the Roman calendar (hence the Julian calendar) in 46 BC. 
In the process, he renamed this month after himself. 

July   has the consonants –[-sa-] - la -  and the  interpretation of the word is  leo  
kovilangu  [ missing  letter- ka-] . 

July   has the consonants –[-sa-] - la -  and the original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  kovilangu  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  lion. 

Quintalis   has the consonants - ka- an- the- la –and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   aeinthaam thinkal – fifth month ; aeinthu- five .   

  

August -- Augustus Caesar's month [ Virgo month ] - kanni  pen maasam – virgin 
month . 
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Latin Augustus "Augustus" 
Latin Augustus mensis "month of Augustus" 
Latin sextilis mensis "sixth month". 

Sextilis had 30 days, until Numa when it had 29 days, until Julius when it became 
31 days long.Augustus Caesar clarified and completed the calendar reform of 
Julius Caesar. In the process, he also renamed this month after himself. 

Augustus  has the consonants - ka –-sa- - the –[-sa -]  -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  poopu  adaintha/ manam aakatha   kanni ponnu – 
udaiya  masam/ maatham [ missing  letter- pa-]  –-  girl  who has attained puberty 
/ unmarried  girl / virgo  ; poopu-  puberty ;  kanni ponnu- virgin ; maatham- 
month  . 

Augustus  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]  - the –[-sa-]   -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   Kanni  maatham – virgo  month ; kanni -  virgin . 

Augustus has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]  - the –[-sa -] -  and the interpretation of 
the word is  mathippu  vaaintha  manithar - revered person  . 

Augustus  has the consonants   ka –[-sa-]  - the –[-sa-] -  and the interpretation of 
the word is thakuthi udaiya  manithar -  able person ;  thakuthi- eligibility .   

Augustus  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] - the –[-sa-] -  and the interpretation of 
the word is maanpu mikka manithar [ missing  letter- pa-]  –  honorable  person . 

Sextilis  has the consonants  -  sa -ka -the –la- [-sa-]  –and the orignaltamil 
interpretation of the word is  sa - thinkal -  6th month ;  letter ‘sa’ =  numerical 6 in 
Tamil ;  Tamil letter  ‘sa’ =  numerical  ‘chae’ in Skt/Hindi . 

 

September -- the seventh month [  Balance month ] -  Niruthtidum  edai thattu  
maasam-  weighing pan  month . 

Middle English septembre 
Latin September 
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Latin septem "seven" + -ber (adj. suffix) 
Latin september mensis "seventh month" 

September had 30 days, until Numa when it had 29 days, until Julius when it 
became 30 days long. 

September  has the consonants  -sa - [-pa-] -  the –ma-  [-pa-]  - Ra – and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is niruththidum   edai thattu   maasam - 
weighing pan  month ;  niru- weigh ; edai thattu- pan . 

September  has the consonants  -[-sa -] - pa-  the –ma-  pa - Ra – and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is porai -  yei  edai   podum  erandu  thattu / 
udaiya  pori -  the instrument  with two plates used to weigh; porai- weight ; edai 
idu –weigh ; earnadu –two; thattu- plate  . 

 September has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -[-pa-] -  the –ma-  pa – Ra-  and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  thula paaram [Skt] [ missing  letter- la-] -  scale/ 
balance.  

September has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -[-pa-] -  the –ma-  [-pa-]  – Ra-  and the 
other interpretation  of the word is   ettaam thinkar [ missing  letter- ka-] ;  8th 
month ;  ettu- 8; thinkar- month . 

Septem [ 7]  has the  consonants- sa –pa- the –ma-  and the  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  ettam-  8th . 

 

October -- the eighth month [  Scorpio month ] -  karum  thael  maasam -  black  
scorpion month .  

Middle English octobre 
Latin October 
Latin octo "eight" + -ber (adj. suffix) 
Latin october mensis "eighth month" 

October has always had 31 days. 
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October  has the consonants- ka -the –[-pa-]- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is kodiya nanju udaiya/  kodukku / kodiru  udaiya  karum 
thael [ missing letter-  la-]-  highly poisonous claw of the black  scorpion ;  kodiya -  
severe;  nanju- poison ;  karumai-  black; thael- scorpion . 

October  has the consonants- ka -the –[-pa-]- Ra  -  and the other interpretation of 
the word is  is viruchchika [Skt]maatham [ missing  letter- sa-].  

November -- the nineth month-  [ Saggitarius month] –Ampai  ethidum  
vaedavanin  maasam – the archers  month. 

Middle English Novembre 
Latin November 
Latin Novembris mensis "nineth month" 

Novembris had 30 days, until Numa when it had 29 days, until Julius when it 
became 30 days long. 

Octo   has the consonants – ka- the - and the  original Tamil word is ennikkai ettu-  
count no- 8 ;  ennikkai - count ; ettu -8.  

November has the consonants – an- va- ma -pa -Ra  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kuthirai- yir iruntha padiyae  kuri thavarathu   
ampai eithidum  veeran / vaedan / kuthirai udar konda manithan[  missing  letter-  
the -]  -  the centarus shooting an arrow ; kuthirai- horse ; ampu- arrow ; veeran- 
hero ; vaedan- hunter .  

November has the consonants – an- va- ma -pa -Ra  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  aandin  onpathaam  thinkar [  missing  letter-  the -
]-  9th month of the year .    

December -- the tenth month- [  Capricon month ] – Aattu mandai  meen - orai  
maasam  

Middle English decembre 
Old French decembre 
Latin december "tenth month" 
Latin decem "ten" + -ber (adj. suffix) 
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December had 30 days, until Numa when it had 29 days, until Julius when it 
became 31 days long. 

December    has the consonants - the- [-sa-]- ma- [-pa-]- Ra – and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the word is  vaan  kadar thanniyir  irukkum  aattu  mandai 
udaiya meen  [ missing  letter- ka-] – the fish over the sky  with a goat’s head/  
Capricon / makaram / suravam / sirankam ; vaan- sky ; kadar- sea; thanni -water ; 
aadu –sheep; mandai- head ; meen- star / fish . 

December   has the consonants - the- sa- ma- pa- Ra  - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is aandin  paththaam  thinkar [ missing  letter- ka-]-   
10th month  of the year;aandu- year; paththu -10th ; thinkar- month  . 

Decem / dece  has the consonants -  the –[-sa-]  -ma  -  and the original Tamil  
word is  paththaam-  10 th / paththu [ missing  letter- pa-] . 

 

                                      Greek /Tamil months .  
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                        Tamil  month - Purataasi [ Muthar Poopu neerdiaya penin 
maatham   [ Virgo / Kanni maasam ]   . 

Agranios  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- an--sa- –  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  paruva  pen  enum  oraikkaana maasam ; paruva 
pen- virgin ; orai –sign ; maasam- month  . 

Agranios  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- an--sa- –  and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  kanni / kanya  orai /  raasi / sinnam  maasam [Malayalam / Skt]   . 

Agranios  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- an--sa- –  and the other interpretation of 
the word is    virgro  sign;   sign- sinnam    .  

Purattasi   has the consonants- pa- Ra –the-  [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is muthar  poopu  neeraadiya pen –in  maatham.-   
muthar- first ;  pooppu - puberty .  

Purattasi   has the consonants- pa- Ra –the-  [-sa-]  -and the other interpretation  
of the word is Bhadrapada [Skt] . 

 Purattasi   has the consonants- pa- Ra –the- -sa-and the other interpretation  of 
the word is Prausthapada[Skt] .  

 

                                             Tamil  month – Aani -  wrong interpretation.  

                                         Aani [ Gemini /Mithunam ] –  Annanum thampiyim  [ elder 
brother and younger brother  ]  

Aani  matham    has the consonants -an – ma- the –ma-  and the original tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  Annanum  Thampiyim [ missing letter- pa- ]  
brothers –elder and the younger; annan- elder brother; thampi-younger brother .   

Mithunam [Skt]  has the consonants – ma- the- an- ma – and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  Annanum  Thampiyim [ missin letter- pa-]- brothers 
–elder and the younger.    
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 Panamos  has the consonants –[- pa -] –an- ma- -sa-  and the wrong Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  Aani maasam  .  

Panamos  has the consonants – pa -–an- ma- -sa-  and  the  Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is   Annanum  thampiyim  enum  maasam [ missing letter-  the -]-   
brothers - elder and the younger.   

Panamos  has the consonants –[- pa -] –an- ma- -sa-  and the  other   
interpretation  of the word is Somanum  Kaamanum [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  the 
twins  . 

Panamos  has the consonants –[- pa -] –an- ma- -[-sa-] -  and the other  
interpretation of the word is  Mithunam[Skt] [ missIng  letetr- the ] . 

Panamos  has the consonants –[- pa -] –an- ma- -sa-  and the other  interpretation 
of the word is  Jyaishtha[Skt]   enum  maatham [ missIng  letter- the ] . 

Panamos  has the consonants –[- pa -] –an- ma- -sa-  and the other  interpretation 
of the word is  Gemini sign . 

 

                                                  Karthikai [Skt] /Scorpio .  

                                     Nali  maasm – Tamil -   is the correct  interpretation  . 

Apellaios has the consonants –[-pa-]- la –sa-  and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the  word is   nali  maasam   -  scorpion  month ; nali-  scorpio ; masam- month.  

Karthikai [Skt]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- the- ka  - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kodukku udaiya  karum thael / nali  maasm [ 
missing  letter- la-]- the  claw / chela  of the black  scorpion;  karumai- black ; 
thael- scorpion  .    

Karthikai [Skt]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- the- ka  - and the other  
interpretation  of the word is  Viruchchikaththin  kodukku [ missing  letter-  sa-]-  
the claw of the scorpion  ; viruchchikam- scorpion  ; kodukku- chela .  
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Scorpio   has the consonants –sa- ka- Ra- [- pa-]  – and the interpretation of the 
word is viruchchikam -  scorpion . 

Scorpio   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- Ra- [- pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is karum thael [ missing  letter-  la-]-  black  scorpion .  

 

                           Tamil month -  Aavani [ Leo /Sinkam maasam ]-  wrong 
interpretation.   

                             ko- vilangu  is the Right interpretation .  

Aavani  month   has the consonants -  va- an  - ma- the- ma – and the original 
tamil  interpretation  of the word is  ko-  vilangu enum vin  meen matham  [ 
missing letter- la-]-  month of  the star  Leo ; ko vilangu- king of the  beasts; ko- 
king; vilangu- animal ; vin meen- star . 

Phoenikeos   has the consonants-  [-pa-]- an –ka- sa – and the  interpretation of 
the word   Sinka  maasam [Malayalam] ; sinkam- lion ; maasam- month  . 

Phoenikeos   has the consonants-  [-pa-]- an –ka- sa – and the  WRONG Tamil 
interpretation of the word   Aavanai  maasam. 

Phoenikeos   has the consonants-  [-pa-]- an –ka- sa – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word  ko- vilangu  sign / maasam  [ missing  letter- la-] – Leo 
sign . 

Shravana [Skt]   has the consonants -Sa -Ra - va -an  - and the original atmil 
interpretation  of the word is Arima  enum  Sinkam / ko  vilangu -  the animal  
called lion ;  arima- ; lion; ko vilangu- king of the beasts . 

          

                                          Tamil month  -Thai [ Makaram] [Capriocon ]. 

                   Aattu  mandai  vin  meen [ fish with goat head ]  is the correct  
interpretation . 
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Thai  has the consonant-  the-  and the original Tamil  word is  aattu mandai  yaei 
udaiya  meen-  maatham ; aadu-  goat ;  mandai- head ; meen- star /fish . 

Makram matham   has the consonants  - ma- ka- Ra   - ma-  the - ma - and the 
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   kadar sura   meen  udar / aattu  
mandai   udaiya  vin  meenukkaana  maatham/ thinkar [ missing  letter- sa-]-  -  
month  of a  goat headed  fish ; kadar sura – shark/suravam ;  meen- fish; udar- 
body ; vin meen- star; thinker- month  .  

Kraneios  has the consonants - ka –Ra- an –[-sa-] –and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  sem- mari aattu mandai vin meen thinkar[missing 
letter- the -] -  the star  with goat head;  aadu- goat ; sem-marai- ram; mandai- 
head.  

Kraneios  has the consonants - ka –Ra- an -sa –and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  Suravam/ Sirankam   enum  oraikkaana  maasam; 
orai- raasi [Skt] .    

Kraneios  has the consonants - ka –Ra- an -sa –and the other  interpretation  of 
the word is   Makaram enum   raasikkaana  masam –Makara [Skt] month .  

Kraneios  has the consonants - ka –Ra- an –sa-–and the other interpretation of the 
word is   Capriocon sign  [ missing letter- pa-] . 

Kraneios  has the consonants - ka –Ra- an –sa-–and the other interpretation of the 
word is   Makar sankaranthi   [Malayalam] [ missing  letter- the -]-  northern 
movement of the sun after winter solstice . 

Kraneios  has the consonants - ka –Ra- an –[-sa-] –and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  Ponkar thiru naar [ missing  letters– pa-and- the -]  
– Pongal  festival ; Ponkar [l] - Tamil new year – Jan  -14.  

Kraneios  has the consonants - ka –Ra- an –[-sa-] –and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kathiravanin/sooriyanin[Skt]vadakku  noakkiya    
uththrayana [Skt] payanam[ missing  letter-  the -] -  northern travel of the sun; 
vadakku- north ; kathiravan –sun ; payanam –tour   . 
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Kraneios  has the consonants - ka –Ra- an –[-sa-] –and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is kathiravain vadakku noakkiya thiruppam/  payanam  
- January month / maatham / pathi  naankaam naar / fourteen-th  day [ missing  
letters- pa-and-the -]- 14 th day is the northern tropical  movement of the sun;  
kathiravan- sun; pathinaangu -14 ; thiruppam- tropic .  

. 

                                 Aippasi [ Thulam /Libra ]  is a wrong interpretation  . 

                                    Edai thattu  is the right  interpretation . 

Aippaai  maatham  has the consonants – [- pa -] –[- sa-]  -  ma- the -ma – and the 
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  edai thattu   enum  meen matham- 
month of a star  which  looks like a  weighing  pan ; edai thattu –weighing pan ; 
meen –star ; maatham- month  . 

Lanotropios   has the consonants – la- an - the -Ra – pa -sa- and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  niruththal [ alavu ] pori –  erandu thattukkalum edai 
poadum  karkalum  konda edai  poada uthavum  oru pori  / nirai kole thattu [ 
missing  letter- ka-]   - thulai allathu  tharasu enum oraikkaana  maasam ;  nirai-  
weight ;  edai –weight ; pori- instrument ; niari  kole- balance ; thulai – balance  . 

Lanotropios   has the consonants – la- an - the -Ra – pa -sa- and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   Aippasi  endru  Thamizh  mozhiyil  azhaikka padum 
/ koora padum  thinkar [ missing  letter-  ka-] -  in Tamil language this month is 
called as Aippasi ;  mozhi- language ; azhaikka- call ; thinkar- month . 

Lanotropios   has the consonants – la- an - the -Ra – pa –[-sa-] -– and the other 
interpretaion of the word is   Thula  paaram  oraikkaana  Asvina   endru  
samaskritha  paasai -yil  [Skt] solla padum  thinkar / maasam [ missing  letter-  ka-] 
-  in Sanskrit language this month is called as Asvina -  for Libra  sign;  thula param- 
balance; orai –raasi  /sign ; paasai – basha ; maasam- month  . 

Lanotropios   has the consonants – la- an - the -Ra – pa –-sa--– and the other   
interpretation  of the word is  Libra  sign  month .  
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Thula [Skt]   has the consonants- the- la -  and the original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   edai iduthal  -  to weigh . 

 

                                       Maasi [ Aquarius ] -  wrong interpretation  .  

                                     Vaan- Thanni kudam maasam -  right interpretation.  

Maasi  matham   has the consonants – ma- sa –ma- the- ma - and the original 
Tamil  interpretation od the word is  vaan -  thanni  kudam enum  meen  maasam 
[ missing letter- ka-]- -  month of  “  water  pot star”;  thanni- water; kudam- pot; 
vaan- sky .  

 Macheneus  has the consonants – ma- ka- an –[-sa-]  -sa – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  vaan/ thanni   kudam -  maasam [ missing letter-  
the -] -  water pot of the sky . 

Macheneus  has the consonants – ma- ka- an –[-sa-]  -sa – and the  other  
interpretation of the word is  vaan kumbham  enum  maasm [ missing  letter- pa-]  
- Aquarius; kumpham-[Skt]  pot  .  

Macheneus  has the consonants – ma- ka- an –[-sa-]  -sa – and the  other  
interpretation of the word is  Magha [Skt]  enum  maasam / month .   

Masi  has the consonants – ma- sa -  and the interpretation of the word is  Masi 
Magham [Skt] enum  maasam . 

Aquaris has the consonants-  ka- Ra- the- and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  vaan kudaththu  thanneer / kottum  thanneer -  the pouring  water  
from the sky pot.  

 

                          Aadi [karkadakam /cancer  ] is the wrong interpretation   

                             Nandu  maatham  is the  right interpretation.  
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Aadi    matham  has the consonants – the-  ma –the- ma -and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Nandu  meen  maatham-  month of  crab star ; 
nandu- crab  .    

Dodekateus has the consonants - the-  -ka- the –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil    
interpretation of the word is  kodukku  udaiya nandu  enum  vin  meen maatham  
-  month of   crab  star  ; kodukku –claw /chela; nandu- crab  . 

 Dodekateus has the consonants - the-  -ka- the –[-sa-] - and the   interpretation of 
the word is  vaan  kadar  nandu  meen   thinkar  [ missing  letter-Ra-]  -  month of   
sky sea crab  star ; kadar- sea; nandu- crab . 

Dodekateus has the consonants - the-  -ka- the –-sa-- and the   interpretation of 
the word is  Karkadaka [Malayalam]  maasm / maatham . 

Aashda [Skt]  has the consonants – sa- the  -and the original Tamil word is Nandu  
maasm -  month for crab.  

 

                                           Pankuni /Pisces -  wrong interpretation . 

                                       Vin  meen [ Sky fish/star   ]  is the right interpretation . 

Pankuni   has the consonants –[- pa-]  -an -ka -an -and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   vin meen  -  sky fish . 

 Eukleios has the consonants –ka- la- -[-sa-]- –and the other interpretation of the  
word is  Paal kuni- [ missing  letter-  pa-]   maasm . 

Eukleios has the consonants –ka- la-  sa- –and the original  interpretation of the   
word is   vaanil oli  veesum  vin meenkal maasam  /  meena maasam -  pisces 
month ; vaan –sky; oli- light  . 

Palkuni [Skt]  has the consonants- [-pa-] - la- ka- an -  and the original Tamil  word 
is   vin meenkal -  the  pisces /  stars of the sky .  
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                            Tamil month -Chiththri -  wrong interpretation  . 

                             Semmari aadu [ Sheep star ] -  right interpretation.  

Chiththri  has the consonants-  sa –the- Ra – and the original Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  Semmari aadu  enum meeen -  ‘Sheep /ram  star’. 

Aretemisios  has the consonants -Ra- the - ma- sa -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is  Semmari aadu/ mari orai -yin  maatham/ maasam -  
month of  Ram  star ;  marai –ram .  

Aretemisios  has the consonants -Ra- the - ma- sa -and the  Wrong  Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is  Chiththirai [ wrong  interpretation] maasam/ 
month . 

Aretemisios  has the consonants -Ra- the - ma- sa -and the  other  interpretation  
of the  word is  Maesa [Skt] raasi – yin  maatham  . 

Aretemisios  has the consonants -Ra- the - ma- sa -and the  other  interpretation  
of the  word is   Chaitrah/ Chiththrai  [Skt]  maatham / maasam/ month  . 

 Aretemisios  has the consonants -Ra- the - ma- sa -and the  other  interpretation  
of the  word is  Aries sign month .   

 

                                  Tamil month- Vaikaasi -  wrong interpretation . 

                                     keda  Maadu thinkar [ month of Bull  star ] -   is the right 
interpretation.  

Vaikasi matham   has the consonants-  va –ka- [-sa-] – ma- the- ma-  and the 
original Tamil interpreation  of the word is  kedaa  maadu enum vin meenukaana  
masam- month of  bull  star;  kedaa maadu –goat / kottiyam  . 

Psydreus  has the consonants  -pa- sa- the -Ra -sa - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the  word is   eruthu /erumai maadu  enum   orai maatham ; 
eruthu- Tarus . 
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Psydreus    has the consonants  -[-pa-] – -sa- the -Ra –[-sa-]  - and the Wrong Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is  Vaikaasi  thinkar  [ missing letter- ka-] .  

Psydreus    has the consonants  -[-pa-] – [-sa-]-the -Ra -sa - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the  word is   kida maadu / vidai enum  orikkaana masam / 
thinkar  [ missing letter- ka-] ; vidai- goat  . 

Psydreus    has the consonants  -[-pa-] – [-sa-]-the -Ra -sa - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the  word is   Edavam [Malayalam]  enum thinkar [ missing 
letter- ka-]  . 

Psydreus    has the consonants  -pa- sa-the -Ra -sa - and the other interpretation  
of the word is   Rishiba  raasi maatham[Skt] . 

Psydreus  has the consonants  -[- pa-] – [-sa-]-the -Ra –[-sa-] - and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  Vaisakha[Skt]  enum  thinkar [ missing letter- ka-].  

Psydreus    has the consonants  -pa- sa-the -Ra –[-sa -]- and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   ko/ Besa  [Tulu]  enum thinkar  [ missing letter- ka-] 
; besa =  pasu  =   Aavinam  [ missing  letter- ka-] . 

Psydreus    has the consonants  -[-pa-] - sa-the -Ra -sa - and the other 
interpretation of the word is   Tarus  sign  month . 

 

                                Markazhi  [ Saggitarius]  -  wrong interpretation . 

                                  Villai  kaiyir  yanthum Vaelanukkaana/ Vaedavanukkaana  
thinkar- is the right interpretion.   

 Gamelios  has the consonants - ka -ma –la- sa - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  Vaelan  maasam -  the archer’s month ; vaelan –
archer.  

Danush [Skt]  has the consonants - the -an -sa -  and the original Tamil  word is 
ampai eithidam  manithan [ missing  letter- pa-] -  the man who is shooting the 
arrow  ;  ampu –arrow ; eithidu –shoot .  
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Markazhi  matham has the consonants -  ma –Ra- ka- la –ma – the ma- and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the  word is  kai -yir  villai yaenthum  maravan / 
Vaelanukkaana maatham /thinkal  - month of   the hero/ archer hoding a bow in  
his hand ; kai- hand;   villu –bow; yaenthu – hold ; maravan- hero  .  

Saggitarius   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -ka –the- Ra- the –and the interpretation  
of the word is  kuri paarththu  ampai  eithidum  vaedar [ missing letter-  pa-] -  the 
hunter who is accurately  shooting the arrow.  

 

Few terms ;  

                                               Moon    

Amaavasai[Skt]  has the consonants -ma- va- [-sa-] – and the original Tamil word is 
mankum [waxing] uvaa- waxing moon ;  mankuka-  to wax;  uvaa-  moon . 

Wax [ ing]  has the consta- va –ka- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  
minnuka-  to shine /  minnum  u-vaa-  shining moon ; minnu- shine; uvaa-moon  . 

Wan[ ing]  has the consonants  - va -an – and the original Tamil  word is man-k-
kuka -  to fade;  mankum u- vaa-   waning moon  ; mangu- fade; uvaa- moon .   

Pournami [Skt]   has the consonants – [-pa-]  -Ra -an -ma -  and the original Tamil  
word is  nirai  mathi [ missing  letter- the-] -  full moon; nirai- full; mathi- moon.  

Krishna  paksa [Skt]  has the consonants - ka –Ra-  [-sa-]- an – pa- ka- [-sa-]  – and 
the original Tamil  word is  mankiya pirai -  nirai mathiyaaka  edukka  aakum  
naeram / naar   kanakku  pathi- naanku [ missing  letter- the -]  -  the period  for 
the new moon  to become a  full moon is 14 days ;  manku- fade; pirai- crescent ; 
nirai- full; mathi- moon; naar- day; kanakku- count ; pathinaanku- 14.     

Shukla  paksa [Skt]  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka -la –-pa-–ka- [-sa-]   and the 
original Tamil  word is  ven/vaan/ vellai   nilavin  valar pirai  kaalam / pakkam/ 
paakam[  missing  leter- Ra -]  -  the  waxing  period of the moon ; nilavu- moon; 
valar –grow; pakkam- page/phase  . 
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                                            Horoscope 

Horoscope has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - ka -pa – and the original Tamil  
word is  kaniyar kurippu -  the interpretation  of the astrologer ; kaniyar- 
astrologer ; kurippu- notes .  

Horoscope  has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - ka –[-pa-]  – and the original 
Tamil  word is   Arivan  kanakku/ kanippu  -  the prediction  of astrologer ;arivan- 
astrologer; kanipu- prediction . 

Horoscope  has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - ka –pa-– and the original Tamil  
word is   Paarppaan  kanakku  kurippu - the  notes of the astrologer; paarppaan – 
astrologer;  kanakku- maths/ estimation ;  kurippu- notes.  

Horoscope  has the consonants – ka- Ra –sa- ka –pa-– and the original Tamil  word 
is    Saakkai kurippu-  the  notes of the astrologer; saakkai- astrologer  ; kurippu- 
notes . 

Horoscope  has the consonants – ka- Ra –sa- ka –[-pa-]-– and the other 
interpretation of the  word is  kai  raekai/ vari  Joasiyam [Skt] – palmistry ; kai- 
hand.  

Few terms ; 

 Panchanka [Skt][ five parts]    has the consonants – [- pa-]  –an- [- sa-]  an -ka  - 
and the original Tamil  word is  vaan kanakku/ kanippu   - astronomy ;  en  
kanakku -  maths  ;  mana kanakku . 

Almanac has the consonants - la –ma- an- ka - and the original Tamil  word is  
nalla naal  / nalla kaalam /  nalla vaelai /  nalla  kilamai  / mazhai kaalam / veyil 
kaala  kanakku  - naal kilamai kanakku -  assessement  of  auspicious day/date/  
time/ week / rainy times/ sunny times  ; nalla naal- auspicious day ;   mazhai- rain; 
kaalam- season ;  kanakku- estimation   

Calender  has the consonants - ka –la- an- the- Ra  -and the original tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  naeram/ nodi/ kanam/ nimidam / mani / naar/  
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kilamai / thinkar [ maatham ] / aandu  kanitha kaatti -  the  one that shows about 
the  measurement of  time/  second/  minute/  hour / day /date/ week/ month / 
Year ;  naeram- time; nodi- second;  nimidam- minute ; mani- hour; naar- day ; 
kilamai- week day ; thinker- month ;aandu- year ; kanitham/ maths ;kaatti- one 
that  shows . 

Calender  has the consonants - ka –la- an- the- Ra  -and the original tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  Thamizh  makkal  kandu arintha / ulakaththirukku   
kodiyaaka aliththa / Tamilairin kaala kanitham -  the assesment of time 
measurement  discovered by Tamil people  given s the gift  to the world ; makkal- 
people ; kandu  arintha- invented ; ulakam-  world ; kodai- gift ; kaala kanitham- 
astronomy .  

Telescope  has the consonants –the- la- [- sa-]  – ka- [- pa-]  – and the original  
interpretaion of the word is  thoalai noakki  -  one that  looks at distance ; tholai- 
tely . 

Sign  has the  consonants – -sa-  sa -an -  and the interpretation of  the word is  
laangiyam/ lachchinai [ missing  letter- la-] -  sign . 

Sign  has the  consonants – -[-sa-] -  sa -an -  and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is  sinnam -  a sign . 

Sign  has the  consonants –-sa -ka- an -  and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   kai asikkanum  /saikai seiyanum – do a  gesture that encodes a 
message ; kai- hand; asaikka- shake ; saikai- sign  .    

Sign  has the  consonants –-sa -ka- an -  and the other interpretation of the word 
is  sakunam  . 

                                                  Zodiac  

Zodiac  has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -the -ka  -and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is Vaan kanitham -  astronomy  ;  en  kanitham-  mathematics .   

Zodiac  has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -the -ka  -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  Nimiththikam-  zodiac . 
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Zodiac  has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -the -ka  -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  Nimiththikan -  astrologer.  

Zodiac  has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -the -ka  -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is kaniththidu -  predict.  

Zodiac  has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -the -ka  -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is veedu -  house/ mansion . 

Zodiac  has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -the -ka  -and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is kanitha paadam- [ missing  letter- pa-]- lessons on maths;  
kanitham- maths; paadam- lession  . 

Zodiac  has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -the -ka  -and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is kattam  poattu /   padam / poattu /   veedu  katti  kaniththidu [ 
missing  letter- pa-]- make a square  house/ mansion/ drawing  and  predict ; 
kattam- square ;  padam-  drawing ;  veedu- house; kaniththidu- estimate . 

Zodiac  has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -the -ka  -and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  vattam  poattu/ ittu    kaniththidu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  make a 
circle  and predict;  vattam –circle;  poadu –draw  .  

Zodiac  has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -the -ka  -and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   koana  thundu -  30  paakai  measurement  / 1 - raasi ; koanam-  
degree;  thundu- piece . 

Zodiac  has the consonants  --sa- -the -ka  -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is saathakam [Skt] -  zodiac.  
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21. Orai – star  sign / raasi. 

                             Dravido Egyptian magical /sacred letter-Ra . 

                         Ra -  the Dravido  Egyptian sacred letter . 

                                           Ra = sun   .  

                                           Ra-  sun god . 

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the interpretation  of the word is raasi / 30° 
[Skt] – zodiac sign .  

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is 
aarayam-  unit of measurement in astrology . 

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is 
aran-  sun  god.  

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the other interpretation  of the word is ari-   
sun  god.  

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is 
Maaran-  Murugan . 

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is 
Maram -  courage . 

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the other interpretation  of the word is Mars.  

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is 
neruppu [ missing  letter- pa-] -  fire.  

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the other interpretaion  of the word is  fire [ 
missing  letter- pa-] .  

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is 
naeram-  time.  
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Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is 
niram-  color . 

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is 
uyir-  life;  usuru .  

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is 
Moori –Tarus . 

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the other interpretation  of the word is  
asereeri [ Skt] [ missing letter- sa-]- soul.  

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is 
mayiru- hair.   

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the other interpretation  of the  word is 
roamam [Skt] – hair . 

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is 
neer- water. 

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is 
uoor/Ur -   village/ dwelling place.  

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is 
ara neri-  ethics. 

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is 
arisi [missing letter- sa-] -  rice.  

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  
arisi soaru [missing letter- sa-] – cooked   rice.  

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   
paruppu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  dhal . 

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is 
soar paechchu [ missing letters- pa- and -sa-] -  word  .   
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Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   
Sooran-[missing letter- sa-] -  sun god  

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the other  interpretation of the word is 
Asooran[Skt] .  

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the other  interpretation of the word is 
parappanan [ missing  letter pa-]  .  

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is    
Poosaari [ missing letters-  pa- and- sa-] –priest  . 

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  
mannar- king.   

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   
arasar [missing  letter- sa-]- king.  

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   
arasi-  queen . 

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the other  interpretation of the word is  raja 
[Skt] -  king.  

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the other  interpretation  of the word is   
Pharaoh- [ missing  letter- pa-]-  king ;  oari/ paari -  names of the Dravidian kings .   

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is 
Oraiyan-  sun  god.     

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is 
mari- ram .  

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is 
semmari [missing letter-sa-] - sheep.  

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
pari [missing letter- pa-] - horse . 
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Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
erumai – buffalo.  

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
orae oru -  the only one . 

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
oru / eru/  aaru / nooru/  aayiram/ - 1/2/ 6/ 100/1000.  

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
aaru-  river.  

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
yaeru-  plough.  

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
peyar[missing letter- pa-] - name . 

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
paaru-  look at  / world.  

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is  
naan - marai-  sacred scriptures.  

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is  
maari-  rain.   

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
murai-  method . 

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
seer-[ missing  letter-sa-] -  beauty / super / gift . 

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
arumai- super . 

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
sirappu -super . 
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Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the other  interpretation  of the word is 
Arsunan  [Skt] [ missing  letter-sa-] -  -  sun god.  

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the other  interpretation  of the word is Sooriya  
Naaraynana [Skt] [ missing  letter-sa-] -  sun god .  

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the other  interpretation  of the word is 
Orionis[Greek]  . 

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the other  interpretation  of the word is  Osiris  
[ Egypt]  

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the other  interpretation  of the word is  Sirius -  
a  dwarf planet . 

Orai  has the consonant-  Ra - and the other  interpretation  of the word is  Eris – a  
dwarf planet . 
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22. Planet / kole/ koar. 
 

astar planetes [ wandering star ] has the consonants- [-sa-]  –the- Ra-  pa-la- an –
the- [-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is nilai indri thiriyim 
thee sudar / thee pori –wandering fire torch  ;  nilai- status / stability ; indri –
without ; thee sudar-   fire torch . 

koar [planet]  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the interpretation of the word is 
vaaram [Skt] / vaara naar - week days;  koar-  kole [ planet] ;  Ra= la ; la=  Ra   . 

Kole [ planet ] has the consonants-  ka- la- and the original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  naal kilamai -  week day .  

Kole [ planet ] has the consonants-  ka- la- and the interpretation of the word is 
kaalam-  time. 

Kole [ planet ] has the consonants-  ka- la- and the interpretaion of the word is 
kaalan-  one who is the time keeper.  

Kole [ planet ] has the consonants-  ka- la- and the interpretaion of the word is 
kolli kan -  fire torch . 

Kole [ planet ] has the consonants-  ka- la- and the interpretaion of the word is 
vaelai-  time.  

Kole [ planet ] has the consonants-  ka- la- and the interpretaion of the word is 
kaalai vaelai-  morning time ; kaalai- morning  .  

Kole [ planet ] has the consonants-  ka- la- and the interpretaion of the word is 
kaaliyam-  dawn .  

Kole [ planet ]  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the interpretaion of the word is 
maalai  vaelai-  evening time ;  maalai-  evening; vaelai- time  .  

Kole [ planet ]  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the interpretaion of the word is  
kizhalai-  direction.  
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Kole [ planet ]  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the interpretaion of the word is 
Valluvan-  astrologer.  

Kole [ planet ]  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the interpretaion of the word is 
Pulavan [ missing  letter- pa-]- astrologer/astrologer . 

Kole [ planet ]  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the interpretaion of the word is 
almanac . 

kole [planet]  has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is 
pakalavan/ pakaloan [ missing  letter- pa-]- sun ;  pakal vaelai-  day/ Sunday ;  
vaikal- night time .    

kole [planet]  has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is 
veyil – sun /sunny  ;  veyil / anal  kaalam-  summar days . 

kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is mukil-  
cloud ; mazhi  kaalam-  rainy  season.  

kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is kalasam/ 
kaal  ili  – wind [ one without legs ]; kaal- leg;  ili- nil  . 

kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is  kaal ili-  
one without legs – sun . 

kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is  kaalavam-  
fire.   

kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is  kaala 
kanal-  cosmic fire.   

kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is Aala vaai –
Sivan . 

kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is Aquila/ 
kazhuku  . 
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kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is kaalolam- 
raven  . 

kole]  has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is vaan oli-  
light of the sky .  

kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is vaan veli  - 
sky space . 

kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is vali-  wind.  

kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is kaala alavu-  
measurement of time . 

kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is alaku -  unit 
[of measurement]. 

kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is kalai- 
/astrology  - unit of  measurement.   

kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is  lakkinam 
[Skt] – zodiac  sign . 

kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the original Tamil  word is koana pulli [ 
missing  letter- pa-]  -  the point of an angle  

kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is vikalai/ 
astrology -  unit of measurement .  

kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is alavu  kole-  
scale.  

kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is kal-  one 
mile.  

kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is azhaakku/ 
uzhakku -  weighing measurement. 
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kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is  kuzhi-  
6.66  milli  second- the time taken by the Pleiades stars  to glitter once. 

kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is  kuzhikal-  
66.6666 milli second -  the time taken by the  young  human eye to falp  once.  

kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is  2 kan- 
imaikal – 0.125 second . 

kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is  6 anukkal- 
24 seconds.  

kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is  6 kana-k-
kal-  24 minutes. 

kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is  1 
naazhikai-  24 seconds.    

kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is  kanal  
onnu-  24 minutes.  

kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is 1 kilamai 
onnu / a week -   

kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is  2 kilamai -  
fortnight. 

kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is  azhuvam-  
fortnight .  

kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is  kizhakku-  
east.  

  kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is azhalavan- 
sun.  

kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is nilavu-  
moon. 
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kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is kizhaal-  
moon/ wife of kilavan – the sun.   

kole has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is kalankan -  
moon . 

kole [planet]  has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is 
Alavan-  moon . 

kole  [planet]  has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is 
sevaai enum  kole [ missing  letter sa-] -  a planet called Mars;  sevaai kilamai -  
Tuesday  . 

kole [planet]  has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is 
viyaazhan- Jupitor ;  viyaazha  kilamai-  Thursday . 

kole [planet]  has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is 
mazhi  kole-  velli meen -  Venus ;  velli kilamai -  Friday. 

kole [planet]  has the consonants - ka –la- and the interpretation of the word is 
mai meen enum kole -  a planet called  Saturn ; mai  kilamai – Saturday .  

                                                    koar / kole  

koar [planet]  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the interpretation of the word is 
kirakam [Skt] -planet .  

koar [planet]  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the interpretation of the word is 
kirakanam[Skt]  -  grasp  [ - ka –Ra- [-sa-]- [-pa-]  / eclipse . 

 kirakanam [Skt]  has the consonants  -ka- Ra- ka- an -ma – and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is  koar  maraivu  naar-  the day of eclipse  ; koar- 
planet ; marai-ya hide; naar- day /aatchchai   .   

 

                                                Eclipse  
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Eclipse  has the consonants – ka- la- [-pa-]  -sa- and the interpretation of the word 
is    sillikai  -  solar eclipse.  

Eclipse  has the consonants – ka- la- [-pa-]  -[- sa-] - and the interpretation of the 
word is    vaanil  nikazhum  nikazhvu -  the incident  that happens in the sky; vaan- 
sky;  nikalvu- incident  .    

Eclipse  has the consonants – ka- la- [-pa-]  -[-sa-]  – and the interpretation of the 
word is  vaan kolankalin  oli mankal -   light  of the planet  getting dim [ ref- 
ww.tamillexicon.com /define/eclipse]; vaan- sky;  kolam- planet ; oli- light; 
mankal- fading   .   

Eclipse  has the consonants – ka- la- [-pa-]  -[-sa-]  – and the interpretation of the 
word is  kolin   oli malunkkam  -  light  of the planet getting  dim [ ref- 
ww.tamillexicon.com /define/eclipse] ; kole- planet ; oli- light; malunka- blunt 
/dim  . 

Eclipse  has the consonants – ka- la- [-pa-]  -[-sa-]  – and the interpretation of the 
word is   oli  - yaei  manka vai  / oli  yaei -   mazhunka  seika  -  to dim the light [ 
ref- ww.tamillexicon.com /define/eclipse]; oli- light; mangu –fade.  . 

Eclipse  has the consonants – ka- la- [-pa-] -sa- – and the interpretation of the 
word is   vinju  oli veesu   - eclipse [ ref- ww.tamillexicon.com /define/eclipse].   

Eclipse  has the consonants – ka- la--pa- -[-sa-]  – and the interpretation of the 
word is   pukal  vinju [ ref- ww.tamillexicon.com /define/eclipse].   

 Eclipse  has the consonants – ka- la--pa- -[-sa-]  – and the interpretation of the 
word is   keezh adippu [ missing  letter-  the-]- eclipse [ ref- ww.tamillexicon.com 
/define/eclipse]  .   

Eclipse  has the consonants – ka- la-pa--[-sa-]  – and the interpretation of the 
word is  ulaka  azhivu  naal / uoozhi  naal  -  the day  of  destruction  of the world ; 
ulakam- world; azhivu- destruction; naal- day  .  

                                         Moon  /Thinkal  
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Thinkar/  Tamil [  moon/  month ]   has the consonants -  the- an- ka- Ra-  and the  
meaning is  naanku  vaaram  kondathu  oru thinkar -  four weeks make a month ; 
naangu- 4; vaaram[Skt]-  week – thinkar- month  . 

Thinkar/ Tamil   has the consonants -  the- an- ka- Ra-  and the original  meaning is   
eru  paththi  ettu naatkar  oru-  thinkar  kanakku [ missing  letter- pa-] - 28 days 
make a month  ;  erupathu- 20; ettu -8  ; naatkar- days ; oru- one ; thinkar-month; 
kanakku –estimation .  

 

                     

 

23. Rahu kaethu -uvaa / thinkar  yaeru  muka  / eranku  muka mundu  . 

                                 Rahu [ -Ra – ka -] – karum  koar . 

                    Rahu [ -Ra – ka -] – karu Naagam -  is a false interpretation . 

By  interpreting  the  Tamil  formula/ sooththiram  word  ‘Rehu   ketu ‘ as  the 
‘snake ‘ instead of ‘  the  ascending  and descending  nodes ‘  some  astrologers   
were compelled to make an artificial  story  of Vishnu  slaying the head of the 
Asuran – Svarbhanu  as the Greek  people falsified  the story of   Haphasatus  as 
a lame person.  

  Rahu kaethu [Skt]  has the consonants  Ra- ka-  ka- the---and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   uvaa / thinkar  yaeru  muka  / eranku  muka mundu  
-  ascending  / descending  nodes of moon ;  uvaa- moon;  yaer –rise; eranku- 
come down;   mukam- face / phase ; mundu- node  .                                          

Rahu kaethu [Skt]  has the consonants  Ra- ka-  ka- the---and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  then- nattavarin / Thiravidarin /  Aeinthira/ vaan-
iyar    kani -yarin  marai muka  kootru-  the covert way  of saying   astronomy  by 
Dravidian astrologers;  then nattavar-  people from south ;  Thiraavidar-  Dravidian 
people; aeithiram-  book on astronomy ;   vaan iyar-  the science of astronomy ; 
marai muka kootru- covert; kootru-  word / vaarththai [Skt] . 
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Rahu kaethu [Skt]  has the consonants- Ra- ka-  ka- the---and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kathiravanai - mun tharai   sutri varum  paathaiyum 
–thinkar   mun tharai yarei / puvi  yaei / poomi yaei  sutra  varum  paathiyam   
ondrukku  ondru   vettukira  koadu  thaan raaku kaethu  aakum [ missing  letters- 
pa- and-  sa-] -     

Rahu kaethu [Skt]  has the consonants-  Ra- ka-  ka- the--and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  therkkaaka/ then puramaaka   vettukira  koattin  
mudichchu / kanu / katti / veekkam -   the south node/ knot ; then puram – south 
side ;  vettu –cut; koadu- line ; mudichchu- node;  kanu/ katti/ veekkam- node    . 

Rahu kaethu [Skt]  has the consonants - Ra- ka-  ka- the--and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   kathiravanai  thinkar  sirai pidiththar [ missing  
letters-  pa –and- sa-]-   the capturing  of sun by the moon- eclipse of the sun; 
kathiravan- sun  ;  thinker- moon;  sirai pidi –arrest  . 

Rahu kaethu [Skt]  has the consonants - Ra- ka-  ka- the--and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  thinkar   kathiravanaar  sirai pidikka paduthar [ 
missing  letters-  pa –and- sa-]- -  the capturing  of moon by  the sun/ lunar eclipse  
;  thinkar / mun tharai / kathiravn moondrum orae naer koattir ondrukku  pin 
ondraaka  sutri  varum  naeram-  time of earth/ moon / sun coming one behind 
the other;  thinkar -  moon;  kathravan- sun;  sirai pidi- arrest .  

Rahu kaethu [Skt]  has the consonants-  Ra- ka-  ka- the--and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  Suvarbhanu  /  vadakkaaka / vadakku  puramaaka  
vettukira  koattin   mudichchu [ missing  letters-  pa –and- sa-] –the north node; 
vadakku- north ; vettu- cut; koadu- line ; mudichchu- node/ mundu  . 

Rahu kaethu [Skt]  has the consonants-  Ra- ka-  ka- the--and the other  
interpretation[Skt]   of the word is  Swarbhanu  endra / Thiravdanai / arakkanai / 
vaana  sooththira  kani yari / vaana  noor  suvadi aasiriyanai/ Vishnu  vetti  eru 
kooraaka  poada – Vishnu slaying  Swarbhanu-  a Dravidian astrologer/ master of 
astrology    [ missing  letters-  pa –and- sa-] ; Thiravidan- Dravidian  ; arakkan- king;  
vaana  sootthiram-  astronomical formula ;  kaniyar-  astrologer ;  suvadi- book; 
aasiriyar- teacher ; author ; vettu-  cut ; eru- two; koooru- part. 
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                Pseudo  scientific  interpretation  of Rahu ketu  - Astrolgy . 

Rahu kaethu [Skt]  has the consonants - Ra- ka-  ka- the---and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   kannukku  theriyaatha  iru  karum  kaor-  invisible 
two dark planets  ; kan-eye;  theriyathu-   does not know ;  iru- two; karumai- 
dark; koar- planet  

Rahu [Skt]  has the consonants - Ra- ka-  -and the original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   karunagam-  cobra . 

ketu [Skt]  has the consonants -- ka- the-  -and the  other   interpretation  of the 
word is  Devathaadam  .  

Rahu kaethu [Skt]  has the consonants  -Ra- ka-  ka- the---and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  padam edukkum kodiya  nanju  udaiya  karu naaka  
paampu[ missing  letters- pa- and-  sa-]- poisonous cobra; padam- photo/ hood ;  
nanju- poison/ pasaanam;  karu nakam- cobra; paampu -snake  . 

Rahu kaethu [Skt]  has the consonants - Ra- ka-  ka- the--and the other  
interpretation[Skt] of the word is  karu naakaththai  veeti  iru  kooraaka  poadu   -  
cut the  cobra  in to two ; - ondru   karu naakam – one is  Rahu  ;  matroandu -   
manitha /Swarnabhanu - vin  mandai udaiya  saarai paampum –  the other is 
Kaethu  with human head  [ missing  letters-  pa –and- sa-] ; karu naakam-  cobra ; 
vettu –cut; iru kooru- two parts ;  matroandu  - other ;  manithan- man;  mandai- 
head ; saarai – water snake . 

Rahu  has the consonants- Ra-  ka-   and the  interpretation  of the word is  kiriyai/ 
kaar kar[Skt] .  

Doasm[Skt]   has the consonants –the- [-sa-] - [-ma-]  and the original Tamil word 
is thadai/  theettu /thappu [ missing  letter- pa-] -  obstacle /taboo/ wrong. 

Rahu  has the consonants- Ra-  ka-   and the  interpretation  of the word is  Rahu 
kaethu  paeyarchchi [ missing letter- pa-]- movement of Kaethu  . 

Rahu  has the consonants- Ra-  ka-   and the  interpretation  of the word is  
varaku- ragi  grain . 
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Rahu  has the consonants- Ra-  ka-   and the  interpretation  of the word is  saaya 
kirakam [ missing  letter- sa-]; kirakam- koar  .  

Rahu  ketu[Skt]    has the consonants-  Ra- ka - ka- the – and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  vinai  aatrukiravar / kaariya vaathi [Skt]  -one who 
does ; vinai- deed ; aatrukiravar- one who  does  .  

Rahu  ketu[Skt]    has the consonants-  Ra- ka - ka- the – and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  vetri adaika -  to win;  vetri maravan/ veeran-  the 
winner ;  vetri- victory .   

Rahu ketu  [Skt]    has the consonants-  Ra- ka – ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is Rahu -vin  vandi-  kaesari [ missing  letter-  sa-] – lion  
is the vehicle  of Rahu ;  vandi-  vehicle;  kaesari-  lion.  

Rahu ketu  [Skt]    has the consonants-  Ra- ka – ka- the -  and the interpretation  
of the word is Rahu vin  vandi  keda maadu -  bull  is the vehicle of Rahu ;  kedaa 
maadu- goat / bull . 

Rahu ketu  [Skt]    has the consonants-  Ra- ka – ka- the -  and the interpretation  
of the word is   kaethu vin   vandi-  kuthirai -  the vehicle of kaethu is horse;  
kuthirai- horse/korki;  vandi- vehicle   .  

Rahu ketu  [Skt]    has the consonants-  Ra- ka – ka- the -  and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is Rahu -vin  vandi  aadu  -  goat is the vehicle of Rahu; 
aattu kutti- goat / kid   . 

Rahu  ketu[Skt]    has the consonants-  Ra- ka - ka- the – and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  Rehuvin theivam -  Kottravai /Victoria/ Durkkai [Skt] 
-  the goddess of Rehu ; thaai  theivam-  goddess; kotravai- goddess of victory  . 

Rahu  ketu[Skt]    has the consonants-  Ra- ka - ka- the – and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   Rahu vin  kunam  thaamasam / koapam [ missing  
letters – pa-and  -sa-]-  Rahu’s emotional type is thaamsam /anger ;  kunam- 
naure ; koapam- anger . 
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Rahu  ketu[Skt]    has the consonants-  Ra- ka - ka- the – and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   Rahu  vin  pakai  veedu -  muraiyae -  kadakam  / 
simmam [ missing  letters-  pa -and -sa-] ; pakai veedu- enemy house ; Kadakam- 
Cancer ; Simmam- Leo . 

Rahu  ketu[Skt]    has the consonants-  Ra- ka - ka- the – and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is    Rahu  vin  natpu  veedu -   muraiyae- kanni /  
mithunam /  thanusu / makaram / meenam ; natpu-  friendship ;  veedu- house; 
kanni-  Virgo ; Mithunam- Gemini ; Danusu-Saggitarius; meenam- pisces . 

Rahu  ketu[Skt]    has the consonants-  Ra- ka - ka- the – and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  Rahu  virkku  pidiththa  suvai  thuvarppu  [ missing  
letters-  pa -and -sa -]; pidikka- like ; suvai –taste ; thuvarppu-  bitter   .  

Rahu  ketu[Skt]    has the consonants-  Ra- ka - ka- the – and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   Rahu -vin  aadai  yin  vannam  karuppu – the color 
of his dress is black ; aadai- dress;  vannam-  color ; karuppu- black .  

Rahu  ketu[Skt]    has the consonants-  Ra- ka - ka- the – and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   nediya  uruvam/ vadivam   kondavar  Rahu  -  Rahu 
has tall  stature ; nediya- tall;  uruvam- figure; uruvam- form  .  

Rahu  ketu[Skt]    has the consonants-  Ra- ka - ka- the – and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   then maerkku  thikku  -  south west  is the direction  
of Rahu ; thikku- direction;  then -  south; maerkku –west . 

Rahu  ketu[Skt]    has the consonants-  Ra- ka - ka- the – and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is Raku vin  pakai  koar  kirakam[Skt]  - Kathiravan / 
Thinkar/ Sev-Vaai  [ missing  letters-  pa –and- sa-] ; enemy  planets of Rehu ;  
pakai- enmity ; koar- planet ; kirakam[Skt] - koar ; kathiravan- sun; Thinkar- moon 
; Sev Vaai- Mars . 

Rahu  ketu[Skt]    has the consonants-  Ra- ka - ka- the – and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  Raku vin  natpu  koar  kirakam[Skt] -  mai meen 
[Kaari] / Arivan [Puthan]/ vaikari naera ven niram konda /Ven- meen [ Sukkiran ] [ 
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missing  letters-  pa –and- sa-] ;  friendship planets of  Rehu  ; natpu-friendship ;  
Mai Meen- Saturn ;  Arivan- Mercury; Ven meen-  Venus   .   

Rahu  ketu[Skt]    has the consonants-  Ra- ka - ka- the – and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  Rahu  vin thee sudar[ nasththriam]  -  
Thiruvaathirai/  Swathi  /Sathayam[  missing  letter- sa-] ;  stars of the Rehu ; thee 
sudar- star;  Thiruvaathirai -  Betelguise ; Swathi -  Boots Arcturus   .  

Rahu  ketu[Skt]    has the consonants-  Ra- ka - ka- the – and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   Rahu – udaiya  en - naangu-  4 is the no of Rahu ; 
ennu- numeral; naanku- four  . 

Rahu  ketu[Skt]    has the consonants-  Ra- ka - ka- the – and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is Raku  paesukindra  paasai  yaarukkum  puriyaatha 
ondru /  Thiravidarin paasai[Skt]  / paechchu /  vaetru  naattu pasai / paechchu -[ 
missing  letters-  pa –and- sa-]-  the language  of Rahu  is the one of Dravidian 
people ; paesuka –speak ; paasai- basha [Skt] ; puriyaathu- can not understand ; 
vatru naadu- foreign land  .  

Rahu  ketu[Skt]    has the consonants-  Ra- ka - ka- the – and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  Rahu- vin  kar-   vaidooriyam/vaairam/thankam  -  
the stone of Rahu is platinum / diamond/ gold ; vaidooriyam- lapis lazuli; vairam- 
diamond ; thankam- gold  .  

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  Rahu -vin  samiththu – aruku [ missing  leter-  sa-] . 

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  Rahu vin  udar  uruppu / karanam[Skt]  [ missing  
letter- pa-] - mandai  -  head is his organ  ; udar- body; uruppu- part ; karanam- 
organ ; mandai- head . 

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kaetu vin  udar  uruppu -  thoar/ kai-  the organs of 
kaethu are shoulder and hand ; udar  uruppu- body part  . 
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Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  Raku- vin  poo [ missing  letter- pa-]  - manthaarai  -  
Rahu‘s flower is  manthaarai  ; poo- flower  .   

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  Raku - virkku  aan / pen kuri  kidaiyaathu -  Rahu  
does not have any male / female  organs ; aan kuri- male genital ; pen kuri- female 
genital . 

Rahu  has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  and the original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  karu Maari Amman -  the godesss of Rahu . 

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  Kaethu- vin  kadavur-  Vinaayakar -  Lord Vinayaka  
is the god for kaethu; kadavur- god  . 

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kaethu vin  kadavur  Sukkreeswar[ missing letter- 
sa-] - Sukkreeswar is the god of Rahu; kadavur-  god  .  

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  Rahu  kovir konda  idam -  Thiru Naakaeswaram [  
missing  letter- sa-]-  the abode of Rahu -  Thiru Naakaewaram ; kovir- temple; 
idam- place  . 

Rahu  has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  kaara suvai/ uraippu suvai  [ missing  letters- pa- and -sa-]  -  the  taste 
liked by  Rahu is  savory ; suvai- taste ; kaaram- bitter /spicy   . 

Rahu  has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   karun-k- kar-  the blue metel  is the sacred one for Rehu ; karumai – 
black; kar- stone  . 

Rahu  has the consonants- Ra-  ka-   and the  interpretation  of the word is  kaar 
eeiyam-  lead is the scred one for Rahu . 
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Rahu  has the consonants- Ra-  ka-   and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  Vaanaka koar - Rahu’s  planet is  aakyaya kirakam [Skt] ; koar- planet ; 
aakaayam/ aakaash[Skt] – sky/ vaanam  . 

Rahu  has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  and the original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  karu naakm -  cobra . 

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kattu viriyan- viper/ viriyan paampu  . 

Rahu  has the consonants-  Ra-  ka-  and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  niram karumai /varnam[Skt]karumai -  dark color ; niram- color; karumai- 
dark .  

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   kaethu-vin  niram  sivantha  niram-  Kaethu  has 
fair/ red complexion ; sivantha niram- red color  . 

Rahu  has the consonants-  Ra-  ka-  and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  kariyavan / karuppan- dark man   [ missing  letter- pa- ]-  Rahu ‘s  other 
name is karuppan   ;  karuppu saami[Skt][ missing  letters- pa -and -sa-] . 

Rahu  has the consonants-  Ra-  ka-  and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Sankirama inam [ missing  letter- sa-]- Rahu ‘s  caste is Sankiramam ; inam- race  . 

Rahu  has the consonants-  Ra-  ka-  and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is Yoga[Skt]  arasan - the king of fortune;  paer arasan – pharaoh/emperor  .  

Rahu  has the consonants-  Ra-  ka-  and the  interpretation  of the word is   
Varaakam[Skt] - Vishnu . 

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kaethu vin  thikku   vada maerkku – north west  is 
the  direction  of kaethu  ; thikku- direction ; vadakku-  north ; maerkku- west . 

Ketu  has the consonants – ka- the- and the interopretaion of the word is  
thankam -  ketu’s  metal  is gold ; thankam- gold  . 
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Ketu  has the consonants – ka- the- and the interopretaion of the word is   Rahu 
udaiya  en – ettu -  8 is the No of Ketu ; ettu -8 . 

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is vaari vaari  kodukkiravar Rahu-  Rahu -  the libral  
donar  . 

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is arivu tharukiravar-one who gives knowledge; arivu- 
knowledge . 

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is katru tharukiravar- one who teaches ; karkka- learn .  

 Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kaethu  - kaedu/ keduthar  purinkidravar [ missing  
letter- pa-]-  kaethu brings  bad  things . 

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  karu [karppam]  [ Skt] undaakikiravar -  one who 
makes the embryo  to form ; karu-embro  . 

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  karu -vai  kedukkindravar- one who  spoils the 
embryo ; karu- embro ; kedu –spoil . 

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  thirumanaththai  nadauthhukiravar -  one who  
conducts  marriage ; thirumanam- marriage ; nadaththa  vaendum - conduct  . 

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   thirmanthai  thaduththu  niruththukiravar/ thadai  
idukiravar  -  one who blocks the marriage ; thadukka- block; niruththu- stop  .  

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  varumai  yaei  pokkukindravar -  one who removes 
poverty  ; varumai- poverty  .  
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Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  naka kuru  undaakkiravar-  one who is the reason 
for nail infection  ; nakam- nail . 

 Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   sirantha maruththuvaraaka  pani puriya  Rahu vin  
uthavi vaendum [ missing  lettera- sa-  and- pa- ] -  to become a good doctor  one 
should have Rahu’s help ; sirantha-  super;  maruhthuvar- doctor; pani- job  . 

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   vanikam / viyaapaaram[Skt]  peruka  Rahu vin 
uthavi vaendum [ missing  letter- sa-] -  one needs Rahu’s help  to have good 
business ; vanikam- trade ; perukka- to grow ; uthavi- help  .  

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   maanthireekanukku Rahu vin uthavi  vaendum-  
magician is in need of Rahu’s help ; maanthireekan- magician ; uthavi- help  .  

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kusta roakam[Skt] undaakum [ missing  letter- sa-]  -  
Hanson’s disease can come . 

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kirukku  pidikkum-  one may become insane ; 
kirukku-  insanity . 

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  tharakanukku Rahu vin -uthavi  thaevai – any  agent  
is in need of Rahu’s help ; tharakan- agent ; uthavi- help; thaevai – in need of .  

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   Rahu - vin  pakai -yaar  neruppu  vipaththu  
undaakam [  missing  letter- pa-] -  fire accident  ; neruppu- fire; vipaththu –
accident  ; pakai-enemity . 
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Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  peethi/ aratti  undaakkiravar -  one who induces 
fear[  missing  letter- pa-] ; peethi –fear ; aratti –afraid  .  

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   pakaimai   undaakkiravar [ missing  letter- pa-]-  
one who is the reason for enmity; pakaimai-  enemity  . 

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kan noaeikku  marunthu  tharukindravar – one who 
gives medicine for eye diseases  ; kan  noaei- eye disease;  marunthu –drug .  

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   paei / pisasu / idaakani   oattukira Rahu[ missing  
letter-  pa- and- sa-]  – Rahu  is the exorcist ; idaakani- ghost ; oattu- drive away .  

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  nachchu  marunthai  tharukindravar[ missing  
letter- sa-]  -  one who is the reason behind poison ; nanju-  poison .  

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  thiru/ thiraviyam  tharukindravar-  one who gives 
wealth  ; thiru- arththa [Skt]/ wealth .    

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   pichchai  kaararaaka  / irappoaraaka  vaendum[ 
missing  letter- pa-]  -  to become a  begger;  erappoar-  begger; pitchhcai[ Skt]  
kaarar – begger   . 

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  pattini  poadukindravar[ missing  letter- pa-] ; 
pattini- fasting    .   

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   thirudu -kiravar -  thief ; thirudu- steal .  
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Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  pani / uththiyoakam[Skt]/ kattu /  tharukindravar-  
one who gives job ; kattu / seithiduka - work; kattu- uththiyoakm [Skt] ; pani- job .  

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   saei - yaei  thaththu  edukka  uthavukiravar [ 
missing letter- sa-] -  one who help in adopting child ; saei/sisu-baby ; thaththu- 
adopt;  uthavuthal – to help  .   

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  vayitru  paathaiyir punnu  undaakkiravar [  missing  
letter- pa-]-  one who is the reason behind ulcers of stomach ; vayitru – gastro;  
paathai- path ;  punnu- sore ; undaakku- induce  .  

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   udar vaethanai  undaakkukiravar -  one who gives 
body  pain ; udar-  body ; vaethanai-   pain; undaakku- kiravar- one who does .  

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   vithavai / kaim- pen  thirumanam / vithavai  yoadu 
uravu  kondu irukiravar  [ missing  letter- pa-]- -  one who  has relationship  with a 
widow ;   vithavai [Skt] – widow  ; kaimpen-  widow ; thirumanam- marriage ; 
uravaadu- to relate .  

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kappada- k-kaarar [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  cheater.  

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  thuni thaeikkiravar/ neikindravar -  weaver; thuni- 
cloth; neikindravar- one who does  weaving   .  

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   vaetru  naattir pani  kodukkindravar [ missing  
letter- pa-]   - one who gives  foreign job  ;  vaetru  naadu-  foreign  country ; pani- 
job; kodukkindravar- one who gives  .  
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Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is    arasu pani  kodukkindravar- [ missing  letters- pa- 
and- sa-] -  one who gives government  job ;  arasu  pani- government  job .  

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   panam  kaasu / kai kaasu  tharukindravar[ missing  
letters-  pa –and- sa-] -  one who  gives money/ cash ; panam- money ; kai kaasu 
–cash ;  tharukindravar –the  giver . 

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   thidirena   vandi / vaakanam[Skt]  vipaththu 
undakkukiravar  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  one who is the reason for vehicle  
accidents ; thidirena – suddenly ; vandi- vehicle; vaakanam[Skt]/vaiyam - wagon ; 
vipaththu- accident  . 

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  soothaattam aadukindravar [ missing  letter- sa-] -  
one who indulges in  gambling ; soothaattam- dice  ;  aadu – play  .  

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  vaetru  samayaththinaroadu/ mathaththinaraodu  
uravu [ missing letter- sa-] -  relationship with people of other religion ; vaetru  
samayam- other religion ; matham-  religion; uravu- relation  . 

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  veedu paeru/ perukkam  tharukindravar[ missing  
letter- pa-]  -one who gives salvation  ; veedu  paeru- paradise/ perukkam/ 
sorkkam  . 

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   ketta  kanvai  undaakukiravar – one who gives bad 
dreams  ; ketta- bad;  kanavu –dream ; undaakku- to  cause . 

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   puthaeiyar  tharukindravar [ missing  letter- pa-] -  
one who gives  booty ; puthaiyar- booty ;  tharkindravar- the giver  . 
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Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  nar kaariyam/ vinai  seikindra karakar [ missing  
letter- sa-]-  one who brings good fortunes ;  nar vinai–good deeds ; seithidu –do . 

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  meen piidikindravar / Parathavar  [ missing  letter- 
pa-] -  fisher man  ;  meen- fish ;  pidikka - catch  . 

 Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  poathai  / pukai  noaei- kku  adimai  aakku- 
kindravar [ missing  letter- pa-] -  one who makes  dependent on drugs/ cigarett  
smoking ; poathai-  intoxication;  pukai pidikka - tobacco smoking ;  adiami –
dependent   .  

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  thuravarum  maerkondavar-  an ascetic ; 
thuravaram-  priesthood .  

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  thoar naoei / sori / siranku/ arippu  
undaakkukiravar[ missing letters-  pa and -sa-]  -  one who  gives skin diseases- 
psoriasis/  scabies/ rash  ; thoar  noaei- skin disease ; sori-  siranku- scabies/ 
impetigo  .  

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   oadu  / senkar  seikindravar [ missing  letter- sa-] -  
one who makes tiles and bricks  ; oadu –tile ; senkar-  brick .  

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  sirai thandanai  kodukkukindravar [ missing  letter- 
sa-] -  one who puts in jail  ; sirai – prison ; thandanai- punishment; kodukka –to 
give   . 

Rahu  ketu   has the consonants- Ra-  ka-  ka- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  piththam / kumattuthar / kakkuthar/  vaanthi [Skt]  
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undakkikiravar [ missing letter- pa-] -  one who is the reason behind  vomiting  / 
giddiness  ; kumatta- nauseate ; kakku- vomit ; vaanthi  edukka [Skt] - vomit  .   

Rahu kaalam [Skt]  has the consonants  Ra- ka – ka- la- ma  -and the interpretation 
of the word is  azhivukku ullaakkira  /aallakkukira / vaelaikkaana  naeram  - time 
for destructive activites ; azhivu-  destruction ; naeram- time  .   

Rahu  Ketu [Skt]  has the consonants – Ra- ka- ka -the -and the interpretation of 
the word is  erakkindra naeram-  Yema kandam -  time to  death;  erakka/ 
marikka[Skt]  - die  . 

 Rahu Ketu [Skt]  has the consonants – Ra – ka- ka -the -and the interpretation of 
the word is   ketta  kaariyaththirkku / vinai  yaetra  ukantha naeram -  time to do 
evil  doings  ; ketta- bad;  vinai- deed ; naeram- time . 

Rahu Ketu [Skt]  has the consonants – Ra – ka- ka -the -and the interpretation of 
the word is  eranthavarukkaana  neer kadan  seikindra  naeram [ missing  letter- 
sa-] -   rites for the  ancestors  ; eranthavar- dead person; neer kadan- rites / 
siraarththam [Skt]  . 

Rahu Ketu [Skt]  has the consonants – Ra – ka- ka -the -and the interpretation of 
the word is   karumaathi [Skt] [ eranthavarukkaana  neer kadan  naerm ] seikindra 
naeram [ missing  letter- sa-] -   rites for the  ancestors . 

Ema kandam  has the consonants   ka an the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is kaedu undaakum / kettathu  nadakkum - bad omen . 

Naga dhosam  has the consonants - an - ka – the- [-sa-] -ma – and the  original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  poathaikku  adimai – yaana  manithan-[ 
missing letter –pa-] - drug dependent person ; adimai- slave/ dependent  person .  

Naga dhosam  has the consonants - an - ka – the- [-sa-] -ma – and the  original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  kaedu undaakum – bad omen will occur. 

Naga dhosam  has the consonants - an - ka – the- [-sa-] -ma – and the  original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  vinthu  anu inmai-   lack  of sperms ; vinthu- 
semen ; anu- cell ; inmai- nil .  
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Naga dhosam  has the consonants - an - ka – the- [-sa-] -ma – and the  original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is thiru  mana  murivu  undaakum- [ missing 
letter- Ra -]-   divorce ; thirumanam- marriage; murivu- break  . 

Rehu  ketu has the consonants -Ra – ka- ka -the -  and the interpretation of the 
word is  vinthu  anu   kuraivu  undaakum-  lack  of sperms  ; kuraivu- less;  vinthu- 
semen . 

Rehu  ketu has the consonants -Ra – ka- ka -the -  and the interpretation of the 
word is  thiru  mana murivu  undaakum -  divorce  . 

Rehu  ketu has the consonants -Ra – ka- ka -the -  and the interpretation of the 
word is   oar -ina   saerchchai  - yir eedupadu  kondvan [ missing  letters- pa -and -
sa-]-   homosexual ;  orae  inam- same species ; eedupaadu- interest  . 

Rehu  ketu has the consonants -Ra – ka- ka -the -  and the interpretation of the 
word is   kaathar  thoalvi   kandavan[ missing  letter- la-]-  love failures; kaathar- 
love ; thoalvi –failure  .  

Rehu  ketu has the consonants -Ra – ka- ka -the -  and the interpretation of the 
word is  kattiya  manaivi -  eravoadu eravaka   kanavanai  kai vittu   kandavanoadu  
oadi  vida  -  wife eloping with someone ; kattu –wed ;  manaivi- wife ; kanavan- / 
kondavan- husband ; kai viduthal vaendum - neglect ; oadu –run  .   

Rehu  ketu has the consonants -Ra – ka- ka -the -  and the interpretation of the 
word is   aanmai  kuraivu  undaakum- impotence; aanmai- masculine nature ; 
kuraivu- less   .  

Rehu  ketu has the consonants -Ra – ka- ka -the -  and the interpretation of the 
word is  kattiya  manaivi  yaei   adiththu   thunpuruththi  enpam  kaanpavan [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  sadist l;  adi- beat  ; thunpuruththu –to harm ; enpam- 
pleasure .   

Rehu  ketu has the consonants -Ra – ka- ka -the -  and the interpretation of the 
word is  naduvan /neethi  mandraththirkku   poaka  vaaippu  irukkirathu [ - 
missing letter- pa-]-  possibility  for going to courts; naduvan- judge ; neethi  
madram-  court ; vaaippu- opportunity  .  
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Rehu  ketu has the consonants -Ra – ka- ka -the -  and the interpretation of the 
word is  karu naagaththin  idam / veedu/ kattam –  erandu  enir   kaedu  
undaakum /  naga  dhosam  undakkum [ missing  letter- sa-]-   serpent dhosam 
will happen when Rehu is in 2nd house ; karunaakam-  cobra ;  idam- place; veedu- 
house/ mansion ; kattam- house / square ; erandu –two;  kaedu- bad things  . 

Rehu  ketu has the consonants -Ra – ka- ka -the -  and the interpretation of the 
word is  karu naagaththin  idam / veedu/ kattam –  ettu  enir   kaedu  undaakum /  
naga  dhosam/ thadai / kaedu   undakkum [ missing  letter- sa-]-   serpent dhosam 
will happen when Rehu is in 8th d house ; karunaakam- cobra ; ettu -8;  kaedu-  bad 
things; thadai-  obstruction  . 

Rehu  ketu has the consonants -Ra – ka- ka -the -  and the interpretation of the 
word is  karu naagaththin  idam / veedu/ kattam –  yaeru [ yaezhu]  enir   kaedu  
undaakum /  naga  dhosam/ thadai / kaedu   undakkum [ missing  letter- sa-]-   
serpent dhosam will happen when Rehu is in 7th d house;  yaeru = yazhu/ 7  ; Ra= 
la .   

Rehu  ketu has the consonants -Ra – ka- ka -the -  and the interpretation of the 
word is  karu naagaththin  idam / veedu/ kattam – panni-erandu  enir   kaedu  
undaakum /  naga  dhosam/ thadai / kaedu   undakkum [ missing  letter- sa-]-   
serpent dhosam will happen when Rehu is in 12th  house ; karunaakam- cobra;  
idam-place; veedu- house; pannierandu- 12;  thadai- obstruction . 

Dhosa[Skt]  has the consonants -the –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  thadai 
– obstruction. 

Sevaai dhosam  has the consonants – [-sa-]- va –the- [-sa-]  - and the original Tamil 
interpretion of the word is  mana makanukkoa / manamkanin  thanthaikkoa  
kaedu undaakum- bad things will happen to either the bride groom or his father ; 
manamakan- bride groom ;  thanthaiyaar-  father; kaedu –danger  . 

Anharaka doasa   has the consonants -  an -ka –Ra- ka –the- sa – and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   thirumanam  seitha   manamakanin / 
manamakain  thanthaiyin  uyirukku  kaedu  undaakum   -  life is in danger to the 
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bride groom  and his father  ; thirumanam- marriage ; seithidu –do ; mana makan- 
bride groom ; thanthaiyaar –father ; uyir - life ; kaedu- danger .  

Yaezharai  naattu /aandu  sani  has the consonants – la- Ra  -an –the-  sa- an -and 
the  original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   kathiravani   kaari kole  meen    
moondru  murai sutri vara  edukkum aandu  kanakku [ missing  letter- ka-]- -  
yaezharai aandu it takes 7/12  years ;  kathiravan- sun; kaari kole- Saturn ; 
moondru –three ; murai-  times ; sutri vara- make a round  ; aandu-  year; kanakku 
–estimation . 

 Yaezharai  naattu /aandu  sani  has the consonants – la- Ra  -an –the- [- sa-] - an -
and the  original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  mikuntha    thollai  
undaakum   kaalam  [ missing  letter- ka-]-  trouble some period ; mikuntha- the 
excess ;  thollai –disturbance ; kaalam- season . 

Yaezharai  naattu /aandu  sani  has the consonants – la- Ra  -an –the- [- sa-] - an -
and the  original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   thozhilil  mikuntha erakkam  
undakum kaalam [ missing  letter- ka-]-  - business decline ; thozhil- profession; 
erakkam-  fall  /decline  .   

Yaezharai  naattu /aandu  sani  has the consonants – la- Ra  -an –the- [- sa-] - an -
and the  original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   udal nala kuraippadu  
undaakum  [ missing  letter- ka-]- -  ill helath will occur ;  udal-  body ; nalam- 
health ;  kuraipadu- deficient .  

Yaezharai  naattu /aandu  sani  has the consonants – la- Ra  -an –the- [- sa-] - an -
and the  original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   thiru mana  murivu   
undaaka    naeridalaam -[ missing  letter- ka-]-   divorce can occur ; thirumanam- 
marriage;  murivu-  break  .  

Yaezharai  naattu /aandu  sani  has the consonants – la- Ra  -an –the- [- sa-] - an -
and the  original Tamil interpretation  of the word is    vazhikkaiyil  munnaetram   
thadai   padum kaala  naeram --[ missing  letter- ka-]-   progress  in life will not be 
there; vaazhkkai- life ; munnaetram- progress; thadai- block  ; kaalam- time  .  
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Yaezharai  naattu /aandu  sani  has the consonants – la- Ra  -an –the- [- sa-] - an -
and the  original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  uyirukku  ulai  undaaka   
vaaippu  undu [ missing  letter- ka-]- -  death can occur  ;  uyir- life ; vaaippu- 
chance   .       

Few terms ;  

Thasai [ Skt] has the consonants  - the –sa- and the original Tamil word is aatchchi- 
rule.  

Cosmos has the consonants   -ka –[-sa-]- ma- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word 
is  vaanakam / vinnakam -  sky/ heaven .  

Cosmos has the consonants   -ka –sa- ma- [- sa-]  -and the other interpretation of 
the  word is  aaakayam / aaakaasam [Skt] -  sky.  

Heaven  has the consonants - ka –va- an -  and the original Tamil   word is  
vinnakam/ vaanakam -  sky/ heaven . 
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24. Galaxy . 

 Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –[-sa -]  - and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  vin meenkalin  kuzhumam / kuzhu -  group of stars / 
vin meen- star ;  kuzhumam- group  . 

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –[-sa -] - and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  vaan veli -  space  ; vaan-  sky; veli- space .  

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –[-sa -] - and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   vaanil  kaanum  paal veli [ missing  letter- pa-]- the 
milky  way of the sky ; vaan- sky ; kaan- see; paal veli- milky way  . 

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –[-sa -] - and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  vin kalam   -  the planets of the sky . 

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-sa -- and the original Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  mai  meen enum  kole-  Sani  kole aakum -  the dark planet is called 
as the Sani  ;  Mai meen- Sani / Saturn  . 

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[- sa-]  -- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  pukai  / thanni / pani valaiyal  ulla kole -  the planet  
with rings  made up of smoke/  water / ice  ;  pukai- smoke; thanni –water; pani- 
ice; valaiyam- ring; kole-planet .    

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –[-sa -] - and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  Velli  enum  kole- Venus.  

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –[-sa -] - and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  Viyaazhan enum kole / valliya  kole-  Jupitor / big  
planet; Viyaazhan-  Jupitor.   

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –[-sa -] - and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  Mallavan enum  kole- Mercury . 

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –[-sa -] - and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  Kana-k-kakan  enum  kole- Mercury.  
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Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-sa -- and the original Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is   Sev -Vaai  enum  vaan kole -  Mars  planet . 

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] -- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  Nilavu enum  kole – moon planet/ velli nilavu -  
silver moon / koala nilavu -  full moon/ vaan nilavu ;  nilavu- moon;  velli- silver  . 

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-sa--- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is uchchi  vaelai  kilaan  enum kole - sun in the noon  
time ;  uchchi – height / ; vaelai- time  ; kilaan- sun . 

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] --- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is Azhalavan  enum  kole-  sun planet.  

Galexy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] --- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is Vei-yoan enum  kole-  sun planet . 

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] --- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is kole  man-k-kal- eclipse; kole- planet; mankal- fade . 

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] - and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is kole ozhivu – eclipse ; ozhivu- hide . 

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] - and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  vaana villu – rain bow ; vilu bow.   

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] - and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  vaal - vin meen  - comet / pukai muttam /thooma 
kaethu [Skt] ;  pukai muttam- smoke   .  

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] - and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   kuvalayam-  world.  

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] -- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  kaala alavu  kole -  measurement  of time; kaalam- 
time; alavu- measurement  .  
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Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] -- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  vikalai alavu  -  measurement in Tamil astrology / 
one raasi/ one orai=  108000 vikalai ;  12 raasi=  1296000 vikalaikal. 

 Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] -- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  kalai alavu - measurement in Tamil astrology / one 
sign/ raasi/orai  =  1800 kalai . 

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] -- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  vaazhkkai-  life.  

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] -- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   kolkai- principle . 

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] -- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  vanna/ vanna  koalam – colorful drawing on the sky 
; vaan- sky; vannam- color. 

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] -- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is valli kanavan  Vaelan / Kalvan - Dravidian sun god ;  
Valli- moon goddess/ daughter of Kaali   ; Vaelan- Murugan /son of Kaalan . 

Galexy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] -- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is malai kalvan- sun god.  

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] -- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is kalai makan- sun god / god of arts; kalai –arts; 
makan- son . 

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] -- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is kalai Azhakan- sun god  / god of arts ; Azhakan-  
handsome man –Murugan  . 

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] -- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is Kalai Vaanan- sun god  / god of arts . 

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] -- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is kalai Makal-  goddess of arts / moon goddess. 
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Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-sa- and the original Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  kalai Selvi - goddess of arts / moon goddess. 

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] -- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is Vaan Makal -  goddess of the sky[moon] . 

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-sa-- and the original Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  Selva Makal  - goddess of wealth ; selvam –wealth; makal –
daughter .  

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –[-sa-] -- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is kula Makal - family goddess ; kulam-class /family  .  

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –[-sa-] -- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is vialai makal-  prostitute [ moon ] . 

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] -- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is kilavan- ancestor/land lord/ grand father/ old man .  

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] -- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  vaan mukil-  clouds of the sky; mukil- cloud  . 

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] -- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is kole aaivu - investigation of the planets ; aaivu- 
research . 

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] -- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  mu-k-kaalamum –for ever / past / present/ future . 

Galexy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] -- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  ek-kaalamum-  for ever /all time . 

  Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] -- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  kaalai veyyal /  kaalai vaelai- morning time /sun .  

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] -- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  vai kal- evening time  . 
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Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] -- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is Anaiyaa  vilakku -  the light that is burning  for ever.   

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] -- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  Mani villakku -  the sun / star . 

  Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-[-sa-] -- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  veyyal  vaelai-/ kaalam  sunny times / time .  

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –[-sa-] --- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  Pakalavan  kilamai- [ missing letter- pa-]-  Sunday  . 

 Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –[-sa-]--- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   Nilavu  kilamai – Monday . 

 Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka -sa--- and the original Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  Sevaai kilamai- Tuesday . 

 Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –[-sa-] --- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   Kanakkan  kilamai –wednesday . 

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –[-sa-] --- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   Viyaazhan kilamai  -Thursday. 

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –[-sa-] --- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is Velli kilamai -  friday .    

Galaxy  has the consonants –ka- la- ka –-sa-- and the original Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is Sani/ Mai meen-  kole kilamai –Saturday . 

Few terms ; 

Astronomy   has the consonants – sa- the- Ra -ma – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is Thee Sudariyam – astronomy. 

Astrology   has the consonants – sa- the- Ra –la- [-sa-] – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is Thee Sudar- iyal- the science of astronomy. 
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Celestial  has the consonants  -ka- la –[-sa-]  –the- la -  and the interpretation  of 
the word is  vali  mandalam -  sky  space . 

Terrestrial  has the consonants – the- Ra- sa- the- Ra- la -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is nilam  saarnatha  yaethaenum ondru -  any thing  
that is related to earth  ;  nilam- soil .  

 

                                              Asterisk 

Asterisk  has the consonants – [-sa-] – the- Ra- [-sa-]  -ka – and the original Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is  orai / vin meen  kuri eedu -  star symbol; orai- star / 
sign/raasi [Skt] ; kuri idu- symbol/ mark  . 

Asterisk  has the consonants – sa- the- Ra- [-sa-]  -ka – and the original Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is thee sudar  kuri eedu – the  star symbol ; thee 
sudar- star ; kuri idu- mark.   

Asterisk  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the- Ra- [-sa-]  -ka – and the original Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is  kaniyarin  kuri -eedu-  the symbol of the astrologers 
; kaniyar- astrologer ; kuri idu- symbol .  

Asterisk  has the consonants – sa- the- Ra- [-sa-]  -ka – and the other 
interpretation  of the word is nakasththira[Skt] kuri eedu -  star symbol; 
nakasthiram  -star .  

Asterisk  has the consonants – sa- the- Ra- [-sa-]  -ka – and the other 
interpretation  of the word is kanitha  arivi-yar  paadththir  varum  perukkar kuiri 
eedu /sinnam [ missing  letter- pa-] -  the mulitiplication symbol in mathematics ; 
kanitham- maths;  arivu  iyar- science ; paadam- lesson ;  perukkar – multiplication  
; sinnam-sign .  

Asterisk  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the- Ra- [-sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is adi kurip-peedu [ missing  letter- pa-]- foot note . 
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Asterisk  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the- Ra- [-sa-]  -ka – and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is vidu  pattu poanathai  kurikkum  kurieedu -[ missing  
letter- pa-]-  symbol to denote  omission ;  vidu pattu  poanathu- omitted . 

Asterisk  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the- Ra- sa- -ka – and the original Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is  achchu / padi  edukkum  poathu   kurikkapadum  [ 
[missing  letter- pa-]- kuri eedu -  the symbol  marked while printing or copying ; 
achchu- print ; kuri eedu- mark . 

Asterisk  has the consonants – -sa-- the- Ra- sa- -ka – and the original Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is   kutram/ kurai udaiya/ yaetru  kondida mudiyaatha  
thappaana  paechhcu  murai [missing  letter- pa-]-  faulty / un acceptable  
expression of speech/ language ; kutram- fault;  kurai- fault ; thappu –wrong; 
paechchu- speech  .  
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25. Hora Sastra /Astrology 

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the  
word is  vaan- iyar  arivu -  knowledge about the science of sky; vaan-  sky ; iyar- 
science ; arivu- knowledge . 

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the  
word is  kaniyar/ kanakkar/ Arivan  -  astrologer.  

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the other interpretation  of the  word is   
raasi sakkaram  [Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-] -  zodiac chart;  orai = raasi [Skt] ; kaar =  
sakkaram [Skt]  . 

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the  
word is   orai / koar  kaar  varaivu – the drawing  of the zodiac chart ;  orai/ koar  -  
star/ planet;  kaar-  wheel ;  varaivu-  drawing . 

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the  
word is   koar- planet .  

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the  
word is   anmai  kaor-  planet at a short distance ; anmai- near   .   

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the  
word is  saeimai  koar  -  planet at a long  distance; seiami- distance . 

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the  
word is  koar araakan / sivappu / senkoar  arasan [ missing  letter- sa-] -  red giant  
planet; arakaan-  giant  ; sivappu –red ; senkoar-  scepter ; arasan- king  . 

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the  
word is   karum  koar- dark planet  ; karumai- dark ; kaor- planet . 

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the  
word is  ven nira kurum koar - white dwarf  planet; vanmai- white;niram- color . 

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the  
word is  kurum koar – dwarf planet;  kuru –small  . 
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Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the other interpretation of the word is   
Guru [Skt] -  Jupitor . 

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the  
word is  perum  koar  -  big planet/ Jupitor ; perum- big  . 

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the  
word is   kaari  koar-  Saturn ; kaari- dark . 

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the  
word is    Arivan  koar-  Mercury  planet . 

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the  
word is   Sev Vaai  enum  koar- Mars  planet . 

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the  
word is  Ven nira  koar-  Venus ; venmai  - white; niram- color;  koar-  planet . 

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the  
word is  iyarkkai  koar -  natural planet; iyarkkai-  nature  . 

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the  
word is   seyarkkai  koar [  missing  letter- sa-] - satellite [ seithitta  nila-  artificial 
moon] ; seyarkkai- unnatural . 

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the  
word is  seyar purika [ missing  letters- sa- and -pa-]  -  do the act;  seyar- action 
purika- do .    

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the other interpretation  of the word is 
kaariyam[Skt] - action.  

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the  
word is  kiranam[Skt ] / ray ;  kirakanam[Skt]  -  eclipse.  

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the  
word is   koana pirikai [ missing  letter- pa-]- angular separation ; koanam- angle; 
pirivu- separation  . 
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Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the  
word is  paruvam [ missing letter- pa-]-  season/  time . 

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the other interpretation  of the word is 
kairos[Greek]  [ missing  letter- sa-]- season /time. 

Kairos [Greek]  has the consonants - ka- Ra – [-sa-]-   and  the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word  paruvam [ missing letter- pa-] -  season time.  

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the  
word is kathir [ missing  letter-  the -]- ray/ orai  ; kathir katrai-  bundle of light . 

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the  
word is Thinkar-[ missing  letter-  the -]-  moon . 

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the  
word is kathiravan--[ missing  letter-  the -]-  sun . 

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the  
word is  mei  arivu -  reason . 

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the  
word is   arivu  – reason / knowledge . 

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the  
word is   karu-  essence / embryo / black/ core .    

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the  
word is   kari -  coal ;  vairam-  diamond.   

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the  
word is  uookku- vikkum  noakkamum  /aakkamum   aakka –koorum  -   cause  and 
the causative factor ; noakkam- motive ;  aakkam-  cause ; kooru – factor  . 

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the other interpretation of the word is 
kaaranamum  [Skt]  kaarani-yim [Skt]  - cause and the  causative factor . 
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Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   vaerum  seikai- yim / seyar –um  [ missing letter- sa-]-  karanamum  
kaariyamum [Skt] ; vaeru- root/ kaaranam [Skt]  ; seikai- action; seyar  -action . 

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the   
word is  seryar-k-kariya seyar [ missing letter- sa-]  - valiant act ; seyar –action  .  

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the other interpretation  of the karum-
mum   - action . 

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the other interpretation of the word is 
kaariyam [Skt]/ kiriyaei [Skt] vinai puriya- [ missing letter- pa-]-  action/ to act  . 

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the other interpretation of the word is 
kaaranam [Skt] – cause.  

Cause[E]  has the consonants-  ka -sa -and the original Tamil  word is sei-vi  -cause 
;  aakku /aakka   seika –cause/ sei-vi .  

Cause[E]  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is noakkam  
-aim/cause . 

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the   
word is  kuri koar -  aim /cause .  

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the   
word is   neeththaar/ eranthavarukkaana   neer kadan [ missing letter- the -]   -  
rites done  for the ancestors; neeththar- dead ancestors ; eranthavar- dead 
persons; neer kadan-  rites   . 

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the other interpretation of the word is 
karumaathi [Skt] / neer kadan  [ missing letter- the -] –  ritual done  for the dead 
relative . 

Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the other interpretation of the word is 
vaar [Skt]  -week day  . 
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Hora  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – and the other interpretation of the word is 
hamera [Greek] -  week day . 

Hora Sastra  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – [-sa-]-- the- Ra  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  Then naattu  kaniyarin maraimuka koortu   -  the 
covert way of telling things by the Dravidian astrologers ;  then naadu - southern 
land ; kaniyar-  astrologer ; marai mukam-  in disguise;   marai- hide; mukam- face; 
kootru –word  . 

Hora Sastra  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – [-sa-]-- the- Ra  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  aeinthira  noor  arivu / aeinthira noor  kanakku / 
aeinthira noor kurippu [ missing  letter- pa-] -  astrology  book ; aeinthiram-  
astrology  book ;  noor-  book ;  arivu-  knowledge ; kanakku- maths . 

Hora Sastra  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – sa-- the- Ra  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   vaan kanitha  ariviyar noor  suvadi – book o n 
astronomy  ; van kanitham- sky maths  ;  arivu -iiyar -  science/ unmai ; nor-  book; 
suvadi-  palm leaf book  . 

Hora Sastra  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – sa-- the- Ra  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  vaan iyar  arivu  / thee  sudar   sooththiram / kiraka  
sasththira[Skt]  / thirattu - the  treatise on  astronomy ; vaan iyar-  astronomy ;  
thee sudar - star ;  arivu- knowledge ;  thirattu –treatise.  

Hora Sastra  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – sa-- the- Ra  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   Then naattu/ Thiravida  kani -yarin  / nimiththikarin 
/ saakkaiyarin /  sudar—iyar / vaan iyar / thee sudar arivu  suvadi / noor / 
karuththu  koavai  -  book  on astronomy  by Dravidian astrologers/  Sudras;  then 
naadu-  sothern land ;  kaniyar-  astrologer ;  Thiraavidar- Dravidian people;  
nimiththikar-  astrologer ;  saakkiyar-  astrologer;  sudar  iyar- astronomy  ; vaan 
iyar-  astrology ;  arivu-  knowledge ;  suvadi – palm leaf book  . 

Hora Sastra  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – sa-- the- Ra  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  kathiravani  sutri  varum  mun tharai -  earth 
revolving around sun ; kathiravan- sun; sutru-  go round; mun tharai- earth . 
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Hora Sastra  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – sa-- the- Ra  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   mun tharai  yaei sutri varum  thinkar-  the moon 
revolving around earth ; mun tharai- earth ; thinkar- moon . 

Hora Sastra  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – sa-- the- Ra  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   thinkar -mun tharai -yei  puvi  yaei  / poomi panthai 
oru sutru  sutri vara  eduththu kondidium  naat- kanakku eru- paththi  ettu aakum 
[ missing  letter- pa-]-  it takes 28 days  for the moon to revolve around  earth  
once ; thinkar- moon;  mun tharai- earth ; puvi- earth ; poomi- earth ; panthu- ball 
; oru  sutru- one round ; naat kanakku- day estimation ; eru paththi  ettu -28 .  

Hora Sastra  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – sa-- the- Ra  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  thaei pirai  naatakar  pathi naanku [ missing  letter- 
pa-] -  14 days for Krishna paksa [Skt];  thaei  pirai-  waning/ fading   phase of 
moon ; pathi naanku -14.    

Hora Sastra  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – sa-- the- Ra  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  mun tharai -yin  iyarkkaiyaana  thunai  koar – thinkar 
aakum-  moon is the natural satellite of earth ; mun tharai –earth; iyarkkai- 
natural ; thunai  koar – satellite  . 

Hora Sastra  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – sa-- the- Ra  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is kathiravan  maraintha  udan  vaanir thoandrum thee 
sudar/nasthtira[Skt]   -  the stars  appearing  on the sky  after the disappearance 
of the sun;  kathiravan- sun; maraintha- disappeared ; vaan- sky; thoandrum –
appearing ; thee sudar –star   .  

Hora Sastra  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra –[-sa-] -- the- Ra  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   kurum koar moththa   kanakku  ettu-  total  natural 
satellite No 8 ; karum koar- dark planet ; moththam- total;  kanakku –estimation; 
ettu -8.  . 

Hora Sastra  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra –sa- the- Ra  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  kuttaiyaan  koar –in -  peyar Siris  aakum ;  itharkku 
endru  thunai  koar kidaiyaathu- Siris has no natural satellite; kuttaiyan- short man 
/ Siris  .   
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Hora Sastra  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra –sa- the- Ra  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  kathiravanin  aka  koar ennikkai  kanakku -  
moththam- naanku -  avai-  muriaye  1. mun tharai  / 2.Sev-Vaai / 3. Arivan  /4. 
Nar koar -  earth / mars / mercury  / venus  are the  terrestrial planets; kathiravan- 
sun; akam- inner ;  koar- planet ; ennikkai- count  ; kanakku- estimation ; 
moththam- total;  naanku- 4;  mun tharai- earth ; Sev –Vaai- Mars; Arivan-  
Mercury  ; Nar koar- Venus  .  

Hora Sastra  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra –[-sa-]- the- Ra  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  kathiravanin  perum thokuthi / kudiththnam [ 
missing  letter- pa-] – solar syatem / family ; kathiravan- sun; perum- great ;  
kudiththanam- family . 

Hora Sastra  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – sa-- the- Ra  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  aandu thaorum  moothaathaiyar  erantha  naar 
andru  /thinathandru  neeththar  ninaivu  naar kanakkai -  thithi - yaaka  
avarudaiya  manam amaithi  vaendi  Thiravidar  neer kadan / unna  noanpu/ unna 
-viratham  irinthida  [anu sariththida] [Skt] vaendum – thithi  has to be done on 
the anniversary  death day of ancestors  ;  aaandu- year ; moothaathaiyar- 
ancestor; erantha- dead; naar- day ; neeththaar- dead person; ninaivu- memory ;  
manam- mind;  amaithi –peace;Thiravidar- Dravidian people; neer kadan- rites  ; 
unaa noanpu –fasting .  

Hora Sastra  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra – sa-- the- Ra  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  thiru mana  mukurththa  naeram  ondru arai 
manikkoor aakum - muhurtham is about 1and half hours ;thirumanam- marriage;  
ondru arai mani- one half hours   .  

Hora Sastra  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra –[-sa-] -- the- Ra  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   arai paakai mani - ena padum  karna [ missing  
letter- pa-] -  karna ; arai- half;  paakai mani – degree  . 

Hora Sastra  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra –[-sa-] -- the- Ra  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  pirantha/ sanitthha [Skt]   naera kanakku /  varai 
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pada kurippu   [ missing  letter- pa-] —natal  chart ; piranthai- birth ; naeram- 
time; kanakku –estimation; varai padam- drawing  ; kurippu- notes  . 

Hora Sastra  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra –[-sa-] -- the- Ra  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   eravu  naeram  kandu  arithar  - oru  paadar [ 
missing  letter- pa-] -  assessing  the time in the night  - a song ;  eravu  - night ; 
naeram- time;  arika- know  .  

Hora Sastra  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra –sa-- the- Ra  -and the other 
interpretation of the word is  kaei / kara [Skt]  / raekai[Skt]  / vari  soathidar[Skt] / 
nimiththikar  [Skt] – palmist ;  kai- hand;  vari- raekai-[Skt]; nimiththiikar- 
astrologer  . 

Hora Sastra  has the conosnants   - ka- Ra –[-sa-] -- the- Ra  -and the other 
interpretation of the word is  aarudam koorukindravar -  astrologer . 

 Jyothis  [Skt]  has the consonants -  [-sa -]–the- [-sa-] - and the original tamil 
interpretation of the word is  aainthidu / soathanai seithidu - to know/ rsearch . 

Jyothis  [Skt]  has the consonants -  [-sa-]  –the- [-sa-]  - and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  kanithidu [missing  letter- ka-] - to predict . 

Natal   has the consonants – an- the- la- and the interpretation of the word is 
kundali   [ missing  letter- ka-]-  Natal  chart.  

Aarya patta has the consonants- Ra- pa- the - and  the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is Thapathar  /Juptior –Tamil   astrologer.  

                                                                .                            

                                                Amaavasai / Pournami [Skt]   

Amaavasai[Skt]  has the consonants -ma- va- [-sa-] – and the original Tamil word is 
mankum [waxing] uvaa-/ mai uvaa -  waxing moon ;  mankuka-  to wax;  uvaa-  
moon . 

Wax [ ing]  has the consta- va –ka- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  
minnuka-  to shine /  minnum  u-vaa-  shining moon  . 
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Wan[ ing]  has the consonants  - va -an – and the original Tamil  word is man-k-
kuka -  to fade;  mankum u- vaa-   waning moon.  

Pournami [Skt]   has the consonants – [-pa-]  -Ra -an -ma -  and the original Tamil  
word is  nirai  mathi [ missing  letter- the-] -  full moon . 

Krishna  paksa [Skt]  has the consonants - ka –Ra-  [-sa-]- an – pa- ka- [-sa-]  – and 
the original Tamil  word is  mankiya pirai -  nirai mathiyaaka  edukka  aakum  
naeram / naar   kanakku  pathi- naanku [ missing  letter- the -]  -  the period  for 
the new moon  to become a  full moon is 14 days .     

Krishna  paksa [Skt]  has the consonants - ka –Ra-  [-sa-]- an – pa- ka- [-sa-]  – and 
the original Tamil  word is   kurai mathi – yin  pakkam/ pakuthi  [ missing letter- 
the -]-  the part or side of the waning moon . 

Shukla  paksa [Skt]  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka -la –-pa-–ka- [-sa-]   and the 
original Tamil  word is  ven/vaan/ vellai   nilavin  valar pirai  kaalam / pakkam/ 
paakam  - [  missing  leter- Ra -]  -  the  waxing  period of the moon . 

Shukla  paksa [Skt]  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka -la –-pa-–ka- [-sa-]   and the 
original Tamil  word is   ven nilavu  pakkam -  the part of the white moon . 

 

                                            Horoscope 

Horoscope has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - ka -pa – and the original Tamil  
word is  kaniyar kurippu -  the interpretation  of the astrologer; kaniyar- 
astrologer; kurippu- notes .  

Horoscope  has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - ka –[-pa-]  – and the original 
Tamil  word is  Arivan  kanakku/ kanippu  -  the prediction  of astrologer; Arivan- 
astrologer ; kanippu- predict . 

Horoscope  has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - ka –pa-– and the original Tamil  
word is   Paarppaan  kanakku  kurippu - the  notes of the astrologer ; Paarppaan-  
astrologer; kanakku- estimation; kurippu- notes .  
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Horoscope  has the consonants – ka- Ra –sa- ka –pa-– and the original Tamil  word 
is   Saakkai kurippu-  the  notes of the astrologer ; Saakkai-  astrologer . 

Horoscope  has the consonants – ka- Ra –sa- ka –[-pa-]-– and the other 
interpretation of the  word is  kai  raekai Joasiyam [Skt] – palmistry. 

 

Few terms;  

Panchanka [Skt][ five parts]    has the consonants – [- pa-]  –an- [- sa-]  an -ka  - 
and the original Tamil  word is  vaan kanakku/ kanippu   - astronomy ;  en  
kanakku -  maths  ;  mana kanakku/ mental arithemetics  . 

Almanac has the consonants - la –ma- an- ka - and the original Tamil  word is  
nalla naal  / nalla kaalam /  nalla vaelai /  nalla  kilamai  / mazhai kaalam / veyil 
kaala  kanakku  - naal kilamai kanakku -  assessement  of  auspicious day/date/  
time/ week / rainy times/ sunny times.    

Calender  has the consonants - ka –la- an- the- Ra  -and the original tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  naeram/ nodi/ kanam/ nimidam / mani / naar/  
kilamai / thinkar [ maatham ] / aandu  kanitha kaatti -  the  one that shows about 
the  measurement of  time/  second/  minute/  hour / day /date/ week/ month / 
Year . 

Calender  has the consonants - ka –la- an- the- Ra  -and the original tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  Thamizh  makkal  kandu arintha / ulakaththirukku   
kodaiyaaka aliththa / Tamilairin kaala kanitham -  the assesment of time 
measurement  discovered by Tamil people  given s the gift  to the world; makkal- 
people ;  kandu  arinthida vaendum -  discover  ; ulkam- globe ;  kodai- gift ; 
kaala kanitham – astronomy .  

Telescope  has the consonants –the- la- [- sa-]  – ka- [- pa-]  – and the original  
interpretaion of the word is  thoalai noakki  -  one that  looks at distance  ; 
tholaivu- distance ; noakki- one that looks . 
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                                         Eclipse  

Eclipse  has the consonants – ka- la- [-pa-]  -[-sa-]  – and the interpretation of the 
word is  vaan koalankalin  oli mankal -   light  of the planet  getting dim [ ref- 
ww.tamillexicon.com /define/eclipse].   

Eclipse  has the consonants – ka- la- [-pa-]  -[-sa-]  – and the interpretation of the 
word is  koalin   oli mazhukkam  -  light  of the planet getting  dim [ ref- 
ww.tamillexicon.com /define/eclipse] . 

Eclipse  has the consonants – ka- la- [-pa-]  -[-sa-]  – and the interpretation of the 
word is   oli  - yaei  manka vai  / oli  yaei -   mazhunka  seika  -  to dim the light [ 
ref- ww.tamillexicon.com /define/eclipse] . 

Eclipse  has the consonants – ka- la- [-pa-] -sa- – and the interpretation of the 
word is   vinju  oli veesu   - eclipse [ ref- ww.tamillexicon.com /define/eclipse].   

Eclipse  has the consonants – ka- la--pa- -[-sa-]  – and the interpretation of the 
word is   pukal  vinju [ ref- ww.tamillexicon.com /define/eclipse].   

 Eclipse  has the consonants – ka- la--pa- -[-sa-]  – and the interpretation of the 
word is   keezh adippu [ missing  letter-  the-]- eclipse [ ref- ww.tamillexicon.com 
/define/eclipse].   
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26. Thithi /  Moon. 
 

Thinkar/  Tamil [  moon/  month ]   has the consonants -  the- an- ka- Ra-  and the  
meaning is  naanku  vaaram  kondathu  oru thinkar -  four weeks make a month ; 
naanku- four ; vaara [Skt] - week  ; oru – one; thinkar-  month . 

Thinkar/ Tamil   has the consonants -  the- an- ka- Ra-  and the original  meaning is   
eru  paththi  ettu naatkar  oru-  thinkar  kanakku [ missing  letter- pa-] - 28 days 
make a month ;  eupaththi  ettu -28 ; thinkar-month .  

                                                Tithi  

Thithi  has the consonants the the and the interpretation  of the word is  Mathi  
thinam-  lunar day  ; mathi- moon;  thinam –day . 

Thithi  has the consonants-  the- the- and the interpretation  of the word is   thaai 
/ thanthai  madintha  aandum  thinamam -  the anniversary  day  of the mother /  
father who has passed away;  thanthiayar- father/ piththru  [Skt] ; madintha- 
dead  ; aandu-  year; thinam- day .  

Thithi  has the consonants-  the- the- and the interpretation  of the word is 
theettu- taboo  .   

Thithi  has the consonants- the- the -and the interpretation  of the word is thaethi 
-  date  .  
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27. Yoga. 

Yoga[Skt]   has the consonant- ka -and the interpretation of the word is  inaikka -  
join ;  inaivu  . 

Yuj samādhau [  to concentrate ] has the consonants – [-sa-] - ma- the - ka -]-  and 
the original Tamil  word is  mikuntha mana   kavanam- kondidu  -  have mental  
concentration; mikuntha- excess;  kavanam –attention .   

Yuj samādhau[ to concentrate ] has the consonants – sa- ma- the - ka -]-  and the 
original Tamil  word is  Sivanai/ avanai   ennida vaendum-  think  of Sivan  ;  
enniduka - think /sinthikka . 

Yoga[Skt]   has the consonant- ka -and the interpretation of the word is yaakkai -
body as in  Yogaasanam [Skt]/ Yaakkai  kanakku ; yaakaai-  body ; aasanam –seat  . 

Yoga  has the consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil interpretation of the word is 
kunam -  nature.  

Yoga  has the consonant- ka -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
supaavam[Skt] [ missing letters- pa- and- sa-] -  nature.  

Yoga  has the consonant- ka -and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
koanam /   koana kanakku / vaan kanakku - angle  [ between sun and moon] / an  
assessment  method . 

Yoga  has the consonant- ka -and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
paakai  mani  kanakku  [missing letter- pa-]  -degree/ an assessment  method   .  

yoga  has the consonant- ka -and the other interpretation of the word is  yoga 
[Skt] . 

Yoga  has the consonant- ka -and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
mani  kanakku -  method of assessment  based on hour system ; mani- hour ; 
kanakku- estimation  . 

Yoga  has the consonant- ka -and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
mukoanam -  triangle.   
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Yoga  has the consonant- ka -and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
eevu  / vaku  kanakku-  divide [vakuththidu][ sun’s place + moon place ÷ 20˚ 13’] . 

Yoga  has the consonant- ka -and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
paakam  / paakkam [ missing  letter- pa-] – phase /  paksa [Skt] . 

Yoga  has the consonant- ka -and the other interpretation of the word is paksa [ 
missing  letters- pa and- sa-] [Skt]- phase  . 

Yoga  has the consonant- ka -and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
vaan/  vaanakam -sky . 

Yoga  has the consonant- ka -and the other  interpretation of the word is aakayam 
[Skt] – sky.  

Yoga  has the consonant- ka -and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
vaanai  kani / kanikka- to assess  the sky . 

Yoga  has the consonant- ka -and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
kani/ kanippu [ missing letter- pa-] –prediction . 

Yoga  has the consonant- ka -and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
kaniyan/ kanakkan - astrologer . 

Yoga  has the consonant- ka -and the  other interpretation of the word is Yogi 
[Skt] .  

Yoga  has the consonant- ka -and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
Sivan [ missing  letter- sa-] – the  Yogi / kaniyan /kanakkan  . 

Yoga  has the consonant- ka -and the other  interpretation of the word is 
Yogasanan/Sivan [ missing letter- sa-] - Yogasanam – Yoga posture.  

Yoga  has the consonant- ka -and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
saakai [ missing letter- sa-]- astrologer.  

Yoga  has the consonant- ka -and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
vaaikka/ vaaikkum  -  to have  /will get .  
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Yoga  has the consonant- ka -and the other  interpretation of the word is 
yokam[Skt]  –fortune.  

Yoga  has the consonant- ka -and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
vaaipu [ missing  letter-pa-] -  opportunity/ chance of getting . 

Yoga  has the consonant- ka -and the other interpretation of the word is  hap [ 
missing  letter-pa-] - fortune.  

Yoga  has the consonant- ka -and the other interpretation of the word is Baaghiya 
[Skt][ missing  letter- pa-] -  fortune.   

Yoga  has the consonant- ka -and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
kanam- time  measurement-  4 minutes ; naangu- four  . 

Yoga  has the consonant- ka -and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
yaevuu   kanai – missile . 

  

                           27  Yogas [ http://astrobix.com/articles/Astrology-Yogas-and-
Their-Result.aspx]  

 

Discussion;   All the 27  yoga names  denote only  the  names of the  27  stars  
like the names  of the 12 months indicating  the  names of the 12 orai .  People    
attributed   false interpretation  to the  Tamil  sooththiram words/ names of the   
27 yogas.  This  pseudo  scientific interpretation   gave  rise to the  astrological  
pseudo  science . 

 

1.Viskumbah yoga  [ vaanir  kaanum Puravi meen ].  
 
Viskumbah has the consonants-  va –[-sa-] -ka -ma- [-pa-]- -  and the 
interpretation of the word is  vaanir  kaanum   Puravi  meen [ missing  letter- Ra-] 
-  Aswin star ; vaan- sky ; vin- meen- star ; puravi- horse ; Puravi Meen- Hamal .  
 

http://astrobix.com/articles/Astrology-Yogas-and-
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                    Pseudo  scientific interpretaion- Astrology . 
 
Though astrology considers it inauspicious but natives born in this yoga may 
possess best qualities and good fortune. They are usually very beautiful and 
intelligent. They do not have to face any financial problems as they are financially 
secure. 
Their birth yoga favors a happy family life. Not only this, the natives can easily 
influence people with their personality and have a big social circle. This yoga 
makes the natives very intelligent. 
 
                             

Viskumbah has the consonants-  va -sa -ka -ma- [-pa-]- -  and the interpretation of 
the word is   kaama/moaka [Skt] ichchai  mikkavan-  one has  got more sexual 
feelings  ; kaamam-  sexual desire ; ichchai- desire .  

Viskumbah has the consonants-  va -sa -ka -ma- [-pa-] - -  and the interpretation of 
the word is   sampoaka[Skt]  aasai  mikkavan – one who has more interest in 
sexual intercourse ; sampoakam –sex ; aasai –desire  .   

Viskumbah has the consonants-  va -sa -ka -ma- pa- -  and the interpretation of 
the word is  kattu masthana[Skt]  udampai kondavan /  vadivu  udaiya  udampai 
kondavan  [ missing letter- -the -] – one  with good  build; udampu- biody ; 
vadivam –shape/ beauty   . 

Viskumbah yoga has the consonants-  va –[-sa-] -ka -ma- pa--  and the 
interpretation of the word is  mathi / puththi[Skt] mikkavan- wise person ; mathi –
wisdom .  

Viskumbah yoga has the consonants-  va -sa -ka -ma- pa- -  and the interpretation 
of the word is  panam  kaasu mikkavan – one with money ; panam- money; 
kaasu-   hand cash . 

Viskumbah yoga has the consonants-  va -sa -ka -ma- pa- -  and the interpretation 
of the word is   kudithtanam  seipavan – nadathupavan  / kudampasthan[ Skt]  [ 
missing letter- -the -]  – one who  leads a family life ; kudiththamam- family  . 
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Viskumbah yoga has the consonants-  va -sa -ka -ma- pa- -  and the interpretation 
of the word is   snaekam[Skt] mikkavan  / mikka anpaanavan  - one who  is 
affectionate/ friendly; anpu- kindness ; snaekan- friend/ yaekiyan    . 

2.Preeti Yoga     [    aduppai kondai endra meen ]  soaru endra meen/ mukkootu 
naar meen / kadu endra meen / Parani[Skt]  endra meen  . 

Preeti  has the consonants  - pa- Ra -the -and the  original Tamil  word is soaru  
endra meen-  Parani  [Skt]  star ;  Soaru  Meen-Parani / Sheratan . 

                      Pseudo  scientific  interpretation.  

 The name itself indicates that its natives will be lively, inquisitive and work in a 
sporty spirit. They are beauty worshipers. This yoga creates in them a leaning 
towards the opposite sex and they develop good relationship with them. They are 
clever and know how to achieve success in life. 

Preeti Yoga   has the consonants – Pa-Ra –the- ka- and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is piraai / matravari / uooraarai/ uravinarai  / 
aadavarai/ pendirai  - kavarnthidum/ eerththidum  kunam mikkavan / kondavan – 
one who has a attrative nature / Hysterical  personality ; pirar- others ; uooraar- 
village people  ; uravinar- relatives ; aadavar- men;  pendir- women ;  
kavarnthiduka- attract; kunam- nature  . 

Preeti Yoga   has the consonants –[- Pa-] -Ra –the- ka- and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  Hysteria [ missing  letetre- sa-] . 

Preeti Yoga   has the consonants – Pa-Ra –the- ka- and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  nadippu  thiran kondavar -  best actors ;nadikka- - 
act ; thiramai –talent  .  

Preeti Yoga   has the consonants – [-Pa-] -Ra –the- ka- and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  uruthiyaana/ uruthi atra   manam kondavar- not a/  
strong minded  person  ; uruthi- strong ; manam-  mind.    

Preeti Yoga  has the consonants – Pa-Ra –the- ka- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is pura thotraththai  
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arraththikkiravar[Skt]/kumpidukiravar/nampukiravar/visuvasukindravar[Skt]  
virumpukiravar /naekindravar[Skt]/ namaskarippavar  [ missing  letter- sa-]  -  
worshipper / beliver of external  image / appearance ; pura thoatram- external 
appearance;  kumpiduthar- to worship /namaskaaram  seithidu . 

Preeti Yoga   has the consonants – Pa-Ra –the- ka- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the  word is  suru suruppu mikkavar-[ missing  letter- sa-] - one 
who  is very active / brisk ; suru suruppu-  brisk  .  

Preeti Yoga   has the consonants – Pa-Ra –the- ka- and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the   word is   seiyum/ purikindra/ koduththa/ kodukkapatta  -   
kadamai-yir / kaariyaththir [Skt] /   aatrukira  vinaiyir-  mikuntha  aarvam / 
kavanam/ viruppam / eedu paadu   kondavar-  -one who has a deep interest in 
doing  his duty ; kadamai –duty ;  aatridu –do ; mikuntha  -excess;  viruppam-  
interest ; kondavar- one who has ;   work = kaariyam[Skt] / vinai purika [ missing  
letter- pa-]   .  

Preeti Yoga   has the consonants – Pa-Ra –the- ka- and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  arivu  koormai  kondavar/ mikkavar   -  intelligent 
person ; arivu  koormai –sharp mind . 

Preeti Yoga   has the consonants – Pa-Ra –the- ka- and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  paer arivu  kondavan- wise one ; paer- great; arivu- 
knowledge .  

Preeti Yoga   has the consonants – Pa-Ra –the- ka- and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is perum vetri  kaankiravar/ adaikiravar / kaankiravar -  
the winner ; perum- big;  vetri adaika- victory .  

Preeti Yoga   has the consonants – [-Pa-] -Ra –the- ka- and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is vaakai soodukindravar [ missing  letter- sa-]- the 
winner; vaakai –victory    .  

Preeti Yoga   has the consonants – [-Pa-] -Ra –the- ka- and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is   yevarum  ivarai  thoarkadikka mudiyaathu-  no one 
can defeat him ; thoarkkadaikka- to defeat.    
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Preeti Yoga   has the consonants – Pa-Ra –the- ka- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of  the word is  yethai-yim   theera  aarikindra  manapaanku  
kondavar – one who  has inquistive nature ; aarainthiduka- to assess/ research  ; 
manapaanku-  nature  .  

Preeti Yoga   has the consonants – Pa-Ra –the- ka- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of  the word is  pendir  virumpum kunam / nadaththai  kondavan-  
one who has a nature  that  is very much liked by women; pendir- women ; 
virumpu- like ; nadaththai- conduct  .  

Preeti Yoga   has the consonants – Pa-Ra –the- ka- and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is aadavar virumpum / potrum nar kunam udaiya pen -  
a female with good character  - much liked by men  ; aadavar- men; kunam- 
nature; virumpu-  like; pen –woman  .   

Preeti Yoga   has the consonants – Pa-Ra –the- ka- and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is arignari/  vaaththiyaarai / guru- vai [Skt] / munivarai 
/aandi yaei - maththippavar – one  who repects  scholars/ teachers/ saints ; 
arignar- scholar; mathippu- esteem  ;  vaaththiyaar- teacher; guru [Skt] -teacher ; 
munivan- monk  . 

3. Ayusman yoga .    [ Aru  Vaai  meen  ] . 

Ayusman yoga  has the consonants- [- sa-]  -ma an- ka-    and the  original Tamil  
word is  Aruvaai   meen [ missing  letter- Ra -]  -  kaarthtikai [Skt] – Pliades . 

                        Pseudo  scientific  interpretation.  

Native of this yoga will have a long life that means he will taste the happiness of 
life for a longer period in comparison to others. They are very fond of poetry and 
music. They are born with wealth and do not face financial problems. They are 
physically strong and in a combat they have the capability to defeat enemies. 

Ayshman yoga  has the consonants – sa- ma- an -ka –and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  isai  gnanam mikkavan -  one who  has a deep  
understanging about music  ; isai- music; gnanam [Skt] -  knowledge  . 
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Ayshman yoga  has the consonants – sa- ma- an -ka –and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   panam  kaasu  mikkavan [ missing  letter- pa-]- one 
who  has good amount of money-  ‘ayushman pava’ – long live ; panam – money-   
kai  kaasu –cash . 

Ayshman yoga  has the consonants – sa- ma- an -ka –and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   soththu  mikkavan- [ missing  letter- the -] - one 
who has good amount of   property  ; soththu- asset . 

Ayshman yoga  has the consonants –-sa- ma- an -ka –and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  neenda naal -makizhichchiyoadu   vaazhum  yokam  
udaiyavan /aayul  kettayaanvan  [ missing letters-  the- and- la/ zha-]- one who  
has long/ happy life ; neenda- long; naal- day ; makizhchchi- happiness .   

Ayshman yoga  has the consonants –-[-sa-] - ma- an -ka –and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   udal valimai  mikkavan [ missing letters-  the- and- 
la/ zha-]- – one who  is physically  strong ; udal- body ;valimai- skill    . 

Ayshman yoga  has the consonants –-sa- ma- an -ka –and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  vaazhvil   thoalvi  kaanaatha / adiyaatha  manithan[ 
missing letters-  the- and- la/ zha-]- -  one who has no failures in his life ; vaazhvu- 
life/ pilaippu ; thoalvi – failure .  

Ayshman yoga  has the consonants –-[-sa-]- ma- an -ka –and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  ennikkai mikuthaiyaana aavinam kondavan [missing  
letter- the-]  -  one who has numerous cattle ; ennikkai- count  ; aavinam- cattle . 

 

4.Sowbhagya yoga  [  vaanaththu  Sakadu / Vandi meen ]  

Sowbhagya    has the consonants – sa-  va-  [- pa-] - ka -  and the original  Tamil  
word is  vaanaththae  kaanum   Vandi / Sakadu  meen  [  missing  letter-  the -] –
Rokini [ Skt ] – Aldebrean ; vaan- sky ; kaan- see ; meen- fish/ star  . 

                           Pseudo  scientific interpretation . 
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A native who is born with this yoga truly carries the meaning of this yoga. That 
means they get an amazing fortune. People praise their qualities as they have 
various inborn talents in them. This yoga creates a tendency of getting attracted 
to the opposite sex and they may find beautiful people irresistible. 

Sowbhagya has the consonants- [-sa-]  –va- [-pa-] - ka –and the original Tamil  
word is  kaduththu  vaiththvan[ missing  letter- the -]  – one who is gifted ;  
koduppinai  kondavan  . 

Sowbhagya has the consonants- [-sa-]  –va- [-pa-] - ka –and the original tamil  
word is   sakala[ Skt]  / pal   kala[Skt]  vallavan / ella kalaikalilum  vallavan [ missing  
letter- la-] – master of various arts ; pala- poly; kalai –arts  ; vallavan- one who has 
the skill  . 

Sowbhagya has the consonants- [-sa-]  –va- [-pa-] - ka –and the original tamil  
word is  azhakiya   penkalidum   elithil kaathal  vayapaduvapan  [ missing  letters – 
the- and- la-]- easily  fell in love with beautiful  girls  ; azhaku- beauty ; elithil –
easily ; kaathal- to love ; girl- viraliyar   .  

5.Shoban yoga [  Mum -meen] / Veyyoan meen / Maan mandai meen ]  
 
Shoban  has the consonants -  [- sa-] - [- pa-] - an-  ka- and the original Tamil  word 
is  Veyyoan  meen-Belllatrix – Miruka Seeridam [ Skt]  .  
 
 A native of this yoga is beautiful and attractive. He is very prudent in doing tasks 
and completes them almost perfectly. His or her spouse will be very attractive 
and will possess good qualities. This auspicious yoga will give the nativefull 
satisfaction from the children’s part. Person born with this yoga may be slightly 
aggressive. 
 
Shoban yoga  has the consonants-[- sa-] - pa-  an -  ka-  and the original Tamil 
interpreation of the word is   vadivaana / vadivu  udaiya  manaivi /  kanni pennai /  
mana pennai  yaei  adaiyum  koduppinai  kondavan [ missing  letter-  the -] -  one 
who is  fortunate  to have a beautiful  wife; vadivam- beauty/ shape;  manaivi- 
wife; kanni pen-  virgin ; mana pen- bride  ; koduppinai kondu - gifted .  
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Shoban yoga  has the consonants- -sa- pa-  an -  ka-  and the original Tamil 
interpreation of the word is-  vadivaana  /kattu masthaana    kanavani / 
manamakanai   adaiyum  koduppinau  konda ponnu [ missing  letter-  the -] a 
woman  who is  fortunate  to have a  handsome husband ;  kondavan- husband ;  
mana makan-  bride groom ; ponnu –girl .   
 
Shoban yoga  has the consonants- [-sa-] - pa-  an -  ka-  and the original Tamil 
interpreation of the word is  mikka kopam  udaiyavan [ missing  letter-  the -] -  
one who is very angry ; mikka-  excess ; koapam-  anger  .  
 
 
6. Atigand Yoga  [  Thiru vaathirai meen ] . 
 
Atikand   has the consonants- the-  ka- an- the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
Thiruvaathirai  endra  meen [ missing letter- Ra-]-  Betelguise . 
 
This yoga is counted amongst the inauspicious yogas. A Native born with this yoga 
may cause difficulties and problems for his or her mother. He has a 
temperaments which is not so good for his family’s honor. His family may 
perhaps have to suffer many problems due to this. 
When Gandant Yoga is formed within Atigand Yoga the native born with this yoga 
may not even be reluctant to take a life. 
 
Atigand yoga  has  the consonants - the -ka -an –the- ka – and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  kumukaaya  viroatha/ kumukaayaththirkku 
ethiraana   kunam udaiyavan [ missing letter- Ra -] – anti social personality ;  
kumukaayam- community / samukam ; virotham- enemity ; ethir- opposite  ; 
kunaam- character . 
 
Atigand yoga  has  the consonants - the -ka -an –the- ka – and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   petthu eduththa  thaai- yikku / thakapannukku  
mikuntha thunpaththai  koduppavan[ missing  letter- pa-] - one who  gives much 
trouble to his mother/ father ;  peththu edu-  to give birth ; thaai-mother; 
thakappan-  father ; mikuntha- excess;  thunpam-  suffering  . 
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Atigand yoga  has  the consonants - the -ka -an –the- ka – and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is ketta/ theenkaana   nadaththai kondavan  -  one who  
has a bad conduct ; ketta-  bad; theenku- evil ; nadaththai- conduct  .  
 
Atigand yoga  has  the consonants - the -ka -an –the- ka – and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  kudikku  kaedu  undaakkupabavan [ missing  letter- 
pa-] -  one who brings  bad reputation to his  family;  kudmpa  maanaththai  
keduppavan - one who brings  bad reputation to his  family  ; kudi- family ; kaedu -
evil. 
 
Atigand yoga  has  the consonants - the -ka -an –the- ka – and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  vettu kuththukku thayankaathavan-  one who is not 
reluctant  to  fight ;  vettu –cut; kuththu- stab ; thayankaatha- no hesitation .  
 
Atigand yoga  has  the consonants - the -ka -an –the- ka – and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  thunpam koduththu/ undaakki  inpam kaanum  
kunam udaiyavan [ missing  letters- sa- and- pa-] - one who has sadistic pleasure; 
thunpam-  suffering ;  undakku- to make ; inpam- pleasure .  
  
Atigand yoga  has  the consonants - the -ka -an –the- ka – and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is adikkadai vipaththai  santhikkum yokam udaiyavan [ 
missing  letters- sa- and- pa-] –one who meets with frequent accidents; adikkadi- 
frequently  ; vipaththu –accident ; santhikka- to meet . 
 
Atigand yoga  has  the consonants - the -ka -an –the- ka – and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  murattu  thanam kondavan [ missing  letter- Ra -]-  
arrrogant  person ;  murattu thanam – rough/violent  nature . 
 
Atigand yoga  has  the consonants - the -ka -an –the- ka – and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   uy-irai edukka  thaynkaathavan [ missing  letter- Ra 
-]-  one who is not reluctant  to  take one’s life; uyir- life ; edukka- to take away; 
thayankiduka - hesitate  .    
  
7. Sukarma yoga.   [  Aan kuri  meen ]  
 
Sukarma  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka -Ra -ma  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
Aan  kuri  meen – Pollux .  
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                         Pseudo  scientific  interpretation.  
 
Natives born in this yoga believe in religious works. They are excellent workers 
and have decent and simple nature. This yoga makes them compassionate and 
caring towards people. People usually love them for their behavioral qualities and 
kind-heartedness. Sukarma yoga gives the person a magnificient fortune. 
 
Sukurma  yoga has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- Ra- ma-  ka-  and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  karumam -mae  kanniyinaar enum   nar- kunam – 
one who loves his work ;  karumam- action;  nar kunam-  good nature . 

Sukurma  yoga has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- Ra- ma-  ka-  and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  erakakam mikkavan -  one who is compassionate ; 
erakkam-  karunai [Skt] / pity .  

Sukurma  yoga has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- Ra- ma-  ka-  and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  karunai  [Skt] mikkavan- -  one who is 
compassionate. 

Sukurma  yoga has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- Ra- ma-  ka-  and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is akkarai  mikka kunam - caring  nature; akkarai- care .  

Sukurma  yoga has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- Ra- ma-  ka-  and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  theiva / samaya / matha / kovir  kaariyaththir  
mikuntha  eedu paadu  kondavar [ missing letter-  the -]- one who has much 
interests in  religious works  ; theivam- god;  matham- religion; kovir- temple ; 
eedupaadu- interest  .  

8. Dhriti Yoga    - Thai vandu endra meen .  
 
Dhriti  yoga   has the consonants-  the - Ra- the  -  ka- and the original Tamil  word 
is  Thai Vandu  endra meen .  
  
This yoga is an auspicious yoga. Natives of this yoga are very patient. They don’t 
get excited quickly and make their decisions only after giving things a long and 
hard thought. Dhriti yoga blesses them with sound health. Normally people of 
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this yoga are talented and wise. They live a peaceful family life and achieve 
success in the society. 
 
Dhirthi yoga  has the consonants - the – Ra- the- ka-   and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  nar  payanai  tharukindra ondru / oru koanam [ 
missing  letter- pa-]- - auspiciopus yoga ;  nar payan- fruitful ; tharuka- give; 
koanam- degree  . 
 
Dhirthi yoga  has the consonants - the – Ra- the- ka-   and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  mikuntha  porumai /amaithi  kaaththidum  kunam  
udaiyavan  [ missing  letter- pa-]- a man who is very patient; mikuntha- excess;   
porumai- patience ; amaithi –calm/ peace .    
 
Dhirthi yoga  has the consonants - the – Ra- the- ka-   and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   thani thiramai  vaanithavan – one who  has   has 
individual talent  ;thiram- talent / smart ;  thani-  special . 
 
Dhirthi yoga  has the consonants - the – Ra- the- ka-   and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   udar / mana  noavai/ kurai yaei   kaanathavan  -  
would not face any  mantal/  bodily diseases ; udar- body; noavu- pain/ illness ; 
kurai –fault . 
 
Dhirthi yoga  has the consonants - the – Ra- the- ka-   and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  mikuntha arivu  kondavan  -  higly  intelligent 
person; mikuntha- excess ; arivu- knowledge .   
 
Dhirthi yoga  has the consonants - the – Ra- the- ka-   and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  amaithiyaana  kudiththana -kaaran  -  calm family 
man ; amaithi- peace ; kudiththanm- family .  
 
Dhirthi yoga  has the consonants - the – Ra- the- ka-   and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   vetri kaan-k-kiravan -  the winner ; vetri kaanka –
victory .  
 
9. Shool yoga  [  aayilyam ]  [ ilan meen ]  
  
Shool  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  -la – and the  original Tamil  word is  Aayilyam .  
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                             Pseudo [  poeiyaanthu ]  scientific  interpretation . 
 

Astrology says that a person who is born in this yoga has a religious nature. 
He will be interested in religious texts and may know how to perform yajna. He 
may acquire great knowledge about religious things but he also has the material 
desire in him as this yoga makes him good in collecting wealth too. Even though it 
gives so many good qualities and happy moments this yoga has malefic part too 
as the native may have an unhappy life. 
 
Shool yoka   has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kalvi  kaelvi -yil  vallavan- scholar;  kalvi- education  
; vallavan- skilled one .   
 
Shool yoka   has the consonants-  -sa- la- ka - and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   vaelvi – seivoan –perfomer of Yajna . 
 
Shool yoka   has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  valamaana   vaazhkkai -  wealthy life; valamai-  
fertile; vaazhkkai- life .  
 
Shool yoka   has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kavalai  ulla vaazhkkai -  unhappy life; kavalai-  
worries .  
 
Shool yoka   has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   aanmeka  /aka  vaazhkkai – spritual  life ; 
vaazhkkai- life .  
 
10. Gand Yoga   [    kodu nakam / makam   meen  ] . 
 
Gand  has the consonants-   ka –an- the  -and the  original Tamil  meaning is kodu  
Nukam  meen/Makam [Skt]  .  
 
                       Pseudo  scientific  interpretation . 
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People born in this yoga may lead a problematic life. They may worry too much 
about their health and may have to face some real health problems in their life. 
Natives of Gand yoga have a short stature with a big head. They are physically 
very strong and love to indulge in lavish activities. 
 
Kand yoga   has the consonants – ka- an- the - ka -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  pini / noavu   kondavan[ missing  letter- pa-] --  one 
with sickness; pini- illness ; noavu- pain/ illness .  
 
 kand  yoka -   has the consonants – ka- an- the - ka -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is kuttiayaanavan -  one who is short ; kuttai manithar 
- dwarf  .   
 
kand  yoka -   has the consonants – ka- an- the - ka -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  mandai kanam kondavan- big headed person ;  
mandai- head; kanam- weight .  
 
Kand yoga   has the consonants – ka- an- the - ka -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  kattaana   udampai kondavan[ missing  letter- pa-]  -  
one with  good  physique ; udampu- body; kattu – built  .  
 
Kand yoga   has the consonants – ka- an- the - ka -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  varaiyaathu  kodukkiravan[  missing  letter- Ra -] -  
lavish person ; varai indri- with out any limit; kodukkiravar- the giver  .  
 
11. Vridhhi yoga      [  Kanai / Niraivu  endra  meen ] /  Pooram . 
 
Viridhi   has the consonants  va- Ra- the – and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   Kanai  / Niraivu   endra meen – Pooram [Skt]  ; meen-  fish/ star. 
 
Natives of this yoga have an attractive physique and nature. This yoga gives 
prosperity and imparts some fine character traits in the native’s nature. The 
influence of this yoga is not limited to the native only but it is seen in the 
character of his wife and son also as they will possess a good attitude. 
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Viridhi   has the consonants  va- Ra- the – and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  kattu  udar kondavan – one with  good physique ;  kattu udar-  good 
physique / kaayam  . 
 
Viridhi   has the consonants  va- Ra- the – and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is nun nadaththai  kondavar -  a man of good  character .  
 
Viridhi   has the consonants  va- Ra- the – and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  nar kunam kondavar -  a man  of fine character; nar kunam- udaiya  – 
virtuous .  
 
Viridhi   has the consonants  va- Ra- the – and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  naermai- yaana   kunam kondavar – honest person; naermai-  
honesty ; kunam- character .  
 
Viridhi   has the consonants  va- Ra- the – and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   nar kunam  vaaintha   manaivi -  wife of good  nature;  vaaintha/ 
kondidu - to have  ;  manaivi- wife   .  
 
 
12. Dhruva Yoga  [  vaanir kanum uththiram/  maanaeru  kathir naar  meen] . 
 
Dhruva  has the consonants - the -Ra va - and the original Tamil interpreation  of 
the word is   vaanir kaanum Uththiram/  maanaeru  Kathir Naar  meen –  
 
                               Pseudo  scientific  interpretation . 
 
A person born in this yoga has a calm nature. He or she is very focused in 
whatever they do. This Yoga gives physical strength along with an affluent life. 
The person gets love from almost every sphere of society for her composed 
nature and is blessed with a long life. 
 
Dhruva  has the consonants - the -Ra va - and the original Tamil interpreation  of 
the word is  amaithiyaana  kunam udaiyavar -  calm natured person;  amaithi- 
peace/ calm ;  kunam- character   . 
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Dhruva  has the consonants - the –Ra- va - and the original Tamil interpreation  of 
the word is  mikka kavanam kondavar  -  focused person ; kavanam- attention.  

Dhruva  has the consonants - the -Ra -va - and the original Tamil interpreation  of 
the word is  mikuthiyaana  thiraviyam  [arththam ] [ Skt]   udaiyavar –person with 
good wealth; thiraviyam- wealth; thiru- arththa [Skt]  . 

Dhruva  has the consonants - the -Ra - va - and the original Tamil interpreation  of 
the word is  anaivarudaiya  anpirkkum  uriya  manithar [ missing  letter- Ra-]  -  
person who is liked by all ; anaivarum –all;  anpu- kindness ; manithar- man . 

Dhruva  has the consonants - the -Ra - va - and the original Tamil interpreation  of 
the word is  neenda  aayur  kondavar  - person who lives for a long years; neenda-  
long; aayur- life . 

 

13. Vyaghat Yoga    [ vaanaththae kaanum  Aeinthu  / Nav-vi meen ] / Astam 
[Skt]  
 
Vyaghat   has the consonants- va- ka- the -  and the original Tami interpretation of 
the word is   vaanaththae kaanum  Aeinthu  / Nav-vi meen -  Astam nasthra  . 
 
                       Pseudo  scientific interpretation   
 
Persons born in this yoga are expert in doing various works. Their proficiency in 
multiple activities is appreciated in the society. They are very talented and skilled 
people. For these qualities in their character they become famous and achieve 
success in their life. 
 
Vyaghat   has the consonants- va- ka- the -  and the original Tami interpretation of 
the word is mikuntha thiramai kondavar [ missing  letter- Ra -]- well talented 
person ;  thirami –smart/ talent  . 
 
Vyaghat   has the consonants- va- ka- the -  and the original Tami interpretation of 
the word is  kai thaernthavar [ missing  letter- Ra -]- -  an expert.  
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Vyaghat   has the consonants- va- ka- the -  and the original Tami interpretation of 
the word is  kai -valimai   kondavar / kai laavakam kondaavar [ missing  letter- la-
]- – skilled person ; kai- hand; valimai- skill .  
 
Vyaghat   has the consonants- va- ka- the -  and the original Tami interpretation of 
the word is  vetri  kandavar [ missing  letter- Ra -]- -  successful person  ;  vetri –
success .  
 
Vyaghat   has the consonants- va- ka- the -  and the original Tami interpretation of 
the word is  mariyaathaikku uriyavar [ missing  letter- Ra -]-  respected person; 
mariyaathai kondu -  respect .  
 
 
14. Harshan Yoga   [  aruvai   meen ] /  Chaithira . 
 
Astrology considers this yoga very auspicious. It is said that natives of this yoga 
are very fortunate.  Their birth yoga makes them meritorious and scholarly in 
various subjects. They are expert in the Shashtras. They are determined and have 
the strength to stand by their convictions. They are well-respected in the society 
for these qualities. 
 
Harsan  has the consonants  - ka -Ra – [- sa-]   -an -  and the  original Tamil  
meaning is   Aruvai  meen- Chaithra . 
 
                         Pseudo   scientific  interpretation . 
 
Harshan  has the consonants  -ka -Ra –[-sa-] -an -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kaniyar-  wise person.  
 
Harshan  has the consonants  -ka -Ra –[-sa-] -an -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  nar kuna yoga- auspicious yoga; nar kunam- good 
nature  . 
 
Harshan  has the consonants  -ka -Ra –[-sa-] -an -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is arivan- wise person .   
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Harshan  has the consonants  -ka -Ra –[-sa-] -an -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kanniyam mikkavar - well behaved person.    
 
 Harshan  has the consonants  -ka -Ra -sa--an -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  anaiththu  sooththiram  katravan -[ missing  letter- 
the -]    expert in all treatise .  
 
Harshan  has the consonants  -ka -Ra –[-sa-]--an -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  ariyudaiyaan / katru thaernthavan - [ missing  
letter- the-]- scholar ; arivu-  knowledge ;  katravan- educated one.  
 
 
15. Vajra Yoga    [  vaanir kaanum  Veru Nukam/Marakaar  meen ]  
 
Vajra   has the consonants-  va- [-sa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is   vaanir kaanum  veru nukam /marakaar  meen  - 
 
                        Pseudo  scientific  interpretation .   
 
The characteristic of this yoga is that it gives immense strength to its native 
especially to the hands. The physical power and the stamina which are obtained 
from this yoga make the natives very skilled in physical endeavours. They are also 
experts in handling weapons. Normally they don’t have to face financial crisis. 
Vajra yoga makes its natives very courageous and strong. 
 
Vajra   has the consonants-  va- [-sa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  maravar / veerar [Skt]-  courageous person  ;  veerar-  warrior / 
Vanniyar . 
 
Vajra   has the consonants-  va- [-sa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  panakkaarar [ missing  letter- pa-] -  rich  person.  
 
Vajra   has the consonants-  va- [-sa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  kaiyir  aayutham  yaenthukiravar [ missing  letter- the -] - one who 
has weapons in his hands ;  kai-  hand;  aayutham- weapon ; yaenthu-  hold . 
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16. Siddha Yoga   [   edai thattu  meen /   saettai meen . 
 
   Siddha   has the consonants - sa -the - and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   Edai thattu  meen -  Libra;  edai thattu-  weighing pan  . 
 
Siddha   has the consonants - sa -the - and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   Saettai meen -Libra . 
 
               Pseudo  scientific  interpretation  - astrology . 
 
If a person’s yoga is Siddha yoga then he will be proficient in every occupation. He 
has a dedicative and attentive nature and is normally capable to do almost 
everything with equal skill. They are beautiful people and lead a happy life. The 
compassionate nature makes them help and donate to disabled and poor people. 
This yoga can cause health problems. 
 
Siddha Yoga   has the consonants- [-sa-] - the - ka - and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  mikuntha kavanam  kondavan – attentive person ;  
kavanam- attention ; mikuntha- excess . 

Siddha Yoga   has the consonants- [-sa-] - the - ka - and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   kodiya  noavu  thaakkum  / noaei nodu  undaakam  
-  to have serious disease ; kodiya- severe; noavu- illness ; thaakka- affect  .    

Siddha Yoga   has the consonants- [-sa-] - the - ka - and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  uvakai  kondavan- happy  person ; uvakai- happy . 

Siddha Yoga   has the consonants- [-sa-] - the - ka - and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is makizhchchiyaana vaazkkai – yaei  kondavan [ 
missing letter- zha/ la -] -  one with a happy life; makizhchchi-  happiness 
;vaazhkkai-  life  .  

Siddha Yoga   has the consonants- [-sa-] - the - ka - and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  kodai  kodukkum  kunam udaiyavan -  a donar  to 
the disabled persons ; kodai- gift .  
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Siddha Yoga   has the consonants- [-sa-] - the - ka - and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  mikka anpu  kondavan [ missing  letter- pa-] -  kind 
person ; anpu- kindness . 

  17. Vyatipat Yoga   [  vaanaththu  muda paanai meen  / vanaththu  ponthai    
meen ]  / anusam . 

Vyatipat   has the consonants - va – the-pa- the  -and the  original Tamil  meaning 
is    vaanaththu   Ponthai meen -   Anusam  star ;  vaanam-  sky  .  
 
Vyatipat   has the consonants - va – the-pa- the  -and the  original Tamil  meaning 
vaanathtu  Muda Panai  meen – Anusam star. 
 
                               Pseudo  scientific  intepretation  -astrology . 
 
Natives born in this yoga experience a very problematic childhood. They face 
many difficulties in their formative days of life. Gradually their experiences of life 
develop a unique quality of transforming sorrow in to happiness. They begin to 
receive happiness and joyous moments in their youth days and finally they 
achieve success in life. 
 
Vyatipat  yoga   has the consonants- va- pa- the- ka – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  kuzhanthai  paruvaththil   mikuntha thunpam 
adainthavan [ missing  letters- Ra- and- zha/ la -]-   one who suffered a lot in his 
childhood ;  kuzhanthai –child ; paruvam- time;  mikuntha- excess ; thunpam – 
suffering ;  thunpapada-  to be sad .  
 
Vyatipat  yoga   has the consonants- va- pa- the- ka – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  inpamaana  ilamai / vaalipa  [Skt]  paruvathai  
kondavan [ missing  letters- Ra- and- zha/ la -]- one who  has a happy adolescent 
life; ilamai paruvam- adolescent period ; inpam-  pleasure   .    
 
Vyatipat  yoga   has the consonants- va- pa- the- ka – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  thunpaththai  poakki   inpaththai  thaedi   adaiyim   
manithan-  one  who  seeks happiness  conquering  his sorrow; thunpam-  
suffering ; thaeduka-to seek .  
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18. Variyan Yoga   [ Valaarai meen ]  Naangu eetti  endra  meen [  kaettai ]  
 
Variyan   has the consonants   - va –Ra- an – and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   Naanku   eetti  endra  meen [ missing letter-  the -]- -  four spear 
star -  kaettai Skt] ;  naanku- four;  eetti –spear; vin meen- star  . 
 
                              Pseudo  scientific  interpretation . 
 
The characteristics of the natives of this yoga are that they are very good in music, 
dance and other art forms. They can achieve quick success if they try a career in 
these fields. The natives’ interest in creative fields and the urge to perform in 
them is the specialty of this yoga. They are very determined and rest only after 
achieving their goal. This yoga makes them strong and powerful individuals. 
 
Variyan   has the consonants   - va –Ra- an – and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  isai vaanar- [ missing letter- sa-] - musician ; isai- music . 
 
Variyan   has the consonants   - va –Ra- an – and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  theru / kooththaadukiravan [ missing letter- the -]- street  dancer . 
 
Variyan   has the consonants   - va –Ra- an – and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  maedai  nadaka nadikar [ missing letter- the -]  -  stage artist ; 
maedai-  stage; naadakam- drama ; nadikar- actor  . 
 
Variyan   has the consonants   - va –Ra- an – and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  oppanai kaaran [ missing letter- pa-]  -  drama artist / make up 
man; oppanai-  make up  .  
 
Variyan   has the consonants   - va –Ra- an – and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  nattuvaanar [ missing letter- the -]  -  teacher for dance  . 
 
Variyan   has the consonants   - va –Ra- an – and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   kalaivaanar / kalai  aarvam kondavar [ missing letter- la-] -  artist ; 
kalai- art . 
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Variyan   has the consonants   - va –Ra- an – and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   valimaiyaanavar / valimai mikkaaavan [ missing letter- la-] – strong 
person  ; valimai- strength .  
 
Variyan   has the consonants   - va –Ra- an – and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   karpanai  /  padaippu/  thirmai   mikkavar  [ missing letters- pa- 
and -the -]  one who has imaginative thinking; karppanai- imagination ; padaippu- 
creation ; thiramai- talent   . 
 
Variyan   has the consonants   - va –Ra- an – and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   parai adikindravar - [ missing letters- pa- and- - the -]-drummer; 
parai-  a kind of drum; adi –beat  .  
 
Variyan   has the consonants   - va –Ra- an – and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  padam  varaikindravar  [ missing letters –pa- and- - the -]- painter; 
padam-  paniting/ photo  ; varaikindravar  -  one who draws . 
 
Variyan   has the consonants   - va –Ra- an – and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   thirai pada nadikar -  cinema actor ;  thirai- screen; padam- photo; 
nadikar-  actor  .  
 
Variyan   has the consonants   - va –Ra- an – and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  kavignar- poet.  
 
 
19. Paridh Yoga  -  kuruku / kokku  endra  meen /  Moolam . 
 
Paridh  has the consonants –[- pa-] –Ra- the-  ka -and the  original Tamil  meaning 
is    Kurukku / kokku  endra  meen -  Moolam [Skt] . 
 
                       Pseudo  scientific  interpretation  
 
The natives of this yoga are intelligent and possess knowledge of many subjects. 
The inputs of this yoga can be seen in their personality as they are very talented 
and wise. With their varied knowledge they become famous and earn honor for 
themselves and their family. They are soft spoken people, and enjoy the fruits of 
family life. 
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Paridh Yoga   has the consonants-  pa- Ra- the – ka-   and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  paer  arivu  kondavar / mikka  arivu  koormai  
udaiyaar/ kondavar/ padaiththavar   – intelligent  person . 
 
Paridh Yoga   has the consonants -  pa- Ra- the – ka-  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  pal thurai vallunar [ missing letter- la-]-  expert in 
many  subjects.  
 
Paridh Yoga   has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- the – ka-  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  mikuntha thiramai  kondavar- talented  person.  

Paridh Yoga   has the consonants -  pa- Ra- the – ka-  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  uoor ariya  paer petravar – famous person.  

Paridh Yoga   has the consonants -  pa- Ra- the – ka-  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is perum mathippukku- uriyavar –respected person.  

Paridh Yoga   has the consonants -  pa- Ra- the – ka-  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  nar peyar kondavar – one with good name.  

Paridh Yoga   has the consonants -  pa- Ra- the – ka-  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   kudikku/ kudithanththirkku / kudumapaththirkku 
[Skt]  nar peyarai  thaedi  tharukindravar -  one who earns a good name for his 
family.  

Paridh Yoga   has the consonants -  pa- Ra- the – ka-  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  amaithiyaaka  uraiyaadukiravar- one who speaks 
softly.  

Paridh Yoga   has the consonants -  pa- Ra- the – ka-  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  kudi [ kudumpa]  [Skt]  poruppu  kondavar  -  
responsible family person . 

 

20. Shiva Yoga -  Udai kulam meen -Purvashada [Skt] . 
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Shiva   has the consonants-  sa - va - and the  original Tamil  word is  Udai kulam 
meen  [ missing  letters-  the –and- la -]- Purvashada [Skt] . 
 
 
                                Pseudo   scientific  interpretation  
 
Native of this yoga are very intelligent and work for the welfare of people. They 
are above any material desire and selflessly devote themselves to other people’s 
problems. They have a true heart and the inborn wisdom in their character gains 
respect from the society. 
 
Shiva  has the consonants – [-sa-]- va - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  kaniyan-  wise person;   vivaekam  [Skt] – intelligence . 
 
Shiva  has the consonants – [-sa-]- va - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   aka thooimai  kondavan [ missing  letter- the -] – one who is  pure at 
heart ;  akam- psycho / soul ;  thoimai-  pure /tidy  . 
 
Shiva  has the consonants – [-sa-]- va - and the original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  kudi  nanmai  paenupavan [ missing  letters- the –and-pa-] -  one who  
works for the society’s welfare ;  kudi-  community ; nanmai-  benefit  
 
Shiva  has the consonants – sa-va - and the  other interpretation of the word is  
samuka  saevakan[Skt] - public worker ; samukam- community ; saevakan-  one 
who  does service . 
 
 
21. Siddha Yoga    - Aadi meen /  kadai kulam  /  Uththiraadam . 
Siddha  has the consonants – sa-  the  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   Kadai  
kulam  meen [ missing  letter- la-]- Uththiraadam . 
 
                         Pseudo  scientific  interpretation.  
 
Astrology says that people born in this yoga have a fetish for performing tantra-
mantra. They worship the related god for this purpose. They have an attractive 
and an intelligent spouse and will also have enough wealth to live a comfortable 
life. 
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Fetish has the consonants –pa- the- [-sa -] -and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  piththu/ paiththiyam -  mania/ craze ; paihthiyam- mad  .  
 
Siddha   has the consonants- -[- sa-]  -the-  ka-  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  kai thiram[ thanthra] [Skt]   kaattu- [ missing letter- 
Ra -] -do the hand tricks ; kai thirami- trick  . 
 
Siddha yoga   has the consonants-- sa-the- ka-and the other interpretation of the 
word is thantharam [Skt] seithu kaattu  [ missing letter- Ra -]- do the trick ; trick = 
kai thirmai  kaattu ; thanthiramaaka- trick . 
 
Siddha  yoga  has the consonants- [-sa -]–the- ka-  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  manthram [Skt]  /thiru marai   oathuka  [ missing letter- Ra -]- recite 
recite  holy scriptures/ manthra ; thiru marai- holy  scruiptures /Torah ; oathu -
teach / recite. 
 
Siddha yoga   has the consonants--[- sa-]  -the-  ka-  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  eraivanai / aandavanai  vanankiduka-[ missing 
letter- Ra -]-  to worship the god ; eraivan- hero/god; aandavan- god  . 
 
Siddha yoga   has the consonants--[- sa-]  -the-  ka-  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  arivu  -udaiya  manaivi [ missing letter- Ra -]-
intelligent wife ; arivu- knowledge ; manivi –wife . 
 
Siddha yoga   has the consonants- sa- -the-  ka-  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  pira  aadavarai   eerththidum  /kavarnthidum / 
kavarchhciyaana   udar  amaippu / vadivu  udiya  manaivi [ missing letters- pa—
and-  Ra -]- -   wife who has an  attractive body  ; aadavar- men; eerththiduka- 
attract ; udar-  body ; amaippu- build ; manivi- wife .  
 
Siddha yoga   has the consonants--sa- -the-  ka-  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  poathumaana  panam kaasu [ missing letter- pa-]  -  
– enough money.  
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Siddha  has the consonants- [-sa -]–the-  and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  poathumaana  thuttu  [Telugu]  / panam [ missing letter- pa-]  -  
enough  money ;  thuttu -  coin/money  . 
 
Siddha  has the consonants- [-sa -]–the-  and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  poathumaana   soththu  paththu [ missing letter- pa-] –enough  
wealth / property ; poathum-  enough ; soththu –asset  .   
 
 
22. Sadhya Yoga  / Thiru Voanam /  Shirivoana . 
 
Sadaya yoga   has the consonants -  [-sa-] -the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
Thiru  Voanam meen [ missing  letter-  Ra -] - Shirivoana[ Skt] ;  meen- fish/ star . 
 
                        Pseudo   scientific  interpretation.  
 
This yoga makes the character of the native determined and confident. Patience is 
a special characteristic trait in them and they wait for the fruits of their labor with 
out much worry. They don’t act at the spur of a moment and will only make well-
thought decisions. 
 
Sadhya  Yoga   has the consonants  - [-sa -] –the- ka - and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   mikka than [ suya][Skt]  nampikkai kondavar[ 
missing letter- pa-]-  one who  has self confident thun- self;nampikkai- hope  . 
 
Sadhya  Yoga   has the consonants  - [-sa -] –the- ka - and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  nithaanam  /amaithi  mikkavar – one is patient ; 
amaithi- calm/ peace . 
 
Sadhya  Yoga   has the consonants  - [-sa -] –the- ka - and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  porumai yudan / pathattam indri  mudivu 
edukkindravar [ missing letters- pa- and Ra ]  -  one who is patient ; porumai- 
patience  ; pathattamaaka- anxiety . 
 
  
23. Shubh Yoga [   Kaakkai  meen ]- Avittam . 
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Shubh  yoga   has the consonants-  [- sa-]  –[- pa-] - ka- and the original Tamil  
word is  kaakkai  meen -  Raven star . 
 
                      Pseudo  scientific  interpretation.  
 
As the name suggest it is actually a very auspicious yoga. Natives who have this 
yoga are very beautiful, intelligent and talented. They have abundant wealth and 
never face any financial problem throughout the life. They are very generous 
donators and deeply respect learned and religious people. 
 
Shubh Yoga  - has the consonants -  [-sa-] – [-pa-] - ka -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  aakkam-  sema  yogam [Skt] ; aakakm- production . 
 
Shubh Yoga  - has the consonants -  [-sa-] – -pa-- ka -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  padiththavan-[ missing letter- the -]- educated one . 
 
Shubh Yoga  - has the consonants -  [-sa-] – -[- pa-] -- ka -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kaniyan-  intelligent one/ wise one / astrologer . 
 
Shubh Yoga  - has the consonants -  [-sa-] – -[- pa-] -- ka -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is azhakan [ misisg letter- zha-] – handsome person  
 
Shubh Yoga  - has the consonants -  [-sa-] – -[- pa-] -- ka -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is kai valimai  ullavan  [ misisn letter- la-] – skilled 
person ; kai – hand ; valimai- skill . 
 
Shubh Yoga  - has the consonants -  -sa-–  pa--- ka -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  panam kaasu  mikkavan -  one with more money ; 
panam- money; kai -  kaasu-  hand  cash .  
 
Shubh Yoga  - has the consonants -  -sa-–  pa--- ka -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  panam kasukku thattu paadu kidaiyaathu [ missing 
letter-  the -] -  no financial crisis; thattu  paadu – deficiency; kidaiyaathu- nil /no  .  
 
Shubh Yoga  - has the consonants -  -sa-–  pa--- ka -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   soththu  paththu  mikkavan[ missing letter-  the -] -  
- one has  many  properties ;  soththu  paththu –asset  .  
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Shubh Yoga  - has the consonants -  -sa-–  pa--- ka -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   nan kodai/ panam kaasu   kodukkum   kunam  
udaiyaan  [ missing letter-  the -] - one who  gives donations ; nun kodai- gift . 
 
 
24. Shukla Yoga.    Kudamuzhuukaattu  meen / sekku  kaal  meen  
/sathaabishaekam . 
 
Shukla   has the consonants  -sa- ka -la - and the  original Tamil word is  vaanil  
kaanum   kovil  kalasa/  kuda  muzhukkaattu  vizha  enum  vin meen   - 
Sathaabishaekam [Skt] ; kovil- temple;  kudam- pot;  muzhukkaattu-to bath ; 
vizha- festival  ; meen- fish/ star  . 
 
Shukla   has the consonants  -sa- ka -la - and the  original Tamil word is  vaanil  
kaanum  Sekku  enum meen-   Sathaabishaekam[Skt] ; vaan- sky; kaana- see  ; 
men- fish/ star . 
 
                          Pseudo  scientific  interpretation.  
 
Natives of Shukla yoga are expert in almost every art form. They are very fond of 
poetry and may become poets themselves. They are very educated people and 
have a courageous soul. Their birth yoga gives them financial security. They rule 
people’s heart with their bright personality.  
 
Shukla  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- la-  and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  pal  [ sakala] [Skt]  kalai vallavan [ missing letters- pa-]-- master of 
many arts;   pala- poly;  kali- arts; vallavan-  skilled man .  
 
Shukla  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- la-  and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   kalaignan- artist. 
 
Shukla  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- la-  and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is pulavan [ missing letters- pa-]—poet.  
 
Shukla  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- la-  and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  kalvi -yaalan – scholar .  
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Shukla  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- la-  and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   ula valimai  ullavan -/ vallavan -   one with  cougeuous soul ; ulam- 
soul ; valimai –skill ; ullavan- one who has  . 

Shukla  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- la-  and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  valamaana vaazhvu- prosperous life ; valami- fertile ; vaazhvu- life .    

Shukla  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- la-  and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  nallavan-  good person .  

Shukla  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- la-  and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  ullam  kavar kalvan   [ missing  letter- Ra -]- one who steals our 
heart ;  kalvan- thief . 

Shukla  has the consonants – sa- ka- la-  and the original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  kala kalappaaka  paesu –paesum kunam  [supaavam ] [Skt] ullavan   [ 
missing  letter- pa-]-  one with pleasing  personality ; paesuka - speak ; kunam- 
nature .  

25. Brahma Yoga.  [ kodum koar Naazhi meen ] -  Puraattathi  
 
Brahma Yoga  has the consonants – [- pa-]  -Ra –ma- ka – and the orignaltamil  
interpretation  of the  word is   vaanir thoandrum  Kodum  koar  Naazhi  enum  
meen [ missing letters- the -and -Ra-] – Purattaathi [ Skt] ; van-sky; thoandru  -to 
appear . 
 
                        Pseudo   scientific  interpretation.  
  
Astrology considers that this yoga is very auspicious for the natives born in it. 
They gain knowledge from Vedas. Besides this they are very proficient in other 
topics too. They have deep faith in god and possess a pious heart. 
 
Brahma Yoga  has the consonants - pa -Ra –ma- ka – and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the  word is  perum  paeru  vaiakkum  vaaippu/ koduppinai  
kondavar [ missing letter- the -] -  gifted person ; paeru –gift ; koduppinai- gifted  .  
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Brahma Yoga  has the consonants - pa -Ra –ma- ka – and the orignalTamil  
interpretation  of the  word is    thirumarai  / Vaetha[Skt]   katru/ padiththu / oathi 
/ aainthu   thaernthavar [ missing letter- the -]  -  scholar of reciting holy  
scriptures  ; aainthidu- to do research ; thirumarai- holy scripture/Torah ; padi –
read ; oathu –teach/recite . 
 
Brahma Yoga  has the consonants - pa -Ra –ma- ka – and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the  word is   kadavur  namippikkai  mikunthavar / theiva-
aththai  kumpidukiravar -[ missing letter- the -] -   one who believes /worships in 
god ;  kadavur-  god; namippikkai – hope ; mikuntha –excess . 
 
 
26. Aindra Yoga  [ Arivaanaar / Mannavar endra vin  meen ]  -Uththirathtathi  
 
Aindra Yoga  has the consonants -  an- the- Ra - ka - and the  original  Tamil  word 
is  Arivaanar  endra  vin  meen  - Uththirathtathi ;  vin meen- star  . 
 
Aindra Yoga  has the consonants -  an- the- Ra - ka - and the  original  Tamil  word 
is   Mannavar endra vin  meen  -Uththirathtathi ; mannavar- king .  
 
                            Pseudo  scientific  interpretation.  
 
Natives born in this yoga have a good fortune.  According to astrology these 
people are very wealthy and have some of the finest personality traits. They 
enjoy their family life to its fullest. But this yoga has a malefic side as it may limit 
the longevity of the native. 
 
Aindra Yoga  has the consonants -an –the- Ra -ka – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  koduthhu vaiththa  manithar – gifted personality ; 
koduththa vaiththavan-  gifted one . 
 
Aindra Yoga  has the consonants -an –the- Ra -ka – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   soththu  paththu / panam kaasu /  niraiya   kondu 
irukkiravan / konda panakkaaran [ missing letters- pa- and- sa-]-  one with  many  
properties ; soththu –asset ; panam- money;  kai kaasu- hand  cash ; kai-hand ; 
panakkaaran- rich  person . 
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Aindra Yoga  has the consonants -an –the- Ra -ka – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  kudiththana kaaran  -  family  person; 
kudiththanam-  family .  
 
Aindra Yoga  has the consonants -an –the- Ra -ka – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   seekiramae / kuraintha  naatkar  kondu  seththu  
poaka  /eranthu  poaka / maranam [Skt] adaiya   vaaippu  kondavan [ missing 
letters- pa- and- sa-]- -  one who  can  die  at a short period ;  kuraivu- less;  
naatkar- days ; seththu poaka- die ;  eraanthidu- die ; maranam[Skt] –death;  
vaaippu- chance  ; kondavan- one who has . 
 
Aindra Yoga  has the consonants -an –the- Ra -ka – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is nar kunam  vaainthavan -  one with good personality 
traits ;  nar kunam – virtuous .  
 
 
27. Vaidhriti Yoga.   [ Kattumaram / Raevathi ]  naavaai endra  vin meen /  kadai 
naar  endra vin meen   / Revathi . 
 
Vaidhriti  has the consonants   -va - the -  Ra -the  -and the  original  Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  Kattu maram endra  meen -  Revathi ; kattumaram- a 
boat . 
 
Vaidhriti  has the consonants   -va - the -  Ra -the  -and the  original  Tamil  
meaning  of the word is   Navaai   endra  vin meen - Revathi ; navaai- ship/navy . 
 
Vaidhriti  has the consonants   -va - the -  Ra -the  -and the  original  Tamil  
meaning  of the word is   Kadai naar   endra  vin  meen- Revathi ; vin meen- star . 
 
Vaidhriti  has the consonants   -va - the -  Ra -the  -and the   other interpretation  
of the word is Raevathi  endra  vin  meen . 
 
                              Pseudo  scientific  interpretation.  
 
This yoga gives cheerfulness and positive energy to its native. He or she performs 
the assigned task with a sporty spirit. His nature has some nice qualities e.g.,   she 
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is a very laborious and able person.  The Yoga will make the person very helpful 
and generous, but they may not get the credit they deserve for this. 
 
Vaidhriti   has the consonants –va- the- Ra- the – and the original Tamil 
interpreation of the word is  seyar kariya  seyar ondrai  seithu  mudikkiravan [ 
missing letter- sa-] – one who  finshes a  difficult task ; seyar- deed ; seithidu-do; 
seyarkkaraiya seyar- dare act   . 
 
Vaidhriti   has the consonants –va- the- Ra- the – and the original Tamil 
interpreation of the word is  konda/ koduththa/ kadamaiyaei mudippathathir  
kannaai/ mummuramaai  iruppavan [ missing letter- pa-] -  hard worker to finish 
the given task  ; kadamai- duty  ; mudi –complete . 
 
Vaidhriti   has the consonants –va- the- Ra- the – and the original Tamil 
interpreation of the word is  varumai   udaiyoarukku/  pirarukku ethanaiyim /  
ethir nokkaathu   uthavi  purikindra  kunam kondavar [ missing letter- pa-]  -  one 
who  helps  others  without expecting anything ; pirar- others ; ethir noakku- 
expect; kunam-character . 
 
Vaidhriti   has the consonants –va- the- Ra- the – and the original Tamil 
interpreation of the word is  perum thanmai  kondavar [ missing letter- pa-]  -  
generous  person ; perumthanmai- magnanimity . 
 
Vaidhriti   has the consonants –va- the- Ra- the – and the original Tamil 
interpreation of the word is  mikka thiramai kondavar-  talented person; thiramai- 
talent; kondavar- one who has  .  
 
             Pasudo  scientific  interpretation-  Astrology . 

1. Visva kumbha (supported) - wealth (yoga point - 
pushya/saturn; avayogi -moon) 

 
Visvakumbha   has the consonants-  va – [-sa-] - va- ka- ma- [-pa-]  -  and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  vaanin   vanni makan   enum  vin 
meen  -son of  Asvini/Asvin kumar  ;  Vanni makan- Asvin kumar ; vanni- horse;  
makan- son  . 
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Visvakumbha   has the consonants-  va – -sa-- va- ka- ma- pa- -  and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  panam kaasu   mikkavan-  rich person; 
panam- money; kai kaasu –cash  .  
 
Visvakumbha   has the consonants-  va – -sa-- va- ka- ma- [-pa-]- -  and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is   kathiravani sutri varum  kaari meen endra 
koar- [missing letters- the- and- Ra -]-  the Saturn planet  rotating around the sun.  
 
Visvakumbha   has the consonants-  va – -sa-- va- ka- ma- pa- -  and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  kathiravani sutri varum  thinkar  endra koar  
[missing letters- the- and- Ra -]-  the moon  planet  rotating around the sun; 
kathiravan- sun; sutru- make a round;  thinker- moon; koar- planet  . 
 
Visvakumbha   has the consonants-  va – -sa-- va- ka- ma- [- pa-] - -  and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   vaanir kaanum  erumai  maadu/ keda 
madu / pasu maadu  enum  vin meen-[missing letters- the- and- Ra -]-  Pushya ;   
Tarus  star  over the sky ; vaan- sky ;  erumai- tarus ; kedaa madu- bull ; pasu 
maadu- cow ; vin meen- star   . 

 
2. Priti (fondness)- attract, enjoyment (yoga point - Ashlesha/Mercury; avayogi - 
Mars) . 
 
Priti   has the consonants- pa -Ra –the-  and the original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  paeranpu udaiya -   affectionately ; perum- great; anpu- kind   . 
 
Priti   has the consonants- pa -Ra –the-  and the original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  pirarudaiya  manathi   eerththidu  -  to attract other’s mind ;  pirar-  
others;  manathu-  mind  .  
 
Priti   has the consonants- [- pa-]  -Ra –the-  and the original Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  nukarnthidu [ missing letter- ka-] - enjoy . 
 
Priti   has the consonants- pa -Ra –the-  and the orignaltamil  interpretation of the 
word is   Paampu  enum  thee sudar/ nasththiram [ missing letter- sa-] -  snake  
star  ; paampu- snake;  thee sudar –star  . 
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Priti   has the consonants- pa -Ra –the-  and the original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  Pandithar-  Mercury . 
 
Priti   has the consonants-  [- pa-]  -Ra –the-  and the original Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  Thiru Maaran    - Mars . 
 
Priti   has the consonants-  [- pa-]  -Ra –the-  and the original Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is   Sem Mari  Aadu  [ missing  letter- sa-] – Aries.  
 
Priti   has the consonants-  [- pa-]  -Ra –the-  and the other interpretation of the 
word is   Arunthathi -  a star . 
 
Priti   has the consonants-   pa- -Ra –the-  and the other interpretation of the word 
is  Aphrodite  - Greek goddess .  
 
3. Ayushman (longlived)- health/longevity (yoga point - Magha/ketu; avayogi - 
Rahu). 
 
Ayushman   has the consonants- [- sa-]  –ma- an -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  Pini inmai  [ missing letter- pa-]- no illness; pini-  
illness; inmai –nil .  
 
Ayushman   has the consonants- [- sa-]  –ma- an -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  kodu nukam  [ missing letters- ka- and -the -] –
Magha . 
 
Ayushman   has the consonants- [- sa-]  –ma- an -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  kettathu  nadakkum / kaedu undaakum-[ missing 
letters- ka- and -the -] –  bad things can happen /ketu ; kettathu- bad  . 
 
Ayushman   has the consonants- [- sa-]  –ma- an -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   nanmai  undaakum- letters- ka- and -the -] –    good 
things can happen – Rahu ;  nanmai –good things / fortune   . 
 
 
4. Shubhagya (good fortune) - joy (yoga point - purva phalguni/venus; avayogi - 
jupiter). 
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Shubhagya    has the consonants -sa –pa- ka  -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  uvakai -   happy . 
 
Shubhagya    has the consonants –[-sa-] –pa- ka  -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is vaaippu / vaaikkum /aakkam -  yokam [Skt] – good 
fortune ; vaaippu- chances  .  
 
Shubhagya    has the consonants –[-sa-] –[-pa-] - ka  -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is Vin Meen-   Pisces  /Meenam  /Phal guni . 
 
Shubhagya    has the consonants –-[- sa-] -–[-pa-] - ka  -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is Ven Meen-   Venus  /white star . 
 
Shubhagya    has the consonants -sa-[-pa-]- ka  -  and the other interpretation of 
the word is Venus .  
 
Shubhagya    has the consonants –-[- sa-] -–-pa- ka  -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  Perum koar [ missing letter- Ra-]-Guru/Jupitor-  
perum- big; koar- planet .  
 
5. Sobhana (splendour)- beauty, sensual (yoga point - Uttara Phalguni/sun; 
avayogi - Saturn). 
 
Sobhana   has the consonants – [- sa-] - pa- an- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  paantham [missing letter- the -] -  beauty.  
 
Sobhana   has the consonants – sa-[- pa-] - an- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Saeyon- sun . 
 
Sobhana   has the consonants – sa-[- pa-] - an- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Meenam – Phalguni/ vinmeenkal   . 
 
Sobhana   has the consonants –[-sa -] -[- pa-] - an- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Mai Meen-  Saturn .  
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6. Atiganda (danger/obstacles) - destructive, struggle but clever (yoga point -
hasta/moon; avayogi - Mercury) 
 
Atiganda  has the consonants – the- ka -an -the  -and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  aapaththu/   thadai undaakum- obstacle can 
happen ;  aapaththu- danger; thadai- impediment  . 
 
Atiganda  has the consonants – the- ka -an -the  -and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kaedu   undaakum -    bad things can occur / 
destructive. 
  
Atiganda  has the consonants – the- ka -an -the  -and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  mathi udaiyavan -  clever person; mathi-  wise .   
 
Atiganda  has the consonants – the- ka -an -the  -and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kathiravani  vattam adikkum  thinkar  endra koar [ 
missing letter- Ra -] -  a planet  called moon  which rotates around the sun; 
kathiravan- sun;  vattam adi –make a round;  thinkar- moon;  koar- planet  . 
 
Atiganda  has the consonants – the- ka -an -the  -and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  idar undaakum [ missing letter- Ra -] –obstacle can 
happen; idar- danger  . 
   
Atiganda  has the consonants – the- ka -an -the  -and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  vaanaththae  kaanum  Aeinthu  enum  vin meen -  
the  Hasta  star; vaan-  sky ; kaan- see   . 
 
Atiganda  has the consonants – the- ka -an -the  -and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  vaanathae kaanum   kanakkan/ kaniyan  vin meen – 
Mercury . 
 
 
7. Sukarma (virtuous)- accomplish, magnanimity (yoga point - chitra/mars; 
avayogi - ketu). 
 
Sukarma  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka –Ra- ma  - and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  neri  udaimai mikka-  virtuous  ;  neri –ethics . 
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Sukarma  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka –Ra- ma  - and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is semmmari aattu kutti[ missing  letter-  the -]-  ram/  - 
Chaithra  ; mari –ram ; aattu kutti- kid .  
 
Sukarma  has the consonants – [- sa-]- ka –Ra- ma  - and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is Maravan/ Murugan –Mars . 
 
Sukarma  has the consonants – [- sa-]- ka –Ra- ma  - and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  poar  maravan [ missing letter- pa-]- - warrior . 
 
Sukarma  has the consonants –  sa-- ka –Ra- ma  - and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is periya manasu- kaaran - a person with magnanimity; 
periya-  big; manam- mind  .  
 
Sukarma  has the consonants - sa- ka –Ra- ma  - and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is Sev -Vaai enum koar – a planet  called  Mars ; koar- 
planet . 
 
Sukarma  has the consonants- [-  sa-] - ka –Ra- ma  - and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is kaedu  tharikindravar missing  letter-  the -]-   -  one 
who brings bad things – ketu  ;  kaedu-  danger ; tharukindravar – the giver . 
 
8. Dhriti yoga  (determination)- controlling, determined, enjoys benefits from 
others (yoga point- swati/Rahu; avayogi - Venus). 
 
Dhriti yoga   has the consonants - the –Ra- the - ka -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   veru nukam endra vin meen-  Swathi . 
 
Dhriti   has the consonants- the -Ra –the- and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  mana uruthi udiaya  -   determined mind ; manam- mind; uruthi- 
strength  . 
 
Dhriti   has the consonants- the -Ra –the- and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   kodukkindravar [ missing  letter- ka-] -  the giver [Rahu] . 
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Dhriti   has the consonants- the -Ra –the- and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   mattravain uthavi kidaikkum- [ missing  letter- ka-]   help from others  
is there ; uthavi- help  .  
 
Dhriti   has the consonants- the -Ra –the- and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is vaanththir  vaikarai  naeram thoandrum  ven nira vin meen-  the  
white star over the sky  that  appears in the early morning -[ missing  letter- ka-] -    
kedukkindra ondru / kaedu  tharukindra ondru-  bringer of bad things ;  vaanam-  
sky ; vaikari-early  morning ; venmai-  white; niram- color .  
   
9. Shula (spear, pain) - pain, argumentative (yoga point - vishakha/jupiter; 
avayogi -sun). 
 
Shula   has the consonants – [- sa--] - la- and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   kaalai-  [missing  letter- ka-]- tarus/ vishakha  .  
 
Shula   has the consonants – [- sa--] - la- and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   vali   [missing  letter- ka-]-  pain.  
 
Shula   has the consonants – [- sa--]-  la- and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  vael- [missing  letter- ka-]-  spear.    
 
Shula   has the consonants – [- sa--]-  la- and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  oliyaoan / ellai  / maali / anali/   el-  sun . 
 
10. Ganda (danger or obstacles) - addiction, immoral (yoga point - 
anuradha/saturn; avayogi- moon). 
 
Ganda  has the consonants  - ka –an- the- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   thadai undaakum-  obstacle can happen ; thadai-  block / 
impediment  . 
 
Ganda  has the consonants  - ka –an- the- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   kudikku  adimaayanavan-   addicted to drinks ; kudi- drink .   
 
Ganda  has the consonants  - ka –an- the- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  thooimai  kaedu – impure; thooimai- purity ; kaedu- danger  .  
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Ganda  has the consonants  - ka –an- the- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  kaari  endra koar  [ missing  letter- Ra -] – Saturn  planet ; koar-  
planet  .  
 
Ganda  has the consonants  - ka –an- the- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  thinkar  [ missing  letter- Ra -] -   moon . 
 
Ganda  has the consonants  - ka –an- the- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   poanthai  enum vin meen [ missing  letter- pa-]  - anusam ; vinmen- 
star . 
 
Anuratha  has the consonants –an- Ra- the – and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  panai mara  poandra meen [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  a star which  
looks like Palmyra; panai maram- palm tree ; meen- fish / star  . 
 
   
11. Vridditi (growth) - wisdom/speech - (yoga point - jyestha/mercury; avayogi- 
mars) 
 
Vridditi  has the consonants   -va- Ra- the -the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   kodiru udaiya  kadar nandu –  crab  with a claw-  
jyestha / nandu month ;   kadar- sea;  nandu- crab . 
 
Vridditi  has the consonants   -va- Ra- the -the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  valarnthidu [ missing letter- la-]  -to grow.  
 
Vridditi  has the consonants   -va- Ra- the -the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  mikuntha arivu  udaiyavar -  wise person ; arivu-  
knowledge .  
 
Vridditi  has the consonants   -va- Ra- the -the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  urai attridda vaendum-  to give a lecture ; urai- 
speech .  
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Vridditi  has the consonants  -va- Ra- the -the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  Arivan endra koar -  the planet called Mercury ;koar- 
planet .  
 
Vridditi  has the consonants  -va- Ra- the -the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is Thiru Maaran endra koar -  the planet  called Mars.  
 
    
12. Dhruva (constant)- wealth/power, steady (yoga point - mula/ketu; avayogi - 
rahu) 
 
Dhruva  has the consonants- the- Ra -va -and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   kokku / kuruku   endra vin meen-  Moola nasthtiram[Skt] ; vin meen- 
star .  
  
Dhruva  has the consonants- the- Ra -va -and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   thiraviyam-  wealth .  
 
Dhruva  has the consonants- the- Ra -va -and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  kai -yir kidaiththa  urimai -  the rights got in hands  ; kai- hand ; 
urimai- rights ; kidaiththa- got .  
 
Dhruva  has the consonants- the- Ra -va -and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   kaedu  kondu  varum  /kedukkiravan  -  one who  brings bad things/ 
ketu  ; kaedu-  evil .  
     
Dhruva  has the consonants- the- Ra -va -and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   kodukkiravar- Rahu / one who gives good things ;  kodukkindrvar-   
the giver . 
 
Dhruva  has the consonants- the- Ra -va -and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   uruthi kondu-  firm/ stable;  uruthi-  strength  . 
 
 
13. Vyaghata (beating)- danger/injury, cruel (yoga point - purva ashadha/Venus; 
avayogi- Jupiter) 
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Vyaghata   has the consonants – va- ka- the -and the original Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  adikka / uthaikka  vaendum-  to beat ;  adi- beat  .  
 
Vyaghata   has the consonants – va- ka- the -and the original Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  kaayam  kondu -  injured  ; kaayam-  injury .  
 
Vyaghata   has the consonants – va- ka- the -and the original Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  mika kodumaiyaanathu- cruel ;  kodumai-  severe/ cruel   . 
 
Vyaghata   has the consonants – va- ka- the -and the original Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  ven -vannam konda vin meen-  the white star of the sky ; venmai-  
white; vannam- color ; vin meen- star  . 
 
Vyaghata   has the consonants – va- ka- the -and the original Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  sokka thankam [ missing letter- sa-]   - pure gold /Jupitor ;  vaanin  
thanka  meen – the golden fish/ star  of the sky; thankam-  gold  . 
  
 
14. Harshana (thrilling)- joy/fame/wisdom, delight(yoga point - uttara 
shadha/sun; avayogi - saturn) 
 
Harshana   has the consonants – ka- Ra- [-sa-]- an- and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is koormaeiyaana arivu- sharp knowledge/wisdom ;  
arivu- knowledge ;  koormai- sharp . 
 
Harshana   has the consonants – ka- Ra- [-sa-]- an- and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is uoor arintha  periyavan/ arivan / panakkaaran  [ 
missing letters- pa- and-  the-]-  well known person/ scholar/rich person; uoor-  
town;  arintha- known  ; panakkaran- rich person  ;  periyavan-  big person; arivan- 
scholar  .  
 
Harshana   has the consonants – ka- Ra- [-sa-]- an- and the other interpretation of 
the word is  piramukan[Skt] [ missing letter- pa-] -  famous person . 
 
Harshana   has the consonants – ka- Ra- [-sa-]- an- and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is Gnaayiru enum koar -  the planet  called sun .  
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  Harshana   has the consonants – ka- Ra- [-sa-]- an- and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  kaari meen- Saturn .  
 
 
15. Vajra (diamond, thunderbolt)- power.forceful energy (yoga point - 
Shravana/moon; avayogi - Mercury).  
 
  Vajra  has the consonants  -va –[- sa-]  -Ra -and the original Tamil interpretation 
of the word is Vairam  - diamond ;  karu-  core.    
    
Vajra  has the consonants  -va –[- sa-]  -Ra -and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is v aanththir  thoandrum  idi minnar [ missing letter-  the -]- the 
thunder and lightening over the sky ; vaan- sky ; thoandru –to appear; idi- 
thunder; minnar- lightening  . 
 
 Vajra  has the consonants  -va –[- sa-]  -Ra -and the original Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  kidaiththa  urimai / kedi [ missing letter-  the -]- -  the power one 
has  got ;  urimai- rights ; kedi- power . 
 
Vajra  has the consonants  -va –[- sa-]  -Ra -and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   Thinkar[ missing letter-  the -]-  moon .  
 
Vajra  has the consonants  -va –[- sa-]  -Ra -and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   Arivan/ kanakkar / kaniyar- Mercury . 
 
 
16. Siddhi (success)- success/protection, skill (yoga point - Dhanishta/Mars; 
avayogi - ketu). 
 
Siddhi  has the consonants –[-sa-] - the-  and the original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  thittamitu  adainthidu/ saathithidu [Skt]  -  to plan and attain; 
thitttamidu –plan  .  
 
Siddhi  has the consonants –[-sa-] - the-  and the original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is   kaaththidu [ missing letter- ka-]  - to protect . 
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Siddhi  has the consonants –sa-- the-  and the original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   vaakai soodu [ missing letter- ka-] -– to win . 
 
Siddhi  has the consonants –-sa-- the-  and the  other interpretation of the word is   
jeiththidu / vijaiththidu[Skt] [ missing letter- ka-] —to win.  
 
Siddhi  has the consonants –[- sa-] -- the-  and the original Tamil  interpretation of 
the   word is kaedu  kondathu  /  theengu  kondathu /  kettathu  [ misisg letter- ka-
] – bad one/  ketu  ; kaedu-  bad/ evil . 
  
Siddhi  has the consonants –- sa-- the-  and the original Tamil  interpretation of 
the   word is  Semmari aadu- Aries.  
 
 
17. Vyatipatha (calamity)- deceptive, calamitous - (yoga point - 
Shatabhishak/Rahu; avayogi - Venus). 
 
Vyatipatha   has the consonants - va -the –[-pa-] -the -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  kundru  endra  vin meen [ missing letter- Ra -]  - 
Shatabhishak ;  kundru-  hill ;  vin meen –star . 
 
Vyatipatha   has the consonants - va -the –pa-the -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   paer idar/  paer aapaththu  /vipaththu [Skt]   
kondathu-[ missing leter- Ra-] -  calamitous; aapaththu- danger ; vipaththu –
accident  . 
 
Vyatipatha   has the consonants - va -the –[-pa-]-the -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   idukkan kondathu-  calamitous ; idukkan- danger . 
 
Vyatipatha   has the consonants - va -the –[-pa-] -the -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is yaemaathida vaendum-  to deceive . 
 
Vyatipatha   has the consonants - va -the –-pa--the -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  nampida thakaathathu-  not reliable ; nampikkai- 
hope .  
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Vyatipatha   has the consonants - va -the –[-pa-] -the -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is vaanaththu  ven -vanna meen -  the white fish /star 
of the sky – Venus ;  vaan- sky;  venmai- white;  vannam -  color . 
 
Vyatipatha   has the consonants - va -the –pa-the -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  kodupinai kondavar-  gifted person/ yogi ; 
koduppinai- gifted . 
 
 
18. Variyan (comfort) - greed, indulgent - (yoga point - purva bhadrapada/jupiter; 
avayogi - sun)  
 
Variyan  has the consonants  - va- Ra- an -and the orignaltmil interpretation of the 
word is   poraami  kunam [ missing letter- pa-]- greedy  nature ; poraamai-  jealous 
;  kunam- nature .  
 
Variyan  has the consonants  - va- Ra- an -and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  Perum koar [ Guru] [Skt]  enum  koar [ missing letter- pa-]-  a planet  
called Jupitor ;  perum-  big;  koar- planet  .     
 
Variyan  has the consonants  - va- Ra- an -and the orignaltmil interpretation of the 
word is   kathiravan-[ missing letter- the -] -  sun . 
 
 
19. Parigha (obstruction)- inimical, meddlesome but weatlhy (yoga point - Uttara 
bhadrapada/Saturn; avayogi - moon). 
 
Parigha   has the consonants -pa –Ra- ka-  and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  panakkaaran-  rich person. 
 
Parigha   has the consonants -pa –Ra- ka-  and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   veruppaaka-  hostile . 
 
Parigha   has the consonants -pa –Ra- ka-  and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   kaari meen  enum koar – a planet  called  Saturn . 
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Parigha   has the consonants –[- pa-]  –Ra- ka-  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  thinkar [ missing letter- the -] -moon . 
 
  
20. Shiva (auspicious)- auspicious, learned, honoured (yoga point - 
Revati/Mercury; avayogi - Mars). 
 
Shiva  has the consonants –[- sa-]  –va- and the original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  kanakkan-  Mercury.  
 
Shiva  has the consonants –[- sa-]  –va- and the original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is   kaniyan- wise one . 
 
Shiva  has the consonants –[- sa-]  –va- and the original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  Naavai-   boat / Revathi .    
 
Shiva  has the consonants –[- sa-]  –va- and the other  interpretation of the word 
is     yokam[Skt]  /aakkam  /aakum / vaaikum -  auspicious . 
 
 
21. Siddha (accomplished)- success/skill (yoga point - Aswini/ketu; avayogi - 
Rahu) 
 
Siddha   has the consonants- sa –the- and the original Tamil intrpretation of the 
word is thittam ittu adainthidu-  plan and attain ;  saathithidu [Skt]  – 
accomplished ;  thittam idu –estimate / plan ;  adainthidu –attain . 
 
Siddha   has the consonants- [- sa-]  –the- and the original Tamil intrpretation of 
the word is kai thirami [missing letters-  ka -and -Ra -]-  skill ; kai- hand; thiramai- 
talent .  
 
Siddha   has the consonants- [- sa-]  –the- and the original Tamil intrpretation of 
the word is  kuthirai- [missing letters-  ka -and -Ra -] - horse /Aswin . 
 
Siddha   has the consonants- [- sa-]  –the- and the original Tamil intrpretation of 
the word is   kaedu  tharukindravar [  missing letters-  ka -and -Ra -]   - bringer of 
bad [ ketu ] ; kaedu-  evil ; tharukindravar- the giver  . 
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Siddha   has the consonants- [- sa-]  –the- and the original Tamil intrpretation of 
the word is  vaari kodukindravar[ missing letters-  ka -and -Ra -]   - bringer of 
fortunes / Rahu ; kodukindravar-  the bringer  . 
    
 
22. Sadhya (amenable)- virtuous/good at relating (yoga point - Bharani/Venus; 
avayogi -Jupiter) 
 
 Sadhya  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the- and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  thaapathar [ missing letter- pa-]- Jupitor.  
 
Sadhya  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the- and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   vaanththae  kaanum  ven vanna vin meen [ missing letter- ka-]- -  the 
white star of the sky -  Venus ; Ven Mani- Venus ;  venami- white; vannam- color  .  
 
Sadhya  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the- and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   Soaru endra meen [ missing  letter- Ra -]-  Parani nasththiram . 
 
 
23. Shubha (auspicious) - beauty/wealth - ( yoga point - krittika/sun; avayogi - 
Saturn). 
 
Shubha yoga   has the consonants – [-sa-] – [-pa-]-  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  aakkam / yokam[Skt]  -  auspicious . 
 
Shubha   has the consonants – [-sa-] - pa-  and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  panam-  money. 
 
 Shubha   has the consonants – [-sa-] – [- pa-] -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   Mai Meen-  Saturn ;  Pachchaiappan.   
 
Shubha   has the consonants – sa- [- pa-] -  and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  Saeyon -  sun .   
 
Shubha   has the consonants – sa- [- pa-] -  and the other interpretation of the 
word is  sun .  
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Shubha   has the consonants – sa- [- pa-] -  and the other interpretation of the 
word is   Cheiyaan – Murugan  / kriththika [Skt]  .  
 
 
24. Shukla (bright white)- power of speech, fickle (yoga point -Rohini/moon; 
avayogi - Mercury) 
 
Shukla has the consonants –sa- ka- la -and the original Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  oli  veesum  vellai vannam – bright   white color ;  oli- light ;  vellai- white;  
vannam- color  . 
 
Shukla has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- la -and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   naa vanmai ullavan/   naa nalam ullavan -   eloquent  speaker; naa- 
tongue  . 
 
Shukla has the consonants – sa-- ka- la -and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   sol- vanmai  ullavan -  eloquent  speaker ; sol- speech /word . 
 
Shukla has the consonants – [-sa-] -- ka- la -and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is    alai  paayum  manam  ullavan [ missing letter- pa-]- one with 
oscillating mind ;  alai paaithal- oscillate  .  
 
Shukla has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- la -and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  nilavu- moon.  
  
Shukla has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- la -and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  kaniyan / saakaiyan enum  kole -  a planet  called as Mercury ; 
kaniyan- astrologer; kole- planet  .  
 
Shukla has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- la -and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  kaal  enum vin  meen -   cart  star / Rohini ; kaal-  vehicle ; vin meen- 
star  . 
 
25. Brahma (priest, god) - wisdom, honour (yoga point - Mrigasira/Mars; avayogi -
ketu) 
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Brahma  has the consonants-  pa- –Ra- ma – and the original Tamil interpretation 
of the word is   perum  arignar -  scholar . 
 
Brahma  has the consonants-  pa- –Ra- ma – and the original Tamil interpretation 
of the word is   perum mathippu udaiyaar [ missing  letter-  the -]-  respected 
person . 
 
Brahma  has the consonants- pa –Ra- ma – and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  Maaran/ Nan Maaran  - Mars . 
 
Brahma  has the consonants- pa –Ra- ma – and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  Perumaan/ Paraman -  lord /god .  
 
Brahma  has the consonants- [- pa-]  –Ra- ma – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   marai  mandai [ missing letter- the -] -  animal’s 
head/  Mrigasira ;  marai- animal ; mandai- head . 
 
26. Indra (chief) -interest in others, helpful , respected (yoga point - Arudra/Rahu; 
avayogi - Venus). 
 
Indra has the consonants- an- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   uthavukindravar -  one who is helpful . 
 
Indra has the consonants- an- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   Aathirai  / Moothirai  enum  meen – Arudra [Skt]. 
 
Indra has the consonants- an- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   vaari kodukindravar [ missing  letter- ka-]  - libral donar-Rahu  
 
Indra has the consonants- an- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil interpretation of the 
word is    perum maththippu  vaainthavar [ missing  letters-  pa- and- ka -]- 
respected person ; perum- big/ great;  mathippu –esteem  .  
 
Indra has the consonants- an- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  vai karai naeram vaanir thoandrum ven nira  vin  meen [ missing  letter- 
ka-]- -  the white star of the sky  that appears in the early  morning – kaedu 
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tharukindra ondru – avayogi ;  vai karai-  early  morning ;  vaan- sky;  thoandru –
to appear ;  vin meen- star ; venmai- white; niram- color   . 
  
27. Vaidhriti (poor support)- overwhelming, calculative - (yoga point - 
Purnavasu/Jupiter; avayogi - sun). 
 
Vaidhriti   has the consonants- va-  the- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   kaniththu  aaikiravan -  calculative person;  
kaniththidu- count / enniduka  . 
 
Vaidhriti   has the consonants- va-  the- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  yaarudaiya  uthavi- im  /aatharavu [Skt]  attravan-  
one without any  support . 
  
Vaidhriti   has the consonants- va-  the- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  Thaapathar enum  perum koar-[ missing letter- pa-]   
a  big planet  called Jupitor ; thaaapathar –Jupitor ;  perum- great; koar- planet  . 

Vaidhriti   has the consonants- va-  the- Ra –the- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is kathiravan  endra  koar -  a planet  called as sun ;  
kathiravan-  sun; koar-planet . 

 

 Few terms;  

Eqvator  has the consonants - ka – the- Ra –and the original Tamil  word is  mun 
tharai yin   maer  karpanai yaaka  varaiya patta  puvi  nadu varai   koadu / vari  
koadu / vari [ missing  letter- pa-] -  imaginary  line drawn  around the centre of 
the earth;  vari [ - va - Ra-] =  raekai [Skt]   . 

Equator  has the consonants - ka – the- Ra –and the original Tamil  word is Poo 
Maththiya  Raekai [ Skt]- equator. 

Tropic  [ cancer]   -   has the consonants – the- Ra- pa- ka –  and the original Tamil  
word is  puvi   nadu  vari  koattirkku   vadakkae   kadar nandu enum   oraikku  
therkkae   eru  paththu  moondru  arai   kathir pakai yir varaiyapatta    pakuthi -  
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puvi yin mikuthiyaana veppam  kaanum  idamakum-   the  imaginary line  parallel  
to the equator about   23 ½  ˚  south  of  cancer  / north of  equator . 

Tropic  has the consonants – the- Ra- pa- ka –  and the original Tamil  word is  puvi   
nadu  vari  koattirkku   inaiyaaka  vadakkae /therkkae   eru  paththi  moondru arai   
kathir pakai   yir  varaiyapata  karpanai  koadu   -  the imaginary  parallel  drawn  
23 ½   north  /south  of the  equator .  

Tropic has the consonants – the- Ra- [- pa-] - ka –  and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  Makara raekai [Skt] . 

Tropic has the consonants – the- Ra- - pa-- ka – and the other  interpretation  of 
the word is   eru pathti  moondru arai  kathir paakai  kanakku -  23 ½ ˚  degree 
calculation.   

Tropic has the consonants – the- Ra- - pa-- ka – and the other  interpretation  of 
the word is   therkku  puram -  southern side.    

Tropic has the consonants – the- Ra- - pa-- ka – and the other  interpretation  of 
the word is  vadakku  puram -  northern side.    

Tropic has the consonants – the- Ra- pa-- ka – and the other  interpretation  of the 
word is   nadai varai  koattirkku  ianaiyaka  varaiyapatta oru  karppanai   koadu-  
the  parallel   line to  the equator.  

 Tropic  has the consonants-  the- Ra- pa- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  puvi 
yin / mun tharaiyin kadumaiyaana  veppam /soodu  mikuthiyaaka kaanum  idam [ 
missing  letter- sa-] – the  hottest  region  of the earth .     

Tropic  has the consonants-  the- Ra- pa- ka- and other interpretation of the word 
is  veppa pira thaesam[Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-]  -  tropical place.  

Tropic  has the consonants-  the- Ra- pa- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  
kathiravinin  therkku  noakiya  aaru  thinkar  payanaththin  thiruppam –the   
beginning  of the  6 months  southern  turning  /travel  of the  sun  .   
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Tropic  has the consonants-  the- Ra- pa- ka- and the original Tamil  word is   
kathiravanin  vadakku  noakkiya payana  thuvakkathin  thiruppam – the  beginning 
of the  6 months  northern  turning/ travel   of the sun .   

Tropic  [ Capricon ]  has the consonants – the- Ra- pa- ka-  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  puvi   nadu  varai  koattirkku  therkkae  erupaththi 
moondru  arai  kathir pakai   -yir  karpanaiyaaka  varaiya patta   inai  koadu – the 
longitude  line  drawn  23½˚  south of  equator . 

Tropic  [ Capricon ]  has the consonants – the- Ra- pa- ka-  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thinai / marai /  manitha  uyir  muthar muthatrae  
thoandriya   puvi  pakuthi -  kumari kandam – the Kumari kandam  where the  life  
of humans / animals/ plants  originated  at first . 

Tropic  [ Capricon ]  has the consonants – the- Ra- pa- ka-  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Thirvida  kaniyarin  arai muka   kootru -  the covert 
way of saying  matters  by the Dravidian astrologers . 

Longitude/ meridian [ Dheerkka raekai  ] has the consonants-  la- an –ka- the- the 
–and the original Tamil interpreation of the word is  puvi  kolaththin  vada  ellaiyil  
ulla pullikkum/ mukanaikkum - then  ellaiyil  ulla  pullikkkum / mukanaikkum   
idaiyae  / nila nadu  koattirkku  senkunthaaka /  karpaniyaaka  varaiya patta  
neenda  naer kaodu [ missing  letters- pa- -sa –and- Ra -]  -  a long   stright  line  
drawn in between the north pole and the south pole   perpendicular to the 
equator.   

Dheerkka raekai ][Skt]  has the consnants -  the –Ra- ka - Ra -ka   -and the orignal 
Tamil  interpretation of the word is  puvi –yin  mun tharaiyin  / vada mukani -
yaeim then mukanai –yaeim  ianikkukm / nadu varai kottirkku  senkuththaakavum  
varaiya patta  naer  vari koadu [  missing letters-  pa- and -sa-] - a long   stright  
line  drawn in between the north pole and the south pole   perpendicular to the 
equator.   

Latitude [ Atcha raekai ]  has the consonants  - la –the- the  -and the original tamil 
interpretation of the word is  nila nadu  kaottukku  vadakkae allathu  thekkae  
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yaethanum oru  tholaivil  ulla  inai  koadu [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  the parallel  line   
north or south of the equator at a given distance . 

 Atcha raekai [Skt]  has the consonants  -the –[- sa-]  -Ra -ka  - and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the word is   nila nadu varai   koattirkku  inaiyaaka  
vadakkae allathu  therkkae  tholaivil   sellum  karpanai yaana  akandra   koadu [ 
missing  letter- la-] -  the imaginary  parallel  to equator  at a distance  north or 
south to that ; vari= raekai [Skt]  .  
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28.Names of the 60 Years. 

https://ta.wikipedia.org/wiki  

60 ஆ கள  ெபய  ப ய  

தமி  ஆ க  அ பதாக ப க ப ளன. ழ சி ைறய  இ ெபய க  ஆ க  
இட ப கி றன. இைவகள  தமி  ெபய க  தனயாக றி ப ட ப ளைவ  

றி ப ட ப ட ஆ ெபய க  தமிழி  இ லாத காரண தினா  தமி  ஆ வல களா  

உ வா க ப டதா . என  இைவக  எ த அளவ  ம களா  ஏ  ெகா ள ப கிற  எ ப  
ெத யவ ைல. இ  ப றி அறிஞ களட  ப ேவ  வவாத க  நட ேதறி , தமிழ க  

இ வா ைறகைள ெதாட  ப ப வா களா எ ப , இ ைல தி வ வ  

ஆ ைறைய ப ப வா களா எ ப  ெத யவ ைல. தமிழக தி  ஆ சி மா  ெபா  

ஆ ைறக  மா றப கிற  எ ப  றி ப ட த க . 

எ

. 

ெபய  

ெப

ய  

(த

மி

ழி

) 

ெபய  

(ஆ கில தி

) 

கிெரெகா ய

ஆ  
 

எ

. 

ெபய  
ெபய  

(தமிழி ) 

ெபய  

(ஆ கி

ல தி ) 

கிெரெகா

ய  

ஆ  

01. ப ரபவ 

ந

ேறா

ற

 

Prabhava 1987–1988 

 

31. 
ேஹவ

ள ப  

ெபா ற

ைட 
Hevilambi 2017–2018 

02. வபவ 

உ

ய

ேதா

ற

 

Vibhava 1988–1989 

 

32. வள ப  அ  Vilambi 2018–2019 

03. ல 
ெவ

ெளா

Sukla 1989–1990 

 

33. வகா  
எழி மாற

 
Vikari 2019–2020 

https://ta.wikipedia.org/wiki
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ள  

04. 
ப ரேமா

த 

ேப

வ

ைக 

Pramodoota 1990–1991 

 

34. சா வ  
வறிெயழ

 
Sarvari 2020–2021 

05. 
ப ரேசா

ப தி 

ம

க

ெச

வ

 

Prachorpaththi 1991–1992 

 

35. பலவ கீழைற Plava 2021–2022 

06. 
ஆ கீர

ச 

அ

ய

ன  

Aangirasa 1992–1993 

 

36. 
பகி

 

ந ெச

ைக 
Subakrith 2022–2023 

07. க 

தி

க  

Srimukha 1993–1994 

 

37. 
ேசாபகி

 
ம கல  Sobakrith 2023–2024 

08. பவ 

ேதா

ற

 

Bhava 1994–1995 

 

38. ேராதி 
பைக ேக

 
Krodhi 2024–2025 

09. வ 

இ

ள

ைம 

Yuva 1995–1996 

 

39. 
வ வா

வ 

உலகநி

ைற  

Visuvaasuv
a 

2025–2026 
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10. தா  
மா

ைழ 
Dhaatu 1996–1997 

 

40. பரபாவ 
அ ேடா

ற  

Parabhaav
a 

2026–2027 

11. ஈ வர 

ஈ

ர

 

Eesvara 1997–1998 

 

41. 
பலவ

க 

ந

ைழ 
Plavanga 2027–2028 

12. 
ெவ

தானய 

ல

வ

ள

 

Bahudhanya 1998–1999 

 

42. கீலக 
பைணவ

ர  
Keelaka 2028–2029 

13. ப ரமாதி 

ைம 

Pramathi 1999–2000 

 

43. 
ெசௗமி

ய 
அழ  Saumya 2029–2030 

14. 
வ கிர

ம 

ேந

நி

ர  

Vikrama 2000–2001 

 

44. 
சாதார

ண 

ெபா நி

ைல 
Sadharana 2030–2031 

15. வஷு 

வ

ைள

பய

 

Vishu 2001–2002 

 

45. 
வ ேராத

கி  
இக வ  

Virodhikrit
hu 

2031–2032 

16. 
சி திர

பா  

ஓ

வ

ய

கதி

 

Chitrabaanu 2002–2003 

 

46. ப தாப  
கழிவ ர க

 
Paridhaabi 2032–2033 
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17. பா  

ந

கதி

 

Subhaanu 2003–2004 

 

47. 
ப ரமாத

ச 

ந றைல

ைம 

Pramaadhi
sa 

2033–2034 

18. தாரண 

தா

ெக

ழி

 

Dhaarana 2004–2005 

 

48. ஆன த 
ெப மகி

சி 
Aanandha 2034–2035 

19. 
பா தி

ப 

நி

ல

வ

ைர

ய

 

Paarthiba 2005–2006 

 

49. ரா சச ெப மற  Rakshasa 2035–2036 

20. வய 

வ

மா

 

Viya 2006–2007 

 

50. நள தாமைர Nala 2036–2037 

21. 
ச வசி

 

ற

றி

 

ெவ

றி [4

] 

Sarvajith 2007–2008 

 

51. ப கள ெபா ைம Pingala 2037–2038 
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22. 
ச வதா

 
நி

ைற

 

Sarvadhari 2008–2009 

 

52. 
காள

தி 

க ைமவ

 
Kalayukthi 2038–2039 

23. 
வ ேரா

தி 

த

ப

ைக 

Virodhi 2009–2010 

 

53. 
சி தா

தி 

னய

த  
Siddharthi 2039–2040 

24. 
வ

தி 

வ

ள

மா

ற

 

Vikruthi 2010–2011 

 

54. 
ெரௗ தி

 
அழலி Raudhri 2040–2041 

25. கர 

ெச

ேந

தி 

Kara 2011–2012 

 

55. மதி ெகா மதி Dunmathi 2041–2042 

26. ந தன 

ந

ழ

வ  

Nandhana 2012–2013 

 

56. ப  ேப ைக Dhundubhi 2042–2043 

27. வஜய 

உ

ய

வா

ைக 

Vijaya 2013–2014 

 

57. 
ேரா

கா  
ஒ கி 

Rudhrodhg
aari 

2043–2044 

28. ஜய 
வா

Jaya 2014–2015 

 

58. 
ர தா

ெச ைம Raktakshi 2044–2045 
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ைக சி 

29. ம மத 

கா

த

ைம 

Manmatha 2015–2016 

 

59. 
ேராத

ன 

எதிேர ற

 
Krodhana 2045–2046 

30. 
கி 

ெவ

க  

Dhunmuki 2016–2017 

 

60. அ சய 
வள கல

 
Akshaya 2046–2047 

 

Sixty-year cycle    https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_calendar  

The 60-year cycle is common to both North and South Indian traditional 
calendars, with the same name and sequence of years. Its earliest reference is to 
be found in Surya Siddhanta, which Varahamihirar (550 CE) believed to be the 
most accurate of the then current theories of astronomy. However, in the Surya 
Siddhantic list, the first year was Vijaya and not Prabhava as currently used. There 
are some parallels in this sexagenary cycle with the Chinese calendar. The Surya 
Siddhanta and other Indian classical texts on astronomy had some influence on 
the Chinese calendar although it merits attention that the sexagenary cycle in 
China is itself very old. 

After the completion of sixty years, the calendar starts a new with the first year. 
This corresponds to the Hindu "century." The Vakya or Tirukannitha 
Panchangam (the traditional Tamil almanac) outlines this sequence. It is related 
to the position of the planets in the sky with respect to earth. It means that the 
two major planets Sani/Saturn ( which takes 30 years to complete one cycle 
round the sun) and the Viyazhan/Jupiter (which takes 12 years to complete one 
cycle round the Sun) comes to the same position after 60 years. 

 

Samvatsara is a Sanskrit term for "year he sixty Samvatsaras are divided into 3 
groups of 20 Samvatsaras each. The first 20 from Prabhava to Vyaya are assigned 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamil_calendar
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to Brahma. The next 20 from Sarvajit to Parabhava to Vishnu and the last 20 
to Shiva.   

 

 Samvatsara   has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -ma  -va – [- sa-] - –the- Ra -  and the 
original Tamil  word is   pan-erandu  thinker   oru aandu  kankku aakum[ missing  
letter- pa-]  -  12 months are one year.  

Samvatsara   has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -ma  -va – [-sa--]  –the- Ra -  and the 
original Tamil  word is   eru  aaru thinkar oru aandu aakum-  2x 6 months are one 
year.  

Samvatsara   has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -ma  -va – sa- –the- Ra -  and the original 
Tamil  word is  then-naattu  kaniyarin / kanakkarin/  arivarin / saakaiyanin 
/nimiththikarin  /  thiravidarin /  vaaniyir kanitham  -  sky  maths / astronomy  of 
the Dravidian astrologers .  

Samvatsara   has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -ma  -va – sa- –the- Ra -  and the original 
Tamil  word is   thee sudar kanitham -  astrology . 

Bhrigu  sutra  has the consonants –pa- Ra- ka – sa- the- Ra -and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   then naatavarin/  thiravidarin  vaan iyar kanitha 
thirattu / suvadi  /puththakam / soothiram  / -  treatise/ book on astronomy by 
Dravidian people/ southern people . 

Mansagari  has the consonants -  ma –an- [- sa-] - ka -Ra – and the original Tamil   
word is  vaaniyar mana kanakku -  mental  arithemetics  of  astrology . 

Phaldeepika   has the consonants  - [-pa-] - la – the- [-pa-] - ka -   and the original 
Tamil  word is  vaan iyal   kanitham -  astronomy.  

Phaldeepika   has the consonants  - [- pa-] - la – the- [-pa-] - ka -   and the original 
Tamil  word is  kaala / kole  kanitam -  time  / planet mathematics.   

Phaldeepika   has the consonants  - pa- la – the- pa- ka -   and the original Tamil  
word is   Tamil  mozhiyil  -Tamil  nattu    valluva  kaniyanaal -  ezhuthapatta  kaala 
kanitham -  the Tamil  astronomy book written by  Tamil  astrologers. 

Phaldeepika   has the consonants  - pa- la – the- pa- ka -   and the other 
interpretation of the word is  soathida / saathaka [Skt] palankal [ missing letter- 
sa-] –astrology  . 
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Chamatkar  chinthaani   has the consonants – sa- ma- the- ka -Ra –  and the 
original Tamil word is then naattavain /  thiravidarin vaan iyar  kanitham / thee 
sudar kanitham -  the astronomy  of the southern people [ Dravidian people ] . 

Chamatkar  chinthaani   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ma- the- ka -Ra –  and the 
original Tamil word is  aeinthiram enum   vaan  iyar kanitham- astronomy . 

Laghu Parasari has the consonants -  la –ka- Pa -Ra –[-sa-]  -Ra – and the original        
Tamil  interpretation of the word is  valluvarin  vaan iyar  arivu  -  the astronomy  
knowledge  of Valluvan- Tamil astrologer . 

Laghu Parasari has the consonants -  la –ka- Pa -Ra –sa--Ra – and the original        
Tamil  interpretation of the word is  kaalam /  pakal  vaelai/ maalai vaelai /  eravu  
vaelai /  kilamai /Gnaayitru  kilami / thinkar kilamai/ arivan kilami  /viyaazhan 
kilamai /  velli kilami / mai meen kilamai /  vaasara[Skt] /naar  / naeram / koar/ 
kole / orai / raasi [Skt] /  sign [E] /  surava /siranka   orai- raasi /  kanni orai-  raasi / 
aattu mandai  orai- raasi / kida maadu  orai  - raasi /  nandu  orai-  raasi /nali orai/ 
eraattaiyar  orai  / edai thattu  orai /   ampai eithidum  vaedan orai / kuda orai / 
meena  orai  - enum kanakku / arima  orai  /  thaei pirai  naal  kanakku / valari 
piorai naal kanakku  /  muzhu nilavu naal / pirai nilavu naal / marai ilavu[ 
amavaasi [Skt] / karana kanakku/   naal kanakku /  kathiravan, nilavu  - thinkal  
sirai pidikka patta naal -  sooriya kirakanam [Skt] / Chandra kirakanam [Skt] /  
nalla naal  kilamai  /  aandu kanakku / perum koar / mai meen  peyarchhci  
kanakku   Raaku[Skt]   kaalam / kulikai  / vikalai / kalai -   muthaliyavatrai    
alakkum  kaala  kanakku [  missing letter-  the -] .  

Laghu Parasari has the consonants -  la –ka- Pa--Ra –-sa--Ra – and the original        
Tamil  interpretation of the word is  ‘vaan  iyal  arivu  ‘-   enum noolin  urai 
aasiriyar / paer aasiriyar Valluvan  –  the author of the book on astronomy is 
Prof.Valluvan.       

Parasara  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- sa- Ra -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  aasiriyar -  author;  paer aasiriyar – professor. 

Uddudayapradipa   has the consonants  the  -the pa-  Ra-  the -pa-    and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  then naattu  kaniyarin  vaaan iyar  
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kanitha thirattu [ missing letter- ka-]   -  the  treatise  on astronomy by  the 
Dravidian astrologers.  

Jataka  Chandrika has the consonants- [- sa -] -the – ka- [- sa-] - an- the –Ra- ka - 
and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  then naattu  kaniyarin  vaan 
kanitham– astronomy of the Dravidian astrologers.           

Saravali   has the consonants -sa-Ra -va -la  -and the original Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  Valluvarin/ kaniyarin  vaan- iyal  arivu kolkai  enun noolin  aasiriyar 
- Valluvar/ kaniyar  -  the principles of  astrology -  the book written  by  the 
astrologer  -Valluvar . 

Pirkathsathaka  [Skt] [  astrology book by Varakamikirar ]   has the consonants - 
pa-- Ra-  ka-  the-  -sa- the-  ka – and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word 
is then naattu  kani-yarin  vaan iyar  kanitham / thee sudar- yiar  kanitha arivu  
thirattu  / puththakam  /suvadi  / aeintiram/ viyaakaranam [Skt] arivu  koavai   -  
treatise on  astronomy  by the southern astrologers.  

Varakamikirar   has the consonants –va- Ra- ka – ma- ka -Ra  - and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  vaan iyar  kanitham   enum   noor   /arivu  
koavai  / varaintha / kirukiya / aakkiya  then nattu  kaniyar [ missing letter- the -]- 
the southern astrologers  who  wrote the book   on astrology  /astronomy . 

 29. Pasudo  scientific  interpretation  -Astrology .   

                                                1.Prabava 

Prabava  aandu [Skt] [ ந ேறா ற  ]   has the consonants – pa- Ra- [-pa--]  va – an 
the - and the original Tamil word is   kathiravanai- sutri  varum  Perum koar  
meenin  muthar  aandu  oatta  mudivu [ missing letter- sa-]- the first year of 
completuion of the roatation  of Jupitor around  sun ;  kathiravan- sun ;  sutri 
varuka-  make a round ;  Perum koar-  Jupitor ;  muthar –first ; aandu -year ;  
oattam- run; mudivu –end  .  

Prabava [Skt] [ ந ேறா ற  ]   has the consonants – pa- Ra- pa- va –and the original 
Tamil word is  uyar pirappu -   high born ; uyar-  high ; pirappu- birth  . 
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Prabava [Skt] [ ந ேறா ற  ]   has the consonants – pa- Ra- pa- va –and the original 
Tamil word is  uyar / nar    kula  pirappu [  missing  letter- la-] ;  royal  birth ;  uyar 
kulaththil  piranthavan  – royal  birth ; kulam-  class  ; uyar-  high ; nar- good ; 
pirappu- birth . 

Prabava [Skt] [ ந ேறா ற  ]   has the consonants – pa- Ra- pa- va –and the original 
Tamil word is   uyar kudi pirppu  [ missing  letter-the-] -  aristocratic  birth ; kudi – 
caste . 

Prabava [Skt] [ ந ேறா ற  ]   has the consonants – pa- Ra- pa- va –and the original 
Tamil word is   Brahmanin  kanakku -  account for  Brahma ; kanakku- account . 

Prabava [Skt] [ ந ேறா ற  ]   has the consonants – pa- Ra- pa- va –and the original 
Tamil word is  Perum koar meenin  muthar  aandu  ida peyarchchi / nakarvu/ 
payanam  [ missing  letters- the- and- sa-] -  the first  year  movement of the  
Jupitor ;Perum koar- big planet / Jupitor ; aandu- year; idam- place; peyarchchi – 
displacement .  

Prabava [Skt] has the consonants – -pa- Ra- pa- va –and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  Perum koar [  Kuru] [ Skt]   peyarchchi [ missing 
letter-  sa-]-  the displacement of Jupitor ; Guru [ Skt] - Jipitor .  

 Prabava [Skt] has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- pa- va –and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  kaari meenum  Periya kaor /kuru [Skt] meenum-  
the Saturn  and the Jupitor ; Kaari meen- Saturn ;periya- big;  vin meen- star ; 
koar-  planet . 

Prabava [Skt] has the consonants – pa- Ra- pa- va –and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is then naattu / Diravida kaniyarin  aaru paththu – 
arupathu  aandu vatta   aeinthira/ viyagarana [Skt]  kannakkin   muthar aandu  / 
varudam[ ?Skt ]  [ missing  letter- the -]  -  the first year of the  60  years cycle of 
the Dravidian  people ;  then naattu- sothern land ; kaniyar-  astrologer ; aaru- six; 
paththu- ten; arupathu- 60 ; vattam- cycle/ round ; kanakku- estimation; 
varudam- year  . 
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Prabava  aandu [Skt] has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- [-pa-]- va  – an -  the  -and 
the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is   aandu  kanakeedu  ondru -  year 
calculation 1  ; aandu- year; kankkeedu –estiamtion ; ondru- one .  

Prabava [Skt] has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- [-pa-]- va –and the other l  
interpretation of the word is   January [ missing letter- sa-] . 

Prabava [Skt] has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra--pa-- va –and the other l  
interpretation of the word is   Pusha [Skt]  varudam [ missing letters - the- and-  
sa-] ;  varudam – year  . 

Prabava [Skt] has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- [-pa-]- va –and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  aattu  mandai meen  thinkar [ missing  letter-  the -]- 
‘Thai’  month ; aadu-  goat ; mandai- head;  thinkar- month/ moon  . 

Prabava [Skt] has the consonants –-pa-- Ra--pa-- va –and the other  interpretation 
of the word is   pin pani  paruvam –  late  winter ; pin- later;  pani- mist; paruvam- 
season.  

Prabava [Skt] has the consonants –-[- pa-] -- Ra—[-pa-] -- va –and the other  
interpretation of the word is  Sisra ruthuvu [Skt] [ missing  letters -  sa -and-  the -
]- pin pani  kottum paruvam - late  winter ; ruthu – season; ruthu- erandu aandu ; 
pin- later  . 

Prabava [Skt] has the consonants –-[- pa-] -- Ra—[-pa-] -- va –and the other  
interpretation of the word is   winter [ missing letters – the-] . 

Prabava [Skt] has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- [-pa-] - va –and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  orai  sirankam / suravam [missing letter- sa-] – sign  
- Capriocon ; orai- sign ; sirankam- horn . 

Prabava [Skt] has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- [-pa-] - va –and the  other   
interpretation of the word is   raasi  maakram [Skt] [missing letter- sa-] – sign  - 
Capriocon ; raasi- orai . 

Prabava [Skt] has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- -pa-- va –and the  other   
interpretation of the word is  Capricon  sign  [missing letter- sa-]. 
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Prabava [Skt] has the consonants – pa- Ra- pa- va –and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the  word is  kaari  meenum   Perum koar / Guru[ Skt] /  
meenumukkum idai yae aana  koana kanakku  / paakai kanakku / kona pirikai  
aaru [ thikiri/  degree ] aakum [ missing letter-  the -]   -  6° is the angular 
separation  between the Saturn and the Jupitor ; Kaari meen-  Saturn ;Perum koar  
-big planet/Jupitor ; Guru – Jupitor ;  konam- angle;  paakai- angle ; koana pirikai- 
angular separation ; aaru -6;   thikiri –degree  .  

2.  Vibhava . 

Vibhava  [ உய ேதா ற  ]    has the consonants - va –-pa- va -and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  uyar  kudi  pirappu /thoatram  [ missing letters-  Ra- 
and –the-] -  royal birth ; thoatram- birth  . 

Vibhava [Astronomy]  has the consonants - va –pa- va -and the interpretation  of 
the word is  February  [ missing letters-  Ra- and -the -]-   month  /varudam/  
thinkar  -  February month ; varudam- year; thinkar- month . 

Vibhava has the consonants - va –pa- va -and the original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   perumkoar meenin  eraandaam adi  nakarvu/ erandaam  veedu / 
erandaam  kattam  /erandaam aandu  oattam  [ missing letters-  Ra- and -the -]-   
– the 2nd step/ house   of Jupitor /  2nd year of running ; Perum Koar-  Jupitor; 
perum- big; koar- planet ; erandaam -2nd ;  adi - foot; nakarvu- movement; aandu- 
year ; oattam-  running   .   

 Vibhava has the consonants - va –[-pa-] - va -and the interpretation  of the word 
is  [ missing letters-  Ra- and –sa- -]- Aquarius   sign.-    

Vibhava has the consonants - va –pa- va -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  vaan/ kuyavanin -  Kumpham-  sky pot  ; vaan- sky; kuyavan- potter ; 
kumpam- pot.      

Vibhava has the consonants - va –pa- va -and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   vaan  thanni  kudam / kuyavanin  paanai [ misisng  letter- the-] – the 
water pot of the sky ; vaan- sky; thanni- water;  kuyavan- potter; paanai –pot.    
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Vibhava has the consonants - va –[-pa-]- va -and the  original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   Maasi  aandu  kanakku [ misisng  letters -sa-- and- the-].  

Vibhava has the consonants - va –[- pa-] - va -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   Magha[Skt]  aandu  kanakku [ misisng  letter-  the-].  

Vibhava has the consonants - va –[-pa-] - va -and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  then nattavar /Thiravidara  aeinthira / viyakarana [Skt/   kaniyarin  
erndaam aandu  kanakku  /  erandaavathu varudam [ missing letters-  Ra- and -the 
-] - 2nd year ; then naattavar –Dravidian people ; aandu-  year;  kanakku –account 
/calculation; erandu-  2; varudam- year .  

Vibhava has the consonants - va –-pa- va -and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  kaari  koar meenkkum / perum koar -  Guru [Skt]  virkkum  idaiyae 
aana  kona kanakku  / paakai kanakku / paakai  pirikai  -pannerandu  aakum [ 
missing letters-  Ra- and –the-]  -  12˚ angular distance between the  Saturn  and 
Jupitor ; Kaari meen- Saturn ; koar- planet ;  Perum- koar- Jupitor; perum- big; 
koar- planet  ; idaiyae- in between ; paakai- degree ;  pannerandu -12.  . 

 

*3.Sukla [ Tamil  meaning - ெவ ெளாள  ]  

Sukla  aandu has the consonants-  sa- ka- la -an-the   and 

the original Tamil interpretation of the word is    Viyazhan 
kolin   moonaam  aandu  vattam – 3rd  year of rotation  of 
the Jupitor ; Viyazhan- Jupitor; kole-planet ; moonu- 3; 
aandu- year; vattam- circle  .  

Sukla has the consonants-  [- sa-] - ka- la  and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   velichcham /   vellai vanna oli – white light ; vellai- white ; vannam- 
color; oli- light .   

Sukla has the consonants-  [- sa-] - ka- la  and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  sinnam-  Vin  meenkal  [ Meenam]  / Machcham [Skt]  -  sign Pisces ; 
sinnam- sign; vin meenkal- sky fish / Pisces; Meenam- Pisces  . 
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Sukla has the consonants-  [- sa-] - ka- la  and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  Paal kuni [Skt]  [ missing letter- pa-] - Paal kuni / Pankuni  month . 

Sukla [ ெவ ெளாள  ]  has the consonants-  sa- ka- la  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  oli  veesum  vin/ ven  meenkalin velichcham -  the 
bright light of the  stars of the sky ;  oli  veesum –shining; vin meen –star ; 
velichcham- light . 

Sukla has the consonants-  [- sa-] - ka- la  and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   Viyaazhan kole- in   Meena   nuzhaivu -  the entry  of Jupitor in to 
Pisecs sign  ;  nuzhaika- enter  ; Viyazhan- Jupitor;  meenam- Pisces . 

Sukla  aandu has the consonants-  sa- ka- la -an-the   and the original Tamil 

interpretation of the word is   naalam  aandukku munnae   kaanum  moonaavathu 
aandu  -  the year preceeding the fourth year; naalu -4;  andu- year ; munnae- 
earlier ; moonaavathu –third .  

Sukla has the consonants-  [- sa-] - ka- la  and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  moonaam vilakal  /akalal -  3rd   displacement ; moonu -3;  vilakal- 
displacement . 

Sukla has the consonants-  [- sa-] - ka- la  and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   Mai meen kole   -  Saturn ; mai- dark; meen- star /fish .  

Sukla has the consonants-   sa- ka- la-  and the other interpretation of the word is 
Sani  kole  -Saturn ; kole- planet  .  

Sukla has the consonants-  [- sa-] - ka- la  and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  Viyaazhan kole- Jupitor . 

Sukla has the consonants-  [- sa-] - ka- la  and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   Mai meenukkum / Viyaazhan kolukkum  aana  koana kanakku  
moovaaru [  missing  letter- Ra -]-  3 x  6=   18° is the eangular separation  
between the Saturn and the Jupitor ; Mai meen- Saturn ; Viyaazhan- Jupitor ; kole- 
planet ;  moonu- 3; aaru- 6.   

4. Pramodoota [ ேப வைக ]  
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Pramodoota has the consonants- pa –Ra- ma -the - – and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the   word is   Perum koar  [Jupitor ]  meenin  naankaam   aandu  
ida peyarchchi / nakarvu / idam payarthar  [ missing letters- ka-  and- sa-] ] – the 
fourth displacement  of   Jupitor ; perum- big; koar- planet ; meen- star  /fish ; 
naanku- 4;  idam- place; peyarchchi- displacement ; nakarvu- movement . 

Pramodoota has the consonants- pa –Ra- ma -the -– and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the   word is   Perum koar [Guru ]  meenin  naankam aandu  
ottam  [missing  letter- ka-] -  the travel of Kuru[Skt]   for  the fouth year; naanku- 
4;  aandu- year; oattam- running . 

Pramodoota has the consonants- pa –Ra- ma -the  – and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the  word is   Perum koar meenum [ missing letter-  ka-] -      
semmarai  aattu  orai  yim – Jupitor  and the  Aries sign;  semmarai- ram ; aadu-  
goat; orai- star  .  

Pramodoota has the consonants- pa –Ra- ma -the  – and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the  word is   Chiththarai  maatham  [missing letter- sa-] –
Chaithra month. 

Pramodoota has the consonants- pa –Ra- ma -the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the   word is  moondraam aandukku  aduththu / pinnae  varum  
naankaam aandu [ missing letter-  ka-] -  the year following the 3rd year; moondru- 
3;  aandu- year ; pinnae- after ; naanku -4 ;  aduththathu- next one .  

Pramodoota has the consonants- pa –Ra- ma -the - – and the original Tamil  word 
is  vaanththir  kaanum  kaari  meenum  Perum  koar meenum [ missing letter-  ka -
]-  the Saturn and the Jupitor ; vaan- sky; kaari meen- Saturn ; Perum koar meen- 
Jupitor .        

Pramodoota has the consonants- pa –Ra- ma -the -– and the original Tamil  word 
is   kaari koar  meenkkum/ peru koar / Kuru[Skt]   virkkum  idaiyae aana  kona 
kanakku  / paakai kanakku  eru  panneerandu  aakum / naanku aaraakum [ 
missing  letter-  ka -]-  2x12 or 4x6 =  24̊˚ is the angular distance between  Saturn 
and Jupitor; kaari koar-  Saturn ; Guru- Jupitor  ; koanam- angle; kanakku- 
calculation ; eru -2; pannerandu -12.   
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5. Prachorpaththi   

Prachorpaththi  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- [-sa -]- Ra -pa -the –and the original 
Tamil  interpretation of the word is  Perum koar meenin  aeinthaam aandu  
kathiravani  sutrum   ottam -  the travel of Jupitor for the fifth year  around the 
sun; Perum koar-  Jupitor ;  aeinthu- 5; aandu- year; kathiravan- sun ; sutru- make 
a round;  vattam- circle  .  

Prachorpaththi  [ம க ெச வ  ]  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- [-sa-]  - Ra -pa -the –
and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is nar  kudi / uyar kudi/perum 
kudi / maanthar  pirappu [ missing  letter- ka-]  – birth of  arsticratic people ;  nar 
kudi-  good family ; uyar kudi-  royal family ; maanthar- men; pirappu- birth  . 

Prachorpaththi  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- sa - Ra -pa -the –and the original 
Tamil  interpretation of the word is  vaanir   kathiravani sutri  vaarum Kaari 
meenum   Perum koar meenum [ missing  letter- ka-]   -  the  Saturn and the 
Jupitor revolving around the sun over  the sky ; vaan- sky ;  kathiravan-  sun;Kaari 
meen-  Saturn  ; perum-koar-  jupitor  . 

Prachorpaththi  has the consonants- [- pa-] - Ra-  sa - Ra -pa -the –and the  other  
interpretation of the word is  Jupitor and the Saturn. 

Prachorpaththi  has the consonants- [- pa-] - Ra-  sa - Ra -pa -the –and the  other  
interpretation of the word is kathiravani / sooriyani [Skt]  aeinthu  murai / aeinthu  
thadavai   kaari meen  sutra vara  eduththu kondidum aandu  arupathu aakum [ 
missing  letter- ka-]   -  the time taken by Saturn to revolve around the sun for five 
times is 60 years ;  kathiraavn-  sun;  aeinthu -5 ; thadavai/ vaatti – times;  Kaari 
meen-  Saturn ; sutri varuka-  make a round ; aandu- year; aruapthu -60  .  

Prachorpaththi  has the consonants- [- pa-] - Ra-  sa - Ra -pa -the –and the  other  
interpretation of the word is kathiravani  Perum koar / Ponnavan / Aaasan /  Guru    
arai   sutru sutri  mudikka edtuththu kondidium  varuda kanakku –aaru andu -  it 
takes 6 years to complete a half of the cycle  for Jupitor to revolve around sun; 
kathiravan- sun;  Perum- big; koar- planet; Ponnavan-  golden one-Jupitor ; arai 
sutru- half cycle ; varudam- year; aaru -6.   
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Prachorpaththi  has the consonants- [- pa-] - Ra-  sa - Ra -pa -the –and the  other  
interpretation of the word is kathiravani  sutri varum  kaari meenum Perumkoar  
meenum orae  idaththai adaiya  aakum   aandu kanakku[  missing  letter- ka-]   -  – 
arupathu aakum [  missing  letter- ka-] -  Sani/Saturn and the Viyazhan/Jupiter 
comes to the same position after 60 years. 

Prachorpaththi  has the consonants- [- pa-] - Ra-  sa - Ra -pa -the –and the  other  
interpretation of the word is  thiravida kaniyarin  arupathu aandu  vatta  kanakkir   
aeinthaam aandu  [ missing  letter- ka-]   -  the fifth year of the  60 years cycle  of 
the Tamil astrologers ; kaniyar –Tamil astrologers;  arupathu  -60 ;aandu –year ; 
vattam-circle ; aeintu/pentos-5   .  

Prachorpaththi  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- sa - Ra -pa -the –and the original 
Tamil  interpretation of the word is  Perum koar   meeum  Erumai /Eruthu  orai 
Sinnmum -Jupitor and the Tarus;  Eruthu –tarus ; sinnam- sign .  

Prachorpaththi  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- sa - Ra –[- pa-]  -the –and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  Jupitor and Tarus.  

Prachorpaththi  has  the consonants-  [-pa-]- Ra- sa- Ra –[- pa-]  -the –and the   
original Tamil interpretation of the word is  thinkar kanakku  eruthu / erumai/ 
kidaamadu  [ missing letter- ka-]- Vaikaasi / Vishaka / Jyaisutha  month/  Tarus 
month ;  thinkar- month/moon ; erumai-  baffalo . 

Prachorpaththi  has the consonants-  pa- Ra- sa - Ra –[- pa-]  -the –and the  other 
interpretation of the word is   varuda / aandu   kanakku  mondroadu  erandu  
saerthta / koottiya  kanakku  /  perumkoar meenin oatta kanakku - ru - [ missing 
letter- ka-]-  -  year is  3+2 = ru -    5th year of running by the Jupitor planet ; ru =  5.   

6. Aangirasa. 

Aangirasa   aandu  has the consonants  -an- ka –Ra- -sa-  an -the - and the original 
Tamil  interpretation of the word is   aaraavathu aandu / varuda[Skt] / sutru 
varukai   kanakku- 6th year of calculation  /rotation ; aaru -6; aandu- year ; 
varudam- year ; sutru – round ; kanakku –estiamation . 
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Aangirasa [ அய ன  ]   has the consonants  -an- ka –Ra- [-sa-]   -  and the original 
Tamil  interpretation of the word is munivar / anniya[Skt] /ayar munivar-  a sage  
from outside ; munivan- monk ; anniyar[Skt]  - alien  . 

Aangirasa has the consonants  -an- ka –Ra- sa- -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  aaraavathu muraiayaaka  Perum koar meen [Guru]  -
in  ida peyarchchi - [ missing letter- pa- and-  the -]-    the displacement  of Jupitor 
for the sixth time .  

Aangirasa has the consonants  -an- ka –Ra--sa- -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  Perumkoar meenum  Jeminiyim [ missing letter- pa-
]- Gemini and the Jupitor .  

Aangirasa has the consonants  -an-  ka –Ra--sa- -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   orai kanakku--  erattai piravi / erattaiyar  [ missing 
letters- pa -and-  the -]-  twins /Gemini  ;  erattai- piravi –twins .  

Aangirasa has the consonants  -an- ka –Ra- [-sa-] -  -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  thinkar kanakku  [ missing letter- the -] Aani month; 
thinkar- moon/ month ; kanakku- estimation . 

Aangirasa has the consonants  -an- ka –Ra- sa- -  and the other interpretation of 
the word is   thinkar kanakku – Asada [Skt]  [ missing letter- the -] . 

Aangirasa has the consonants  -an- ka –Ra- sa--  -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  Guru [Skt]   meenin  aaram aandu oattam /  aandu  
kanakku- su [ missing letter- the -]-  6th year of running  by  Jupitor ; aaru-  6th year 
;  su =  6.  

Aangirasa has the consonants  -an- ka –Ra- [-sa-] -  -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  Peru koar meenin oatta kanakku   aandu -aaru[ 
missing letters- pa -and -the ]- 6th year of running; oattam-  running ; kanaku- 
estimation ; aandu –year; aaru -6. 

Aangirasa has the consonants  -an- ka –Ra- [-sa-]   -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  Kaari  meenum  Perum koar/ Kuru [ Skt]    meenum  
- Saturn and the Jupitor.   
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Aangirasa has the consonants  -an- ka –Ra- [-sa-]   -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   Perum koar meenin  arai  vatta [ kathiravani ]   sutru 
mudivu [ missing letter- pa- and-  the -]- -  half of the rotation  of the Jupitor 
around the sun is over;  arai- half; vattam- cycle ; sutru mudivu –completion  of 
cycle .  

Aangirasa has the consonants  -an- ka –Ra- -sa- -  and the other interpretation of 
the word is  Sani  kirakamum  Guru - vum [Skt]-  Saturn and the Jupitor.   

Aangirasa has the consonants  -an- ka –Ra- -sa- -  and the other interpretation of 
the word is  kaari koar  meenkkum/ Perum koar / Guru - virkkum  idaiyae aana  
koana  kanakku / paakai kanakku / paakai pirikai  aaru  aaru  aakum[ missing  
letter- pa ] – 6 x 6 = 36˚  is the angular distance between Saturn and Jupitor  ;Kaari 
koar-  Saturn ;  perum koar-  Jupitor ;  koanam- angle ; paaaki –degree ; paakai 
pirikai- angular separation ; aaru -6  .  

7. Srimuka [ தி க ]  

Srimuka  aandu  has the consonants- -sa--Ra -ma -ka – an-  the-  and the original 
Tamil  interpretation of the word is   yaeraam  aandu  sutru varukai  kanakku-  7th 
year of rotation  ;  yaeru/ Tamil numeral  -7 ;  yaezhu= yaeru  [ Ra =l a/zha]  ; 
yaeru= 7 – yaezhu ; Ra= la;  aandu –year; sutru varakai- rounds; kanakku –
estimation  . 

 Srimuka  has the consonants- sa -Ra -ma -ka - and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   aaram  ennukku pinthaya / ettam ennukku 
munthaiya   ennukkaana  Perum koar meenin  ida nakarvu/ peyarchhci  [ missing  
letters- pa- and-  the -] - the displacement of the Jupitor for the -    numerical  
time - -  subsequent to 6  and preceeding 8  ; aaru -6;  ettu – 8 ;  pinthaiya- after/ 
pitrai ; munthaiya- before ; ennu- numeral ; perum koar- Jupitor;idam- place  ; 
peyarchchi- displacement . 

Srimuka  has the consonants- sa -Ra -ma -ka - and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  Perum koar meenum  nandu oraiyim  [ missing   
letters- pa- and-  the -]  - Jupitor and the crab ; nandu –crab  .  
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Srimuka  has the consonants- [-sa-]  -Ra -ma -ka - and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  Aadi  enum  thinkar[missing letter-the-]-Aadi month 
; thinkar-  month /moon. 

Srimuka  has the consonants- -sa- Ra -ma -ka - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  thinkar  kanakku Shravana  [missing letter-the-]-- Shravana [Skt ]  month . 

Srimuka  has the consonants- -sa- Ra -ma -ka - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  orai  vatta  /kaar [ wheel]  kanakku / raasi  chakkara[Skt]   kanakku /  
karkadakam [Skt] [ missing letters- pa- and-  the -]  -  cancer is the sign ; orai- raasi 
[Skt];  vattam –circle ; kaar- cycle /circle /round ; kaar-chakkara [Skt]  . 

Srimuka  has the consonants- [-sa-]  -Ra -ma -ka - and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   orai  vatta padam / orai katta padam   /orai veedu 
padam [ missing  letters -pa -and- the -] -birth chart  ;  padam-drawing ; vattam-
circle ; kattam- square  ; veeeu- mansion  . 

Srimuka  has the consonants- -sa- Ra -ma -ka - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  raasi chakakram-  zodiac;   orai- raasi [Skt] [ missing letter- sa-] ;  kaar = 
chakkaram [Skt] [ missing  letter-sa-] . 

Srimuka  has the consonants- [-sa-]  -Ra -ma -ka - and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  Perum koar [Guru- vin] meenin  aandu  oatta  
kanakku  naankum  moondrum  koottiya kanakku-  [ missing letters- pa- and-  the 
-]   4+3  is the years of running of the Jupitor ; Perum koar-  jupitor; Guru[Skt] – 
jupitor; aandu-  year; oattam-  running ; naanku -4  ; moondru- 3 ; koottu –add ; 
kanakku –calculation .  

Srimuka  has the consonants- [-sa-]  -Ra -ma -ka - and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   Perum koar  meenum  Kaari  meenum [ missing  
letter- pa-]- Jupitor and the Saturn .   

Srimuka has the consonants  sa- –Ra- ma- ka-  and the other interpretation of the 
word is  kaari koar  meenukkum/ Perum koar / Guru[Skt]   virkkum  idaiyae aana  
kona  kanakku / paakai kanakku / paakai pirikai-  naarpaththi  erandu  [ missing  
letter- pa-]- 42 ° is the angular distance between Saturn and Jupitor; Kaari koar – 
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saturn ; Perum koar-jupitor ; idaiyae- in between ; paakai- degree; naarpathu -40  
;  erandu- 2 . 

*8. Bhava [Tamil  meaning -  ேதா ற  ]   

Bhava  aandu  has the consonants-  [- pa-]  –va-  the-  and the original Tamil  word 
is   aandu  kanakku  ettu-  year calculation  8  ;  aandu-  year;   kanakku-  
estimation;  ettu- 8 .   

Bhava  has the consonants-  [- pa-]  –va-  the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
vadivam  - appearance /image /form .  

Bhava  has the consonants-  [- pa-]  –va-  the-  and the original Tamil  word is   
kaatchchi  [ missing letter- sa-]-   scene . 

Bhava andu   has the consonants-  [- pa-]  –va-  the- and the original Tamil  word is   
aandu  kanakku/ kanakkeedu   - a / ann /  a-ttu  - year 8  ;  ann /ettu [ Tamil 
numeral ]  = 8 ; aandu- year; kankku-  estimation/ calculation;  a/ann = 8  ; a-Tamil 
numeral ; attu [Skt] = 8/eight  .   

Bhava aandu   has the consonants-  [- pa-]  –va- an -the - and the original Tamil  
word is  aandu  oatta kanakku -  ‘a’ --  8th  year of  running ;  Tamil  letter / 
numaeral  ‘a ‘ /ann  = 8   ; aandu- year ; oattam-  running; kanakkeedu –account ;  
a= 8;  a- Tamil numeral .  

Bhava   has the consonants-  [- pa-]  –va-  and the original Tamil  word is en  
kanakku  ‘a’  =  numeral  8 ; en- numeral ; kanakku- estimation ;a = 8 . 

Bhava   has the consonants-   pa-–va-  and the  interpretation of the word is    
Perum  koar meenum  sinkamum [ missing  letters – Ra -  and -  sa-]  -  Jupitor and 
the lion ; perum-  big; koar-planet ; sinkam- lion  . 

Bhava   has the consonants-   -pa-–va-  and the original Tamil  word is   Perum 
koar meenum   Perumkoar meenum  arimaa enum  ko vilankum [ missing  letters 
– Ra -  and – la- ]  - Jupitor and the lion ; Peru koar-  Jupitor;  arimaa- lion ; ko- 
king; vilanku- animal . 
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Bhava  aandu   has the consonants-   -[- pa-] -–va-  an-  the-  and the original Tamil  
word is   Perum koar meenum  varuda  kanakku  Shravana-  vum  [ missing  
letters- Ra -and  -sa -]-  Shravan month  ; varaudam-year. 

Bhava  aandu  has the consonants-   [- pa-] -–va-  an  -the -  and  the original Tamil  
word is   thinkar  kanakku  Aavani /  Sinkam [Malayalam] [ missing  letter- -Ra -] -  
Aavani / Sinkam  month ; thinkar-  moon;  sinkam-  lion . 

Bhava aandu   has the consonants-    pa-–va- an – the -   and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   Kaari koar meenukkum/ Perum  koar / Kuru  
virkkum  idaiyae aana  koana  kanakku / paakai kanakku / paakai pirikai  -  naar 
paththi  ettu - 48˚ is the angular distance between Saturn and Jupitor ; paakai  
pirikai –angular separation; Kaari meen- Saturn ; perum koar-  jupitor  . 

*9.Yuva [  Tamil meaning – (இளைம )   

Yuva  aandu   has the consonants  - va-  an -  the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   aandu  kanakku  thondu-  year 9.  

 Yuva   has the consonants  - va- and the  interpretation of the word is  kanni -  the 
raasi/ orai – Virgo . 

Yuva   has the consonants  - va- and the original Tamil interpretation of the word 
is   koo  [Tamil  letter/ numeral ] =  9.  

Yuva  aandu   has the consonants  - va- an -the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  aandu  kanakku -  nava [ Skt]-  year 9; ku [Tamil  
letter/ numeral  ] =  nava[Skt]  .  

Yuva aandu    has the consonants  - va- an- the- - and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  maatha kanakku –  Purattaathi  -[ missing  letters –
pa – and- Ra - ]-  Purataathi   Tamil month  ; maatham-  month; kanakku- 
calculation  . 

Yuva  aandu   has the consonants  - va-   an -  the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  Mai –meenukkum/ Mayavanukkum   
Ponnavanukkum  aana koana kanakku  aeimpathi  naanku [ missing  letters-  pa –
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and- the -]-  - 54̊° is the  angular distance between Jupitor and Saturn; Mai meen- 
Saturn ;  Maayavan- Saturn ; Ponnavan-  jupitor ; koanam-  angle ; aeimapthu –
fifty ; naanku- 4.    

* 10. Dhaatu [Tamil meaning -  மாைழ ] 

Dhaatu  has the consonant –  the-  and the Tamil  interpretation of the word is   
paththaam aandu [ missing letter-  pa-]-  -  10th year ; paththu-10 ; aandu-  year .  

Dhaatu  has the consonant –the-  and the  interpretation of the word is   edai 
thattu – weighing  plates /  balance  ; edai- weight ; thattu- plate .   

Dhaatu  has the consonant –  the-  and the Tamil  interpretation of the word is  
Amaaththiyan-  Jupitor.     

Dhaatu  has the consonant –  the-  and the Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
maatham-  Aippasi  [ missing letters –pa - - and - sa-]-  - Aippasi month ; maatham- 
month .     

Dhaatu  has the consonant –  the-  and the other  interpretation of the word is 
maatham  Asvina[Skt]  [ missing letters –ka- ]-   month Asvina  .  

  Dhaatu  has the consonant –  the-  and the Tamil  interpretation of the word is  
Ponnavanukkum  [Jupitor]   Mayyavanukkum [ Saturn / Mai meenukkum]   aana 
koana kanakku  - arupathu  [  [ missing letters-  pa-  and -Ra-]   -60° is the  angular 
distance between Jupitor and Saturn ; Ponnavan-  golden one/Jupitor ;  
Maayavan- Saturn; koanam-  angle; kanakku- estimation   . 

*11. Eesvara   [-Tamil meaning-  ஈ ர  ] /Siva Perumaan. 

Eesvara aandu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- va -Ra -  an  -the-  and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the word is  / pathinondraavathu  aandu  aandu kanakku  
pathinoandru [missing letter--pa-]-  year 11  ; paththu- 10; ondru- 1; aandu- year .  

Eesvara has the consonants – sa- va- Ra - and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  Siva Perumaan  [missing letter- pa-]- lord Siva.  .   
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Eesvara  aandu  has the consonants –sa- va -Ra -   an-  the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   maatha kanakku kaarthtikai  thinkar /  kaarththikai 
[Skt]   month ; maatham- month ; thinkar-  moon/ month  .  

 Eesvara aandu  has the consonants –sa- va -Ra -  an  -the-  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  en kanakkeedu  -  soo  + ru =  6+5 =  11;  su=  6;  ru=  
5.  ;   ‘soo’  and   ‘ru’  are Tamil letters for the numericals 6 and 5  ; ennu- numeral;  
kanakkeedu- account/ estimation ; soo- Tamil numeral; soo= 6; ru- Tamil numeral; 
ru= 5  .  

 Eesvara aandu  has the consonants –[- sa-] - va -Ra – an -  the -   and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the word is orai /sign / raasi  kanakku   kodukku  udaiya  
karum  thael/ nali  [ missing  letter - la ] -  black scorpion with claw ;  orai-  star ;  
thael- scorpion ; karumai-  dark ; nail- scorpion.  

Eesvara has the consonants –sa- va -Ra -  and  the  interpretation of the word is  
Scorpio [ missing letter- pa-] . 

Eesvara has the consonants –sa- va -Ra -  and  the  interpretation of the word is 
karappaan  poochchi  [ missing letter- pa-]-- cockroach  . 

Eesvara has the consonants –sa- va -Ra -  and  the  interpretation of the word is 
vaan parappaan -  sky scorpion ; parappaan- scorpion . 

Eesvara has the consonants –sa- va -Ra -  and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the  word is  kathiravani  sutri  varum  Kaari koar  meenukkum/ Perum  koar / 
Guru [ Skt] - virkkum  idaiyae aana  koana  kanakku / paakai kanakku arupaththi  
aaru  [ missing letters- pa- and -the -]-  66°  is the angular separation  between 
Jupitor and Saturn  ; kathiravan- sun;   sutra vaa- make a round ; Kaari koar- 
Saturn ; Perum koar-Jupitor ; Guru –Jupitor  ; paakai- degree ; kanakku –
estiamation ; arupathu -60; aaru -6.   

12. Bahudhanya [ லவள  ] .  

Bahudhanya  has the consonants-  pa- ka - the -an-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is    aandu  kanakku  panne -erandu  [ missing  letter-  Ra -]-  =  12th year ;  
pannerandu- 12.     
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Bahudhanya  has the consonants- [-  pa-] - ka - the -an-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   Tivasa  aandu [ missing letter- sa-]  .  

Bahudhanya   has the consnants-  pa- ka- the- an  -   and the interpretion  of the 
word is   Perum  koar  / Guru [Skt]    kathiravanai   oru  sutru / oru vattam  sutri   
mudikka   aakum   panne -erandu  andu  kanakku[ missing  letter-  Ra -]-    -the 12 
year rotation of the Jupitor  around the sun is over  ;  kathiravan- sun; perum 
koar- Jupitor ; oru sutru- one round;  oru vattam- one circle ; pannerandu -12.   

Bahudhanya   has the consnants-  pa- ka- the- an  -   and the interpretion  of the 
word is   Kaari koar  meenkkum/ Guru virkkum  idaiyae aana  koana kanakku  / 
paakai kanakku  - yaeru uo  [ missing  letter-  Ra -]-  72° is the angular distance 
between the Jupitor and the Saturn  ;  yaeru =  7;  uo=  2  ; koanam- angle;  
kaankku –estimation; yaeru=  yaezhu= 7;  Ra= la; uo- Tamil numeral; uo=2.       

Bahudhanya  has the consonants- [- pa -] - ka - the -an-  and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   thinkal  kanakku  Maarkazhi [ missing  letter- la-]-  
Markazhi month ; thinkal-  moon/month ; kankku –estimation . 

Bahudhanya  has the consonants-  pa- ka - the -an-  and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  ampai yeithidum  vaedan – the hunter shooting the 
arrow/ Saggitarius ; ampu- arrow; eithidu –shoot; vaedan- hunter . 

*13.Paramathi  [ ைம ]  

Paramathi  has the consonants -  pa- Ra –ma- the -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  pathi moondaam aandu  -  13 th year; pathi 
moondru- 13; aandu- year  .  

Paramathi  has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra –ma- the -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  muthan  muthatru -  the  first / primordial/ 
primitive  . 

       It is not correct to name the 13 the year as Paramathi or munmai . 

 14. Vikirama [ ேந நிர  ]  
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Vikirama has the consonants -va –ka- Ra- ma – and the interpretation of the  word 
is  mana kanakku / Guru [Skt]  meen  kanakku -14;   koo+ ru  =14 ;  koo= 9 +  ru 5= 
14 ; mana kanakku- mental  calculation ;  koo= Tamil numeral ; koo= 9 ; ru-Tamil 
numeral; ru=5 .  

 Vikirama aandu   has the consonants -va –ka- Ra- ma – an- the - and the 
interpretation of the word is   kathiravanai  Perum koar  sutri varum  aanadu 
kanakku  pathi naanku [ missing letters-  pa- and -sa-]-  - 14  years of rotation of 
the Jupitor  around the sun; kathiravan- sun;  Perum koar- Jupitor ; sutruka-  make 
a round ; pathi naanku -14.   

15.  Vishu  

Vishu  has the consonants- va- sa-and the original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  koo + soo = 9+6  = 15 ; ku=  9= nava ;  soo = san [Skt] = 6.  ;  koo- Tamil 
numeral; koo=9; koo= nava [Skt]  ;  soo- Tamil numeral; soo= 6 .   

Vishu   aandu   has the consonants- va- [-sa-] - an- the -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  pathi aeinthaam  aandu kanakku [ missing  letter- 
pa--]- 15th year   of calculation ; pathi-nainthu- 15 ; aandu-  year ; kanakku-  
estimation . 

Vishu   aandu   has the consonants- va- -sa- an- the -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kaari  meen kathiravanai   arai  sutru sutri 
mudiththu vittathu [ missing  letters- ka  -and -Ra -]-  Saturn  has completed half 
cycle around the sun  ; kaari meen-  Saturn  ; kathiravan- sun;  arai-  half’ suru- 
round/ circle ; mudinthathu- completed .  

16.Chithra baanu  aandu 

Chithra baanu  aandu [ ஓவய கதி  ]   has the consonants –-sa - the –Ra-   pa - an –
an- the -   and the original Tamil interpretation of the word is  kathiravani  Perum- 
koar sutri varum   aandu  kanaku  pathinaaru –[ missing  letter- ka-]  - 16  years of 
rotation of the Jupitor  around the sun ;  kathiravan-  sun; Perum koar-  Jupitor; 
koar-  planet ;  sutru- round;  aandu- year; kanakku- estimation ; pathinaaru- 16.  
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Chithra baanu  has the consonants –-sa - the –Ra-   pa - an – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  kathiravani  sutri  varum  kaari koar meenukkum/ 
Perum  koar / Guru – virkkum  idaiyae aana  koana  kanakku / paakai kanakku [ 
missing  letters – pa-  and -  ka-] – thon- nootri aaru -  96° is the angular  
separation between the Saturn and the Jupitor;  kathiravan- sun;  kaari koar-  
Saturn ; Guru-  Jupitor; idaye- in between ; koanam- angle ; paakai-  degree  .     

17. Supaanu aandu / ந கதி   

Supaanu aandu has the consonants –  sa- [-pa-] - an-  an- the -  [ missing  letter- 
ka-]  and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is  en kanakku / mana 
kanakkeedu / aandu koottu kanakku   -  koo + ka + soo + ka - 17 ; 1+9+6+1= 17 ; 
soo = 6 =  san [Skt] ; koo= nava= 9; ka= 1= yaek ; en- numeral ; mana kanakku- 
mental  estimation ; aandu- year ;  koottu –add ; koo- Tamil numeral;  koo=9;  ka-
Tamil numeral;  ka= 1;  soo- Tamil numeral ;  soo= 6.    

*18. Tharana  / தா ெகழி  

Tharana   has the consonants – the- Ra- an – and the original Tamil interpretation 
of the word is pathi nettam  aandu  sutru [ missing  letters- pa –and - sa-] -  18th  
year of rotation; pathinettu- 18 ; aandu- year ; sutru – round  .  

*19.Parthiva   

Parthiva  has the consonant – pa- Ra –the- va – and the original Tamil 
interpreation of the word is  paththu - thondaam   aanudu  sutru  mudivu [ 
missing letter- sa-]- -19th  year completion of rotation; paththu- 10; thondu-9;  
sutru- round; mudivu –end  ; aandu- year . 

Parthiva  has the consonant – pa- Ra –the- va – and the original Tamil 
interpreation of the word is   Perum koar meenin   paththu – onpathaam / 
paththu-  thondu  - andu   oatta  mudivu  -  19th  year of  rotation  of Jupitor ; 
perum- big; koar- planet ;  paththu -10;  onpathu- nine ; oattam- running; mudivu 
–end .  

20 .  Viya  
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Viya  aandu  has the consonant-  va-  an -  the -  and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  mana  kanakku / aandu  en kanakku  -  ka+ koo+ ka + 
koo  = 20 ; ka= 1; koo=  9 ;  mana kanakku- mental  estimation ; aandu- year ; 
kanakku- calculation ; ka- Tamil numeral;  koo-Tamil numeral ; ka=1; koo=9.  

*21.Sarvasith  

Sarvasith /21 has the consonants -  [-sa-]   -Ra –va-[- sa-]  –the -  and the  original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  erupaththi  ondraavathu  aandu / varudam [ 
missing letter- pa-] -  21 st  year ; erupathhi ondru- 21 ;  varudam- year .  

 Sarvasith  has the consonants -  sa  -Ra –va- sa –the -  and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kathiravani   Perum koar sutri varum aandu/ varuda  
kanakku / varusa kanaku  eru paththi  ondru [ missing letter- pa-] – 21  years of 
rotation of the Jupitor  around the sun; kathiravan- sun; Perum koar- big planet/ 
Jupitor; erupathhi ondru -21.   . 

Sarvasith  has the consonants -  sa  -Ra –va- sa –the -  and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  sooriyanai [Skt]  sutri varum   Sani[Skt]  kirakamum 
[Skt]  / kuru [Skt] vum -  the Jupitor and the  Saturn rotating around the sun; 
sooriyan-  sun ;  sutru-  round ; Sani- Saturn ; koar- kirakam- planet  . 

Sarvasith  has the consonants -  sa  -Ra –va- sa –the -  and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kathiravani  sutri   varum  kaari koar  meenukkum/ 
Perum  koar / Guru - virkkum  idaiyae aana  koana  kanakku / paakai kanakku  
nootri  erupaththi aaru [ missing  letter pa-]-  126°  is the angular separation 
between the Saturn and Jupitor ; kaari koar meen- Saturn ; Perum koar-  Jupitor / 
Guru; koanam –angle; kanakku- estimation ; paakai- degree  .  

*22. Sarvadhari  

Sarvadhari / 22    has the consonants – [-sa-] -Ra –va- the -Ra  - and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the word is  erupaththi erandaavathu  aandu [ missing 
letter- pa-]-22nd year;  erupathu- 20; erandu -2 ; aandu- year  .  

Sarvadhari   has the consonants - sa -Ra –va- the -Ra  - and the orignaltamil 
interpretation of the word is  Perum koar meenin  eru paththi  erandaam aandu  
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sutru  oatta  mudivu [ missing letter- pa-]- the 22nd  year of rotation of Jupitor;  
perum- big;  koar- planet ;   erupathu -20 ; erandu -2  ; aandu-  year .  

*23.Virodhi 

Virodhi   has the consonants – va- Ra- the – and the original Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is   erupaththi  moondraavathu varudam /aandu  [ missing letter- pa--
] - – 23rd year ;  erupathu- 20;  moondru- 3 .  

Virodhi / 23    has the consonants – va- Ra- the – and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  Perum koar meenin  eru paththi  mondraam aandu  
oatta  mudivu [ missing  letter- pa-] -  23rd  year of roation of Jupitor.  

*24. Vikruti  

Vikruti  has the consonants -  va- ka –Ra- the – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is erupaththi  naakavathu  varudam/aandu [ missing  
letter- pa-]  24nd  year ; erupathu- 20; naanku- 4 .   

Vikruti / 24   has the consonants -  va- ka –Ra- the – and the orignaltamio 
interpretation of the word is kathiravani vattamadikkum  Perum koar  meenin  
eru patthi  naankaam  aandu  oatta  mudivu [ missing  letter- pa-] -  24th  year of 
rotation  of Jupitor around the sun  ; kathiravan- sun; vattam- circle ; Perum koar-  
Jupitor;  erupathu-  20;  naanku- 4; aandu- year; oattam-  running ; mudivu-  end  .  

Vikruti / 24   has the consonants -  va- ka –Ra- the – and the orignaltamio 
interpretation of the word is  erandavathu  muriayaaka  Perum koar  meen  
kaathiravanai  sutri  thun sutru payanaththi   mudiththu kondu vittathu [ missing  
letters- pa- and- sa-]   for the second time   Jupitor has revolved around the sun; 
erandaavathu -2nd  ;  perum – big; koar-  planet ; kathiravan- sun ;  sutru-  make a 
circle  ;  sutru payanm- tour ;  mudithtidu- complete . 

25. Kara      

Kara   aandu  has the consonants - ka -  Ra  - an -  the  -   and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  Perum koar  meen  - kathiravanai   vattamadikkum  
eru  paththi  aeinthaam aandu [ missing  letter - pa-]  - 25th  year of rotation  of 
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Jupitor around the sun ; Perum koar- Jupitor ;  kathiravan- sun ; vattam adikka- 
make a round  ; vattam- circle  ; erupathu-  20 ; aeinthu -5; aandu –year .  

Kara /  25    has the consonants - ka -  Ra  -  and the  original Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  mana  /en kanakku / Guru [Skt]  [Jupitor ]  kanakku -   ka + koo +  ka 
+ koo +  ru   =   1+ 9+1+9+5=  25 ;   ka =  1;  ku =  9 ;  ru=  5 ; mana kanakku- mental  
arithematics; ennu- numeral ;  Guru- jupitor ;  ka = Tamil numeral; ka= 1;  ka= 
yaek [ Skt]  ;  ru- Tamil numeral; ru = 5 ; koo- 9 ; koo- nava  [Skt] .  

26.Nandana  

Nandana    has the consonants  -an -the -an – and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  Perum koar  kathiravanai  vatta -madikkum   eru  
paththi   aaraam  aandu  [ missing  letters- ka-  Ra -and -pa-]  -  26th year of Jupitor 
rorating  around sun  ;  eru pathu -20 ; aaru-  6  ; aandu –year .  

27. Vijaya  .  

 Vijaya  has the consonants  -va – [- sa -]  - and the interpretation of the word is  
moonu  koo / moonu  nava   =  three  koo’s  =    koo  + Koo + Koo  = 27 ;  koo  = 9 ;   
koo = nava [Skt];  moonu –three ;  koo-Tamil numeral ; koo= 9 ;  nava [Skt] = 9 ;  
koo- nava [Skt]  .   

28.Jeya  aandu .   

 Jeya  aandu  has the consonant-   sa -  an -the -  and the orignal Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   aanduu   en kanakku   /ennikkai / koottu kanakku  -  
soo+ soo+ soo+koo+ka   [ missing  letter- ka-]- =   6+6+6+9+1 = 28 ;  koo =  9= nava  
Skt] ;  ka=  1 =  yaek [Skt] ;  koottu kanakku-  addition;  en kankku-  maths ;   ennu- 
numeral ;  kanakku- estimation ; soo- Tamil numeral; soo= 6;  ka- Tamil numeral-  
;ka = 1;   ka= yaek [ Skt]  ; koo- Tamil numeral- ; koo=9  ; koo- nava[ Skt]  .  

29. Manmatha    

 Manmatha  has the consonants - ma -an -ma -the - and the original Tamil  word is  
muppathaam aandin  munthaya  aandu [ missing  letter- pa-] -  the year 
preceeding  30 th year ; muppathu- 30 ; aandu –year ; muthaiya-  earlier .  
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*30. Dhun muki  – ெவ க . 

Dhun muki [ ெவ க .]   has the consonants – the- an –ma- ka –and the original 
Tamil interpretation of the word is  mupaathaam   aandu  kanakku  [ missing 
letter- pa-]- 30th year  ; muppathu -30 ;  aandu-  year ; kanakku- estimation.  

Dhun muki has the consonants – the- an –ma- ka –and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   kadumaiyaana  mukam /  kadum koapam  konda 
mukam [  missing  letter-  pa-]-  angry face  ; kadumai- severe; koapam- anger ; 
mukam- face .   

Dhun muki  has the consonants  - the- an  - ma -ka  and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   kaari meen    kathiravani  oru vattam adikka  edukka 
aakum  aandu kanakku  moondru paththu [ missing  letters- -sa—and-  Ra -] –  the 
time taken by the Saturn  to roatate  around sun is  30 years ;kaari meen –Saturn ; 
kathiravan- sun ;  oru –one; vattam- circle ; aandu- year ; kankku –estimation; 
moondru –three ; paththu/ thasa  –ten .    

Dhun muki  has the consonants  - the- an  - ma -ka  and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  Perum koar enum / kuru  kathrivanai  -in-naeram  
erandu arai  murai  vattam adiththu  vidum [ missing letters- pa- and- Ra -] -  
during this time,  Jupitor  would have made trips around the sun  for two and half  
times  ;  Perum koar-  jupitor ;  kathiravan- sun ;  naeram-  time ; erandu -2 ; arai- 
half ; vattam-  circle  .  

Dhun muki  has the consonants  - the- an  - ma -ka  and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   muppathaam  aandu kanakku  [ missing letter- pa-] 
-  30 year calculation; muppathu -30;  aandu- year; kanakku- calculation .  

Dhun muki  has the consonants  - the- an  - ma -ka  and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   kaari  meenum    perum koar / Guru/  
meenumukkum idai yae aana  koana kanakku  / paakai kanakku / kona pirikai  
nootri enpathu –missing  letters-  pa -and -Ra -]   -  18o˚ degree  is the angular  
separation  between the Satrun and the Jupitor ; Guru [ Skt] –Jupitor ; koanam- 
angle ; koana pirikai –angular separation  .    
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31. Hevilambi 

Hevilambi  aandu  has the consonants -  ka - va -  la  -ma- pa  -  an -  the -  and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  Viyazhan  kolin  muppaththi –
ondraavathu  aandu   vatta  oattam [ missing  letter- Ra-]--  31st year of  rotation  
of  Jupitor ; Viyaazhan-  jupitor ; kole- planet ; muppathu- 30 ; ondru- one . 

32. Vilambi 

Vilambi   aandu   has the consonants   - va -la- ma- pa -  an -  the and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  Viyazhan  kolin  mupaththi –erandavathu  
aandu   vatta  oattam [ missing  letter- Ra-]-     -  32nd year of  rotation  of  Jupitor; 
Viyaazan- Jupitor ; kole-  planet ; muppathu -30 ; erandu- 2nd  ; aandu-  year; 
vattam-  circle ; oattam- running  . 

*33. Vikari 

  Vikari  aandu  has the consonants  - va- ka- Ra   - an -  the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  Perum  koar   meenin  muppaththi moondraavathu  
vatta  oattam [ missing  letter- pa-]- 33 rd  year of  rotation  of  Jupitor ;Perum 
koar-Jupitor ; mupathu -30 ; moondru -3.   

*34. Sarvari 

Sarvari  aandu  has the consonants  - sa- Ra -va -Ra -   an-  the  - and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  Perum koar  meenin   mupaththi  
naangavathu  sutru  oattam [ missing  letter- pa-]- 34th  year of  rotation  of  
Jupitor;  mupathu- 30 ; naanku- 4 ; sutru oattam -  round . 

*35. Plava  

Plava  aandu  has the consonants – pa- la- va – an -  the -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Viyazhan kolin  mupaththi aeinthaam  vatta  
oattam -   35 th  year of  rotation  of  Jupitor ; mupathu- 30; aeinthu- 5.  . 

*36. Subakrith  
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Subakrith  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - pa -  ka –Ra- the -  and the original Tamil 
interpretatioan  of the word is  muppaththi aaravathu  aandu -  36 th year ; 
mupathu- 30; aaru- 6.   

Subakrith  has the consonants-  sa- pa -  ka –Ra- the -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   mupaththi aaravathu  aandaaka    kathiravanai    
sutra varum Perum koar  meen-  36 th year of rotation of Jupitor around  sun; 
mupathu- 30; aaru -6 ;aandu- year ; kathiravan- sun  .   

Subakrith  has the consonants-  sa- pa -  ka –Ra- the -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  moondraavathu   muraiyaaka  Perum Koar meen  
kathiravanai   sutri oadi   vanthu vitaathu -  for the third time   Jupitor has rotated 
around sun ; moondru- 3;  murai-  times ; Perum Koar -  Jupitor ; kathiravan-  sun  
; sutra oadu -  make a round .  

*37. Sobakrith  

Sobakrith   has the consonants – [- sa-]  –pa-  ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   muppaththi  yaeraavathu aandu /varudam -  37 th 
year ; muppathu- 30; yaeru- yaezhu- 7 ; Ra=la  ;andu-  year ; varudam-  year .  

Sobakrith   has the consonants – [- sa-]  –pa-  ka –Ra- the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   mupaththi   yaeraavathu   aandaaka    kathiravanai    
sutri varum Perum koar  meen-  37 th year of rotation of Jupitor around  sun ; 
yaeru= yaelu= 7;  muppathu- 30; yaeru- yaezhu- 7 ; Ra=la .     

*38. Krodhi 

Krodhi   has the consonants  - ka- Ra- the – and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is muppaththi  ettaavathu varudam/ aandu  oaattam   [ missing letter- 
pa-]-  38 th year ;  muppathu- 30 ; ettu- 8; aandu-  year; oattam-  running .    

Krodhi   has the consonants  - ka- Ra- the – and the orignaltamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   mupaththi   ettaavathu   aandaaka [ varudamaaka ]    kathiravanai    
sutri varum Perum koar  meen-[ missing letter- pa-]-  38 th year of rotation of 
Jupitor around  sun  ;  muppathu- 30 ; ettu- 8; aandu-  year.  
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39. Visuvaasuva  

Visuvaasuva aandu   has the consonants-  va – sa- va-  sa -va – an -  the  -  and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  aandu   kanakkeedu / en kanitha 
aandu  kanakkeedu -   soo+soo+soo +soo+soo +soo +Ka +ka +ka =  6+ 6+ 
6+6+6+6+1+1+1=  39  aandu -  39 year  ; aandu- year ; kankkeedu –account/ 
estimation;  soo- Tamil numeral ; soo =6 ; ka -Tamil numeral ; ka=1  .  

*40. Parabhaava  

  Parabhaava  aandu  has the consonants  -pa- Ra –pa- va  - an  the -   and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is naarpathaam  aandu  kanakku -40th 
year of calculation ; naarpathu- 40 ;  aandu-  year ; kathiravan- sun ; kanakku- 
calculation .    

  Parabhaava  aandu  has the consonants  -pa- Ra –pa- va  - an  the -   and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   naarpathaam    aandaaka    
kathiravanai  vattam  adikkum Perum koar  meen-  40 th year of rotation of 
Jupitor around sun ; vattam adikka- make a round ;vattam- circle; naarpathu- 40  . 

41. Plavanga 

Plavanga  aandu   has the consonants  - pa -la –va- ka -  an -  the -  and the 
interpretation  of the word is Tamil   vaan-iyal  kanithaththin  padi  kathiravanai  
vattam  adikkum   Viyaazhan  koalin   oatta  aandu  ennikkai  naarpaththi  ondru  [ 
missing letter- Ra -]- according to Tamil astrology  the year of calculation  of  
Jupitor  rotating around the Sun is 41; naarpathu -40; ondru- 1.   

42.Keelaka  

Keelaka  aandu  has the consonants - ka -la -ka -  an-  the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is    Tamil  vaan- iyal  kanithaththin  padi - kathiravanai  
vattam  adikkum   Viyaazhan  kolin   oatta  aandu  ennikkai  naarpaththi   erandu   
[ missing letter- Ra -]- according to Tamil astrology  the year of calculation  of  
Jupitor  rotating around the Sun is 42 ;  vaan iyal- astronomy; en  kanitham- maths 
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; kathiravan- sun ; viyazhan-  jupitor ; kole- planet; oattam- running ; aandu –year 
; ennikkai -  numeral  ; narapathu -40 ; erandu- 2.    

43. Saumya    

Saumya aandu  has the consonants -  sa -ma – an- the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  aandu  en  kanakku / mana kanakku  - soo+ soo+ 
+soo+soo+soo+soo+soo+ka= 6+6+6+6+6+6+6+1= 43 year ; kankkeedu –account 
/estimation ; soo - Tamil numeral ; soo=6; ka- Tamil numeral =1.    

44. Sadharana  

Sadharana   has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -the -Ra -an -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  aandu  kanakku naarpaththi   naanku [ missing 
letters-  pa -and -ka -]- -  year calculation  44; aandu- year ; kanakku- estimation; 
naarpathu -40 ; naanku- 4.  

Sadharana   has the consonants  - sa--the -Ra -an -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   naarpaththi   naankaam    aandaaka    kathiravanai   
sutri vattam  adikkum Perum koar  meen-  44 th year of rotation of Jupitor around  
sun ;  naarpathu -40; naanku -4;  aandu- year; kathiravan-  sun ; Perum koar 
meen- Jupitor  . 

45. Virodhikrithu     

Virodhikrithu  has the consonants  -va –Ra- the – ka- Ra -the – and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  naarpaththi   aeinthaam    aandaaka    
kathiravanai   sutri vattam  adikkum Perum koar [Guru ] [Skt]  meen- [ missing 
letters-  pa -and sa-]-   45 th year of rotation of Jupitor  around  sun; naarpathu -
40 ; aeinthu- 5; aandu-  year ; kathiravan-  sun ;perum – big ; kaor-planet . 

Virodhikrithu  has the consonants  -va –Ra- the – ka- Ra -the – and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  kaari meen kathiravanai   ondru arai  sutru  
sutri   vanthu vittathu [ missing  letter- sa-]-  -  Saturn has completed   its rotation  
around the sun for one half time ; kaari meen- saturn; kathiravan – sun ; ondru- 
one ;arai- half; sutru – make a round   .    
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*46.  Paridhaabi       

Paridhaabi   has the consonants -  pa -Ra - the -pa  - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  naa-p-paththi   aaraam  andu -  46 th year.; 
naapathu -40; aaru -6; aandu- year .   

    *47. Pramaadhisa    

Pramaadhisa   has the consonants  -pa- Ra -  ma- the  - [-sa-] -  and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  naa-p-paththi   yaeraam  aandu -  47 th year ;  
yaeru =  yaezhu = 7; Ra= la; naapathu -40 ; aandu- year  .  

Pramaadhisa   has the consonants  -pa- Ra -  ma- the -sa-and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   naarpaththi   yaeraam  aandaaka   kathiravanai   
sutri  vattam  adikkum Perum koar [Guru ] [Skt]  meen- [ missing letters-  ka- -and 
sa-]-   47 th year of rotation of Jupitor  around  sun ; naarpathu- 40; yaeru =7= 
yaezhu ;Ra= la;  kathiravn- sun ;  vattam adikka-  make a round . 

           

*48. Aanandha  

Aanandha  has the consonants - an – an- the-  and the   original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   naapaththi  ettaam  aandu  [ missing letter- pa-]-  
48th year ; naapathu -40 ; etu -8 ; aandu- year .  

Aanandha  has the consonants - an – an- the-  and the   original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  naankaavathu   thadavaiyaaka  Perum Koar meen  
kathiravanai  sutri  vanthu  vittathu  [ missing  letter- ka – Ra -and-  Pa -] -  for the 
fourth time  Jupitor has finished its rotation around sun ; naanku- 4; thadavai- 
times ; Perum koar- Jupitor; sutri vaa- make a round   .  

49. Rakshasa 

Rakshasa aandu   has the consonants - Ra –ka-  sa- sa -  an -  the - and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is naarpaththi   thondaam/ onpathaam      
aandaaka   kathiravanai   sutri vattam  adikkum Perum koar [Guru ] [Skt]  meen- [ 
missing letter-  pa -]-   49 th year of rotation of Jupitor  around  sun ; naarpathu -
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40 ; onpathu- nine /onpaan ; kathiravan –sun ; perum- big; koar- planet ;Guru- 
Jupitor; Guru- Perum koar  . 

50. Nala 

Nala  aandu   has the consonants – an- la -  an -  the - and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  Viyaazhan  kole-  pakalavanai    vattam adikkum  / 
aandu  kanakku  aeimpathu [ missing letter- ka –and- pa-]-  -  50 th year of  Jupitor  
rotating  around the sun . 

51. Pingala  

Pingala  aandu  has the consonanst - pa –an- ka- la -  an -  the -  and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is   Viyaazhan  kole-  pakalavanai    vattam 
adikkum  / aandu  kanakku  aeimpaththi onnu  -  50 th year of  Jupitor  rotating  
around the sun . 

52.  Kalayukthi 

Kalayukthi   has the consonants – ka- la - ka -the  - and the orignaltamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Viyaazhan  kole-  Pakalavanai    vattam adikkum  / 
aandu  kanakku  aeimpaththi erandu [ missing letters- pa- and- Ra-]-  52 th year of  
Jupitor  rotating  around the sun ; Viyaazhan – Jupitor; kole- planet ; pakalavan- 
sun ;vattam –circle . 

*53. Siddharthi 

Siddharthi   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the- Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  aeimpaththi  moondraam aandu [ missing letter- 
pa-]- - 53 th year  ; aeimpathu -50; moondru -3; aandu- year .   

54. Raudhri 

Raudri   has the consonants - Ra –the- Ra – and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  Kathiravanai  Perum koar meen vattam adikkum   aeimpaththi   
naankavathu   aandu –[ missing letters- ka- and -pa-]-   54 th  year of roation  of 
the Jupitor around  sun ; kathiravan- sun; perum – big; koar- planet ;aeimapthu -
50 ; naanku -4.     
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*55. Dunmathi 

Dunmathi   has the consonants – the- an -ma -the  - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  aeimpaththi  aeinthaam  aandu  [ missing letter- pa-
] – 55 th year ;  aeimapthu -50; aeinthu- 5; aandu- year .   

56. Dhundubhi 

Dhundubhi  has the consonants-  the- an – the -pa -  and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  aeimpaththi  aaraam  aandu [ missing  letter- Ra -]- 
56 th year ; aeimapthu- 50 ; aaru -6; aandu –year .  

 .57. Rudhrodhgaar 

Rudhrodhgaar  has the consonants  - Ra- the –Ra- ka- Ra – and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Perum koar meen   Kathiravanai  vattam adikkum  
aandu  kanakku   aei –m-patthi  yaeru  [ missing letter- pa-]-   57 th  year  of 
rotation  of the Jupitor planet  around  sun ; aeimpathu- 50/ fifty ; yaeru-yazhu= 
7; Ra= la.    

58.  Raktakshi 

Raktakshi   has the consonants - Ra –ka-  the - ka- sa  -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Perum koar meen   Kathiravanai  vattam adikkum  
aandu  kanakku   aei –m-patthi  ettu  [ missing letter- pa-]-   58 th  year  of rotation  
of the Jupitor planet  around  sun ; aeimapthu- fifty ; ettu -8.   

59. Krodhana 

 Krodhana  has the consnants -  ka –Ra- the- an-  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Perum koar meen   Kathiravanai  vattam adikkum  
aandu  kanakku   aei –m-patthi  onpathu /thondu    [ missing letter- pa-]-   59 th  
year  of rotation  of the Jupitor planet  around  sun; onpathu- nine/onpaan   .  

60. Akshya   

Akshya  aandu  has the consonants-  ka- sa – an-  the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Perum koar meen   Kathiravanai sutri  vattam 
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adikkum  aandu  kanakku arupathu   [ missing letters - pa- and-  Ra - ]- 60 th  year  
of rotation  of the Jupitor planet  around  sun ; arupathu -60 .  

Akshya  aandu  has the consonants-  ka- sa – an-  the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  arupaatham aandu mudivu [ missing letters - pa- 
and-  Ra - ]-- completion  of 60 th year; arupathu -60 ; aandu- year; mudivu – end   
.  

Akshya  aandu  has the consonants-  ka- sa – an-  the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   aeinthaavathu  muraiyaaka  kathiravanai  -Perum 
koar meen  sutri   mudithththu  -[ missing letters - pa- and-  Ra -] Jupitor – has      
completed its round  around the sun  for the fifth time; aeinthavathu – fifth ; sutra 
-  to make a round  .   

Akshya  aandu  has the consonants-  ka- sa – an-  the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is    aandu  en  kanakkeedu  – paththu  soo  [ missing 
letter- pa-]- – 10  soo ‘s  = 10 x6=  60  / 60 years ;  one soo =  6 ;  soo-  Tamil 
numeral ;  soo- 6;  paththu- 10 ; aandu-  year; ennu- numeral ; kanakkeedu- 
account . 

 Akshya  aandu  has the consonants-  ka- sa – an-  the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kaari meeen erandaavathu muriyaaka  kathiravanai  
sutri   thun sutru payanathtai   mudiththu vittathu   -[ missing letters - pa- and-  Ra 
-]-  Satrun has completed  its 2nd  round around  sun ; kaari meen- Saturn  ;  
erandaavathu -2nd  kathiravan- sun ;  thun – own ; sutru payanam- travel/ tour ; 
mudithathu- completed   .    

    

     Ref; satva.blogspot.in2011/12/effects of – samvatsaras.html  

                    Pseudo  scientific interpretation- Astrology . 

1.Prabhava andu -   virtuous /  pious /  intelligent/ daring / proficient in 
astrology/ truthful . 
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Prabava  aandu  has the consonants  -   pa -Ra –[-pa-]-  va  -an -the –  and the 
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  mikuntha arivu  koormai / paer arivu  
kondavan -  highly  intelligent person  ;  mikuntha -  excess ; arivu-  knowledge ; 
koormai -sharp ; paer-  big  . 

Prabava  aandu  has the consonants  -   pa -Ra –[-pa-]-  va  -an -the –  and the 
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  mikuntha/ perum  thunichchar / 
thunivu  kondavan  -  daring person ; thunivu-  brave .  

Prabava  aandu  has the consonants  -   pa -Ra –[-pa-]-  va  -an -the –  and the 
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is vaan  iyar kanitha  arivu  kondavan -  
has knowledge in  astrology  /astronomy / maths; vaan iyar- astronomy ; en 
kanitham- maths ; arivu- wise  .  

Prabava  aandu  has the consonants  -   [-pa-]  -Ra –[-pa-]-  va  -an -the –  and the 
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is nar kunam kondavar -   noble person; 
nar  kunam- good nature .  

Prabava  aandu  has the consonants  -   [-pa-]  -Ra –pa- va  -an -the –  and the 
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  kadavur nampikai kondavar -  pious 
person ; kadavur- god; nampikkai-hope/ visuvaasam [Skt]  .  

2.Vibava aandu  -  beautiful /  learned/ good mannered / cheerful / wealthy.  

Vibava aandu  has the consonants  -va –pa- va- an- the  -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  mikuntha  vadivam kondavan - handsome person ; 
vadivam- beauty / shape . 

Vibava aandu  has the consonants  -va –pa- va- an- the  -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   panam  kaasu / naanayam  kondavan [ missing  
letter- sa-]- one who  has money ; panam- money;  naanayam- money ; kai  
kaasu-   hand cash . 

Vibava aandu  has the consonants  -va –pa- va- an- the  -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kunam kondavan – good natured person; kunam-  
[good ] nature  .   
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Vibava aandu  has the consonants  -va –pa- va- an- the  -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   punnakai  kondavan -  cheerful  person ; punnakai- 
smile .  

Vibava aandu  has the consonants  -va –pa- va- an- the  -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   mikuthiyaaka   /athikam [Skt]  padiththavan -  well 
educated ; padiththavan- educated man  .  

3.Sukla aandu  -  joyful/ has prosperous life / learned /  blessed with wife and 
children / pure hearted / liberal / humility / has no  enemity /vitim of 
poverty/adulterer   . 

Sukla aandu  has the consonants-  sa- ka- la - an -the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   makizhchchi  mikunthavan -  joyful  ; makizhchhci-  
happiness . 

Sukla aandu  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - ka- la - an -the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   valamaana  vaazhkkai kondavan -  one who has a 
prosperous life  ; valamai- fertile; vaazhkkai- life  .  

Sukla aandu  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - ka- la - an -the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kalvi  kaelviklail  vallamai   udaiyavan –well   
educated ; kalvi –eduaction  ; vallamai-skill.  

Sukla aandu  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - ka- la - an -the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   nalla  manaivi / nalla   kuzhanthai -kal  kondavan-  
one who  has good wife and children ;  nalla- good;  manaivi- wife ; kuzhanthai – 
child  . 

Sukla aandu  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - ka- la - an -the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   nalla  manathai / thooimaiyaana / kallam ilaa  
ullam kondavan -  clean hearted ; nalla- good;  manathu- mind ; thooimai- pure ; 
ullam- soul  .  

Sukla aandu  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - ka- la - an -the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  yaezhi  makkalidam /   vallal  thanmai  kondavan -  
philanthropist ; yazhai- poor ; makkal- people ; vallal- donar ; thanmai- nature  .  
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Sukla aandu  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - ka- la - an -the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  pakaimai  kollaatha  manithan -  has no enemity; 
pakaimai-  enemity ;  kollaatha- not having ; manithan- man .  

Sukla aandu [Maansaagri]  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - ka- la - an -the - and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   vaazh   naal muzhuvathum  yaezhai- 
yaakavae  vazhum manithan - always poor ; vaazh- live; naal- life/day ; yaezhai- 
poor ; vaazhum- living ; manithan- man  . 

Sukla aandu  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - ka- la - an -the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kannil  kanda  azhakaana  paenkalai -  yellaam  
kaathalikkum  mana -paanamai  kondavan -  loves all women  indiscriminatively; 
azhaku- beauty ; penkal- women; kathalikka- to  love  ; man paanmai- mental  
nature  .  

4.Pramoduta – proud / joyful/ devoted to his work / deceiver /  giver of alms  

Pramoduta  has the consonants-  pa- Ra -ma -the  - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  perumitham[ karvam ] [Skt]  udaiyavan [ missing  
letter- ka-]- proud person.  

Pramoduta  has the consonants-  pa- Ra -ma -the  - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  eppoathum mukaththir  punnakai   pooththu 
irukkum  manithar  [ missing letter- ka-]- always smiling person .  

Pramoduta  has the consonants-  pa- Ra -ma -the  - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  mikuntha kadamai  unarvu   kondavan -  person 
with duty conscious.  

Pramoduta  has the consonants-  pa- Ra -ma -the  - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  pirarai  thanthiramaaka  yaemaaththum  kunam 
kondavan [ missing  letter- ka-]-  person who  deceives  others.  

Pramoduta  has the consonants-  pa- Ra -ma -the  - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  pirarkku  uthavidum  mana -paanku  kondavn - [ 
missing  letter- ka-]-  person who helps others.  
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Pramoduta  has the consonants-  pa- Ra -ma -the  - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is    varumai  utra  manitharukku    panam 
kondukkindravar[  missing  letter- ka-]- – one who gives money  to the poor.  

5.Prajothpathi – virtuous/  wealthy /  religious / creative / respecting the 
teacher  . 

Prajothpathi   has the consonants-  pa –Ra- [-sa-] -pa-  the -  and  the  original 
Tamil interpretation of the word is  ara neri ayei  pin pattridum  manithar – one 
who follows ethics  ;  ara neri- ethics ; pin patru- to follow .  

Prajothpathi   has the consonants-  pa –Ra- [-sa-] -pa-  the -  and  the  original 
Tamil interpretation of the word is   perum  panam padaiththa  manithar-  one 
who has huge money ; perum- big; panam-  money / naanayam .  

 Prajothpathi   has the consonants-  pa –Ra- [-sa-] -pa-  the -  and  the  original 
Tamil interpretation of the word is    matha/ samaya nam-p-pikkai kondavar [ 
missing letter- ka-]-  -  one who is religious; samayam- religion; nampikkai- 
hope/visuvasam   .  

Prajothpathi   has the consonants-  pa –Ra- [-sa-] - pa-  the -  and  the  original 
Tamil interpretation of the word is  puthithaaka  ondrai  kandu pidikkum    
karpanai  thiran kondavar [ missing  letter- ka-]- – one who is creative ; puthithu- 
new; ondru- one ; kandu pidi- invent .  

Prajothpathi   has the consonants-  pa –Ra- [-sa-] - pa-  the -  and  the  original 
Tamil interpretation of the word is  paer aasiraiyarai  mathikkum / vanankidum  
manaakkan  / manithar [ missing  letter- ka-]- -  one who  respects  the teacher ; 
paer aasiriyar- professor ; vananku- worship ; manaakkan- student . 

6. Angirasa  -  swet spoken /  self pride/ secretive/ compassionate/ masterd 
vaetha/  skillful /fearless/  attracted  towards opposite sex .   
 
Angirasa aandu   has the consonants - an -ka- Ra- [-sa-] -  an -the - and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  inimai yaaka   urai -yaadukindra  manithar – 
sweet spoken person.  
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Angirasa aandu   has the consonants  - an -ka- Ra- [-sa-] -  an -the - and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  thar  perumai / perumitham  konda 
manithar-  one who  has self pride ;  thar – own; perumai- pride/ perumitham   .  
 
Angirasa aandu   has the consonants  - an -ka- Ra- [-sa-] -  an -the - and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   thun  mana  thittaththai  yaerukkum   
iruthi  varai  therivakaatha manithar -  one who does not reveal his plans to others  
till  the end ; thun- own;  manam- mind; thittam- plan; iruthi- final ; therivikka- to 
announce . 
 
Angirasa aandu   has the consonants  - an -ka- Ra- [-sa-] -  an -the - and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is anaivariduththum  mikuntha  karunai 
[Skt] / erakkam konda manithar -  compassionate  person ;anaivarum- all persons 
; erakkam- compassion  . 
 
Angirasa aandu   has the consonants  - an -ka- Ra- [-sa-] -  an -the - and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  Vaethathai  katru thaerntha  
manithar - one who has mastered  Vaetha ; vaetham-  katthu koduththa kaetta  
kathai  -the story listened  ; karkka- learn .  
 
Angirasa aandu   has the consonants  - an -ka- Ra- [-sa-] -  an -the - and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  kai thaerntha  manithar- skillful  
person  ; kai thaerthavar-  expert ; manithar- man . 
 
Angirasa aandu   has the consonants  - an -ka- Ra- [-sa-] -  an -the - and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   kaara pandaththai vida  inippu  
pandaththai  virumpi  unkindravar [ missing letter- pa-]- one who  eats sweet 
items;  kaara pandam-  spicy  eatables ; inippu- sweet ; virumpu- like ; 
unkindravar- eater . 
 
Angirasa aandu   has the consonants  - an -ka- Ra- [-sa-] -  an -the - and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  mara  thanmai  kondavar -  fearless 
person ;  mara thanam- courageous . 
 
 Angirasa aandu   has the consonants  - an -ka- Ra- [-sa-] -  an -the - and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  mikuntha   kaathar / kaama unarvu / 
unarchchi kondavar – lustful  person  ; kaamam – sexual desire; kaathar- love ; 
unarchchi- feeling  .  
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7.Sri Mukha -  honest / wealthy/  longs for other women / energetic  person / 
trader of metals . 
 
Srimukha aandu     has the consonants-  [- sa-]  - Ra –ma- ka- an – the -  and the 
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  naermai   yaana kunam kondavar -  
honest  person ; naermai- honest ; kunam- nature .  
 
Srimukha aandu     has the consonants-   sa-- Ra –ma- ka- an – the -  and the 
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is perum panam kaasu  padaiththavar [ 
missing letter- pa-]- -  wealthy  person ; perum- big;  panam- money/ naanayam  ;  
kai kaasu- cash  .   
 
Srimukha aandu     has the consonants-   sa-- Ra –ma- ka- an – the -  and the 
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  mikuntha  kaama unarchchi  
kondavar -  one who has high libido ;  mikuntha – excess;  kaamam-  lust ; 
unarchchi –feeling; kondavar- one who  has  . 
  
Srimukha aandu     has the consonants-   sa-- Ra –ma- ka- an – the -  and the 
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is mikuntha  suru suruppu  konda  
manithar -  energetic  person;  suru suruppu- brisk . 
 
Srimukha aandu     has the consonants-   sa-- Ra –ma- ka- an – the -  and the 
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  kanima  vanikam   seithidum  
manithar -  one who  does metal  business  ; kanimam- metal ; vanikam- business 
;seithidu –do  .  
 
Srimukha aandu     has the consonants-   [- sa-] -- Ra –ma- ka- an – the -  and the 
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is pen piththu  konda manithar -  one 
who is after women; pen-  woman ; piththu- insanity  . 
 
8. Bhava  aandu  -  giver of alms/ smiling person /wealthy /  fish eater /     
   
. Bhava  aandu    has the consonants – pa- va – an- the - and the original Tamil    
interpretation  of the word is nan kodai   kodukkum kunam  kondavar-   giver of 
alms ;nan kodai- gift  ;  kodukka- to give ; kunam- nature  .  
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Bhava  aandu    has the consonants – pa- va – an- the - and the original Tamil    
interpretation  of the word is eppoathum  pun nakai  konda manithar-  one who  
has smiling face  ;  eppoathum – always; pun nakai- smile  .  
 
Bhava  aandu    has the consonants – pa- va – an- the - and the original Tamil    
interpretation  of the word is mikuntha  panam  padaiththavar -  wealthy  person ; 
panam- money/ naanayam . 
 
Bhava  aandu    has the consonants – [-pa-] - va – an- the - and the original Tamil    
interpretation  of the word is   meen  unavai  unpavan -  fish eater ; meen- fish ; 
unavu –food; unpavan- one who eats  . 
 
9.Yuva  aandu –  subjected to diseases and pains/  youthful body  . 
 
Yuva  aandu [Maansaagri] has the consonants  -va  -an -the - and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is   noaei  nodi  konda manithan  - sick person; 
noaei- disease  . 
 
Yuva  aandu [Maansaagri] has the consonants  -va  -an -the - and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  vadaivam konda manithan-  handsome 
person ; vadivam-  shape/ beauty   .    
 
10. Dhata  - addicted to other people wives  /  foolish person  
 
Dhata   has the consonants  - the- the - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  matti /   mada-thanam  kondavan  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  foolish 
person ; matti- fool .  
 
Dhata   has the consonants  - the- the - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   pen piththan  kondvan [ missing  letter-  pa -]- lustful  person ;pen- 
woman; piththan-  insane person .  
 
11. Ishvara – ill tempered/ cheerful /skilful/rears cattle /excess  libido . 
 
Isvara aandu   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - va -Ra –an- the-   and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   mun kopam  konda manithar [ missing  leter- 
pa-]- -  short tempered person ; mun koapam- short temper . 
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Isvara aandu   has the consonants   sa- va -Ra –an- the-   and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  entha  naeramum / uvakai yudan  -  siriththu  
paeskindra  manithar [ missing  letter- pa-] -   -   jovial person ; uvakai- happy ; 
siri- smile; paesuka –speak   .   
 
Isvara aandu   has the consonants   sa- va -Ra –an- the-   and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  mikuntha thirami konda manitar-  talentd person; 
thiramai- talent  . 
 
Isvara aandu   has the consonants   sa- va -Ra –an- the-   and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  aatu  / maattu   pannai   vaeiththu-  erukindravar[ 
missing  letter- pa-] -  one who  has cattle farms;  aadu  / maadu  maeipathir 
mikuntha aarvam kondavar ; aadu –goat ; maadu –bull ; pannai –farm  .  
 
Isvara aandu   has the consonants   sa- va -Ra –an- the-   and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   mikuntha kaama  unarchchi  kondavar-  one with 
excess libido ; mikuntha- excess  ; kaamam -  sexual desire; unarchci- feeling  . 
 
12. Bahudanya – wealthy/wise trader /charitable/ knows the secrets of 
sasthras/ pride .  
 
Bahudanya  has the consonants – pa- ka- the- an -  and the original Tamil 
interpretion of the word is  panam padaiththavan -  wealthy  person  ; panam-  
money/ naanyam  . 
 
Bahudanya  has the consonants – [-pa-] - ka- the- an -  and the original Tamil 
interpretion of the word is  kai  thaerntha  vanikan [ missing letter- Ra -]-expert 
trader; kai thaerntha- expert  . 
 
Bahudanya  has the consonants – [-pa-] - ka- the- an -  and the original Tamil 
interpretion of the word is nan kodai kodukkum manithar–donar; nan kodai- gift .  
 
Bahudanya  has the consonants -pa-- ka- the- an -  and the original Tamil 
interpretion of the word is  thiru marai  koorum  ut- karuththai  purinthavar [ 
missing  letter- Ra-]-  knows the essentials  of  holy scriptures ;  sasthra [Skt] = 
thirumarai ;  Thiru Marai- holy scripture/Torah; ut karuththu –core meaning ; 
purinthavar- one who has understood  .  
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Bahudanya  has the consonants -pa-- ka- the- an -  and the original Tamil 
interpretion of the word is  thar perumai kondavar/ karvam  [missing  letter- Ra-]- 
one who has  pride ;  thar perumai  -  self pride . 
   
13. Pramathi -  endowed with chariots , flags, horses/ endowed with virtue  of 
soldier  /minister of a  king  / has knowledge of Vaetham  /hot tempered / 
greedy  / friendly  person . 
 
Pramathi  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- ma- the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  perum   thaer/ ratha [Skt]  udaiya  manithar -  one 
who has a chariot ;  thaer- chariot .  
 
Pramathi  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- ma- the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is    mara  thanmai  udaiya  manithar -  soldier ; mara 
thanam-  brave ; manithar- man . 
 
Pramathi  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- ma- the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   manaraudaiya   amaaththiyar – minister of a king; 
mannar- king; amaaththiyar  - minister . 
 
Pramathi  has the consonants – -pa- Ra- ma- the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thiru maraiyaei   padiththu / purinthu  arinthavar -  
one who  has learnt  the  holy  scriptures ; Thiru marai -Torah; padi- learn   . 
 
 Pramathi  has the consonants – -[-pa-] - Ra- ma- the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   soothu  aattaththir eedupaadu  udaiya manithar 
[missing  letter- sa-]- –  one  who is interested in gambling ; soothu aattam- dice ; 
eedupaadu- interest  .   
 
Pramathi  has the consonants – -pa- Ra- ma- the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  perum  kopam  konda manithar [ missing  letter- ka-
]-  hot tempered person ; perum- big; koapam- anger.   
 
Pramathi  has the consonants – -pa- Ra- ma- the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  paer aasai / ichchai   udaiya  manithar [ missing  
letter- sa-]-  -  greedy  person ; paer aasai-greedy ; ichchai- desire   .  
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Pramathi  has the consonants – -pa- Ra- ma- the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   natpu  paaraattatha  manithar -  un friendly  person 
; natpu- friendship .  
 
14. Vikrma  -  warrior/valorous/ helful to the king   /generous person.      
 
Vikrma aandu    has the consonants- va- ka- Ra –ma-  an –the-   and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  sandaiyir  vetri  kaankindra  manithar [ 
missing  letter- sa-]-  the winner of the fight ;sandi poadu- fight ; vetri- 
victory/vaakai sooduthar ; kaanu –see    . 
 
Vikrma aandu    has the consonants- va- ka- Ra –ma-  an –the-   and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is mikuntha  mara thanmai / veeram konda 
manithar-  courgeous person  ; marathanam- heroism ; veeram- heroism .  
 
Vikrma aandu    has the consonants- va- ka- Ra –ma-  an –the-   and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is naattai  aandidum   mannavarukku  arukae 
irunthu   mikka  uthavi   purikindra  oruvar  [ missing letter- pa-]- – one who is very  
helpful to the king   ; naadu –state; aandidu ; mannar- king; arukae- near ; uthavi-  
help; puri- do   .  
 
Vikrma aandu    has the consonants- va- ka- Ra –ma-  an –the-   and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   mikuntha  perum thanmai  konda manithar [ 
missing letter- pa-]- -  generous person  ; perum thanmai- magnanimity .  
 
15.vrusha – pauper / bad conduct .  
 
Vrusha  aandu  has the consonants -  va- Ra –[- sa-]  – an- the -  and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  ketta nadaththai  konda manithar  -  person 
of  bad conduct  ; ketta- bad; nadaththai- conduct . 
 
Vrusha  aandu  has the consonants - va- Ra –[- sa-]  – an- the -  and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  varumai -  yaana  manithar-  man of poverty ; 
varumai- poverty . 
 
16. Chitrabanu –  good natured / energetic person/ fond of wearing  clothes .  
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Chitrabanu -  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –the- Ra- pa -an - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  nar kunam  kondavan / padaiththavan [ missing  
letter- ka-]- good natured person ; nar- good; kunam- nature; kondavan- one who 
has   . 
 
Chitrabanu -  has the consonants- sa-–the- Ra- pa -an - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  suru suru-p-paana  manithar -  active person; suru -
suruppu-brisk.  
 
Chitrabanu -  has the consonants- sa-–the- Ra- pa -an - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  sirantha  aadai -yaei [ pattu aadai ]   uduththidum / 
aninthidum  manithar-  one who wears the best clothes  ; sirantha- best ;pattu- 
silk; aadai- dress ; uduththidu- wear; aninthidu –wear   . 
  
17. Svabanu aandu – beautiful body / joyful face / learned / good conduct  / 
curly  hair/ virtuous . 
 
Svabanu aandu   has the consonants – [-sa-] - va - pa -an -the  - and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is   vadaivaana  udampu konda manithan -  one 
who has beaytiful  body ; vadivam- shape /good build/ beauty ; udampu- body .  
 
Svabanu aandu   has the consonants – [-sa-] - va - pa -an -the  - and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is   punnakai  konda mukaththai  kondavan  - 
one who has a smiling face ; pun nakai- smile .  
 
Svabanu aandu   has the consonants – [-sa-] - va - pa -an -the  - and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is padithavan- learned man; padi /pedia –read  . 
 
Svabanu aandu   has the consonants – [-sa-] - va – [-pa-]  -an -the  - and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  nan-  nadathhai kondavan  -  a man of 
character  ; nan –good; nadaththai- conduct .   
  
Svabanu aandu   has the consonants – sa- va – [-pa-]  -an -the  - and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  suruttai  mudi  / mayir kondavan [ missing 
letter- Ra -]-  one who  has curly  hair ; suruttai- curl ; mudi- hair ; mayir- hair  .  
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Svabanu aandu   has the consonants – sa- va – [-pa-]  -an -the  - and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  ara neriyaei   pin patrum  manithan [ missing 
letter- Ra -]  -  virtuos person ; ara neri –ethics ; pinpatru –follow  . 
 
18.Tarana  -  cunning person/ skill ful / wealthy  / employed in state service / 
atheist .  
   
Tarana - has the consonants – the- Ra- an- and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  yaemaaththum  manithar – cheater ; yaemaaththu- cheat .  
 
Tarana - has the consonants – the- Ra- an- and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   thiramaiyaana  manithar -  talented person ; thirami- talent/smart  . 
 
Tarana - has the consonants – the- Ra- an- and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   niraya  panam  udaiya   manithar [ missing letter- pa-]-  one who has 
more money ; niraiya- more  ; panam- money/naanayam  .   
 
Tarana - has the consonants – the- Ra- an- and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   arasu  pani  seithidum  manithar [ missing letters- pa- and -sa-]    -  
government  employee ; arasu –government ; pani- job ; seithidu –do .  
 
Tarana - has the consonants – the- Ra- an- and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is mathaththai  ethirththidum  manithar – one who  is against religion;  
matham- religion; ethirththidu  -to oppose . 
 
19.Parthiva – excellent in shastras/ hand  skilled person / chief of the family / 
pleasure seeking  person/ follows traditions/little attraction towards novelty.     
 
Parthiva   has the consonants – pa- Ra- the- va - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thiru marai -yaei  nangu  padiththu/ oathi   katravan 
– well versed in shastras ; Thiru marai- Torah/hoy scripture; nangu –good; padi- 
read; oathu- teach/recite ;katravan- educated one   . 
 
Parthiva   has the consonants – pa- Ra- the- va - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kai thirami  kondavan / padaiththavan -  has a 
skillful hand; kai tiramai- trick; kondavan- one who  has  . 
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Parthiva   has the consonants – pa- Ra- the- va - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kudiyin / kudiththanaththin  / kudumpaththin [Skt] 
mootha  uruppinar -  elder member  of the family ; kudi- family; mooththa-senior ; 
uruppinar- member/bearer   . 
 
Parthiva   has the consonants – pa- Ra- the- va - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  inpaththai  thaedukindravan/ inpaththi nukarvathir  
paerum aarvam kondavar  -  one who is after  pleasure ; inpam- pleasure; 
thaeduka- to seek; nukaru- consume ; perum- big; aarvam- interest   . 
 
Parthiva   has the consonants – pa- Ra- the- va - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  pandaiya  nadai muraiyaei pin patrkira manithar -  
pe who follows  old methods /  tradition ; pandaiya- old ; nadai murai- method ; 
pin patruka- follow . 
 
Parthiva   has the consonants – pa- Ra- the- va - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  puthiya  karuthhukku /puthiya  muraikkau  
ethiraanavan – against  new things ; puthiya- new;  karuththu- concept; murai- 
method  ; ethir- opposite. 
  
20.Viyaya  aandu  - addicted to alcohol / remains in debts / gambler/begger 
/lustful person  /  spend thrift . 
   
Viyaya  aandu   has the consonants   -va – an- the-  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kudi  poathikku  adimayaana  manithan [ missing 
letter- pa-]- drunkard; kudi- drink; poathi- intoxication;adimai-slave/dependent. 
 
Viyaya  aandu   has the consonants   -va – an- the-  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kadan kaettidum  kai yaenthi-  begger.  
 
Viyaya  aandu   has the consonants   -va – an- the-  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kadan udaiyavan- one who  has  has debt; kadan-
debt . 
  
Viyaya  aandu   has the consonants   -va – an- the-  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   soothaattam  aadupavan  [ missing letters-  pa- and 
sa -]- gambler; soothaattam- dice/undai  ;aadu- play .  
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Viyaya  aandu   has the consonants   -va – an- the-  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  mikuntha kaama  vaetaki  udaiyavan   - lustful 
person; kaamam-  sexual desire; vaetkai- thirst . 
 
Viyaya  aandu   has the consonants   -va – an- the-  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is kaasu  panaththai  veenaakupavan[ missing letters-  
pa- and-  sa-] – spendthrift ; veenaakku- waste;  kai kaasu- hand  cash  . 
 
21. Sarvajith – conqueror of kings, enemies /  versed in holy  scriptures/wise 
person/  huge body/ honoured by kings .  
 
Sarvajith  has the consonants – sa- Ra- va – sa- the -  and the orignaltamil 
interpretation  of the word is  ethiriyaei / ethiri  naattu  mannarai /arasarai   
thoarkadikka  seithavar  -  one who  has defeated enemy / king ; ethiri- enemy ; 
naadu –state; mananar- king; araser- pharaoh/king; thoarkkadikka- to defeat . 
 
Sarvajith  has the consonants – [-sa-] - Ra- va – [-sa-]- the -  and the orignaltamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Thiru marai  yaei  nankku katru  kai  thaernthavar-  
master of sacred scriptures ; Thiru marai- Torah/holy scripture ; katravar- 
educated man ; kai tharnthavar –expert  . 
 
Sarvajith  has the consonants – -sa-- Ra- va –sa- the -  and the other  
interpretation  of the word is  master of sacred  scriptures  [ missing letter- pa-]-  
 
Sarvajith  has the consonants – - sa-- Ra- va –[- sa-] - the -  and the other  
interpretation  of the word is   seeriya /  arivu  koormai  kondavar -  intelligent 
person  ; arivu- knowledge; koormai- sharp .  
 
Sarvajith  has the consonants – -[- sa-] -- Ra- va –[- sa-] - the -  and the other  
interpretation  of the word is  mikuntha   mandai kanam  kondvar -  proud person 
/ heavy  headed person ; mikuntha- excess; mandai- head; kanam- weight   . 
 
Sarvajith  has the consonants – -[- sa-] -- Ra- va –[- sa-] - the -  and the other  
interpretation  of the word is   neenda   / nediya / periya  uruvam  kondavar [ 
missing letter- pa-]-    tall and big  person; neenda- long; nediya- tall; periya- big; 
uruvam- figure  .  
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Sarvajith  has the consonants – - sa--- Ra- va –[- sa-] - the -  and the other  
interpretation  of the word is   arasarudaiya   perum  mathippai  petravar – 
[missing letter- pa-]-   respected by the king  ; arasar- king/ Pharaoh/perum 
mannar/ emperor ; mathippu- respect ;pertravar- one who has got   . 
 
22. Sarvadhari – sweet eater/ liked by king/ patient . 
 
Sarvadhari  has the consonants – sa- Ra- va –the- Ra -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  suvai miku  inippu   unavai  unkindravar [ missing  
letter- pa-]- sweet eater; suvai- taste ; inipppu- sweet ; unavu –food ;unnu-eat . 
 
Sarvadhari  has the consonants – sa- Ra- va –the- Ra -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   arasar virumpukindra manithar[ missing  letter- pa-
]-  – liked by king ; arasar- Pharaoh/king ; virumpu- like.  
 
Sarvadhari  has the consonants – sa- Ra- va –the- Ra -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   pourmai  kaaththidum  manithar [ missing  letter- 
pa-]- – one who is patient ; porumai- patient . 
 
23. Virodhi – cruel / addicted to sinful deeds /  does not bring  happiness to his 
family  members . 
 .  
Virodhi  has the consonants-  va- Ra- the - and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  kudikku  kaedu /theengu   undakkukindra  oruvar – one who  brings  
bad reputation to his family ; kudi- family ;  theengu- bad;  undaakku- make  . 
 
Virodhi  has the consonants-  va- Ra- the - and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is nandraaka urai aatrukindravar -  eloquent  speaker ; urai- speech.   
 
Virodhi  has the consonants-  va- Ra- the - and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is manathir vanjakam  kondavar-[ missing letter- sa-]- cunning person; 
manathir- within mind;  vanjakam- deception  . 
 
24.Vikrthi -  tall body/in poverty / horrible looking   / lack of intelligence / love 
sick .  
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Vikruthi  has the consonants – va- ka –Ra- the -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  nediya  uruvam konda manithar -  tall person ; 
nediya- tall/long; uruvam- figure; kondiduka- to have  .  
 
Vikruthi  has the consonants – va- ka –Ra- the -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   varumai   konadvar  - one with poverty ;varumai- 
poverty . 
 
Vikruthi  has the consonants – va- ka –Ra- the -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is kan kondu kaana  mudiyaatha udar thoatraththai  
kondavar -  horrible looking person ; kan kondu- with eyes; kaanu- see ; 
mudiyaathu- not possible /can not ; udar- body ; thoatram- appearance  .      
 
Vikruthi  has the consonants – va- ka –Ra- the -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is arivu  kuraivaana  manithar -  one with less 
intelligence; arivu –wisdom; kuraivu- less .  
 
Vikruthi  has the consonants – va- ka –Ra- the -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is manthira  / thanthira- ththir  mikuntha aarvam 
kondvar   -  interested in magic ; manthiram [Skt] - thirumarai ;thanthiram- thun 
thiram; mikuntha- more; aarvam- interest  . 
 
Vikruthi  has the consonants – va- ka –Ra- the -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is anpukku  yaenkindra  oruvar [ missing  letter- pa-]- – 
one who is longing  for love ; anpu- kindness; yaengu- longing ; oruvar- one 
person  . 
 
25.Kara   aandu - quarelling person/ huge body / worthless / speaker of loud 
words  .   
 
Kara  aandu   has the consonants – ka- Ra -an -the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   sandai  idukindravar [ missing  letter- pa-]- -  
quarelling person ; sandai  poadu –fight  .   
 
Kara  aandu   has the consonants – ka- Ra -an -the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  poar idukindravar [ missing  letter- pa-] warrior ; 
poar- war . 
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Kara  aandu   has the consonants – ka- Ra -an -the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kundaana  manithar  -  stout person; kundu- stout ; 
manithar- man  . 
 
Kara  aandu   has the consonants – ka- Ra -an -the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kudikku / naattukku  / veettukku  payan atra  
oruvar [ missing  letter- pa-]- -  useless person to the house/ society/ state; kudi –
family ; naadu –state ; veedu- house/hut ; payan- use  .  
  
Kara  aandu   has the consonants – ka- Ra -an -the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  panpu indri   urakka paesukindravar  [ missing  
letter- pa-]- one who  speaks in loud voice ; panpu- [ good ]  nature ; indri- nill; 
urakka- loudly ; paesukindrvar  –the  speaker   . 
 
26.Nandana  -builder of  wells  and water tanks /  pure hearted man /  donar . 
 
Nandana  has the consonants-  an  -the- an  -and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   thanni thotti   kattum  manithan [ missing letter- ka-]-  – one who 
constructs  water tank  ; thanni thotti –water tank ; kattu- build .  
 
Nandana   has the consonants-  an  -the- an  -and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   kaeni / kuttai   vettum manithan [ missing  letter- ka-]-  -  one who  
digs  well; kaeni- well /kooval  ; vettu- cut . 
 
Nandana   has the consonants-  an  -the- an  -and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  mana  thooimai udaiya  manithan - pure hearted  person; manam- 
mind; thooimai- pure  . 
 
Nandana   has the consonants-  an  -the- an  -and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is nan - kodai  kodukkum  manithan  [ missing  letter- ka -] -  donar; 
nan kodai-gift  . 
 
27. Vijaya – respected by king/  good conduct / kind hearted / trader / 
winner/killer of enemy / can not be defeated/ brave person/ good speaker   . 
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 Vijaya   has the consonants – va-  [- sa-] - an -the  -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  mannavan  maththikkum  manithan-  respected  by  
king; mannavan- king;  mathikka- to give respect  . 
 
Vijaya   has the consonants – va-  [- sa-] - an -the  -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  nan  -nadaththi  kondavan-  man of  good conduct ; 
nan- good;  nadaththai- conduct . 
 
 Vijaya   has the consonants – va-  [- sa-] - an -the  -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  manitha naeyam  kondavan-  humanistic . 
 
Vijaya   has the consonants – va-  [- sa-] - an -the  -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   thadai- yaei  neekki  ninaththathai  mudippavan [ 
missing letter- pa-]- -  one who  removes the obstacles and reaches his goal ; 
thadai- obstacle;  neekku- delete  . 
 
Vijaya   has the consonants – va- - sa- an -the  -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   vanikam  seithidum  manithar -  trader; vanikam- 
trade .  
 
Vijaya   has the consonants – va- - sa- an -the  -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   vaakai  soodupavan  [  missing letter- pa-]-  the 
winner; vaakai- win  . 
 
Vijaya   has the consonants – va- - [-sa-] - an -the  -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is    anaivaridaththum  mikka  anpu   konda manithar [  
missing letter- pa-]-  – kind towards all .  
 
Vijaya   has the consonants – va- - [-sa-] - an -the  -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   ethiri -yaei  kondru   idum  manithar[ missing 
letter- Ra -]-  -  killer of enemy ; ethiri- enemy . 
 
Vijaya   has the consonants – va- - [-sa-] - an -the  -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is    entha  naattu  ethiriyim  evarai  sandaiyir   
thoarkkadaikka   mudiyaathu[ missing letter-  Ra -]-  – no one can defeat him in a 
war ; naadu –state ;  ethiri- enemy ; sandi poadu –fight ; thoarkkadikka- defeat ; 
mudiyaathu- not possible  .  
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Vijaya   has the consonants – va- - [-sa-] - an -the  -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  mara thanmai  konda manithar [ missing letter- Ra -
]-  brave person/  hero- maravan; mara thanmai-  brave nature    . 
 
Vijaya   has the consonants – va- - [-sa-] - an -the  -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  sandaiyir vetri  kaanum manithar[ missing letter- Ra 
-]-   -  winner of the war  ;  vetri- win ; sandai –fight . 
 
Vijaya   has the consonants – va- - [-sa-] - an -the  -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   nandraaka  urai aatrukindrvar [ missing letter- Ra -  
good speaker ; nandru –good – urai atru –speak . 
 
28.Jeya aandu – king / winner . 
 
Jeya aandu  has the consonants – [- sa-] - an -the -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  naattai aandidum mannan  -  the king of the state . 
 
Jeya aandu  has the consonants –  sa- an -the -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   vaakai soodum manithan [ missing  letter- ka-]- -  
the winner . 
 
29. Manmatha  - interested in dance /music/ songs / pleasure seeker /good 
conduct / god of love / wears jewels / sweet spoken /  wealthy . 
 
Manmatha   has the consonants  -ma- an -ma –the-  and the original Tamil 
interpreation  of the word is  nadanam  / naattiyam  aadum   manithan -  dancer ; 
nadanam- dance .  
 
Manmatha   has the consonants  -ma- an -ma –the-  and the original Tamil 
interpreation  of the word is   paattu paadum manithan [ missing letter- pa-]- -  
singer ; paattu-  song; paadu –sing . 
 
Manmatha   has the consonants  -ma- an -ma –the-  and the original Tamil 
interpreation  of the word is   inpaththai  naadum  manithan [ missing letter- pa-]- 
-  -  pleasure seeking  person ; inpam-  pleasure ; naaduaka- to seek.   
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Manmatha   has the consonants  -ma- an -ma –the-  and the original Tamil 
interpreation  of the word is  isai-yin  meethu   naattam udaiya  manithan [ 
missing letter- sa-]- – one who is interested in music ; isai- music ; naatam- 
interest  . 
 
Manmatha   has the consonants  -ma- an -ma –the-  and the original Tamil 
interpreation  of the word is   nan nadaththai udaiya  manithan- man with  good 
conduct ; nan- good; nadaththai- conduct . 
 
Manmatha   has the consonants  -ma- an -ma –the-  and the original Tamil 
interpreation  of the word is   aanmai  udaiya  manithan-  a  person  with  
manliness ; aanmai- manliness . 
 
Manmatha   has the consonants  -ma- an -ma –the-  and the original Tamil 
interpreation  of the word is   kaamaththin  theivam [ missing  letter- ka-]-  god of  
sexual pleasure ; kaamam -  sexual pleasure ;  thaai theivam- goddess  .   
 
Manmatha   has the consonants  -ma- an -ma –the-  and the original Tamil 
interpreation  of the word is    thanka  nakai aninthidum  manithan-[ missing  
letter- ka-]-   one who wears gold jewels  ;thankam- gold; nakai- jewel ; aninthidu 
–wear  . 
 
Manmatha   has the consonants  -ma- an -ma –the-  and the original Tamil 
interpreation  of the word is  mathi  udaiya manithan-  a man with wisdom; mathi- 
wisdom.  
 
Manmatha   has the consonants  -ma- an -ma –the-  and the original Tamil 
interpreation  of the word is  panpoadu  paesum  manithan [ missing  letters-  pa- 
and -sa-]- -  speaking decently ; panpu- good nature ; paseuka –speak . 
 
Manmatha   has the consonants  -ma- an -ma –the-  and the original Tamil 
interpreation  of the word is  naadu  mathikkum  manithan-[ missing  letter- ka-]-  
respected by the state ; naadu- state ; mathikka- to give respect . 
 
Manmatha   has the consonants  -ma- an -ma –the-  and the original Tamil 
interpreation  of the word is   poathum  poathum  ena  panam  padaiththa 
manithan [ missing letter- pa-]- -  has enough money ; poathum- enough .   
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30 .Durmukhi   -  ugly face /wicked/ cruel / one with curved hands and feet 
/void of virtue and wealth . 
 
Durmukhi   has the consonants-  the –Ra- ma- ka - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  muka  kuraipaadu   kondavar  -  one with  defective 
face ;   mukam- face;  kuraipaadu – fault . 
 
Durmukhi   has the consonants-  the –Ra- ma- ka - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   yaemaatukira manithar -  cheater; 
yaemaatrukiravar  - cheater . 
 
Durmukhi   has the consonants-  the –Ra- ma- ka - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kodura manithar -  cruel person  ; koduram- cruel .  
  
Durmukhi   has the consonants-  the –Ra- ma- ka - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   koana vaai - yaei  kondavar  - one with curved 
mouth ; koana vaai-  deviated mouth ; vaai- mouth . 
 
Durmukhi   has the consonants-  the –Ra- ma- ka - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is    koana  kai / kona  kaar  kondavar – one with 
curved hands and legs  ; koana kaar- deviated leg . 
 
Durmukhi   has the consonants-  the –Ra- ma- ka - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   ethir maraiyaana  karutthhai  kondavar –one with  
opposite views ; ethir marai- opposite ; karuththu- thought  . 
 
Durmukhi   has the consonants-  the –Ra- ma- ka - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  neri  ketta  manithar -  one without any  virtue; 
neri- ethics  . 
 
Durmukhi   has the consonants-  the –Ra- ma- ka - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   varumai  kondavar – one with poverty; varumai- 
poverty  . 
 
31. Heivilampi –endowed with horse / cart/ gems/ wealth/ jewels/ pirsue  
agricultural activity / ill natured person  .  
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Heivilampi   aandu    has the consonants – ka-  va – la- ma- pa -  an -  the -  and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   nalla  aadai /  vilai  mikka  puthiya  
aadai  /  pattu aadai /  thanka   nakaikal  / velli  nakaikal  /  vilai  mikka   kal /  pala  
vakaiyaana  koolam  /  nalla manaivi / nall pillaikal  ulla manithar  -  one with good  
costly  clothes/ gold jewels/ silver jewels/  costly stones/  variety of grains/  good 
wife and children ;  nalla-  good;  aadai- dress ; vilai mikka- costly ; puthiya- new;  
pattu-silk ;  thankam- gold ; nakai- jewel ; velli- silver ; kal- stone ; pala ;- poly; 
vakaiyaanthu - kind ; koolam- grains  ; manivi-  wife ; pillaikal -  children   . 
 
Heivilampi   aandu    has the consonants – ka-  va – la- ma- pa -  an -  the -  and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  naangu  kaal   paaichchalil  paainthu   
oadum    vanni   pootiya   vandi yaei  konda manithar [ missing letter- sa-]-  one 
who  has  a  horse cart; naanku- 4; kaal- leg/ wheel ; paainthidu- to jump  ; 
oadum- running ; vanni- horse ; vandi-  wagon/vaaganam [Skt]/vaiyam  .  
 
Heivilampi   aandu    has the consonants – ka-  va – la- ma-  pa -  an -  the -  and 
the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is konjam kooda  azhaku illaatha  
mukaththai konda   manaivi -yaei   konda  kanavan  [ missing  letter- sa-]--  a 
husband  who has ugly looking wife; konjam- few ;  azhaku- beauty  ; mukam- 
face ; manaivi- wife ; kanavan- husband/kondavan/kattiyavan    .     
 
Heivilampi   aandu    has the consonants – ka-  va – la- ma-  pa -  an -  the -  and 
the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  santhaiyil  kaanum / ulakil  
kaanum  vilai mikka   pandaththai    veetu  thaevaikku    vaendi   vaankupavan [ 
misisn letter- sa-]- -  buyer of  costly  things to home ; santhai- market ; kaanum- 
seeing ; ulakm- globe ; vilai mikka- costly ; pandam- item  ; veedu- hut/house ; 
thaevai- needy ; vaankupavan- buyer .  
 
Heivilampi   aandu    has the consonants – ka-  va – la- ma-  pa -  an -  the -  and 
the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  vayal  vaelai   - yil -eedupadum   
manithan  - one who does  agricultural work ; vayal- paddy field . 
 
Heivilampi   aandu    has the consonants – ka-  va – la- ma-  pa -  an -  the -  and 
the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   mikuntha / udal / mana/  kai 
valimai  konda manithar  -  a man with skillful  hands / body  mind; udal- body; 
manam- mind ; kai – hand; valimai- skill  .  
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Heivilampi   aandu    has the consonants – ka-  va – la- ma-  pa -  an -  the -  and 
the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   kallam  kapdam illaatha  
manithan  -  innocent  person ; kapadam- cunning  .  
 
Heivilampi   aandu    has the consonants – ka-  va – la- ma-  [-pa-]  -  an -  the -  and 
the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   than  nalam  mikka/ kakkum   
manithan -  selfish person; than- self;nalam – health ; than nalam- selfish .  
 
Heivilampi   aandu    has the consonants – ka-  va – la- ma-  [-pa-]  -  an -  the -  and 
the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  ketta  kunam  ulla / nalla  kunam 
illaatha  manithan -  one with bad nature  ; ketta- bad ; kunam- nature ; illai- nil .    
 
32.Vilampi –  week  person / defeatedby his wife/  contended person/ restless 
person / speaking  without purpose .  
 
Vilampi  aandu  has the consonants-  va- la- ma- pa – an -  the -   and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  kallam  kapadu  ulla  manithan – cunning 
person ; kapadam- cuning  . 
 
Vilampi  aandu  has the consonants-  va- la- ma- pa – an -  the -   and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is   thaali  kattaiya  manaivi  in  kai  -kaalai  
pidithtu vittu   adimai  vaelai  seithu  /  adimai vaazhvu  vaazhpavan [ missing 
letter- sa-]- a slave of his wife;  thaali- marriage badge ; kattu- wear; manaivi –
wife  ; kai- hand; kaal- leg ; pidi- hold; adiami- slave ; vaazhvu- life  .  
 
Vilampi  aandu  has the consonants-  va- la- ma- pa – an -  the -   and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is   udal / mana  valimai  illaatha manithan -  
weak person ; udal- body/udampu ; manam- mind  ; valimai- strength; illai- nil  .    
 
Vilampi  aandu  has the consonants-  va- la- ma- pa – an -  the -   and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is   vaazhvil  kidaiththathu  poathumena    
vaazhum  manithan – one who  is satisfied with what he has got; vaazhkkai- 
life/pozhappu  ; kidaiththathu- got; poathum- enough ; vaazhu- live   .  
 
Vilampi  aandu  has the consonants-  va- la- ma- pa – an -  the -   and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is    mana  amaithi  illaamal /  eppoathum kavalai 
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kondu  vaazhum manithan -  one with  unhappy  mind ; manam- mind; amaithi- 
peace ; illai- nil ; epooathum- always .  
 
Vilampi  aandu  has the consonants-  va- la- ma- pa – an -  the -   and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is   vaelai  vetti  illathau  / vetti  paechhcu  paesi   
vaazhum manithan  -  one who does not do any job  / except talking  un wanted 
matters  ; vaelai-  work ; illai- nil ; paechchu- speech ; vazhu- live . 
 
33.Vikhari  aandu –cunning/ doe not have belief in friends /sick  person/ one 
with restless mind.   
 
 Vikhari  aandu   has the consonants-  va- ka- Ra -an  -the-  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   vanjaka  kunam  konda manithar [ missing letter- 
sa-]- -  cunning person;  vanjakam -  deception  ; kunam- nature . 
 
Vikhari  aandu   has the consonants-  va- ka- Ra -an  -the-  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   uttraar / uravinar  / nanpar  ena  yevaraiyim   
nampaatha  manithar[ missing letter- pa-]-  – one who  does not believe his 
friends and relatives; uravinar-   relative ; nanpar- friend ; nampidu- believe .  
 
Vikhari  aandu   has the consonants-  va- ka- Ra -an  -the-  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   amaithi atra  manaththai  konda manithar  - one 
who  has a restless mind  ; amaithi- peace ; manathu- mind .  
 
Vikhari  aandu   has the consonants-  va- ka- Ra -an  -the-  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   evarukku   noaei   nodi  undaaka  vaaippu  undu [ 
missing letter- pa-]-   prone to have diseases;  naoei- disease  . 
 
34.Sharvari  aandu – trader/ learned/ wealthy/ honest . 
 
Sharvari  aandu    has the consonants – sa- Ra- va- Ra- an  -the -  and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  panda   maatram seivathir   mikuntha  
eedupaadu  kondavar [ missing letter- pa-]-one who is interested in  exchange of 
goods ; pandam- goods;  maatram- exchange ; seikiravar –doer .  
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Sharvari  aandu    has the consonants –[-sa-] - Ra- va- Ra- an  -the -  and the 
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  katru  thaernthavar -  a learned 
person ; karkka- learn  . 
 
Sharvari  aandu    has the consonants –sa - Ra- va- Ra- an  -the -  and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   mikuthiyaaka / niraiya  panam  kaasu   
kondu irukkum oruvar / pana-k-kaarar  [ missing letter- pa-]- rich  person ; niraiya- 
more; panam- money; kai kaasu –cash ; panakkaarar- rich  person  .  
 
Sharvari  aandu    has the consonants –[-sa-]  - Ra- va- Ra- an  -the -  and the 
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is    nan  neri  poatrum / manathir  
naerami  konda  / unmai  paesum  manithar -[ missing letter- pa-]-   honest  
person ; nan neri –virtue; naermai- honesty; inmai- truth; paesuka –speak    .  
 
Sharvari  aandu    has the consonants –[-sa-]  - Ra- va- Ra- an  -the -  and the 
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   utraar  uravinaroadu  /   nanparoadu   
oththu  poakindra  manithar  -[ missing letter- pa-]-   –  getting well with friends  
and realtives ; uravinar- realtives ; nanpar-  friends . 
 
35.Plava aandu –voluoptuous / contended/  restless nature/ brave person  
/defeated by wife/ devoted to his duty . 
 
Plava aandu   has the consonants – pa- la- va- an -the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kalavu  vaelaiyil   mikuntha  inpam  kollupavan-  
interested in sexual activites ; kalavu vaelai- sexual intercourse ; inpam- pleasure; 
mikuntha- excess .  
 
Plava aandu   has the consonants – pa- la- va- an -the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kidaiththathu  poathum  ena  vaazhkkai  
vaaznthidum  manithar-  contended person ; kidaiththathu –got ; poathum- 
enough; vaazhkkai- life/ pizhaippu ; vaazhu- live  .  
 
Plava aandu   has the consonants – pa- la- va- an -the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   mana  amaithi  illaamal  vazhum  mnaithan-  one 
with  worries ; manam- mind; amaithi- peace ; illai- nil; vaazhu- live  . 
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Plava aandu   has the consonants – [- pa -] - la- va- an -the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  koalai thanam  illatha  manithan- not a coward ; 
kolai-  coward ; illai- nil  . 
 
Plava aandu   has the consonants –  pa -- la- va- an -the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  sandai  poaduvathil  vallavan -  fighter/ warrior ; 
sandi iduka- fight; vallavan- skilled man  .  
 
Plava aandu   has the consonants –  pa -- la- va- an -the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  vettukku  veliyae  paayum  puli / veettukku  ullae  
pathunkum  poonai  yena   manaivi yidam  adankki  poakum   adi paninthu  
vaazhum  manithan  -  slave to his wife ; veedu- house; veliyae- outside ; paayum-
diving; puli- tiger ; ullae-inside; pathunku- hide ; poonai- cat/kaduvan ; manaivi –
wife  ; adi paninthidu – be  obedient  .  
 
Plava aandu   has the consonants –  pa -- la- va- an -the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  eppoathum  than  kadamai -yil   kavanam   ullavan -  
duty  conscious ; epooathum- always ; thun –self ; kadamai- duty ; kavanam- 
attention . 
 
 36.Shubhakruth- learned one / has wealth and properties / virtous 
person/interested in religious activites/ skilled one  .  
 
 

Discussion  ; it is ridiculous to read the sooththiram word ‘Shubhakruth’  in the 
following ways   instead of reading as  muppaththi aaravathu  aandu  sutru 
oattam -  36th round . 
 

Shubhakruth    has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- Ra- pa –the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is uyar  padippu  / kasadara  katra   manithar -  highly  
educated  ; uyar- higher ; padippu –eduaction  karkka- learn . 
 
Shubhakruth    has the consonants – sa- ka- Ra- pa –the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is mikuntha  soththu  paththu  konda manithar -   one 
who  has many  properties ; soththu paththu –assets .  
 
Shubhakruth    has the consonants – sa- ka- Ra- pa –the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kaasu panam mikka   panakkaara  manithar -  rich  
person  ; panakkaarar- rich person .  
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Shubhakruth    has the consonants – sa- ka- Ra- pa –the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is mikuntha  /sirappaana  thiramai / arivu  koormai  
konda manithar -  highly intelligent person ; sirappu- best; thiramai- talent ; arivu 
–knowledge ; koormai- sharp .  
 
Shubhakruth    has the consonants – sa- ka- Ra- pa –the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is nar seyar  purikindra manithar- doer of good deeds; 
nar seyar-  good deeds .  
 
Shubhakruth    has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra- pa –the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is mikuntha thun  adakkam / naavu  adakkam / panivu  
konda manithar -  humble person;  thun adakkam- self control .  
 
Shubhakruth    has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra- pa –the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thiru  kovir  paniyir  eedupaadu  kaatum  manithar- 
interested in temple activities ; kovir- temple ; pani- job ; eedupaadu- interest .   
 
Shubhakruth    has the consonants -sa- ka- Ra- pa –the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   seikindra  paniyir  mikuntha  kai thiramai  kondavar 
-  skilled in his work ; kai thiramai -  hand  skill .  
 
37. Shobhakruth -  winner of the war/ wise / learned person/hand some man 
virtous  . 
 
 

Shobhakruth    has the consonants – sa- pa-  ka- Ra- the - and the original Tamil 
interpreation  of the word is    erakkam konda  manathai  udaiyavan – kind hearted  
man ; erakkam- compassion ; manathu- mind. 
 
 

Shobhakruth    has the consonants – sa- pa-  ka- Ra- the - and the original Tamil 
interpreation  of the word is    kanivudan  paesukindra   manithar  -  sweetly  
speaking  person; paesuka- speak    . 
 

Shobhakruth    has the consonants – [- sa-] - pa-  ka- Ra- the - and the original 
Tamil interpreation  of the word is   paer arivu  udaiya manithar  -  wise man 
/scholar ; paer arivu-  wisdom . 
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Shobhakruth    has the consonants – sa- pa-  ka- Ra- the - and the original Tamil 
interpreation  of the word is   poaerir / sandaiyir   vetri  kaanum  maravan -  winner 
of the war ; poar- war ; sandai- fight ; vetri  adaika –victory; maravan- hero  . 
 
Shobhakruth    has the consonants – sa- pa-  ka- Ra- the - and the original Tamil 
interpreation  of the word is   nar seyar   purinkindravar -  doer of good  deeds ; 
nar-  good; seyar- deed .  
 
 

Shobhakruth    has the consonants –-sa- [-pa-]-  ka- Ra- the - and the original Tamil 
interpreation  of the word is   kasadara  katru  thaernthavar  -  learned person ; 
karkka- learn .  
 
 

Shobhakruth    has the consonants –-sa- pa-  ka- Ra- the - and the original Tamil 
interpreation  of the word is   paar  poatrukindra  arasar / manaathi  mannar -  the 
praised king  ; paar-  world; poatruka- appreciate /paraattuka ;  paer arasan/ 
pharoah- emperor . 
 
  Shobhakruth    has the consonants –-sa- pa-  ka- Ra- the - and the original Tamil 
interpreation  of the word is   vadivam udaiya / kaanpaor  viru-p-pum  udar   kattu 
kondavar  -  has a  good body build ;  vasikara[Skt]   thoatram kondavar ; vadivam- 
shape ;  kaanpoar- those who see ; virumpu- like ; udar- body .  
 
  Shobhakruth    has the consonants –-[-sa-] – [-pa-] -  ka- Ra- the - and the original 
Tamil interpreation  of the word is  nar kunam  vaainthavar- virtuous  man ; nar- 
good; kunam- nature . 
 
38. Khrodhi –hot tempered/ proud person/   one who loves wife/ addicted to 
evil ways / adulterer /    interested in collecting herbs / interested in science .   
 
Khrodhi   has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the - and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  manaivi -idam   mikuntha  anpu  kaattukindravar [ missing letter- 
pa-]- -  one who loves his wife ; manaivi –wife  ; mikuntha- excess;   anpu- 
affection; kaattu –show  .   
 
Khrodhi   has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the - and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   thar-  perumai/ karvam [Skt]   kondavar – proud person; thar- self; 
perumai- pride/perumitham   . 
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Khrodhi   has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the - and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  koapa kaara  manithar [ missing letter- pa-]-  angry  person ; 
koapam –anger .  
 
Khrodhi   has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the - and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  kodura   kunam  udaiya  manithhar -  cruel person ; koduram- 
cruel; kunam- nature  . 
 
Khrodhi   has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the - and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  poathi  marunthukku  adimai  yaana  manithar [ missing letter- pa-
]-  -  one who is addicted to drugs ; poathai-intoxication ; marunthu –drug ; 
adimai- slave  .  
 
Khrodhi   has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the - and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   ariviu-yar arivai / unmai yaei   poatrukindra / thaedukindra   
manithar  - patron of scientific  knowledge ; arivu- knowledge ; unmai- truth; 
thaeduka- to seek  . 
 
Khrodhi   has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the - and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   maatraan  manaivi-idam  thiruttu  thanamaaka  udar  uravu  
kondidum  manithar-  has sexual relationship  with others  wife ; maatran- 
neighbor; manaivi –wife;  thirudu –steal ; udar- body; uravu –relatioship   .   
 
Khrodhi   has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the - and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  maruthuthuva   kunam  konda  mara  vaerai  kaattir   thaedi  kandu  
pidiththu  paathu  kaatthu  vaippavan [ missing letter- pa-]- -  one who  collects  
herbs from the forest ; maruththuvam- medicine ; kunam- nature ; maram- tree; 
vaeru –root; thaeduka- to seek; kandu pidi –discover; paathu kaaththidu- keep it 
safe    . 
  
39. Vishavasa –sweet lover/ virtous person/patient one/ has high sense of 
humor .  
 
Vishavasa  aandu  has the consonants - va- sa- va – -sa -– an -  the - and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   suvaiyaana  inippu  theeni- yaei  
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pandaththai  aasaiyaaka   undidum  manithan -  sweet eater ; suvaiyaana- tasty ; 
inippu- sweet;  theeni pandam- eatable ; aaasai- desire ; undidiu  -eat  .  
 
Vishavasa  aandu  has the consonants - va- [-sa-] - va – -[-sa -] -– an -  the - and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is    kunam kondavan -  good  natured 
man ; kunam- nature .  
 
Vishavasa  aandu  has the consonants - va- [-sa-] - va – -[-sa -] -– an -  the - and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   amaithi  kaaththidum  kunam  konda  
maaithan-  patient  one ; amaithi- peace . 
 
Vishavasa  aandu  has the consonants - va- sa- va – sa --– an -  the - and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   nakai  suvai  unarchchi  [ missing  
letter- Ra -]-   konda    manithar -  humorous person ; nakai suvai- joke; unarchchi- 
feeling  . 
 
Vishavasa  aandu  has the consonants - va- sa- va – sa --– an -  the - and the 
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   pada  kathai  puththakthai    aasai 
kondu  padippavan/ vaasippavan [ missing letter- pa-]-  -  interested in reading  
comic books ; padam- drawing;  kathai- story ; puththakam- book ; padi- learn .  
 
40. Prabava – stupid/  ruiner of family/ devoid of good  conduct / speaker of 
bitter words . 
 
Prabava   aandu   has the consonants – [-pa-] -Ra –[-pa-] -va – an -  the -  and the 
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   arivu  ketta  madaiyan  -    stupid 
person ; arivu-  knowledge .  
 
Prabava   aandu   has the consonants – [-pa-] -Ra –[-pa-] -va – an -  the -  and the 
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is    ketta   kunam konda manithar – bad 
conduct ; ketta- bad; kunam- nature .    
 
Prabava   aandu   has the consonants – [-pa-] -Ra –[-pa-] -va – an -  the -  and the 
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   kudi -yaei  kedukkindra  manithar -  
ruiner of his family ; kudi- family ; kedukka- ruin  .  
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Prabava   aandu   has the consonants – -pa--Ra –pa-va – an -  the -  and the 
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is    panam  kaasu  sampaathikka  / 
eetta /   kadumaiyaaka   poaraadukindar manithar -  struggles to  earn  some 
money ; panam-  money/ naanayam ; kai kaasu- cash; eettu- earn ; poaraadu- 
struggle  . 
 
Prabava   aandu   has the consonants – -pa--Ra –pa-va – an -  the -  and the 
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   kadum   soar/  paechchu  
paseukindra    manithar -  one who  speaks harsh words ; kadumai- severe ; soar- 
speech/ paechcu ; paesuka- speak  . 
 
41. Plavanga -  one with restles mind/ devoid of good conduct / thoughtless/ 
lustful /one with sick  body .  
 
Plavanga aandu   has the consonants – pa- la- va – an- ka  - an -the -  and the  
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   eppoathum   mana-k-kalvalaiyoadu   
vazhkindra  manithan -  one who  lives with worries ; eppoathum- always; 
manam- mind; kavalai- worry ; vaazh- live  . 
 
Plavanga aandu   has the consonants – pa- la- va – an- ka  - an -the -  and the  
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   kaedu  ketta  seyalkalil   eedupadu 
konda   manithan – one who indulges in  bad deeds ; kaedu- bad /evil ; seyalkal- 
deeds ; eedupaadu- interest  .  
 
Plavanga aandu   has the consonants – pa- la- va – an- ka  - an -the -  and the  
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  eduththaen  kavilthaen  ena  mun  
thittamidal  illaamal  seyal padukindra  manithan [ missing  letter- sa-]- one who  
does things  impulsively ; thittam- plan ; ilaamai- without ; seyal-action .  
 
Plavanga aandu   has the consonants – pa- la- va – an- ka  - an -the -  and the  
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  kannil   kanda   penkalai  ellaam 
kathalikkum  mana  paanku  konda manithan   -  falls in love with all women; kan- 
eye;  penkal- women ; kaathalikka – to love; mana paanku- mental  nature  . 
 
Plavanga aandu   has the consonants – pa- la- va – an- ka  - an -the -  and the  
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   kalavu iyal inpam   thaedum  
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manithan-   one who  seeks  pleasure in sexual activites ; kalavu  vaelai- sexual 
intercourse ; inpam- pleasure  .   
 
Plavanga aandu   has the consonants – pa- la- va – an- ka  - an -the -  and the  
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   ellaa   makkalidamum  mikuntha   
paasam  konda manithan-  affectionate towards all  people ; makkal -  people ; 
paasam- affection  . 
 
Plavanga aandu   has the consonants – - pa-- la- va – an- ka  - an -the -  and the  
original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  noaei  nodi / pinikku  aalaakum 
manithan –one with sick body ; noaei- disease; pini- disease  .  
 
42.kilaka – sweet spoken /  has fat  legs /  kind hearted /  lover of water. 
 
Kilaka aandu  has the consonants -  ka -la -ka – an -  the -  and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   mikuntha  azhaku  illaatha  manithan  -  one who is 
less  handsome ; mikuntha- excess;  azhaku- beauty ; illai- nil ; manithan- man  . 
    
Kilaka aandu  has the consonants -  ka -la -ka – an -  the -  and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  enimaiyaaka /  kala kala- vena  kathaikkum  
manithan -  sweet spoken   person  ; enimai- sweet ;  kala kala  - jovial; kathaikka-  
to speak   . 
 
Kilaka aandu  has the consonants -  ka -la -ka – an -  the -  and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   ethaiyaththil / ullaththil   - ellaa  makklalidaththum  
mikuntha  anpu konda manithan  [ missing letter- pa-]-   kind hearted person ; 
ethayam- heart ; ullam-  soul ; ella- all; makkal- people;  mikuntha- excess ; anpu- 
kind   .  
    
Kilaka aandu  has the consonants -  ka -la -ka – an -  the -  and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kundaana  thoadaikalai  / kaal -kalai ulla  manithan-  
one with fat legs ; kundu-   stout ; thodai- thigh  ; kaal- leg; kaalkal- legs  .  
 
 Kilaka aandu  has the consonants -  ka -la -ka – an -  the -  and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kovil   panikalil / vaelai- yil  mikuntha eedpaadu  
konda manithan [ missing letter- pa-]-   involved in temple activites ; kovil –temple 
;  vaelai- work ;  mikuntha- excess;  eedupaadu –interest  .  
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 Kilaka aandu  has the consonants -  ka -la -ka – an -  the -  and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   thanniyaei   kaathalikkum /   kulikka  / neentha  /  
thanni   vilaiyaattukalai  kaathalikkum   manithan -  one who loves water  sports ; 
thanni-  water ;  kathalikka -  to love; kulikka-  to have bath;  neenthu –to swim ; 
vilaiyaattu- play  . 
 
Kilaka aandu  has the consonants -  ka -la -ka – an -  the -  and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  mikuntha  udal  valimai  ulla  manithan-   strong 
person ; udal-  body;  valimai- skill  .   
 
Kilaka aandu  has the consonants -  ka -la -ka – an -  the -  and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kaal kodiyan-  valiant  one  . 
 
Kilaka aandu  has the consonants -  ka -la -ka – an -  the -  and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   elithil  vella  mudiyaatha  manithan -  can not be 
defeated ;  villu  viththaiyil vallavan – good archer ; elithil –easily; vella- to win ; 
mudiyaathu- not possible .  
 
43.Saumya –learned/ wealthy/ pure/ sick body / trader . 
 
Saumya aandu  has the consonants- [- sa-]  ma - an -the – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   padiththa  manithan [ missing letter- pa-]-  -learned 
man;   paditha- educated .  
 
Saumya aandu  has the consonants- [- sa-]  ma - an -the – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  panam  udaiya manithan [ missing letter- pa-]-  -  
one with money ; panam- money/naanayam  . 
 
Saumya aandu  has the consonants- [- sa-]  ma - an -the – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  thooimaiyaana  manithan-  pure man; thooimai- 
pure  . 
 
Saumya aandu  has the consonants-- sa- ma - an -the – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   panda maatram  seithidum  manithan  [ missing 
letter- pa-]-   one who does exchange of goods; pandam –goods;  maatram- 
exchange ; seithido- do  .    
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Saumya aandu  has the consonants—[-sa-] - ma - an -the – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   noaei  nodi  udaiya manithan -  one who is 
diseased; noaei- disease .  
 
Saumya aandu  has the consonants—[-sa-] - ma - an -the – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  mana  amaithi  udaiya manithan – calm person ; 
manam- mind; amaithi- peace .  
 
44. Sadharana -  writer/  pure peson/ wanderer /  free from wordly  pleasures . 
 
Sadharana  has the consonants- [- sa-]  –the- Ra- an-   and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  aaththiram / seetram  udaiya  manithan -  angery  
person; seetram- fierce; aaththiram-anger  .  
 
Sadharana  has the consonants-  sa-–the- Ra- an-   and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  siru  kathai  /katturai/  kavithai / kaaviyam 
/kaapiyam  kirukkindra  manithar [ missing letter- ka-]- one who  writes  stories/ 
poems / epics; siru- small; kathai- story /saritham [ Skt]; katturai-article; kavithai-
poem ;kaaviyam/kaapiyam – epic; kirukkidu- write 
 
Sadharana  has the consonants-  [-sa-] -–the- Ra- an-   and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thooimaiyaana  manithar - pure person ;thooimai-
pure; manithar-man  . 
 
Sadharana  has the consonants--sa--–the- Ra- an-   and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is    aasai -yaei / mutrum  thurantha  manithar-  one 
who  has  no desires; aasai- desire; thuranthidu- renounce.  
 
Sadharana  has the consonants--sa--–the- Ra- an-   and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   sutru  payanam  seikindravar [ missing  letter- pa-]-   
-  traveler ; sutru payanam- tours  .  
 
45. Virodhikirta -  wanderer /  one who neglects his father /  worshipper of lord 
Siva / quarrelsome.    
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Virodhikirta    has the consonants - va –Ra- the- ka- Ra -the – and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is    uoor  uooraaka  / theru  theruvaaka   
thirikindra  manithar - one who wanders  from  street to street / village to village . 
 
Virodhikirta    has the consonants - va –Ra- the- ka- Ra -the – and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  Siva perumanai  vaendi  vanankidum / kai  
koopi kumpidum  manithar- one who  worships  Sivan . 
 
Virodhikirta    has the consonants - va –Ra- the- ka- Ra -the – and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   anaivaraodum   sandaikku  poakindra  
manithar [missing letters- pa –and- sa-]-  quarrels with all.  
 
Virodhikirta    has the consonants - va –Ra- the- ka- Ra -the – and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  thakappanai   kaappaatra  manithar-  onew 
ho  does not  look after his father.  
 
46.Paridhavi –wealthy/ honored in the kings court /wise man/ learned . 
 
Dis cusion ;   instrad of reading  the soothtiram word ‘ Paridhavi’  as   
naarpaththi aravathu  aandu  oattam-  46 th year  of running  it is  un scientific  
to  read the word Paidhavi  in the following ways -  astrological way .     
 
Paridhavi  has the consonants – pa- Ra -the -va -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  panakkara  manithar -  rich  person; panakkaarar- 
rich person  .  
 
Paridhavi  has the consonants – pa- Ra -the -va -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  mikuntha  panam  padaiththavar – one with money ; 
panam- money/naanayam  . 
 
Paridhavi  has the consonants – pa- Ra -the -va -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  naaatu  mannarin   mathippai  petravar -  honoured 
by the king; naadu- state ; mannar- king ; mathippu- respect ; petravar- one who 
has. mannar- king  . 
 
Paridhavi  has the consonants – pa- Ra -the -va -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  soththu   paththu / thottam  /thuravu / vayar kaadu 
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/ kaani  karai  / thoppu /  pannai  niraiya  kondu  irukkum manithar – one with  
many  properties ; soththu paththu -asset ; thottam- estate; thuravu- well ; vayar 
kaadu- paddy field ; kaani kari-  agricultural field ; pannai- farm ; niraiya- more  .  
 
Paridhavi  has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra -the -va -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   katru thaerntha  manithar – learned person; 
katravan- learned one .  
 
Paridhavi  has the consonants – pa-Ra -the -va -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   paer arivu  konda manithar-  scholar ; paer arivu –
wisdom .  
 
Paridhavi  has the consonants – pa-Ra -the -va -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  padam  / oa-viyam    varaikindra  manithar -  artist/ 
painter;  padam- drawing ; oviyam- painting ; varainthiduka- draw  .  
 
Paridhavi  has the consonants – pa-Ra -the -va -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   paatu  padukindravar -  artist / singer; paattu- 
poem/song ; paadukindravar -  singer .  
 
Paridhavi  has the consonants – pa-Ra -the -va -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  nadikka  therinthavar -  drama artist  /actor ; 
nadikka- act .   
 
Paridhavi  has the consonants – [-pa-] -Ra -the -va -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   kar  uruvam  sethukka/ pathikka / porikka   
therinthavar –[ missing letter- sa-]-   sculptor ; kar- stone; uruvam- figure; 
sethukka- to carve  . 
 
Paridhavi  has the consonants – [-pa-] -Ra -the -va -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is perum   arivu  koormai  kondavar-  wise person; 
arivu- knowledge ;  koormai- sharp; perum- big  .   
 
47. Pramadicha –wicked /poor/ weaker intellect / greedy  person /quarrelsome 
.  
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Pramadicha    has the consonants-  pa- Ra -ma -the –[- sa-] -  and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is   thar  paerumai  udaiya  manithar – proud  
person  ;  thar- self; perumai- pride/ perumitham .  
 
Pramadicha    has the consonants-  pa- Ra -ma -the –[- sa-] -  and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is   kai yir  panam kaasu  indri  varumai -yir 
vaadum  manithar [ missing  letter- ka-]- – suffers from  poverty ;  kai kai- hand ; 
kaasu-  hand cash . 
 
Pramadicha    has the consonants-  pa- Ra -ma -the –[- sa-] -  and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  maatraan  manai -vi -idam   uravu  kondu  
irukkindravar -  one who has extra  marietal relationship; maatraan- neighbor ;  
manaivi- wife  . 
 
Pramadicha    has the consonants-  pa- Ra -ma -the –[- sa-] -  and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  perum   madai -yar / moodar  -  stupid  
person ; madaiyar- fools ; perum- big . 
 
Pramadicha    has the consonants-  pa- Ra -ma -the – sa- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  paer aasai  udaiya  manithar -  greedy person; paer- 
big; aasai- desire . 
 
Pramadicha    has the consonants-  pa- Ra -ma -the – sa- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  pirarai  yaemaththum  manithar-  cheater; pirar- 
others; yaemaatru – cheat  .  
 
Pramadicha    has the consonants-  pa- Ra -ma -the – sa- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   sandai  poadum manithar -  quarrelsome person; 
sandai  poadu -fight.  
 
48.Ananda  -skilled one/ has a sense of thankfulness / hapy person/ has many  
wives  . 
 
Ananda  has the consonants – an- the- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  thiru  marai  katravan  [ missing  letter-   ka –and- Ra -]- one who has 
learnt  holy  scriptures;   Thiru marai –Torah /holy scripture ; katravan- one who 
has read  .  
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Ananda  has the consonants – an- the- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  thirami  udaiya manithar [ missing letter-  Ra -]-  talented person; 
thirami- talent/smart  .  
 
Ananda  has the consonants – an- the- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   nandri  udaiya  manithar [ missing letter-  Ra -]-   -  one who has 
gratitude  ; nandri maravaamai- gratitude . 
 
Ananda  has the consonants – an- the- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   eru  thaaram  udaiya  manithar [ missing letter-  Ra -]-    one with two  
wives ; eru –two ; thaaram-  wife . 
 
Ananda  has the consonants – an- the- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   eppoathum  mana   inpam [ santhosam ]  [Skt]  udaiya  manithan [ 
missing letter- pa/sa -]-  happy  person ; eppoathum  -always ; manam- mind; 
inpam- pleasure .  
 
Ananda  has the consonants – an- the- and the original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  pandithan [ missing letter -pa-]- - pandit . 
 
49.Rakshasa –cruel/  quarrelsome/ devoid of religion/ indulge in vain talk . 
 
Rakshasa aandu    has the consonants – Ra- ka- [-sa -] –[-sa-]- an- the -and the 
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   kodura / kunam / manathu  / sinthai  
[Skt] kondavan -  cruel hearted person ; koduram- cruel ; kunam- nature ; 
manthu- mind ; sinthai-   thoughts . 
 
Rakshasa aandu    has the consonants – Ra- ka- [-sa -] –-sa- an- the -and the 
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   sandai –k- kaaran  -  quarrel some 
person ; sandai-iduka  –fight .  
 
Rakshasa aandu    has the consonants – Ra- ka- [-sa -] –-sa- an- the -and the 
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is    kutram  seikindravan/ theengu   
seikindra  manithar -  doer of bad deeds ; kutram- fault  /crime ; theengu –evil .  
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Rakshasa aandu    has the consonants – Ra- ka- [-sa -] –-sa- an- the -and the 
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   aandavanai  / theivaththai    
kumpidaatha  / samaya  / matha  nampikkai atra  manithar[ missing letter- pa-]-  -  
one who does not believe in religion  ;  aandaavn –god/ theivam ; kumpiduthar- 
to worship;  matham- religion ; nampikkai- hope ; atra- nil   .    
 
Rakshasa aandu    has the consonants – Ra- ka- [-sa -] –-sa- an- the -and the 
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   vettiyaaka/  karuththu  indri   urai 
yaadukindra /  paesukindra / naeraththai  veenaaka  poakku -kindra  manithar [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -   indulges in vain talk  ; karuththu- thoughts/motive ; indri- 
nil ; uraiaaduka –speak/  lecture ; paesu –speech/basa; paesuka- speak ; 
veenaaka- vain  . 
 
50.Nala aandu –wealthy/ virtous/ expert in the trade of things obtained from 
water /well behaved  . 
 
Nala aandu   has the consonants  -an- la –an- the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  nalla  manithan  -  good person ; nalla- good; 
manithan- man  .  
 
Nala aandu   has the consonants  -an- la –an- the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   valamaana   vaazhvu udaiya  manithan- [ missing 
letter- ka-]-   wealthy  person ; valamai- fertile ; vaazhvu- life  . 
 
Nala aandu   has the consonants  -an- la –an- the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   mana amaithi  illatha  manithan -  one  with out 
peace of mind ; manam- mind; amaithi- peace; illai –nil  . 
 
Nala aandu   has the consonants  -an- la –an- the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kadal /aatthu  thanniyil   vaazhum  meenai  
pidiththu /  vaanki / kadaiyil  viththu /  thozhil   /vanikam / panniyam / seithidum   
muthaali  / thozhilaali [ missing  letters-  ka- pa - and-  sa-] -  one who  does fishing 
or fish business ;  kadal- sea; aaththu- thanni –river water ; vaazhum- living ; 
meen- fish ; pidikka  –catch ; vaanku- buy ; kadai –shop; virkka- sale ; thozhil- 
profession  / vanikam- trade ; panniyam- business;  seithidu- do; muthalaali-  
employer  .      
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Nala aandu   has the consonants  -an- la –an- the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kadalil  muththu  kulikkum  manithan [ missing  
letter- ka-]-  -  pearl diver ; kadal- sea;  muththu- pearl ; kuli- to bath / dive .  
 
Nala aandu   has the consonants  -an- la –an- the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  nan  nadaththai  ulla  manithan -  a man  of 
character.  
 
51.Pinkala  aandu – minister of the king / uses bitter words/  happy/ handsome 
man/stupid.   
 
Pinkala aandu  has the consonants –[- pa-] - an- ka- la  -an –the-  and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  naadu aalum  mannavanin  avaiyil  ulla  
amaaththiyan  -  minister of the king  ; naadu –state; aalu –rule  ; mannar- king ; 
avai - assembly ; avai- sankam [Skt] ; amaththiyan- minister  . 
 
Pinkala aandu  has the consonants –[- pa-] - an- ka- la  -an –the-  and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is   manjal  vanna  kankalai  udaiya  manithan[ 
missing letter- sa-]-  – one who  has yellow eyes ; manjal- yellow;  vannam- color  ; 
kankal- oculo/ eyes  . 
 
Pinkala aandu  has the consonants – pa-- an- ka- la  -an –the-  and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is    kadumaiyaana   sorkkalai  payan 
paduththum  /paesum  manithan [  missing letter- sa-]-  – one who uses harsh  
words ; kadumai- severe ; sorkkal- words; payan paduthhu –to use ; paesuka- 
speak  .  
 
Pinkala aandu  has the consonants – [-pa-] -- an- ka- la  -an –the-  and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  makizhvaana  manithan – happy  person ; 
makizhchchi- happiness .  
 
Pinkala aandu  has the consonants – [-pa-] -- an- ka- la  -an –the-  and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of  the word is  valimai yaana  manithan-  powerful  man; 
valimai- skill  . 
 
Pinkala aandu  has the consonants –-pa-- an- ka- la  -an –the-  and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of  the word is   poar kalaththil  vaakai  /  ethri- yaei vetri  
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kollum manithan [ missing  letter- pa-]-   conqueror of enemy in the battle field.; 
poar kalam- battle field  ; vaakai sooda vaendum  –to win . 
 
Pinkala aandu  has the consonants –-[-pa-] -- an- ka- la  -an –the-  and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of  the word is  azhakaana  manithan -  handsome man 
;azhaku- beauty; manithan- man   . 
 
Pinkala aandu  has the consonants –-pa--- an- ka- la  -an –the-  and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of  the word is vaazh  naal  muzhuvathum  mei –thanai    
thaedum /  thava  vazhiyil  eedupadum /   panpu  udaiya  manithan  -  one who  
seeks the truth; vaazh naal-  life ; mulukka- fully ; mei- truth  ; naaduak- to seek ; 
thavasi- ascetic  ; panpu- nature . 
 
Pinkala aandu  has the consonants –-pa--- an- ka- la  -an –the-  and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of  the word is  kalvi  payilaatha  / padikkaatha mooda 
thanam  kondavan -  stupid uneducated person ; kalvi –education; payil- learn; 
moodan- fool  .  
 
Pinkala aandu  has the consonants –-pa--- an- ka-  la  -an –the-  and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of  the word is   unavu  unnaamal   noanpu   kadipidikkum  
manithan -   one who practices  penances ; unavu- food; unnu –eat ; noanpu- 
penance . 
 
52.Kalayukthi –astrologer/  weak body /  has [ no]   fortune/ speaks without any  
purpose.  
 
Kalayukthi   has the consonants-  ka- la- ka- the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is Tamil   vaan iyal   kanitham   paditha  Valluvan / kole-
kalin  iyakkaththai  kaniththidum  kaniyan -  master of  Tamil  astrology ;  Tamil- a 
classical language  of Dravidian people ; vaan iyal-  astronomy ; en  kanitham- 
arithematics ; Valluvan- astrologer ; kole- planet ; iyakkam- movement ;  kani- 
assess; kaniyan- astrologer . 
 
Kalayukthi   has the consonants-  ka- la- ka- the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is vazhamaana  vaazhvu  vaazhum / valami illa  
vazhakkai udaiya   manithan -  has a  good /no  fortune ; vazhamai- fertility; 
vaazhkkai- life;  manithan- man   .  
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Kalayukthi   has the consonants-  ka- la- ka- the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is udal valimai  illatha  manithan -  has a weak body; 
udal- body; valimai- skill  . 
 
Kalayukthi   has the consonants-  ka- la- ka- the - and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   vaelai vetti illaamal  veen  paechchu  paesuvathil  
kollai inpam  kaanum  manithan  -  one who indulges in useless talk without doing 
any work ; vaelai- work ; illai- nil ; veen-  unwanted;  paechchu –speech ; paesuka- 
speak;  inpam- pleasure  . 
 
53. Sidharthi –minister of a king/  happy person/ intelligent  / gets fame in the 
battle.  
 
 Sidharthi   has the consonants  -sa -the -Ra -the –  and the original  Tamil  
interpreation  of the word is  arasuradiya /   mannarudaiya   amaaththiyar / 
manthiri [Skt] -  minister of the king ;  arasan –pharoah ; mannar- king ; 
amaahtiyar- minister  . 
 
Sidharthi   has the consonants  -sa -the -Ra -the –  and the original  Tamil  
interpreation  of the word is  manathir  endrum   inpam [ santhosam] udaiya  
manithar- [ missing letter- pa-]  joyful  person ; manam- mind;  endrum- always; 
inpam- pleasure  .   
 
Sidharthi   has the consonants  -sa -the -Ra -the –  and the original  Tamil  
interpreation  of the word is   sirantha  udar  vadivu  udaiya  manithar [ missing 
letter- ka-]- -  handsome person  /well built ; sirantha- best ; udar- body; vadivam- 
shape .  
 
Sidharthi   has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -the -Ra -the –  and the original  Tamil  
interpreation  of the word is   mathi  udaiyaar -  wise person ; mathi –wisdom  .  
 
Sidharthi   has the consonants  --sa- -the -Ra -the –  and the original  Tamil  
interpreation  of the word is  sandaiyir    vaakai  soodiya  manithar [ missing  
letter- ka-]-  -  winner of the fight/ war;  sandai- fight; vaakai soodu –win   .   
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Sidharthi   has the consonants  --[-sa-] - -the -Ra -the –  and the original  Tamil  
interpreation  of the word is   perum  thanmai   udaiya manithar [ missing  letter- 
pa-]- magnanimous person; perum thanmai- magnanimity  . 
 
Sidharthi   has the consonants  ---sa-- -the -Ra -the –  and the original  Tamil  
interpreation  of the word is  athirsttam [Skt]  ketta  manithar  / sirantha  naeram  
kittaatha manithar -[ missing letter- ka-]-- unlucky  person ; athirsttam[ Skt] - good 
luck .  
 
54.Raudri –wicked/  rears cattle /   very fierce / proud person . 
 
Raudri   has the consonants – Ra- the- Ra –    and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  thar perumai  udaiya  manithar- [ missing  letter- pa-]-  proud 
person  ;  thar perumai- self pride . 
 
Raudri   has the consonants – Ra- the- Ra –    and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   aadu  maadu   maeiththidum  idaiyar -  shepherd; aadu – goat 
maadu –bull  .  
 
Raudri   has the consonants – Ra- the- Ra –    and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   yaemaaththum  manithar -  cheater ; yaemaathu –cheat . 
 
Raudri   has the consonants – Ra- the- Ra –    and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is    kodura manathai  udaiya manithar [ missing letter- ka-]-  -  cruel 
hearted  person ; koduram- cruel; manathu- mind  .  
  
Raudri   has the consonants – Ra- the- Ra –    and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   kan kondu   kaana  mudiyaatha  udar  thoatraththai   kondavar-
missing  letters-  ka -and-  pa-]-   one who   has a hoorible looking body .  
 
Raudri   has the consonants – Ra- the- Ra –    and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is    matravarai  kurai  kooidum  kunam konda manithar[ missing 
letter- ka-]- -  one who  find faults with others.  
 
55.Durmathi –lustful/ unhappy/ keeper of words/  foolish/ ignorant. 
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Durmathi   has the consonants-  the- Ra- ma- the- and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   arivu  ketta  madaiyar [ missing letter- ka-]- stupid 
person  ; arivu- wise .  
 
Durmathi   has the consonants-  the- Ra- ma- the- and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   mana  amaithi  kuraivaana  manithar[ missing 
letter- ka-]-  one who is unhappy ; manam- mind; amaithi- peace ; kuraivu- less . 
 
Durmathi   has the consonants-  the- Ra- ma- the- and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   udar inpam thaedum manithar  [ missing  letter- 
pa-] -- one who seeks  bodily  pleasure. ; udar-body; inpam- pleasure  . 
 
Durmathi   has the consonants-  the- Ra- ma- the- and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   koduththa   vaakkai / kootru - uruthiyaei  
kaaththidum  manithar [ missing  letter- ka-]- -  keeper of words ; koduththa- 
given; vaakku –voice .   
 
Durmathi   has the consonants-  the- Ra- ma- the- and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  ariyaamai   udaiya  manithar-  ignorant  person; 
ariyaamai- ignorance .  
 
56. Dundubhi -  lover of songs and dance/recipient of honor from kings / one 
who  has horse, elephant, gold,  lands / one who  has a big belly and thighs.  .  
 
Dundubhi   has the consonants - the -an - the –[-pa -]-and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  aadum  manithan -  dancer  ; aadu- dance .  
 
Dundubhi   has the consonants - the -an - the -pa -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   paadum manithan – singer; paadu –sing  . 
 
Dundubhi   has the consonants - the -an - the –[-pa-] -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  mannar  mathikkum  manithan -  respected by king 
; mannar-  king; mathikka- respect; manithan- man  .  
 
Dundubhi   has the consonants - the -an - the –[-pa-] -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   yaanai   udaiya  manithan -  one who  has elephant; 
yaanai- elephant  . 
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Dundubhi   has the consonants - the -an - the –[-pa-] -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   vanni   udaiya  manithan  [ misisn  letter- ka-]- – 
one who  has a horse ; vanni  - horse . 
 
Dundubhi   has the consonants - the -an - the pa--and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   pon  udaiya  manithan-  one who  has gold; pon- 
gold .   
 
Dundubhi   has the consonants - the -an – the- [- pa-] --and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  mun  udaiya  manithan  one who  has lands ; mun- 
land .  
 
Dundubhi   has the consonants - the -an – the- - pa---and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thoppai  udaiya  manithan -  one  with  pot belly; 
thoppai – pot belly  .  
 
Dundubhi   has the consonants - the -an – the- -[- pa-] ---and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thadiththa  thodai- yaei  udaiya  manithan-  one 
who has thick / big  thighs  ; thadithha- stout ; thodai- thigh .  
 
Dundubhi   has the consonants - the -an – the- -[- pa-] ---and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   perum  mandai -yaei / mandai kanam / udaiya 
manithan [missing  letter- Ra- ]  one who has a big head ; perum- big; mandai- 
head ; kanam- weight  . 
 
      57.. Rudhirodgāri- weak bodied /  one with yellow eyes  /wise one/  happy/ 
rich  
 
Rudhirodgāri   has the consonants -  Ra -the -Ra -the –ka- Ra  - and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  theeraatha  / theerkka  mudiyaatha  noaei  
nodi  konda  manithar – one with a disease which  has no cure ;  theeraatha- 
never ending ; theerkka- to find a solution ; mudiyaathu- not possible; noaei- 
disease  . 
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Rudhirodgāri   has the consonants -  Ra -the -Ra -the –ka- Ra  - and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  kuruthi  niram konda   kannai  udaiya  
manithar – one with red eyes ; kuruthi- blood;  niram- color ; kan- eye .  
 
Rudhirodgāri   has the consonants -  Ra -the -Ra -the –ka- Ra  - and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  alavukku  mikuthiyaaka  kallu  kudiththathaal   
karal / kalleeral  noaei   kondu/  manjal  kaamalai   noaei/   thaakki   udar  nala  
kuraivu  konda manithar [ missing letter- la-]-  -  one with jaundice because of 
excessive alcohol abuse ; alavu – measurement ; mikuthi- excess; kallu-  a drink ; 
kudi- drink;  arunthuka- to drink; karal- liver/heart ; kalleeral- liver; noaei- 
disease ; manjal kaaamalai- jaundice/paandu ; thaakka- affect ; udar- 
body/udampu ; nalam- health ; kuraivu- less . 
 
Kaamalai  has the consonants -  ka -ma -la  -and the  original Tamil word is  
manjal  vanna  kankal -  yellow eyes; manjal- yellow; vannam- color; kankal- 
eyes .  
 
Rudhirodgāri   has the consonants -  Ra -the -Ra -the –ka- Ra  - and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  mikuntha arivu   koormai  konda manithar-  
wise person ; mikuntha  -excess;  arivu- knowledge; koormai- sharp .  
 
Rudhirodgāri   has the consonants -  Ra -the -Ra -the –ka- Ra  - and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  endrandrum   mukaththir  punnakai  - yoadu  
kaanum  manithar [missing  letter- pa-]-  - joyful  person ; endradrum  -always ; 
mukam- face ; punnakai- smile.  
 
Rudhirodgāri   has the consonants -  Ra -the -Ra -the –ka- Ra  - and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   endrandrum makizhvoadu  vaazhnthidum  
manithar [missing  letter- zha-] -  always living  happily; makizhchchi- happy ; 
vaazhu –live  .  
 
Rudhirodgāri   has the consonants -  Ra -the -Ra -the –ka- Ra  - and the original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  uoor arintha  periya  panakkara  manithar 
[thana vanthar ] [Skt]  [missing  letter- pa-]- - well known rich person ; uoor-  
town; arintha-known ; panakkaarar- rich  person .  
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58. Raktakashi –righteous /lustful /always diseased/religious  / fond of 
relatives/fortunate  . 
 
 Raktakashi   has the consonants - Ra- ka-  the- ka –[- sa -] -  and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is    neri kaakum   nar kunam  konda manithar -  
virtuous person  ;  neri –ethics; kaakka- protect; nar- good; kunam- nature  .  
 
Raktakashi   has the consonants - Ra- ka-  the- ka –[- sa -] -  and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is    pen -piththu  kondavar  / vaippaatti   vaiththu 
irukkum manithar / parathai yarudun   uravaadum  manithar  [ missing letter- pa-]  
-   one who is  after women /  one who  has a concubine/ who who has 
relationship with  prostitutes ; pen –woman/mankai ; piththu- insanity ; 
vaippaatti –concubine ; paraththai- prostitute ; uravu –relationship  .  
   
Raktakashi   has the consonants - Ra- ka-  the- ka –[- sa -] -  and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   endrandrum   noaei  nodi  kondu  vaadukindra  
manithar -  suffering from  sickness ; endrandrum  -for ever; noaei- disease  . 
 
Raktakashi   has the consonants - Ra- ka-  the- ka –[- sa -] -  and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  kadavur   nampikkai  konda manithar [ missing 
letter- pa-]  -  believer of god ; kadavur- god; nampikkai- hope/ visuvaasam  .  
 
Raktakashi   has the consonants - Ra- ka-  the- ka –[- sa -] -  and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   utraar  uravinaridam  mikuntha   anpu  konda 
manithar [ missing letter- pa-]- -  affectionate towards to  realtives  ; utraar 
/uravinar –realtives ; mikuntha- excess ; anpu –affection  .  
 
Raktakashi   has the consonants - Ra- ka-  the- ka –[- sa -] -  and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  matravar  oankuthar / munnaetram   kandu  
poraamai  kaanum  manithar  [ missing letter- pa-]-  can not tolerate others  
progress ; matravar –others  ; oankuthar –grow ; munnaetram- progress ; 
poraamai- jealousy .   
 
Raktakashi   has the consonants - Ra- ka-  the- ka – sa -  and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  mukuntha   athirshttam[Skt]  / enrandrum  sirantha 
naeram    konda manithar -  one who has  fortune  ;sirantha- best;  naeram-time ; 
athirstttam [Skt] -good luck  . 
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59.Krodhana –puts obstacles/fierce/ deceiver  / bad conduct . 
 
Krodhana  has the consonants – ka- Ra- the- an -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   thadai  idukindra  manithar -  one who  makes  
obstacles ; thadai- obstacle .  
 
Krodhana  has the consonants – ka- Ra- the- an -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   koduramaana  manithar- fierce person  ; koduram-  
cruel .  
 
Krodhana  has the consonants – ka- Ra- the- an -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is unmai  yaei  unaraatha  manithar-  one who  does 
not know the truth – deluded person  ; unmai- truth  ; unaru- understand .  
 
Krodhana  has the consonants – ka- Ra- the- an -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   yaemaatrum  manithan - deceiver ; yaemaatru –
cheat . 
 
Krodhana  has the consonants – ka- Ra- the- an -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  ketta  nadaththai  konda manithan-  man of  bad 
conduct ; ketta  - bad;  nadaththai- conduct  . 
    
60. Aksaya aandu –  handsome person/  free from sickness/ cheerful / hard 
hearted .  
 
Aksaya aandu   has the consonants  -ka- [- sa-] - an- the- and the original tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   vadivu  udaiyavan -  handsome person ; vadivu- 
shape/ beauty  .  
 
Aksaya aandu   has the consonants  -ka- [- sa-] - an- the- and the original tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   punnakai  pookkum  mukam  kondavan [ missing  
letter- pa-]-   one with smiling face ; punnakai- smile  ; mukam- face  . 
 
Aksaya aandu   has the consonants  -ka-  sa- an- the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kal  nenjai  kondavan /elakaaatha manathai  
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kondavan   [ missing letter- la-]-   hard  hearted person ; kal- stone; nenju –chest; 
elakaatha- not melting  .     
 
Aksaya aandu   has the consonants  -ka-  [- sa-] - an- the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  noaei  nodi  illatha manithan  [ missing letter- la-]-     
-  free from sickness ; noaei- illness ; illai - nil .  
 
Aksaya aandu   has the consonants  -ka-  [- sa-] - an- the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  mathikka  thakunthavan  -  respected  one ; 
mathippu-esteem . 
 
 
http://www.venoastrology.com/panchang.html   
 
 Poornima - (Deity - Chandra) - maturity, sober, fame     
 
Poornima   has the consonants  -pa- Ra- an -ma – and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  pathinainthaam naar-  niraimathi  naar [ missing  
letter- the -]-15th day -  the full moon day ; pathinanithu  -15; nirai mathi-full 
moon ; naar- day  .  

Poornima  has the consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra- an -ma – and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  muthirntha  [ pirai] [ missing letter- the -] -  
mature/ matured moon; pirai- crescent  . 

Poornima  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- an -ma – and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  perum  mathippu  udaiya manithar-[ missing letter- 
the -] -    famous person ; perum- great; mathippu- esteem ;  manithar- man .  

Poornima  has the consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra- an -ma – and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  nithanaam  udaiya  manithar [ missing letter- the -] 
-  -  sober person ; nithaanam - patience . 

Poornima  has the consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra- an -ma – and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is paer amaithi / mattu udaiya  udaiya/ 
manathu/manithar [ missing letter- the -] -  sober person  . 

http://www.venoastrology.com/panchang.html
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Poornima  has the consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra- an -ma – and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is nirai mathi [ missing letter- the -] – Chandra/ full 
moon  .   

 

30. Krishna paksa.  

1. Pratipada - (Deity - Agni) - Growth, new enterprise, learning, being 
industrious 

 
Pratipada  has the consonats – pa- Ra- the –[-pa-] -the – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  ondraam  thaei pirai naar -   first day of Krishna 
paksa ;  ondraam- first ;  thaei –fade;  pirai- crescent ; naar- day . 
 
Pratipada  has the consonats – pa- Ra- the –-pa--the – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  paththi  erinthidum  thee/ neruppu  – burning  fire / 
akkini ;  eriththidu -to burn/ erinthida ;  thee- fire ; neruppu –fire.  
 
Pratipada  has the consonats – pa- Ra- the –-pa--the – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   en- naeramum perum   suru suruppu udaiya  
manithar- [ missing  letter- sa-]  - busy person ; entha naeramum- all time ;  suru 
suruppaaka- brisk. .   
 
Pratipada  has the consonats – pa- Ra- the –-pa--the – and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  perum  padippu/patta  padippu padiththidu  -  to  
have  higher education ; padippu –education ; patta  padippu-  degree ; padi –
read . 
 
 
2. Dwitiya - (Deity - Brahma) – Joy 
 
Dwitiya  has the consonants - the -va -the -  and the original Tamil  word is 
erandavathu  thaei  pirai  thinkar  naar [ missing  letters-  pa -and-  Ra-] -  2nd day 
of Krishna paksa ; erandaam- 2nd ; thaei- fade ; thinkar- moon ; naar- day   . 
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Dwitiya  has the consonants - the -va -the -  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  is padaippu thaievam/kadavur– Brahma [ missing  letters-  pa -and-  Ra-]- 
god of education ;    padippu – education; theivam- god .  
 
Dwitiya  has the consonants - the -va -the -  and the original Tamil  word is 
kondaattam-  celebration . 
 
Dwitiya  has the consonants - the -va -the -  and the original Tamil  word is  
manthau  /akam  paer  uvakai  kondida [ missing  letters-  pa -and-  Ra-]-  happy 
mind ;  akam-  psycho ;  uvakai – happy . 
 
Dwitiya  has the consonants - the -va -the -  and the otherinterpretation of the 
word is  paer –aanantham[Skt]  konda  manam  [ missing  letters-  pa -and-  Ra-]-  
excess  happiness; aanantham- happiness . 
 
 
3. Tritiya - (Deity - Gauri) - Courage, good speech 
 
Tritiya  has the consonants – the- the -Ra  -and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  moondraam  thaei  pirai naar  [ missing  letter- pa-] –3rd  day of 
Krishna paksa ;  moondru –three ; thaei - fade ; pirai –crescent; naar- day . 
 
Tritiya  has the consonants – the- the -Ra  -and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  kathiravanukkm   thinkar – kkum  idaiyae aana   koana kanakku  
pan- erandu – paakai  pirikai aakum [ missing  letters-  pa –and- ka -]-  muppatthi 
aaru -  36°  degree angular  separation between sun and the moon . 
 
Tritiya  has the consonants – the- the -Ra  -and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   siruppu urai aartidu [ missing  letter- sa-]-   to deliver the special 
lecture ;  sirappu urai-  special  lecture  .  
 
Tritiya  has the consonants – the- the -Ra  -and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   sirithum manathir  achcham indri [ missing  letter- sa-]-  with least 
fear in the mind  ; achcham- fear ; idri- without  . 
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Tritiya  has the consonants – the- the -Ra  -and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  manathir  peethi indri [ missing  letter- pa-] -  with our fear in the 
mind  ; manathu-  fear ;  peethi- fear; indri –without .  
 
Tritiya  has the consonants – the- the -Ra  -and the original Tamil interpretation  
of  the word is  thaeiriyam [Skt] udaiya/ theeram udaiya manathu -  courageous 
mind  ; theeram- courage .    
 
Tritiya  has the consonants – the- the -Ra  -and the original Tamil interpretation  
of  the word is   thunichchar udaiya manathu[ missing  letter- sa-] -  brave mind ; 
thunivu -  brave .   
 
Tritiya  has the consonants – the- the -Ra  -and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   Durgha devi  / kotravai theivam [ missing letter- ka-]- goddess 
Gauri devi[Skt]; kotravai- victoira  . 
 
 
4. Chatruthi - (Deity - Ganapati) - Fulfills ambition, spiritual activity 
 
Chatruthi   krishna paksa  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the – Ra- the  -  ka- Ra- [- 
sa-] -an- pa -ka-[- sa-] - and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  thaei 
pirai naar  thinkar kanakku  naanku  - 4rth day of  Krishna paksa . 
 
Chatruthi   has the consonants – [-sa-] - the – Ra- the  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thaei pirai naar  kanakku- naan / naanku  [ missing  
letters- ka-  and-  pa-] -  fourth day of the Krishna paksa  .  
 
Chatruthi   has the consonants – -sa-the – Ra- the  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is Vinaayakar sathurththi [ missing  letter- ka-].  
 
Chatruthi   has the consonants – [-sa-] - the – Ra- the  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   thittam ittu ondari adainthiduthar -  saathiduthar 
[Skt] -  attaining the goal .  
 
Chatruthi   has the consonants – [-sa-] - the – Ra- the  -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thiru marai  oatha  yaetra naeram-  good time to 
recite Torah/ thirumarai  . 
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5. Panchami - (Deity - Naga) – Wealth 
 
Panchami  has the consonants – [-pa-]- an- [-sa-]- ma --  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  aeintham  thinam [missing  letter- the -] -  fifth day ; 
aeinthu- fifth ; thinam –day . 
 
Panchami  Krishna paksa   has the consonants-  [-pa -] –an- [-sa-]  -ma – ka- Ra-[- 
sa -] -an  -pa –ka- [-sa -] - and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is   
thaei pirai naar  thinkar kanakku  aeinthu  [missing  letter- the -] -   - 5th day   of  
Krishna paksa ; naar- day;  thinkar-moon ; kanakku –count; aeinthu- 5.   
 
Panchami  has the consonants – [-pa-]- an- [-sa-]- ma --  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  naakam-  [ missing letter- ka-] - cobra . 
 
Panchami  has the consonants –-pa- an- sa-ma --  and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  panam kaasu [ missing letter- ka-]- money.  
 
 
6. Shashti - (Deity - Kartika) - Reputation, Fame 
 
Shashti   Krishna paksa has the consonants -  [- sa-]  –[-sa-] - the-  ka- Ra –[-sa-]  
an-  pa- ka –[-sa-]  - and the original Tamil interpretation of the word is thaei pirai 
naar thinkar kanakku  aaram  naar  - 6th day of the Krishna paksa ; aaru- 6; naar- 
day . 
  
Shashti   Krishna paksa has the consonants -  [- sa-]  –[-sa-] - the-  ka- Ra –[-sa-]  
an- [- pa-] - ka –[-sa-]  - and the original Tamil interpretation of the word is  
kaarththikaeyan  [Skt]  /  Sivan makan  Thiru murugan -  Murugan son of Sivan . 
 
Shashti   Krishna paksa has the consonants -  [- sa-]  –[-sa-] - the-  ka- Ra –[-sa-]  
an- [- pa-] - ka –[-sa-]  - and the original Tamil interpretation of the word is    
perum  maththippirkkum  mariyaathikkum   uriya  manithar-  highly  respectd 
Person;  mathippu- esteem; mariyaathai kondu- respect  .  
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7. Saptami - (Deity - Surya) - Friendship, power over others 
 
Saptami  Krishna paksa  has the consonants -  -[- sa-] – -pa-the- ma – ka -Ra- [- sa -
] –an-  pa- ka-[-  sa-]   -  and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is thaei 
pirai naar thinkar kanakku  yaer  aakum    - 7th day of the Krishna paksa ; yaeru- 
yazhu- 7; Ra=la ; thinkar-moon / month ; kanakku –estimation  . 
 
Saptami  Krishna paksa  has the consonants -  -[- sa-] – [-pa-] - the- ma – ka -Ra- [- 
sa -] –an-  pa- ka-[-  sa-]   -  and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
anaivaridaththum  perum natpu  parrattukira / poatrukira  manithar  -  a person 
who is very friendly  with all ; natpu –friendship ;anaivarum- all person;  manithar- 
man  . 
 
Saptami  Krishna paksa  has the consonants -  -[- sa-] – pa-- the- ma – ka -Ra- [- sa 
-] –an- pa- ka-[-  sa-]   -  and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
mattravarukku  aanai  idukira urimai petra  oru manithar -  one who  has the 
rights  to command people;  matravar- others;  aanai- order ; urimai –rights  . 
 
Saptami  Krishna paksa  has the consonants -  -[- sa-] – [-pa-] -- the- ma – ka -Ra- [- 
sa -] –an- -pa- ka-[-  sa-]  -  and the original Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
maantharai   thondru  thottu  /andru muthar  indru mudiya / paathu  kaaththu  
varum  kathiravan/ sooriyan [Skt]  -  the sun which proptects  the people  from the 
beginning ; maanthar-  man;  thondru thottu – from the beginning ; andru 
muthar- from that day ; indru –today; paathu kaaththidu ; to protect ; kathiravan- 
sun  .  
 
 
8. Ashtami - (Deity - Bhairav) - Controversy, greed 
 
Ashtami  Krishna paksa   has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -the- ma –ka- Ra- [-sa-] -an  -
pa -ka –[-sa -]– and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  thaei pirai 
naar thinkar kanakku ettaam   naar  - 9th day of the Krishna paksa ;  thaei  pirai- 
fading  crescent ;  naar- day; thinkar- month; ettu -8  . 
 
Ashtami  Krishna paksa   has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -the- ma –ka- Ra- [-sa-] -an  -
pa -ka –[-sa -]– and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   poraamai  
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kunam  mikka  manathu  / udaiya  oru   manithar    - greedy  person/ mind ; 
poraamai- jealousy  ;   kunam- nature  ; manathu- mind . 
 
Ashtami  Krishna paksa   has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -the- ma –ka- Ra- [-sa-] -an  - 
pa--ka –-sa and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is    ethir 
maraiyaana  karuththai  kondu  tharkkam   seithidum  /purinthidum   manithar – 
an arguing  person with different view ;  ethir marai-  opposite; karuththu- idea; 
tharkkam –argument  .  
 
 
9. Navami - (Deity - Durga) - Arrogance, recognition 
 
Navami Krishna paksa   has the consonants - an –va- ma – ka- Ra- [- sa-]  -an -pa -
ka –[-sa-]  – and the original Tamil interpreation  of the word is -   thaei pirai naar 
thinkar kanakku thondaam  naar/ onpathaam  naar [ missing  letter- the -]  – 9th 
day of the Krishna paksa ; onpathaam naar- ninth day  . 
 
Navami Krishna paksa   has the consonants - an –va- ma – ka- Ra- [- sa-]  -an -pa -
ka –[-sa-]  – and the original Tamil interpreation  of the word is  manathir kodura 
ennam konda / pirarai mathikaatha  kunam konda  manithar [ missing  letter- the 
-]  – an arrogant person ; kodura- cruel ;   ennam-  idea ;  pirai mathi- cr4escent 
moon; manithar- man  . 
 
 
10.Dashmi - (Deity - Yama) - Sobre, virtuous 
 
Dashmi  Krishna paksa  has the consonants -  the –[-sa-]- ma  -ka –Ra- [-sa-]- pa -
ka –[-sa-] –  and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  of the word is  
thaei pirai  thinkar  naar  kanakku  paththaam naar  - 10th day of the Krishna 
paksa ; paththu- 10 / dasa  ; naar- day; kanakku- estimation . 
 
Dashmi  has the consonants  -the –[-sa-] –ma-  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  nithaanam  udaiya  manathu / mitham  thaedum  
manathu  -  sober mind ; nithaanam- patience ; manathu- mind.    
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Dashmi  has the consonants  -the –[-sa-] –ma-  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  naermai udaiya manathu – honest mind ; naermai- 
honest ; maanthu- mind.  
 
Dashmi  Krishna paksa  has the consonants -  the –[-sa-]- ma  -ka –Ra- [-sa-]- pa -
ka –[-sa-] –  and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  of the word is 
erumai  vandiyin  maer  utkaarnthu  vannam  paasa kayitrai   veesiya  padiya  
uyirai parikka  varum  Yeman -   Yemon  -  god of death  -   who is riding   on a 
buffalo  with a noose in his hands  to  take one’s life ;  erumai/ eruthu -tarus ;   
vandi- wagon; utkaaru–sit ; kairu –rope ; veesu- throw ; uyir- life; parikka-snatch . 
 
 
11.Ekadashi - (Deity - Vishvedeva) – Happiness 
 
 Ekadashi  Krishna paksa   has the consonants – ka- the- [- sa-]  - ka –Ra-  [- sa-] - 
an - pa –ka- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil interpretation of the word is  thaei pirai 
thinkar naar kanakku pathinondru - 11 th day of the Krishna paksa ;  thaei  -fade; 
pirai-  crescent ;  pathinondru – 11 . 
 
Ekadashi  has the consonants – ka- the- [- sa-]  - -and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is uvakai  konda manathu  / manithar -  happy person;  
uvakai-  happy ;  manathu- mind ;  manithar- man  .   
 
Ekadashi  has the consonants  - ka- the -sa-- and the original Tamil interpretation 
of the word is   Sivanaandi /  kaasi  Visvanathan/ Visvadevan [Skt] .   
 
 
12.Dwadashi - (Deity - Vishnu) - Popularity, fame 
 
Dwadashi  krishna  paksa   has the consonants-  the- va -the – [-sa-]   - ka- Ra –[-sa 
-] -an –pa- ka- [-sa-]   -  and the original Tamil interpreation of the word is   thaei 
pirai thinkar  panni- erandaavathu naar kanakku - 12 th day of the Krishna paksa.  
 
Dwadashi  has the consonants – the- va – the- sa- and the original Tamil inter --- 
pretation  of the word is    Sivaandi enum   thaeivam  /  Vishnudevan   enum 
theivam. 
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Dwadashi  has the consonants – the- va – the- sa- and the original Tamil inter --- 
pretation  of the word is   anaivarum  arintha   oru manithar [ missing letter- Ra -] 
– a well known person.  
 
 
13.Tryodashi  (Deity - Kamadeva) - Success, Victory, Wealth 
 
Tryodashi – krishna  paksa   has the consonants -  the -Ra –the- [- sa-] -  ka- Ra- [- 
sa-]  -an - pa- ka- [- sa-]  – and the original Tamil interpretion of the word is  thaei 
pirai thinkar naar kanakku -  pathi mondraavathu naar  -  13 th day of the Krishna 
paksa;  thaei- fade ;  thaei  pirai thinkar -  fading  moon ;  naar- day ;  pathi 
moondru  -13 .  
 
Tryodashi  has the consonants-  the –Ra-  the- [- sa-] -  and the orignaltami 
interpretation  of the word is  vetri adainthida  vaendum  [ missing  letter- ka-]-  to 
win  ;  vetri adaiya - vitory .  
 
Tryodashi  has the consonants-  the –Ra-  the-  sa-  and the orignaltami 
interpretation  of the word is   panam kaasu  petti / veedu  niraiya undu [ missing  
letters- ka- and -sa-] – box full of money ; panam-  money; kai  kaasu- cash  ; 
veedu- house;  niraiya -  more  .  
 
Tryodashi  has the consonants-  the –Ra-  the-  [- sa-] -  and the orignaltami 
interpretation  of the word is  kaamaththai  thoondukira  kadavur-[ missing  letter- 
ka-]-   Thirumurugan- the god of  love ; kaamam-  sexual desire ; thoondu- incite  .   
 
 
14.Chaturdashi - (Deity - Rudra) - Anger, violence 
 
Chaturdashi krishna  paksa  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the -Ra -the  - ka -Ra –[-
sa -] -an - pa- ka- -sa – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the day is thaei  
pirai thinkar  pathi naakam naar  kanakku  andru  karu mathi [ karumaathi ] / 
marai  mathi  / amavaasai [Skt]  naar aakum [ pirai vaanir maraintha  naar]    -  14 
th day of Krishna paksa is the  new moon  day  /amavaasai[Skt ; pathi naanku -14. 
. 
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Chaturdashi krishna  paksa  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the -Ra -the  - ka -Ra –[-
sa -] -an - pa- ka- -sa – and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the day is 
kathiravanukim  thinkar  - ukkum  idaiyae  aana  paakai   kanakku –the angle 
between the sun and the moon ; kathiravan- sun;   thinker- moon ;  idaiyae – in 
between ;  paakai  -degree ; kanakku- estimation .  
 
Chaturdashi  has the consonants- [-sa-]  -the – Ra- the- [-sa-]-  and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  Rudra/ Ruththiran . 
 
Chaturdashi  has the consonants- [-sa-]  -the – Ra- the- [-sa-]-  and the original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is   van murai  yaei  naadum  manithar / 
manathu [ missing  letter-  ka -] -the person  who  prefers violence ; van murai- 
violence  ; naaduka- to seek ;  manithar- man .  
‘ 
 Chaturdashi  has the consonants- [-sa-]  -the – Ra- the- [-sa-]-  and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  theevira vaathi [ Skt][ missing  letter-  ka -] –
terrorist . 
 
 
Amavasya - (Deity - Pitris) - Religion, ancestors 
 
Amavasya   has the consonants - ma –va- [- sa -] -and the original Tamil word is  
karu mathi [ missing letters-  Ra- and- the -] – black  moon ; karuppu-  dark;  
mathi- moon  . 
 
Amavasya   has the consonants - ma –va- [- sa -] -and the original Tamil word is   
Makamaayee  - Dravidian fertility goddess.  
 
Amavasya   has the consonants - ma –va- [- sa -] -and the original Tamil word is   
karu maari [ Maariyaee]  theivam [ missing letters-  Ra- and- the -]  -  Dravidian 
fertility goddess ; thaai theivam- godess  .  
 
Amavasya  has the consonants - ma –va- [- sa -] -and the original Tamil 
interpretation  word is   karu   tharika/ undaaka   vaendum-[ missing letters-  Ra- 
and- the -]-  to  become pregnant ; karu tharikka- to become pregnant . 
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Amavasya  has the consonants - ma –va- [- sa -] -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  karppam [ Skt]  tharikka  vaendum  [ missing  letters- pa- Ra- and- the  
-] to  become pregnant ; karppam- pregnancy  . 
 
Amavasya  has the consonants - ma –va- [- sa -] -and the original Tamil  
interpretation word is  saei  enum  vayitru  Porai erakka  vaendum  [ missing 
letters-  Ra- and- the -]   to deliver the load [ the baby ]  from the abdomen .  
 
Amavasya  has the consonants - ma –va-  sa --and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  pirasavam[Skt]   paarkka  vaendum-[ missing  letters- pa- Ra- and- the-]   
to conduct  delivery ; pirasavam- delivery  . 
 
Amavasya  has the consonants - ma –va- [- sa -] -and the original Tamil  
interpretation word is  erantha  munnaorukku  /  neetthaarukku  pathinaaram   
naar  andru - neer kadan [ karumaathi [ ?Skt] ]   seithida   vaendum[ missing  
letters-  pa-  Ra- and- the -]   -  to do funeral  rites on the 16 th day ; eranthavar-  
dead one;  munnoar- ancestor ; neeththaar- dead one ; pathinaaru -16; naar- day  
; neer kadan- rites/ siraarththam[Skt]   .  
 
Amavasya  has the consonants - ma –va-  sa -and the original Tamil  interpretation 
word is  kadavur vanakkam  seithida  vaendum [ missing letters-  Ra- and- the-] to 
worship  god  ; kadavur-  god; vanakkam- worship/  greeting ; seithidu –do .  
 
Pitris [Skt]   has the consonants- [- pa-] - the –Ra-[-  sa-]  -and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  neeththaar-  dead forefathers. 
 
 Pitris [Skt]   has the consonants- [- pa-] - the –Ra- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   moothaathaiyar – ancestors.  
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Sukla paksha. 

  
Sukla paksa  has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka –la-  pa- ka- [- sa-] - and the original 
Tamil interpreation  of the word is  valar pirai  thinkal / thinkal -in  valarum 
paruvam [ missing  letters- the – and-  Ra-]-  sukla paksa ; valarka-  grow ;  pirai- 
crescent ; thinkal- moon  . 

1.Pratipada sukla paksa    has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- the- pa- the-  sa- ka- la 
– [- pa-] - ka- [- sa-] - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   valar 
pirai  thinakar  muthar naar  the first day of the Sukla paksa ; muthar  naar- first  
day .  

2.Dwitiya  sukla paksa   has the consonants – the- va- the -  [-sa-]  –ka- la - pa -ka –
[- sa  -]  and the original Tamil interpretation of the word is - valar pirai  thinkal 
erandaavathu  naar  kanakku  [ missing letter- Ra -]-  2nd  day of the Sukla paksa;  
erandaaam -2nd ; naar-  day; kanakku- estimation . 

3. Tritiya sukla paksa  has the consonants-  the- Ra- the – [-sa-] - ka- la –pa- ka –
sa--]   and the original Tamil interpretation of the word is  moondraavathu valar 
pirai thinkal  naar kanakku -  3rd  day  of the sukla paksa ; moondraam –third ;  
pirai- crescent ;  thinkal- moon;   naar- day; kanakku- estimation  .  

4. Chatruthi  sukla paksa  has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- Ra- the - [-sa-] - ka- la –
pa- ka –[-sa-]  -]   and the  original Tamil interpretation of the word is  valar pirai 
thinkal  naankaavathu  naal kanakku – 4rth day  of the sukla paksa ; valar pirai-  
sukla paksa ;  naanku- fourth ; naal /nila - day  . 

5.Panchami sukla paksa  has the consonants – [-pa-]- an- sa [-sa-] - ka- la –pa- ka –
[- sa-]  -]  and the  original Tamil interpretation of the word is  anjaavathu  
/aeinthaam  valar pirai thinkar  naal  kanakku  [ missing letters-  Ra- and -the -]- 
fifth day of the sukla paksa ;  anjaavathu –fifth ;  aeinthu –fifth  .  

7. Saptami  sukla paksa   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -[-pa -] -the -ma – sa- ka- la –
pa- ka -sa  - valar pirai thinkar naar kanakku [ missing  letter- Ra -]  -  yaaer  thinam 
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/ naal  / kilamai – 7th  day of the sukla paksa ; yaeru –yazhu-7 ; Ra= la- ;  kilamai/ 
kole- week  . 

 8.Ashtami  sukla paksa  has the consonants – [- sa-]  -the- ma -  [- sa-]  –ka- la –pa- 
ka –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is valar pirai thinkar 
naar kanakku [ missing  letter- Ra -] - ettam  thinam / naal  / kilamai  -8th day of 
the sukla paksa  ; ettu-  8;  thinam- day; naar-  day ;  kanakku- estimation  . 

9. Navami  sukla paksa  has the consonants- an- va- ma  - [-sa-] –ka- la –pa- ka- [-
sa-]  - and the original Tamil interpretation of the word is  valar pirai thinkar naal 
kanakku thondam / onpathaam  thinam    [ missing  letters- the- and  Ra -] -  9th 
day of the sukla paksa  ;  thondu- 9 ; onpathu-ninth ; thinam- day  . 

 10.Dashmi  sukla paksa   has the consonants- the- [- sa-] - ma- [- sa-] - ka- la -pa –
ka- [- sa-]  – and the original Tamil interpretation of the word is  valar pirai thinkar 
naal kanakku  paththaam  thinam / naal [ missing  letter- Ra -] -10th day of the 
sukla paksa ; pathinainthu – 15.   

 11.Ekadashi sukla paksa  has the consonants -  ka- the- [- sa-] -  [-sa-]  –ka- la- pa- 
ka-[- sa -] -  and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  valar pirai 
thinkar naar kanakku  - pathinondraam kilamai  - 11th day of the sukla paksa ; 
pathinoandru -11 ; kilamai –week . 

12.Dwadashi  sukla paksa  has the consonants -the -va –the- [-sa-] -  [-sa-]  –ka- la 
–pa- -ka –[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil interpretation  of the word is  paani- 
erandaavathu  valar pirai thinkar / nilavu  naal/ kilamai  kanakku -  12 th day of 
the sukla paksa ; pannerandu -12;  nilavu-  moon ; naal-  day . 

13. Tryodashi sukla paksa    has the consonants- the- Ra -the – [-sa-]  -[-sa -]–ka- la 
-pa -ka –[-sa -]-    and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  pathi 
moondraavathu  valar pirai thinkar / nilavu  naal kanakku -  13 th day of the sukla 
paksa ; pathi moondru  -13; nilavu- moon . 

14. Chaturdashi  sukla paksa has the consonants –[- sa-]- the- Ra- the-  [-sa-] –[-sa-
] -ka -la –pa- ka-[- sa-]-  and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   
pathi naankam  valar pirai  thinkar  naal  andru   nirai mathi / pon nila / ven nila  / 
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manjal nila / naalakum -  muzhu  naal aakum -  14 th day of the skukla paksa is the  
full noon day ;   pathi naanku -14;  valar pirai- sukla paksa ;  thinkar- moon ; naal- 
day; nirai mathi –full moon ; pon nila- golden moon ; ven nila- white moon; 
manjal nila- yellow moon  ; muzhumai- full  . 

 

                                             

31. Karna  

 Karna  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- na  - and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the  word is  arai  paakai  mani [ missing letter- pa-] ; arai -  half;  paakai- degree. 

Karna  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- na  - and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the  word is   arai naar  kanakku / arai naera kanakku -  half day ; arai- half; naar- 
day; kankku- estimation  . 

 Karana - half a lunar day. The karanas indicate actions which can support the tithi. 
   http://www.venoastrology.com/panchang.html  
 
1.BAVA -Auspicious, Honourable, Business, Starting work, Health. 
2.BALAVA-Honour, learning, respect, ceremony. 
3.KAULAVA-Social, Spiritual, Relationships, Marriage. 
4.TAITILA- Speech, communication, promotion, construction. 
5.GARA-Hardworking, Agriculture, new undertakings. 
6.VANIJA-Wealth, clever, business, relationships. 
7.VISHTI-Self-reliant, only auspicious for harsh activity, fighting. 
8.SHAKUNI-Worship, advising, psychic, intelligent, healing. 
9.CHATUSHPADA-Ancestors, Brahmin, government. 
10. NAGA- Cruel deeds, dangerous activities, Unstable. 
11.KINTUGHNA-Joyful,Marriage, ceremony,sacrifice. 
 
                                             1.  Bava  

Bava   has the consonants-  pa- va-  and the  original Tamil  interpretation   of the 
word is   maanpu miku  - honorable .  

http://www.venoastrology.com/panchang.html
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Bava   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - va-  and the  original Tamil  interpretation   of 
the word is  vanikam-  trade  / business.  

Bava   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - va-  and the  original Tamil  interpretation   of 
the word is   noavu  inmai -  healthy ; noavu- disease ; inmai- nil . 

Bava   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - va-  and the   other interpretation of the word 
is sukam [Skt]  [ missing letter- sa-]- -  healthy . 

Bava   has the consonants-  [- pa-] - va-  and the   other interpretation of the word 
asukam – [Skt] [ missing letter- sa-]- -unhealthy.  

 

                                            2. Balava   

 Balava  has the consonants  - pa- la- va  -  and the  original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  Kalvi   payila-  learn / to get educated  ; kalvi nilyam – educational 
institution ; palli  kalvi-  school education   . 

Balava  has the consonants  - [- pa-] - la- va  -  and the interpretation  of the word 
is   koala kala  vizha -   grand festival   ; koala kalam / gala . 

Balava  has the consonants  - [- pa-] - la- va  -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  vizhaa kaalam -  festival  time  ; vizha- festival  ; 
kaalam- season  .    

Balava  has the consonants  - pa- la- va  -  and the original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  Ponkal  vizha -  Ponkal festival . 

Balava  has the consonants  - pa- la- va  -  and the original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  thee vazhi  paattu  vizha   /pandikai [Skt] -  Deepavali[Skt] festival -  
the festival of worshiping  fire; thee-   fire; vazhipaadu –worship ;  pandikai [Skt] – 
kondaattam ; Deepavali- Thee vazhi paadu   .   

Balava  has the consonants  - pa- - la- va  -  and the original Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  pukazh -  fame / popular . 
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Balava  has the consonants  - pa- - la- va  -  and the original Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  ulaka alaviya  pukazh-  world famous ; ulakam- globe; pukazh – 
fame / uchcham   . 

Balava  has the consonants  - pa- - la- va  -  and the original Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is   vaan alaaviya  pukazh-  sky famous ; vaan- sky  . 

Balava  has the consonants  -  pa- la- va  -  and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word  kai  kuviththu  kumpiduthal /  vanankuthal [ missing  letter-  the -] -  
showing  respect  with  raised hands  kept together  ; kumpiduthar- to  worship . 

Balava  has the consonants  - [- pa-] - la- va  -  and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word  thalai kunithal / thalai vanankuthal-[ missing  letter-  the -]   bowing  
one’s head as a mark of respect  ; thalai- head ;  vananku- thuvaa [Arabic] [ 
Egyptian] .  

  3.Kaulaya    

Kaulaya   has the consonants – ka- la - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   mana  vaazhkkai-  marital life  ; manam- marriage ; vaazhkkai-  life  .  

 Kaulaya   has the consonants – ka- la - and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  kaliyaanam [ ? Skt] -  marriage.  

Kaulaya   has the consonants – ka- la - and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
kalaviyal  vaazhvu-  sexual life ; kalavu- sexual act  ; vaazhvu- life/ pilaippu  .   

Kaulaya   has the consonants – ka- la - and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
aanmika [Skt]  vaazhvu – spiritual life ; aanmeekam / akam - spiritual ; vaazhvu-   
life  .  

Kaulaya   has the consonants – ka- la - and the original  Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  aavi /aka   vazhu / yaakai ili  vaazhvu -  spiritual  life ; aavi –spirit ; 
akam- soul ; yaakkai- body ; ili- nil  . 

Kaulaya   has the consonants – ka- la - and the other interpretation  of the word is  
lov –veeka[Skt]  vaazhu- / nilai illaa  ulaka vaazhvu -  mortal  worldly life  
[antonym] ;  lov veeka [Skt] -  ulaka/ koala ; nilai illai-  no  permanence   .  
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Kaulaya   has the consonants – ka- la - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   aka [ aan–meeka][ Skt] vaazhvu  -  mental/ inward  life ; akam-  soul .  

Kaulaya   has the consonants – ka- la - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   kula vazhakki-  social life ; kulam- class  .  

                                                  4. Taitila   

  Taitila  has the consonants – the- -la - and the original Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  mozhithal / Tamil mozhiyil  mozhithal - speaking in Tamil  language; 
mozhithal- speak  . 

Taitila  has the consonants – the- -la - and the original Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  paesuthal- [ missing letters-  pa –and- sa-] -  speaking . 

Taitila  has the consonants – the- -la - and the original Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  solluthal [ missing  letter- sa- ]- to say . 

Taitila  has the consonants – the- -la - and the other  interpretation of the word is 
maatla- aduthal [Telugu ] -  to converse . 

Taitila  has the consonants – the- -la - and the original Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  veedu/ kattidam  kattuthal [ missing  letter- ka-]- to construct/ build  a 
house  ; kattidam- building ; kattu- build  . 

Taitila  has the consonants – the- -la - and the original Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  thakaval [ missing  letter- ka-]-  -  communication.   

                             5. Gara  

Kara   has the consonants – ka- Ra   -  and the original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  neer pasanam  purika [ missing letter- pa-]  -  to do irrigation  . 

Kara   has the consonants – ka- Ra   -  and the original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  payir seika- [ missing  letters-  pa –and- sa -] -   to do agricultural work   

Kara   has the consonants – ka- Ra   -  and the original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   uzhavaram [ missing  letter- la-] – agriculture . 
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Kara   has the consonants – ka- Ra   -  and the original Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  kamam /  vivasaayam [Skt]  seikaravan   [ missing  letter- sa-]-  do 
agricultural work ; kamam- agriculture ; seikiravan- one who  does  . 

Kara   has the consonants – ka- Ra   -  and the other  interpretation  of the word is  
karsakar[Skt]  [ missing  letter- sa-]-  farmer . 

Kara   has the consonants – ka- Ra   -  and the other  interpretation  of the word is   
yaer  vuzhavar  [ missing letter- la-] – ploughing  farmer . 

                                       6. Vanija  

Vanija  has the consonants   va -an –[ -sa-] and the  original Tamil  interpreation of 
the word is vanikam-  business.  

Vanija  has the consonants   va -an -sa-nd the original Tamil  interpreation of the 
word is   panam kaasu [ missing letter- pa-]-  money . 

Vanija  has the consonants   va -an –[-sa-] -nd the original Tamil  interpreation of 
the word is  kaniyan-  wise  man /astrologer  . 

                                           7. Visthi  

Visthi  has the consonants – va- sa –the- and the  original Tmil interpretation of 
the word is  sandai iduka -  to fight;  sandai – fight ; idu- do  . 

Visthi  has the consonants – va- [- sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  than - nampikkai  konda [ missing letter- pa-]- self reliant ; thun – 
self; nampikkai- confidence  

Visthi  has the consonants – va- [- sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil interpretation 
of the word is kadumai- harse.  

                                              8.Shakuni  

Shakuni   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka -an - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   vanakkam  / vananku -  worship . 
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  Shakuni   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka -an - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kaniyan  -  wise  man /astrologer . 

Shakuni   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka -an - and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is    kunam-aaku -  to heal . 

Shakuni   has the consonants – sa ka -an - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   sukamaakku [Skt] – to heal.  

                                    9. Chatushpada  

Chatushpada  has the consonants  -  [- sa-]  – the- [-sa-]  –[-pa-]- the -  and the 
orignal Tamil interpretation  of the word is  mooththoan- ancestor. 

 Chatushpada    has the consonants  -  [- sa-]  – the- [-sa-] –pa-the -  and the 
orignal Tamil interpretation  of the word peththu eduththa /  thaai/ thanthai  /  
thaaththa  / paaati / paattan/  pootti / muppaattan/ muppaatti -  the one who  
gave birth-  mother/ father/  grand father/ grand mother/ great  great  father/ 
great  great mother ; peththa – given birth; - thaai- mother;  thanthai- father ; 
thaaththa-  grand father ; paatti- grand mother ; paattan- great grand father ; 
paatti- great grand mother  .    

Chatushpada    has the consonants  -  [- sa-]  – the- [-sa-] –pa- the -  and the 
orignal Tamil interpretation  of the word   thooya  manithan-   pure man/  
anthanan [Skt] ; thooimai- pure ; manitham- man .      

Chatushpada    has the consonants  -   sa- the- [-sa-] –pa- the -  and the orignal 
Tamil interpretation  of the word   arasurudaiya / mannarudaiya  pani idam-[ 
missing  letter- Ra -]   the working place of the king ;arasar- king ; mannar- king; 
pani idam- office .  

                                          10. Naga   

Naga  has the consonants  - an -ka - and  the  original Tamil  word is  kunam inmai 
-  bad nature .   

Naga  has the consonants  - an -ka - and  the  original Tamil  word is   
kodumaiyaanthu [ missing  letter-  the -]  - cruel .  
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                                        11. Kintughna  

Kintughna   has the consonants - ka –an- the-  ka -an -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is kondaattam  kondada vaendum -  to celebrate .  

Kintughna   has the consonants - ka –an- the-  ka -an -  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is   manam kondida vaendum-  to marry . 
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